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OVERVIEW 

BACKGROUND   

On June 29, 2017, John Bryant retired from Jefferson Parish.  Mr. Bryant’s notice of retirement was sent 

via email at 1:15 pm CST with an effective time of 1:30 pm CST.  It was commonly known that Mr. Bryant 

planned to start a private business after retiring from the parish.  As such, Jefferson Parish Administration 

performed a search of files sent by Mr. Bryant via email prior to his retirement date.  The search resulted 

in what appeared to be parish proprietary documents sent from Mr. Bryant’s Jefferson Parish email 

address. (Attachment A)  Internal Audit was then asked to perform a more in depth review of emails sent 

by Mr. Bryant. 

OBJECTIVES   

The following were the objectives of this review: 

1. Confirm or disprove that Jefferson Parish proprietary documents were sent from John Bryant’s 

Jefferson Parish email address to a personal email address.   

2. Determine what documents, if any, were sent to Mr. Bryant’s personal email address.   

3. Review emails sent by Mr. Bryant to determine if any were in violation of any Louisiana laws, 

Jefferson Parish Code of Ordinance or Jefferson Parish policies and procedures or, rules and 

regulations. 

SCOPE 

Emails sent by John Bryant (jbryant@jeffparish.net) were reviewed for the period beginning April 1, 2017, 

up to and including June 29, 2017.  The review encompassed a period of ninety (90) days.   

 

FINDING #1 

CRITERIA 

Jefferson Parish Administrative Management Policies, 513 Use of Property, Equipment, Vehicles and 

Information/Communication Resources (Attachment B). 

Section 3.8 Prohibited uses of technology and communication systems.  

“Making unauthorized copies of parish files, information or data in any format…”  

FINDING 

Thirteen (13) emails that contained attachments were sent to a personal email address 

(jfbryant56@cox.net).  Eight (8) of those emails contained a total of forty-three (43) attachments of 

Jefferson Parish proprietary material. (Attachments C and D)  The remaining contained various personal 

items such as pictures.   Such activity is prohibited in accordance with the criteria cited in this finding. 
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OBSERVATIONS 

 A majority of the proprietary attachments (95%) was sent on two (2) different days: June 2, 2017, and 

June 27, 2017.  Five (5) of the forty-three (43) attachments appeared to be duplicate documents; 

therefore, reducing the number of documents to thirty-eight (38).  Personal emails sent with attachments 

increased from month to month; however, the population size (three months) was relatively small and a 

trend could not be adequately assessed.  Mr. Bryant may have been able to obtain some of the documents 

via a Request for Public Information. 

SUGGESTION 

The Jefferson Parish Attorney’s Office should review this matter to determine if any legal action needs to 

be taken against Mr. Bryant. 

RESPONSE FROM JEFFERSON PARISH ATTORNEY’S OFFICE 

There is no basis for a civil recovery.  The only potential avenue for a civil recovery is under Louisiana R.S. 

42:1461, but only if we are able to prove real damage as a result of Bryant’s activities (his breach of his 

obligations as an employee of a public entity), and then the recovery is only for the amount of that real 

damage.  Whether there is potential for criminal prosecution is in the sole discretion of the District 

Attorney’s Office.  Based on the evidence available at this time, it does not present as a strong criminal 

case and seems unlikely that the DA would pursue a prosecution. 

 

FINDING #2 

CRITERIA 

Jefferson Parish Administrative Management Policies, 513 Use of Property, Equipment, Vehicles and 

Information/Communication Resources (Attachment B), Section 3.6 Electronic mail and electronic mail 

tampering.  

“Parish e-mail is to be used solely for communications and responding to inquiries related to the efficient 

and effective operation of government and job-related duties.” 

“Transmission or receipt of e-mails for strictly personal reasons is considered misuse and abuse of parish 

technology and communication system.” 
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FINDING 

A total of five hundred sixty-one (561) emails were sent over the ninety (90) day period under review.  

Sixty-one (61) or 10.9% of those emails appear to be personal in nature.  Such activity is prohibited in 

accordance with the criteria sited in this finding.  

 

OBSERVATION 

Emails that appeared to be personal in nature were sent to both Jefferson Parish internal email addresses 

and external email addresses. 

SUGGESTION 

The Department of Risk Management should periodically remind employees about the policies in place 

pertaining to the personal use of emails. 

RESPONSE FROM JEFFERSON PARISH DEPARTMENT OF RISK MANAGEMENT 

An e-mail was drafted and sent to all employees in the Department. The e-mail reminded employees of 

the Jefferson Parish Administrative Management Policies prohibiting the use of e-mails for personal 

reasons and prohibiting the sending and receiving of offensive material. Employees were reminded that 

they are to maintain professionalism and decorum.  

FINDING #3 

CRITERIA 

Jefferson Parish Administrative Management Policies, 513 Use of Property, Equipment, Vehicles and 

Information/Communication Resources (Attachment B). 

Section 3.8 Prohibited uses of technology and communication systems.  

“Sending, receiving or accessing offensive materials, including but not limited to sexually explicit materials 

or materials whose content would otherwise be considered discriminatory or harassing” 

FINDING 

On June 27, 2017, Mr. Bryant sent an email with the subject of “wireless” to a personal email account.  

The email contained a link to a website which displayed a picture of a woman from the waist up.  The 

woman was wearing only a bra.  Such activity is prohibited in accordance with the criteria sited in this 

finding. 
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OBSERVATION 

The picture on the website did not display nudity; however, viewing subject matter as that described 

above could be construed as “harassing.”  

SUGGESTION 

The Department of Human Resources requires all employees to complete an on-line sexual harassment 

program each year.  The Department of Risk Management should periodically remind employees about 

policies that are in place. 

RESPONSE FROM JEFFERSON PARISH DEPARTMENT OF RISK MANAGEMENT 

Yearly reminders will be sent to all employees of the Department regarding appropriate use of Property, 

Equipment, Vehicles and Information/Communication Resources and corresponding policies.  

 

SUMMARY  

In summary, the review confirmed that Jefferson Parish proprietary documents were sent from Mr. 

Bryant’s parish email address to an external email address which appeared to also be Mr. Bryant’s.  Forty-

one (41) proprietary documents were sent and are listed in Attachment C, with the documents themselves 

being located in Attachment D.   

Along with the aforementioned documents being sent, personal use of parish email was noted at a rate 

of 10.9% of total emails sent.  Additionally, one (1) incident of accessing and sending potentially offensive 

material was noted. 

Internal audit recommends that the Jefferson Parish Attorney’s Office review this report and attachments 

for determination of any legal action that may be necessary (Finding #1).  Additionally, the Department of 

Risk Management should review and take appropriate actions as noted in Findings #2 and #3. 

 

REPORT WRAP UP 

Internal Audit obtained responses from all departments which are noted in the “Response From…” section 

of each Finding.  Additionally, a response from the Parish Administration can be found in Attachment 1, 

immediately following this report. 

 

 

****END**** 
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ATTACHMENT #1 

RESPONSE* FROM PARISH ADMINISTRATION 

 

The Jefferson Parish Administration appreciates the work and diligence of the Internal Audit Department. 

After a thorough review of the audit report’s findings, the Administration concurs with all 

recommendations and corrective action plans put in place by the Department of Risk Management. 

The Administration also concurs with the opinion of the Parish Attorney’s Office. The Administration will 

also encourage the Parish’s I.T. Department to place proper measures in place to limit or prevent private 

or personal use of the Parish’s public network.  

 

*Response received via email on September 1, 2017, from Keith Conley, Jefferson Parish Chief Operating 

Officer. 
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1.1 513 USE OF PROPERTY, EQUIPMENT, VEHICLES AND INFORMATION/COMMUNICATION RESOURCES 
 
. . . . 
3.  Use Technologies and Communication Systems 
      3.1 Establishment  

This policy  is established  to govern access and usage of parish  technology and communications 
systems administered by or under supervision of Electronic Information System Department (“EIS”), 
including but not limited to the parish computers, servers, network system, electronic mail system, 
intranet, internet access, and voice systems.  This policy is also established to define expectations 
regarding usage and/or access to Parish technology and communication systems and to provide for 
related  responsibilities. Please note:   Employee  email  created,  generated or  received using  the 
parish’s  email  server, which  pertain  to parish  government business may become public  record 
regardless of their creation or generation using private computers, servers, or email systems.  For 
tracking purposes, employees should always default  to using  the Parish email system  for parish 
government business, except where exigent circumstances mandate such use of private equipment 
and/or servers. 
1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this policy is to provide strict guidelines regarding the use of parish technology 

and  communication  systems,  to  provide  strict  guidelines  regarding  computers,  storage 

devices and/or mobile devices (including but not limited to smart phones, tablets and other 

mobile devices) present at the work place, whether or not such equipment is owned by the 

parish, which may be used to access the parish network systems or is otherwise supported by 

the parish network system, including internet access.  

  3.3 Scope 
The  scope  of  this  policy  extends  to  the  access  and  usage  of  parish  technology  and 

communication systems whether it is through parish owned equipment or personal devices. 

             3.4  Policy definitions 
“Electronic mail” or “e‐mail” means any message or communication which is sent or received 

though  the parish network or by parish  Internet access and  includes any electronic data, 

images, or attachments to the message or communication. 

 “Internet” means an open computer network which connects computers and other computer 

networks and organizational computer facilities world‐wide through which communications 

may be made and resources gathered and shared. 

“Mobile devices” means a small, hand‐held computing device typically having a display screen 

with touch input and/or a miniature keyboard with an operating system, the capability to run 

certain software applications. 

“Parish network” means  the  computers  and  computing hardware devices  that  are  linked 

together  through  communication  channels  maintained  by  the  parish  to  facilitate 

communication  and  resource‐sharing  within  parish  government  and  includes  parish 

electronic mail system and parish intranet.  

   “Parish  intranet”  is  the  restricted network  accessible by parish  computers  through which 

certain information and resources are shared within parish government. 

“Parish technology and communication system” means the parish network and the computer 

hardware  and  software  acquired  and  maintained  by  the  parish  which  supports  use  of 
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technology  by  the  parish  through  computers,  printers,  scanners  and  other  supported 

equipment.  

“Smart phone”  is a cellular telephone with advanced  functionality such as text messaging, 

internet access, camera capabilities, recording capabilities, electronic mail capabilities. 

3.5  Ownership and access to technology and communication; No Expectation of Privacy 
•Parish technology and communications system is for the effective and efficient operation of 

government and uses related to parish employment. 

•All  forms of data  created,  entered,  shared,  transmitted,  received or  stored using parish 

technology and communication system is considered parish property and is subject to being 

monitored, viewed, or released except as may otherwise be prohibited by state or federal 

privacy laws.  

•Employees  should  assume  that  all  forms  of  data  created,  entered,  shared,  transmitted, 

received or  stored using Parish  technology  communication  system will be monitored and 

viewed. Employees using parish technology and communication systems to create, access, 

share, transmit or receive data or information that would otherwise be subject to any claim 

of confidentiality or privilege from disclosure hereby waives the right to assert such claim of 

confidentiality or privilege from disclosure.   

•Parish has licensed the use of certain commercial software application programs for parish 

purposes.   Third parties retain the ownership and distribution rights to such software.   No 

employee may create, use or distribute copies of such software in a manner which does not 

comply with applicable  licensing agreement or otherwise violates  the  terms of  the  license 

agreement. 

      3.6  Electronic mail and electronic mail tampering 
•Parish e‐mail is to be used solely for communications and responding to inquiries related 

to the efficient and effective operation of government and job‐related duties.  All e‐mails 

shall  conform with parish  format:  (1) background  shall be  stark white with black or blue 

lettering  throughout;  (2)  font  size  shall not exceed 14pt;  (3) electronic  signatures may be 

inserted;  (4) contact  information may be  inserted which may  include your name,  job title, 

department, address, phone numbers; (5) personalized stationary and colored backgrounds 

are  not  allowed  nor  are  logos,  emoticons,  images,  philosophies,  personal  message 

statements, or quotations.  

•Transmission or receipt of e‐mails for strictly personal reasons is considered a misuse and 

abuse of parish technology and communication system. 

•E‐mail messages  received  shall not be altered without  the  sender’s permission nor  shall 

messages be altered and forwarded to another user and/or unauthorized attachments placed 

on another’s e‐mail without the individual’s permission. 

•“1,2,3’s” of Parish e‐mail: 

3 DON’TS (1) DON’T use e‐mail as a substitute for a conversation; (2) DON’T use casual or 

offensive language, slang, abbreviations or emotional symbols when composing an e‐mail; (3) 

DON’T “Reply All,” unless it is essential that all original recipients receive reply. 

3 DO’S (1) DO assume all e‐mails are subject to public disclosure; (2) DO include a subject and 

closing (signature); (3) DO proofread before sending.  
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       3.7  Internet usage and browsing 
Internet  access  is  restricted  to  uses  which  further  effective  and  efficient  operation  of 

government, to provide enhanced service of the highest quality, and to support other direct 

job‐related purposes.    Internet access  is a parish  resource which  is provided as a  tool  for 

employees  to  engage  in  necessary  research,  professional  development  and work‐related 

communications. Internet access shall not be used for strictly personal purposes or reasons 

unrelated to parish employment and job duties.   

       3.8  Prohibited uses of technology and communication systems 
The  following  is  a  non‐exclusive  list  of  prohibited  uses  of  the  parish  technology  and 

communication systems: 

•Downloading  files  from  the  Internet  or  other  devices  or  receiving  or  sending  files  as 

attachments to e‐mails which are unrelated to the efficient and effective operation of parish 

or job duties; 

•Causing  congestion, disruption disablement, alteration or  impairment  through misuse of 

parish technology and communication systems; 

•Installing software on parish computer without verifiable license; 

•Installing software on parish computers that  is  legally  licensed to user but not  licensed to 

parish; 

•Installing or reconfiguring hardware or software on parish computers or network without 

proper authorization from EIS; 

•Using systems to solicit or sell products or services that are unrelated to parish business; 

•Accessing networks, servers, drives, folders or files to which the employee has not been 

granted access or authorization from the appropriate supervisor; 

•Making  unauthorized  copies  of  parish  files,  information  or  data  in  any  format, 

photographic, audio, etc.; 

•Destroying, deleting, erasing or concealing parish files or other data, or otherwise making 

such files or data unavailable or inaccessible to the parish or to another authorized user of 

the parish system; 

•Misrepresenting oneself or the parish through use of parish technology and communication 

systems; 

•Propagating any virus, worm, Trojan horse, or other program or code designed to disrupt, 

disable, impair, or otherwise harm either Parish technology and communication systems or 

those of any individual computer; 

•Using  abusive, profane,  threatening, discriminatory or otherwise objectionable  language 

through use of parish technology and communication systems; 

•Sending chain letters or participating in any way in the creation or transmission of unsolicited 

commercial e‐mail (“spam”); 

•Sending, receiving or accessing offensive materials, including but not limited to sexually 

explicit  materials  or  materials  whose  content  would  otherwise  be  considered 

discriminatory or harassing; 

•Engaging in unlawful or malicious activities; 

•Engaging  in  recreational  games,  gambling  or  wagering  activity  through  use  of  parish 

technology and communication systems; 
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•Defeating or attempting to defeat security restrictions governing use of parish technology 

and communication systems; 

•Engaging in political or partisan activity; 

•Maintaining,  organizing,  or  participating  in  non‐work  related Web  logs  (“blogs”), Web 

journals, “chat rooms”, social media sites. 

1.9  Responsibilities 
1.9.1 EIS responsibility 

EIS  is responsible for regularly checking and monitoring department and employee 

use and access to parish technology and communication system,  including but not 

limited  to  accessing  and  monitoring  individual’s  use  of  computer  equipment, 

electronic‐mail, and internet access. 

1.9.2 Employee responsibility 
All employees are responsible for: 

•Using parish technology and communication in a manner consistent with this policy 

and shall refrain from engaging  in any conduct which compromises the  integrity of 

the  parish  technology  and  communication  system  or  otherwise  violates  this 

Administrative Management Policy; 

•Choosing a secure password and changing the password frequently; 

•Protecting and preserving security by keeping confidential passwords; 

•Logging off of parish computer and/or network; 

•Refraining from leaving computer unattended without enabling proper security; 

•Reporting abuse of parish technology and communication systems to appropriate 

supervisor; 

•Reporting  information  which  indicates  systems’  security  has  been  breached  or 

compromise or the integrity of the system is otherwise compromise, including by way 

of example only a misappropriated password, incident computer viruses, computer 

crashes. 

1.9.3 Supervisor responsibility 
•Monitoring and ensuring compliance by employees; 

•Determine, approve or deny requests for use and access to parish technology and 

communication  systems  based  upon  departmental  needs,  needs  for  services; 

employee job‐duties, potential for misuse or abuse of systems; 

•Review employee authorization and access to parish technology and communication 

systems upon change of employee classification or position;  

•Notify  and  confirm  with  EIS  that  employee  access  to  parish  technology  and 

communication systems is terminated upon termination of employment; 

•Receiving  reports  from  employees  of  abuse  or misuse  of  parish  technology  and 

communication systems; 

•Receiving information from employees that systems’ security has been breached or 

otherwise compromised, including reports of viruses and computer crashes; 

•Reporting abuse or misuse of parish technology and communication systems and 

breaches or compromises in systems’ security to EIS; 

•Taking appropriate disciplinary action.  

2. Acquisition of Technology/ Communication System Resources 
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Any technology and communication system equipment and computer drivers to be installed on the 

parish technology and communication system shall be acquired by the parish with the approval of 

EIS to be installed by EIS.   
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Employee: 40303 JOHN F BRYANT
Check #: 2540270
Check Date: 6/02/2017
Department: 9670 HsDis1RkMg
Federal Withholding: M 2
State Withholding: LASTATETAX M 2

Hours Code Hours Rate Shift Cert Gr oss
111 RegHrsAdmn 63.00 33.4863 2,109.60
211 AnnualAdm 7.00 33.4863 234.40
P211 Pen.002506 .00 5.87

Amount YTD Amount
Gross Pay 2,349.87 25,848.58
FED 2017 FEDERAL 131.91 1516.86
FICA 2017 FICA 28.79 323.13
LA LOUISIANA STATE TAX 38.95 443.60
101 PAROCHIAL RETIREMENT 223.24 2455.64
466 UNITED HEALTH EMP & SPOUSEPRE 245.84 2704.24
703 CIGNA LIFE & ACCIDENT 2X  PRE 97.97 1077.67
710 CIGNA II 60% LGTERM DISABILITY 32.15 353.65
784 DELTA PPO EMP & SPOUSE PTAX 20.05 220.55
Net Pay 1,530.97 16,753.24

Amount YTD Amount
1,530.97 16,753.24

Direct Deposit
1 CAPITOL ONE 
Total Direct Deposit 1,530.97 16,753.24

Employer  Benefit Amount YTD Amount
123 PAROCHIAL RETIREMENT 293.73 3,231.04
468 UNITED HEALTH EMP & SPOUSE 891.89 5,351.34

JEFFERSON PARISH PAYROLL
P.O. BOX 9
GRETNA, LOUISIANA 70054

EARNINGS STATEMENT
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707 CIGNA LIFE AND ACCIDENT .00 31.10
FUTA UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 9.40

Accrual Type Prev. Balance Pay Per iod Earned Pay Per iod Taken

103.40 

YTD Available

ANNL Annual 299.5000 5.2500 7.0000 297.7500
COMP Comp .1250 .0000 .0000 .1250
DNLV DonatedLve .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
DROP DropSick .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
SICK Sick 426.2500 3.5000 .0000 429.7500
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REQUEST FOR STATEMENTS OF QUALIFICATIONS 
 

TO PROVIDE INSURANCE PRODUCER OF RECORD SERVICES  
FOR ITS PROPERTY & CASUALTY INSURANCE PROGRAM 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

SOQ No.:    ______________________ 
 

SOQ / Qualification Submission Opening Date: ______________ 
 

SOQ / Qualification Submission Opening Time: ______________ 
 
 
 
 

Jefferson Parish 
Department of Purchasing 

P. O. Box 9 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

 
(504) 364-2678 
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REQUEST FOR STATEMENTS OF QUALIFICATIONS 

FOR 
INSURANCE PRODUCER OF RECORD           

 

 

PART 1 – ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL INFORMATION  
 
1.1 Background  
 
The insurance program of the Parish of Jefferson (hereinafter referred to as the Parish) 
consists of a Self Insured Retention Program for its casualty coverages, auto liability, 
general liability and workers’ compensation, and other fully insured coverages including, 
flood, property, public officials and employees’ liability, crime and other coverages.  The 
Parish has used and will us a Producer to market and place policies in its program 
under the direction of the Director of Risk Management or his designee. 
 
 
1.1.1 Purpose 
 
The purpose of this request for Statements of Qualifications (SOQ) is to obtain 
statements of qualifications and competitive Qualification Submissions as allowed by 
Jefferson Parish Ordinance Number 21587 from bona fide, qualified Person or Firms 
who are interested in representing Jefferson Parish as its Insurance Producer of Record 
for its Property and Casualty Insurance Program. The Insurance Program is briefly 
described in Attachments B, C and D. 
 
 
1.1.2 Goals and Objectives  
 
The Department of Risk Management for the Parish of Jefferson, Louisiana (the Parish) 
desires to engage the services of a Producer with the following qualifications: 
 
Producer Qualifications: 
 

A. Ten (10) years’ experience as a Producer of Record, with at least one (1) 
principal having five (5) years’ of experience. 

 
B. Firms and/or Producers with governmental entity experience. 

 
C. Firms and/or Producers that have had or currently have an account/client with 

an annual total cost of risk in excess of $5,000,000. For the purposes of this 
SOQ, total cost of risk includes, but is not limited to, third party administrator 
fees, retained losses, risk control expenses, insurance premiums, and outside 
consulting fees. 
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D. Experience in providing Producer services similar to those outlined in the 
SOQ. 

 
E. Annual commercial lines premium volume of $10,000,000 or greater. 

 
F. Adequate general liability, workers’ compensation and professional liability 

insurance coverages.  Please note that the selected Person or Firm(s) will be 
expected to meet the insurance requirements as outlined in Attachment A 
before contracting with the Parish. 

 
Attestation of these qualifications may be verified via the completed Attachments and 
independent verification, if necessary. 
 
 
1.2 Schedule of Events 
         Date  Time (CST) 
1. SOQ to be advertised                Pending Council approval,  
         November 7, 2014 
2. Pre-Qualification Submission Conference  December 4 , 2014       
 
3. Deadline to receive written inquiries   December 19, 2014    
 
4. Deadline to answer written inquiries   January 9, 2015 

   
5. Qualification Submission Opening Date   February 5, 2015  

 
6. Interviews       To be scheduled 
 
7. Council Selection via resolution    March    , 2015 

 
  

8. Contract Ratification via resolution   April    , 2015  
 
 
 
NOTE: The Parish of Jefferson reserves the right to deviate from these dates. 
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1.3 SOQ / Qualification Submission Submittal  
 
All Qualification Submissions shall be received by the Jefferson Parish Purchasing 
Department no later than date and time shown in the Schedule of Events. 
 
Important – Clearly mark the outside of the envelope, box or package with the 
following information and format: 
 

 Qualification Submission Name: SOQ For Insurance Producer of Record 

 Qualification Submission No. ____________ 

 Qualification Submission Opening Date: ______________________ 
 
Qualification Submissions will be received at: 
 
 Jefferson Parish Purchasing Department 
 200 Derbigny Street, Suite 4400 
 Gretna, Louisiana 70053 
 
The Person or Firm is solely responsible for ensuring that its courier service provider 
makes inside deliveries to our physical location.  Jefferson Parish Purchasing 
Department is not responsible for any delays caused by the Person or Firm’s chosen 
means of Qualification Submission delivery. 
 
The Person or Firm is solely responsible for the timely delivery of its Qualification 
Submission.  Failure to meet the Qualification Submission opening date and time shall 
result in rejection of the Qualification Submission and its return unopened. 
 
This request for Statements of Qualifications is not an authorization to approach the 
Insurance Marketplace or Service Agencies on behalf of Jefferson Parish. The Parish 
specifically directs that no contact or solicitation of insurance markets or market 
reservation be made on behalf of the Parish.  Failure to comply with this condition may 
be grounds for disqualification. 
 
QUALIFICATION SUBMISSIONS SHALL BE OPENED PUBLICLY AND ONLY 
THOSE PERSON OR FIRMS SUBMITTING QUALIFICATION SUBMISSIONS SHALL 
BE IDENTIFIED ALOUD.  PRICES SHALL NOT BE READ. 
 
 
1.4 SOQ / Qualification Submission Response Format  
 
Qualification Submissions submitted for consideration should follow the format and 
order of presentation described below: 
 

A. A Cover Letter: Containing a summary of the Person or Firm’s ability to 
perform the services described in the SOQ and confirming that Person or 
Firm is willing to perform those services and enter into a contract with the 
Parish.  The letter shall be signed by a person having authority to commit 
the Person or Firm to a contract.  If Person or Firm is an agency, 
corporation, partnership or other legal entity, the president, vice-president, 
secretary or treasurer, or an authorized agent shall sign the Qualification 
Submission.  Satisfactory evidence of the authority of the person signing 
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for the agency, corporation, partnership or other legal entity shall be 
attached to the Qualification Submission. 
 

B. Table of Contents: Organized in the order cited in the format contained 
herein including the Attachments. 

 
C.       Person or Firm Qualifications and Experience: The Person or Firm must 

be experienced at providing services similar in nature and complexity to 
the project outlined in this request for Statements of Qualifications. 

         
D. Financial Qualification Submission: Person or Firm’s fees and other costs, 

if any, shall be submitted.  This financial Qualification Submission shall 
include any and all costs the Person or Firm wishes to have considered in 
the contractual arrangement with the Parish of Jefferson.  Financial 
Qualification Submissions are to be submitted in a separate sealed 
envelope marked “FEES”.   
 
Fees should be presented on an annual basis.  The anticipated length of 
this contract is for three (3) years; therefore, please provide the fees for 
each of the three (3) years. (See Attachment I.)  These fees should be net 
of commissions, including any placement service agreements (PSA), or 
marketing service agreements (MSA) from any insurance policies secured 
on behalf of the Parish. The Parish will only consider Qualification 
Submissions from Person or Firms willing to place coverage on a flat fee 
basis, net of commissions.   
 
The Producer agrees that no commissions shall be retained.  The 
Producer agrees that no fees from a third party (MGA) shall be retained. 
Any and all services provided have been pre-agreed to and a fee has 
been negotiated to fully compensate the Producer for services provided.  
All commissions, if any, including policies issued by State or Federal 
Agencies paid to Producer, shall be remitted to the Parish unless 
prohibited by law. The Producer attests that all commissions remitted to 
the Parish are not by any means or definition a rebate and are in 
compliance with applicable Louisiana Law.  Terms and conditions of this 
contract are based purely on a fee for service basis and any deviation 
from said agreement shall be cause for termination of agreement by the 
Parish. 
 
 
Any commissions received by the Producer on policies that the carrier 
cannot or will not remove from the premium will be credited to the annual 
fee paid by the Parish to the Producer. 
 
Please note that the Parish reserves the right to negotiate further terms 
and conditions, including price, with any of the Person or Firms that 
submits a response to this SOQ. 

 
 
1.4.1 Number of SOQ Response Copies  
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Each Person or Firm shall submit one (1) signed original response along with fourteen 
(14) additional copies of the Qualification Submission for a total of fifteen (15) hard 
copies.  Additional copies may be submitted on CD-R/CD-RW media as long as data on 
the disc is formatted in the Word program. 
 
 
1.4.2 Legibility/Clarity 
 
Responses to the requirements of this SOQ in the formats requested are desirable with 
all questions answered in as much detail as practicable.  The Person or Firm’s response 
is to demonstrate an understanding of the requirements.  Qualification Submissions 
should be prepared simply and economically, providing a straightforward, concise 
description of the Person or Firm’s ability to meet the requirements of the SOQ.  Each 
Person or Firm is solely responsible for the accuracy and completeness of its 
Qualification Submission. 
 
 
1.5 Confidentiality 
 
All documents submitted to the Parish are subject to the Louisiana Public Records Act, 
LSA-R.S. 44:1 et seq., and may be released when a public records request is made by 
news media, competitors, or other interested parties, in accordance with the law. 
 
If a Person or Firm deems any document submitted to the Parish under this SOQ 
contains confidential business data, trade secrets, proprietary information, or data not 
otherwise subject to public disclosure, under La. Const. Art I § 5, LSA-R.S. 44:4 or 4.1, 
or other provisions of law, the Person or Firm shall clearly mark the documents as 
"Confidential" prior to delivering or making them available to the Parish. 

(1)   If the Parish receives a request for the production or disclosure of 
documents so marked, it will decline disclosure and notify the Person or Firm of 
such request; 
(2)   Provided, however, that if any action is commenced against the Parish 
under the Louisiana Public Records Act, LSA-R.S. 44:1 et seq., or otherwise 
seeking to compel production or disclosure of the documents, the Person or Firm 
or any other person asserting the confidentiality privilege of such documents 
shall defend, indemnify and hold the Parish harmless from any costs, damages, 
penalties or other consequences of the Parish's refusal to disclose or produce 
such documents. Failure of the Person or Firm to immediately intervene in such 
legal action, will authorize the Parish to voluntarily provide the information for 
disclosure under the supervision of the court; 
(3)   The Parish assumes no liability for disclosure or use of any document or 
portion of this SOQ that has not been clearly marked as "confidential", or as 
otherwise constituting information exempt from the Louisiana Public Records Act, 
and may use or disclose such unmarked documents as public records. 
(4)   The Person or Firm is to mark the cover sheet of the Qualification 
Submission with the following legend, specifying the pages of the Qualification 
Submission which are to be restricted in accordance with the conditions of the 
legend: 

“The data contained in Pages _____ of the Qualification 
Submission have been submitted in confidence and contain trade 
secrets and/or privileged or confidential information and such data 
shall only be disclosed for evaluation purposes, provided that if a 
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contract is awarded to this Person or Firm as a result of or in 
connection with the submission of this Qualification Submission, the 
Parish of Jefferson shall have the right to use or disclose the data 
therein to the extent provided in the contract.  This restriction does 
not limit the Parish of Jefferson’s right to use or disclose data 
obtained from any source, including the Person or Firm, without 
restrictions.” 
 

Further, to protect such data, each page containing such data shall be 
specifically identified and marked “CONFIDENTIAL.” 

 
The Person or Firm shall not mark the entire Qualification Submission "confidential" or 
as information constituting an exception to Louisiana's Public Records Act.  If an entire 
response, submittal or Qualification Submission is so marked, the Parish of Jefferson 
shall not consider the Qualification Submission for an award of the contract. 

 
Nothing herein shall prohibit the Parish of Jefferson from making any Qualification 
Submission, including confidential business data, trade secrets, and proprietary 
information contained therein, available to any other Parish agency, person or 
organization for the sole purpose of assisting the Parish in its evaluation of the 
Qualification Submission. The Parish shall require said individuals to protect the 
confidentiality of any specifically identified proprietary information or privileged business 
information obtained as a result of their participation in these evaluations. 
 
 
1.6 Qualification Submission Clarifications Prior to Submittal 
 
 
1.6.1 Pre-Qualification Submission Conference    
 
A pre-Qualification Submission conference will be held at   (insert the time, date and 
location of the conference)  .  Prospective Person or Firms may participate in the 
conference to obtain clarification of the requirements of the SOQ and to receive 
answers to relevant questions.  Any firm intending to submit a Qualification Submission 
should shall have at least one duly authorized representative attend the pre-
Qualification Submission Conference. 
 
Although impromptu questions will be permitted and spontaneous answers will be 
provided during the conference, the only official answer or position of the Parish of 
Jefferson will be stated in writing in response to written questions. 
 
 
1.6.2 Inquiry Periods 
 
An initial inquiry period is hereby firmly set for all interested Person or Firms to perform 
a detailed review of the SOQ documents and to submit any written questions relative 
thereto.  Without exception, all questions MUST be in writing (even if an answer has 
already been given to an oral question during the pre-Qualification Submission 
conference) and received by the close of business on the Inquiry Deadline date set forth 
in the Schedule of Events.  Initial inquiries shall not be entertained thereafter. 
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The Parish of Jefferson shall not and cannot permit an open-ended inquiry period, as 
this creates an unwarranted delay in the procurement cycle and operations of our 
agencies and departments.  The Parish of Jefferson reasonably expects and requires 
responsible and interested Person or Firms to conduct their in-depth Qualification 
Submission review and submit inquiries in a timely manner. 
 
 
No negotiations, decisions, or actions shall be executed as a result of any oral 
discussions with any Parish employee or Parish consultant.  The Parish shall only 
consider written and timely communications from Person or Firms. 
 
Inquiries shall be submitted in writing by an authorized representative of the Person or 
Firm, clearly cross-referenced to the relevant solicitation section.  Only those inquiries 
received by the established deadline shall be considered by the Parish.  Answers to 
questions that change or substantially clarify the solicitation shall be issued by 
addendum and provided to all prospective Person or Firms. 
 
Inquiries concerning this solicitation may be delivered by mail, express courier, e-mail, 
hand, or fax to: 
 
 Jefferson Parish Purchasing Department 
 200 Derbigny Street, Suite 4400 
 Gretna, Louisiana 70053 
 E-Mail:Purchasing@jeffParish.net   
 Phone:(504)364-2678   
 Fax:(504)364-2693 
 
 
1.7 Qualification Submission Guarantee  
 Not required for this SOQ 
 
 
1.8      Performance Bond   
  Not required for this SOQ 
 
 
1.9 Changes, Addenda, Withdrawals 
 
If the Person or Firm needs to submit changes or addenda, such shall be submitted in 
writing, signed by an authorized representative of the Person or Firm, cross-referenced 
clearly to the relevant Qualification Submission section, in a sealed envelope, prior to 
the Qualification Submission opening.  Such shall meet all requirements for the 
Qualification Submission.  If the Person or Firm chooses to withdraw his Qualification 
Submission response, the withdrawal notice shall be in writing and received prior to 
Qualification Submission opening. 
 
 
1.10 Cost of SOQ / Qualification Submission Preparation 
 
The Person or Firm assumes sole responsibility for any and all costs associated with 
the preparation and reproduction of any Qualification Submission submitted in response 
to the SOQ and preparation for oral presentations/discussions and other such 
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expenses, and shall not include this cost or any portion thereof in the offered contract 
price and terms.  
 
 
1.11 Non-negotiable Contract Terms 
 
Non-negotiable contract terms include but are not limited to taxes, assignment of 
contract, audit of records, EEOC and ADA compliance, record retention, content of 
contract/order of precedence, contract changes, force majeure, governing law, claims or 
controversies, and termination based on contingency of appropriation of funds.  The 
standard general terms and conditions used by Jefferson Parish may be found in 
Resolution No. 105529.  A copy may be obtained from the Parish Clerk’s Office, 6th 
Floor, General Government Building, 200 Derbigny Street, Gretna, LA  70053, 364-
2626. 
 
 
1.12   Taxes 
 
Any taxes, if applicable, shall be assumed to be included within the Person or Firm’s 
cost. 
 
 
1.13 Qualification Submission Validity 
 
All Qualification Submissions shall be considered valid for acceptance until such time an 
award is made, unless the Person or Firm provides for a different time period within its 
Qualification Submission response.  However, the Parish reserves the right to reject a 
Qualification Submission if the Person or Firm’s response is unacceptable and the 
Person or Firm is unwilling to extend the validity of its Qualification Submission. 
 
 
1.14 Prime Person or Firm Responsibilities 
 
The selected Person or Firm shall be required to assume responsibility for all items and 
services offered in his Qualification Submission whether or not he produces or provides 
them.  The Parish of Jefferson shall consider the selected Person or Firm to be the sole 
point of contact with regard to contractual matters, including payment of any and all 
charges resulting from the contract. 
 
 
1.15 Written or Oral Discussions / Presentations 
 
Written or oral discussions may be conducted with Person or Firm(s) who submit 
Qualification Submissions determined to be reasonably susceptible of being selected for 
award.  Qualification Submissions may be accepted without such discussions and 
awards made on the basis of the initial offers so Qualification Submissions should be 
complete and reflect the most favorable terms available from the Person or Firm(s). 
 
Any commitments or representations made during these discussions, if conducted, may 
become formally recorded in the final contract. 
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Written or oral discussion/presentations for clarification may be conducted to enhance 
the Parish’s understanding of any or all of the Qualification Submissions submitted.  
Neither negotiations nor changes to vendor Qualification Submissions will be allowed 
during these discussions.  Qualification Submissions may be accepted without such 
discussions. 
 
 
 
 
 
1.16 Acceptance of Qualification Submission Content 
 
The mandatory SOQ requirements shall become contractual obligations if a contract 
ensues.  Failure of the selected Person or Firm(s) to accept these obligations shall 
result in the rejection of the Qualification Submission. 
 
 
1.17 Contract Negotiations 
 
If for any reason the Person or Firm whose Qualification Submission is most responsive 
to the Parish’s needs, price and other evaluation factors set forth in the SOQ 
considered, does not agree to a contract, that Qualification Submission shall be rejected 
and the Parish may negotiate with the next most responsive Person or Firm.  
Negotiation may include revision of non-mandatory terms, conditions, and requirements.  
The Parish of Jefferson must approve the final contract form and issue a purchase 
order, if applicable, or contract, to complete the process. 
 
 
1.18 Cancellation of SOQ or Rejection of Qualification Submissions 
 
The Parish of Jefferson reserves the right to reject any or all Qualification Submissions 
received in response to this SOQ, or to cancel this SOQ if it is in the best interest of the 
Parish to do so. 
 
 
1.19 Evaluation and Selection 
 
All responses received as a result of this SOQ are subject to evaluation by the Parish 
Evaluation Committee for the purpose of selecting the Person or Firm with whom the 
Parish shall contract. 
 
To evaluate all Qualification Submissions, a committee whose members have expertise 
in various areas has been selected.  This committee will determine which Qualification 
Submissions are reasonably susceptible of being selected for award.  If required, written 
or oral discussions may be conducted with any or all of the Person or Firms to make this 
determination. 
 
Written recommendation for award shall be made to the Jefferson Parish Council for the 
Person or Firm(s) whose Qualification Submission(s), conforming to the SOQ, will be 
the most advantageous to the Parish of Jefferson, price and other factors considered. 
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The committee may reject any or all Qualification Submissions if none are considered in 
the best interest of the Parish. 
 
 
1.20 Award 
 
 
1.20.1 The award shall be made to the Person or Firm(s) whose Qualification 

Submission(s), conforming to the SOQ, will be the most advantageous to the 
Parish of Jefferson.  Price or cost components shall be evaluated separate and 
apart from the technical requirements of the SOQ. 

 
1.20.2 The award may be made on the basis of the initial offer or as noted in Part 1.15. 
 
 
 
 
 
1.21 Notice of Intent to Award 
 
The evaluation committee’s recommendation for award shall be forwarded to the 
Jefferson Parish Council for selection. 
 
After the selection of the Jefferson Parish Council the Department will notify all 
unsuccessful Person or Firms as to the outcome of the evaluation process. 
 
 
1.22 Insurance Requirements 
 
The selected Producer shall furnish the Parish with certificates of insurance evidencing 
coverage(s) required by the SOQ (see Attachment A).  The certificates for each 
insurance policy are to be signed by a person authorized by that insurer to bind 
coverage on its behalf.  The certificates are to be received and approved by the Parish 
before the contract will be signed.  The Parish reserves the right to require complete 
certified copies of all required policies, at any time. 
 
 
1.23 Sub-Person or Firm Insurance 
 
The selected Producer shall include all sub-Person or Firms as insureds under its 
policies or shall furnish separate certificates for each sub-Person or Firm. All coverages 
for sub-Person or Firms shall be subject to all of the requirements stated herein for the 
Person or Firm. 
 
 
1.24 Indemnification 
 
Notwithstanding the above, the selected Person or Firm shall protect, defend, 
indemnify, save and hold harmless the Parish of Jefferson, all Parish departments, 
agencies, boards and commissions, its officers, agents, servants and employees, 
including volunteers, from and against any and all claims, demands, expense and 
liability arising out of injury or death to any person or the damage, loss or destruction of 
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any property which may occur or in any way grow out of any act or omission of the 
selected Person or Firm, its agents, servants, and employees and any and all costs, 
expense and/or attorney fees incurred by the selected Person or Firm as a result of any 
claim, demands, and/or causes of action except those for claims, demands, and/or 
causes of action arising out of the negligence of the Parish, its agents, and/or 
employees.  The successful Person or Firm agrees to investigate, handle, respond to, 
provide defense for and defend any such claim, demand or suit at its sole expense and 
agrees to bear all other costs and expenses related thereto, even if it is groundless, 
false or fraudulent. 
 
 
1.25 Fidelity Bond Requirements  
Not required for this SOQ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.26   Payment for Services 
 
The selected Producer shall invoice the Department of Risk Management semi-annually 
for one half (1/2) of the agreed annual fee.  Payments will be made by the Department 
of Risk Management approximately thirty (30) days after receipt of a properly executed 
invoice, and approval by the Department of Risk Management.  Invoices shall include 
the contract and order number, using department, product/services purchased and all 
commissions or fees paid, as described in section 1.4 D, to the Producer.  Invoices 
submitted without the referenced documentation will not be approved for payment until 
the required information is provided.  Commissions or Fees paid in excess of agreed 
annual fee shall be refunded to the Parish annually at contract anniversary.  
 
 
1.27 Termination 
 
 
1.27.1 The Parish may terminate any contract entered into as a result of the SOQ for 

cause, based upon the failure of the selected Producer to comply with the terms 
and/or conditions of the contract; provided that the Parish shall give the Producer 
written notice specifying the Producer’s failure.  If within ten (10) days after 
receipt of such notice, the Producer shall has not have either corrected such 
failure and thereafter or proceeded diligently to complete such correction, then 
the Parish may, at its option, place the Producer in default and the contract shall 
terminate on the date specified in such notice.  The Producer may exercise any 
rights available to it under Louisiana Law to terminate for cause upon the failure 
of the Parish to comply with the terms and conditions of this contract; provided 
that the Producer shall give the Parish written notice specifying the Parish’s 
failure. 

 
1.27.2 The Parish may terminate any contract entered into as a result of this SOQ at 

any time by giving thirty (30) days written notice to the Person or Firm.  The 
Person or Firm shall be entitled to payment for deliverables in progress, to the 
extent work has been performed satisfactorily. 
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1.27.3 The continuance of any contract is contingent upon the appropriation of funds to  

fulfill the requirements of the contract by the Jefferson Parish Council.  If the 
Council fails to appropriate sufficient monies to provide for the continuation of the 
contract, or if such appropriation is reduced by the veto of the Parish President to 
prevent the total appropriation for the year from exceeding revenues for that 
year, or for any other lawful purpose, and the effect of such reduction is to 
provide insufficient monies for the continuation of the contract, the contract shall 
terminate on the date of the beginning of the first fiscal year for which funds are 
not appropriated. 
 
 

1.28 Assignment 
 
Assignment of any contract, or any payment under a contract, requires the advanced 
written approval of the Jefferson Parish Council, by council resolution. 
 
 
1.29   No Guarantee of Quantities 
Not applicable for this SOQ. 
 
 
1.30   Audit of Records 
 
The monitoring and auditing of the selected Producer’s records shall be allowed to the 
Parish of Jefferson Finance Department and any other appropriate Parish entities or 
representatives. 
 
1.31   EEOC and ADA Compliance 
 
The selected Producer must agree to abide by the requirements of the following as 
applicable: Title VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended by the Equal 
Opportunity Act of 1972, Federal Executive Order 11246, the Federal Rehabilitation Act 
of 1973, as amended, the Vietnam Era Veteran’s Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, 
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, the Age Discrimination in Employment 
Act of 1972, and the Producer must agree to abide by the requirements of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. 
 
The selected Producer shall keep informed of and comply with all federal, state and 
local laws, ordinances and regulations which affect his employees or prospective 
employees. 
 
Any act of discrimination committed by the Producer, or failure to comply with these 
statutory obligations, when applicable, shall be grounds for termination of the contract. 
 
 
1.32 Record Retention 
 
The selected Producer shall maintain all records in relation to the contract for a period 
of at least three (3) years following the termination of the contract. 
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1.33   Record Ownership 
 
All records, reports, documents, or other material related to any contract resulting from 
this SOQ and/or obtained or prepared by selected Producer in connection with the 
performance of the services described for herein shall become the property of the 
Parish of Jefferson, and shall, upon request, be returned by Producer to the Parish of 
Jefferson, at the Producer’s expense, upon termination or expiration of the contract. 
 
 
1.34 Content of Contract / Order of Precedence 
 
In the event of a conflict among documents, the order of precedence which shall govern 
is as follows: 1) the final contract; 2) the Request for Statements of Qualifications and 
addenda (if any); and 3) the Person or Firm’s SOQ / Qualification Submission. 
 
 
1.35   Contract Changes 
 
No additional changes, enhancements, or modifications to any contract resulting from 
this SOQ shall be made without the prior approval of the Jefferson Parish Council. 
 
Changes to the contract include any change in: compensation; beginning/ending date of 
the contract; scope of work; and/or Person or Firm change through the Assignment of 
Contract process.  Any such changes, once approved, will result in the issuance of an 
amendment to the contract. 
 
 
 
1.36 Substitution of Personnel 
 
The Parish intends to include the following condition in any contract resulting from this 
SOQ: 
 

Substitution of Personnel: If, during the term of the contract, the Producer or sub-
Producer cannot provide the personnel as proposed and requests a substitution, 
that substitution shall meet or exceed the requirements stated herein.  A detailed 
resume of qualifications and justification is to be submitted to the Parish for 
approval prior to any personnel substitution.  It shall be acknowledged by the 
Producer that every reasonable attempt shall be made to assign the personnel 
listed in the Producer’s Qualification Submission. 

 
 
1.37 Force Majeure 
 
With regard to any contract resulting from this SOQ, the Producer or Parish of Jefferson 
shall be exempted from performance under the contract for any period that the Producer 
or Parish of Jefferson is prevented from performing any services in whole or in part as a 
result of an act of God, strike, war, civil disturbance, epidemic or court order, provided 
the Producer or Parish of Jefferson has prudently and promptly acted to take any and all 
corrective steps that the Producer or Parish of Jefferson can promptly perform.  Subject 
to this provision, such nonperformance shall not be considered cause or grounds for 
termination of the contract. 
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1.38   Governing Law 
 
All activities associated with this SOQ process shall be interpreted under Louisiana 
Law.  All Qualification Submissions and contracts submitted are subject to provisions of 
the laws of the State of Louisiana and the Jefferson Parish Code of Ordinances; 
purchasing rules and regulations; standard terms and conditions, including 
specifications listed in this SOQ. 
 
 
1.39 Claims or Controversies  
 
Person or Firm does, by signing a contract pursuant to this SOQ with the Parish, agree 
that the contract is made under the laws of the State of Louisiana, and for all purposes 
shall be interpreted in its entirety in accordance with the laws of said State.  The Person 
or Firm hereby agrees and consents to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of 
Louisiana over its person.  The parties hereto agree that the sole and exclusive venue 
for any suit or proceeding brought pursuant to the contract shall be the 24th Judicial 
District Court for the Parish of Jefferson, State of Louisiana. 
 
 
1.40  Conflict of Interest 
 

1.40.1 The Person or Firm shall not hire any officer or employee of the Parish 
of Jefferson to perform any service covered by this Agreement. 

 
1.40.2 The Person or Firm affirms that to the best of his/her knowledge there 

exists no actual or potential conflict between the Person or Firm’s 
family, business, or financial interests and the services provided under 
this Agreement, and in the event of change in either private interests 
or service under this Agreement, any question regarding possible 
conflict of interest which may rise as a result of such change will be 
raised with the Parish of Jefferson. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PART 2 - SCOPE OF WORK / SERVICES 
 
 
2.1 Scope of Work / Services 
 
All Services are to be carried out under the direction of the Director of Risk 
Management, and the Insurance Advisory Committee, or their designated 
representative(s).  These Services include, but are not limited to the following: 
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A. Preparing marketing strategy reports identifying anticipated market 

conditions and proposing a marketing strategy for the Parish's major loss 
exposure areas prior to policy renewal. 

B. Providing a complete list of all markets approached and their responses.  
 

C. With the participation of the Director of Risk Management or their 
designated representative, obtaining Qualification Submissions from the 
insurance industry and negotiating the best policy terms, coverage, and 
rates for the various exposure areas.  

 
D. Servicing existing insurance policies by tendering losses, reviewing and 

mailing out renewal policies, reviewing and mailing out endorsements, 
invoicing all premiums throughout the policy term as generated, issuing 
renewal binders, assisting in collection of losses, reporting values, issuing 
outgoing Certificates of Insurance as needed, processing policy changes, 
etc. all in a timely manner. 

E. Meeting with the Director of Risk Management or their designated 
representative to discuss the property and casualty insurance programs. 

 
 
2.2 Period of Agreement 
 

The term of any contract resulting from this SOQ shall begin on (or about) August 1, 

2015, and shall terminate on July 31, 2018. 

 

 

2.3 Price Schedule 
To be addressed via the Attachments 

 

 

2.4 Deliverables 
 

The marketing and placement of each policy of insurance serviced by the selected 

Producer shall be in compliance with the Renewal Time Table (See Attachment D) 

 
 
2.5 Location 
To be addressed via the Attachments 

 

2.6 Qualification Submission Elements 
To be addressed via the Attachments 

 
 
2.6.1 Financial 
To be addressed via the Attachments 
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2.6.2 Technical 
To be addressed via the Attachments 

 

 
 
 
 
 
PART 3 - EVALUATION 
 
The following criteria will be evaluated when reviewing the Qualification Submissions: 

The Qualification Submissions will be evaluated in light of the material and the 

substantiating evidence presented to the Parish of Jefferson, not on the basis of what 

may be inferred. 

 

 

3.1  Client list and Premium    (Maximum of 20 Points) 

   

3.2 Technical Qualification Submission    (Maximum of 40 Points) 

 

3.3 Location      (Maximum of 10 Points) 

 

3.4 # Government Contracts    (Maximum of 20 Points) 

 

3.5 Commercial Lines Premium   (Maximum of 10 Points) 

         

 

PART 4 -  PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
 
4.1 Performance Requirements  
  

4.1.1 At a minimum, the selected Producer shall adhere to the Renewal Time Table. 

 

4.1.2 Policies shall be reviewed upon receipt and any required corrections shall be 

requested in a timely fashion. 

 
4.1.3 Requests for policy changes and/or endorsements shall be processed within one 

week. 

 
4.1.4 Correspondence and communications from the Parish or its designated 

representative shall be responded to within one business day from receipt. 

 
4.1.5 Certificates of Insurance will be issued within 24 hours of request. 
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4.2 Performance Measurement/Evaluation 

 
4.2.1 Review of compliance with established timelines. 

 

4.2.2 Timeliness of responses 

 
4.2.3 Parish satisfaction with day to day service. 

 

4.2.4 Improvements to Parish’s insurance program through coverage enhancements. 

 
 

 
 
 
LIST OF ATTACHMENTS  

 
The following Attachments are made a part of this SOQ.  Please properly complete 

them as indicated. 

 

Attachment A  Insurance Producer’s Insurance Requirements 

 

Attachment B  Jefferson Parish’s Current Insurance Coverages 

 

Attachment C  Insurance Companies That Currently Insure Jefferson Parish 

 

Attachment D  Renewal Time Table 

 

Attachment E  Insurance Producer Initial Qualifying Questionnaire 

 

Attachment F   List of Prior or Current Public Entity Accounts 

 

Attachment G  List of Accounts with Total Cost of Risk in Excess of  

    $5,000,000 

 

Attachment H  List of Principal Markets with the Greatest Premium Volume 

 

Attachment I   Fee Schedule (to be submitted in a separate sealed  

    envelope) 
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ATTACHMENT A 
 

INSURANCE PRODUCER’S INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
 
GENERAL:  The selected Producer(s) shall, at its own cost and expense, procure and 
maintain the insurance as described herein.  Said insurance shall remain in full force 
and effect for the life of the contracted services with the Parish.  With respect to 
professional liability insurance, this insurance shall remain in effect for at least two (2) 
years after the termination of the contracted services with the Parish.  If requested by 
the Parish, the Producer shall furnish to the Parish a certificate of insurance evidencing 
the professional liability insurance for a period of two (2) years after the termination of 
the agreement.  The following insurance coverage shall be provided and maintained 
and shall apply on a primary basis.  The total limits of insurance must be equal to or 
greater than $1,000,000 per line of insurance, except the professional liability insurance 
which must be in an amount at least equal to $5,000,000; however, this is subject to 
change.  Each major line of insurance may have its own set of requirements that must 
be met. Where indicated as “If Applicable”, coverage will only be required if it is 
necessary for the Producer to perform services for Jefferson Parish which would 
indicate the need for that coverage.  Except for professional liability insurance, claims 
made insurance policies ARE NOT acceptable.  Evidence of insurance coverage will be 
provided utilizing the ACORD Certificate of Insurance and must be provided prior to the 
execution of any contract.  In addition to the Certificate of Insurance, Jefferson Parish 
retains the right to request copies of the selected Producer(s)’ entire insurance program 
(policies) in order to further verify coverage. 
 
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION: 

 State Act     

 Federal Acts  
               USL&H, if applicable 
               JONES ACT, if applicable 
               TWM&C, if applicable 

 Employers Liability 

 Waiver of Subrogation to include both oral and written contracts in favor of 
Jefferson Parish, its elected and appointed officials, agents, servants, directors, 
employees and volunteers 

 Alternate Employer Endorsement in favor of Jefferson Parish, its elected and 
appointed officials, agents, servants, directors, employees and volunteers 

 Sixty (60) days prior written Notice of Cancellation, non renewal or adverse 
material change 

 
GENERAL LIABILITY: 

 Commercial General Liability Form CG 00 01 (10 93) or pre-approved                 
equivalent 

 Additional Insured Endorsement in favor of Jefferson Parish, its elected and                  
appointed officials, agents, servants, directors, employees and volunteers 

           Form (CG 2026 11/85) 

 Waiver of Transfer of Rights of Recovery Against Others To Us to cover both oral 
and written contracts CG 24 04 (93) in favor of Jefferson Parish, its elected and 
appointed officials, agents, servants, directors, employees and volunteers 

 Sixty (60) days prior written Notice of Cancellation, non-renewal or adverse 
material change 
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Note:  The General Liability Coverage shall not limit Contractual Coverage for this 
contract in any way that would prohibit or limit the reporting of any claim and the 
subsequent defense and indemnity that would normally be provided by the policy. 
 
AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY: 

 Coverage to be provided for any auto or All owned autos and Non-owned  and 
hired autos 

 Additional insured and Waiver of Subrogation endorsements in favor of Jefferson 
Parish, its elected and appointed officials, agents, servants, directors, employees 
and volunteers 

 Sixty (60) days prior written Notice of Cancellation, non renewal or adverse 
material change 

 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY: 

 Coverage for the Producer’s liability for its operations as an insurance producer 
and/or broker.   

 The policy shall contain no exclusionary language as respects the scope of 
operations to be performed for Jefferson Parish.   

 If this policy contains a deductible or retention, it is understood that the Producer 
is solely responsible for the payment of any deductible and the Parish of 
Jefferson has no obligation whatsoever to participate in the payment of said 
deductible, any co-payments, and/or any claims expenses. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

JEFFERSON PARISH’S CURRENT INSURANCE COVERAGES 
 

The following is a listing of the major lines of insurance coverage that Jefferson Parish 
currently purchases.  The successful Producer will be responsible for these lines of 
coverage on behalf of the Parish. 
 

 Property Insurance 

 Boiler & Machinery 

 Excess Commercial General Liability 

 Excess Workers’ Compensation 

 Excess Commercial Automobile Liability 

 Excess Liability 

 Automobile Physical Damage 

 Workers’ Compensation Coverage for the Courts 

 Workers’ Compensation Coverage for the Employee’s Retirement System 

 Commercial General Liability Coverage for the Employee’s Retirement System 

 Property Coverage for the Lapalco Bridge at the Harvey Canal 

 Blanket Accident for Participants in Special Programs 

 Inland Marine Coverage for Library Books 

 Commercial Crime 

 Computer Equipment and Fine Arts 

 Contractor’s Equipment 

 Public Officials and Employees Liability 

 Commercial General Liability for the Fisheries Museum 

 Contractor’s Pollution Liability 

 Flood 
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ATTACHMENT C 
 

INSURANCE COMPANIES THAT CURRENTLY INSURE 
JEFFERSON PARISH AND ITS PUBLIC ENTITIES 

 

The following is a listing of the Insurance companies insuring Jefferson Parish’s major 
lines of coverage.  The successful Producer(s) will be expected to have access to these 
Insurance companies.  Please indicate if your firm has direct access to these 
companies or if you will need to broker with another firm in order to have access. 
 
 

INSURANCE COMPANY    IN HOUSE 
 BROKERED 
 
AAIC/Munich Re 
St. Paul / Travelers 
Hartford Steam Boiler 
ACE Fire (Global Special Risks) 
Safety National Casualty Company 
Hartford Insurance  
Lloyds 
ARCH 
Westchester 
AmWins 
United National 
Scottsdale 
Landmark American 
Homeland 
Great American 
Sompo Japan 
Lexington 
First Specialty 
Colony 
James River 
Liberty Surplus 
Everest Indemnity 

 
 
 

________________________________   __________________________ 
Signature       Date 
 
 
________________________________ 
Title 
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ATTACHMENT D 
 

RENEWAL TIME TABLE 
 
 

The successful Producer(s) will be expected to adhere to the following renewal time 
table. Please confirm your willingness to comply below. 

 

  
ACTIVITY COMPLETION DAYS PRIOR TO 

RENEWAL 
Initial Planning Session 180 

Request for Conceptual Qualification 
Submission to Producer 

150 

Meeting between Director & Producer 110 

Producer compiles data for Quotations 105 

Information is released to Companies 95 

Quotations received by Producer 60 

Quotations submitted to Director 45 

Quotations Analyzed 30 

Coverage Selected 20 

Binders Issued 15 

Certificates of Coverage Issued 10 

Renewal Date 0 

 

 
 
 

I / We agree to adhere to and comply with the above renewal timetable in servicing the 
Parish’s insurance program. 

 
Name of Firm: _________________________________________________________ 

 
 
________________________________   _________________________ 
Signature       Date 
 
 
________________________________ 
Title 
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ATTACHMENT E 

 
INSURANCE PRODUCER INITIAL QUALIFYING 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 

Please note, if applicable, all sub-Producers that will be used on this project must 
complete this form. 
 
Identifying Information: 
 
Name of Firm:  
______________________________________________________________ 
 
Address:  
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
City:  ________________________ State: __________________Zip: ______________ 
 
Telephone:(____)_______________________Fax(____) ________________________  
 
E-mail Address: ______________________________________________ 
 
Principal of Company: 
________________________________________________________ 
 
Firm’s Qualifications: 
 
Date Established:  ____________ 
 
Total Number of Employees: ______________   Louisiana Employees _____________ 
 
Number of Louisiana employees who will be working on this project ________________ 
 
Location of office from which this account will be serviced:  _______________________ 
 
Describe the ownership of your Firm. ________________________________________ 
 

Are you licensed in the State of Louisiana: ___________YES ____________ NO 

 

Louisiana Producer Number:     __________________  Expiration Date: ____________ 

 

Name of licensed Principal(s): _____________________________________________ 
 

 
Have you handled an account with a total cost of risk in excess of $1,000,000? _______ 
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Please identify _________________________________________________________  
 
 
 
Do you have experience in providing producer services similar to those outlined in the 
SOQ? ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Do your commercial lines accounts generate an annual premium volume of at least  
$10,000,000? __________________________ 

 

         
For how many Louisiana Public Entity clients do you currently provide or have you 
provided Producer of Record Services? ______________________________________ 

 
 
What are the locations of any branch offices/affiliates that will assist in servicing this 
contract? 
 
___________________________________   _________________________________ 
 
___________________________________   _________________________________ 

 
___________________________________   _________________________________ 

 
 
Please provide a narrative addressing the following: 
 
Please provide the names and positions of each professional to be assigned to the 
Parish’s account, including their knowledge and experience with other public entities. 
Describe the professional qualifications and education of each team member.  Provide 
two (2) references for each team member. 
 
Provide an explanation of what distinguishes the services the firm can provide from 
other Person or Firms, and any additional or unique services your firm would provide to 
the Parish.  
 
Describe the method you will use to secure competitive quotes for the Parish’s 
insurance program, including surplus lines relationships and intended usage. 
 
Please describe your access to standard and excess markets.  Will you use the 
services of a related wholesale broker? 
 
Please list any litigation within the past five (5) years between a public entity and the 
Firm or any Producer(s) performing professional services, including but not limited to, 
ongoing litigation with a public entity or involvement in litigation with a public entity in 
which the public entity prevailed. 
 
Attachments 
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(1) Attachment D, Renewal Time Table, included in this SOQ has been 
developed and will be expected to be adhered to by the Parish. 
Person or Firms should review the time table and indicate their 
willingness to comply with it. 

 
(2) All Person or Firms must obtain and complete the Jefferson Parish 

Professional Engineer and Related Services Questionnaire and 
Affidavit as part of their SOQ response. 

 
(3) The various Attachments which are a part of this SOQ should be 

completed, as applicable, by the Person or Firm as part of their 
SOQ response. 

 
 
 
 
 

________________________________   _________________________ 
Signature        Date 
 
___________________________________ 
Title 
 
PLEASE NOTE: Jefferson Parish reserves the right to verify any information 
provided herein. 
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EXHIBIT F 
LIST OF PRIOR OR CURRENT  
PUBLIC ENTITY ACCOUNTS 

 
This Exhibit must be notarized. 
 
Name of Firm:  _________________________________________________________________ 
 
PUBLIC ENTITY    PERIOD HANDLED   CONTACT PERSON 
Address         Phone Number 
 
1)  __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2)  __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3)  __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4)  __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5)  __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6)  __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
___________________________________   ___________________________ 
Signature                             Date 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Title 
 
_____________________________ 
         Notary 
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PLEASE NOTE:  Jefferson Parish reserves the right to verify any information provided 
herein. 
 

 
 

EXHIBIT G 
LIST OF ACCOUNTS WITH TOTAL COST OF RISK IN EXCESS OF 

$5,000,000 
 

This Exhibit must be notarized. 
 
Name of Firm:  _________________________________________________________________ 
 
ACCOUNT NAME    PERIOD HANDLED   CONTACT PERSON 
Address     Cost of Risk   Phone Number 
 
1)  __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2)  __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3)  __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4)  __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5)  __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6)  __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
___________________________________   ___________________________ 
Signature                             Date 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Title 
 
_____________________________ 
         Notary 
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PLEASE NOTE:  Jefferson Parish reserves the right to verify any information provided 
herein. 
 

 
 

ATTACHMENT H 
 

LIST OF PRINCIPAL MARKETS IN WHICH YOUR FIRM HAS THE 
GREATEST PREMIUM VOLUME 

 

Please note that these markets do not have to reflect public entity markets and/or 
volume. 
 

Name of 

Firm________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Company   Best Rating   In House or Brokered Annual Premium 
 

EXCESS WORKERS’ COMPENSATION / EL 
 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
PUBLIC OFFICIALS LIABILITY 
 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
UMBRELLA or EXCESS 
 
1.  
 
2. 
 
3. 
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Company    Best Rating   In House or Brokered Annual 

Premium 

 
MARINE COVERAGES 
 
1.  
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 

PROPERTY 

 

1. 

 
2. 
 
3. 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 
 
_____________________________   _________________________ 
Signature        Date 
 
 
______________________________ 
Title 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PLEASE NOTE:  Jefferson Parish reserves the right to verify any information 
provided herein. 
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ATTACHMENT I 
 

FEE SCHEDULE 
 

TERM FEE 
07/01/15  
07/01/16  
07/01/17  

 
 
Do you agree to accept any or all of the annual fees indicated above in semi-annual 
payments? ___________________________________. 
 
 
If you do not agree please indicate your proposed payment scheme: 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________   _________________________ 
Signature        Date 
 
 
_______________________________ 
Title 
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Jefferson Parish 
 

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR STATEMENTS OF QUALIFICATIONS 
For  

Third Party Claims Administrator Services 
 
Written Statements of Qualifications (SOQ) are requested for the services of administering 
General Liability, Professional Liability, Employment Practices Liability, Public Officials and 
Employees’ Liability, Automobile Liability, Workers’ Compensation, SELA / Property, and 
other claims for the Parish of Jefferson. The Request for Statements of Qualifications may 
be obtained from: 
 

PARISH OF JEFFERSON 
Name:         EULA LOPEZ 
Title:            PARISH CLERK 
Address:     New Court House 
                   200 Derbigny Street, Suite 6700 
                   Gretna, LA  70053                  
Telephone: (504) 364-2626 

 
Please address all questions pertaining to the SOQ via e-mail to: 
 

Dept of Risk Management 
1221 Elmwood Park Blvd Ste. 315 
Jefferson, La. 70123 
Attn: John Bryant, Assistant Director 
E-mail Address:  JBryant@jeffparish.net 

    
All questions received after July 16, 2015, will be returned to sender stating that they have 
been received after the deadline and will not be answered. 
 
A list of submitted questions and answers will be circulated to all potential Respondents 
who submit a written, e-mail, or fax request for such to the above address.  Please include 
a valid e-mail address for a quick response to inquiries. 
 
Fifteen (15) copies of the SOQ shall be submitted on or before September 13, 2015.  The 

SOQ shall be submitted marked “Statements of Qualifications for Third Party Claims 
Administration Services for Liability, Workers’ Compensation, SELA / Property, and 
Other Assigned Claims.” Respondents’ pricing proposals shall be placed in a separate 
sealed envelope within the larger envelopes containing the SOQ.  The pricing envelope 

shall be marked “Pricing for Third Party Claims Administration Services for Liability, 
Workers’ Compensation, SELA/Property and Other Assigned Claims.”  At the time of 
receipt, the name of each Respondent will be stated and listed.  The Parish of Jefferson 
reserves the right to negotiate with any one (1) or more Respondents and reject any and all 
SOQ. A contract may be awarded to a Respondent based upon the initial SOQ received, 
without discussion of any of the submitted SOQ to: 
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JEFFERSON PARISH COUNCIL 
c/o EULA LOPEZ, PARISH CLERK   
200 DERBIGNY STREET, SUITE 6700 
GENERAL GOVRNMENT BUILDING 
GRETNA, LOUISIANA 70053 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Telephone, telefax, and/or e-mail proposals will not be accepted and will not be considered. 
 Proposals that arrive after the deadline will not be accepted and will not be considered. 
 
The following timetable of events is currently contemplated: 
 
Advertisement Date of SOQ’s:          May 8, 2015 
Mandatory Pre-Submission Conference:    June 15, 2015  10:00 a.m. 
Deadline for Inquiries of SOQ’s:        July 16, 2015 
Due Date for Receipt of SOQ’s:        August 3, 2015 
Selection Process which may include TPA interviews   September 5, 2015 
Earliest Anticipated Appointment of TPA     September 23, 2015 
Earliest Contract Ratification:       October 7, 2015 
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NOTICE TO RESPONDENTS 
 
 

ORDINANCE NO.  22628   Sec. 2-887.   
Confidentiality of trade secrets and proprietary information in contract documents 
 (A) Except as otherwise provided by law, all documents submitted to the Parish 
under a contract, bid, Request for Proposal (RFP), or Statement of Qualifications (SOQ) 
are subject to the Louisiana Public Records Act, La. R.S. 44:1 et seq., and may be 
released when a public records request is made by news media, competitors, or other 
interested parties, in accordance with the law.  
 (B) If a contractor deems any document, submitted to the Parish under a contract, 
bid, Request for Proposal (RFP), or Statement of Qualifications (SOQ), contains 
confidential business data, trade secrets, proprietary information, or data not otherwise 
subject to public disclosure, under La. Const. Art I § 5, La. R.S. 44:4 or 4.1, or other 
provisions of law, the contractor shall clearly mark the documents as “Confidential” prior to 
delivering or making them available to the Parish.   

(1) If the Parish receives a request for the production or disclosure of 
documents so marked, it will decline disclosure and notify the 
contractor of such request;  

(2) Provided, however, that if any action is commenced against the Parish 
under the Louisiana Public Records Act, La. R.S. 44:1et seq., or 
otherwise seeking to compel production or disclosure of the 
documents, the contractor or any other person asserting the 
confidentiality privilege of such documents shall defend, indemnify and 
hold the Parish harmless from any costs, damages, penalties or other 
consequences of the Parish’s refusal to disclose or produce such 
documents.  Failure of the contractor to immediately intervene in such 
legal action, will authorize the Parish to voluntarily provide the 
information for disclosure under the supervision of the court. 

(3) The Parish assumes no liability for disclosure or use of any document 
or portion of a contract, bid, Request for Proposal (RFP), or Statement 
of  Qualifications (SOQ) that has not been clearly marked as 
“Confidential”, or as otherwise constituting information exempt from 
the Louisiana Public Records Act, and may use or disclose such 
unmarked documents as public records. 

 (C) Nothing herein shall prohibit the Parish of Jefferson from making any proposal, 
including confidential business data, trade secrets, and proprietary information contained 
therein, available to any other parish agency, person or organization for the sole purpose of 
assisting the Parish in its evaluation of the proposal. The Parish shall require said 
individuals to protect the confidentiality of any specifically identified proprietary information 
or privileged business information obtained as a result of their participation in these 
evaluations. 
 (D) The Contractor shall not mark the entire proposal for a bid, Request for 
Proposal (RFP), or Statement of Qualifications (SOQ), “Confidential” or  as information 
constituting an exception to Louisiana's Public Records Act.  If an entire response, 
submittal or proposal is so marked, the Parish of Jefferson shall not consider the proposal 
for an award of the contract. 
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REQUEST FOR STATEMENTS OF QUALIFICATIONS 

Third Party Claims Administration Services for Liability, Worker’s Compensation, 
SELA / Property, and Other Assigned Claims 

 
 

SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 

 
1. The Parish of Jefferson maintains a self-funded program for the investigation, 

negotiation and payment of General Liability, Professional Liability, Employment 
Practices Liability, Public Officials and Employee’s Liability, Automobile Liability, 
Workers’ Compensation, SELA / Property, and other claims brought against it. 

 
2. The Parish of Jefferson is seeking SOQ to provide all services, on an annual flat fee 

basis, in connection with the Third Party Claims Administration of its claims.  The 
successful Respondent shall, as an Independent Contractor, provide all Third Party 
Claim Administration Services.  It is the desire of the Parish of Jefferson that the 
Third Party Claims Administrator only provide claims administration.  Services such 
as, but not limited to, preferred provider (PPO) networks, medical case 
management, vocational rehabilitation, re-pricing of medical bills, life care planning, 
private investigative services, and litigation management shall not be considered 
part of this contract.  The Parish reserves the right to select any such vendors and to 
negotiate service terms. 

 
3. The Parish of Jefferson will designate legal counsel to be used in legal matters 

related to its claims. 
 

4. The Parish of Jefferson cordially invites SOQ from firms that have a minimum of five 
(5) years’ experience in the field of adjusting and handling General Liability, 
Professional Liability, Employment Practices Liability, Public Officials and 
Employee’s Liability, Automobile Liability, Workers’ Compensation, SELA / Property, 
and other claims.   

 
5. Each Respondent should, promptly and carefully, review this Request for 

Statements of Qualifications.  The Respondent should fully detail its operations, 
staff, fee structure and services to be offered to the Parish of Jefferson, and other 
contractual terms. The SOQ should demonstrate the Respondent’s ability to service 
all Jefferson Parish departments, districts and boards, in addition to its current 
claims adjusting operations or contracts. 

 
6. Respondents are invited to include any additional information that they believe will 

help clarify their SOQ and the nature of the services being offered, together with all 
fees and charges. Respondents must demonstrate their ability to manage claims in 
our Claims Management System, INFORM. 
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SECTION II 
INSTRUCTIONS 

 
 
A. Definitions: 
 

1.  THIRD PARTY CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION SERVICES means those 
services required of an independent contractor who possesses specialized 
knowledge, experience and expertise to provide investigation of claims, 
evaluation of liabilities, payment of claims, claim management services, 
record keeping, file transfer, protocol of data and preparation of any and 
all required reports or accounting, including reports to the Parish of 
Jefferson and to any excess insurance carrier(s).  Such services will be 
provided while utilizing the Parish’s Claims Management System. Services 
may also include the investigation and collection for claims whereby the 
Parish is to be indemnified. 

 
2. STATEMENTS OF QUALIFICATIONS means the written response to a 

Request for Statements of Qualifications submitted to the Parish of 
Jefferson in the specified number of copies. At a minimum, each 
submission shall include a SOQ setting forth all fees and separate 
charges, a sample or draft of the proposed contract, financial statements 
for the past three (3) years which reflect  financial solvency, office and 
processing center addresses, references, resumes of key personnel and 
any other material specified in the Request for Statements of 
Qualifications. 

 
3. RESPONDENT means the one who submits a SOQ seeking a contract 

with the Parish of Jefferson to furnish Third Party Claims Administration 
Services for General Liability, Professional Liability, Employment Practices 
Liability, Public Officials, Automobile Liability, Workers’ Compensation, 
SELA / Property, and other claims, to be administered in accordance with 
the provisions of applicable laws and regulations. 

 
4. REQUEST FOR STATEMENTS OF QUALIFICATIONS means an official 

solicitation for the submission of SOQ to the Parish of Jefferson to provide 
Third Party Claims Administration Services, together with such reports that 
are incidental to the required performance of such services. 

 
5. SELA claims mean South East Louisiana Urban Flood Project claims. 
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B. Respondent's Qualifications: 
 

1. Respondents shall include within their SOQ a description of their firm’s 
qualifications including the current territory(ies) that it services, coverage 
lines handled, a listing of memberships in local and national professional 
organizations, and a list of specific personnel who will be responsible for 
ensuring the efficiency and quality of service to the Parish of Jefferson and 
its employees and those utilized to provide claims administration services, 
complete with each one’s qualifications. Resumes are required on each of 
the key personnel, such as office manager, supervisors and adjusters.  
These resumes should include any professional designations held by the 
individuals as well as a listing of memberships in professional 
organizations.  Direct experience of adjusting staff will be determining 
factor in the Parish of Jefferson’s selection process.  Respondents must 
include a job description for each classification in the service team.  At a 
minimum, Exhibit A should be completed. 
 
Because of the pivotal positions of the team, the Parish of Jefferson shall 
retain the right to meet, review and approve any potential assignee to the 
team at the inception of the service and throughout the term of the 
contract, which results from this SOQ. 

 
2.  Respondents shall supply a list describing similar previous work done, 

arranged by subject area, stating client’s name (governmental agency or 
private business) and the names of contact persons for each client listed. 

 
3. Respondents shall supply financial statements for the past three (3) years 

or other representation of financial solvency.  (See: Notice to 
Respondents) 

 
4. Respondents shall supply copies of their Articles of Incorporation and/or 

Articles of Partnership and/or any other documentation evidencing the 
current legal status of their business.   

 
 

5. Respondents shall supply a corporate resolution and/or other 
documentation authorizing a representative of their business to execute a 
contract with the Parish of Jefferson. 

 
6. Respondents shall supply a copy of their latest SSAE 16 audit or a copy of 

current SOC 1 report. 
 

C. Statements of Qualifications Documents 
 

1. Complete sets of the Request for Statements of Qualifications shall be 
used in preparing the SOQ. A SOQ consisting of fifteen (15) copies shall 
be submitted to the person named, at the address specified in the Notice 
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for Request for Statements of Qualifications. 
 

2. The Parish of Jefferson, by making available copies of the Request for 
Statements of Qualifications, does so solely for the purpose of obtaining 
SOQ for the furnishing of services and does not confer a license or grant 
for any other use. 

 
 

D. Interpretation of Request for Statements of Qualifications 
 

1. Respondents shall promptly notify the individual designated by the Parish 
of Jefferson if, upon examination of the Request for Statements of 
Qualifications, any ambiguity, inconsistency or error is discovered. In order 
to be considered, the Parish of Jefferson must receive notification of such 
no later than June 15, 2015. 

 
2. Any interpretations, corrections or changes of the Request for Statements 

of Qualifications shall be made, in writing, solely by the Parish of 
Jefferson. Interpretations of, corrections or changes to the Request for 
Statements of Qualifications made in any other manner shall not be valid. 
A Respondent shall not rely upon such other interpretations, corrections or 
changes. 

 
 

E. Submission of Statements of Qualifications 
 
1. The SOQ, consisting of fifteen (15) copies, shall be submitted in a sealed 

envelope containing the SOQ and all requested data, and marked in 
accordance with the Notice. The SOQ will be received at the place and 
until the time specified in the Notice for Request for Statements of 
Qualifications. It shall be the specific responsibility of the Respondent to 
deliver his sealed SOQ at the appointed place, before the announced time 
for receipt. Late delivery for any reason, including late delivery by United 
States mail, Federal Express, UPS or any other delivery service shall 
disqualify the SOQ. 

 
2. Oral, telephonic, e-mailed, faxed or telegraphic SOQ are not valid and will 

not be considered. 
 
3. By submitting an SOQ, all parties agree to all provisions of the Request for 

Statements of Qualifications. 
 

 
F.  Consideration of Statements of Qualifications 
 

1. The Parish of Jefferson may accept any responsive SOQ/Proposal and 
award a contract within one hundred twenty (120) days of the date 
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specified for the receipt of any SOQ. Failure to award any contract within 
one hundred twenty (120) days of the specified receipt date shall be a 
rejection of all SOQ. 

 
2. The Parish of Jefferson may accept any responsive SOQ/Proposal, or part 

thereof, whether or not there are negotiations subsequent to its receipt, 
unless the SOQ is withdrawn by written notice received by the Parish of 
Jefferson prior to award. If subsequent negotiations are conducted, they 
shall not constitute a rejection or counter-offer on the part of the Parish of 
Jefferson. 

 
3. The Parish of Jefferson reserves the right to accept other than the lowest 

price and to reject any or all SOQ.  The Parish of Jefferson reserves the 
right to reject any non-responsive proposals. 

 
4. The Parish of Jefferson may award a contract, based on an initial SOQ 

received, without discussion of such SOQ. Accordingly, each initial SOQ 
should be submitted on the most favorable terms, from a price and 
technical standpoint, which the Respondent can submit to the Parish of 
Jefferson. Award of any contract may be made to the one (1) Respondent 
whose SOQ is found to be in the best overall interest of the Parish of 
Jefferson. 

 
5.       It is the expectation of the Parish of Jefferson that all Respondents adhere 

to claims administration processes specified by the Parish of Jefferson.  
 

6.       The Parish of Jefferson reserves the right to conduct personal interviews 
with Respondents. 

 

 
G.  Method of Award 
 

1. Procedure 
 

After the timely receipt of all written SOQ, each Respondent will be 
evaluated in accordance with the criteria below.  Any Respondent that 
does not adhere to the SOQ format as specified may be considered as 
non-responsive and not subject to further evaluation.  The Department of 
Risk Management will make its recommendation to the Insurance Advisory 
Committee for approval by the Parish of Jefferson Council. 

 
 

2. Evaluation Criteria 
 

Technical competence of the Respondent and cost of services are clearly 
important in the determination of a final successful Respondent.  The 
Parish of Jefferson reserves the right to conduct interviews of key 
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personnel regarding any aspect of the SOQ and/or to request additional 
information about any part of the SOQ which may require clarification.  
The Parish of Jefferson will require a dedicated claim team, requiring each 
adjuster to have a minimum of ten (10) years claims adjusting experience 
in their assigned areas of this contract, SELA / Property adjusters are 
required to have a minimum of five (5) years SELA / Property adjusting 
experience. The Department of Risk Management will review and evaluate 
the written SOQ based on the following criteria: 

 
 
 
Points       Criteria 
 
 30  Methodology and resources applied to fulfill the scope of 

services, staffing and organization, including experience and 
professional qualifications of key management and claims 
adjusting personnel who are assigned to the project 

 
 20  SSAE 16 audit compliance, copy of current SOC 1 report  

 
20  Ability to provide accurate and timely financial reporting of 

Trust Accounts for monthly reconciliation and accounting 
purposes. 

 
 30  Demonstrated experience in providing public entity self-

insured claims administration services 
 

100  Total 
 

 
 
H. Form of Agreement 
 

The form of the contract used will depend upon the nature and scope of the 
services selected by the Parish of Jefferson.  Respondents are requested to 
attach to their SOQ a sample contract incorporating the various terms and 
conditions outlined in the Request for Statements of Qualifications.  
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SECTION III 
SPECIFICATIONS 

 
 

A. Claims Administration 
 

The following items should be addressed in each SOQ, in the order they appear 
below, for the purpose of guiding the Parish of Jefferson in its evaluation process. 
A Respondent’s failure to do so will result in the lowering of its rating or the 
disqualification of that Respondent. 

 

1. Experience and Professional Qualifications: 
 

a. A general statement about the company, stating the length of time 
it has been in business as a Claims Administrator and has been 
adjusting General Liability, Professional Liability, Employment 
Practices Liability, Public Officials and Employee’s Liability, 
Automobile Liability, Workers’ Compensation, SELA / Property, and 
other claims.  Please include the location of the company’s 
principal office. 

 
b. Experience including any professional designations, membership, 

in local and national professional organizations held by the 
individuals, and the number of staff.  The identity of the person 
assigned as the account executive for the administration of the 
Parish of Jefferson's claims, including a complete resume for this 
individual.  The number and identities of those who will be assigned 
as supervisors and adjusters to provide claims administration of the 
claims, a complete resume for each, the resume to include the 
number of years experience in each assigned area, and a 
description of whatever special training is provided to the adjusters 
for the handling of claims.  Include any policy issues regarding 
continuing education classes of its personnel.  

 

NOTE: The Parish of Jefferson reserves the right to accept/reject key 
personnel. 

 
c. Indicate the location from which the account will be served, 

including answers to the following: 
 

NOTE:  The Parish of Jefferson may require the service company to staff 
and maintain an office within the Parish of Jefferson’s Department 
of Risk Management offices in order to service its claims.  
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i. Is the Respondent, therefore, willing to set up a fully staffed, 

office within the Parish's building? 
 
ii. What is the Respondent’s maximum capacity for its present 

operations and what modifications in equipment and staffing 
would be necessary if awarded this contract? 

 

NOTE:   The Parish of Jefferson requires the service company to adjust all  
claims using its Claims Management Information System, INFORM. 
 All adjuster activity will be captured in the INFORM System.  The 
successful Respondent will be required to receive data feeds and 
financial information from the INFORM system for the purpose of 
issuing claims payments from its own system. (See addendum A) 
 

 
iii. Please provide information concerning backup personnel in 

the absence of the key personnel. 
    

  

2. Your administrative philosophy as it relates to: 
 
a. Payment or nonpayment of claims; 
 
b. Method of managing the reporting of claims; 
 
c. Injured employee’s work status; 
 
d. Workers’ Compensation Appeals Bond and Rehabilitation Unit 

appearances; 
 
e. Fraud referrals; 
 
f. Notification of payment or nonpayment decisions to claimant and 

Parish of Jefferson; 
 

g. Providing loss information; 
 
h. Approach to subrogation; 
 
i. Settlements; 
 
j. Reserving; 
 
k. Late payment policy; 
 
l. Assignment, utilization and monitoring of vendors, e.g.  
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 surveillance, rehabilitation counselors, case management. 
 
 

3. Your claims administrative system or procedures: 
 

a. Promptness of accident investigation including: procedures utilized 
by your firm to complete accident investigations and turnaround 
time from receipt of claim to initiation of investigation. Is the 
claimant contacted within twenty-four (24) hours? 

 
b. Method of claim payments;  the Parish of Jefferson requires the 
 service provider to receive payment voucher information from its  
 Claims Management System, INFORM, and to generate claims  
 payments there from. Check numbers, dates issued, and payment  
 confirmations are to be transmitted to INFORM to populate the  
 system with payment information.  The cost of data transmittal is to  
 be borne by the TPA.  
 

i. Does your firm have the ability to comply?  
 

ii. Provide the necessary data fields required by your system to 
be able to print checks  

 
iii. Is your firm willing to perform monthly reconciliation of the 

claims trust funds? 
 

iv. Does your firm reconcile loss payments to the monthly loss 
report? 

c. File review / diary calendar, frequency of file review; as a general 
 rule, the Parish of Jefferson requires all cases be reviewed at least  
  every thirty (30) days. Can your firm provide this service?  What is  
  the frequency and criteria for supervisory or managerial diary  
  review? 

 
d. Expectation to subcontract any part of the contract with the Parish 

 of Jefferson; Please explain in detail and identify any potential  
 sub-contractor, including address, contact person and telephone  
 number. Are these costs included in your fee or charged separately  
 to the Parish of Jefferson? What is the method for determining  
 when and if, these services are warranted, and what is your firm's  

procedure for monitoring these services? This does not include 
allocated cost expense. 

 

e. The Parish of Jefferson requires weekly and monthly reports,  
such as check registers and monthly loss payments.  These  
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reports need to be e-mailed to the proper personnel in an Excel  
format. Please provide an example. 

 
f. It is the expectation of the Parish of Jefferson that the selected 

 TPA make an aggressive effort to comply with the needs of the  
 Parish.  Such needs may require the TPA to provide various  
 reports. The development and preparation of these reports should  
 be included in the final cost of service.  The Parish of Jefferson will  
 not be responsible for any costs incurred by the selected TPA to  

have these reports prepared by subcontractor or outside service, 
including.  The Parish of Jefferson will not be responsible for paying 
any costs or fees associated with any Parish of Jefferson/TPA 
meetings or mediations during the term of this contract. 

 

g. Procedures and guidelines for handling claims (standard service). 

h. Record keeping, correspondence. 
 
i. The period of retention of a file that is closed or resolved; identify  

 what constitutes a closed file. 
 
j. Number of employees to be assigned to the administration of the  

 claims, including the maximum number of claims assigned to each 
 adjuster. The Parish of Jefferson shall allow each General Liability,  
 Automobile Liability and other claims adjuster to handle not more  
 than 125 claims at any given time.  
 
 A minimum of two (2) dedicated casualty claim adjusters will be  

required. The Parish of Jefferson shall require one (1) 
property/SELA adjuster. These adjusters will be housed on-site at 
The Parish’s Department of Risk  Management. Current cases 
average approximately one hundred (100) auto liability claims, 
seven hundred (700) general liability claims, five (10) public official 
claims and 15 SELA claims per year.  
 
The Parish of Jefferson shall require one (1) dedicated Workers’ 
Compensation claim adjuster and one (1) person for Medical only 
and payment processing.  This adjuster may also be housed on-
site at The Parish’s Department of Risk Management. Current 
cases average approximately four hundred and fifty (400) per year. 

 
k. Type of disaster recovery system or plan in case of a catastrophe 

 or other disaster. 

l. Subrogation and Second Injury Fund procedures; your firm’s  
experience based upon percentage recovery and dollar amount 
over the past three (3) years. 
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m. Services provided to walk-in claimants. 

n. Any claims adjustment standards that your firm believes are  
pertinent. 

 
o. Jefferson Parish requires daily balance access to the Trust  

Funds and General Ledger.  The Trust Fund accounts will be  
established by the Parish of Jefferson at its designated banking  
institution. The TPA will be responsible for the accuracy and  
information contained in this system.  Jefferson Parish will  
require Internet read only access as it relates to the Trust Fund  
and General Ledger. 

 
p. The TPA will be responsible for the verification of the legitimacy  

of payments made to service providers and for the disbursal of  
the benefits through Jefferson Parish’s check issuance process. 
Jefferson Parish therefore reserves the right for staff of its office 
or its designee to conduct audits of financial accountability 
procedures. 

 
q. The TPA will be responsible for any and all NSF charges incurred 

 for any reason. 
 

r. The TPA will be responsible for producing and mailing 1099s, in  
 accordance with Internal Revenue Service regulations, for all  
 claims payments made. 
 

s. The TPA will be responsible for producing any reports required by 
regulatory bodies, including but not limited to the LDOL 1000, 
Annual Report of Workers Compensation Costs and the Second 
Injury Fund Future Liability Worksheets. 

 
t. Provide a description of your internal quality control program and 

 the procedures utilized by management personnel to ensure the  
 quality of services to be provided to the Parish of Jefferson. 

 
u. Computer system (Risk Management Information System); 

 Describe your firm’s computer system software package: 
 

v. The INFORM Claims Intake and Management system allows 
adjusters and supervisors to create and process payments on 
claims; however, INFORM does not print checks or handle bank 
accounting functions, nor issue 1099s. That is the function of the 
TPA. 

 
To that end, payments entered into INFORM (and approved as 
needed) are placed in “pending” status. All pending payments 
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are then transmitted to the TPA via FTP site for further 
processing and issuance of checks. If a payment needs to be 
voided, the claim adjuster or supervisor can do so on the 
INFORM system, and that information will also be transmitted to 
the TPA.  
 
Certification from INFORM of successful data transmission both 
to and from INFORM with packet verification and copy of data 
sent with copy of dummy check must be submitted as proof of 
ability to comply with the needs of Jefferson Parish. 
 
Contact person for INFORM is Mr. John Siers at 901-466-0641 
or email to John_Siers@ibi.com 

 
 

 

NOTE:  Your firm’s system must be compatible with the Parish’s Claims 
Management System, INFORM.  All claims adjusting activity including 
reserves and notes will be entered into the INFORM system.  Your 
system must be able to receive payment/voucher information from 
INFORM and issue checks accordingly.  Payment data including date 
issued, check number (if different from the voucher number) as well as 
voids and corrections must be transmitted from your system to INFORM 
after each check printing.  (Refer to addendum A) 

 

NOTE:  The Parish of Jefferson currently maintains a subscription with the Marine 
Index Bureau therefore it will not require or allow to be charged for any 
costs by the TPA for service by the MIB. 

 
 
 

B.  Financial Statement 
 

The Claims Administrator shall furnish, on an annual basis, a copy of the most 
recent financial report, if available, including all statement and footnote 
disclosures as required by generally accepted accounting principles. The audit 
report shall contain an unqualified opinion from a Certified Public Accounting firm, 
which is acceptable to the Parish of Jefferson.  If the claims administrator does 
not have audited financial reports, the claims administrator shall provide a copy of 
the most recent internal financial report available. 
 

 
C. Terms of Contract 
 

The Third Party Claims Administrator contract for General Liability, Professional 
Liability, Employment Practices Liability, Public Officials and Employee’s Liability, 
Automobile Liability, Workers’ Compensation, SELA / Property, and other claims 
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will be effective, if approved, for a period of one (1) year commencing January 1, 
2016.  At which time the contract will be extended for two (2) additional one (1) 
year terms, subject to the appropriation of funds, with a contract termination date 
of December 31, 2019.   
 
Either party shall have the right to terminate the contract, without cause, on not-
less-than sixty (60) days prior written notice to the other party. In the event of a 
breach of the contract, the non-breaching party may terminate the contract by 
providing fifteen (15) days prior written notice to the other party. 

 
1. Provide a sample of your claims administration services contract. 

 
2. If, at the end of fifteen (15) days after the contract becomes effective the 

selected Respondent has not succeeded in electronically transferring  data 
to their RMIS system, the contract will be terminated.  

 
3. In the event the contract is terminated, records must be available for  

transfer within fifteen (15) days. 
 

4. The requirements of this Request for SOQ and the answers / SOQ of the 
 successful Respondent will be incorporated by reference into the contract,  
 as if set out at length therein. 
  

 

D. References 
 

1. For which major clients (3,000 or more employees) does your firm 
presently administer claims?  Please provide names and telephone 
numbers of individuals who may be called as references. Please also 
indicate the types of claims administered 

 
2. Have any clients terminated your firm’s services as a Claims Administrator 

within the past three (3) years?  If so, please identify the client, a contact 
person and provide a brief description of any reason or background for the 
termination. 

 

E. General 
 

1. In a brief statement, please describe the principle reason or reasons your 
organization should be selected as the Claims Administrator for the Parish 
of Jefferson.  

 
2. Will your representatives attend meetings concerning claims 

administration whenever requested to do so by the Parish of Jefferson? 
 

3. Does your firm agree that all books, claims, files, records, including all 
electronic data, lists of names, journals and ledgers, tapes, cards and 
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drawings always remain the property of the Parish of Jefferson and your 
firm uses such exclusively for the Parish of Jefferson, and at the direction 
of the Parish of Jefferson?   

 
4. Does your firm agree to cooperate fully with an outside audit of its claims 

administration processes and procedures? 
 
5. Does your firm agree to adhere to generally accepted Workers’ 

Compensation, Automobile and Liability claims administration processes 
and industry standard practices? 

 
6. Does your firm agree to provide security and safe keeping of the Parish 

of Jefferson's records and to return such records to the Parish of 
Jefferson if a new administrator is hired in the event your firm’s contract 
is terminated? 

 
 

7. The Claims Administrator must carry insurance coverage that meets or 
exceeds the minimum insurance coverage requirements outlined in 
Attachment A. Attach proof of insurance and coverage currently carried by 
your firm.  
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Addendum A 

 
 

Technical details of the process are as follows: 
 Twice weekly, INFORM transmits a payment file to the TPA. This frequency of 

transmission was chosen to coincide with the TPA’s check-printing schedule, and can 

be adjusted as needed. We occasionally make such adjustments on a one-time basis 

to account for holidays. 

 The payment file consists of a fixed-record length ASCII file in a specific format that is 

passed to the TPA’s FTP site. The site choice was an arbitrary decision, and 

INFORM could just as easily have provided an FTP site from which the TPA could 

“pull” the file, instead of INFORM having to “push’ it to the TPA site. In either case, we 

require appropriate security (Secure FTP or SSL encryption) due to the confidential 

nature of the data being transmitted. 

 The transmitted file consists of a limited number of data elements including 

approximately 45 bytes of key information that INFORM uses to uniquely identify the 

transaction. These key identifiers (of which the first 20 bytes is the Claim Number) 

must also be included in the acknowledgement file sent back by the TPA (see below). 

 In addition to the key identifiers, the payment record layout includes the following 

fields, all of which are alphanumeric except the issue date which is in YYYYMMDD 

format, and the Dollar Amount which is decimal numeric: 

o Claimant First Name (15 bytes) 

o Claimant Middle Initial (1 byte) 

o Claimant Last Name (30 bytes) 

o Claimant Social Security Number (9 bytes) 

o Comment Line 1 (78 bytes) 

o Comment Line 2 (78 bytes) 

o Void Indicator (1 byte) 

o Transaction Account Number (30 bytes) 

o Check / Draft Number (20 bytes) 

o Issue Date (8 bytes) 

o Payee Name (78 bytes) 

o Payee Tax ID (9 bytes) 

o Payee Address Line 1 (60 bytes) 

o Payee Address Line 2 (60 bytes) 

o Payee City (30 bytes) 

o Payee State (2 bytes) 

o Payee Zip Code (9 bytes) 

o Expense Type Code (20 bytes) 

o Dollar Amount of Payment (12 bytes numeric, including decimal point) 

 In an initial payment request, the Check / Draft Number and Issue Date will be blank 

when transmitted by INFORM, except in the case of a VOID, in which case they will 

contain the check number and issue date of the check to be voided. Comment Lines 

1 and 2 are intended to provide descriptive information for the payment which the 

TPA is expected to print on the check. 
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 When the checks are issued (or the voids processed), the TPA transmits (or makes 

available on the FTP site) an acknowledgement file that contains records in exactly 

the same format. The only differences between the payment file and the 

acknowledgement file are: 

o Check  /  Draft number now contains the TPA’s Check Number 

o Issue Date now contains the date the check was issued. 

o In the case of VOIDS, the Issue Date now contains the date the void was 

processed. 

 All processing is done in a timely manner. INFORM will provide the check file the 

night before checks are expected to be printed, and will expect to see the 

acknowledgement file after COB ( close of business) the following day. Recognizing 

that processing problems may occur, INFORM will provide the TPA with an 

appropriate contact person to resolve such problems, and will expect that any such 

problems will be brought to that person’s attention as soon as they are discovered. 

The TPA is expected to maintain appropriate records such as check registers, 
banking reports, etc. INFORM can, however, provide a limited number of reports to 
assist in the process. INFORM will also provide automatic reports to the appropriate 
person at the TPA regarding records transmitted and acknowledgements received, 
so that the TPA can verify that processing is proceeding as expected. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
 

 INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
 
GENERAL:  ____________ shall, at its own cost and expense, procure and maintain the 
insurance as described herein.  Said insurance shall remain in full force and effect for the life of 
the contracted services with the CLIENT.  With respect to professional liability insurance, this 
insurance shall remain in effect for at least two (2) years after the termination of the contracted 
services with the CLIENT.  If requested by the CLIENT, ____________ shall furnish to the 
CLIENT a certificate of insurance evidencing the professional liability insurance for a period of 
two (2) years after the termination of the Agreement.  The following insurance coverage shall be 
provided and maintained and shall apply on a primary basis.  The total limits of insurance must 
be equal to or greater than $1,000,000 per line of insurance.  Each major line of insurance may 
have its own set of requirements that must be met. Where indicated as “If Applicable”, coverage 
will only be required if it is necessary for ____________ to perform services for the CLIENT 
which would indicate the need for that coverage.  Except for professional liability insurance, 
claims made insurance policies ARE NOT acceptable.  Evidence of insurance coverage will be 
provided utilizing the ACORD Certificate of Insurance and must be provided prior to the 
execution of any Agreement and annually on the anniversary date of the execution of this 
agreement.  In addition to the Certificate of Insurance the CLIENT retains the right to request 
copies of ____________’s entire insurance program in order to further verify coverage. 
 
Certificate Holder to read:  The Parish of Jefferson, its Districts, Departments and Agencies under 
the direction of the Parish President and the Parish Council 
 
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION: 

 State Act     
 Federal Acts  

               USL&H, if applicable 
               JONES ACT, if applicable 
               TWM&C, if applicable 

 Employers Liability 
 Waiver of Subrogation to include both oral and written contracts in favor of the Parish 

of Jefferson, its elected and appointed officials, agents, trustees, members, servants, 
directors, employees and volunteers 

 Thirty (30) days prior written Notice of Cancellation, nonrenewal or adverse material 
change 

 
 
 
 
 
GENERAL LIABILITY: 

 Commercial General Liability Form CG 00 01 (10 93) or pre-approved                 
equivalent 
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 Additional Insured Endorsement in favor of the Parish of Jefferson, its elected and 
appointed officials, agents, trustees, members, servants, directors, employees and 
volunteers Form (CG 2026 11/85) 

 Waiver of Transfer of Rights of Recovery Against Others To Us to cover both oral 
and written contracts CG 24 04 (93) in favor of the Parish of Jefferson, its elected and 
appointed officials, agents, trustees, members, servants, directors, employees and 
volunteers 

 Thirty (30) days prior written Notice of Cancellation, non-renewal or adverse material 
change 

 
Note:  The General Liability Coverage shall not limit Contractual Coverage for this contract in 
any way that would prohibit or limit the reporting of any claim and the subsequent defense and 
indemnity that would normally be provided by the policy. 
 
AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY: 

 All owned autos 
 Non-owned  and hired autos 
 Additional insured and Waiver of Subrogation endorsements in favor of the Parish of 

Jefferson, its elected and appointed officials, agents, trustees, members, servants, 
directors, employees and volunteers 

 Thirty (30) days prior written Notice of Cancellation, nonrenewal or adverse material 
change 

 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY: 

 Coverage for ____________s’ liability for its operations as a Third Party Administrator.   
 The policy shall contain no exclusionary language as respects the scope of operations to 

be performed for the CLIENT.   
 If this policy contains a deductible or retention, it is understood that ____________ is 

solely responsible for the payment of any deductible and the CLIENT has no obligation 
whatsoever to participate in the payment of said deductible, any co-payments, and/or any 
claims expenses. 

 Sixty (60) days prior written Notice of Cancellation, nonrenewal or adverse material 
change 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attachment B 
 

Affiliations with Ancillary Service Companies 
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No Principal or Administrator who has a financial interest, or who has an immediate family 

member who has a financial interest, or who receives by any means, compensation from a 

company which may now or in the future provide an ancillary service for the Third Party 

Administrator (TPA) which may either directly or indirectly have any involvement on a claim 

for the Parish of Jefferson, may direct the ancillary company toward Parish claims related 

work without first notifying and receiving approval of the Director of Risk Management, (or 

his/her designee) for the Parish of Jefferson.  Should an ancillary service be provided under 

the conditions set, it is with the full understanding that no charges for service shall exceed 

what is to be considered usual and customary without a detailed explanation and approval 

from the Director prior to the service being provided. 

A signed Affidavit of Affiliation shall accompany monthly invoice from TPA.  Failure to comply 

shall result in no issuance of payment until such Affidavit is received by the Director of Risk 

Management. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Statement of Qualifications  
Affidavit Instructions 
  
• Affidavit is supplied as a courtesy to Affiants, but it is the responsibility of 
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the affiant to insure the affidavit they submit to Jefferson Parish complies, 
in both form and content, with federal, state and parish laws.  
 

• Affidavit must be signed by an authorized representative of the entity or 
the affidavit will not be accepted.  
 

• Affidavit must be notarized or the affidavit will not be accepted.  
 

• Notary must sign name, print name, and include bar/notary number, or the 
affidavit will not be accepted.  
 

• Affiant MUST select either A or B when required or the affidavit will not be 
accepted.  
 

• Affiants who select choice A must include an attachment or the affidavit 
will not be accepted.  
 

• If both choice A and B are selected, the affidavit will not be accepted.  
 

• Affidavit marked N/A will not be accepted.  
 

• It is the responsibility of the Affiant to submit a new affidavit if any 
additional campaign contributions are made after the affidavit is executed 
but prior to the time the council acts on the matter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Statement of Qualifications 
AFFIDAVIT 

 

STATE OF _________________  
 

PARISH/COUNTY OF _________________  
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BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally came and appeared: 
_____________ ___________________, (Affiant) who after being by me duly sworn, 
deposed and said that he/she is the fully authorized _______________________ of 
___________________ (Entity), the party who submitted a Statement of Qualifications 
(SOQ) to ________________________________________________________ (Briefly 
describe the services the SOQ will cover), to the Parish of Jefferson.  

 
Affiant further said:  
 
Campaign Contribution Disclosures  

(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required attachment):  
 

Choice A ______ Attached hereto is a list of all campaign contributions, including the 
date and amount of each contribution, made to current or former elected officials of the 
Parish of Jefferson by Entity, Affiant, and/or officers, directors and owners, including 
employees, owning 25% or more of the Entity during the two-year period immediately 
preceding the date of this affidavit or the current term of the elected official, whichever is 
greater. Further, Entity, Affiant, and/or Entity Owners have not made any contributions to 
or in support of current or former members of the Jefferson Parish Council or the 
Jefferson Parish President through or in the name of another person or legal entity, 
either directly or indirectly.  
 

Choice B ______ there are NO campaign contributions made which would require 
disclosure under Choice A of this section.  
 
Affiant further said:  
 
Debt Disclosures  

(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required attachment):  
 

Choice A ______ Attached hereto is a list of all debts owed by the affiant to any elected 
or appointed official of the Parish of Jefferson, and any and all debts owed by any 
elected or appointed official of the Parish to the Affiant.  
 

Choice B ______ There are NO debts which would require disclosure under Choice A of 
this section.  
 
Affiant further said:  
 
Solicitation of Campaign Contribution Disclosures  

(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required attachment):  
 

Choice A ______ Attached hereto is a list of all elected officials of the Parish of 
Jefferson, whether still holding office at the time of the affidavit or not, where the elected 

official, individually, either by telephone or by personal contact, solicited a campaign 
contribution or other monetary consideration from the Entity, including the Entity’s 
officers, directors and owners, and employees owning twenty-five percent (25%) or more 
of the Entity, during the two-year period immediately preceding the date the affidavit is 
signed. Further, to the extent known to the Affiant, the date of any such solicitation is 
included on the attached list.  
 

Choice B ______ there are NO solicitations for campaign contributions which would 
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require disclosure under Choice A of this section.  
 
Affiant further said:  
 
Subcontractor Disclosures  

(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required attachment):  
 

Choice A ______ Affiant further said that attached is a listing of all subcontractors, 
excluding full time employees, who may assist in providing professional services for the 
aforementioned SOQ.  
 

Choice B ______ There are NO subcontractors which would require disclosure under 
Choice A of this section. 
  
Affiant further said:  
 
That Affiant has employed no person, corporation, firm, association, or other 
organization, either directly or indirectly, to secure the public contract under which he 
received payment, other than persons regularly employed by the Affiant whose services 
in connection with the construction, alteration or demolition of the public building or 
project or in securing the public contract were in the regular course of their duties for 
Affiant; and  
 
That no part of the contract price received by Affiant was paid or will be paid to any 
person, corporation, firm, association, or other organization for soliciting the contract, 
other than the payment of their normal compensation to persons regularly employed by 
the Affiant whose services in connection with the construction, alteration or demolition of 
the public building or project were in the regular course of their duties for Affiant.  
 
____________________________________  
Signature of Affiant  
____________________________________  
Printed Name of Affiant  
 
SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED TO BEFORE ME  
ON THE _______ DAY OF ___________, 20___.  
 
____________________________________  
Notary Public  
____________________________________  
Printed Name of Notary  
____________________________________  
Notary/Bar Roll Number  
 
My commission expires ________________. 

Professional 
Services 

Questionnaire 
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Jefferson Parish 
 

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR STATEMENTS OF QUALIFICATIONS 
For  

ACTUARIAL CONSULTANT 
 
Written Statements of Qualifications (SOQ) are requested from qualified firms to 
conduct an actuarial study for Jefferson Parish’s Self-Insured Program for Workers’ 
Compensation, General Liability, Automobile Liability and other insurance 
coverages.  The Request for Statements of Qualifications may be obtained from: 
 

PARISH OF JEFFERSON 
Name:         EULA LOPEZ 
Title:          PARISH CLERK 
Address:     General Government Building 
                   200 Derbigny Street, Suite 6700 
                   Gretna, LA  70053                  
Telephone: (504) 364-2626 

 
Please address all questions pertaining to the SOQ via e-mail to: 
 

JEFFERSON PARISH 
DEPARTMENT OF RISK MANAGEMENT 
ATTN: John F. Bryant, Asst. Director 
E-mail Address:  JBryant@jeffparish.net 

 
The following timetable of events is currently contemplated: 
 

1) Advertisement Date of SOQ’s:   May 22, 2015 
2) Deadline for Inquiries of SOQ’s:   June 5, 2015 
3) Mandatory meeting;     June 19, 2015 
4) Due Date for Receipt of SOQ’s:   July 10, 2015 
5) Anticipated Appointment date:   August 26, 2015 

  6) Effective date of Agreement:   October 1, 2015 
 
All questions received after June 5, 2015 will be returned to sender stating that they 
have been received after the deadline and will not be answered. 
 
A list of submitted questions and answers will be circulated to all potential 
Respondents who submit a written, e-mail, or fax request for such to the above 
address.  Please include a valid e-mail address for a quick response to inquiries. 
 
SOQ, fifteen (15) copies, shall be submitted no later than 4:00 PM, July 10, 2015.  A 
Professional Services Questionnaire must accompany the statements.  Please 
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obtain the latest questionnaire form along with a scope of work to be performed, by 
calling the Parish Clerk’s Office at (504) 364-2626.  The SOQ shall be submitted in a 
sealed envelope/box marked “Statements of Qualifications for Actuarial 
Consultant Services for Jefferson Parish’s Self-Insured Program”.   Person or 
Firm’s fees and other costs, if any, shall be submitted.  This financial Qualification 
Submission shall include any and all costs the Person or Firm wishes to have 
considered in the contractual arrangement with the Parish of Jefferson.  Fees and 
costs are to be submitted in a separate sealed envelope marked “FEES” to: 

 
JEFFERSON PARISH COUNCIL 
c/o EULA LOPEZ, PARISH CLERK  
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDING  
200 DERBIGNY STREET, SUITE 6700 
GRETNA, LOUISIANA 70053 

 
At the time of receipt, the name of each Respondent will be stated and listed.  The 
Parish of Jefferson reserves the right to negotiate with any one (1) or more 
Respondents and reject any and all SOQ. A contract may be awarded to a 
Respondent based upon the initial SOQ received, without discussion of any of the 
submitted SOQ. 
 
Telephone, telefax, and/or e-mail proposals will not be accepted and will not be 
considered.  Proposals that arrive after the deadline will not be accepted and will not 
be considered. 
 
 

I.   OBJECTIVE 
 
 

The Parish of Jefferson is soliciting statements of qualifications from 
qualified firms to conduct an actuarial study of its self-insured workers’ 
compensation, general liability and automobile liability programs and other 
studies and tasks related to Jefferson Parish’s Self-Funded Insurance 
Program. 

 
The actuarial study shall provide the parish with a reasonable 

projection of the loss costs, losses incurred but not reported (IB&R) cost and 
cash flows.  Other studies and tasks shall include but not be limited to costs 
estimates, scope of work to be done and assisting the Director of Risk 
Management in making claim and insurance programs work.  

 
II. SCOPE OF WORK 

 
The selected actuarial consultant would be required to provide the 

parish with his/her proposed actuarial and risk financing advice on the 
matters listed below: 
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1) The parish’s total liability as of December 31 each year for all self-

insured losses incurred but not paid. 
 
 

2) The amount of funding required to pay self-insured claims cost that 
are projected to come due by December 31 each year.  

 
3) The amount of funding required to pay self-insured claims cost (for all 

years) that are projected to be incurred for the fiscal year January 1, 
through December 31. 

 
4) The self-insured losses incurred for each fiscal year beginning 

January 1, 1989. 
 

5) The potential for actual losses to vary from the actuarial estimates. 
 

6) The adequacy of current funding levels and the amount of funds 
escrowed to pay current claims. 

 
7) The efficiency and effectiveness of the parish’s current system and 

procedures in claims reporting, data collection and data management. 
 

8) The amounts and methods of recognizing general liability (including 
public official errors and omissions) automobile liability and workers’ 
compensation liabilities in conformance with Governmental 
Accounting Standards Board (GASB) rule 10. 

 
9) An evaluation of the parish’s overall management of current risk 

financing techniques and recommendations for improvement. 
 
 

10) Any other matters which may be pertinent to Jefferson Parish’s self-
insured and fully insured programs including cost and efficiency of 
litigation processes. 

 
 
 
 
III. BACKGROUND 

 
The Parish of Jefferson has been self-insured for general liability, 

automobile liability and workers’ compensation exposures since January 1, 
1989.  Prior to retaining these exposures, the parish maintained various 
primary policies.  Since January 1, 1989 until present, the parish maintained 
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various excess insurance policies.  The parish has full data on our RMIS 
system concerning loss developments and triangulation data.   

 
The Parish of Jefferson is the second most populated parish in 

Louisiana and provides a wide range of services that include road and bridge 
maintenance, construction and repairs, community development, water utility 
system and sewerage utility system. 

 
The Parish of Jefferson covers approximately 359 square miles of land 

and 272 square miles of water and has a population of approximately 
435,000.  The parish employs approximately 3,000 employees.  Jefferson 
Parish operates on a January 1 through December 31, fiscal year and has 
revenues of approximately $573,000,000.00.  Executive direction is provided 
by a seven member elected council and policy is executed by an 
administration under the governance of an elective executive president. 

 
This request for statement of qualifications has been authorized by the 

Parish of Jefferson’s Council and Administration and is being conducted 
under the supervision of William E. Fortenberry, Director of Risk 
Management located in the Joseph S. Yenni Building, 1221 Elmwood Park 
Boulevard, Suite 315 - Jefferson, Louisiana 70123-2337 – (504) 736-6908.  
All request and questions should be referred to Mr. John F. Bryant at the 
above-referenced location. 

 
IV. CLAIMS INFORMATION 

 
The selected actuarial consultant will be charged with the 

responsibility for requesting needed loss information from the parish’s 
RIMS System Administrator and/or the Department of Risk 
Management. 

 
V. ESTIMATED TIME  TABLE 

 
 
1) Advertisement Date of SOQ’s:   May 22, 2015 
2) Deadline for Inquiries of SOQ’s:   June 5, 2015 
3) Mandatory meeting;     June 19, 2015 
4) Due Date for Receipt of SOQ’s:   July 10, 2015 
5) Anticipated Appointment date:   August 26, 2015 

  6) Effective date of Agreement:   October 1, 2015 
 

 
 

VI. QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 
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1) The selected consultant will be a firm of national reputation 
with at least two employees who are fellows of the American 
Academy of Actuaries. 

 
2) They will include identification of personnel to be involved in 

the project, including their professional qualifications and 
experience.  The proposal shall include a description of the 
firm’s local (Jefferson and surrounding parishes) presence, 
including local offices, personnel, clients, etc. and the firm’s 
most recent Financial Statement. 

 
3) A list of five to eight clients for whom similar projects have 

been performed.  Please indicate whether the personnel 
involved in the Parish of Jefferson’s evaluation have had a 
major role in providing these professional services. 

 
4) Fifteen (15) copies of the statement of qualification shall be 

delivered to: 
 

Eula Lopez, Parish Clerk 
     General Government Building 
     200 Derbigny Street – Suite 6700 
     Gretna, Louisiana 70056 
 

5) All statements of qualifications are due at the above address 
no later than 4:00 PM, July 10, 2015. LATE STATEMENTS OF 
QUALIFICATIONS WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED. 

 
6) All statements of qualifications, whether selected or rejected, 

shall become the property of the Parish of Jefferson. 
 

7) A re-statement of the scope of work to be performed, including 
your understanding of the tests required by the parish and any 
additional related capabilities of your firm. 

 
8) Explain how your work will lay foundation for actuarial audits in 

the future, whether by your firm or another. 
 

9) Give an indication of the materials that will be needed by the 
actuary, include any informational requirements for the parish 
that are necessary to complete the study. 

 
10) All cost associated with the statement of qualifications 

presentation shall be borne by the responding actuarial 
consultant.        
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VII. AWARD OF CONTRACT 
 

Parish of Jefferson reserves the right to reject any and all statements 
of qualifications submitted.  Award of the contract will be made to the 
consultant, which in the sole opinion of the Parish of Jefferson, its agents, 
employees and elected officials, will produce the actuarial evaluation that 
best meets the needs of the parish. 

 
 

Final contract form and compensation options will be determined in 
negotiations with the parish and the selected actuarial consultant.  The final 
contract may incorporate, in full or by reference, this statement of 
qualifications and the proposal submitted by the selected consultant. 

 
VII. PUBLIC RECORDS LAW 
 
 

Except as other wise provided by law, all documents submitted to the 
Parish under contract, bid, Request for Proposal (RFP), or Statement of 
Qualifications (SOQ) are subject to the Louisiana Public Records Act, La. 
R.S. 44:1 et seq., and may be released when a public records request is 
made by news media, competitors, or other interested parties, in accordance 
with the law. 

 
If any part of the Statement of Qualification is deemed to contain 

confidential business data, trade secrets, proprietary information, or data not 
otherwise subject to public disclosure, under La. Const. Art 1 § 5, La. R.S. 
44:4 or 4.1, or other provisions of law, the respondent shall clearly mark the 
documents as “Confidential” prior to delivering or making them available to 
the Parish. 

 
The respondent shall not mark the entire proposal for the Statement of 

Qualifications (SOQ), “Confidential” or as information constituting and 
exception to Louisiana’s Public Records Act.  If an entire response, submittal 
or proposal is so marked, the Parish of Jefferson shall not consider the 
proposal for an award of the contract. 

 
Jefferson Parish Ordinance No. 22628 amending Chapter 2 of the 

Code of Ordinances Chapter 2, Section 2-887, relative to the confidentiality 
of trade secrets and proprietary information in contract documents outlines 
the Jefferson Parish requirements for confidentiality. Copies of this ordinance 
can be obtained from Ms. Eula Lopez, Council Clerk, 200 Derbigny St., Suite 
660, Gretna, LA 70053, (504) 364-2711. 
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VIII CONFLICT OF INTEREST 
 

The Proposer shall not hire any officer or employee of the Parish of 
Jefferson to perform any service covered by this Agreement. 

 
The Proposer affirms that to the best of his/her knowledge there 

exists no actual or potential conflict between the Proposer’s family, 
business, or financial interests and the services provided under this 
Agreement, and in the event of change in either private interests or 
service under this Agreement, any question regarding possible conflict of 
interest which may rise as a result of such change will be raised with the 
Parish of Jefferson. 

 
 

The Proposer shall not be in a reporting relationship to a Parish of 
Jefferson employee who is considered “Immediate family” as defined in 
RS 42:1102 (13), nor shall the person considered “Immediate family” be in 
a decision-making position with respect to the Proposer. 

 
IX EVALUATION 
  
          Weighting 

Points 

 

1.  QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE (  (insert # of points) ) 

 A. Specific Experience – similar or larger scope of services  

  currently being provided      (20)__________ 

 B.  Personnel- experience of management staff, experience 

  in similar projects, etc.     (20)__________ 

 C.  Financial Profile of Company     (10)__________ 

 D.  Audiovisual Services Capabilities – amount of available 

    full-time, part-time or temporary employees, etc.  (10)__________ 

 

     2.  TECHNICAL APPROACH ( (insert # of points) ) 

 A.  Scope of Services      (20)__________ 

 B.  Product Quality (Actuarial and Audit reports)      (10)__________ 

 C.  Project Schedule      (10)__________  

 

TOTAL (Qualifying Criteria & Technical)  Maximum of (100) Points    __________ 
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Statement of Qualifications  
Affidavit Instructions 
  
• Affidavit is supplied as a courtesy to Affiants, but it is the responsibility of the affiant 
to insure the affidavit they submit to Jefferson Parish complies, in both form and 
content, with federal, state and parish laws.  
 
• Affidavit must be signed by an authorized representative of the entity or the affidavit 
will not be accepted.  
 
• Affidavit must be notarized or the affidavit will not be accepted.  
 
• Notary must sign name, print name, and include bar/notary number, or the affidavit 
will not be accepted.  
 
• Affiant MUST select either A or B when required or the affidavit will not be accepted.  
 
• Affiants who select choice A must include an attachment or the affidavit will not be 
accepted.  
 
• If both choice A and B are selected, the affidavit will not be accepted.  
 
• Affidavit marked N/A will not be accepted.  
 
• It is the responsibility of the Affiant to submit a new affidavit if any additional 
campaign contributions are made after the affidavit is executed but prior to the time 
the council acts on the matter.  
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Statement of Qualifications 
AFFIDAVIT 

 
STATE OF _________________  
 
PARISH/COUNTY OF _________________  
 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally came and appeared: 
_____________ ___________________, (Affiant) who after being by me duly 
sworn, deposed and said that he/she is the fully authorized 
_______________________ of ___________________ (Entity), the party who 
submitted a Statement of Qualifications (SOQ) to 
________________________________________________________ (Briefly 
describe the services the SOQ will cover), to the Parish of Jefferson.  

 
Affiant further said:  
 
Campaign Contribution Disclosures  
(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required 
attachment):  
 
Choice A ______ Attached hereto is a list of all campaign contributions, including 
the date and amount of each contribution, made to current or former elected officials 
of the Parish of Jefferson by Entity, Affiant, and/or officers, directors and owners, 
including employees, owning 25% or more of the Entity during the two-year period 
immediately preceding the date of this affidavit or the current term of the elected 
official, whichever is greater. Further, Entity, Affiant, and/or Entity Owners have not 
made any contributions to or in support of current or former members of the 
Jefferson Parish Council or the Jefferson Parish President through or in the name of 
another person or legal entity, either directly or indirectly.  
 
Choice B ______ there are NO campaign contributions made which would require 
disclosure under Choice A of this section.  
 
Affiant further said:  
 
Debt Disclosures  
(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required 
attachment):  
 
Choice A ______ Attached hereto is a list of all debts owed by the affiant to any 
elected or appointed official of the Parish of Jefferson, and any and all debts owed 
by any elected or appointed official of the Parish to the Affiant.  
 
Choice B ______ There are NO debts which would require disclosure under Choice 
A of this section.  
 
Affiant further said:  
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Solicitation of Campaign Contribution Disclosures  
(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required 
attachment):  
 
Choice A ______ Attached hereto is a list of all elected officials of the Parish of 
Jefferson, whether still holding office at the time of the affidavit or not, where the 
elected official, individually, either by telephone or by personal contact, solicited a 
campaign contribution or other monetary consideration from the Entity, including the 
Entity’s officers, directors and owners, and employees owning twenty-five percent 
(25%) or more of the Entity, during the two-year period immediately preceding the 
date the affidavit is signed. Further, to the extent known to the Affiant, the date of 
any such solicitation is included on the attached list.  
 
Choice B ______ there are NO solicitations for campaign contributions which would 
require disclosure under Choice A of this section.  
 
Affiant further said:  
 
Subcontractor Disclosures  
(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required 
attachment):  
 
Choice A ______ Affiant further said that attached is a listing of all subcontractors, 
excluding full time employees, who may assist in providing professional services for 
the aforementioned SOQ.  
 
Choice B ______ There are NO subcontractors which would require disclosure 
under Choice A of this section. 
  
Affiant further said:  
 
That Affiant has employed no person, corporation, firm, association, or other 
organization, either directly or indirectly, to secure the public contract under which 
he received payment, other than persons regularly employed by the Affiant whose 
services in connection with the construction, alteration or demolition of the public 
building or project or in securing the public contract were in the regular course of 
their duties for Affiant; and  
 
That no part of the contract price received by Affiant was paid or will be paid to any 
person, corporation, firm, association, or other organization for soliciting the 
contract, other than the payment of their normal compensation to persons regularly 
employed by the Affiant whose services in connection with the construction, 
alteration or demolition of the public building or project were in the regular course of 
their duties for Affiant.  
 
____________________________________  
Signature of Affiant  
____________________________________  
Printed Name of Affiant  
 
SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED TO BEFORE ME  
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ON THE _______ DAY OF ___________, 20___.  
 
____________________________________  
Notary Public  
____________________________________  
Printed Name of Notary  
____________________________________  
Notary/Bar Roll Number  
 
My commission expires ________________. 
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Professional 

Services 
Questionnaire 
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On joint motion of all Councilmembers present, the following resolution was 

offered:  
  RESOLUTION NO.                    

A resolution authorizing the Parish Clerk’s Office to advertise 
for Statement of Qualifications from qualified firms interested 
in being engaged to conduct an actuarial study for Jefferson 
Parish’s Self-Insured Program for Workers’ Compensation, 
General Liability, Automobile Liability and other insurance 
coverages associated with the Jefferson Parish’s Property 
and Casualty Insurance Program.  (Parishwide) 

WHEREAS, the present Insurance Actuarial Consultant agreement expires 
September 30, 2015 and a need exists to maintain the service. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Jefferson Parish Council of 
Jefferson Parish, Louisiana acting as governing authority of said Parish: 

SECTION 1. The Parish Clerk is hereby authorized to advertise for Statement of 
Qualifications from firms interested in being engaged as the Actuarial Consultant for 
Jefferson Parish’s Property and Casualty Program. 

SECTION 2. That the cost of these services is to be charged to Account Number 
66760-5009-7341.6 (67696.004). 

SECTION 3. That the Chairman or in his absence the Vice-Chairman is hereby 
authorized, directed and empowered to sign any and all documents necessary to give full 
force and effect to this resolution. 

The foregoing resolution having been submitted to a vote, the vote thereon was as 
follows: 

YEAS:         NAYS:     ABSENT:   
      The resolution was declared to be adopted on this the     day of        , 2015. 
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 On motion of Councilmember__________________, and seconded by 
Councilmember ___________________ present, the following resolution was 
offered: 

RESOLUTION NO. 
A resolution selecting qualified firms interested in 
being engaged to conduct an actuarial study for 
Jefferson Parish’s Self-Insured Program for Workers’ 
Compensation, General Liability, Automobile Liability 
and other insurance coverages associated with the 
Jefferson Parish’s Property and Casualty Insurance 
Program. (Parishwide) 

 WHEREAS, pursuant to Resolution No. 124947, adopted the 13’th day of 
May, 2015, the Jefferson Parish Council authorized its Council Clerk to advertise 
for Statements of Qualifications Insurance Actuarial Consultant for the 
Department of  Risk Management;  and   
 WHEREAS, the responses to Statements of Qualifications were received 
on the 10’th day of July, 2015; and  
 WHEREAS, the Evaluation Committee met on the 11’thday of August 
2015; and  
 WHEREAS, the Council Chairman was notified of the results of the 
Evaluation Committee by letter dated August 13, 2015. 
 NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Jefferson Parish Council 
of Jefferson Parish, State of Louisiana: 

 SECTION 1. That the Jefferson Parish Council does hereby select 
________________________ to provide Actuarial Consultant Services for 
Jefferson Parish’s Property and Casualty Program. 
 SECTION 2.  That the Administration shall negotiate a contractual 
agreement with ___________________, and said agreement shall be submitted 
to the Council in complete form, including all terms and conditions, for approval, 
authorization and ratification by Council Resolution prior to execution of said 
agreement. 
 SECTION 3. That all costs associated with this agreement shall be 
charged to Account No. 66760-5009-7341.6 (67696.004). 
The resolution having been submitted to a vote, the vote thereon was as follows: 
YEAS:    NAYS:   ABSENT: 
The resolution was declared to be adopted on this the ____ day of 
_____________, 2015.  
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 On motion of Mr. Lagasse, seconded by Mr. Roberts, the following resolution 
was offered:   

RESOLUTION NO.  125483 
A resolution selecting qualified firms interested in being 
engaged to conduct an actuarial study for Jefferson Parish’s 
Self-Insured Program for Workers’ Compensation, General 
Liability, Automobile Liability and other insurance coverages 
associated with the Jefferson Parish’s Property and Casualty 
Insurance Program. (Parishwide) 

 WHEREAS, pursuant to Resolution No. 124947, adopted the 13’th day of May, 
2015, the Jefferson Parish Council authorized its Council Clerk to advertise for 
Statements of Qualifications Insurance Actuarial Consultant for the Department of  Risk 
Management;  and   
 WHEREAS, the responses to Statements of Qualifications were received on the 
10’th day of July, 2015; and  
 WHEREAS, the Evaluation Committee met on the 11’thday of August 2015; and  
 WHEREAS, the Council Chairman was notified of the results of the Evaluation 
Committee by letter dated August 13, 2015. 
 NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Jefferson Parish Council of 
Jefferson Parish, State of Louisiana: 

 SECTION 1. That the Jefferson Parish Council does hereby select Sigma 
to provide Actuarial Consultant Services for Jefferson Parish’s Property and Casualty 
Program. 
 SECTION 2.  That the Administration shall negotiate a contractual agreement 
with Sigma, and said agreement shall be submitted to the Council in complete form, 
including all terms and conditions, for approval, authorization and ratification by Council 
Resolution prior to execution of said agreement. 
 SECTION 3. That all costs associated with this agreement shall be charged to 
Account No. 66760-5009-7341.6 (67696.004). 
The resolution having been submitted to a vote, the vote thereon was as follows: 

YEAS:    7  NAYS:  None  ABSENT:  None 
The resolution was declared to be adopted on this the 26th day of August, 2015. 
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On joint motion of all Councilmembers present, the following resolution was offered: 

RESOLUTION NO.   
A resolution ratifying an Agreement with Sigma Consulting Corp. to provide 
Actuarial Consulting Services for the Jefferson Parish Department of Risk 
Management for the period of October 1, 2015 through October 1, 2018 in an 
amount not to exceed $300,000.00. (Parishwide) 

WHEREAS, on the    day of September   , 2015 by virtue of Resolution Number        
   125483, the Jefferson Parish Council selected Sigma Consulting Corp to provide 
Actuarial Consulting Services for the Jefferson Parish Department of Risk Management. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Jefferson Parish Council of 
Jefferson Parish, Louisiana acting as governing authority of said Parish: 

SECTION 1. That the terms of the Agreement with Sigma Consulting Corp. to 
provide Actuarial Consulting Services for the Jefferson Parish Department of Risk 
Management with the effective date of October 1, 2015 through October 1, 2018 in an 
amount not to exceed $300,000.00 are hereby ratified. 

SECTION 2. That the cost of the services to be performed under the terms of the 
agreement will be charged to Account Number 66760-5009-7341.6 (67696.004) in the 
amount not to exceed $300,000.00 for the period of October 1, 2015 through October 1, 
2018.  

SECTION 3. That the Chairman or in his absence the Vice-Chairman is hereby 
authorized, directed and empowered to sign any and all documents necessary to give full 
force and effect to this resolution. 

The foregoing resolution having been submitted to a vote, the vote thereon was 
as follows: 

YEAS:     NAYS:     ABSENT:   
The resolution was declared to be adopted on this the     day of                ,  2015. 
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ACTUARIAL AND CONSULTING SERVICES AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN 
 

SIGMA CONSULTING CORP. 
 

AND 
 

THE PARISH OF JEFFERSON  
 
 
  This agreement, hereinafter “Agreement”, is made and entered into on this ______ day of ________ 
2015 by  and between  the Parish of  Jefferson,  State of  Louisiana,  acting herein by  and  through  its Parish 
Council,  hereinafter  called  the  “Client”,  represented  by  Christopher  L.  Roberts,  Council  Chairman,  duly 
authorized to act pursuant to provisions of Resolution No. 125843 adopted on the 26th day of August, 2015 
and pursuant to Resolution No. 125843 adopted on the 26th day of August, 2015 and Sigma Consulting Corp. 
a Louisiana Corporation with its principal place of business located at 3945 N. I‐10 Service Road West, Suite 
200, Metairie,  Louisiana  70002  hereinafter  called  “Consultant”,  represented  by  C.  Todd  Thomas  its  duly 
authorized Managing Director. 
  All work required by the Client shall be under the direction of the Director of the Department of Risk 
Management  and  all  approvals  and  administration  of  this  agreement  shall  be  through  said  Director.  
Consultant agrees at all time to abide by and be held amenable and subject to the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement, including Consultant’s Proposal and the Request for Qualification attached hereto and made 
a part of hereof.    In  the event of  conflict  in provisions of  this Agreement, Consultant’s Proposal  and  the 
attached  Request  for  Qualifications,  the  provisions  in  the  Request  for  Qualifications  shall  prevail.    In 
consideration of the mutual covenants and promises of the parties, Consultant agrees to furnish and Client 
agrees to accept those certain actuarial and risk management services as defined  in this  instrument on the 
following terms and conditions: 
 

ARTICLE 1. 
TERM 

 
1.1 The term of this Actuarial Contracting Services Agreement shall commence on October 1, 2015 and 

shall expire on October 1, 2018, unless extended in writing by mutual agreement. 
 

ARTICLE 2. 
DEFINITIONS 

 
As used herein and in the performance of services by Consultant for Client, the following items shall 
have the meanings described below: 
 

2.1  SOQ: Statement of Qualifications. 
 
2.2  INFORM: The Parish’s current Claims Management and Claims Reporting system. 
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2.3  Claim:  Any single exposure of potential liability involving any actual or potential injury, death, loss or 
damage reported by Client which might result in any payment being made on behalf of Client. 

 
2.4 Incurred  but  not  reported  (IBNR):    Losses  that  have  occurred  but  have not  been  reported  to  the 

Client or its third party administrator. 
 
2.5  Reserve: The monetary evaluation by a third party administrator of the estimated financial exposure 

of the Client on any claim. 
 
 

ARTICLE 3. 
SCOPE OF WORK TO BE PERFORMED 

 

Consultant  shall be  required  to provide  the parish with his/her proposed actuarial and 
risk  financing  advice  on  the  matters  listed  below  as  requested  by  the  Director  of  Risk 
Management: 

 
3.1  The parish’s total liability as of December 31 each year for all self‐insured losses incurred but not 

paid. 
 
3.2  The amount of funding required to pay self‐insured claims cost that are projected to come due 

by December 31 each year.  
 
3.3   The  amount  of  funding  required  to  pay  self‐insured  claims  cost  (for  all  years)  that  are          

projected to be incurred for the fiscal year January 1, through December 31. 
 
3.4   The self‐insured losses incurred for each fiscal year beginning January 1, 1989. 
 
3.5   The potential for actual losses to vary from the actuarial estimates. 
 
3.6  The adequacy of current funding levels and the amount of funds escrowed to pay current claims. 
 
3.7  The  efficiency  and  effectiveness  of  the  parish’s  current  system  and  procedures  in  claims 

reporting, data collection and data management. 
 
3.8   The  amounts  and methods  of  recognizing  general  liability  (including  public  official  errors  and 

omissions)  automobile  liability  and  workers’  compensation  liabilities  in  conformance  with 
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) rule 10. 

 
3.9  An  evaluation  of  the  parish’s  overall management  of  current  risk  financing  techniques  and 

recommendations for improvement. 
 
3.10   Any other matters which may be pertinent  to  Jefferson Parish’s  self‐insured  and  fully  insured 

programs including cost and efficiency of litigation processes. 
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3.11  Review all Parish Bond issues and certify compliance with and for financial institutions. 
 

 
 

ARTICLE 4. 
ADDITIONAL SERVICES 

 
Consultant shall be available to provide the following services upon request: 
 
4.1 Evaluation of  the efficiency and effectiveness of Client’s current  systems and procedures  in claims 

reporting, data collection and data management 
 
4.2 Evaluate Client’s overall management of current risk financing techniques and recommendations for 

improvement. 
 
4.3 Evaluate insurance policy(ies). 
 
4.4 Conduct insurance marketplace investigation. 
 
4.5 Update and verify building and contents replacement cost values for insurance purposes. 
 
 

ARTICLE 5. 
PROPRIETARY INTEREST 

 
5.1  Ownership of Data:  All data created or utilized by Consultant  in performance of activities under 

this Agreement shall belong  to, and remain as property of, Client; Consultant having no ownership 
interest  therein.    Data  as  used  herein  shall  include,  but  are  not  limited  to,  computer  programs, 
computer  equipment,  formats,  risk  data  report  formats,  procedures,  documentation  and  internal 
reports  of  Client,  or  its  insurance  carrier,  or  third  party  claims  administrator  and  shall  include 
adjustment files, data, and/or information. 

 
5.2  Ownership of Files:   Consultant  shall  be  entitled  to  full  and  complete  access  of  all  files  and 

materials prepared by Client or its agents in the course of its review under this Agreement until this 
Agreement is cancelled or project is completed. 

 
5.3  Privacy of Data:  Consultant will make reasonable efforts to maintain the confidentiality of all 

data supplied to and used by Consultant in the performance of this Agreement.  Consultant will not 
disclose this data or the contents of the data files without prior written consent of Client. 

 
ARTICLE 6. 

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR STATUS 
 

It  is understood and agreed by the parties hereto that Consultant  is entering  into this agreement  in 
the capacity of an independent contractor and that nothing contained in this agreement is intended 
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to be construed as creating any other relationship between Client and Consultant.  The Parties hereto 
acknowledge and agree that Client shall not: (a) withhold federal or state income taxes; (b) withhold 
federal  social  security  tax  (FICA);  (c)  pay  federal  or  state  unemployment  taxes  for  the  account 
Consultant; or  (d) pay workman’s  compensation  insurance premiums  for  coverage  for Consultant.  
Consultant agrees to be responsible for and to pay all applicable federal income taxes, federal social 
security  tax  (or  self‐employment  tax  in  lieu  of  thereof)  and  any  other  applicable  federal  or  state 
unemployment taxes. 

 
Consultant agrees to indemnify and hold Client harmless for any and all federal and/or state income 
tax liability, including taxes, interest and penalties, resulting from Clients treatment of Consultant as 
an  independent  contractor.   Consultant  further agrees  to  reimburse Client  for any and all  costs  it 
incurs,  including, but not  limited  to, accounting  fees and  legal  fees,  in defending  itself against any 
such liability. 
 
Consultant  reserves  the  right,  at  its  own  expense,  to  assign  performance  of  activities  under  this 
Agreement  to  any of  its personnel and  to  subcontract  to  third parties any  and  all of Consultants’ 
duties with  the  necessity  of  the Director  of  Risk Management’s  prior written  approval,  provided, 
however,  that  any  subcontracting  by  Consultant  shall  not  relieve  Consultant  of  its  obligations  to 
Client under this Agreement and provided that all subcontractors will adhere to the same terms and 
conditions of the Consultant. Consultant will make reasonable efforts to maintain the confidentiality 
of  all  data  supplied  to  and  used  by  Consultant  in  the  performance  of  this  Agreement  including 
confidentiality.   Consultant will not disclose this data or the contents of the data files without prior 
written  consent  of  Client.    Should  the  Consultant  ask  to  subcontract  to  third  parties  to  assist  in 
providing professional  services  for  the  project, Consultant  shall  file  a Notarized Affidavit with  the 
Jefferson Parish Council in accordance with Jefferson Parish Ordinance No.22290. 

 
ARTICLE 7. 

INDEMNIFICATION 
 
7.1 Consultant shall indemnify and hold harmless the Client against any and all losses, damages, loss cost, 

claims,  demands,  suits,  costs,  liabilities  or  judgments  for  sums  of money,  and  fines  or  penalties 
asserted by any party, firm or organization for loss of life or injury or damages to person or property, 
growing  out  of,  resulting  from,  or  by  reason  of  any  negligent  acts,  errors,  and/or  omissions,  by 
Consultant, its agents, servants or employees, while engaged upon or in connection with the services 
required to be performed by Consultant under this agreement. 

 
Further, Consultant herby agrees to  indemnify the Client for all reasonable expenses and attorneys’ 
fees incurred by or imposed upon the Client in connection therewith for any loss, damage, injury or 
other  casualty  pursuant  to  this  section,  (7.1).    Consultant  further  agrees  to  pay  all  reasonable 
expenses and attorneys fees incurred by Client in establishing the right to indemnify pursuant to the 
provisions of this section. 
 

7.2 Client shall indemnify and hold harmless the Consultant against any and all losses, damages, loss cost, 
claims,  demands,  suits,  costs,  liabilities  or  judgments  for  sums  of money,  and  fines  or  penalties 
asserted by any party, firm or organization for loss of life or injury or damages to person or property, 
growing out of, resulting from, or by reason of any negligent acts, errors, and/or omissions, by Client, 
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its  agents,  servants  or  employees,  in  connection with  the  services  required  to  be  performed  by 
Consultant under this agreement. 

 
Further, Client herby agrees to  indemnify the Consultant for all reasonable expenses and attorneys’ 
fees incurred by or imposed upon the Consultant in connection therewith for any loss, damage, injury 
or other casualty pursuant to this section, (7.2).  Client further agrees to pay all reasonable expenses 
and  attorneys  fees  incurred  by  Consultant  in  establishing  the  right  to  indemnify  pursuant  to  the 
provisions of this section. 
 

7.3  Insurance Coverage:   Consultant agrees to maintain General Liability, Automotive Liability, Workers 
Compensation,  and  Professional  Liability  Coverage  at  coverage  limits  set  forth  in  ARTICLE  11.  
Consultant shall submit certificates evidencing proof of said insurance to Client.   
 

ARTICLE 8. 
COMPENSATION 

 
8.1 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Client shall compensate Consultant for its services as 

follows 
 

8.1.1 The  cost  of  this  Agreement  shall  not  exceed  $300,000.00,  for  the  three  years  of  this 
Agreement as authorized and without prior approval of the Client, 

 
8.1.2 All consulting services shall be billed at the following hourly rates: 

 
Actuary        $350/Hour 
Senior Consultant      $125/Hour 
Consultant        $ 95/Hour 
Analyst         $ 50/Hour 
Tech. Admin        $ 40/Hour 
Clerical         $ 30/Hour 
   

  8.1.3  GASB 10 compliance report shall be at a flat fee of $12,500 annually.     
 

8.1.4  All invoices submitted shall contain an acknowledgment that no subcontractors or persons, 
excluding full time employees of the firm, have been added to work on this project without prior 
council approval by resolution.    

 
All sums due Consultant are due and payable within 30 days of receipt of billing by Client.     Should 
outside collection be needed, Client shall bear the cost including reasonable attorney and collection 
costs and fees. 
 

8.2  ANNUAL  APPROPRIATION  DEPENDENCY:  The  continuation  of  this  Agreement  is  contingent  upon  the 
appropriation  of  funds  by  the  Jefferson  Parish  Council  for  the  continued  rendering  of  professional 
Consulting  services  for  and/or on behalf of  the Parish of  Jefferson.    If  the Council  fails  to  appropriate 
sufficient monies to provide for the continuation of this Agreement, the Agreement shall terminate on the 
last day of the fiscal year for which funds were appropriated.  Such termination shall be without penalty 
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or expense  to  the CLIENT except  for payments which have been earned prior  to  the  termination date.  
Upon  termination  of  this  Agreement  prior  to  the  end  of  its  term,  the  CLIENT  shall  be  relieved  of  its 
obligations under this Agreement except for payment of Service/Work already performed and Sigma shall 
be relieved of its obligations under this Agreement.  Termination of this Agreement by the CLIENT under 
the  provisions  of  this  section  shall  not  constitute  an  event  of  default.    However,  the  CLIENT  hereby 
consents to submit to the Jefferson Parish Council the necessary appropriation language to be adopted to 
allow payment by the CLIENT.  The CLIENT may effect such termination by giving Sigma a written notice of 
termination. 

 
8.3 Billing Disputes:  Except as otherwise provided in Sec. 10.4, the client shall have 30 days upon receipt 

of any billing by Consultant to dispute any bill or portion of a bill submitted.   
 
8.4 Method  of  Notification  of  Disputed  Billings:    Client  shall  notify  Consultant  by  written  facsimile 

communication  addressed  to  C.  Todd  Thomas,  (504)  598‐0111  or  by  electronic  mail,  e‐mail  to 
tthomas@sigmacorp.net.  The communication shall reference Consultant Project number, if any, and 
invoice number and invoice date.  Client shall also state the amount of the bill that is being disputed 
and the amount that is not in dispute, Client shall pay to Consultant the amount not in dispute. 

 
ARTICLE 9. 

TERMINATION 
 
9.1 The agreement may be  terminated  in  its entirety by either party upon written notice  to  the other 

party provided such notice specifies an effective date for cancellation or non‐renewal not  less than 
thirty (30) days from the date of such notice. 

 
9.2 Client shall inform Consultant prior to the termination date of the agreement in writing. 
 
9.3 In addition to all other rights and remedies available to Consultant under this agreement and at law; 

Consultant may cancel this agreement and discontinue services immediately upon notice to Client. 
 
9.4 That the council, by resolution, shall terminate a professional services agreement in the event false or 

misleading information is given to the Parish in the required professional services questionnaire; in the 
affidavit identifying all subcontractors and persons, excluding full time employees of the firm, who would 
assist in providing professional services for the project; or in the acknowledgment submitted with each 
invoice that no subcontractors or persons, excluding full time employees of the firm, have been added 
without prior council approval by resolution; and,  further, any and all parties found to be in violation of 
the provisions of this resolution or of the provisions of Section 2‐928© of the Jefferson Parish Code of 
Ordinances, including, but not limited to, the person or firm under contract with the Parish to provide 
professional services and any and all subcontractors improperly added to such a contract, shall be 
disqualified from contracting with the Parish to provide professional services for one year after such 
violation is discovered and shall be assessed a penalty payable to the Parish in the amount of five 
thousand dollars ($5,000.00) in liquidated damages for each such violation. 
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ARTICLE 10. 
CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

 
10.1  Consultants  responsibility  for  the performance of activities as  specified herein  is  conditioned upon 

Clients good faith cooperation with Consultant in all reasonable manners with respect to the activities 
of  Consultant,  including,  but  not  limited  to  responding  to  Consultant’s  requests  for  information 
promptly, meeting with Consultant and/or third parties, as may me needed, and making decisions on 
matters which,  as  required  by  this Agreement,  are  in  the  professional  opinion  of  Consultant,  and 
performance by Client of all other obligations of this Agreement. 

 
10.2 The services to be provided by Consultants are not of a legal nature, and Consultant shall in no event 

give, or be required to give any  legal opinion or provide any  legal representation to Client, nor may 
any  communication  prepared  by  Consultant  be  relied  upon  by  Client  as  a  legal  opinion  or 
interpretation. 

 
10.3 As respects the services provided by Consultant under this agreement, any reports rendered to Client 

may be relied upon only to the extent of the express purpose of such reports, and such purpose will 
be sent forth in writing by Consultant. 

 
 
10.4 Client  shall  have  the  right  to  inspect  and  audit  the  records  of  Consultant  regarding  any matter 

covered by this agreement  including billing.   Any such  inspection or audit may be conducted at any 
time during this agreement and shall be conducted  in a manner so not unnecessarily  interfere with 
the business of Consultant.   These  rights of  audit  shall  survive  the  termination of  this Agreement.  

Attendance at audits at the request of Client is included in Consultant’s service fees. 
 
 

10.5  This  agreement  shall  be  binding  upon  the  successors  and  assigns  for  the  parties  hereto.    This 
agreement being for the personal services of the Consultant, shall not be assigned or subcontracted 
in whole  or  in  part  by  the Consultant  as  to  the  services  to  be  performed  hereunder without  the 
written consent of the Client. 

 
10.6 This Agreement shall be deemed to be a contract made under the laws of the State of Louisiana, and 

for all purposes  shall be  interpreted  in  its entirety  in accordance with  the  laws of  said State.   The 
contractor hereby agrees and consents to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Louisiana over 
its person.   The parties hereto agree  that  the  sole and exclusive venue  for any  suit or proceeding 
brought pursuant to this contract shall be the 24th Judicial District Court for the Parish of Jefferson, 
State of Louisiana. 

 
10.7 The Parish and the Consultant shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws and       regulations, 

including, specifically,  the Louisiana Code of Governmental Ethics  (R.S. 42:1101, et seq.)  in carrying 
out the provisions of this Agreement.  

 
10.8 Consultant certifies that it has not employed and will not employ any person to engage in the performance of 

this Agreement who is, presently, or at the time of such employment, an employee of the Parish of Jefferson. 
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10.9 In the event of conflict, inconsistent or incompatible provisions of the CLIENT’S Request for Statement of 
Qualifications, this Agreement that includes Consultant’s’ “Proposal/Statement of Qualifications Actuarial 
Consulting  Services,  the  provisions  in  the  CLIENT’S  Request  for  Statement  of Qualifications  shall  take 
precedence and prevail, followed by this Agreement (for the sole and exclusive purpose of resolving any 
possible  conflict,  inconsistent  or  incompatible  provisions  of  the  CLIENT’S  Request  for  Statement  of 
Qualifications,  this Agreement,  and/or Consultant’s  “Proposal/Statement of Qualifications  for Actuarial 
Consulting Services” Consultants’ “Statement of Qualifications for Actuarial Consulting Services” shall not 
be considered a part of  this Agreement)  followed by Consultants’ Proposal/Statement of Qualifications 
Actuarial Consulting Services”. 

 
 No delay or omission in the exercise of any right or remedy accruing to Client upon any breach by Sigma under 

this Agreement shall  impair such right or remedy be construed as a waiver of any breach theretofore or 
thereafter  occurring.    The waiver  of  any  condition  or  the  breach  of  any  term,  covenant,  or  condition 
herein  or  therein  contained  shall  not  be  deemed  to  be  a  waiver  of  any  other  condition  or  of  any 
subsequent breach of the same or any other term, covenant or condition herein or therein contained. 
 

10.10 All notices to be given pursuant to the agreement shall be  in writing, and shall be deemed to have 
been duly  given when personally delivered or  if mailed by United  States  First Class  certified mail, 
postage prepaid, within five (5) days of deposit in the U.S. Mail.  Notices shall be delivered or mailed 
to the following addresses: 
Client:    Mr. William Fortenberry 
    Director of Risk Management 

Parish of Jefferson 
1221 Elmwood Park Blvd., Suite 315 
Jefferson, LA  70123 

 
  Consultants:  Mr. C. Todd Thomas 
      Sigma Consulting Corp. 
      3945 N. I‐10 Service Road West, Suite 200 

Metairie, Louisiana 70002 
 
 
 

ARTICLE 11. 
INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 

 
11.1 Prior  to commencing work,  the Consultant shall provide at  its own expense, proof of the  following 

insurance  coverage’s  required  by  the  contact  to  the  Parish  of  Jefferson  by  insurance  companies 
acceptable to Client.  Insurance is to be placed with insurers with an AM Best rating of no less than A 
III.    This  requirement  will  be  waived  for  worker’s  compensation  coverage  only  for  those  whose 
workers’ compensation coverage is placed with an acceptable Self‐ Insured Fund. 

 
11.2 Thirty (30) days prior notice of cancellation shall be given to the Parish of Jefferson by registered mail 

on all of the required coverages provided to  Jefferson Parish.   All notices will name the Consultant 
and identify the agreement number. 
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11.3 Workers’ Compensation 
 
 

11.3.1 .  As required by Louisiana State Statue 
 
11.3.2 .  Employer’s liability shall be $1,000,000 

 
 
11.4   Commercial General Liability 
 

11.4.1. Combined  single  limit  per  occurrence  for  bodily  injury  and  property  damage  of 
$1,000,000 

 
11.4.2. Shall also include: 

 
 

11.4.2.1. Premises and Operations coverage 
 

11.4.2.2. Broad form contractual liability coverage 
 

 
11.4.2.3. Use of contractors and sub‐contractors 

 
 

11.4.2.4. Personal Injury coverage 
 

 
11.4.2.5. Broad form property damage coverage 

 
 

11.4.3. Business Auto Liability 
 

11.4.3.1. Combined  single  limit  of  $1,000,000  per  occurrence  for  bodily  injury  and 
property damage 

 
11.4.3.2. Bodily injury and property damage liability shall be provided for: 

 
10.4.3.2.1. Hired and non‐owned autos 
 

11.4.4. Professional Errors & Omissions with limits of $1,000,000 each loss / aggregate. 
 

 
 

ARTICLE 12. 
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NON ASSIGNABILITY OF CONTRACT 
 

No contractor shall assign any interest in any professional, personal, consulting, or social 
service  contract with  any  governmental  body  as  defined  by  R.S.  39:1484(11)  by  assignment, 
transfer, or novation, without the prior written consent of the Parish. This provision shall not be 
construed  to prohibit any  consultant under  contract with  the Parish  from assigning his bank, 
trust company, or other  financial  institution any money due or to become due  from approved 
contracts  without  such  prior  approval.  Notice  of  any  such  assignment  or  transfer  shall  be 
furnished promptly to the Parish. 
 
 
  THUS  DONE  AND  EXECUTED  by  the  parties  before  the  undersigned  competent witnesses  on  the 

__________ day of __________________, _______. 

           
 
              SIGMA CONSULTING CORP. 
 
           
______________________________    BY:   ________________________________________ 
              C. TODD THOMAS 
______________________________      Managing Director 
 
 
              PARISH OF JEFFERSON 
 
 
______________________________    BY:   ________________________________________ 
              Christopher L. Roberts 
______________________________      Council Chairman 
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On joint motion of all Councilmembers present, the following resolution was offered:  

RESOLUTION NO.   
A resolution ratifying an Agreement to Act as Insurance 
Producer of Record with McGriff, Seibels & Williams of 
Louisiana, Inc. for Jefferson Parish’s Property and Casualty 
Program.(Parishwide) 

WHEREAS, on the 25th day of March, 2015 by virtue of Resolution Number 124519, 
the Jefferson Parish Council selected McGriff, Seibels & Williams of Louisiana, Inc.(MSW) 
to provide Insurance Producer of Record services. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Jefferson Parish Council of 
Jefferson Parish, Louisiana acting as governing authority of said Parish: 

SECTION 1. That the terms of the Agreement to Act as Insurance Producer of 
Record with McGriff, Seibels & Williams of Louisiana, Inc. to provide services necessary to 
place the insurance policies for Jefferson Parish’s Property and Casualty program with the 
effective date of August 1, 2015 through July 31, 2018 is hereby ratified. 

SECTION 2. That the cost of the services to be performed under the terms of the 
agreement will be charged to Account Number 66760-5009-7341.6 (67696.004) in the 
amount not to exceed $0.00 for the term of the agreement. 

SECTION 3. That the Chairman or in his absence the Vice-Chairman is hereby 
authorized, directed and empowered to sign any and all documents necessary to give full 
force and effect to this resolution. 

The foregoing resolution having been submitted to a vote, the vote thereon was as 
follows: 

YEAS:   NAYS:     ABSENT:    
This resolution was declared to be adopted on this the      day of      , 2015. 
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Agreement 

Between 

The Parish of Jefferson 

And 

McGriff, Seibels & Williams of Louisiana, Inc. 

 

THIS AGREEMENT, (the “Agreement”) is made and entered into on this 

________ day of ______________, 20__, by and between the Parish of Jefferson, 

State of Louisiana, herein represented by its Council Chairman, Christopher L. Roberts 

of the Jefferson Parish Council (hereinafter referred to as the PARISH), duly authorized 

to act by Resolution No. 124519, adopted on the 25th day of March, 2015 and 

Resolution No____________, adopted on the _____ day of ______________, 20__, 

and McGriff, Seibels & Williams of Louisiana, Inc. (Jefferson Parish Occupational 

License No. 13819635), duly authorized to do and doing business in the State of 

Louisiana, represented herein by Henry Wolf, its President, (hereinafter referred to as 

the FIRM). PARISH and FIRM may be referred to herein as “PARTY”, individually, and 

“PARTIES”, collectively. 

WITNESSETH 

In consideration of mutual promises and advantages herein contained and provided, the 

parties hereby agree as follow: 

1) Administration of Agreement.  All work shall be under the direction of the 

Director of the Department Risk Management or his designee, hereinafter called 

MANAGER. MANAGER shall determine the specific services to be provided by 

firm. 

In the event of conflict, inconsistent or incompatible provisions of the PARISH’S 
Request for Statement of Qualifications and this Agreement that includes FIRM’s 
“Proposal/Statement of Qualifications for Insurance Producer of Record”, the 
provisions in the PARISH’S Request for Statement of Qualifications shall take 
precedence and prevail, followed by this Agreement (for the sole and exclusive 
purpose of resolving any possible conflict, inconsistent or incompatible provisions 
of the PARISH’S Request for Statement of Qualifications, this Agreement, and/or 
FIRM’s “Proposal/Statement of Qualifications for Insurance Producer of Record” 
FIRM’s “Statement of Qualifications for Insurance Producer of Record” shall not 
be considered a part of this Agreement) followed by FIRM’s “Proposal/Statement 
of Qualifications for Insurance Producer of Record”. 
 

2) Scope of Agreement.    FIRM shall represent and remain committed to acting in 

the best interest at all times on behalf of the PARISH as its Insurance Producer of 

Record and shall provide all of the following services as a prerequisite for 

performance of the services whether or not specifically mentioned in this 

Agreement. 

 
2.1.1 Prepare marketing reports of anticipated market conditions and 
proposing  markets for the PARISH’S major loss exposure areas, as 
identified by the PARISH, prior to policy renewal; 
 
2.1.2 Provide a complete list of all markets approached and their 
responses; 
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2.1.3 With the participation of the Director of Risk Management or their 
designated representative, obtain and submit all proposals from the 
insurance industry and obtain, upon reasonably diligent search, the best 
available policy terms, coverage, and rates for the various exposure areas 
as outlined in its specifications;  

 
2.1.4 Service existing insurance policies by tendering losses, reviewing 
and delivering renewal policies and endorsements to make sure they 
comply with the specifications, invoice all premiums throughout the policy 
term as generated, issue renewal binders, assisting collection of losses, 
reporting values, issuing outgoing Certificates of Insurance as needed, 
processing policy changes, etc. all in a timely manner; 

 
2.1.5 Meet with the Director of Risk Management or their designated 
representative to discuss the property and casualty insurance programs; 
 
2.1.6 Comply with renewal timeline, as shown in Attachment A. 
 

2.2. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PARISH:  The PARISH agrees to provide 
FIRM with the following information: 

 
2.2.1 Complete and accurate information as to loss experience, 
exposures, and changes in exposures; 
 
2.2.2 Insurance specifications; 
 
2.2.3 Schedule of assets to be insured, including but not limited to 
vehicles, computers, equipment, etc.; 
 
2.2.4 Lists of additional insureds; 

 
2.2.5 Completed applications. 
 

3) Term.  The term of this Agreement shall commence on August 1, 2015, and shall 

expire on July 31, 2018. 

4) Operations. 

a) Locations.  FIRM shall operate out of the foregoing described locations, 

along with any other location deemed necessary by the PARISH as provided in 

the Scope of Services, above.  Additionally, FIRM shall maintain a permanent 

place of business in Jefferson Parish where operational records will be kept. 

b) Hours.  FIRM shall maintain such hours as necessary to meet the 

requirements of this Agreement.   

c) Efficient and High Quality Operation.  FIRM shall maintain an operation 

which is efficient and of a level of quality equal to or greater than industry 

standards.  

d) Products and Necessities.  FIRM shall furnish all working capital, services, 

inventory, personnel, materials, tools, machinery, equipment and other items 

necessary to perform FIRM’s obligations under this Agreement. 

e) Items.  FIRM shall not advertise its services rendered for Jefferson Parish 

without prior written consent of the PARISH.  
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f) Licenses and Permits.  FIRM shall obtain and keep at its own expense all 

federal, state and local licenses and permits required to be in its name in 

connection with this Agreement. 

g) Duty and Responsibilities.  FIRM owes to MANAGER a duty to perform 

FIRM’S obligation under this agreement with integrity and good faith and in a 

manner that is in the best interests of the MANAGER and FIRM and consistent 

with the terms of this Agreement. 

5) Financial Matters. 

a) Operating Expenses.  FIRM is responsible for the payment of all operating 

expenses required as a result of providing services herein. 

b) Payments.  Firm agrees to provide all services for the value of the flood 
commissions in lieu of annual fees for the contract period. There are no direct 
costs associated with this Agreement. 

Where allowed by law, net of commissions, overrides, contingency 
agreements, placement agreements, or marketing agreements from the PARISH 
for all of its services as Insurance Producer of Record for the PARISH’S Property 
and Casualty Insurance Programs.  If a net of commission agreement cannot be 
reached with an insurer from which coverage is desired, then FIRM has the 
responsibility to report this to the PARISH, within thirty (30) days, along with the 
amount of premium associated with remuneration paid to FIRM or the amount 
withheld by FIRM from premium dollars paid to the insurer.  FIRM shall notify the 
PARISH, within thirty (30) days, of any remuneration received by FIRM and such 
remunerated premium dollars shall be deducted from the total fee paid by the 
PARISH to FIRM for the respective year.  Invoices submitted for payment without 
the required documentation on commissions received by FIRM, will not be 
approved for payment until the required documentation is received.   

 
c) Appropriation Dependency Agreement is contingent upon the appropriation of 

funds by PARISH.  If the Jefferson Parish Council fails to appropriate sufficient 

monies to provide for the continuation of this Agreement, the Agreement shall 

terminate on the last day of the fiscal year for which funds were appropriated.  Such 

termination shall be without penalty or expense to the PARISH except for payments 

which have been earned prior to the termination date.  Termination of this 

Agreement by the PARISH under the provision of this section shall not constitute an 

event of default.  The decision to fund or not to fund this Agreement for the next 

fiscal year will be made by the Parish Council in its unfettered discretion based upon 

what the Parish Council believes to be in the best interests of the PARISH.  The 

Parish Council may in its discretion opt not to fund this Agreement for a subsequent 

fiscal year or years for any reason. 

6) Records, Accounts and Reports. 

a) Books and Records.  FIRM shall maintain adequate books of account with 

respect to its services, in accordance with generally accepted accounting 

principles (GAAP) in a form and method acceptable to MANAGER, within 

Jefferson Parish for a period not to exceed three (3) years after termination of 

this Agreement.  FIRM shall permit MANAGER and MANAGER’s agents from 

time-to-time within forty-eight (48) hours written notice, to inspect, copy and audit 

during FIRM’S normal business office hours, the books and records pertaining to 

the services provided under this Agreement.  MANAGER’s right to audit, inspect, 

and make copies of FIRM’s records shall be at the sole expense of MANAGER. 

b) Periodic and/or Annual Reports.  At any time, the MANAGER may request 

that the FIRM, with the minimum of ten (10) days written notice, prepare and/or 
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produce a report of the results of operations, as it pertains to this Agreement, in 

the previous fiscal year prepared in accordance with generally accepted 

accounting principles (GAAP). The report must be prepared and certified by an 

independent certified public accounting firm. (For purposes of this Agreement, 

each “fiscal year” begins on January 1 and ends on December 31 of the same 

year.) 

7) Termination Suspension.  The terms of this Agreement shall be binding upon 

the PARTIES hereto until the work has been completed and accepted by the 

PARISH; but this Agreement may be terminated under any or all of the following 

conditions: 

a) By mutual agreement and consent of the PARTIES hereto. 

b) By the PARISH as a consequence of the failure of FIRM to comply with 
the terms or quality of work in a satisfactory manner, proper allowance being 
made for circumstances beyond the control of FIRM, provided the PARISH will 
give FIRM written notice of any such failure and ten (10) days (or more if 
authorized in writing by the MANAGER) to cure any such failure. 

c) By either PARTY upon failure of the other PARTY to fulfill its obligation as 
set forth in the Agreement. 

d) By the PARISH for cause by issuing FIRM thirty (30) days written notice. 

e) By the PARISH for convenience by issuing FIRM thirty (30) days written 
notice. 

f) The PARISH shall have the right to cancel this Agreement immediately 
and without prior notice, if FIRM fails to maintain, terminates, or suspension of its 
licensure as Property and Casualty Producer or if FIRM violates any insurance or 
other law or regulation applicable to it as an Insurance Producer 

h) The PARISH shall have the right to cancel this Agreement immediately if 
there is any commission of fraudulent acts or failure to comply with applicable 
laws; 
 
i) The PARISH shall have the right to cancel this Agreement should FIRM 
fail to maintain current errors or omissions coverage in an amount that is 
consistent with Section 10, Insurance Requirements for Insurance Producer of 
Record; 
 

8) Notice.  Any communications to be given hereunder by either PARTY to the other 

shall be deemed to be duly given if set forth in writing and personally delivered or 

sent by mail, registered or certified, postage prepaid with return receipt requested, 

as follows: 

PARISH:   Christopher L. Roberts 
Council Chairman 
Jefferson Parish Council 
200 Derbigny Street, Suite 6200 
Gretna, La. 70053  
Phone No.: (504) 364-2626  

 
FIRM:   Henry Wolf 

President 
3850 N. Causeway Blvd. 
Suite 1970 
Metairie, LA 70002 
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Written notices hereunder delivered personally shall be deemed communicated 

as of actual receipt; mailed notices shall be deemed communicated five (5) days 

after deposit in the mail, post prepaid, certified, in accordance with this 

Paragraph. 

9) Fee Audit:  The PARISH and/or its designated representative will monitor this 
Agreement for compliance in the following manner, but not limited to: 

 

The PARISH and/or its designated representative retains the right to audit any 
financial records related to the PARISH’S premium payments; 
 

The PARISH and/or its designated representative shall have the right to contact 
any wholesale broker, managing general agent, underwriting managers, program 
manager, or insurer through which FIRM placed the business in order to 
determine if any additional compensation was made to FIRM, including 
commission, overrides, bonuses, any compensation to its corporate parents, 
subsidiaries or affiliates, etc.; 
 

FIRM shall provide the PARISH and/or its designated representative with 
independent verification related to the fee audit within ten (10) working 
days from the date of written request. 

 

   In some cases the use of a wholesale broker may be beneficial to the 
PARISH. FIRM will not, directly or indirectly, knowingly place or renew the 
PARISH’S insurance business through a wholesale broker unless it first 
discloses to the PARISH in writing: 
 
(a) any interest FIRM may have in, or any contractual agreements it 

may have with, the wholesale broker; and 
(b) any alternatives to using the wholesale broker; and 
(c) any compensation FIRM or its corporate parents, subsidiaries or 

affiliates will receive as a result; 
 
and obtain the PARISH’S consent to do so.  If FIRM expects to use a 
wholesale broker, any compensation it or its corporate parents, 
subsidiaries or affiliates will receive as a result shall be reported to the 
PARISH within thirty (30) days.   
 

Other parties such as underwriting managers or managing general agents 

may also earn and retain usual and customary commissions for their roles 

in providing insurance products and services to the PARISH. If any such 

parties are corporate parents, subsidiaries or affiliates of FIRM, any 

compensation FIRM or its corporate parents, subsidiaries or affiliates will 

receive is included in the total compensation provided for above.  

If the PARISH chooses to use a premium finance company, property 

appraiser, structured settlement firm or other similar service provider in 

connection with the insurance coverages FIRM places or the services 

provided and the service provider is FIRM or its corporate parents, 

subsidiaries or affiliates and they receive any compensation directly or 

indirectly relating to the services the PARISH purchases from the provider, 

FIRM will disclose additional information regarding that compensation to 

the PARISH before a final decision to use the service provider is made. In 

the ordinary course of business FIRM may also receive and retain interest 
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on premiums the PARISH pays from the date it receives the funds until it 

pays them to the insurers or intermediaries.  

 
FIRM or its corporate parents, subsidiaries or affiliates may provide 
services to insurers for some insurance products. These services may 
include (a) acting as a managing general agent, program manager or in 
other similar capacities which gives FIRM binding authority enabling it to 
accept business on their behalf and immediately provide coverage for a 
risk; (b) arranging lineslips or similar facilities which enable an insurer to 
bind business for itself and other insurers; or (c) managing lineslips for 
insurers. Contracts with these insurers may grant FIRM certain rights or 
create certain obligations regarding the marketing of insurance products 
provided by the insurers.  
 
FIRM may place your insurance business under such a managing general 
agent’s agreement, binding authority, lineslip or similar facility when 
authorized by the PARISH. When FIRM has such a market available, 
FIRM shall inform the PARISH and disclose the contractual arrangements 
it has with the insurer. 
 

FIRM may also provide reinsurance brokerage services to insurers with 
which coverage is placed pursuant to separate agreements with those 
insurers. FIRM may be compensated by the insurers for these services in 
addition to any compensation FIRM may receive for placement of the 
PARISH’S insurance coverages. FIRM shall notify the PARISH within 
thirty (30) days of any remuneration received by FIRM. 
 
At all times the PARISH reserves the right to have direct billing with any 
carrier or broker of its choosing. The PARISH shall also retain the right to 
have access to WHOLESALE BROKERS and place policies directly with 
the WHOLESALE BROKER of its choice as it deems necessary. 
 

The insurance market is complex, and there could be other relationships 

which are not described in this document which might create conflicts of 

interest. Notwithstanding any possible conflict which might exist, FIRM will 

act in the PARISH’S best interests at all times in providing the services. If 

a conflict arises for which there is no practicable way of complying with 

this commitment, FIRM will promptly inform the PARISH and withdraw 

from the engagement, unless the PARISH wishes FIRM to continue to 

provide the services and will provide its written consent.  

 

10) Independent Contractor.  While in the performance of services or carrying out 

the obligations under this agreement, FIRM shall be acting in the capacity of 

independent contractor and not as employee of the PARISH, and not as partner 

of, or joint venturer of PARISH. The PARISH shall not be obliged to any person, 

firm or corporation for any obligations of FIRM arising from the performance of 

their services under this Agreement.  

a) The PARTIES hereto acknowledge and agree that PARISH shall not: 

b) withhold federal or state income taxes; 

c) withhold federal social security tax (FICA); 

d) pay federal or state unemployment taxes for the account of FIRM; or 
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e) pay workman’s compensation insurance premiums for coverage for FIRM. 

f) FIRM agrees to be responsible for and to pay all applicable federal income 
taxes, federal social security tax (or self-employment tax in lieu thereof) and any 
other applicable federal or state unemployment taxes. 

g) FIRM agrees to indemnify and hold PARISH harmless from any and all 
federal and/or state income tax liability, including taxes, interest and penalties, 
resulting from PARISH’S treatment of FIRM as an independent contractor. FIRM 
further agrees to reimburse PARISH for any and all costs it incurs, including, but 
not limited to, accounting fees and legal fees, in defending itself against any such 
liability. 

11)  Insurance.  FIRM shall secure and maintain at its expense such insurance that 

will protect it, and the PARISH, from claims under the Workmen's Compensation 

Acts and from claims for bodily injury, death or property damage which may arise 

from the performance of services under this Agreement. All certificates of 

insurance shall be furnished to the PARISH and shall provide that insurance shall 

not be canceled without notice of cancellation given to the Parish of Jefferson, in 

writing, on all of the required coverage provided to Jefferson Parish. All notices 

will name FIRM, and identify the Council Resolution approving the terms of this 

Agreement. The PARISH may examine the policies at any time and without 

notice. 

a) All policies and certificates of insurance of the firm shall contain the following 

clauses: 

i)     FIRM insurers will have no right of recovery or subrogation against the 

PARISH, it being the intention of the PARTIES that the insurance policy so 

affected shall protect both PARTIES  and be the primary coverage for any 

and all losses covered by the below described insurance.  

ii) The PARISH shall be named as additional insured as regards to general 

liability and automobile liability with respect to negligence by FIRM. 

iii) The insurance company(ies) issuing the policy or policies shall have no 

recourse against the PARISH for payment of any premiums or for 

assessments under any form of policy.  

iv) Any and all deductibles in the below described insurance policies shall be 

assumed by and be at the sole risk of FIRM. 

 

b) Prior to the execution of this Agreement, FIRM shall provide at its own 

expense, proof of the following insurance coverage required by the contract to 

the PARISH by insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of 

Louisiana. Insurance is to be placed with insurers with an A.M. Best Rating of no 

less than A:VI.  

i) In the event FIRM hires workers within the State of Louisiana it shall 

obtain Worker's Compensation Insurance. As required by Louisiana State 

Statute exception; employer's liability shall be at least One Million Dollars 

($1,000,000.00) per occurrence when work is to be over water and 

involves maritime exposures, otherwise this limit shall be no less than Five 

Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000.00) per occurrence. 

ii) Commercial General Liability Insurance with a Combined Single Limit of at 

least One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) per occurrence for bodily injury 

and property damage. This insurance shall include coverage for bodily 

injury and property damage. 

iii) Business Automobile Liability Insurance with a Combined Single Limit of 

One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) per occurrence for bodily injury and 
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property damage, unless otherwise indicated. This insurance shall include 

for bodily injury and property damage the following coverage. 

iv) Professional Liability Insurance in the sum of at least One Million Dollars 

($1,000,000.00)  

 

c) All policies of insurance shall meet the requirements of the PARISH prior 

to the commencing of any work. The PARISH has the right but not the duty to 

approve all insurance policies prior to commencing of any work. If at any time 

any of the said policies shall be or becomes unsatisfactory to the PARISH as to 

form or substance; or if a company issuing any such policy shall be or become 

unsatisfactory to the PARISH, FIRM shall promptly obtain a new policy, submit 

the same to the PARISH for approval and submit a certificate thereof as provided 

above. 

 

d) Upon failure of FIRM to furnish, to deliver and maintain such insurance as 

above provided, this contract, at the election of the PARISH, may be forthwith 

declared suspended, discontinued or terminated. Failure of FIRM to take out 

and/or to maintain insurance shall not relieve FIRM from any liability under the 

contract, nor shall the insurance requirements be construed to conflict with the 

obligation of FIRM concerning indemnification. 

 

12) Indemnification.  
a) FIRM shall agree to indemnify and hold the Parish of Jefferson, its 

departments, agencies, boards and commissions, officers, agents, servants and 

employees, including volunteers, harmless against any and all claims, demands, 

suits, costs, liabilities or judgments for sums of money, and fines or penalties 

asserted by any party, firm or organization for loss of life or injury or damages to 

person or property, growing out of, resulting from, or by reason of any negligent 

acts, errors, and/or omissions by FIRM, its agents, servants or employees, while 

engaged upon or in connection with the services required to be performed by 

FIRM under this Agreement. 

b) Further, FIRM shall agree to indemnify the Parish of Jefferson, its 

departments, agencies, boards and commissions, officers, agents, servants and 

employees, including volunteers for all reasonable expenses and attorney’s fees 

incurred by or imposed in connection therewith for any loss, damage, injury or 

other casualty pursuant to this Agreement.  FIRM additionally shall agree to pay 

all reasonable expenses and attorney’s fees incurred by the Parish of Jefferson, 

its departments, agencies, boards and commissions, officers, agents, servants 

and employees, including volunteers in establishing the right to indemnity 

pursuant to the provisions stated herein. 

13) General. 
 

a) FIRM acknowledges and agrees that the rights and obligations conferred 

and contained herein shall be non-exclusive in nature, and the PARISH makes 

no representations or warranties to the contrary. 

 
b)  FIRM warrants that it has not employed or retained any company or 

person, other than a bona-fide employee working solely for the FIRM, to solicit or 

secure this contract, and that it has not paid or agreed to pay any company or 

person, other than bona-fide employees working solely for the FIRM, any fee, 

commission, percentage, brokerage fee, gifts, or any other consideration, 

contingent upon or resulting from the award or making of this Agreement. For 
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breach or violation of this warranty, the PARISH shall have the right to annul this 

Agreement without liability.  

 
c)  This Agreement shall be binding upon the successors and assigns for the 

PARTIES hereto. This Agreement being for the personal services of FIRM, shall 

not be assigned or subcontracted in whole or in part by FIRM as to the services 

to be performed hereunder without the written consent of the PARISH, in 

PARISH’S sole discretion.  

 
d) This Agreement shall be deemed to be made under the laws of the State 

of Louisiana, and for all purposes shall be interpreted in its entirety in accordance 

with the laws of said State.  The FIRM hereby agrees and consents to the 

jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Louisiana over its person.  The PARTIES 

hereto agree that the sole and exclusive jurisdiction and venue for any suit or 

proceeding brought pursuant to this contract shall be the 24th Judicial District 

Court for the Parish of Jefferson, State of Louisiana. 

 
e) It shall be the duty of every parish officer, employee, department, agency, 

special district, board, and commission; and the duty of every contractor, 

subcontractor, and licensee of the parish, and the duty of every applicant for 

certification of eligibility for a parish contract or program, to cooperate with the 

inspector general in any investigation, audit, inspection, performance review, or 

hearing pursuant to JPCO 2-155.10(19). By signing this document, every 

corporation, partnership, or person contracting with the PARISH, whether by 

cooperative endeavor, intergovernmental agreement, bid, proposal, application 

or solicitation for a parish contract, and every application for certification of 

eligibility for a parish contract or program, attests that it understands and will 

abide by all provisions of JPCO 2-155.10. 

 
f) Parish and the FIRM shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws 

and regulations, including, specifically, the Louisiana Code of Governmental 

Ethics (R.S. 42.11014, et seq.) in carrying out the provisions of the Agreement.   

g) FIRM certifies that it has not employed and will not employ any person to 

engage in the performance of this Agreement who is, presently, or at the time of 

such employment, an employee of the PARISH.   

h) This Agreement and the attached documents represent the entire 

agreement between the Parish of Jefferson and the FIRM and supersedes all 

prior negotiations, representations or agreements, either written or oral. This 

Agreement may be amended only by written instrument signed by both the 

Parish of Jefferson, through its Council Chairman, and the FIRM. 

  

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank, signature page to follow]
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IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, this Agreement is executed in four (4) originals, the day 

and year first above written. 

Witnesses: Parish of Jefferson 

 

 

________________________________ By:_______________________________ 

 Christopher L. Roberts, Chairman 

Printed Name: ____________________ Jefferson Parish Council 

 

 

________________________________ 

 

Printed Name: ____________________ 

 

Witnesses: McGriff, Seibels & Williams of Louisiana, 

Inc. 

 

________________________________ By:_______________________________ 

 Henry Wolf 

Printed Name: ____________________ President 

 

 

________________________________ 

 

Printed Name: ____________________ 

 

 

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank, witness attestation page to follow] 
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 

PARISH OF JEFFERSON 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, duly commissioned, qualified and sworn within 

and for the State and Parish aforesaid, personally came and 

appeared__________________, who being by me duly sworn, deposed and said that 

he/she was one of the subscribing witnesses to the foregoing instrument; that the same 

was signed by ____________________ of his/her own free will, act and deed, for uses, 

purposes and considerations therein expressed in the presence of the appearer and in 

the presence of ______________________, the other subscribing witness. 

 

________________________________ 

WITNESS 

 

Sworn to and Subscribed before me 

This _____day of_____________, 20___. 

 

_______________________________ 

NOTARY PUBLIC 

 

STATE OF LOUISIANA 

PARISH OF JEFFERSON 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, duly commissioned, qualified and sworn within 

and for the State and Parish aforesaid, personally came and 

appeared__________________, who being by me duly sworn, deposed and said that 

he/she was one of the subscribing witnesses to the foregoing instrument; that the same 

was signed by ____________________ of his/her own free will, act and deed, for uses, 

purposes and considerations therein expressed in the presence of the appearer and in 

the presence of ______________________, the other subscribing witness. 

 

________________________________ 

WITNESS 

 

Sworn to and Subscribed  before me 

this _____day of_____________, 20_____. 

 

_______________________________ 

NOTARY PUBLIC  
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ATTACHMENT A 
INSURANCE COVERAGE 
RENEWAL TIME TABLE 

 
 
 

                    TARGET COMPLETION DAYS 
ACTIVITY             PRIOR TO RENEWAL 

 

   1) Initial Planning Session       180 
  2) Request for Conceptual Proposals to Agent    150 
  3) Meeting between Agent & Director     110 
  4) Data needed Quotations Compiled     105 
  5) Agent to Release Information to Companies      95 
  6) Quotations Returned to Agent from Companies        60 
  7) Quotations Submitted to Director of Risk Management       45 
  8) Quotations Analyzed         30 
  9) Coverage Selected            20 
10) Binders Issued          15 
11) Certificates of Coverage Issued          10 
12) Renewal Date            0 
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 On motion of Mr. Lagasse, seconded by Mr. Roberts, the following resolution 
was offered: 

RESOLUTION NO.  124519 
A resolution selecting the Insurance Producer of Record for 
Jefferson Parish’s Property and Casualty Insurance 
Program.  (Parishwide) 

 WHEREAS, pursuant to Resolution No. 123875, adopted the 5th day of 
November 2014, the Jefferson Parish Council authorized its Council Clerk to advertise 
for Statements of Qualifications from qualified firms interested in being engaged as the 
Insurance Producer of Record for Jefferson Parish’s Property and Casualty Insurance 
Program for the Department of  Risk Management;  and   
 WHEREAS, the responses to Statements of Qualifications were received on the 
5th day of February 2015; and  
 WHEREAS, the Evaluation Committee met on the 9th day of March 2014; and  
 WHEREAS, the Council Chairman was notified of the results of the Evaluation 
Committee by letter dated March 10, 2015. 
 NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Jefferson Parish Council of 
Jefferson Parish, State of Louisiana: 
 SECTION 1. That the Jefferson Parish Council does hereby select McGriff, 
Seibels and Williams of Louisiana, Inc., to provide to be engaged as the Insurance 
Producer of Record for Jefferson Parish’s Property and Casualty Insurance Program. 
 SECTION 2.  That the Administration shall negotiate a contractual agreement 
with McGriff, Seibels and Williams of Louisiana, Inc., and said agreement shall be 
submitted to the Council in complete form, including all terms and conditions, for 
approval, authorization and ratification by Council Resolution prior to execution of said 
agreement. 
 SECTION 3. That all costs associated with this agreement shall be charged to 
Account No. 66760-5009-7341.6 (67696.004). 
The resolution having been submitted to a vote, the vote thereon was as follows: 

YEAS:  7             NAYS:  None  ABSENT:  None 
     The resolution was declared to be adopted on this the 25th day of March, 2015. 
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AGREEMENT TO ACT AS INSURANCE PRODUCER OF RECORD 

BETWEEN 

_________________________________________ 

AND 

THE PARISH OF JEFFERSON 

 
This Agreement, hereinafter “Agreement”, is made and entered into on this 

________ day of ______________, 2015, by and between the Parish of Jefferson, State 
of Louisiana, acting herein by and through its Parish Council, hereinafter called the 
“CLIENT”, represented by Christopher L. Roberts, Council Chairman, duly authorized to 
act pursuant to provisions of Resolution No. _______, adopted on the ___  of 
_________l, 2015 and Resolution No. _____________, adopted on the _____ day of 
______, 2015, and ____________ Insurance Agency, Inc., 
_________________________________________“____________”, represented by 
____________. ____________ its duly authorized President. 
 All work required by the CLIENT shall be under the direction of the Director of 
the Department of Risk Management and all approvals and administration of this 
Agreement shall be through said Director.  ____________ agrees at all time to abide by 
and be held amenable and subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 
 In the event of conflict, inconsistent or incompatible provisions of the CLIENT’S 
Request for Statement of Qualifications, this Agreement that includes ____________’s 
“Proposal/Statement of Qualifications for Insurance Producer of Record, the provisions 
in the CLIENT’S Request for Statement of Qualifications shall take precedence and 
prevail, followed by this Agreement (for the sole and exclusive purpose of resolving any 
possible conflict, inconsistent or incompatible provisions of the CLIENT’S Request for 
Statement of Qualifications, this Agreement, and/or ____________’s 
“Proposal/Statement of Qualifications for Insurance Producer of Record” 
____________’s “Statement of Qualifications for Insurance Producer of Record” shall 
not be considered a part of this Agreement) followed by ____________’s 
Proposal/Statement of Qualifications for Insurance Producer of Record”. 

DOCUMENTS:  The following documents are part of this Agreement as if 
copied in extensio: 

(1) The CLIENT’S Request for Statement of Qualifications; 
(2) ____________’s response to the Request for Statements of Qualifications; 
 

In consideration of the mutual covenants and promises of the parties, ____________ 
agrees to furnish and the CLIENT agrees to accept those insurance placing services as 
defined in this instrument on the following terms and conditions. 
 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the CLIENT has selected ____________ as its Insurance Producer of 
Record for its Property and Casualty Insurance Programs; and 
 
WHEREAS, ____________ has agreed to represent the CLIENT as its Insurance 
Producer of Record for its Property and Casualty Insurance Programs; and 
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In and for the consideration of the mutual promises and covenants herein contained, 
____________ and the CLIENT hereby agree as follows: 

 

ARTICLE 1 

TERM 

This Agreement for Insurance Producer of Record will be effective _________, 2015.  
The Agreement will terminate on _________, 2015 or, when cancelled by either party, 
whichever comes first. 

 

ARTICLE 2 

AGREEMENT 

2.1 SCOPE OF SERVICES:  ____________ shall represent and remain committed to 
acting in the best interest at all times on behalf of the CLIENT as its Insurance 
Producer of Record and shall provide all of the following services as a 
prerequisite for performance of the services whether or not specifically mentioned 
in this Agreement. 
 
2.1.1 Prepare marketing reports of anticipated market conditions and proposing  

markets for the CLIENT’S major loss exposure areas, as identified by the 
CLIENT, prior to policy renewal; 

 
2.1.2 Provide a complete list of all markets approached and their responses; 

 
2.1.3 With the participation of the Director of Risk Management or their 

designated representative, obtain and submit all proposals from the 
insurance industry and obtain, upon reasonably diligent search, the best 
available policy terms, coverage, and rates for the various exposure areas 
as outlined in its specifications;  

 
2.1.4 Service existing insurance policies by tendering losses, reviewing and 

delivering renewal policies and endorsements to make sure they comply 
with the specifications, invoice all premiums throughout the policy term as 
generated, issue renewal binders, assisting collection of losses, reporting 
values, issuing outgoing Certificates of Insurance as needed, processing 
policy changes, etc. all in a timely manner; 

 
2.1.5 Meet with the Director of Risk Management or their designated 

representative to discuss the property and casualty insurance programs; 
 
2.1.6 Comply with renewal timeline, as shown in Attachment B. 

 

2.2. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CLIENT:  The CLIENT agrees to provide 
____________ with the following information: 

 
2.2.1 Complete and accurate information as to loss experience, exposures, and 
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changes in exposures; 
 
2.2.2 Insurance specifications; 
 
2.2.3 Schedule of assets to be insured, including but not limited to vehicles, 

computers, equipment, etc.; 
 
2.2.4 Lists of additional insureds; 
 
2.2.5 Completed applications. 

 

ARTICLE 3 

COMPENSATION 

 

3.1 COMPENSATION TO ____________:  It is agreed and understood that 
____________ shall receive a fee as outlined in the Statements of Qualifications 
and ____________’s response not to exceed the following schedule for the 
following described years: 

 
2015 - 2016  - _______ 
2016 – 2017 - _______ 
2017 – 2018 - _______ 

 
The fee shall be, where allowed by law, net of commissions, overrides, 
contingency agreements, placement agreements, or marketing agreements from 
the CLIENT for all of its services as Insurance Producer of Record for the 
CLIENT’S Property and Casualty Insurance Programs.  If a net of commission 
agreement cannot be reached with an insurer from which coverage is desired, then 
____________ has the responsibility to report this to the CLIENT, within thirty 
(30) days, along with the amount of premium associated with remuneration paid 
to ____________ or the amount withheld by ____________ from premium 
dollars paid to the insurer.  ____________ shall notify the CLIENT, within thirty 
(30) days, of any remuneration received by ____________ and such remunerated 
premium dollars shall be deducted from the total fee paid by the CLIENT to 
____________ for the respective year.  Invoices submitted for payment without 
the required documentation on commissions received by ____________, will not 
be approved for payment until the required documentation is received.  (Ref. 
Statement of Qualifications Part 1, Section 1.26) 

 
3.2  ANNUAL APPROPRIATION DEPENDENCY: The continuation of this 

Agreement is contingent upon the appropriation of funds by the Jefferson Parish 
Council for the continued rendering of professional services involving procuring 
insurance coverage for and/or on behalf of the Parish of Jefferson.  If the Council 
fails to appropriate sufficient monies to provide for the continuation of this 
Agreement, the Agreement shall terminate on the last day of the fiscal year for 
which funds were appropriated.  Such termination shall be without penalty or 
expense to the CLIENT except for payments which have been earned prior to the 
termination date.  Upon termination of this Agreement prior to the end of its term, 
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the CLIENT shall be relieved of its obligations under this Agreement except for 
payment of Service/Work already performed and ____________ shall be relieved 
of its obligations under this Agreement.  Termination of this Agreement by the 
CLIENT under the provisions of this section shall not constitute an event of 
default.  However, the CLIENT hereby consents to submit to the Jefferson Parish 
Council the necessary appropriation language to be adopted to allow payment by 
the CLIENT.  The CLIENT may effect such termination by giving ____________ 
a written notice of termination. 

 
3.3 METHOD OF NOTIFICATION OF DISPUTED BILLINGS:  The CLIENT shall 

immediately notify ____________ by written Telefax or electronic mail, e-mail, 
communication addressed to: 

 
  ____________ Insurance Agency Inc. 
  Attention: ____________. ____________ 
________________________________________________ 
         
         

3.4 FEE AUDIT:  The CLIENT and/or its designated representative will monitor this 
Agreement for compliance in the following manner, but not limited to: 

 
3.4.1. The CLIENT and/or its designated representative retains the right to audit 

any financial records related to the CLIENT’S premium payments; 
 
3.4.2. The CLIENT and/or its designated representative shall have the right to 

contact any wholesale broker, managing general agent, underwriting 
managers, program manager, or insurer through which ____________ 
placed the business in order to determine if any additional compensation 
was made to ____________, including commission, overrides, bonuses, 
any compensation to its corporate parents, subsidiaries or affiliates, etc.; 

 
3.4.3. ____________ shall provide the CLIENT and/or its designated 

representative with independent verification related to the fee audit within 
ten (10) working days from the date of written request. 

 
3.4.4   In some cases the use of a wholesale broker may be beneficial to the 

CLIENT. ____________ will not, directly or indirectly, knowingly place 
or renew the CLIENT’S insurance business through a wholesale broker 
unless it first discloses to the CLIENT in writing: 
 
(a) any interest ____________ may have in, or any contractual 

agreements it may have with, the wholesale broker; and 
(b) any alternatives to using the wholesale broker; and 
(c) any compensation ____________ or its corporate parents, 

subsidiaries or affiliates will receive as a result; 
 
and obtain the CLIENT’S consent to do so.  If ____________ expects to 
use a wholesale broker, any compensation it or its corporate parents, 
subsidiaries or affiliates will receive as a result shall be reported to the 
CLIENT within thirty (30) days, and ____________ shall deduct any 
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remuneration received from the total fee paid by the CLIENT.   

 
Other parties such as underwriting managers or managing general agents 
may also earn and retain usual and customary commissions for their roles 
in providing insurance products and services to the CLIENT. If any such 
parties are corporate parents, subsidiaries or affiliates of ____________, 
any compensation ____________ or its corporate parents, subsidiaries or 
affiliates will receive is included in the total compensation provided for 
above. 
  
If the CLIENT chooses to use a premium finance company, property 
appraiser, structured settlement firm or other similar service provider in 
connection with the insurance coverages ____________ places or the 
services provided and the service provider is ____________ or its 
corporate parents, subsidiaries or affiliates and they receive any 
compensation directly or indirectly relating to the services the CLIENT 
purchases from the provider, ____________ will disclose additional 
information regarding that compensation to the CLIENT before a final 
decision to use the service provider is made. In the ordinary course of 
business ____________ may also receive and retain interest on premiums 
the CLIENT pays from the date it receives the funds until it pays them to 
the insurers or intermediaries.  
 
____________ or its corporate parents, subsidiaries or affiliates may 
provide services to insurers for some insurance products. These services 
may include (a) acting as a managing general agent, program manager or 
in other similar capacities which gives ____________ binding authority 
enabling it to accept business on their behalf and immediately provide 
coverage for a risk; (b) arranging lineslips or similar facilities which 
enable an insurer to bind business for itself and other insurers; or (c) 
managing lineslips for insurers. Contracts with these insurers may grant 
____________ certain rights or create certain obligations regarding the 
marketing of insurance products provided by the insurers.  
 
____________ may place your insurance business under such a managing 
general agent’s agreement, binding authority, lineslip or similar facility 
when authorized by the CLIENT. When ____________ has such a market 
available, ____________ shall inform the CLIENT and disclose the 
contractual arrangements it has with the insurer. 
 
____________ may also provide reinsurance brokerage services to 
insurers with which coverage is placed pursuant to separate agreements 
with those insurers. ____________ may be compensated by the insurers 
for these services in addition to any compensation ____________ may 
receive for placement of the CLIENT’S insurance coverages.  
____________ shall notify the CLIENT within thirty (30) days of any 
remuneration received by ____________ and such remunerated premium 
dollars shall be deducted from the total fee paid by the CLIENT. 
 
At all times the CLIENT reserves the right to have direct billing with any 
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carrier or broker of its choosing. The CLIENT shall also retain the right to 
have access to WHOLESALE BROKERS and place policies directly with 
the WHOLESALE BROKER of its choice as it deems necessary. 
 
The insurance market is complex, and there could be other relationships 
which are not described in this document which might create conflicts of 
interest. Notwithstanding any possible conflict which might exist, 
____________ will act in the CLIENT’S best interests at all times in 
providing the services. If a conflict arises for which there is no practicable 
way of complying with this commitment, ____________ will promptly 
inform the CLIENT and withdraw from the engagement, unless the 
CLIENT wishes ____________ to continue to provide the services and 
will provide its written consent.  

 
ARTICLE 4 

TERMINATION & SUSPENSION 

This Agreement may be terminated under any or all of the following conditions and 
____________ will immediately cease to be recognized by Insurers as Insurance 
Producer of Record on the CLIENT’S insurance contracts written through 
____________’s office: 
 

4.1 Either party shall have the right to cancel this Agreement, with or without cause, 
by giving the other party forty-five (30) days written notice forwarded to their 
respective address by certified U.S. mail;   

 
4.2 The CLIENT shall have the right to cancel this Agreement immediately upon any 

breach or violation of this Agreement; 
 
4.3 The CLIENT shall have the right to cancel this Agreement immediately and 

without prior notice, if ____________ fails to maintain, terminates, or suspension 
of its licensure as Property and Casualty Producer or if ____________ violates 
any insurance or other law or regulation applicable to it as an Insurance Producer; 

 
4.4 Termination for “cause” may, at the option of the CLIENT, result in a pro-rata 

forfeiture of any fee amount as of the termination date; 
 
4.5 The CLIENT shall have the right to cancel this Agreement immediately if there is 

any commission of fraudulent acts or failure to comply with applicable laws; 
 
4.6 The CLIENT shall have the right to cancel this Agreement should ____________ 

fail to maintain current errors or omissions coverage in an amount that is 
consistent with Attachment A, Insurance Requirements for Insurance Producer of 
Record; 

 
4.7 The CLIENT shall have the right to cancel this Agreement immediately if 

____________ knowingly and intentionally violates any provision or the intended 
purpose or essence of this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE 5 

HOLD HARMLESS AND INDEMNIFICATION 

5.1 The CLIENT will not hold ____________ or ____________. ____________ 
Individually, as its duly authorized president, liable for services outside of the 
Scope of Services outlined in this Agreement, including preparation of applications, 
identification of exposures, analysis of risks, selection of insurance contract terms 
and recommendations related to the procurement of insurance coverages. 

 
5.2  ____________ shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the CLIENT and the 

CLIENT’S elected and appointed officials, agents, trustees, directors, members, 
servants, employees, or other affiliates against any and all claims, demands, suits, 
costs, liabilities or judgments for sums of money, and fines or penalties asserted by 
any party, firm or organization for loss of life or injury or damages to person or 
property, (collectively hereinafter referred to as “Loss”) growing out of, resulting 
from, or by reason of any negligent acts, errors, and/or omissions, by 
____________, its agents, sub-contractors, servants or employees, while engaged 
upon or in connection with the services required to be performed by ____________ 
under this Agreement, except to the extent that such Loss is caused or contributed to 
by the CLIENT. 

 

ARTICLE 6 
 

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR STATUS 
  

6.1. The CLIENT hereby engages ____________ as an independent contractor to 
render professional services involving procuring insurance coverage for and/or on 
behalf of the CLIENT and ____________ hereby accepts such engagement, 
effective _________, 2015.  It is understood and agreed by the Parties hereto that 
____________ is entering into this Agreement in the capacity of an independent 
contractor and that nothing contained in this Agreement is intended to be 
construed as creating any other relationship between the CLIENT and 
____________. 

 
6.2. The Parties hereto acknowledge and agree that the CLIENT shall not:  a. withhold 

federal or state income taxes; b. withhold federal social security tax (FICA); c. 
withhold federal Medicare taxes; d. pay federal or state unemployment taxes for 
the account of ____________;  or e. pay workman’s compensation insurance 
premiums for coverage for ____________. 

 
6.3. ____________ agrees to be responsible for and to pay all applicable federal 

income taxes, federal social security tax and Medicare tax (or self-employment 
tax in lieu thereof) and any other applicable federal or state unemployment taxes. 

 

6.4. ____________ agrees to indemnify and hold the CLIENT harmless from any and 
all federal and/or state income tax liability, including taxes, interest and penalties, 
resulting from the CLIENT’S treatment of ____________ as an independent 
contractor.  ____________ further agrees to reimburse the CLIENT for any and 
all costs it incurs, including, but not limited to, accounting fees and legal fees, in 
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defending itself against any such liability. 
 
6.5. ____________, at all times, shall be an independent contractor, and employees of 

____________ shall in no manner be considered employees of the CLIENT, 
except as expressly provided herein, no agency relationship between 
____________ and the CLIENT shall exist as a result of the execution of this 
Agreement or as a result of the performance or nonperformance by 
____________ there under.  

 
6.6. This Agreement shall be binding upon the successors and assigns for the parties 

hereto.  This Agreement being for the personal services of ____________, shall not 
be assigned or subcontracted in whole or in part by ____________ as to the services 
to be performed hereunder without the written consent of the CLIENT.  Any 
subcontract by ____________ shall not relieve ____________ of its obligations to 
the CLIENT under this Agreement. 

 
6.7 ____________ warrants that it has not employed or retained any company or 

person, other than a bona-fide employee working solely for ____________, to 
solicit or secure this Agreement, and they have not paid or agreed to pay for any 
company or person, other than bona-fide employees working solely for 
____________, any fee, commission, percentage, brokerage fee, gifts, or any 
other consideration, contingent upon or resulting from the award or making of this 
Agreement.  For breach of contract or violation of this warranty, the CLIENT 
shall have the right to cancel this Agreement without liability. 

 
6.8 The terms of this Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of 

Louisiana.  Any adjudication which invalidates any part of this Agreement shall 
not act to invalidate any other part thereof.  Proper venue and jurisdiction for all 
lawsuits, claims, disputes and other matters in question between the parties to this 
Agreement or any breach thereof shall be in the 24th Judicial District Court for the 
Parish of Jefferson, State of Louisiana. 

  
6.9 This Agreement may not be sold, subcontracted, assigned, or transferred at any 

time without prior written approval of the CLIENT. 
 
6.10 ____________ shall maintain limits of insurance in accordance with Attachment 

A.  ____________ shall furnish within three (3) days of signing this Agreement 
proof of such coverages by providing the CLIENT with a Certificate of Insurance.  
The CLIENT reserves the right to request certified copies of the policies. 

 

6.11 All expenses incurred by ____________ in its performance of this Agreement 
shall be borne exclusively by ____________ and not by the CLIENT, except as 
otherwise specifically agreed in writing by the CLIENT. 

 
ARTICLE 7 

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS 
 

The parties hereto and their employees, contractors and agents shall comply with all 
applicable federal, state and local laws and ordinances in carrying out the provisions of 
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this Agreement. 
 

ARTICLE 8 
CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

 
8.1 INVALID PROVISIONS: In the event any provision of this Agreement shall be 

held invalid, unenforceable or in conflict with applicable law, then the validity 
and the enforceability of the other provisions of this Agreement shall remain in 
full force and legal effect. 

   
8.2  NO WAIVER:   The failure of the CLIENT or ____________ to enforce any of 

the terms of this Agreement or to provide any of the supporting documentation in 
any particular instance shall not constitute a waiver of, or preclude the subsequent 
enforcement of, any or all of the terms or conditions of this Agreement. 

 

8.3 ENTIRE AGREEMENT:  This Agreement to Act as Insurance Producer of 
Record shall supersede all prior written and/or verbal agreements and 
representations and shall constitute the sole and entire Agreement between the 
CLIENT and ____________.  No change or alteration of the terms of this 
Agreement to Act as Insurance Producer of Record may be made except by 
agreement in writing signed by an authorized representative of the CLIENT. 

 
8.4 NOTICES: All notices except notices regarding method of notification of 

disputed billings must be given in writing, and shall be deemed to have been duly 
given when hand delivered or mailed prepaid by United States First Class 
certified mail.   

 Notices shall be delivered or mailed to the following addresses: 

  If to the Client: Mr. William Fortenberry,  
Director of Risk Management 
Parish of Jefferson 

  1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 315 
  Jefferson, LA  70123  
 

If to ____________:  Mr. ____________. ____________ 
    President________________________ 

_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have executed this Agreement to Act as Insurance 

Producer of Record on the day and year first above written. 

WITNESSES:     PARISH OF JEFFERSON 

 

________________________      BY: ______________________________ 

Witness        Christopher L. Roberts,  
   COUNCIL CHAIRMAN, 
         DULY AUTHORIZED  
________________________    

Witness 

 

________________________                 BY: ________________________________ 

Witness     ____________. ____________ 
      ITS: PRESIDENT 
      DULY AUTHORIZED 
_______________________    

Witness 
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ATTACHMENT A 
 

INSURANCE PRODUCER’S INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
 
GENERAL:  ____________ shall, at its own cost and expense, procure and maintain the 
insurance as described herein.  Said insurance shall remain in full force and effect for the 
life of the contracted services with the CLIENT.  With respect to professional liability 
insurance, this insurance shall remain in effect for at least two (2) years after the 
termination of the contracted services with the CLIENT.  If requested by the CLIENT, 
____________ shall furnish to the CLIENT a certificate of insurance evidencing the 
professional liability insurance for a period of two (2) years after the termination of the 
Agreement.  The following insurance coverage shall be provided and maintained and 
shall apply on a primary basis.  The total limits of insurance must be equal to or greater 
than $1,000,000 per line of insurance.  Each major line of insurance may have its own set 
of requirements that must be met. Where indicated as “If Applicable”, coverage will only 
be required if it is necessary for ____________ to perform services for the CLIENT 
which would indicate the need for that coverage.  Except for professional liability 
insurance, claims made insurance policies ARE NOT acceptable.  Evidence of insurance 
coverage will be provided utilizing the ACORD Certificate of Insurance and must be 
provided prior to the execution of any Agreement and annually on the anniversary date of 
the execution of this agreement.  In addition to the Certificate of Insurance the CLIENT 
retains the right to request copies of ____________’s entire insurance program in order to 
further verify coverage. 
 
Certificate Holder to read:  The Parish of Jefferson, its Districts, Departments and 
Agencies under the direction of the Parish President and the Parish Council 
 
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION: 

 State Act     
 Federal Acts  

               USL&H, if applicable 
               JONES ACT, if applicable 
               TWM&C, if applicable 

 Employers Liability 
 Waiver of Subrogation to include both oral and written contracts in favor of the 

Parish of Jefferson, its elected and appointed officials, agents, trustees, members, 
servants, directors, employees and volunteers 

 Alternate Employer Endorsement in favor of the Parish of Jefferson, its elected 
and appointed officials, agents, trustees, members, servants, directors, employees 
and volunteers 

 Thirty (30) days prior written Notice of Cancellation, non renewal or adverse 
material change 

 
GENERAL LIABILITY: 

 Commercial General Liability Form CG 00 01 (10 93) or pre-approved                 
equivalent 
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 Additional Insured Endorsement in favor of the Parish of Jefferson, its elected and 
appointed officials, agents, trustees, members, servants, directors, employees and 
volunteers Form (CG 2026 11/85) 

 Waiver of Transfer of Rights of Recovery Against Others To Us to cover both 
oral and written contracts CG 24 04 (93) in favor of the Parish of Jefferson, its 
elected and appointed officials, agents, trustees, members, servants, directors, 
employees and volunteers 

 Thirty (30) days prior written Notice of Cancellation, non-renewal or adverse 
material change 

 
Note:  The General Liability Coverage shall not limit Contractual Coverage for this 
contract in any way that would prohibit or limit the reporting of any claim and the 
subsequent defense and indemnity that would normally be provided by the policy. 
 
AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY: 

 All owned autos 
 Non-owned  and hired autos 
 Additional insured and Waiver of Subrogation endorsements in favor of the 

Parish of Jefferson, its elected and appointed officials, agents, trustees, members, 
servants, directors, employees and volunteers 

 Thirty (30) days prior written Notice of Cancellation, non renewal or adverse 
material change 

 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY: 

 Coverage for ____________s’ liability for its operations as an insurance producer 
and/or broker.   

 The policy shall contain no exclusionary language as respects the scope of 
operations to be performed for the CLIENT.   

 If this policy contains a deductible or retention, it is understood that 
____________ is solely responsible for the payment of any deductible and the 
CLIENT has no obligation whatsoever to participate in the payment of said 
deductible, any co-payments, and/or any claims expenses. 

 Sixty (60) days prior written Notice of Cancellation, non renewal or adverse 
material change 
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

INSURANCE COVERAGE 
RENEWAL TIME TABLE 

 
 
 
                   TARGET COMPLETION DAYS 

ACTIVITY             PRIOR TO RENEWAL 
 
  1) Initial Planning Session      180 
  2) Request for Conceptual Proposals to Agent    150 
  3) Meeting between Agent & Director     110 
  4) Data needed Quotations Compiled     105 
  5) Agent to Release Information to Companies      95 
  6) Quotations Returned to Agent from Companies     60 
  7) Quotations Submitted to Director of Risk Management    45 
  8) Quotations Analyzed         30 
  9) Coverage Selected         20 
10) Binders Issued          15 
11) Certificates of Coverage Issued       10 
12) Renewal Date            0 
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On motion of Mr. Lagasse, seconded by Mr. Johnston, the following resolution was 
offered:   

RESOLUTION NO.  125922 
A resolution ratifying an Agreement with Cannon Cochran 
Management Services Inc. (CCMSI) to provide Third Party 
Claims Administrator services of administering General 
Liability, Professional Liability, Employment Practices Liability, 
Public Officials and Employees Liability, Automobile Liability, 
Workers’ Compensation, Southeast Louisiana Urban Flood 
Control Project (SELA)/Property and other claims for Jefferson 
Parish’s self-insured program for the Jefferson Parish 
Department of Risk Management for the period of January 1, 
2016 through January 1, 2019 in an amount not to exceed 
$528,766.00 for years 2016 and 2017, and not to exceed 
$555,204.00 for the year 2018. (Parishwide) 

WHEREAS, on the 23rd day of September, 2015 by virtue of Resolution Number      
     125670, the Jefferson Parish Council selected CCMSI  to provide Third Party Claims 
Administrator services of administering General Liability, Professional Liability, Employment 
Practices Liability, Public Officials and Employees Liability, Automobile Liability, Workers’ 
Compensation, Southeast Louisiana Urban Flood Control Project (SELA)/Property and 
other claims for Jefferson Parish’s self-insured program for the Jefferson Parish 
Department of Risk Management for the period of January 1, 2016 through January 1, 
2019  for the Jefferson Parish Department of Risk Management. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Jefferson Parish Council of 
Jefferson Parish, Louisiana acting as governing authority of said Parish: 

SECTION 1. That the terms of the Agreement with Cannon Cochran Management 
Services Inc. to provide Third Party Claims Administrator services for the Jefferson Parish 
Department of Risk Management with the effective date of January 1, 2016 through 
January 1, 2019  in an amount not to exceed $528,766.00 for years 2016 and 2017, and 
not to exceed $555,204.00 for the year 2018 are hereby ratified. 

SECTION 2. That the cost of the services to be performed under the terms of the 
agreement will be charged to Account Number 66760-5009-7341.6 (67696.004) in the 
amount not to exceed $1,612,736.00 for the period of January 1, 2016 through January 1, 
2019.  

SECTION 3. That the Chairman or in his absence the Vice-Chairman is hereby 
authorized, directed and empowered to sign any and all documents necessary to give full 
force and effect to this resolution. 

The foregoing resolution having been submitted to a vote, the vote thereon was 
as follows: 

           YEAS:  6          NAYS:  None  ABSENT:  (1) Roberts 

The resolution was declared to be adopted on this the 21st day of October, 2015. 
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CLAIMS SERVICE AGREEMENT BETWEEN  
JEFFERSON PARISH LOUISIANA AND  

 Cannon Cochran Management Services, Inc. 

 

 

 This Agreement, hereinafter “Agreement”, is made and entered into on this 
__________ day of __________ 2015, by and between the Parish of Jefferson, State of 
Louisiana, acting herein by and through its Parish Council, hereinafter called the 
“Client”, represented by Christopher L. Roberts, Council Chairman, duly authorized to 
act pursuant to provisions of Resolution No. _________, adopted on the ________ day of 
__________, 2015 and Cannon Cochran Management Services, Inc., a Delaware 
corporation with its principal place of business located at 2 East Main Street, Towne 
Centre Building, Suite 208, Danville, IL 61832-5852,                              
hereinafter called “CCMSI ”, represented by  Jerry R. Armatis its duly authorized 
Executive Vice President. 
 All work required by Client shall be under the direction of the Director of the 
Department of Risk Management and all approvals and administration of this Agreement 
shall be through said Director. CCMSI agrees at all time to abide by and be held 
amenable and subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 
 In the event of conflict, inconsistent or incompatible provisions of Client’s 
Request for Statement of Qualifications, this Agreement that includes CCMSI’s 
“Proposal/Statement of Qualifications for Third Party Administration Services for 
Liability, Workers’ Compensation, Southeast Louisiana Urban Flood Control Project 
(SELA)/Property and Other Assigned Claims”, the provisions in the Client’s Request for 
Statement of Qualifications shall take precedence and prevail, followed by this 
Agreement (In the sole and exclusive event of conflict, inconsistency or incompatibility 
of the Client’s Request for Statement of Qualifications, this Agreement and/or CCMSI ‘s 
Proposal, CCMSI’s proposal shall not be considered a part of this Agreement.) followed 
by CCMSI’s Proposal/Statement of Qualifications for Third Party Administration 
Services for Liability, Workers’ Compensation, SELA/Property and Other Assigned 
Claims”. 

DOCUMENTS:  The following documents are part of this Agreement as if 
copied in extensio: 

(1) Client’s Request for Statement of Qualifications; 
(2)  CCMSI’s response to the Request for Statements of Qualifications; 

In consideration of the mutual covenants and promises of the parties,            
agrees to furnish and Client agrees to accept those certain claims handling 
services as defined in this instrument on the following terms and 
conditions. 

 
 
 
 

ARTICLE 1 
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TERM 
 
 This Agreement for administering General Liability, Automobile Liability, 
Workers’ Compensation, Southeast Louisiana Urban Flood Control Project 
(SELA)/Property, and other claims will be effective January 1, 2016.  The Agreement 
will terminate on January 1, 2019 or, when cancelled by either party, whichever comes 
first. 

ARTICLE 2 
DEFINITIONS 

 
As used herein and in the performance of the services rendered by CCMSI          
for Client, the following terms shall have the meanings described below: 

2.1. Adjust or Adjustment:  The process of handling, monitoring, investigating, 
overseeing, and payment of all such actual and alleged claims involving injury, 
death, damage or loss, in accordance and consistent with generally accepted claim 
handling and / or administration standards. 

2.2. Administrative Agencies:  Any state, federal or parish governmental agency 
which supervises or regulates the handling  and / or administration of claims, 
including, but not limited to, industrial /  industry and governmental commissions, 
workers' compensation bureaus, parish commissions, state insurance departments, 
governing regulatory body or bodies, or boards. 

2.3. Claim:  Any exposure of liability involving an actual, alleged, or potential injury, 
death, loss or damage reported by Client to CCMSI which may result in any 
payment made on behalf of Client by CCMSI and for which CCMSI           
establishes a claim file. 

2.4. Record Only Report:  Any claim that is reported by Client to CCMSI          
requiring report only status, no reserve, and no investigation. CCMSI will only 
track the costs of the claims and not adjudicate them. 

2.5. Claim Suffixes:  The identifying suffix for individual claims arising out of an 
accident, event or occurrence, i.e., bodily injury, property damage, etc. 

2.6. Multiple Claim Suffixes:  Those suffixes used when separate type claims arise out 
of the same accident, event, or occurrence. 

2.7. Claims Adjustment File:  Documentation of the claim adjustment process arising 
from any single incident involving one or more claimants and containing all 
relevant activity records including notices, reports, investigations, evaluations and 
payments 

2.8. Settlement and Payment Authority:  That sum of money set forth in this 
Agreement for which CCMSI shall have complete discretion and authority to 
process payments and/or make settlements on behalf of Client. CCMSI’s 
discretionary settlement and payment authority shall be $25,000.00 per claimant 
for Automobile Liability, General Liability, Southeast Louisiana Urban Flood 
Control Project (SELA) and other claims and $25,000.00 per employee for 
Workers’ Compensation claims. 

2.9. Reserve:  The evaluation by CCMSI of the exposure of Client relative to any 
monetary claim. 

2.10. Report Date of Claim:  That date when Client reports a claim(s) to CCMSI          
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. 
2.11. Date of Accident:  The date of occurrence as reported by Client or later revised 

by  CCMSI as the more appropriate date of occurrence. 
2.12. Injury:  Damage or harm inflicted or suffered to a person resulting from an 

accident or occurrence, in connection with a Client claim. 
2.13. Allocated Loss Expense:  Those expenses, charged by providers other than            

in its capacity as Third Party Administrator (TPA) for the Client, arising out of or 
connected with the handling/administration and disposition of claims by            
including, but not limited to: 
2.13.1. All fees of attorneys for claims in litigation and claim defense 
preparation; 
2.13.2. Fees of court reporters; 
2.13.3. All court costs, court fees and court expenses; 
2.13.4. Interest paid as a result of litigation; 
2.13.5. Fees for service of process; 
2.13.6. Costs of surveillance and detective services; 
2.13.7. Costs of employing experts including, but not limited to, medical, 

accident reconstruction, etc. for the preparation of items needed for 
the litigation, defense or investigation of a claim including (when 
needed) witness fees and travel expenses to court at trial and / or 
other hearings; 

2.13.8. Costs of employing experts for the advice, opinions or testimony 
concerning claims under investigation or in litigation; 

2.13.9. Costs for independent medical examination and/or evaluation for 
rehabilitation and/or to determine the extent of Client's liability; 

2.13.10. Costs of legal transcripts of testimony; 
2.13.11. Costs for copies of any public records and/or medical records; 
2.13.12. Costs of depositions and court reports and/or recorded statements, 

excluding adjusters’ time; 
2.13.13. Out of pocket expenses incurred by claimant in connection with 

an individual claim; 
2.13.14. Fees and costs for attendance at trials or hearings; excluding 

adjusters’ time; 
2.13.15. Witness fees and travel expenses; 
2.13.16. Costs of appraisal fees and expenses; 
2.13.17. Services performed outside  CCMSI’s normal geographic 

regions; 
2.13.18. Necessary mileage/travel expenses of claimants; 
2.13.19. Costs for all medical examinations, medical treatment needed, 

therapy and rehabilitation; 
2.13.20. Costs for pre-certification, bill review, utilization review and 

similar services; 
2.13.21 Costs for EDI; 
2.13.22 Costs for managed care, nurse case management, rehabilitation, 

and similar services; 
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2.13.23 Any other similar cost, fee or expense reasonably chargeable to 

the investigation, negotiation, settlement, trial  or defense of a 
claim, or loss, or to the protection or perfection of the subrogation 
rights of Client; 

2.14. Services:  Those services described in Article 3 and Exhibit A which are 
furnished by CCMSI to Client in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. 

2.15. Third Party: Any person,  firm, partnership, corporation or other legal entity 
except CCMSI’s employees, Client, Client's employees or any other person 
claiming loss or damage or eligibility for workers' compensation benefits from 
Client or insurers of Client. 

2.16. Incident Report:  An incident where no reserve of any kind is established. 
 
 

ARTICLE 3 
REPORTING OF CLAIMS AND SERVICES PROVIDED 

 
3.1. Client agrees that during the term of this Agreement Client will report all 

claims, including all incident reports for General Liability, Automobile 
Liability, Southeast Louisiana Urban Flood Control Project (SELA), Workers’ 
Compensation, and other claims for Jefferson Parish’s self-insured program to 
CCMSI.  Client shall not administer any new claims or forward or assign 
notice of new claims which are covered by this Agreement to any claims 
administrator or person other than CCMSI, except in cases of validated 
conflict. CCMSI shall have the right to review the books and records of Client 
for the sole purpose of verifying the total number and types of claims. Any such 
review or audit shall be conducted by an independent third party. 

3.2.            CCMSI shall provide the following claims adjustment services: 
3.2.1. Establish a physical file with respect to each claim and code such claim in 

accordance with Client’s standard data requirements; 
3.2.2. Establish an incident-report-only or suspense file for any accident, 

circumstance, event, or incident where no injury has been reported and/or 
is anticipated and/or being claimed;  

3.2.3. To promptly conduct an investigation of all claims, document the claim 
file in accordance with standards which have been agreed, and to 
recommend the amount of loss reserves to be established with respect to 
each such claim.  The claim file should be readily available via e-mail or 
hard copy for review by the Client or representative thereof on a 
reasonable basis;  

3.2.4. To provide each claim file with a chronology of all actions taken with 
respect to the underlying claim; 

3.2.5. To promptly furnish all claim forms necessary for proper claims 
administration; 

3.2.6. To adjust, settle or deny all claims within the discretionary settlement 
authority limit of CCMSI as granted in Article 2.8.; 
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3.2.7. To adjust, settle or deny all claims in excess of the discretionary 

settlement authority limit of CCMSI granted in Article 2.8.with the 
express approval of Client; 

3.2.8. To perform all administrative and clerical services in connection with 
claims involving CCMSI’s handling / administration of claims during the 
term of this Agreement; 

3.2.9. Respond within twenty-four (24) hours to any inquiry, complaint or 
request to any and all actual, potential, or alleged claims involving injury, 
death, damage, or loss received from Client or other involved party; 

3.2.10. Process each claim in accordance with the published rules, regulations, 
restrictions and laws of the State of Louisiana and/or ordinances / 
resolutions of the Jefferson Parish Council; 

3.2.11. Monitor the treatment programs recommended by physicians, specialists, 
and other health care providers by reviewing all reports prepared by them 
and by performing all investigative activities as may be appropriate; 

3.2.12. Pay all claims and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses in accordance 
with the authority granted to CCMSI by Client in this Agreement, as well 
as pay all applicable benefits, statutes, or regulations; 

3.2.13. Enter claims into Client’s claims administration-software system by 
completing and inputting a new case for each claim; 

3.2.14. Investigate and pursue any potential subrogation possibilities when 
applicable; 

3.2.15. Only at the request of the Client and/or its designees will CCMSI furnish 
to Client and/or its designees on a weekly and monthly basis, “Check 
Registers”. For the purposes of this Agreement “Check register” means a 
computerized generated listing of payment activity in the Loss Fund 
Account during the preceding period that has been posted to Client’s 
claims administration software system. CCMSI may, with the approval of 
Client, amend or alter the form for the listings of claims to be provided to 
Client when and if CCMSI, with consultation of Client on content of 
pertinent data, deems it appropriate to hereafter amend or alter the form 
for the listings of claims for its other clients generally.  “Check Registers” 
will be transmitted to Client on a weekly and monthly basis by electronic 
mail, e-mail, in a format which is acceptable to Client, including but not 
limited to the Excel format.  These reports will show all claim payments 
made by CCMSI, on checks issued from the Client’s bank accounts, 
known as the Loss Fund Account as hereafter defined in Article 5 of this 
Agreement; 

3.2.16. To defer to Client’s right to assume the control and handling of any claim 
at any time, and CCMSI agrees to deliver promptly any claim file to 
Client upon its request, but without any off-set or deduction from any of 
the fees or charges paid or payable by Client to CCMSI. The parties agree 
that at all times prior to and after the termination of this Agreement all 
Claim files are owned by and are the property of Client.  Claim files 
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maintained by CCMSI shall be readily available for review by Client and 
its employees and/or its authorized agents during CCMSI’s regular 
business hours, with reasonable prior notice; 

3.2.17. To promptly provide to Client upon its written request, Certificates of 
Insurance evidencing CCMSI’s General Liability Insurance, Automobile 
Liability Insurance, Workers Compensation Insurance, Fidelity Coverage 
(Bond) and Errors and Omissions Insurance (Professional Liability 
Coverage) as outlined in the Request for Statement of Qualifications; 

3.2.18. To be responsible for reporting directly to or placing any specific excess 
insurer(s) or annual aggregate excess insurer(s) on notice of any annual 
aggregate claim(s) that is/are or may be required to be reported or notice 
given to such excess insurer(s) under the terms and conditions of any such 
excess insurance policies available to Client. CCMSI  shall continue to 
handle / administer claims of Client once Client’s self-insurance 
retention, either specific or annual aggregate, has been exceeded if 
mutually agreed to by Client and excess insurer(s), provided there is no 
controversy as to coverage, liability and damages between Client and its 
excess insurers(s).; 

3.2.19.   CCMSI will be responsible for the timely completion, filing, and mailing 
of all FORM 1099-MISC tax forms required of Client. CCMSI shall 
furnish Client with copies of those FORM 1099-MISCs issued;  

3.2.20. CCMSI shall maintain correct and accurate vendor Employer Federal 
Identification Numbers (FEIN) and names by requesting FORM W-9 from 
all vendors/providers/attorneys as required by the Internal Revenue 
Service; 

3.2.21.  CCMSI agrees to reimburse Client for any penalty/fees imposed on the 
Client by the Internal Revenue Service for incorrect data on FORM 1099-
MISC as a result of CCMSI not obtaining correct data from 
vendors/providers/attorneys. 

3.2.22.   CCMSI will be responsible for the timely completion, filing, and mailing 
of the index bureau filings on each open Client claim where bodily injury 
is being alleged; 

3.2.23.   CCMSI shall provide computer reports showing all claim payments and 
Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense payments paid by checks issued from 
Client’s bank account, the Loss Fund Account, as hereinafter defined in 
Article 14 of this Agreement; 

3.2.24. Client will review all cases at least every thirty (30) days; 
3.2.25. Maintain tracking of any and all claims during the term of this Agreement, 

including beyond the retention level until the claim is deemed “closed” 
and “total payment” is made; 

3.2.26. CCMSI shall immediately notify the following of all administrative and 
judicial proceedings instituted against Client and of all administrative and 
judicial proceedings recommended or available on behalf of Client, 
including by not limited to, subrogation: 
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    Director of Risk Management 
    Mr. William E. Fortenberry 
    1221 Elmwood Park Blvd., Suite 315 
    Jefferson, LA 70123 
3.2.27. Client reserves the right to assign the handling of any or all such claims to   

counsel of Client’s choosing. 
3.2.28 CCMSI will furnish, staff and maintain an office within Client’s office as 

outlined in the Request for Statement of Qualifications.   
 
 

ARTICLE 4 
PAYMENT OF CLAIMS & DISCRETIONARY SETTLEMENT AUTHORITY 

LIMIT 
 

4.1. CCMSI shall have full authority to make payments from the Loss Fund Accounts 
on any claim handled by CCMSI pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. 

4.2.  CCMSI shall have full authority to pay any claim related services falling within 
the definition of Allocated Loss Expenses on behalf of Client from the Loss Fund 
Account in accordance with Article 2. 2. 13. 

4.3. CCMSI shall make no single payment that is in excess of its stated payment 
authority without the prior approval of Client. 

4.4. CCMSI shall have full discretion to adjust, defend, or settle any General 
Liability, Automobile Liability, Southeast Louisiana Urban Flood Control Project 
(SELA)/Property or other assigned claim in an amount equal to or less than the  

$25,000.00 settlement authority limit granted it by Client and full discretion to 
adjust, defend, and settle any Workers’ compensation claim in an amount equal to 
or less that the $25,000.00 settlement authority granted by Client without prior 
approval of Client and such adjustment or settlement shall be binding upon Client 
unless Client has previously withdrawn such authority of CCMSI to pay or settle 
that claim. 

4.5. CCMSI reserves the right, on any claim, to disregard the authority granted it in 
Article 4.4.of this Agreement by Client and treat said claim as requiring Client 
approval prior to final disposition.  Client reserves the right, on any claim, and 
upon prior written notice to CCMSI, to revoke the authority of CCMSI for that 
claim and treat that claim as requiring Client’s approval prior to final disposition 
of that claim. 

 
 

ARTICLE 5 
LOSS FUND ACCOUNT 

 
5.1. Client shall provide CCMSI with $250,000.00 for a Loss Fund Account for the 

purpose of paying General Liability, Automobile Liability, Southeast Louisiana 
Urban Flood Control Project (SELA)/Property, and other claims.  The Client 
shall provide CCMSI with an additional $350,000.00 for a Loss Fund Account 
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for the sole purpose of paying Workers’ Compensation claims.  Client agrees to 
maintain separate Loss Fund Accounts in a banking institution of Client’s choice 
to pay claim expenses, settlements and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses.  
Upon request of CCMSI, Client agrees to fund and make further deposits into the 
Loss Fund Accounts weekly in sufficient amounts to cover those checks issued by 
CCMSI.  Upon request of CCMSI, Client further agrees that on an as-needed or 
special circumstance basis, including but not limited to court approved 
settlements, large settlements within the authority of Parish Administration, and 
funding for legal payments, to immediately deposit funds when payments and / or 
settlements must be made in amounts exceeding the funds in the Loss Fund 
Account balance. Client agrees to make funds available to CCMSI so that 
CCMSI may draw from any time needed to make necessary payments on 
Client’s claims. CCMSI shall from time to time as necessary, review the 
adequacy of the funding with projected needs of the Loss Fund Account.  Should 
additional funding be deemed necessary, CCMSI shall request in writing a said 
additional funding from Client and Client shall timely pay into the Loss Fund 
Account additional funding requested by CCMSI provided Client agrees that the 
additional funding is needed then. 

5.2.  CCMSI will obtain for Client the read only daily balance access to the Loss 
Fund Account and General Ledger for the Director of Risk Management or his 
designee. 

5.3. Any NSF fees generated by CCMSI by writing checks in excess of the account 
balance as to cause any overdraft in either of the claims payment accounts will be 
the responsibility of CCMSI 

5.4. Client acknowledges and accepts that CCMSI may request funding from Client 
on a weekly basis.  Client understands and expects that CCMSI agrees to provide 
Client, weekly, with an accounting of all monies paid during the relevant 
previous weekly period. 

5.5.  CCMSI shall establish and maintain sufficient and complete audit trails so as to 
allow Client’s auditor to audit the Loss Fund Accounts at all times during office 
hours of CCMSI. 

5.6.   CCMSI agrees to return any excess funds to Client and to return to Client the 
balance in the Loss Fund Accounts upon termination of this Agreement and 
reconciliation of the Loss Fund Accounts as to outstanding checks.  

5.7. CCMSI agrees at all times to manage and conserve the Loss Fund Accounts 
provided by Client.  Client agrees that CCMSI shall not be responsible for loss 
of funds in Client’s Loss Fund Accounts due to and/or as a result the failure of 
any banking institution where the Loss Fund Accounts funds are on deposit. 

5.8. During the term of this Agreement, Client authorizes CCMSI and its designated 
employees for whom Client has granted signature authority, to withdraw from the 
Loss Fund Accounts such funds as may be necessary to enable CCMSI to pay 
claims of Client. CCMSI is authorized by Client to withdraw from the Loss 
Fund Accounts such funds as may be necessary to enable CCMSI to pay all 
Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses.  CCMSI shall not make payments to itself 
out of Client’s Loss Fund Accounts. 

5.10. CCMSI will be responsible for the verification of the legitimacy of payments 
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made to service providers and for the disbursal of the benefits through Client’s 
check issuance process.  Client therefore reserves the right for staff of its office or 
designee to conduct audits of financial accountability procedures. 

 
 

ARTICLE 6 
PROPRIETARY INTEREST 

 
6.1. Ownership of Systems:  All systems created or utilized by CCMSI in its  

performance of activities under this Agreement shall belong to, and shall remain 
the property of, CCMSI, Client having no ownership interest in any of CCMSI’s 
"Systems”. “Systems” as used herein shall include, but not be limited to, 
computer programs, computer equipment, formats, risk data report formats, 
procedures, documentation, and internal reports of   CCMSI, but “Systems” shall 
not include claim adjustment files or Clients claims management system. 

6.2. Ownership of Files:  Client agrees that CCMSI shall have, without exception, the 
full and complete possession of all of its files, including electronic data files, and 
materials prepared by CCMSI in the course of investigating and / or 
administering any claim of Client under this Agreement until this Agreement is 
terminated.  Upon termination under Article 10 below, CCMSI shall deliver to 
Client all original documents, notes, pictures, drawings, tracings, computer files, 
and files, including electronic data files, and material, except CCMSI's personal 
and administrative files. CCMSI will have thirty (30) days to furnish Client with 
both hard copy and electronic files and layout of such files after termination of this 
Agreement. 

6.3 Protection of Data: CCMSI shall properly backup computer files and data 
pertaining to Client and store backup computer files and data at a safe remote 
location. CCMSI shall make all reasonable and prudent efforts to ensure the 
availability of the computer loss data and the operation of the computer hardware.  
In the event of damage to or malfunction of the computer hardware CCMSI           
will use all reasonable efforts to obtain replacement alternative computer 
hardware to restore the service to an acceptable level in a timely manner.  In the 
event that the computer data is not available for use by the computer system 
utilized by CCMSI, CCMSI will attempt to reconstruct or recover that data from 
computer data files stored at remote locations and from source records to restore 
the service to an acceptable level in a timely manner. CCMSI will notify Client 
of any delays involving damage or malfunction of the computer hardware and 
provide Client with an estimate of the length of time to restore the system, 
CCMSI shall be liable to Client for delay(s) caused by the damage or 
malfunction of the computer hardware of CCMSI caused by the fault and/or 
neglect of CCMSI, its employees and agents. 

6.4. Privacy of Data:  CCMSI will make reasonable efforts to maintain the 
confidentiality of all data supplied to and used by CCMSI in its performance of 
this Agreement. CCMSI agrees not to disclose this data or the contents of the 
data files without the prior written consent of Client. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, Client agrees that CCMSI shall have the right to use such data for the 
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purpose of preparing and disseminating analytical reports inclusive of the 
collective Client data, provided such use in no way specifically identifies Client, 
its operations or expenses. 

6.5. Client’s System:  Client shall require CCMSI to use Client’s claims 
management system to adjust claims.  Client agrees to pay for CCMSI’s 
employees assigned to Client’s account to be trained on Client’s claims 
management system. 

6.5.1 Authorized personnel of CCMSI shall access the INFORM software only on 
Client designated computer(s), and use it only for the purpose of the business of 
the Client. 

6.5.2 All claims adjusting activity shall be entered in INFORM, Client’s Claims 
Management System. CCMSI’s claims system, shall receive electronic 
payment/voucher information from Client’s claims system, INFORM, and issue 
checks accordingly. CCMSI shall issue payment as requested and shall upload to 
the INFORM system the date of issue, payee’s name, amount of check and check 
number. CCMSI shall also transmit to the INFORM system all voids, refunds of 
overpayments, duplicate payment, wrong payee/provider and refunds for 
subrogation, excess, Second Injury Fund, fraud or deductible. 

6.5.3  CCMSI shall access the Software at such locations that Client deems 
appropriate. 

6.5.4 Six (6) CCMSI personnel are hereby licensed INFORM users by virtue of 
Client’s Agreement with INFORM and at the discretion of the Client and at 
Client designated computers. 

6.5.5 CCMSI shall not use, copy  or otherwise reproduce, or permit any third party to 
use, copy of otherwise reproduce, all or any part of the Software (including, 
without limitation, any user manuals) except as expressly authorized by 
INFORM Applications, Inc. or as authorized by this Agreement. CCMSI 
further agrees not to use all or any part of the Software as part of any of the 
following type of operations: (a) service bureau; (b) network to which others than 
Client have access for any purpose outside of Client’s business; (c) time share; 
(d) facilities management; (e) testing facility; (f) outsourcing; or (g) other 
operation of similar purposes as (a) through (f), whether or not for monetary or 
other consideration. 

6.5.6 CCMSI shall not allow all or any part of the Software to be managed or 
supported by either: (a) service bureau operation; (b) a time share operation; (c) 
an outsourcing company; (d) facilities management company; or (e) any third 
party, whether or not for monetary or other consideration. 
 

6.5.7 CCMSI  agrees not to make any alterations to or modify any Software; attempt to 
assign, transfer, grant sublicenses, leases or other rights in or to any Software; or 
to make any use of the Software, users manuals, or other documentation except as 
expressly authorized by this Agreement or INFORM Applications, Inc. 

6.5.8 Except for the rights specifically granted herein, CCMSI is granted no other 
rights in or to the Software.  All rights to the Software (including all related 
manuals, educational and training materials), and including, buts not limited to, 
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intellectual property rights, trade secrets, patents, trademarks, and copyrights are 
and shall the sole and exclusive property of INFORM Applications, Inc. 

6.5.9 CCMSI, Client or INFORM acquire no right in or to any of the other party’s 
trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets, or any other intellectual property 
rights belonging to other party by virtue of entering into this Agreement or any 
Rider. CCMSI shall take all reasonable precautions to maintain the 
confidentiality of the Software, which precautions shall be at least equivalent to 
those CCMSI takes to protect its own confidential information of a similar 
nature. CCMSI acquires no rights in or to any source codes and shall not reverse 
engineer, disassemble, or take any other steps to discover such source codes.            
CCMSI acknowledges that the licensed Software and documentation are deemed 
confidential and that CCMSI will not make use of nor disclose the Software 
except as set forth in this Agreement. 

 
 

ARTICLE 7 
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR STATUS 

 
7.1. Client hereby engages CCMSI as an independent Contractor to render 

professional services involving administration of General Liability, Automobile 
Liability, Southeast Louisiana Urban Flood Control Project (SELA)/Property, 
Workers’ Compensation,  and other claims to and/or on behalf of Client and            
hereby accepts such engagement, effective January 1, 2016.  It is understood and 
agreed by the Parties hereto that CCMSI is entering into this Agreement in the 
capacity of an independent contractor and that nothing contained in this 
Agreement is intended to be construed as creating any other relationship between 
Client and CCMSI. 

7.2. The Parties hereto acknowledge and agree that Client shall not:  a. withhold 
federal or state income taxes; b. withhold federal social security tax (FICA); c.  
withhold federal Medicare taxes; d. pay federal or state unemployment taxes for 
the account of CCMSI;  or e. pay workman’s compensation insurance premiums 
for coverage for CCMSI. 

7.3. CCMSI agrees to be responsible for and to pay all applicable federal income 
taxes, federal social security tax and Medicare tax (or self-employment tax in lieu 
thereof) and any other applicable federal or state unemployment taxes. 

7.4. CCMSI agrees to indemnify and hold Client harmless from any and all federal 
and/or state income tax liability, including taxes, interest and penalties, resulting 
from Client’s treatment of CCMSI as an independent contractor. CCMSI further 
agrees to reimburse Client for any and all costs it incurs, including, but not 
limited to, accounting fees and legal fees, in defending itself against any such 
liability. 

7.5. CCMSI, at all times, shall be an independent contractor, and employees of            
shall in no manner be considered employees of Client.  Except as expressly 
provided herein, no agency relationship between CCMSI and Client shall exist as 
a result of the execution of this Agreement or as a result of the performance or 
nonperformance by CCMSI there under.  
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7.6. This agreement shall be binding upon the successors and assigns for the parties 
hereto.  This agreement being for the personal services of CCMSI, shall not be 
assigned or subcontracted in whole or in part by CCMSI as to the services to be 
performed hereunder without the written consent of Client.  Any subcontract by           
CCMSI shall not relieve CCMSI of its obligations to Client under this 
Agreement. 

 
 

ARTICLE 8 
INDEMNIFICATION 

 
8.1. The professional and technical adequacy and accuracy of documents, and other work 

products furnished under this Agreement will be conducted in a manner consistent 
with that level of care and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the profession.  
Where Client must have work done or damages resulting from an error or omission 
by CCMSI, Client shall have the right to recover from CCMSI damages for           
CCMSI’s errors and omissions. 

8.2. CCMSI shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Client and Client’s elected 
and appointed officials, agents, trustees, directors, members, servants, employees, or 
other affiliates against any and all claims, demands, suits, costs, liabilities or 
judgments for sums of money, and fines or penalties asserted by any party, firm or 
organization for loss of life or injury or damages to person or property, growing out 
of, resulting from, or by reason of any negligent acts, errors, and/or omissions, by           
CCMSI, its agents, sub-contractors, servants or employees, while engaged upon or 
in connection with the services required to be performed by CCMSI under this 
Agreement. 

8.3. Further, CCMSI hereby agrees to indemnify the Client and Client’s elected and 
appointed officials, agents, trustees, directors, members, servants, employees, or 
other affiliates for all reasonable expenses and attorneys' fees incurred by or imposed 
upon the Client in connection therewith for any loss, damage, injury or other 
casualty pursuant to this Article. CCMSI further agrees to pay all reasonable 
expenses and attorneys' fees incurred by the Client in establishing the right to 
indemnity pursuant to the provisions of this Article. 

8.4. Client shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless CCMSI against any and all 
costs, losses, damages, loss cost, claims, demands, litigation costs, liabilities or 
judgments for sums of money, fines or penalties claimed by any person, party, 
firm or organization for loss of life or injury or damages to person or property, 
growing out of, resulting from, or by reason of any negligent act, error, and/or 
omission, by Client, its agents, servants or employees, while engaged upon or in 
connection with the promises, obligations and duties  required of and by Client 
under this Agreement. 

8.5. Further, Client hereby agrees to indemnify CCMSI for all reasonable expenses 
and attorneys’ fees incurred by or imposed upon CCMSI in connection therewith 
for any loss, damage, injury or other casualty pursuant to this section of this 
Agreement. Client further agrees to pay all reasonable expenses and attorneys’ 
fees incurred by CCMSI in establishing the right to indemnity pursuant to the 
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provisions of this section of the Agreement. 
 
 

ARTICLE 9 
COMPENSATION 

 
9.1. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, CCMSI shall be compensated 

by Client for its services hereunder in accordance with the terms of Exhibit A. 
9.2. The compensation payable to CCMSI under this Article 9 shall in no way include 

or affect the separate payment obligations of Client relative to the Loss Fund 
described in Article 5 or the direct payment for other services rendered by 
CCMSI to Client. 

9.3. All sums due CCMSI are due and payable within thirty (30) days of receipt of 
monthly billing by CCMSI. 

9.4. All invoices submitted shall contain an acknowledgment that no subcontractors or 
persons, excluding full time employees of the firm, have been added to work on 
this project without prior council approval by resolution.  

9.5. All invoices submitted shall contain an acknowledgment that no persons, of the 
firm, are in violation of the Affiliation Agreement without prior approval by the 
Director of Risk Management.     

9.6. Method of Notification of Disputed Billings:  Client shall immediately notify            
by written Telefax or electronic mail, e-mail, communication addressed to: 

                                                         
Cannon Cochran Management Services, Inc. 

Attn: Jerry Armatis 
3510 N Causeway Blvd 

Suite 400 
Metairie, LA 70002 

  
 The communication shall reference CCMSI's file number and invoice date.  

Client shall also state the amount of the bill that is being disputed and the amount 
that is not in dispute.  Client shall immediately pay to CCMSI the amount not in 
dispute within the payment terms of this Agreement. 

 
 

ARTICLE 10 
TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION 

 
10.1. Termination or Suspension:  The terms of this Agreement shall be binding upon 

the parties hereto until the work has been completed and accepted by the Client 
and all payments required to be made to the CCMSI have been made; but this 
Agreement may be terminated under any or all of the following conditions: 
10.1.1. By mutual agreement and consent of the parties hereto. 
10.1.2. By the Client as a consequence of the failure of CCMSI to comply with 

the terms, progress or quality of work in a satisfactory manner, proper 
allowance being made for circumstances beyond the control of CCMSI.  
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It is agreed and understood by all parties hereto that CCMSI will have 
thirty (30) days to correct the consequence. Failure of CCMSI to comply 
with the terms, progress or quality of work in a satisfactory manner, 
proper allowance being made for circumstances beyond the control of           
CCMSI prior to termination of this Agreement by Client as a 
consequence of the failure of CCMSI to comply with the terms, progress 
or quality of work in a satisfactory manner, proper allowance being made 
for circumstances beyond the control of CCMSI. 

10.1.3. By either party upon failure of the other party to fulfill its obligations as 
set forth in this Agreement. 

10.1.4. By the Client in its entirety prior to the expiration of its term with or 
without cause and for any reason whatsoever upon  giving CCMSI sixty 
(60) days written notice forwarded to their respective address, as set forth 
below in Article 11.10, by prepaid certified U. S. mail. 

10.1.5. ANNUAL APPROPRIATION DEPENDENCY:  The continuation of 
this Agreement is contingent upon the appropriation of funds by the 
Jefferson Parish Council for the continued administration of General 
Liability, Automobile Liability, Southeast Louisiana Urban Flood Control 
Project (SELA)/Property, Worker’s Compensation and other claims for 
the Parish of Jefferson.  If the Council fails to appropriate sufficient 
monies to provide for the continuation of this Agreement, the Agreement 
shall terminate on the last day of the fiscal year for which funds were 
appropriated.  Such termination shall be without penalty or expense to the 
Client except for payments which have been earned prior to the 
termination date.  Upon termination of this Agreement prior to the end of 
its term, the Parish (Client) shall be relieved of its obligations under this 
Agreement except for payment of Service/Work already performed and            
shall be relieved of its obligations under this Agreement.  Termination of 
this Agreement by the Parish (Client) under the provisions of this section 
shall not constitute an event of default.  However, the Client hereby 
consents to submit to the Jefferson Parish Council the necessary 
appropriation language to be adopted to allow payment by the Client.  The 
Client may effect such termination by giving CCMSI a written notice of 
termination. 

10.2. In the event this Agreement is terminated under the above provisions          
CCMSI shall be entitled to compensation for services performed by          
CCMSI  prior to the effective date of termination.  The Client shall be relieved of 
liability for costs for any undelivered Service/Work as of the effective date of 
termination.  Not withstanding the above, CCMSI  shall not be relieved of 
liability and/or responsibility to the Client for damages sustained by the Client by 
virtue of any breach of the Agreement by CCMSI  and the Client may withhold 
any payments to CCMSI for the purpose of set-off until such time as the exact 
amount of damages due the Client from CCMSI is determined. 

 10.2.1.  CCMSI is not responsible for the negligent acts of the Client. 
10.3. Upon termination CCMSI shall deliver to Client within thirty (30) days, all 

original documents, notes, pictures, drawings, tracings, computer files, and files, 
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including electronic data files, and material, except CCMSI 's personal and 
administrative files. 

10.4. Upon termination of this Agreement, any and all open claims and unresolved 
recovery services/activities pending on the date of termination of this Agreement 
shall thereafter be assumed and handled/administered by Client or delegated by 
Client to some other third party; 

 
 
10.5. By Client with thirty (30) days written notice to FIRM. That the council, by 

resolution, shall terminate a professional services agreement in the event false or 
misleading information is given to the Parish in the required professional services 
questionnaire; in the affidavit identifying all subcontractors and persons, 
excluding full time employees of the firm, who would assist in providing 
professional services for the project; or in the acknowledgment submitted with 
each invoice that no subcontractors or persons, excluding full time employees of 
the firm, have been added without prior council approval by resolution; and,  
further, any and all parties found to be in violation of the provisions of this 
resolution or of the provisions of Section 2-928(C) of the Jefferson Parish Code of 
Ordinances, including, but not limited to, the person or firm under contract with 
the Parish to provide professional services and any and all subcontractors 
improperly added to such a contract, shall be disqualified from contracting with 
the Parish to provide professional services for one year after such violation is 
discovered and shall be assessed a penalty payable to the Parish in the amount of 
five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) in liquidated damages for each such violation.  

 
10.6. CCMSI may terminate this Agreement if Client fails to maintain sufficient 

balances in the Loss Fund Accounts to properly and adequately fund settlement of 
claims and payment of claims/judgments and Allocated Loss Expenses.  After 
Client has been given notice by CCMSI that there is insufficient balances in the 
Loss Fund Accounts to properly and adequately fund settlement of claims and 
payment of claims/judgments and Allocated Loss Expenses, CCMSI will allow 
the Client ten (10) days to maintain sufficient balances in the Loss Fund 
Accounts to properly and adequately fund settlement of claims and payment of 
claims/judgments and Allocated Loss Expenses.  If the Client fails to properly 
and adequately fund the Loss Fund Accounts, then CCMSI may terminate this 
Agreement.  At no time shall CCMSI be liable or obligated to make any 
payments of any type or character on behalf of Client out of its own funds. At no 
time shall CCMSI be liable or obligated to make any payments of any type or 
character on behalf of Client out of its own funds. 

 

10.7. CCMSI, warrants that he has not employed or retained any company or person, 
other than a bona-fide employee working solely for CCMSI, to solicit or secure 
this contract, and that he has not paid or agreed to pay any company or person, 
other than bona-fide employees working solely for CCMSI, any fee, commission, 
percentage, brokerage fee, gifts, or any other consideration, contingent upon or 
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resulting from the award or making of this Agreement. For breach or violation of 
this warranty, the PARISH shall have the right to annul this Agreement without 
liability.  

ARTICLE 11 
CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

 
11.1. CCMSI shall not be construed or interpreted to be an insurer for Client by any 

court, and this Agreement shall not be construed or interpreted by Client as an 
insurance policy or a contract or agreement of indemnity; it being specifically 
understood that CCMSI is in no event financially responsible for payment or 
satisfaction of claims, lawsuits, or causes of action against Client.  The 
establishment by CCMSI of any Loss Fund Accounts to pay claims pursuant to 
Article 5 of this Agreement shall not be considered an undertaking by CCMSI           
to be financially responsible for payments of funds into any such accounts or any 
other account of Client. 

11.2. CCMSI's responsibility for the performance of services as specified in Article 5  
is conditioned upon Client’s good faith cooperation with CCMSI with respect to 
the services provided by CCMSI, under this Agreement, including, but not 
limited to, responding to CCMSI's requests for information promptly, meeting 
with CCMSI and/or third parties as may be needed, CCMSI’s decisions on 
matters regarding this Agreement that are in the professional opinion of           
CCMSI matters requiring discussion by CCMSI and Client, Client’s payment of 
funds into the Loss Fund Accounts as described in Article 5 and performance by 
Client of all other obligations of this Agreement. 

11.3. The services to be provided by CCMSI are not to be construed or interpreted of a 
legal nature, and CCMSI shall in no event give, or be required to give any legal 
opinion, or provide any legal representation to Client, nor may any 
communication prepared by CCMSI be relied upon by Client as a legal opinion.            
CCMSI shall in no event be considered as engaged in the practice of law.            
CCMSI may recommend legal counsel, contractors and / or vendors to Client.  
Client may select legal counsel of its own choosing, and any selection of legal 
counsel shall be by agreement between Client and legal counsel. 

11.4. As respects the services provided by CCMSI under this Agreement, any reports 
rendered to Client may be relied upon only to the extent of the express purpose of 
such reports, as such purpose may be, from time to time, set forth in writing by           
CCMSI. 

11.5. This Agreement applies only to the services expressly referred to herein and shall 
not include any other relationship CCMSI may have with Client involving 
insured or self-insurance programs. 

11.6. Client shall have the right to inspect and audit the records of CCMSI regarding 
any matter covered by this Agreement.  Any such inspection or audit shall be 
conducted in a manner so as to not unnecessarily interfere with the business of           
CCMSI.  Client’s rights of audit shall survive the termination of this Agreement 
and are inclusive of billing errors. 

11.7. This agreement shall be deemed to be a contract made under the laws of the State 
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of Louisiana, and for all purposes shall be interpreted in its entirety in accordance 
with the laws of said State.  The contractor hereby agrees and consents to the 
jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Louisiana over its person.  The parties 
hereto agree that the sole and exclusive venue for any suit or proceeding brought 
pursuant to this contract shall be the 24th Judicial District Court for the Parish of 
Jefferson, State of Louisiana. 

11.8. The PARISH and the Law Firm shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws 
and regulations, including, specifically, the Louisiana Code of Governmental 
Ethics (R.S. 42:1101, et seq.) in carrying out the provisions of this Agreement.  

11.9. This Agreement may be amended only in writing executed by both parties.  No 
waiver of one or more provisions of this Agreement shall constitute a waiver of 
any other provision thereof.  This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall 
inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs, legatees, 
representatives and successors.  This Agreement may be executed in any number 
of counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original. 

 
11.10. All notices except notices regarding method of notification of disputed billings, 

must be given in writing, and shall be deemed to have been duly given when hand 
delivered or mailed prepaid by United States First Class certified mail.  Notices 
shall be delivered or mailed to the following addressees: 

 
 If to Client:   Mr. William E. Fortenberry 
     Parish of Jefferson 
     1221 Elmwood Park Blvd., Suite 315 
     Jefferson, LA   70123 
 
 If to CCMSI:   Jerry Armatis 

 Cannon Cochran Management Services, Inc. 
3510 N Causeway Blvd 

Suite 400 
Metairie, LA 70002 

 
 

11.10(a). Any communications to be given hereunder by either Party to the other 

shall be deemed to be duly given if set forth in writing and personally delivered or sent 

by mail, registered or certified, postage prepaid with return receipt requested, as follows: 

 FIRM:                            Jerry Armatis 
 Cannon Cochran Management Services, Inc. 

3510 N Causeway Blvd 
Suite 400 

Metairie, LA 70002 
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PARISH:                     Christopher Roberts 
                                    Council Chairman 
                                    1221 Elmwood Park Blvd. 
                                    10th Floor  
                                    Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

            Written notices hereunder delivered personally shall be deemed communicated as 

of actual receipt; mailed notices shall be deemed communicated five (5) days after 

deposit in the mail, post prepaid, certified, in accordance with this Paragraph. 

 
11.11. CCMSI shall be an independent contractor and not an employee of Client in 

connection with this Agreement. CCMSI shall not be nor deemed to be an 
insurance company or an insurer under the laws of the State of Louisiana under or 
in connection with this Agreement.  This Agreement shall not constitute an 
insurance policy or an insurance contract under the laws of the State of Louisiana. 
This Agreement shall not be nor be deemed to constitute “insurance” as defined 
by L.S.A. R.S. 22:5 or the laws of the State of Louisiana. 

 
 

ARTICLE 12 
ELECTRONIC STORAGE OF FILES 

 
12.1. If requested by Client, CCMSI will store Client’s reported claims data 

electronically to consist of claim file data, payment record data, and adjuster’s 
claim file notes for at least six (6) months following the termination of this 
Agreement or any successor agreement, at not additional cost to Client.  Should 
Client require CCMSI to store Client’s reported claims data electronically for 
more than six (6) months following termination of this Agreement or any 
successor agreements, then in that event Client and CCMSI must agree to a price 
basis and payment thereof prior to CCMSI providing any such needed assistance. 

 
 

ARTICLE 13 
PHYSICAL STORAGE OF FILES 

 
13.1. CCMSI will print a copy of the file notes and the file will be stored at the time of 

closing by Client in a designated area at Client’s location. 
13.2. No physical files shall be destroyed by CCMSI without the written prior 

instructions from the Client. 
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ARTICLE 14 

ADJUSTER REPORTS 
 
14.1. The service fees in this Agreement contemplate no required adjuster reporting 

within the discretionary authority levels granted to CCMSI.  The pricing of such 
fees also contemplates Client shall be on line with CCMSI’s computer system 
and will glean required information from the adjuster’s electronic notes to the file.  
Any special reporting requirements of Client will be handled on a time and 
expense basis at CCMSI’s then prevailing time and expense method of billing. 

 
 

ARTICLE 15 
COMPUTER SERVICES 

15.1. CCMSI will store Client’s reported claims data electronically to consist of claim 
file data, payment record data, pictures, sketches, and adjuster’s notes for as long 
as open claims exist in the contracted year of service and Client renews with            
for the current agreement year.  Should Client not renew with CCMSI, Client’s 
reported claims data will be stored only for a period of at least six (6) months 
following the non-renewal or termination of this Agreement. 

15.2. Client will provide CCMSI with software to allow CCMSI to interface with 
Client’s computer system using Client’s personal computer. CCMSI shall access 
Client’s computer system through internet access as identified in Article 16, of 
this Agreement.  Interface will allow Client and CCMSI to view claims payment 
records and adjuster notes. 

15.3. Any additional data manipulation requests or analysis reports requested by Client 
will be furnished in accordance with CCMSI’s ability to produce the report in a 
reasonable time period.  

15.4. CCMSI agrees to upload payment data on an as needed basis as determined by 
Client to whatever system or systems that the Client so authorizes. 
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ARTICLE 16 

SECTION 1. – INTERNET USAGE 

 The Parish of Jefferson will allow CCMSI, whose business addresses are:  1221 
Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 315, Jefferson, Louisiana, 70123 and 3510 N. Causeway 
Blvd, Suite 400, Metairie, Louisiana, 70002, (1) to use Jefferson Parish’s line in its wide 
area network (WAN) to Communicate among its business offices; and (2) to use the 
Internet, to include a private network within the local area network (LAN) to protect 
against any security risks, at no charge.  The computer network and Internet access are 
available as long as CCMSI remains housed at the above locations and the Client has a 
computer network and/or Internet connection at the site.  This Agreement does not 
obligate the Client to provide computer network or Internet access at any other site. 
 The Client agrees to provide the free computer network or Internet connection 
only, and does not agree to provide any labor or equipment to maintain the computer 
network or Internet connection. 

CCMSI and its employees agree to abide by the Client policy for use of 
computers and electronic equipment attached hereto. 
 

SECTION 2. – TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION 
 
If the Client no longer has a computer network for Internet connection at the site. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

ARTICLE 17 
MATERIAL CHANGES REVIEW 

 
17.1. Client and CCMSI agree to review and adjust as appropriate the fee charges 

shown in Exhibit A if, within the term of this Agreement period, changes in 
Client’s service requirements take place which materially change the scope of 
service contemplated at the inception of this Agreement. 

17.2. Client and CCMSI also agree to review and adjust as appropriate the fee charges 
shown in Exhibit A if, within the Agreement term of this administration, 
governmental laws or regulations go into effect which materially increase or 
decrease CCMSI’s services and/or adds or reduces services not contemplated on 
the inception of this Agreement. 

 
 
 

ARTICLE 18 
COMPUTER ACCESS 
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18.1. During the term of this Agreement, Client shall have the right to view basic claim 
information, and adjuster’s notes relating to any claim of Client thru access to the            
Claims Administration System. 

18.2. At the end of the term of this Agreement or upon early termination of this 
Agreement, Client will retain access to the CCMSI Claims Administration 
System software for any and all open or closed claims of Client for a period of 
sixty (60) days following the actual termination date. 

 
 
 

ARTICLE 19 
AMENDMENT AND WAIVER 

 
 No amendment or waiver of any provision of this Agreement, and no consent to 

any departure there from shall be effective or binding unless and until set forth in 
writing signed by CCMSI and Client, and then any such waiver or consent shall 
be effective only for the specific amendment or waiver and shall not affect the 
remaining Articles and sections and/or exhibits of this Agreement.  No notice or 
any other communication given by one party hereto to the other party shall be 
construed to constitute approval or ratification by the other party of any matter 
contained or referred to in such notice, unless the same be consented to by the 
other party in writing. 

 

 

ARTICLE 22 
 NON-EXCLUSIVITY 

CONTRACTOR acknowledges and agrees that the rights and obligations 

conferred and contained herein shall be non-exclusive in nature, and the Parish makes no 

representations or warranties to the contrary.  

 
ARTICLE 23 

INVALID PROVISIONS 
 

 In the event any provision of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid, 
unenforceable or in conflict with applicable law, then the validity and the 
enforceability of the other provisions of this Agreement shall remain in full force 
and legal effect. 
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ARTICLE 24 

ENTIRE AGREEMENT 
 

 This Agreement and the Exhibits attached hereto constitute the entire Agreement 
between the Parties, and no other written or oral understandings, agreements or 
assurances with respect to this Agreement except as are set forth herein.  Unless 
expressly stated, this Agreement confers no rights to any person, firm or 
corporation of other legal entity not a party hereto. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have executed this Claims Service 
Agreement on the day and year first above written. 

 
WITNESSES:    PARISH OF JEFFERSON: 
 
 
__________________________ BY:_______________________________________________ 
            Christopher L. Roberts, COUNCIL CHAIRMAN, 
            DULY AUTHORIZED 
 
__________________________ 
                                                            
      Cannon Cochran Management Services, Inc. 
 
 
__________________________ BY:________________________________________________ 
            
       Jerry R. Armatis 
            ITS:  EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
__________________________     DULY AUTHORIZED 
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EXHIBIT A 

 
                                                  SERVICE FEES 

 
 

In consideration of the execution of this Agreement, Client agrees to pay to           : 
 
  Claims Service: Cannon Cochran Management Services, Inc shall provide the 
claims administration for General Liability, Auto Liability, Southeast Louisiana Urban 
Flood Control Project (SELA)/Property and other assigned claims for the following 
claims service fees: 
 
  TERM     CLAIMS SERVICE FEES 
 
  Agreement Period -      
  January 1, 2016 thru January 1, 2017   $528,766.00 
  January 1, 2017 thru January 1, 2018   $528,776.00 
  January 1, 2018 thru January 1, 2019   $555,204.00 
 
    
1. The above claims service fees shall be due and payable in equal monthly 

installments, payable by the last day of each and every month.   
 

 2. Defense of Litigation may be performed by the Parish Attorney’s office at 
Client’s expense. 
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LWC-WC-1000
REV. 01/10 

ANNUAL REPORT OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION COSTS
 FOR CALENDAR YEAR _____________

1. EMPLOYER INFORMATION             
Account #                            
Name:                                                                   
Address:                                                                
City, St., Zip:                                                          
Contact Person:                                                      
Phone #:                                                                 

2.  INSURANCE  COMPANY INFORMATION
Account #                           
Name:                                                     
Address:                                                 
City, St. Zip:                                            
Contact Person:                                       
Phone #:                                                  

Fed EIN:                                   Phone Number:
                                                   (           )

3.  Coverage Provided:       Self-insured / Excess Insurance          Conventional Workers' Compensation Policy
                                           Combination of Insurance Policies [R.S. 23:1168(A)(2)]

4.  COSTS INCURRED DURING THE CALENDAR YEAR (See Instructions)

Paid by Employer Paid by Insurance

A.  Indemnity Benefits:

1.  Temporary Total        

2.  Supplemental Earnings

3.  Permanent Partial

4.  Permanent Total

5.  Death Benefits

6.  Other Compensation

TOTAL INDEMNITY BENEFITS

B. TOTAL COMPROMISE/LUMP SUM SETTLEMENTS:

C.  Medical Expenses:

1.  Hospital

2.  Physicians

3.  Diagnostic Tests/Procedures

4.  Prescription Drugs

5.  Transportation

6.  Independent Medical Exams

7. Physical/Occupational  Therapy                            

8. Other

TOTAL MEDICAL EXPENSES

D.  Rehabilitation Expenses

1.  Vocational Rehabilitation

2.  Labor Market Surveys

3.  Evaluations

4.  Other

TOTAL REHABILITATION  EXPENSES
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Paid by Employer Paid by Insurance  

E.  TOTAL FUNERAL EXPENSES

F.  Legal Expenses

1.  Attorney Fees

2.  Court Costs

3.  Deposition Costs

4.  Investigation Costs

5.  Penalties and Interest

6.  Administrative/Other Costs

 TOTAL LEGAL EXPENSES

G.  Cost Summary

1.  Total Indemnity Benefits (ITEM A)

2.  Total Compromise/Lump Sum Settlements (ITEM
B)

3.  Total Medical Expenses (ITEM C)

4.  Total Rehabilitation Costs (ITEM D)

5.   Total Funeral Expenses (ITEM E)

6.   3rd Party Recoveries for Costs (not included
above)

7.  Total Assessable Costs  (1+2+3+4+5-6)

8.  Total  Legal Expenses (ITEM F)

9.  TOTAL WORKERS' COMPENSATION COSTS

H.  Number of Claims Summary

1.  Carried over from prior year

2.  Opened during current year

3.  Closed during current year

4.  Open at year end   ( 1 + 2 - 3)

5.  Total Medical only claims

I.  OPEN RESERVE CLAIMS    (at year end)       Number                
                                                                                                        
                                                                            Amount

NOTE:  The amount of compensation benefits paid will be used by the Director to make assessments for the administration of the
Workers' Compensation Office under the provisions of Act 29, 1983, R.S. 23:1291.1  All other information submitted will be used for
statistical records only with the names of employers and carriers being confidential and privileged.  (LA R.S. 23:1293)

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY I certify that the information contained herein is true
and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

_________________________________________  
Signature                                            Date

 
          
          

          ON  

          

          

           
                                                                                    RETURN TO:   

                                                                         ATTN:  AUDIT  &  COMPLIANCE 

                                                                        OFF ICE  OF  WORKERS '  COMPENSATI

                                                                          P .O  BOX 94040   
C-1000
1/10

                                                                         BATON ROUGE,  LA  70804 -9040   

                                                                            ( 225 )  342 -5658  (PHONE)   ( 225 )  342 -7578  (FAX)  Internal Audit Report #2017-001 
D - 169



Statement of Qualifications 
Affidavit Instructions 

 
• Affidavit is supplied as a courtesy to Affiants, but it is 

the responsibility of the affiant to insure the affidavit 
they submit to Jefferson Parish complies, in both form 
and content, with federal, state and parish laws. 

• Affidavit must be signed by an authorized 
representative of the entity or the affidavit will not be 
accepted. 

• Affidavit must be notarized or the affidavit will not be 
accepted. 

• Notary must sign name, print name, and include 
bar/notary number, or the affidavit will not be 
accepted. 

• Affiant MUST select either A or B when required or the 
affidavit will not be accepted. 

• Affiants who select choice A must include an 
attachment or the affidavit will not be accepted. 

• If both choice A and B are selected, the affidavit will not 
be accepted. 

• Affidavit marked N/A will not be accepted. 
• It is the responsibility of the Affiant to submit a new 

affidavit if any additional campaign contributions are 
made after the affidavit is executed but prior to the time 
the council acts on the matter. 

 
Instruction sheet may be omitted when submitting the affidavit 
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1 of 4 Updated: 02.27.2014 

Statement of Qualifications 
 

AFFIDAVIT 
 

STATE OF _________________ 

 

PARISH/COUNTY OF _________________ 

 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally came and appeared: _____________ 

___________________, (Affiant) who after being by me duly sworn, deposed and said that 

he/she is the fully authorized _______________________ of ___________________ (Entity), 

the party who submitted a Statement of Qualifications (SOQ) to __________________________ 

______________________________________________ (Briefly describe the services the SOQ 

will cover), to the Parish of Jefferson.    

 
Affiant further said: 

 

Campaign Contribution Disclosures 

(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required 

attachment): 
 
Choice A  ______ Attached hereto is a list of all campaign contributions, including 

the date and amount of each contribution, made to current or 
former elected officials of the Parish of Jefferson by Entity, 
Affiant, and/or officers, directors and owners, including 
employees, owning 25% or more of the Entity during the two-year 
period immediately preceding the date of this affidavit or the 
current term of the elected official, whichever is greater.  Further, 
Entity, Affiant, and/or Entity Owners have not made any 
contributions to or in support of current or former members of the 
Jefferson Parish Council or the Jefferson Parish President through 
or in the name of another person or legal entity, either directly or 
indirectly. 

 
Choice B  ______ there are NO campaign contributions made which would require 

disclosure under Choice A of this section. 
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Affiant further said: 
 

Debt Disclosures 
(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required 

attachment): 
 

Choice A  ______ Attached hereto is a list of all debts owed by the affiant to any 
elected or appointed official of the Parish of Jefferson, and any and 
all debts owed by any elected or appointed official of the Parish to 
the Affiant. 

 
Choice B  ______ There are NO debts which would require disclosure under Choice 

A of this section. 
Affiant further said: 
 
Solicitation of Campaign Contribution Disclosures 
(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required 

attachment): 
 

Choice A  ______ Attached hereto is a list of all elected officials of the Parish of 
Jefferson, whether still holding office at the time of the affidavit or 
not, where the elected official, individually, either by telephone or 
by personal contact, solicited a campaign contribution or other 
monetary consideration from the Entity, including the Entity’s 
officers, directors and owners, and employees owning twenty-five 
percent (25%) or more of the Entity, during the two-year period 
immediately preceding the date the affidavit is signed. Further, to 
the extent known to the Affiant, the date of any such solicitation is 
included on the attached list. 

 
Choice B  ______ there are NO solicitations for campaign contributions which would 

require disclosure under Choice A of this section. 
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Affiant further said: 
 

Subcontractor Disclosures 
(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required 

attachment): 
 

Choice A  ______ Affiant further said that attached is a listing of all subcontractors, 
excluding full time employees, who may assist in providing 
professional services for the aforementioned SOQ. 

 
Choice B  ______ There are NO subcontractors which would require disclosure under 

Choice A of this section. 
 

Affiant further said: 
 

That Affiant has employed no person, corporation, firm, association, or other 
organization, either directly or indirectly, to secure the public contract under which he 
received payment, other than persons regularly employed by the Affiant whose services 
in connection with the construction, alteration or demolition of the public building or 
project or in securing the public contract were in the regular course of their duties for 
Affiant; and 
 

[The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.] 
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That no part of the contract price received by Affiant was paid or will be paid to any 
person, corporation, firm, association, or other organization for soliciting the contract, 
other than the payment of their normal compensation to persons regularly employed by 
the Affiant whose services in connection with the construction, alteration or demolition 
of the public building or project were in the regular course of their duties for Affiant. 

 
 
 ____________________________________ 
 Signature of Affiant 
 

 ____________________________________ 
 Printed Name of Affiant 
 

 

SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED TO BEFORE ME 

 ON THE _______ DAY OF ___________, 20___. 

 
 
 
____________________________________ 
Notary Public  
 
____________________________________ 
Printed Name of Notary 
 
____________________________________ 
Notary/Bar Roll Number 
 
 
My commission expires ________________. 
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WWW.Jeffparish.net' 

 

 
JEFFERSON PARISH 

 

DEPARTMENT OF RISK MANAGEMENT 

 
JOHN F. YOUNG JR. 
PARISH PRESIDENT  April 21, 2015 

WILLIAM E. FORTENBERRY 
 

Director 

 
 
 

TO:                   All Investigating Officers 
 
 
 

FROM:             William E. Fortenberry, Director 
Department of Risk Management 

 

 
SUBJECT:     Automobile Liability Insurance 

 
 
 

 
This vehicle is covered for automobile liability through a self-insured program with Jefferson Parish 
for the period May 1, 2015 through May 1, 2016. 

 
This letter will serve to notify you of Louisiana statute 32:1041, which exempts vehicles, owned by 
any public/government agency from carrying traditional insurance identification. Your department 
may contact the Louisiana Department of Public Safety in Baton Rouge for confirmation. 

 
Please be advised any person(s) sustaining damages and/or injury may con tact the Department of 
Risk Management, 1221   Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 315, Jefferson, Louisiana, 70123,   (504) 
736-6907, to report their claim. 

Your cooperation is appreciated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Insurance Identification Letter     04/24/2014 

 
JOSEPHS. YENNI BLDG- 1221 ELMWOOD PARK BLVD- SUJTE 315 – P.O. Box 10242 JEFFERSON. LOUISIANA 70181-10242- Office 504 .736.6907 
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DP-PEF Rev. 2/9/2015 

Emp. Name: ___________________________________ Emp. No. ____________ Eval. Date: ______________ Immed. Supv.: __________________________________ Pg. 1/9 
             (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY OR TYPE) 

JEFFERSON PARISH, LOUISIANA 
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FORM 

 
 

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED BY APPOINTING AUTHORITY: 
 
Department: _______________________________________ 
 
Employee Name: ___________________________________ 
 
Class Title: ________________________________________ 
 
Immediate Supervisor: _______________________________ 
                                                         (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY OR TYPE) 
 

Division: __________________________________________ 
 
Employee Number: __________________________________ 
 
Class Code: ________________________________________ 
 
Evaluation Date: ____________________________________ 

 

SUPPLEMENTAL PERFORAMANCE FACTORS SELECTED FOR USE IN EVALUATING EMPLOYEES IN THIS JOB 
CLASSIFICATION: (Please mark the box next to each Supplemental Factor to used.)   

 SPF1 – Serving the Public  
 SPF2 – Communication  
 SPF3 – Decision Making 

 

 SPF4 – Supervision and Management 
 SPF5 – Equipment and Materials 

 
 

INSTRUCTIONS TO IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR: 
1. Complete this employee performance evaluation using all Universal Performance Factors and the Supplemental Performance Factors marked above.  
2. Rate the employees’ performance for each factor in the evaluation by writing in the appropriate score in the column on the right side of the form.  
3. If the employee is rated as Below Expectations (BE), Needs Improvement (NI) or Exceeds Expectations (EE), a statement supporting your rating of that factor 

MUST be included in space provided.  
4. If the employee is rated as Below Expectations (BE) or Needs Improvement (NI), a statement of the actions you recommend to correct the performance 

problem(s) MUST be included in the space provided.  
5. Complete the Performance Evaluation Summary on pages 6-7.  
6. Sign and date the evaluation.  
7. Allow the employee to review the evaluation and discuss your ratings with the employee.  
8. Allow the employee to write his comments in the space provided on page 7; have the employee indicate whether or not he or she agrees with the evaluation by 

checking one of the boxes provided following the comments; have the employee sign and date the evaluation.  
9. Forward the evaluation to your Appointing Authority.  
10. Once the Appointing Authority completes the Overall Evaluation on page 8, review the final evaluation with the employee and complete the certifications on 

the last page. 
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Emp. Name: ___________________________________ Emp. No. ____________ Eval. Date: ______________ Immed. Supv.: __________________________________ Pg. 2/9 
             (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY OR TYPE) 

JEFFERSON PARISH PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
Universal Factors 

 

Below Expectations (BE = 0) Needs Improvement (NI = 1) Meets Expectations (ME = 2) Exceeds Expectations (EE = 3) Score 
Factor U1: KNOWLEDGE & SKILL     
Demonstrates a low level of job skills. Requires 
repetitive instructions and follow-up.  Possesses 
inadequate knowledge of the job, policies, 
procedures, rules and regulations.  Does not ask 
questions or seek information to learn about 
unfamiliar job aspects, policies, procedures, rules, 
and regulations. 

Level of job knowledge or skills occasionally 
results in performance which fails to comply with 
policies, procedures, rules and regulations. Job 
knowledge or skills are inconsistent and must be 
improved if employee is to meet job standards. 

Possesses and exercises the required job 
knowledge and full range of skills required for 
competent performance. Stays apprised of new 
information and developments. Understands and 
uses new information as it becomes available. 
Willing to spend time and effort to maintain 
current and thorough knowledge and skill.  

Consistently high level performance demonstrates 
an advanced proficiency in the full range of work 
skills and thorough job knowledge. Learns quickly 
and keeps abreast of changes and new 
developments in the job. Uses Parish and own 
resources to improve job knowledge. Shares 
knowledge with others. 

 

Factor U2: QUALITY OF WORK     
Produces poor quality work which must be 
corrected which results in inefficiency or 
ineffectiveness. Work is often sloppy and 
inaccurate.  Requires an unacceptable level of 
supervision. 

Work is absent of continuous or serious errors but 
some improvement is needed where occasionally 
work completeness, accuracy, timeliness, or 
thoroughness is below expectations.  

Demonstrates high degree of accuracy and 
thoroughness.  Completes work timely and 
without repetitious performance to achieve.  
Provides clean, neat and well-organized work 
products. Does not leave loose-ends. 

Work consistently exceeds the expected level of 
accuracy, timeliness and thoroughness. Rarely has 
to repeat the same tasks due to error. Uses 
innovation to improve work quality. 

 

Factor U3: VOLUME OF WORK     

Does not produce a sufficient volume of work. 
Overlooks customary time saving techniques. 
Work volume is often inconsistent.  

Generally produces an acceptable volume of 
work, but occasionally productivity does not meet 
expectations and could be improved upon. 

Productive worker provides a proper amount of 
work. Uses proper work techniques that produce 
an expected volume of work. 

Produces an exceptional level of work output. 
Utilizes innovative or cost-effective work 
techniques that enable consistently high levels of 
work output or efficiency.  

 

Factor U4: SAFETY     

Neglects to follow Parish safety policy or safe 
work practices. Unacceptable frequency or 
severity of safety violations or accidents or 
injuries to self or others. 

Generally safe worker but needs to study and 
better adhere to Parish safety manual to eliminate 
occasional, minor violations, accidents or injuries 
to self or others. 

Is familiar with and complies with Parish safety 
manual. No unacceptable safety violations, 
accidents, injuries to self or others. 

Long career characterized by excellent safety 
record, no safety violations, accidents or injuries 
to self or others. Very safety conscious and 
advocates others to use safe work practices and 
procedures. 

 

INCIDENTS DURING THE PAST YEAR WHICH ARE BASIS FOR THE BE, NI, OR EE RATING FOR THE ABOVE FACTORS 
Factor U1:  

 
 

Factor U2:  
 
 

Factor U3:  
 
 

Factor U4:  
 
 

FOR THE BE OR NI RATING FOR THE ABOVE FACTORS, WHAT ACTIONS ARE RECOMMENDED TO CORRECT THE PERFORMANCE PROBLEM(S)? 
Factor U1:  

 
 

Factor U2:  
 
 

Factor U3:  
 
 

Factor U4:  
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Emp. Name: ___________________________________ Emp. No. ____________ Eval. Date: ______________ Immed. Supv.: __________________________________ Pg. 3/9 
             (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY OR TYPE) 

JEFFERSON PARISH PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
Universal Factors 

 

Below Expectations (BE = 0) Needs Improvement (NI = 1) Meets Expectations (ME = 2) Exceeds Expectations (EE = 3) Score 
Factor U5: RELIABILITY     

Consistently does not complete routine 
duties/assigned tasks within allotted time or with 
appropriate detail.  Requires frequent reminders or 
follow-up. 

Generally completes routine duties/assigned tasks 
within allotted time and with appropriate detail, 
but occasionally leaves routine tasks incomplete. 

Consistently starts/completes assignments within 
supervisor’s established timelines and required 
level and amount of detail.  

 

Frequently starts/completes work ahead of 
schedule. Employee is willing to adjust work 
schedule when warranted. Uses time effectively to 
complete difficult tasks. Performs work in 
exemplary detail without sacrificing efficiency or 
economy. Work products are complete beyond 
standard expectations. 
 

 

Factor U6: ATTENDANCE     

Frequently late for work or absent without leave. 
Does not observe lunch hours, and break and 
quitting time. 

 

Generally performs at a level that meets 
expectations, but some improvement is needed in 
a specific area or areas where occasionally 
performance is below expectations. 
 

Regularly punctual and present for work. 
Observes lunch hours, and break and quitting 
times.  

 
 

Factor U7: WORKING WITH OTHERS     

Displays behavior that is not conducive to good 
working relations, morale, productivity, and 
cooperation. Fails to exercise principles of 
teamwork. Lacks cooperation or courtesy. 
Practices territorialism or work unit prejudices. 
Does not attempt to resolve conflicts. 

Generally performs at a level that meets 
expectations, but sometimes fails to develop 
positive and effective working relationships. Does 
not always respect the opinion of others. 

Understands and works according to the need for 
teamwork and cooperation. Has a positive 
approach toward requirements of the job. Uses 
appropriate behavior effectively in varying 
situations. Exercises adequate interpersonal skills 
and understands human behavior such that 
working relationships are smooth and conflicts are 
resolved by mature and responsible means. Makes 
visible effort to get along well with co-workers 
and superiors. 

 

Exemplary in behavior towards others.  Oriented 
towards teamwork at all times. Makes an extra 
effort to serve others. Maintains an organization 
perspective. Able to deal effectively with a wide 
range of situations. Has a sound understanding of 
interpersonal relations and effectively applies it 
with individuals or groups. Resolves conflict 
congenially. Takes a positive approach in dealing 
with co-workers and superiors. Exerts a positive 
influence for cooperation with the organization. 
Promotes harmony among associates. 
  

 

INCIDENTS DURING THE PAST YEAR WHICH ARE BASIS FOR THE BE, NI, OR EE RATING FOR THE ABOVE FACTORS 
Factor U5:  

 
 

Factor U6:  
 
 

Factor U7:  
 
 

FOR THE BE OR NI RATING FOR THE ABOVE FACTORS, WHAT ACTIONS ARE RECOMMENDED TO CORRECT THE PERFORMANCE PROBLEM(S)? 
Factor U5:  

 
 

Factor U6:  
 
 

Factor U7:  
 
 

Attendance factor does not include a 
rating level for Exceeds Expectations. 
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Below Expectations (BE = 0) Needs Improvement (NI = 1) Meets Expectations (ME = 2) Exceeds Expectations (EE = 3) Score 
Factor S1: SERVING THE PUBLIC     

Deliberately avoids public contact. Expresses little 
interest in or regard to concerns of public. 
Discourteous, unfriendly or intolerant of public 
contacts. Tends to have an abrasive manner. 

Generally performs at a level that meets 
expectations, but some improvement is needed in 
a specific area or areas where occasionally 
performance is below expectations. 

Demonstrates positive public service behavior.  
Shows interest in and concern for the public’s 
questions or concerns. Helpful and friendly 
toward the public.  Demonstrates tolerance, 
respect, and control in public contact. Follows 
through to completion on questions or concerns. 

 
Consistently demonstrates good judgment and 
strong rapport in public contacts. Listens to public 
concerns and resolves problems or refers to proper 
source. Handles adverse or pressure situations in 
an ideal manner. Always follows up with public 
inquiries. 
 

 

Factor S2: COMMUNICATION     

Written work is often incomplete and contains 
errors. Frequently causes breakdowns in 
communication. Main points often cannot be 
understood in conversation.  Does not listen well.  

Generally performs at a level that meets 
expectations, but some improvement is needed in 
a specific area or areas where occasionally 
performance is below expectations. 

Communicates clearly, concisely, accurately and 
effectively orally and in writing. 

 
Writes well-organized, understandable, and 
accurate reports. Oral and written presentation is 
excellent. Listens well and is successful in getting 
the point across. Encourages open 
communications to achieve understanding. 
 

 

Factor S3: DECISION MAKING     
 
Decisions are often wrong because of poor 
judgment or failure to obtain sufficient 
information or details. Avoids making decisions 
when they should be made. Does not consider full 
impact of errors in decisions.  
 

Generally performs at a level that meets 
expectations, but some improvement is needed in 
a specific area or areas where occasionally 
performance is below expectations. 

Adequately analyzes problems. Generally arrives 
at correct decisions. 

Makes correct decisions on the most complicated 
problems. Always gathers the best information to 
make decisions. 

 

Factor S4:  
SUPERVISION AND MANAGEMENT     

 
Usually disorganized and often in crisis due to 
lack of planning and organizing. Unable to 
identify work tasks appropriately. Rarely checks 
or knows how well a job is being done. Collects or 
shares little or no information either with 
supervisor or subordinates. Frequently fails to 
accomplish work through others in an efficient 
and effective way. Fails to perform annual 
evaluations on subordinates (except under 
circumstances beyond his control), and failing to 
include documentation when required.  
 

Generally performs at a level that meets 
expectations, but some improvement is needed in 
a specific area or areas where occasionally 
performance is below expectations. Occasionally 
assigns the wrong tasks or does not plan 
adequately. Does not consistently encourage 
subordinates to excel. 

Does a good job planning and organizing work, 
and setting priorities. Monitors job progress and 
provides feedback to subordinates to assure that 
job is done properly and on time. Consistently 
performs annual evaluations on subordinates and 
recognizes and encourages their solid 
performance. Adequately trains subordinates or 
arranges for training in required job skills.  

Does a superior job of planning and organizing 
work, and setting priorities. Anticipates problems 
and plans for their solution. Makes efficient use of 
subordinates' time and effort, monitors job 
performance, and provides effective feedback in 
accomplishing multiple tasks at one time. 

 

Factor S5: EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS     

Fails to use proper procedures, care, skill or 
accuracy in use of equipment and materials. Does 
not apply sound safety practices or precautions. 
Manner of use has resulted in loss, damage, or 
excessive wear.  

Generally performs at a level that meets 
expectations, but some improvement is needed in 
a specific area or areas where occasionally 
performance is below expectations. 

Exercises care and caution toward equipment and 
material use. Uses only required and proper 
amount of materials to get job done adequately. 
Performs daily maintenance of equipment to 
prolong its use. Practices preventive maintenance. 

 
Promotes or provides efficient use of 
equipment/materials resulting in cost savings or 
increased productivity. Carefully maintains and 
repairs equipment to prolong its use. Carefully 
examines cost and efficiency of materials and 
equipment in selection among choices. 
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Supplemental Factors 

INCIDENTS DURING THE PAST YEAR WHICH ARE BASIS FOR THE BE, NI, OR EE RATING FOR THE ABOVE FACTORS 
Factor S1:  

 
 
 
 

Factor S2:  
 
 
 
 

Factor S3:  
 
 
 
 

Factor S4:  
 
 
 
 

Factor S5:  
 
 
 
 

FOR THE BE OR NI RATING FOR THE ABOVE FACTORS, WHAT ACTIONS ARE RECOMMENDED TO CORRECT THE PERFORMANCE PROBLEM(S)? 

Factor S1:  
 
 
 
 

Factor S2:  
 
 
 
 

Factor S3:  
 
 
 
 

Factor S4:  
 
 
 
 

Factor S5:  
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JEFFERSON PARISH PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
Performance Evaluation Summary 

 

EMPLOYEE’S SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:   

 

 

 

 
 

 
AREAS FOR EMPLOYEE IMPROVEMENT: 

 

 

 

 
 

 
EMPLOYEE OBJECTIVES FOR NEXT YEAR: 
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Performance Evaluation Summary 

  
Supervisor's Comments: Record here only those additional significant items brought up during the discussion by either you or the employee that are 
not recorded elsewhere in this document. 

 

 

 

 
 
Supervisor’s Signature: _______________________________________________________________________ Date: ______________________ 
 
 
Employee's Comments:  

 

 

 

 
 
Do you agree with evaluation?   YES  NO 
 
Employee's Signature: ________________________________________________________________________ Date: ______________________ 
 
FORWARD THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TO THE APPOINTING AUTHORITY FOR REVIEW AND AN OVERALL EVALUATION. 
THE OVERALL EVALUATION WILL BE BASED ON THE EMPLOYEE’S OVERALL SCORE AND NUMBER OF RATING RECEIVED IN THE 
PERFORMANCE FACTOR. 
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JEFFERSON PARISH PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Performance Evaluation Summary 
OVERALL EVALUATION: Using this chart, summarize your Overall Evaluation. For each factor used in the evaluation, assign a value of “0” for 
Below Expectations, “1” for Needs Improvement, “2” for Meets Expectations, and a “3” for Exceeds Expectations. 

Performance 
Factors 

Universal Performance Factors 
(These are mandatory ratings.) 

Supplemental Performance Factors 
(These are optional ratings.) 

 

UPF1 UPF2 UPF3 UPF4 UPF5 UPF6 UPF7 SPF1 SPF2 SPF3 SPF4 SPF5 Sum Scores Here (A)
Put Scores Here 



+ + + + + + + + + + + + = 
Count the number of factors used in 
the evaluation. How many factors 
were used? _______ (B) 

The Overall Score is computer by adding the scores of all factors used in the evaluation, dividing that sum (A) by the 
number of factors used (B), and rounding the result to the nearest two decimal places. (A) ÷ (B) = Overall Score 
Calculate the Overall Score here: ________ ÷ ________ =        .              . 

                                                             (A)               (B)          Overall Score 
rating on UPF4: ______  rating on UPF6: ______  rating on SPF4: ______ 

OVERALL EVALUATION: Determine the Overall Evaluation based on the criteria below. (Place an X in the appropriate box below): 
 Below Expectations = 1 or more BE ratings (scores of 0) in any factor. Employee is ineligible for a pay increase and subject to mandatory reevaluation under 

Personnel Rule XII. 

 Needs Improvement = 
No BE ratings (scores of 0) in any factor. 4 or more NI ratings (scores of 1) in Universal Factors excluding attendance (UPF-6) and 
safety (UPF 4) or an NI rating in safety (UPF 4) or attendance (UPF-6), or an Overall Score below 1.57. Employee is in eligible for a 
pay increase and subject to mandatory reevaluation under Personnel Rule XII. 

 Meets Expectations = No BE ratings (scores of 0) in any factor. 4 or more ME or EE ratings (scores of 2 or 3) in Universal Factors including safety (UPF 4) 
and attendance (UPF-6) and an Overall Score within the range 1.57 – 2.42. 

 Exceeds Expectations = No BE or NI ratings (scores of 0 or 1) in any factor. If Supplemental Factor 4 is used, employee must receive an EE ratings (scores of 
3) in that factor. Total Overall Score must be within range of 2.43 – 2.66. 

 Substantially Exceeds Expectations = No BE or NI ratings (scores of 0 or 1) in any factor. If Supplemental Factor 4 is used, employee must receive an EE ratings (scores of 
3) in that factor. Total Overall Score must be within range of 2.67 or above. 

Special Notes: 
1. Employee must receive ME or higher in UPF4 and UPF6 to receive a ME or higher Overall evaluation and must receive an EE in SPF4, if applicable, to receive an 

EE or SEE Overall Evaluation. 
 

Appointing Authority’s Comments: (Explain any changes made to the Supervisor’s evaluation of employee’s performance.) 
 
 
 
 
Appointing Authority’s Signature: ________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________________ 
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Performance Evaluation Summary 

  
 
Supervisor and Employee Certifications: I have reviewed this document including the Appointing Authority’s Overall Evaluation.  
  
  
Supervisor's Signature: _____________________________________________________________________ Date: ________________________ 
  
  
Employee’s Signature: ______________________________________________________________________ Date: ________________________ 
  
  
  

(AFTER SIGNATURES, RETURN EVALUATION TO APPOINTING AUTHORITY) 
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                                   JEFFERSON PARISH INCIDENT REPORT 
Answer each question fully and make each statement in detail.  
Use additional sheet if necessary. 
 

1.  Injury            Property Damage       
   No Injury      No Property Damage    

 

2.  NAME OF EMPLOYEE INVOLVED 
 

3.  JOB TITLE 
      

4.  WORK LOCATION 
      

5. WHERE DID THE INCIDENT OCCUR? 
     A)  During regular hours?     Yes   No    
     B)  On emergency call?         Yes  No    
     C)  On parish property?         Yes  No    

6.  A) LOCATION OF INCIDENT: 
      
     B)  CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE: 
      

7.  DATE OF INCIDENT 
_____     ____________ 
8. TIME OF INCIDENT 

      

9.  DESCRIBE INCIDENT WITH DETAILS, INCLUDE IF EMPLOYEE WAS TAKEN FOR A DRUG   TEST AND IF    PICTURE WERE TAKEN: 
      
 
 
 

 
10. NAME , ADDRESS, AND PHONE NUMBER  OF OTHER PARTY OR PARTIES INVOLVED INCLUDE STATE, CITY , AND ZIP CODE: 
      

11. DESCRIBE INJURY TO EMPLOYEE: 
      

 
 

12.  DESCRIBE INJURY TO OTHER PARTY: 
      
 
 

13. TREATMENT    First Aid                      Ambulance                     Emergency Room/Clinic                                      Other   

14.  IS FURTHER TREATMENT REQUIRED FOR EMPLOYEE?Yes  No  15.  IF YES, WHAT TYPE?  Clinic     Hospital    Doctor   

16.  WILL INJURY CAUSE EMPLOYEE TO MISS WORK?  Yes      No  17.  IF YES, HOW LONG?      

18.  NAME OF PERSON GIVING FIRST AID/ASSISTANCE:      

19.  SAFETY EQUIPMENT INFORMATION: 
         A)  Was safety equipment required?           Yes              No   
        B)    Was safety equipment available?        Yes               No   

20.  TYPE OF SAFETY EQUIPMENT 
__     _________________________________________ 
21.  WAS IT IN USE?   Yes                   No   

22.  IF YES TO 21, WHY WAS EMPLOYEE INJURED? 
      

23.  IF NO TO 21, WHY WASN’T SAFETY EQUIPMENT IN USE? 
      
 

24.  WHAT CAUSED THE DAMAGE OR INJURY? 
      
 
25.  DESCRIBE DAMAGE TO PARISH PROPERTY: 
      
 

16.  DESCRIBE DAMAGE TO OTHER PARTY’S PROPERTY: 
      

27.  LIST NAME OF ADDRESS OF WITNESSES AND/OR PASSENGERS: 
       WITNESS  PASSENGER 
 
       WITNESS  PASSENGER 

 
 

 
__________________________________________   _______________ 

SUPERVISOR’S SIGNATURE                                          DATE 
 

 
NOTE:  IF VEHICULAR ACCIDENT, COMPLETE AND SIGN BACK OF FORM. 
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COMPUTER # 

 
YEAR 

 
MAKE 

 
MODEL 

 
DESCRIPTION 

 
SERIAL # 

 
LICENSE # & STATE 

 
OWNER OF INSURED VEHICLE 

 
ADDRESS 

 
OTHER INSURANCE 

 
NAME OF DRIVER 

 
ADDRESS 

 
AGE 

 
PHONE 

 
DRIVER ‘S LICENSE NUMBER: 

 
FOR WHAT PURPOSE WAS AUTOMOBILE BEING USED AT TIME OF THE ACCIDENT? 

 
AT WHAT ADDRESS MAY THE AUTOMOBILE BE SEEN? 
ADDRESS:                      STREET:                           CITY:                 STATE:                 ZIP: 

ESTIMATED COST OF  REPAIRS 

 
IF THEFT, SPECIFY PROPERTY STOLEN:  IF  COLLISION OR COMPREHENSIVE  SPECIFY DAMAGE: 

 

 
 

INSURED 
PROPERTY 

WERE POLICE NOTIFIED? 

 
IF SO, NAME OF POLICE AGENCY COMPLETING REPORT 

 
ITEM NUMBER 

 
OWNER 

 
ADDRESS 

 
PHONE 

 

OWNER 

 
ADDRESS 

 
PHONE 

 
LIST DAMAGE 

 
ESTIMATED  COST OF REPAIR 

 

IF AUTOMOBILE , MAKE AND YEAR 

 
LICENSE NO. AND STATE 

 

 
 
DAMAGE TO 

PROPERTY OF 
OTHERS 

NO. OF PEOPLE IN AUTOMOBILE 

 
WAS  OTHER AUTO INSURED 

 
NAME OF INSURANCE CO. AND POLICY NUMBER: 

 

PASSENGER NAME                      ADDRESS                                           PHONE 

 INSURED’S 
CAR 

OTHER 
CAR 

PEDEST
RIAN 

EXTENT OF INJURY 

     

     

 
 
PERSONS 
INJURED 

     

NAME                                                                              ADDRESS                                                                                                    PHONE 

 
 
WITNESSES 

NAME                                                                               ADDRESS                                                                                                      PHONE 

 
                        
                                    COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING DIAGRAM SHOWING DIRECTION AND POSITION OF AUTOMOBILE INVOLVED, DESIGNATING CLEARLY POINT OF CONTACT 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

2 (1) Use solid line to show path of vehicle before accident  
dotted line after accident 
(2) Number each vehicle & show direction of travel   

(3) Show motorcycle by  
(4) Show pedestrian by  
(5) Show railroad by +++++++++ 
 
 
 
____________________________________                                    
SUPERVISOR’S SIGNATURE                                                        
1

   
   
2

                                                             __________________ 
                                                                       DATE 
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Note
Before using this information and the product it supports, be sure to read the information in
“Notices” on page 261.

Fifth Edition (September 2002)

This edition applies only to reduced instruction set computer (RISC) systems.

© Copyright International Business Machines Corporation 2000, 2002. All rights reserved.
US Government Users Restricted Rights – Use, duplication or disclosure restricted by GSA ADP Schedule Contract
with IBM Corp.
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About Query for iSeries Use

Query for iSeries is a decision support utility you can use to obtain information from the DB2 UDB for
iSeries. This book describes how to use Query for iSeries to select, arrange, and analyze information
stored in one or more database files to produce reports and other data files.

You may need to refer to other IBM books for more specific information about a particular topic.

For a list of publications related to this book, see the “Bibliography”.

Who should read the Query for iSeries Use book
This book is intended for people creating query reports and managing data on the iSeries system.

Before you use this book, you must be familiar with the introductory material for using the iSeries system.
You do not have to understand how to use a high-level programming language to use Query for iSeries.
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Chapter 1. What is Query for iSeries?

Query for iSeries is an IBM® licensed program and a decision support utility that can be used to obtain
information from the DB2 Universal Database for iSeries database. It can obtain information from any
database files that have been defined on the system using Operating System/400 (OS/400®) data
description specifications (DDS), the OS/400 interactive data definition utility (IDDU), or DB2 UDB for
iSeries Structured Query Language (SQL).

You use Query to select, arrange, and analyze information (data) stored in one or more database files to
produce reports and other data files. You can create your own query definitions and then run them, you
can run existing queries that you did not create, or you can even run a default query against a particular
database file (using an unnamed query). You determine what data the query is to retrieve, the format of
the report, and whether it should be displayed, printed, or sent to another database file.

You can use Query to obtain information from a single file or a combined set of up to 32 files. You can
select all the fields, or a few of the fields and organize them as you want them to appear in the type of
output chosen. You can have all records in the files included in the output, or you can select only a few to
be included, using record selection tests. These and other functions are described in detail later.

This chapter begins by introducing basic information about Query, and then it introduces all the major
tasks (such as creating, displaying, or running query) that can be done using Query.

Query for iSeries fundamentals
Several elements on your system organize and store information, or data, so that you and other system
users can work with it to get the results that you need. The following topics introduce those elements, tell
you about them and how they relate to you and Query, and direct you to other publications where you can
find more information.

Files, fields, and record formats in Query for iSeries
Information, or data, is organized and stored on your system in various forms, primarily in objects called
database files (usually referred to as just files). A file contains individual units of information, called
records, that each contain related pieces of data. Each piece of information in a record is called a field,
and how the fields are organized is defined in a record format (often just called a format).

When you run a query to produce a report, Query uses the files, fields, and record formats to get the
information you want from the database, in the form of records, and uses those records to produce a
query report.

For example, an employee name and address file named NAMEADDR might contain a group of records that
identify one employee in each record (see Figure 1). Each record has several fields that contain the name
and address of an employee. The fields in each record might have names like NAME, STREETADDR, CITY,
STATE, and ZIPCODE. This order of the fields might be specified in a record format also named NAMEADDR.

NAME STREETADDR CITY STATE ZIPCODE

Susan P Gantner 907 Abbey Hwy Mushroom Manor OR 67891

Perry C Swenson 19821 Metro Hwy. St. Paul OR 67891

Matt F Thomas 961 S 19th Ave Piney Island OR 67890

Figure 1. Three Records in NAMEADDR File (Using Record Format NAMEADDR)

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000, 2002 3
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Another record format, named ZIPADDRESS, might be defined for a file that might be location-oriented and
contain only the ZIPCODE, STATE, CITY, and STREETADDR fields, in that order (see Figure 2).

Query retrieves the data you want from the files you choose. It uses certain fields (and record formats)
from those files to select, sort, calculate, and summarize that data in the form you want. It also produces
the query reports containing that data.

Double-byte character set (DBCS) fields in Query for iSeries
Some countries use pictographs or symbolic characters in their language. DBCS fields must be used for
such data. As a general rule, if your national language uses single-byte character set (SBCS) characters,
your files do not contain DBCS data. You can ignore any on-line help information that refers to DBCS data.

Notes:

1. To properly display DBCS data, you need a DBCS-capable display.

2. In Query, the following naming convention is used for DBCS data:

v Character data refers to both SBCS and DBCS character data.

v DBCS data refers to any type of DBCS data, including bracketed-DBCS and DBCS-graphic data
types.

v Bracketed DBCS refers to DBCS-open, DBCS-either, or DBCS-only data types.

UCS2 level 1 character set support in Query for iSeries
UCS2 Level 1 is a 16-bit encoding for graphic characters. When doing business in a worldwide
environment you need the ability to enter and process data from more than one national language. For
example, a list of customer names may contain German, Greek, English, and Thai characters that must be
printed or displayed on the same device at the same time.

Query for iSeries™ treats UCS2-graphic data the same as GRAPHIC or VARGRAPHIC data. A
UCS2-graphic field is a DBCS-graphic field tagged with a UCS2 CCSID.

The VARCHAR and VARGRAPHIC functions help you write queries that include UCS2 data.

Data definition languages and utilities support in Query for iSeries
Query can query data in files that are created using different data definition languages or products.
Although the description given above applies to all the files on your system, the names or concepts that
might be used depend on the programming language or product (like IDDU, DDS, and DB2 UDB for
iSeries) that is used to define the files.

If you are not a programmer and you want to create a file that you can query from Query, you may want to
use IDDU to create the file. If a programmer can create the file for you, he might use IDDU, DDS and
control language (CL), or the DB2 UDB for iSeries program to create the file. Consider the following:

v IDDU is a menu-driven utility used to define files, fields, and record formats, to store all those definitions
in a data dictionary, and to create the files so they can be used to store data. A file defined using IDDU
can have more than one format. For more information about IDDU, see the IDDU Use book.

v The data file utility (DFU) is used to add, change, and delete data in a database file. You can use DFU
directly, or you can use some of its function through the Enter data option of the IDDU Work with
Database Files display. For more information about DFU, see the ADTS/400: Data File Utility book.

ZIPCODE STATE CITY STREETADDR

67891 OR Mushroom Manor 907 Abbey Hwy

67891 OR St. Paul 19821 Metro Hwy.

67890 OR Piney Island 961 S 19th Ave

Figure 2. Three Records in NAMEADDR File (Using Record Format ZIPADDRESS)
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v CL and DDS use the same terms and descriptions as IDDU, but they provide additional support for files.
Using DDS and CL commands, you can define and create physical files and logical files to indicate how
fields are to be organized in files.

A physical file contains the fields of data, as records, but logical files do not. A physical file contains at
least one record format. The field order in a physical file determines the format of the records.

A logical file gives a different view of the data stored in one physical file or in several physical files. A
logical file does not contain data. That is, a logical file lets you see information in records that are stored
in physical files as though the records actually existed that way. This is accomplished without having to
duplicate and store that data on the system in that logical view (thus, the name logical file). A logical file
can use a subset of the fields in one physical file, a composite of all or some of the fields in several
physical files, or even a mixture of fields from physical and other logical files. Join logical files can have
only one record format, but nonjoin logical files can have more than one record format.

For more information about physical files, logical files, CL, and DDS, refer to the CL Programming
book.,

v The DB2 UDB for iSeries program uses a relational model of data; that is, all data is perceived as
existing in tables. On the iSeries system, DB2 UDB for iSeries objects are created and maintained as
OS/400 objects. The following table shows the relationship between OS/400 terms and DB2 UDB for
iSeries relational database terms:

OS/400 Term DB2 UDB for iSeries Term

Library Collection. Consists of a library, journal, journal receiver, data dictionary, and DB2 UDB for
iSeries catalog. A collection groups related objects and allows the user to find the objects by
name.

Physical file Table. A set of columns and rows.
Record Row. The horizontal part of a table containing a serial collection of columns.
Field Column. The vertical part of a table of one data type.
Logical file View. A subset of columns and rows of one or more tables.

Query for iSeries definitions
You use a query to get information from database files to produce a report. The file or files that a query
uses to get the information and what is to be done with that information are defined and stored in a query
definition. A query definition is an object (with type *QRYDFN) and it contains all the details that Query
needs to find and use the files in the way you specify, and to produce the results that you expect.

To create a query definition, you follow a sequence of displays that guide you through the process of
defining and saving a query definition. Once you have defined your query (and even while you are defining
your query), you can run it (as a query) to produce the reports that you need.

Libraries in Query for iSeries
A library is a place on the system to store objects, including the query definitions and files that you use in
Query for iSeries. Therefore, when you are working with queries and files, you may need to specify the
library where a query or file is stored.

Major functions of Query for iSeries
Two primary Query displays, the Query menu and the Work with Queries display, are the starting point for
the major tasks that you can do using Query. (See Figure 3 on page 6.) Another important display is the
Define the Query display, which starts all the tasks in a query definition.

v The Query menu allows you to start working with queries, run a query, or delete a query. It also allows
you to start working with files.

v The Work with Queries display allows you to do specific tasks with one or more queries. You can
create, change, display, copy, delete, or run a query, or print a query definition.

Chapter 1. What is Query for iSeries? 5
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Figure 3. Major Tasks on the Query Menu and the Work with Queries Display
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Chapter 2. General operating information for Query for iSeries

This chapter describes the general operating information for Query, such as getting started with Query,
using prompts and lists, how you can check your query definition before it is finished, how to use the
function keys, and error recovery procedures.

Practicing with Query for iSeries
Appendix B, “Practice exercise for Query for iSeries query”, provides practice examples that you can do in
order to quickly become familiar with Query.

Getting started with Query for iSeries
You can access Query in a variety of ways. To use Query, you can do any of the following:

v Use the Work With Query (WRKQRY) command by typing WRKQRY and pressing the Enter key. This
causes the Work with Queries display to appear.

v Use the Start Query (STRQRY) command by typing STRQRY and pressing the Enter key. This causes the
Query menu to appear. Typing GO QUERY and pressing the Enter key has the same effect.

From the Query menu, you can choose to work with queries, run a query, delete a query, work with files,
or do an office-related task.

From the Work with Queries display you can:

v Create, change, copy, delete, display, print, or run a query if you came from the Query menu or the
WRKQRY command.

v Create, change, copy, delete, or display a query definition.

v Create, change, copy, delete, or display a query definition.

When you are finished working with Query for iSeries
When you are finished working with Query, you can exit from the Work with Queries display by pressing
either F3 (Exit) or F12 (Cancel).

Telling Query for iSeries what you want
When you work with a query, Query shows you a series of displays that ask (or prompt) you for:

v What information you want Query to get from a file or files

v Whether you want the information printed or displayed as a report or output as data in another file

v How you want the report to look

Query gathers all of this information from what you enter on the displays.

Using prompts and default values in Query for iSeries
Prompts are the system’s way of asking you what it needs to know in order to fulfill your request. You
need only “fill in the blank.” Often, the prompt even lists the possible correct choices, so you only need to
type the choice that fits what you are doing. If you are not sure what information you are supposed to
supply at a prompt, you can move the cursor to the prompt and press the Help key.

Also, when a display appears, some of the prompts are already filled in. These values are called default
values—they are the values assumed by the system if you do not specify anything yourself. You can leave
a default value the way it is, or if you want, you can change it to another value by moving the cursor to the
prompt and typing over the default value.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000, 2002 7
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Using Query for iSeries function keys
Function keys like Enter, Help, and Print can be used at any time with any query display. However, not all
the function keys (such as F3, F4, and F11) apply to all displays. Each display shows, at the bottom of the
display, which function keys are commonly used with that display (all the available keys may not be
shown). If you want to know how all the available keys work on a particular display, move the cursor to the
function key section of that display and press the Help key.

Checking the results before printing the Query for iSeries report
Function keys F5 (Report) and F13 (Layout) can be used to check the results of your work at many points
in the query definition process. That is, during query definition, you can use these keys to see if you are
getting the output results you expected. If so, you can continue on with confidence; if not, you can make
whatever changes are necessary to get what you want before you move on to the next definition step. In
some situations, looking at the layout may be more useful than looking at the report, and vice versa (for
example, F13 can be used when there is no data in a file that is used by the query).

Before printing a query report, remember the following:

v F5 (Report) uses all the information you have defined so far in this and previous definition steps to run
the query and display the results. The results are shown on the Display Report display in report form.

Note: If Query finds errors in numeric fields when your query is run, an error message might be
displayed or the field value might be shown in the output as plus signs (++++). Plus signs are
also used to indicate division by zero and overflow (when the overflow occurs as data is being
taken from the file). You can specify that Query ignore any numeric field errors—see “Ignoring
decimal data errors during Query for iSeries processing” on page 164 for more information.
Asterisks (*****) are shown if the field length and/or number of decimal positions was changed
on the Specify Report Column Formatting display to a size too small for the value to be shown.

When the query is run, if Query finds conversion errors either in the date, time, or timestamp
fields, or in character fields due to the coded character set identifier (CCSID), plus signs (++++)
are shown in the output. Plus signs are also shown if the data is not good or overflows.

Field, break text, minimum, maximum, average, and total values can be null and are represented by a
dash (-) on the display.

v F13 (Layout) uses all the information that you have defined so far to show the column heading and field
layout without actually running the report.

On the Display Report Layout display, Xs show SBCS character data and 9s show numeric data. The
current date, time, or timestamp shows where date, time, or timestamp data is.

If floating-point fields are present:

v 9‘s and 0’s, followed by E +029, represent single-precision data.

v 9‘s and 0’s, followed by E +299, represent double-precision data.

v You may also see 1.00 for a floating-point field if the data is smaller than the size selected by Query
(which is a length of four with two decimal positions).

If you are using a DBCS-capable display and if DBCS fields are present, you may see:

v Double-byte J’s, which represent DBCS-only data. DBCS-only fields contain only DBCS data.

v Double-byte O’s, which represent DBCS-open (mixed) data. DBCS-open (mixed) fields contain DBCS
data, SBCS data, or a mixture of both types of data.

v Double-byte E’s, which represent DBCS-either data. DBCS-either fields contain either all SBCS data or
all DBCS data, but not both in the same field.

v Double-byte G’s, which represent DBCS-graphic data. DBCS-graphic fields contain only DBCS-graphic
data.
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DBCS characters take twice the amount of space of SBCS characters. In addition, a shift-out character
precedes DBCS data, and a shift-in character follows the data. The shift-out and shift-in characters are
called DBCS bracket characters. DBCS-graphic data is stored in the database without bracket characters;
however, the bracket characters are present when DBCS-graphic data is displayed or printed.

Although you must use a DBCS display to type or read data contained in DBCS fields, you do not need to
use a DBCS display to display the layout of a report that uses DBCS fields. However, the layout may not
be readable.

You can look at the displayed results and determine whether the spacing between columns, the length of
each field, and the column headings produce the results you want.

Note: The displayed report or report layout contains all the entries or changes that you have made this
far, including those typed just before you pressed F5 or F13.

Printing what you see on your Query for iSeries display
You can use the Print key to print a copy of what you see on any Query display at any time. You may find
this useful during query definition, for example, when you type many values in the fields on a display, such
as on the Define Result Fields display or on the Select Records display. The printed copy of the displayed
information is printed on the printer that is associated with your display station.

You can also use the Print key, when needed, to print the displayed output of the function keys F5
(Report) and F13 (Layout). However, only what is shown on the display is printed. If your report or layout
is wider than the display and you have not specified that line wrapping be used, the far right side of the
report is cut off and is not printed. In this case, you could use the shift function keys to move text lines to
the right and then press the Print key again to obtain a printout of the remainder (or possibly just more) of
the report.

Using lists in Query for iSeries
For many displays, Query provides lists of items that can be used to complete the prompts. Those items
might include:

v Libraries you are authorized to use

v Queries you are authorized to use

v Files you are authorized to use

v Record formats for a specified file

v Members for a specified file

v Fields available for your query

v Translation tables

The lists eliminate the need to memorize names, and they also reduce the number of potential typing
errors.

Displaying a Query for iSeries list
You can obtain a list of an item (for example, a list of files or a list of libraries) by moving the cursor to the
prompt and pressing F4 (Prompt) so that the list appears. Note that you cannot display a list for just any
item on a display; the items for which lists are available are signified by a comment next to the prompt that
you can use F4 to obtain a list.

You could also obtain a particular subset of a list of items by typing a generic name or a special library
name in the prompt or prompts before you press F4. (For more information on special library names, see
“Special library names in Query for iSeries” on page 10.) Typing a generic name (such as ABC*) in a
prompt that allows generic names limits the items in the list by choosing only the items that begin with
those characters (ABC).
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The number of items shown in the list part of the display varies, depending on what form the list is in and
the amount of space used by the prompt part of the display. Sometimes a new display will appear that
shows the list. If all items in a list do not fit on the display, you can use the page keys to page forward and
backward through the list.

Selecting items in a Query for iSeries list
You can select an item from a list by doing one of the following:

v Typing the name and an option number in the first position in the list.

v Selecting an item directly from the list by typing a number next to the name in the list. By selecting an
item directly from the list by typing a number next to it, you often can select more than one item and
thus save a lot of time and typing.

You may be able to display, from a list, a long comment about a file, a record format, a file member, or a
field. Long comments may provide extensive information about their content. If a long comment is defined
for a file, a record format, a file member, or a field, you can move the cursor to its name and press F23 to
display the long comment.

Note: If the field is a result field, the entire expression defining the result field is shown as a long
comment.

Special library names in Query for iSeries
You can specify any of the following special library names to search the associated libraries for query
definitions, files, or translation tables:

Special Library Name
Description

*CURLIB The current library being used for your job. It is the only library searched. If no current
library is found, QGPL is searched.

*LIBL All the libraries in the library list for your job. They are searched in the order they are
listed.

*USRLIBL All the user libraries that are in the user part of the library list for your job. They are
searched in the order they are listed.

*ALLUSR All the user libraries on the system that you have the authority to use and other libraries
that you have authority to use whose names begin with the letter Q. *ALLUSR does not
list certain System/36™ libraries that begin with the # character. The libraries are searched
in alphabetical order.

*ALL All the libraries on the system that you have the authority to use. They are searched in
alphabetical order.

GENERIC* All libraries starting with characters that precede an asterisk that you have authority to use
are searched. For example, you can specify STA* to search all libraries starting with STA.

If you specify *CURLIB in the Library prompt, Query changes it to the name of the library currently being
used in your job. That library name is displayed in place of *CURLIB.

Note: You can use only those libraries for which you have the necessary authority. If you specify a special
library name that contains libraries you do not have authority for, you will see queries in only those
libraries in that list for which you do have the authority.
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Using Query for iSeries commands
A command is a statement used to request a function of the system. This means you need only
remember a command that is a few characters long instead of remembering all the individual instructions
or taking the time to go through a series of menus.

Query has four commands, which can be entered from any command line:

v STRQRY brings up the Query menu.

v WRKQRY brings up the Work with Queries display.

v Run Query (RUNQRY) runs an existing query, or you can use it to run a default query. This command
can also be embedded in CL programs so that you could, for example, run several queries overnight.

v Delete Query (DLTQRY) deletes one or several query definitions.

For detailed information about how you can use these commands, see the CL Reference information in
the iSeries Information Center.

Using the Query Utilities menu
The Query Utilities menu allows you to select Query tasks for working with queries, running queries that
have previously been defined, deleting query definitions, or working with files.

QUERY Query Utilities

Select one of the following:

Query for iSeries
1. Work with queries
2. Run an existing query
3. Delete a query

SQL/400
10. Start SQL/400 Query Manager

Query management
20. Work with query management forms
21. Work with query management queries
22. Start a query
23. Analyze a Query for iSeries definition

More...
Selection or command
===>

F3=EXIT F4=PROMPT F9=RETRIEVE F12=CANCEL F13=USER SUPPORT
F16=OS/400 MAIN MENU
(C) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP. 1980, 1991.

If you select option 1 (Work with queries) and press the Enter key, the Work with Queries display is
shown. On that display, you can specify which query you want to work with and in what way. The tasks
that can be started using that display (including additional ways for running and deleting queries) are
introduced in “Using the Work with Queries display” on page 12.

If you select option 2 (Run an existing query) on the Query Utilities menu, you are shown the prompt
displays for the Run Query (RUNQRY) command. You can use this command to run a query and produce
a query report of the data selected from one or more database files. You can use this command to run an
existing query (one that is defined and stored by name on the system) or to run a “default” query (one that
is unnamed and that uses mostly system-supplied values). If you do not know the name of a query or
library, use option 1 (Work with queries) so that you can get a list of queries and libraries.
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If you select option 3 (Delete a query) on the Query Utilities menu, you are shown the prompt display for
the Delete Query (DLTQRY) command. You can use this command to delete a query definition. If you do
not know the name of a query or library, use option 1 (Work with queries) so that you can get a list of
queries and libraries.

There are other tasks that you can do that are not part of Query but may be related to it or may be
convenient to get to from the Query Utilities menu:

v If you select option 30 to work with files, the Files (FILE) menu is displayed. From that menu, you can
do a file-related task (display, copy, delete, save, restore, or edit) or you can use a different file-related
utility such as IDDU or DFU, or a licensed program, such as the DB2 UDB for iSeries program. For
example, you can use IDDU to define and create files, and you can use either IDDU or DFU to type
data into the files.

v If you select option 31 to do an office-related task, the Office Tasks (OFCTSK) menu is displayed. From
that menu, you can choose to work with documents or folders, with office security, or with OfficeVision
or Client Access.

Using the Work with Queries display
The Work with Queries display is the major starting point for working with one or more queries at a time.
Using this display, you can select (and, therefore, start) one or more of the following primary tasks:

v Create a new query definition.

v Change, copy, display, or delete an existing query definition.

v Print the definition of a query.

v Run a query to select data from files and produce a report using that data.

Part 2 of this book describes these primary Query tasks. Creating query definitions is described in
Chapters 3 through 14, running queries is described in Chapter 15, and the remaining tasks (changing,
copying, displaying, printing, and deleting query definitions) are described in Chapter 16.

Choosing a single Query for iSeries task
To work with a query, you need to determine which query you want to work with, and you need to select
the task you want to do. To select a task, you can type the number of the task you want to do in the
Option prompt on the Work with Queries display, or if a list of query names is shown, you can type the
number of the task in the Opt column (as shown in Figure 4 on page 13). These are the tasks that you can
choose from:

Query Task Description of Task

1=Create Creates (defines) a new query. When this option is processed, the Define the Query
display is shown so you can start defining a query.

2=Change Changes an existing query definition. The Define the Query display is shown for this
option also.

3=Copy Copies an existing query definition. The Copy Queries display is shown.

4=Delete Deletes an existing query definition. The Confirm Delete of Queries display is shown.

5=Display Shows the definition of a query without being able to change it. (To change the query,
choose option 2.) The Define the Query display is shown.

6=Print definition
Prints a query definition. For more information, see “Printing a Query for iSeries query
definition” on page 180.

8=Run in batch
Runs a query in batch, reducing the resource drain caused by running the query
interactively.
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9=Run Runs a query. Query displays a report, prints a report, or puts the data into a database
file, depending on what is specified in the query definition. For information about running
queries, see Chapter 15.

Specifying a Query for iSeries query and its library
To identify the query you want to work with, you can type the name of the query (in the Query prompt) and
the name of the library (in the Library prompt) in which it is to be stored (or is already stored). Or you can
look at a list of query names or library names and then select the name you want— see “Choosing
multiple Query for iSeries tasks”.

If you specify the name of a query, Query assumes that it already exists and searches for it in the library
specified in the Library prompt. If you specified a special library name (such as *LIBL) or a generic library
name (such as ABC*), the first query found with the name you specified is used; libraries are searched in
alphabetical order (except for *LIBL and *USRLIBL).

If you are creating a query, you do not need to name it unless you want to save it for later use. For more
information on creating queries, see Chapter 3, “Creating a Query for iSeries query definition”.

Choosing multiple Query for iSeries tasks
If you position the cursor on the Query prompt and press F4 (Prompt) to show a list, the list contains the
names of all the queries that are in the library (or libraries) indicated by the Library prompt. Only the
queries and libraries for which you have the necessary authority are shown. The following display shows
some sample query names.

You can type any option number (except a 1) beside the name of each query that you want to select from
the list. If selecting multiple queries, you can select and mix the options according to the types of work you
need to do. For example, if you need to run a query, delete another query, and copy a third query, you can
page through the list looking for the query names and select all three options on this display at one time.
You can also type an option number (including 1) and a query name in the top position of the list as well.

Work with Queries

Library . . . . . . . . QGPL Name, *LIBL, F4 for list
Subset . . . . . . . . __________ Name, generic*
Position to . . . . . . __________ Starting character(s)

Type options (and Query), press Enter.
1=Create 2=Change 3=Copy 4=Delete 5=Display 6=Print
8=Run in batch 9=Run

Opt Query Opt Query
_ __________
_ ACCTPAYFEB _ PAYROLLMAR
_ ACCTPAYMAR
_ ACCTRECFEB
_ ACCTRECMAR
_ INTFEB
_ INTMAR
_ INVFEB
_ INVMAR
_ PAYROLLFEB

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F11=Display text
F12=Cancel F19=Next group

Figure 4. Work with Queries Display (Multiple-Column List)
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You can select as many as 30 queries from the list, as well as type a query name and option in the first
list position of this display. Query processes the requests in the order that they appear in the list, starting
first with the option and query that you typed in the first list position (in the input fields of the Option and
Query columns).

When you select multiple options and the list contains multiple columns of names only (such as in Figure 4
on page 13), the processing order of the columns is top to bottom and left to right. That is, Query
processes all the selected queries in the leftmost column first, then the second column, and so on.
(However, if the selected options include queries that are to be copied or deleted, Copy Queries or
Confirm Delete of Queries displays are shown when the first query with one of those options is found.
Then Query groups together all others with the same option, by library, for you to verify what you want
done.)

Working with a list of Query for iSeries queries
When you work with a list (in this case, a list of queries), Query provides several functions to help you.
Here are some possibilities:

v To see all the queries in a different library or group of libraries, you can press the Enter key after
changing the value in the Library prompt and typing blanks or an asterisk (*) in the Subset prompt. You
are shown all the queries that you have the authority to use that exist in that library or group of libraries.
(You indicate which libraries are to be checked by specifying a library name, a special library name
[such as *LIBL], or a generic library name [in the form of ABC*] in the Library prompt.)

v To see a particular subset (a smaller group) of query names, you can type a generic name (in the form
of ABC*) in the Subset prompt and press the Enter key. If you know at least the starting characters in the
name you are looking for, this function can reduce the time needed to locate it.

v To see if more than one library contains a specific query name, you can type that query name in the
Subset prompt and type *ALL in the Library prompt before you press the Enter key. You are shown all
the queries by that name for which you have the authority to use.

v To position the list to a specific name, type the name (or the starting characters in the name) in the
Position to prompt and press the Enter key. This function can also reduce the time needed to locate a
name.

v You can also use a combination of these things at the same time. For example, you could specify a
different library name, generic library name, or special library name in the Library prompt, a subset
value (of query names) in the Subset prompt, a specific query name or the starting characters of a
query name in the Position to prompt, and then press the Enter key to show the desired subset list of
query names.

These functions are described in the following topics.

Selecting a Query for iSeries query name from a list
If you are working with a list of queries, you can select a query by using one of the following methods:

v You can use the top position in the list to type the name of a query (and library name, if the Library
column is shown) you want to create or use. (To select an existing query, it must be available for
use—see “Other considerations when you are trying to locate or use a particular Query for iSeries
query” on page 17.)

If you are creating a query, you can check this list to see what names are already used before you type
a new name. Then, type the new name in the first list position (in its input field) and type a 1 next to it.

v You can work with a query (or queries) in the list by typing an option next to the query(s). (To select a
query, it must be available for use—see “Other considerations when you are trying to locate or use a
particular Query for iSeries query” on page 17.)

Using Query for iSeries list subsets
You can use the Subset prompt to see a smaller group (subset) of query names. To do so, type the
starting characters (in the form of ABC*) that identify the group of queries that you want to display, and
press the Enter key. All the queries whose names start with those characters in the specified library or
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library group are shown. For example, if you typed IN* in the Subset prompt, you might see a list of query
names like: INTEREST, INTFEB, INTMARCH, INVENTORY, INVFEB, INVMARCH, and so on. (The queries are
shown alphabetically for each library.)

You can also specify a complete name (without an *) in the Subset prompt. Continuing the previous
example, if you want to see which libraries contain queries named INVENTORY, type that complete query
name in the Subset prompt.

If you want to return to the full list previously shown, blank out the subset value (or type an * as the subset
value) and press the Enter key again.

Positioning a list of Query for iSeries queries
When a list of query names is shown, they are shown in alphabetical order within each library.

You can use the special values *TOP or *BOT to position to the top or bottom of the list. If it is a long list,
you may want to move (change the position within) the list so that it starts with a particular query name.
You can do this by typing one of the following in the Position to prompt:

v All of the characters in an existing query name

v One or more of the starting characters in the name

When you press the Enter key, Query moves the list so that the fully specified name (or, in a list for a
specific library, the first name with the specified starting characters) is now shown at the top of the list.

If there is no Library column present and if there is no query name in the list that starts with those
characters, Query moves the list to the name closest to, and in front of, the position that the name would
have been in. However, if there is a Library column present and there is no query name that exactly
matches the value in the Position to prompt, the list is not repositioned.

Two other methods are also available to move through a long list of queries:

v You can use the page up and page down keys to go forward or backward through the list.

v You can use F19 (Next group) to advance to the start of the next library’s list of query names.

Using F11 to display additional information about Query for iSeries queries
When a list is displayed, you can use F11 (Display text) to alternate between showing a list of just the item
names (such as queries, fields, and so on) and showing a list of both the item’s name and the text that
describes each item. When you press F11, the text—if any was specified when the item was created or
changed—is shown next to each item name in the list. Some additional information may also be shown;
for example, when you display the text for a list of queries, the date that each of the queries was created
or last changed is also displayed.

Following is an example of how the Work with Queries display might appear when F11 is used.
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Work with Queries

Library . . . . . . . . QGPL Name, *LIBL, F4 for list
Subset . . . . . . . . __________ Name, generic*
Position to . . . . . . __________ Starting character(s)

Type options (and Query), press Enter.
1=Create 2=Change 3=Copy 4=Delete 5=Display 6=Print
8=Run in batch 9=Run

Opt Query Text Changed
_ __________
_ ACCTPAYFEB Accounts payable for February 02-29-88
_ ACCTPAYMAR Accounts payable for March 03-31-88
_ ACCTRECFEB Accounts receivable for February 02-29-88
_ ACCTRECMAR Accounts receivable for March 03-31-88
_ INTFEB Customer acct interest accumulated - Feb. 02-29-88
_ INTMAR Customer acct interest accumulated - March 03-31-88
_ INVFEB Ending inventory for February 02-29-88
_ INVMAR Ending inventory for March 03-31-88
_ PAYROLLFEB Total payroll, by day, for February 02-29-88

More
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F19=Next group

After you press F11, all lists on all the Query displays that use F11 are shown in the form you chose until
you press F11 again.

Selecting a library for your Query for iSeries queries
The library name indicates where you want to store a new query or where an existing query is already
stored. (If you are creating a query, you do not need to specify a library name if you do not intend to save
the query.) Also, if you decide later during query definition that you do want to save the query, you are
given another opportunity to specify (a query name and) a library name at the end of definition time.

If this is the first time you are using Query, your current library is supplied as the library name. If you do
not have a current library, QGPL is used. When you specify a different library name, a special library
name, or a generic library name, Query supplies that name the next time you use this display. You can
use the same value each time, or you can change it to a different library or library group. (See “Query for
iSeries profile information” on page 18 for more information.)

To look at or use a different library, or a list of libraries from which you can choose, do either of the
following:

v Type the name of the library, a generic library name, or a special library name in the Library prompt and
press the Enter key. A list of all the queries in that library or group of libraries for which you have the
authority to use is shown. If there are multiple libraries, the queries are listed in alphabetical order within
each library. The libraries themselves are shown in alphabetical order if *ALL, *ALLUSR, or a generic
library name is specified. If you specify *LIBL or *USRLIBL, the libraries are shown in the order that they
are listed in the library list.

If you specify a library name or special value that contains no query definitions (or none that you have
authority to use), a message is displayed indicating there were no queries.

If the list of queries is not empty but one of the libraries in the group is being used or is damaged, a
message is displayed indicating that the list may be incomplete.

v Move the cursor to the Library prompt and either leave the prompt blank or type a generic name or a
special library name, then press F4 to list the libraries. A list of the libraries that you are authorized to
use is shown.
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Other considerations when you are trying to locate or use a particular Query for
iSeries query
You should be aware of other considerations when you are trying to locate or use a particular query. To
use a query:

v You must have the authority needed to use the query definition. You may need to either ask the owner
of the query, the administrator, or security officer to give you the type of authority that is necessary. For
more information about the types of authority, see “Giving authority to others to your Query for iSeries
query” on page 168.

v You must have the authority needed to use the library containing the query definition.

v The query (or the library) must not be in use in such a way that it cannot be shared. For example, if the
owner is making changes to the definition of the query or if the system operator is saving the library that
contains the query, you may need to wait a short time before you can use the query. If the Text and
Changed columns are blank in a query list with the text displayed, the query is being used.

Displaying the format of constants in Query for iSeries
If you create or change a query and specify a date or time constant in an OS/400 format or a numeric
constant with a decimal separator, that format must match the format description or separator shown on
the Display Constants Format display. To check what OS/400 format or separator you must use, press F17
from either the Select Records display or the Define Result Fields display.

Note: If you are sending queries between countries that use the comma for a decimal separator, put a
blank after each comma separating arguments in a function, such as SUBSTR or VALUE.

Display Constants Format

Query . . . . . . : QRY1 Option . . . . . : CHANGE
Library . . . . : QGPL CCSID . . . . . . : 65535

Use an SAA format to enter a date or time constant, or
use the format described by the following values.

Use the decimal separator shown.

Query definition values
Date format . . . . : *MDY
Date separator . . : /
Time format . . . . : *HMS
Time separator . . : :
Decimal separator . : .

Press Enter to continue.

F12=CANCEL

The Display Constants Format display appears when you:

v Change a query from the Work with Queries display and either at least one date or time constant is
specified in the query definition in an OS/400 format other than the date or time format specified for
your job.

v Display a query from the Work with Queries display and your job format for the date or time is different
from an OS/400 date or time format constant that is specified in the query definition.

v Use the run-time record selection option of the RUNQRY command and your job format for the date
or time is different from an OS/400 date or time format constant specified in the query definition.

v Use the run-time record selection option with the QRYRUN procedure and your job format for the date
or time is different from an OS/400 date or time format constant specified in the query definition.
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v Change or display a query from the Work with Queries display or use the run-time record selection
option of the RUNQRY command, and the query was defined with a numeric constant and the decimal
separator saved with the query does not match your current decimal separator.

v Press F17 from the Select Records display.

v Press F17 from the Define Result Fields display.

OS/400 date formats are MDY, YMD, DMY, and JUL. The valid OS/400 time format is HHMMSS.

Query for iSeries profile information
Query creates and maintains a query profile for each user. The profile is automatically created the first
time you use the Query utility program, and its values are updated automatically whenever you specify
certain values or press certain keys. You do not have to worry about creating or changing this profile.

You may notice that some prompts on some of the displays are already filled in when the display is first
presented to you. These values may have been obtained from your profile, because Query uses it to make
your definition tasks easier by providing certain information at the appropriate time.

The values that are stored in your Query profile are:

v The library you last used on the Work with Queries display

v The library you last used to specify your first file selection on the Specify File Selections display

v The library you last used to specify where database file output was to be stored

v Your list column mode (whether displays are to show names and text or just names only)

v Your report/layout display width (80 or 132)

v The current collating sequence option

v Your collating sequence and coded character set identifier (CCSID)

v The collating sequence table and library name

Handling Query for iSeries messages and errors
You should not worry about making errors while working with Query. Query either prompts you for needed
input or issues an error message. You can correct your errors by responding to either of these. If you want
to obtain help for any message that Query issues to you, move the cursor to the message line and press
the Help key or F1.

Some of the things that may go wrong are:

v You specify a value that is not listed as a possible choice.

v You are not authorized to use a query, file, or table that you specified, or a file is currently being used.

v You change your mind after entering something.

Changing your Query for iSeries queries
Whether you change your mind about something you have already entered because it was a mistake or
because you thought of a better way to get what you want, you will find it is very easy to change things in
Query.

If you are still creating or changing your query, you can go back to previous displays by using F12. If you
press F12 on a display, all of the new entries or changes you made on that display are ignored. Pressing
F10 on a display keeps all of your new entries or changes and shows you the previous display. You can
also return to the Define the Query display and choose the option(s) that you want to change or add.

If you define and save the query before you notice that the results are not what you want, just choose
option 2 (Change) on the Work with Queries display and change the query. When changing a query, you
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select only the option(s) that need to be changed and then, when you are shown the appropriate display,
you need only type the new choices or change the incorrect ones. Everything else you defined earlier
remains defined; you do not have to redefine the whole query.

If you just want to quit, press F3 (Exit) to go to the Exit This Query display. On the Exit This Query display,
indicate whether you want to save or run the query (or do both), and then press the Enter key. Afterwards,
if you have not selected other options, the Work with Queries display appears. Press F3 to exit Query.
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Chapter 3. Creating a Query for iSeries query definition

This chapter describes the process of creating a query (that is, defining a query definition object) that can
be used to query one or more files in the DB2® UDB for iSeries. The chapter begins with selecting option
1 (Create) on the Work with Queries display, and then it introduces the Define the Query display and the
11 possible definition steps you can use to define a query or change part of an existing query definition.
The details for each of the definition steps are described later, in Chapters 4 through 14. The details for
each of the other major tasks then follow in Chapters 15 and 16.

Starting Query for iSeries query definition
You start query definition by selecting option 1 (Create) on the Work with Queries display and, optionally,
by specifying the name of the query you want to create.

To specify a query name, you can type the name of the query (Query prompt) that you want to define, and
you can specify the name of the library (Library prompt) in which it is to be stored. Or, you can look at a
list of query names or library names to select the query name and the library name you want to use.

For example, you might specify CUSNAMQRY as the name of a query definition that you would use to query
the CUSTNAME file. If you do not specify a library name, the query is stored in the library identified in the
Library prompt (the QGPL library in this example).

Work with Queries

Type choices, press Enter.

Option . . . . . . . _ 1=Create 2=Change 3=Copy 4=Delete
5=Display 6=Print definition
8=Run in batch, 9=Run

Query . . . . . . . __________ Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . QGPL Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F12=Cancel

If you are creating a query (definition), you do not need to name it unless you want to save it for later use.
(The query does not exist as a definition object on the system until you save it.) If you do name it, use the
normal rule for naming objects, which follows:

The query name must begin with an alphabetic character (A through Z, $, #, or @) and can be followed by
no more than 9 alphanumeric characters (A through Z, 0 through 9, $, #, @, ., or _).

Note: To use this query in a multilingual environment, use A-Z or 1-9.

Because most system-supplied objects on the iSeries system begin with Q, your query names should not
start with a Q.
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If you position the cursor on the Query prompt and press F4 (Prompt) to show a list, it contains the names
of all the queries that are in the library (or libraries) indicated by the Library prompt. You can get a smaller
list by typing a generic name in the Query prompt before you press F4. The generic name shows in the
Subset prompt when the list is shown.

When you are creating a query, you can check this list to see what names are already used before you
choose a new name. Type the new name in the first list position (in its input field) and type a 1 next to it.

For more information on using lists on the Work with Queries display, see “Working with a list of Query for
iSeries queries” on page 14.

Selecting definition steps when defining a Query for iSeries query
When you specify option 1 (Create) on the Work with Queries display, you are shown the Define the
Query display (another key display) where you select one, several, or all of the 11 definition steps
(options) needed to define your query.

The only definition step that you are required to select is Specify file selections. You do not have to select
all of these definition steps—use only those that you need. Most of these steps do not have to be done in
a specific order (although the order shown is recommended when you need to use most of them). Each
step you select is a separate process that shows you one or more displays as you need them.

Define the Query

Query . . . . . . : Option . . . . . : Create
Library . . . . . : QGPL CCSID . . . . . : 37

Type options, press Enter. Press F21 to select all.
1=Select

Opt Query Definition Option
1 Specify file selections
_ Define result fields
_ Select and sequence fields
_ Select records
_ Select sort fields
_ Select collating sequence
_ Specify report column formatting
_ Select report summary functions
_ Define report breaks
_ Select output type and output form
_ Specify processing options

F3=Exit F5=Report F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F21=Select all

The Define the Query display is the primary display from which you start defining your query.

From this display, you can select options that define, generally speaking, the four major parts of a
complete query definition:

v The first six options define the query itself, including the files you want to query, the fields to be used
in each file, and the records to be selected.

v The next three options define what the report is to look like, including which columns are to be
summarized and when (using report breaks).

v The second to last option defines where the report is to go and what values are to be used when it is
sent there.

v The last option defines how numeric calculation results are processed and if substitution
characters are allowed during the conversion of character fields.
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Selecting options for a Query for iSeries query definition
To select options that you want to use from those listed in the Query Definition Option column, type a 1 in
the Opt (option) column beside each of those options, then press the Enter key. The displays for the
options you select are then shown one after the other so you can create those parts of the query
definition.

Following are brief descriptions of each of the definition steps.

Specify file selections
This option is required, and you use it to specify the file or files from which you want your query to
obtain information. If you specify more than one file, you are shown the displays on which you
specify how you want the files joined.

Define result fields
Use this option to define fields that do not exist in your files but you want to use in your query. For
example, your selected file(s) contains a field representing the number of weeks, but it does not
contain a field representing the number of days, and you want your report to show days, not
weeks. You can define a result field that will hold the results of a calculation that uses the number
of weeks to determine the number of days.

Select and sequence fields
Use this option to select the fields (from your selected file(s) and your result fields) that you want
to appear on your report. You also specify in what order you want them to appear.

Select records
Use this option to select records, from your selected file or files, if you only want particular records
to be included in your report.

Select sort fields
Use this option to specify what fields to sort on so that your output records appear in a particular
order (such as alphabetically or in descending or ascending order).

Select collating sequence
Use this option to select a collating sequence for your query. The collating sequence you select
can affect many different things in your query, including record selection and the order of records
when they are sorted. The collating sequence usually relates to your country’s language. You can
also specify a different language for a particular query. You can set your collating sequence
defaults while defining your first query and thereby never have to change the collating sequence
again.

Specify report column formatting
Use this option to change the column headings, column spacing, numeric editing, length, and
decimal positions for fields that appear in your report.

Select report summary functions
Use this option to specify one or more (or all) of the types of summary functions for each field in
your report: total, average, minimum value, maximum value, and count.

Define report breaks
Use this option to specify how to break your report into groups of records.

Select output type and output form
Use this option to specify if you want your output to be displayed, printed, or sent to a database
file. If you want your output printed, you also specify printer attributes. You also use this option to
specify whether you want detailed or summary-only output.

Specify processing options
Use this option to specify if you want the results of your query calculations to be truncated or
rounded, if you want decimal data errors ignored, or if you want to ignore character substitution
warnings during conversion.
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You can specify one, several, or all of the options shown. To select all of them, press F21.

Moving through the Query for iSeries definition displays
For each option you select, Query shows you the definition displays for that step. (The words shown for
each option on the Define the Query display match the title of the first display shown for that definition
step.) After you specify your definition values on a display, press the Enter key to have them included in
the query definition and to go to the next display in the sequence. Whenever you need to go backward in
the sequence, press F10 (Process/previous) to keep what you have entered on a display and then show
the previous display, or press F12 (Cancel) to ignore what you have entered on a display and then show
the previous display.

After you go forward through all of the options that you need, press the Enter key to return to the Define
the Query display. Then, you can select more options, change your selections, or end the definition of this
query.

When you return to the Query for iSeries Define the Query display
When you return to this display, Query displays a > symbol beside all those definition steps that currently
have definition values that are different from the system-supplied (default) values. This is also true if you
are changing or displaying an existing definition.

Also, if you are creating or changing a definition, a message is shown to remind you to press F3 (Exit) to
save the query changes and/or run the query at this time. When you press F3, the Exit this Query display
is shown so you can specify both choices. (If you want to look at or change more definition steps first, you
can type a 1 next to each option as before, and press the Enter key.)

If there are any definition errors in the options you used, they are highlighted in reverse image when you
return to this display; you should correct the errors before you use the Exit key.

Considerations for creating Query for iSeries queries
The following are reminders, tips, and techniques for creating queries.

Selecting files, records, and fields for Query for iSeries
Query can use files created using IDDU, DDS, or the DB2 UDB for iSeries program. For a description of
file organization, see the IDDU Use book.

When you create a query, if you do not select and sequence the fields to be reported by the query, Query
selects the following:

v For reports, the first 500 of the following:

– Fields chosen as sort fields on the Select Sort Fields display, in the sequence they appear on that
display

– Result fields in the order they are defined on the Define Result Fields display

– Fields that can be used by Query in the record format(s), in the sequence they appear in the record
format(s) (those in the first file selection, followed by those from the second, and so on)

v For database output:

– All data in the record format

– Result fields defined on the Define Result Fields display

For database output, maximum record length is limited to 32 766 bytes (32 740 bytes if variable-length or
null-capable fields are part of the record). In some cases, the maximum record length will be less than
these limits.
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Suggested sequence of tasks for creating Query for iSeries queries
The following is a suggested sequence of tasks to create queries:

1. Define result fields before selecting and sequencing fields.

2. Specify comparisons used for selecting records before selecting and sequencing fields.

3. Select and sequence fields and specify sort fields before you reformat columns.

4. Select sort fields before you define report breaks.

5. Press F5 to view your query results and F13 to view your report layout before and after you reformat
columns.

You can use a query to quickly sort records in a data file. Simply select the sort fields, choose database
as the output device, and specify the output database name.
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Chapter 4. Specifying and selecting files for a Query for
iSeries query

This chapter describes how you select and use one or more database files that are to be queried for
information. Specifying file selections (the first option on the Define the Query display) is the first of the 11
steps that you can use to define a query. This step includes specifying (or changing) what files you want to
select for your query, seeing what files are already selected, and specifying the join characteristics when
more than one file is selected. This step also allows you to select, when necessary, file members and
record formats for the files.

Notes:

1. Although this chapter discusses this step primarily for the task of creating a query definition, most of
the information also applies to the tasks of changing or displaying an existing definition.

2. If you are creating a query, a 1 is already supplied by the system for the Specify file selection option
on the Define the Query display, and it cannot be removed. This is the only option in the definition
process that you must select when you are creating a query.

3. If you make changes to any of the file selection values in this step, Query attempts to keep whatever
parts of the definition that are still valid. For example, if a field in a file being removed from the
definition also exists in a file being added (as a replacement), the field’s uses in other parts of the
definition (such as part of the sort definition) are kept. (However, it is your responsibility to determine
whether the field in the replacement file contains the kind of information you want.)

The displays related to the file selection process are:

v File selection displays (for one or more files):

– Specify File Selections

– Select Library (optional)

– Select File (optional)

– Select Member (optional)

– Select Record Format (optional)

v File join displays (for multiple files only):

– Specify Type of Join

– Specify How to Join Files

Specifying file selections for a Query for iSeries query
The file selection process includes selecting each file from which your query will get data and also
specifying the library containing the file, the file member, and the record format (or using the values
supplied by Query when the display first appears). If you select multiple files, the process also includes
specifying the file join characteristics.

After you have selected your definition steps on the Define the Query display and you press the Enter key
or F21 (Select all), the first display that you see is the Specify File Selections display.
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Specify File Selections

Type choices, press Enter. Press F9 to specify an additional
file selection.

File . . . . . . . . . . __________ Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . . QGPL Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

Member . . . . . . . . . *FIRST Name, *FIRST, F4 for list
Format . . . . . . . . . *FIRST Name, *FIRST, F4 for list

BOTTOM
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Report F9=Add file
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F24=More keys

The Specify File Selections display is used to specify one or more database files that you want to query
for the data in your report. You can specify as many as 32 files to be queried, and you can assign unique
3-character identifiers to each one. (You can also specify the same file twice, if you need to join it to itself;
if you do, it counts as two files in the query definition. For example, you might specify the same file twice
but use two different record formats.)

If you are creating or changing a query definition, you should complete all the information needed for one
file selection before you start on the next one. Based on the values you enter and the key you press,
Query shows you the displays you need. The order of prompting within each file selection is: file, library,
member, and record format. (If you have not completed all the information in a file selection, several of the
F keys will not work until you supply the needed information.)

The following special values are shown in the prompts for each file selection group when it is first shown:
*FIRST (for members and record formats) and *ID (for file IDs if shown). These and others that you may
specify (like *LIBL for libraries) are changed when you press the Enter key; they are changed to the actual
values that will be used when the query is run. Special values for member names are not changed.

The initial value shown in the Library prompt of the first file selection group is the value that you used in
the file selection step in a previous query definition. For the remainder of the file selections, the initial
value is the same as is used in the first group.

Choosing a file for a Query for iSeries query
To choose a file, move the cursor to the File prompt and type the name of a file.

If you want to choose a file from a list of file names, you can press F4 (with the cursor at the File prompt).
The Select File display is shown, and on this display you can choose one or more files for your query.

Note: If the File prompt is blank before you press F4, you can select multiple files from the Select File
display; if it is not blank, you can select only one file.

Choosing a library for a Query for iSeries query
Because the files you want to select may be in different libraries, you can specify a different library name,
generic library name, or special library name for each file selection.
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v If you type a generic library name (in the form of ABC*) or special library name in this prompt and press
the Enter key, that library group is searched for the file named in the File prompt. If the file is found in
one of the libraries, the name of that library replaces the special library or generic name.

v If you type a generic library name (in the form of ABC*) or a special library name and then press F4 with
the cursor in this prompt, the specified list of library names is shown on the Select Library display.
When you select the library you want from the list and press the Enter key, you return to this display
with the selected name filled in. For an explanation of these special library names, see “Special library
names in Query for iSeries” on page 10.

If you specify *CURLIB as the library name for a file selection and you do not have a current library, QGPL
replaces the *CURLIB value.

Choosing a member or record format for a Query for iSeries query
Similarly, for each file selection, if you want to choose from a list of members or record formats, move the
cursor to that prompt and press F4 to see the associated display, and select the member name (or format
name) you want to be used with that file. Then, when you return to the Specify File Selections display, that
name is shown in the prompt. If you did not select a member name, Query supplies *FIRST in the Member
prompt. If you did not select a format name, Query resolves the special default value and supplies the first
format name in the Format prompt.

Selecting multiple files for a Query for iSeries query
If you want to include additional files for your query, press F9 (Add file) each time you want another file
selection. If you have completed the previous file selections for this query, a new group of prompts is
shown for you to fill in; the File prompt is blank, and the other prompts show default values that you can
change. (However, if you have not filled in a file name for one of the file selections, F9 moves the cursor
to the blank File prompt instead of giving you a new file selection.)

Specify File Selections

Type choices, press Enter. Press F9 to specify an additional
file selection.

File . . . . . . . . . . EXAMPFILE Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . . QGPL Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

Member . . . . . . . . . *FIRST Name, *FIRST, F4 for list
Format . . . . . . . . . *FIRST Name, *FIRST, F4 for list
File ID . . . . . . . . T01 A-Z99, *ID

File . . . . . . . . . . __________ Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . . QGPL Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

Member . . . . . . . . . *FIRST Name, *FIRST, F4 for list
Format . . . . . . . . . *FIRST Name, *FIRST, F4 for list
File ID . . . . . . . . *ID A-Z99, *ID

Bottom

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Report F9=Add file
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F24=More keys

If you are working with multiple files on this display, use the page keys to move forward or backward in the
list of file selections. If you press F18 (Files), you can also see this information in a different form. F18
takes you to the Display File Selections display and shows you the names of all the files, libraries, file
members, record formats, and file IDs for all the files currently defined in this query definition.

If you try to leave the Specify File Selections display before you specify how multiple files are to be joined,
Query assumes that the type of join is a 1 (Matched records) and shows you the Specify How to Join Files
display so you can specify the necessary join test specifications.
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Using file IDs for a Query for iSeries query
File IDs are used when you select more than one file. Although Query assigns a file ID value to each file
selection, you can specify your own identifier.

Note: When you are creating a query, the File ID prompt is not shown for your first file selection.
However, if you select more than one file, you will see that Query has assigned the value T01 as
the file ID of your first file. You will have to go back and change the file ID if you want to assign
your own file ID values.

The file ID allows you to uniquely identify fields that have the same name but are in different files. You can
specify from one to three characters; the first character must be alphabetic, $, #, or @, and the last two
can be alphabetic, numeric, or $, #, or @. Examples of valid identifiers are: A, B, B03, AEX, and $99.

Note: If you are creating queries that are distributed to other systems or are used in a multilingual
environment, use only A-Z and 1-9.

If you do not specify a file ID (that is, you do not change the value *ID in the File ID prompt), Query
resolves the value *ID to the number of the file selection, if not already used, or to the lowest possible
value that is available in the range of Tnn, where nn is a number from 1 to 32.

Although file IDs are assigned to each file on the Specify File Selections display, you do not have to use
them in other parts of the query definition unless you need to use a field that has the same name in more
than one of the files in the query. You must use file IDs every time for identical field names, to ensure that
the correct field is used from the files. For all the other field names, (that is, those that occur in only one
file in the query definition), you do not need to use the file IDs.

If you decide to change a file ID, Query keeps any definition values already assigned for field selection,
sort field selection, and so on. (You must change the ID, if used, for join tests, result field expressions,
record selection values, and break text.) However, if you move a file ID to a different selection group, all
the definition values you specified are lost, even if all of the names in the from and to file selections are
the same.

Confirming your options for a Query for iSeries query
When you are creating a query definition, you see a message that asks you to verify the values you just
defined. This message appears when you press the Enter key after defining file selection values. You
should verify your choices made thus far, then either continue selecting files or end the file selection
process after confirming your choices. To end file selection, press the Enter key again.

When you are changing an existing query definition, you see a different message when you press the
Enter key, and the values that you changed are shown in reverse image. Again, you should verify your
changes and then press the Enter key a second time to actually have them changed in the definition. You
do not have to press the Enter key twice if you make no changes or if you change only member names.

Removing a option for a Query for iSeries query
Whether you are creating or changing a definition, if you decide you do not want to keep one of the files in
the definition, you can remove it by blanking out the File prompt. When you press the Enter key or F5,
F10, or F13, that file selection is removed.

By removing a file selection, you may cause an error elsewhere in your definition. This occurs if the file
you removed was used in a join test or a field from a removed file was used to define a result field.

Handling errors on the Query for iSeries Specify File Selections
display
An error message is shown when you press the Enter key, F5, F10, or F13.

v If you did not type a file name
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v If you typed a file name and left blank any of the Library, Member, or Format prompts for the file

v If there is a problem with one of the values you typed

The cursor is positioned to the blank prompt or the prompt in error, and the message describes the error
for that prompt. For example, you may have typed the name of a file that you do not have the authority to
use.

If there is more than one error, you will see the next one after you have corrected the first one.

Selecting files on the Query for iSeries Select File display
The Select File display shows you a list of files from which you can select one or more files that your
query is to get data from, or you can select one to receive the output from your query. This display
appears if you position the cursor on the File prompt of a display and then press F4 (Prompt). (This
display appears only when you are creating or changing a query definition.) The following is an example of
how the Select File display might appear.

Select File

File ID . . . . : T01

Library . . . . . . . CUSTINV Name, *LIBL, F4 for list
Subset . . . . . . . __________ Name, generic*
Position to . . . . . __________ Starting character(s)

Type option (and File), press Enter.
1=Select

Opt File
_ FILE1
_ CUSTMAST_1
_ CUSTMAST_2
_ CUSTMAST_3
_ EXAMPFILE1
_ EXAMPFILE2
_ INVMAST
_ TESTFILE_A
_ TESTFILE_B

F4=Prompt F11=Display text F12=Cancel F24=More keys
Bottom

At the top of the display, a field named File ID may or may not appear. The File ID field is shown only if
you came from the Specify File Selections display and pressed F4 (Prompt) in a nonblank File prompt. If
the file ID is shown, it is the file ID of the file selection group that the cursor was positioned to on the
previous display.

If the File prompt was blank and you pressed F4 on the Specify File Selections display, the File ID field is
not shown on this display, and you can then select multiple files here. If the File prompt had a name or a
generic name to get a subsetted list and you pressed F4 on the Specify File Selections display, the File ID
field is shown as Tnn on this display, and you can select only one file.

If you came from the Define Database File Output display or Specify Dependent Value Qualifiers display,
you can select only one file on this display.

The list on this display includes all files (for which you have the needed authority) that are in the library
shown at the top of the display. If you came from the Specify File Selections display, that library is the one
indicated in the Library prompt below the File prompt in which the cursor was positioned when you
pressed F4 for this list. If you specified a generic file name (in the form of ABC*) as a file name on the
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Specify File Selections display, it is used as a subset value on this display, and only file names starting
with those generic characters are included in the list. (You can specify another subset value on this display
to change the subset shown.)

You can use the Library prompt to see the files that exist in a different library or group of libraries.

If you want to select a particular library from a list of libraries, press F4 with the cursor positioned in the
Library prompt. The list that is shown contains only the libraries that you have the authority to use.

v If you press F4 when the prompt contains a library name, *LIBL, or blanks, you see the libraries that are
in the *LIBL library list.

v If you press F4 when the prompt contains a generic library name or any of the other special library
names, you see the group of libraries represented by that value.

If you do not want or need to see a list of libraries, type the name of a library, a generic library name (in
the form of ABC*), or one of the following special library names: *CURLIB, *LIBL, *USRLIBL, *ALLUSR, or
*ALL.

Note: If you type *CURLIB and you do not have a current library, QGPL is used.

After you have entered a value in the Library prompt at the top of the display, press the Enter key and a
list of the files that you are authorized to use from that library appears.

If you typed in a generic library name or special library name, a Library column appears on the display so
that you are able to determine in which library a particular file resides.

Select File

Library . . . . . . . CUST* Name, *LIBL, F4 for list
Subset . . . . . . . __________ Name, generic*
Position to . . . . . __________ Starting character(s)

Type option (and File and Library), press Enter.
1=Select

Opt File Library Opt File Library
_ __________ __________
_ CUSTMAST_1 CUSTINV _ CUSTRELFEB CUSTREL
_ CUSTMAST_2 CUSTINV _ CUSTRELJAN CUSTREL
_ CUSTMAST_3 CUSTINV _ CUSTRELMAR CUSTREL
_ EXAMPFILE1 CUSTINV
_ EXAMPFILE2 CUSTINV
_ INVMAST CUSTINV
_ TESTFILE_A CUSTINV
_ TESTFILE_B CUSTINV

Bottom
F4=Prompt F11=Display text F12=Cancel F24=More keys

If a Library column is present, you can specify a library name, generic library name, or special library
name in the Library prompt in conjunction with a typed-in option number and file name to complete a file
selection. If you typed a generic name or special library name in the Library prompt, it will be resolved to
the name of the first library (in the specified group of libraries) that contains a file with that name.

To see a smaller group of file names, move the cursor to the Subset prompt and type the starting
characters followed by an asterisk (*) to identify the group you want to see, and press the Enter key. All
the files whose names begin with those characters in the specified library or library group are shown. (If no
* is used, only the file(s) with the specified name is shown.)
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To return to the complete list of file names, blank out this prompt (or put an * in it) and press the Enter
key.

To move (position) the list of file names so that it starts with a particular name, move the cursor to the
Position to prompt and type all of the characters or one or more of the starting characters in the name you
want, and press the Enter key. (Do not add an * after the starting characters in this prompt.) If a specific
library name is used in the Library prompt, Query moves the list so that the first position shown contains
the first file name that starts with the characters you typed.

If there is no file name in the list that starts with those characters, Query moves the list to the name
closest to, and in front of, the position where the name would have appeared. If a special library name or
generic library name is used in the Library prompt, the list is repositioned only if the Position to prompt
value exactly matches a complete file name.

Use F11 to alternate between showing a list of only file names to showing a list of both file names and text
describing the files.

Once you have located the files you want, type a 1 beside each file name (if more than one is allowed),
including the file name in the top position in the list. If you are selecting multiple files, you can select as
many 32 files, including those previously selected for this query. Note that if join logical files are used, you
are only able to select less than 32 files because each file used in the join logical file is counted as one of
the 32 files. For example, if three physical files were joined into one join logical file, this join logical file is
counted as three files, not one.

After you have made your file selections, press the Enter key to return to the Specify File Selections
display. All the files you selected are added to the file selections, if any, that were there previously. (Any
blanked out file selections are filled in first and new ones are added at the end as needed.) The files are
added, each with its own group of file selection prompts, in the same order as they existed on the Select
File display. They are also assigned file IDs to match the number of the file selection or, if that number is
taken, to the lowest possible value that is available in the range of T01 through T32, which you can
change if you wish.

Selecting file members on the Query for iSeries Select Member display
The Select Member display appears when you position the cursor on the Member prompt of a display and
press F4 (Prompt). The Select Member display shows you a list of members and allows you to select the
one from which your query can obtain data or the one to which the output from your query is received.
This display appears only when you are creating or changing a query definition.
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Select Member

File ID . . . . . : T01
File . . . . . . . : EXAMPFILE1

Library . . . . : CUSTINV

Type option (and Member), press Enter.
1=Select

Opt Member
_ __________
_ EXAMPMBR1
_ EXAMPMBR2
_ EXAMPMBR3

Bottom

F11=Display text F12=Cancel

If you came from the Specify File Selections display or Specify Dependent Value Qualifiers display, you
can specify which member you want your query to get data from. If you came from the Define Database
File Output display, you can specify which member you want the query data to be put into.

At the top of the display, the File ID field is shown if you came here from the Specify File Selections
display. The file ID is the file identifier of the file that is shown in the File field. This file is the one for which
you want to choose a member. The Library field shows the library in which the file is stored.

The names of the member that currently exist in the file shown at the top of the display are shown in the
Member column. You can choose a member by either typing a 1 in the Opt column to the left of the
member or by typing a member name (and a 1 in the Opt column next to it) in the first position in the list.
If you specify a member name in the top position, that member must also exist at this time. If you specify
*FIRST or *LAST, the member name on the previous display is changed to that value. Then, either the first
or the last member that exists in the file at the time the query is run is the member that is used. If you
came from the Define Database File Output display, you can also specify *FILE in the first position in the
list.

You can use F11 to alternate between showing a list of only member names to showing a list of both
member names and text describing the members.

When you press the Enter key on the Select Member display, the member that you specify is then shown
in the Member prompt on the display that you return to. If you return to the previous display without
selecting or specifying a name, the previous member name or value is not changed.

Selecting record formats on the Query for iSeries Select Record
Format display
The Select Record Format display appears when you position the cursor on the Format prompt of the
Specify File Selections display and press F4 (Prompt). The Select Record Format display shows you a list
of record formats from which you can select the one you want your query to use with a selected file
member. This display appears only when you are creating or changing a definition.
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Select Record Format

File ID . . . . . : T01
File . . . . . . . : EXAMPFILE1

Library . . . . : CUSTINV

Type option (and Format), press Enter.
1=Select

Opt Format
_ __________
_ EXAMPFMT1
_ EXAMPFMT2
_ EXAMPFMT3

Bottom

F11=Display text F12=Cancel F23=Long comment

At the top of the display, the File ID field shows the file ID of the file that appears in the File field. This file
is the one for which you want to choose a record format. The Library field shows the library in which the
file is stored.

The names of the record formats that you can select for the file shown at the top of the display are shown
in the Format column. You can choose a record format by either typing a 1 in the Opt column to the left of
the record format or by typing a record format name (and a 1 in the Opt column next to it) in the first
position in the list.

If you specify a record format name in the top position, that record format must also exist at this time. If
you specify *FIRST, the format name on the previous display is changed to the actual name of the first
record format in the file. It is possible that some record formats cannot be used with certain file members,
but this is not determined until the Specify File Selections display is processed.

You can use F11 to alternate between showing a list of only record format names to showing a list of both
record format names and text describing the record formats.

When you press the Enter key, you return to the Specify File Selections display, and the name of the
format that you selected is shown in the Format prompt that you came from. If you return to the previous
display without selecting or specifying a name, the previous record format name or value is not changed.

Displaying all files selected on the Query for iSeries Display File
Selections display
The Display File Selections display appears when you press F18 (Files) from a display where F18 is listed
on the bottom of the display. The Display File Selections display shows all the files that you selected for
use in the query. For each file, this display shows you the file ID, the library containing the file, and the file
member and record format that are to be used. The information on this display is for your information only;
it cannot be changed here.
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Display File Selections

ID File Library Member Format
T01 EXAMPFILE1 CUSTINV *FIRST EXAMPFILE1
T02 EXAMPFILE2 CUSTINV *FIRST EXAMPFILE2

Bottom
Press Enter to display the join tests.

F12=Cancel

If multiple file selections are shown, you can press the Enter key to show the join type and all the join
tests for these same files. However, if you came to this display from the Specify File Selections, Change
File Selections, Specify Type of Join, or Specify How to Join Files display, the Enter key returns you to the
previous display. F12 and the Enter key (not F18) can be used to alternate between the Display Join Tests
display and this display.

Joining files in a Query for iSeries query
Once you have used the Specify File Selections display to select all the files that you want used for your
query, if more than one file was selected, you must tell Query how you want to join the files when they are
used to get data from their fields. You use the following two displays to specify all the join specifications for
your query:

v The Specify Type of Join Files display allows you to specify the type of join you want to use. There are
three ways that you can join the files for selecting the records you want.

v The Specify How to Join Files display allows you to indicate the fields to be used to join the files. You
specify which fields are to be used and how they are to be compared with fields in the other files.

For a record to be selected, the join specifications for all the files are used to determine whether a
matching record exists in each of the files joined in the query. A match occurs when, for each specified file,
the contents of its fields selected for comparison match the test condition(s) given on the Specify How to
Join Files display. Depending on whether there is a match and which type of join is specified on this
display, the records are then selected and used in the output as determined by the other join specifications
given on the Specify How to Join Files display and the record selection specifications given on the Select
Records display.

When Query determines that a record is to be selected from the specified files, it uses the data in all the
fields and files selected for the query to produce a single output record. This output record is included in
the query report or in an output database file.
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Types of joins in a Query for iSeries query
Specify Type of Join

Type choice, press Enter.

Type of join . . . . . . . . 1 1=Matched records
2=Matched records with primary file
3=Unmatched records with primary file

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files

There are three types of joins, or three ways that you can select matched or unmatched records from the
specified files. You can:

v Select only records that have matching records in all the specified files.

v Select all primary records, and include all matching secondary records. Primary records exist in the
primary file. The primary file is the first file selected on the Specify File Selections display. Secondary
records exist in secondary files. Secondary files are all of the files selected after the primary file on the
Specify File Selections display. After the join is done, the record selection tests, if any, are applied to
determine which records are selected.

v Select only the primary records that have one or more unmatched secondary records, and include all
the secondary records that also match.

All three types of joins use the same join fields and join tests specified on the Specify How to Join Files
display. They also all use the other specifications in the query definition the same way to select records
and produce the output.

Use the second join type (type 2) if you want to use every record in the primary file, whether or not it has
a matching record in the secondary file(s).

Use the third join type (type 3) if you want to see which records in the primary file do not have matching
records in the secondary file(s).

How to join files in a Query for iSeries query
Use the Specify How to Join Files display to specify the join tests needed when more than one file has
been selected for your query. Use this display to tell Query how to join (combine) the files and record
formats by specifying pairs of fields with a test value; each test value indicates how those fields must
compare before Query can select the record. The result of every test in the join specifications must be true
before the matching records in each of the files are joined as one record for the record selection tests that
follow.

When comparing character values, all values must be marked with compatible CCSIDs. When comparing
SBCS character values, all values and any collating sequence to be applied must be marked with
compatible CCSIDs.
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Note: See “CCSID and join tests in Query for iSeries” on page 252 for information on how CCSIDs can
affect your join selections.

Specify How to Join Files

Type comparisons to show how file selections related, press Enter.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT

Field Test Field
______________ _____ ______________
______________ _____ ______________
______________ _____ ______________
______________ _____ ______________
______________ _____ ______________

Bottom
________________________________________________________________________

Field Field
A.NBR B.NAME
A.NAME B.PHONE
A.ADDR B.SERIAL#
A.ZIP
B.NBR

Bottom
F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F11=Display text
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files F24=More keys

For each test, you specify two fields to be tested and the test value to be used. Look for a field in one file
that contains the same (or similar) information that can be found in a field of the other file, such as a name
or identification number. Specify the names of the fields (including their file identifiers, if needed) on either
side of the test value.

For example, if you specify the EQ (equal) test value between two fields, the test result is true if both fields
contain the same value. (The EQ value is almost always used.)

Field Test Field
A.NAME EQ B.NAME

In this example, both fields are named NAME, so the file identifiers (A and B) are included with the field
names.

Rules for joining files in a Query for iSeries query

Note: To indicate that you do not want to specify join tests, use the *ALL join. All records from one file are
joined to all records in the secondary file or files without any kind of selection.

The rules for join tests are:

v For two files to be selectively joined, they must have at least one field in common. (Note that having a
field in common does not mean that the field names are the same.) This is also true for logical
database files, even though they may be based on fields with different names in the physical file over
which the logical file is created.

v If you select option 2 (Matched records with primary file) or option 3 (Unmatched records with primary
file) on the Specify Type of Join display, the combined length of fields used in the join test must be less
than or equal to 2000 bytes. For DBCS fields, each DBCS character counts as two bytes. If fields
contain bracketed-DBCS data, the shift characters are counted in the length.

v You can only use the EQ test value to join any of your selected files to a join logical file.

v Fields in each join test must come from different files.

v You can use more than one test for a given pair of files. If you specify option 2 or 3 (both using a
primary file) in the Type of join prompt on the Specify Type of Join display, the test values must be the
same for all the tests used in that pair of files.
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v A field name must be preceded by a 1- to 3-character file identifier if that field name is used in more
than one file selected for the query.

v You can specify up to 100 join tests.

v For a matched-record join, if one or both fields in a join test are null, the records are not joined.

v The data in both fields of a join test must be the same type (for example, both character), except that
date, time, or timestamp fields can be compared to SBCS character, DBCS-either, or DBCS-open fields
that contain a correct representation of a date, time, or timestamp. Dates in character fields must be
either in the date format of the query or in an SAA® format— the SAA format is recommended. Date,
time, and timestamp fields are identified by an L, T, or Z, respectively, in the Dec column of the field list.

Note: When comparing a date, time, or timestamp field with an SBCS, DBCS-either, or DBCS-open
character field, use a character field for which each value can be recognized as an SAA
formatted date, time, or timestamp. If the character field contains a correct representation of a
date, time, or timestamp but in other than an SAA format, you may get unexpected results. When
you run a query that uses a non-SAA format for date, time, or timestamp values in character
fields, and query has no setting for a non-SAA literal date value, use the CHGJOB command to
make sure your job date format and separator match the format and separator in the character
field values.

If some of the fields contain bracketed double-byte characters, you can use these DBCS fields for both
fields, or you can use an SBCS character field for one field and a DBCS-either or DBCS-open field for
the other field. Bracketed-DBCS fields are identified by a J, O, or E in the Dec column in the list of
fields. Press F11 to see the Dec column if it is not currently shown.

A DBCS-graphic field can be compared only to another DBCS-graphic field. DBCS-graphic fields are
identified by a G in the Dec column. Collating sequence is not applied to DBCS-graphic fields used in
join comparisons.

Valid comparisons for join tests are:

– Numeric field with numeric field

– SBCS character field with:

- SBCS character

- Date

- Time

- Timestamp

- DBCS-either

- DBCS-open

– Date field with:

- Date

- SBCS character

- DBCS-either

- DBCS-open

– Time field with:

- Time

- SBCS character

- DBCS-either

- DBCS-open

– Timestamp field with:

- Timestamp

- SBCS character
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- DBCS-either

- DBCS-open

– DBCS-either field with:

- SBCS character

- Date

- Time

- Timestamp

- DBCS-either

- DBCS-open

- DBCS-only

– DBCS-open field with:

- SBCS Character

- Date

- Time

- Timestamp

- DBCS-either

- DBCS-open

- DBCS-only

– DBCS-only field with:

- DBCS-either

- DBCS-open

- DBCS-only

– DBCS-graphic field with:

- DBCS-graphic

– UCS2-graphic field with:

- UCS2-graphic

v Only the data fields specified in the join specifications for each file are used to join the files. For the
purposes of joining the files, the other fields in the files are ignored.

v Character fields of different lengths can be joined.

v A fixed-length character field can be compared to a variable-length character field. Variable-length fields
are identified by a V in the Dec column in the list of fields.

v If you specified option 1, matched records, on the Specify Type of Join display, you can type *ALL in the
first four spaces of the left field, but only in the first field name position, rather than specifying any join
test. If *ALL is used, each record in the first file is joined to every record in the other files. For example,
if a file of 2000 records is joined to a file of 3000 records using *ALL, the result is a joined file of
6000000 records. Using *ALL can significantly degrade the performance of your query. If join tests are
not specified between each file, those files without a test are joined using the *ALL method.

Note: The fields you use to join the files do not have to be used in selecting the records or included in
the query report. You can use those same fields in other ways in the query definition, such as for
record selection or as part of the output of the query.

Examples of joining files in a Query for iSeries query
Consider an example where you want to join a master name and address file named RESIDENTS to a name
and telephone number file name PHONELIST.
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You can obtain several different results from a file join when you use different combinations of join tests
and options on the Specify How to Join Files display.

Following are some examples of how you might use the three different types of joins. All of the examples
assume that A.NAME EQ B.NAME was specified on the Specify How to Join Files display.

Example: Selecting matched records from all selected files in a Query for iSeries
query
Type a 1 if you want records selected from each file only if they have a match with at least one record in
each and every one of the other selected files. That is, for a record to be selected, all the files must have
a matching record as determined by the join specification(s). A match occurs when, for each file used in
the query, the contents of its fields selected for comparison match the test condition(s) given on the
Specify How to Join Files display. (This type, option 1, has no primary or secondary files; all files are
treated equally.)

In this example, if you join files A and B using option 1 (Matched records), the query report contains the
following records. (The report fields and layout are not important here.)
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Example: Selecting matched records using a primary file in a Query for iSeries
query
Type a 2 if you want to include in the query output every record in the primary file and all the matching
records from all the other (secondary) files, whenever they exist. Every record in the primary file is
selected whether or not it has a match. (The primary file is always the one that was selected first in your
query definition.) Exception: if a field from the primary file used in a join test is null, the primary record is
not selected.

In this example, the RESIDENTS file is the primary file, so all of its records (numbered 1 through 6) are
included in the query report, assuming all of the records meet the selection tests on the Select Records
display. The PHONELIST file is the only secondary file being used, and it supplies a telephone number for
each primary record that it matches; the NAME field is used as the comparison test field in both files. Note
also that record 4 is included twice in the report, because Richard A Klein has two records, each with a
different telephone number, in the secondary file.

If a secondary file does not have a record that matches the join specifications of the primary file’s record,
blanks (for character fields), zeros (for numeric fields), or January 1, 0001 (for date fields) are used as
data for that secondary file’s selected fields. If these fields are included as output fields in the query report,
the substituted characters or values are used in the report. In the example, the PHONE field shows blanks
because it was coded as a character field. In the case where the fields are null-capable, the specified
default values are used as data for that secondary file’s selected fields. If a default value is not specified, a
null value is shown as a dash (-).

Note: If the secondary file was defined using DDS, values other than blanks zeros, and January 1, 0001
can be used when the DFT keyword defines default values for any of the fields. If the DFT keyword
specifies a default value for a field that is used in the query report, the default value is substituted
in the report when the secondary file does not have a matching record.

Example: Selecting unmatched primary file records in a Query for iSeries query
Type a 3 if you want to select, in the primary file, only records that lack matches in at least one secondary
file. That is, you want to select every primary record that does not have a matching record in all the
secondary files. For example, if four files were joined and only two of the three secondary files had
matching records, then a record containing the selected information in the primary and two matching
secondary files (and the default data, if any, from the unmatched secondary file) is included as a single
record in the query output.

This type of join is typically used to list records that are missing in one or more secondary files.
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In our example, the RESIDENTS file is still the primary file, so only its records that do not have a matching
secondary record are included in the query report. The PHONELIST file has two such unmatched records;
the residents identified in records 2 and 6 do not have a telephone number, so there are no records for
them in the secondary file. (The NAME field is used again as the comparison test field in both files.)

As with the previous type of join, blanks (for character fields) or zeros (for numeric fields) are used as the
data for a missing record in a secondary file’s selected fields. Or, if the DDS DFT keyword was used to
define default values, those default values are used instead. (In our example, the PHONE field shows
blanks, since it was coded as a character field and no DFT value was defined for the PHONE field.)

Sequencing secondary files for a primary join in a Query for iSeries
query
The order in which you specify secondary files on the Specify File Selections display is important for some
joins.

Specifically, the order of secondary files is important if all of the following are true:

v The join type is 2 (primary matched) or 3 (primary unmatched). Both types have one primary file,
followed by secondary files.

v The query specifies three or more files in all.

v One or more secondary files do not have join tests connecting them to the primary file.

If these points apply to your query, then follow the secondary file sequence rule:

Use join tests to connect each secondary file to a file listed above it on the Specify File Selections display.

For instance, when joining four files, use a join test to connect the second file to the first, and use another
test to join the third file to the first or second file. The fourth file can be connected to any of the other files.

Example: Sequencing secondary files in a Query for iSeries query
To show how the secondary file sequence rule ensures that you get the desired results when you join
more than two files, the following example uses three files in two ways, correctly and incorrectly. The first
method, the correct method, produces five records when the files are joined. The incorrect method
produces 15 records. The only difference between the methods is that the order of the second and third
files is changed. For primary joins, Query joins files in the order indicated on the Specify File Selections
display, not in the order indicated by the join tests.

Three files named CUSTOMER, PURCHASE, and ITEM are to be joined so that a report can be produced that
lists each customer’s name and city, the item purchased (one item per line in the report), and a description
of the item. (For example, if Monique Pottier bought three items, the report should have three lines for her,
with each line listing her name, city, one item, and the item description.) If the customer did not make any
purchases, the report should include the customer once in the list with blank item and description fields.
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Correct method:

On the Specify File Selections display, type the CUSTOMER file first, the PURCHASE file second, and the ITEM
file third. Specify the file IDs A, B, and C, respectively. The join type is 2 (Matched records with primary
file). The join tests are:

A.NAME EQ B.NAME
B.ITEM EQ C.ITEM

Query performs the file join in two steps:

Step 1: Join the first two files, A and B.

Query joins the files in the order listed, starting with file A (CUSTOMER), and file B (PURCHASE). Query joins
each record in file A to any record in file B for which the NAME field in A is equal to the NAME field in B.
Because this query is join type 2 (primary matched), every record in the primary file A is included in the
join. If a record in file A (such as Martinez) has no match in B, Query joins it to a default record for file B,
which has blank values for fields. The result of step 1 in our example is a file called AB. (Note that AB is a
working file used to build the joined file that you want in your report. You cannot see file AB.)

Step 2: Join file AB to file C.

Query joins each record in file AB to every record in ITEM file C for which B.ITEM equals C.ITEM. If a record
in AB (such as Martinez) has no match in file C, Query joins it to a default record for file C, which is also
blank. This completes the join operation. Each record in primary file A is represented one or more times in
the five records.
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Incorrect method:

On the Specify File Selections display, type the CUSTOMER file first, and specify the file ID as A. Type the
ITEM file second (file C), and the PURCHASE file third (file B), which is in the opposite order from the correct
method. Note that each file has the same file ID as before. Specify the join type and join tests the same
as before. This method does not follow the secondary file sequence rule because file C is not connected
by a join test to the file (A) listed above it.
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Query performs the file join in two steps:

Step 1: Join the first two files, A and C.

Query joins the files in the order listed, starting with file A (CUSTOMER), and file C (ITEM). But there is no join
test that compares a field in A to a field in C. Query joins every record in file A (one record at a time) to
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every record in file C. Because there are three records in A and five records in C, the result is 15 records.
The join tests are not used in this step. The result of step 1 this time is a working file called AC.

Step 2: Join file AC to file B.

Query joins each record in file AC to every record in PURCHASE file B for which A.NAME equals B.NAME and
B.ITEM equals C.ITEM. If a record in AC (such as Martinez) has no match in B, Query joins it to a default
record for file B, which is blank. This completes the join operation.

The incorrect method produces 15 records, which is 10 too many. Each customer has five records, one for
each item description, even if the customer made no purchases. Note that if the ITEM file has 1000 records
instead of five, the correct method still selects five records, but the incorrect method selects 3000 records.
Also, the ITEM and DESCRIPT values for Martinez are not blank as they should be.

In summary, this problem does not affect queries with join type 1 (matched), queries with just two files, or
queries that use the primary file in each join test. In this example, the logical order to specify files is
CUSTOMER, PURCHASE, and ITEM, with PURCHASE in the middle because it is the connection between the
CUSTOMER and ITEM files. This logical order is also the correct order.

Displaying all join tests in a Query for iSeries query
When you press the Enter key on the Display File Selections display (see “Displaying all files selected on
the Query for iSeries Display File Selections display” on page 41), the Display Join Tests display is shown.
The information on this display is for your information only; none of the entries can be changed here. (The
following display shows some sample information.)

Display Join Tests

Type of join . . . . . . : Matched Records

Field Test Field
A.NAME EQ B.NAME

Bottom
Press Enter to continue.

F12=Cancel

The Display Join Tests display shows:

v The type of join being used to join all the files in the query. One of three join types can be specified:

– Matched records

– Matched records with primary file

– Unmatched records with primary file

The primary file, used in the last two types, is the first file listed on the Display File Selections display.
For more information, press F11 (Search index), type joining files as the index search words, then press
the Enter key.

v The join tests being used to join the files.
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The Field columns show the fields being used to join the files. Each field name can have two parts: the
file ID and the actual name of the field, separated by a period. For example, if a field named CUSTNUM
exists in files T01 and T02 used in this query, they would be shown as T01.CUSTNUM and T02.CUSTNUM. To
find the files associated with the file IDs (such as T01), press F12 to show the Display File Selections
display.

The Test column shows the test values that determine how the files are to be joined.

Handling missing fields in a Query for iSeries query
The Fields Missing from File Definition display is shown when report fields (that is, fields used in the
report) that were in a file selection used by the query are now missing from that file selection. Fields that
are missing from files originally selected in a query can cause errors or give you bad results when the
query is run. They may have been used, for example, to define result fields or to select or sort records in
addition to being selected for output.

Fields Missing from File Definition

Query . . . . . : QRY1 Option . . . . . : Change
Library. . . . : LIB1

File . . . . . . : FILEA
Library. . . . : LIBA

Format . . . . . : FMT1
File ID . . . . : T01

The following fields may have been used in the query, and were expected
in this file definition, but were not found.

Field
NAME
ADDR
PHONE
SERIAL#

Press Enter to continue recovery of query definitions.

F12=Cancel

This display is shown at least once for each file selection that has missing fields. Once you are aware that
fields are missing, you may want to press F12 (Cancel) to bypass seeing any additional displays of
missing fields. Or, if you want to see which of the other file selections may have missing fields, use the
Enter key to see each display, one after the other. You might also want to return to a previous display and
use F5 (Report) to run the query and see how the report is affected by the missing fields.

Either you must remove the fields from wherever they are used in the query definition, or you must select
different files or formats that contain those fields. Or, you can leave Query and check the files or formats
themselves. If this display appeared when you first started to change or display a query, something may
have changed in the files or formats since the query was created or last changed. For example, a record
format definition may have had one or more of its fields deleted, or an IDDU-defined file may have been
linked to a dictionary definition but is now unlinked or is linked to a different definition.

The situations that can cause this display to appear are:

v When you specify a different file selection. This can occur while you are changing a query or are
defining a new query that already has file selections specified.

v When you start to change or display an existing query definition.
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Handling missing fields during file selection process of a Query for
iSeries query
While you were changing a query, or were defining a new query that already had file selections specified,
you chose the Specify file selections option on the Define the Query display. Then, on the Specify File
Selections display, you selected a file or format that does not have all of the report fields that your first
selection contained. As a result, this display was shown with the missing fields.

For this situation, when you press F12 or the Enter key, you return to the Specify File Selections display
without affecting your previous file (and format) selections. Once there: you can still confirm the file
selections and continue by pressing the Enter key (even though Query found fields missing in the current
file selections); you can specify a different file on the display and then press Enter; or you can press F12
to leave the file selections unchanged and then leave Query to go do something about the file (or format)
definitions.

If you choose to press the Enter key as soon as you return to the Specify File Selections display,
confirming that you want to use the current file selections, Query uses as much of the file, format, and field
information as it can for the file selections now in this query. It removes all the missing fields from the
query definition for some of the definition steps, such as Select and sequence fields and Select sort fields.
When you select a logical file for use with Query or DB2 UDB for iSeries programs without specifying any
sort fields, unpredictable results may occur. For example, you may not receive the logical view of the
physical file.

After Query has done all it can, it shows the Specify How to Join Files display if the query uses multiple
files and there are errors caused by missing fields; otherwise, it continues with the definition steps selected
on the Define the Query display, or it returns you to the Define the Query display. On the Define the Query
display, any other field-related definition steps affected by the missing fields are shown in reverse image.
You must select each of these definition steps, such as Define result fields and Select records, and correct
the problems caused by the missing fields. On the definition displays for the affected steps, the
expressions or selection tests that use fields that are now missing are highlighted.

Handling missing fields when starting to change or display a Query for
iSeries query
When you started to change or display an existing query (by specifying option 2 or 5 on the Work with
Queries display), one of the following occurred:

v Query determined that one or more report fields are no longer in a file or format used by the query; the
fields have been removed since the query was defined or was last changed.

v Query found a file that was unusable (for example, the query may have been migrated from another
system but a file containing the fields was not) and showed the Change File Selections display. On that
display, you selected a different file to correct that problem, but its record format does not have all of
the fields that your first selection contained.

For these two situations, when the Fields Missing from File Definition display is shown, you can either
press F12 or press the Enter key:

v If you choose to press the Enter key, you might see the Fields Missing from File Definition display again
if there are additional missing fields to be displayed for this or another file. If not, Query uses as much
of the file, format, and field information as it can for the file selections now in this query. It removes all
the missing fields from the query definition for some of the definition steps, such as the Select and
sequence fields and Select sort fields steps. When you select a logical file for use with Query or DB2
UDB for iSeries programs without specifying any sort fields, unpredictable results may occur. For
example, you may not receive the logical view of the physical file.

After Query has done all it can, it shows the Define the Query display. On it, other field-related definition
steps affected by the missing fields are shown in reverse image. You must select each of these
definition steps, such as Specify file selections, Define result fields, and Select records, and correct the
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problems caused by the missing fields. You must also ensure that none of the fields were used in break
test values on the Format Report Break display. On the definition displays for the affected steps, the
expressions or selection tests that use fields that are now missing are highlighted.

v If you press F12 (Cancel), you return to the Work with Queries display without affecting your previous
file (and field) selections. You can press the Enter key to go again (assuming you were there once) to
the Change File Selections display and select another file. Or, you can press F3 (Exit) to stop working
with queries, leave Query, and then work with the files or formats.
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Chapter 5. Defining result fields in Query for iSeries

This chapter describes how you define result fields. They need to be defined in your query if the
information that you want to present in your report does not exist as a field in your selected file(s). For
example, you want your report to show the number of days, but your database file only has a field
containing the number of weeks. You can define a result field that contains the number of days by creating
an expression that performs a calculation on the number of weeks.

After you have defined a result field, you can use it like any other field that exists in your selected file(s).
You can include the result field in your output, you can use it to define another result field, you can use it
as a sort field, and so on.

While you are defining result fields, a list in the lower part of the display assists you by showing the names
of fields in the files selected for your query. If you want to see additional information about each field such
as descriptive text, length, and decimal positions, use F11 (Display text) to switch between the
multiple-column list and the single-column list. This information is very useful when you are deciding on a
result field name and when you are building your expressions. The page keys will present all the fields
available, four at a time. For more information on using F11, see “Using F11 to display additional
information about Query for iSeries queries” on page 15.

In most cases, the result fields that you define appear in your query output, but selecting them for output is
optional since some result fields are only needed as an intermediate step to obtain a final result. For
example, you might define a result field only for the purpose of selecting records, and you do not want the
result field to appear on the report.

Creating results fields in Query for iSeries
The Define Result Fields display appears if you typed a 1 next to the Define result fields option on the
Define the Query display. You use the Define Result Fields display to create the result fields that you need
for your query. (The following display has some sample fields listed in the bottom part.)

Define Result Fields

Type definitions using field names or constants and operators, press Enter.
Operators: +, -, *, /, SUBSTR, ||, DATE...

Field Expression Column Heading Len Dec
__________ _________________________________ ____________________ _____ __

_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

__________ _________________________________ ____________________ _____ __
_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

Bottom
_________________________________________________________________________
Field Field Field Field
ACCTNUMBER STREETADDR TELENUMBER DATELASTPD
LASTNAME CITY CRLIMIT
INIT STATE BALDUE
COMPANY ZIPCODE PASTDUE

Bottom
F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display text
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

To define a result field, you specify a unique name for the result field by entering a name in the Field
column on the Define Result Fields display. You cannot specify the name of a field that exists in your
selected file(s)—the list in the lower part of the display shows you these field names. To page through the
field list, position the cursor in the list part of the display and use the page keys. (A one-word indicator
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always appears below and to the right of the list to tell you where you are in the list. More... means that
there are more items after, and possibly before, the items currently shown. Bottom means that you are at
the end of the list, but there may be more items before those currently shown.) Use F19 (Next group) to
reposition the list at the beginning of the next logical group of fields (the cursor can be anywhere when
you use F19). (The first group is selected fields, if any, and the second group is sort fields, if any. If there
are not selected fields, then the fields are grouped by file, and within each file grouping, the fields are
listed in the order in which they appear in the file definition.)

You can specify the length and number of decimal positions for a numeric result field by filling in the Len
and Dec prompts on this display, or you can have Query determine the length and decimal positions for
you by leaving the prompts blank.

You can specify a column heading for any result field. If you leave the prompt blank, the result field name
is used as the column heading for the result-field definition.

Query for iSeries result field name
Since Query result field names are similar to database field names, create them according to the following:

v Start the name with an alphabetic character (A through Z, $, #, or @) and use no more than 9
alphanumeric characters (A through Z, 0 through 9, $, #, @, or _) for the remaining characters. Do not
use blanks within the name.

Note: Use A-Z or 1-9 if this query is sent to other systems or used in a multilingual environment.

v Do not use any names from the list on the lower part of the display or the names of other result fields.

Enter an expression that creates the desired value for your result field.

Query for iSeries expressions
In Query for iSeries, an expression is a representation of a value with field names, constants, functions,
or keywords appearing alone or in combination with operators. It can be either a numeric, character
(SBCS or DBCS), date, time or timestamp expression:

v A numeric expression assigns numbers or performs an operation (calculation) on them. Numeric
expressions can contain the following operators:

+ (Addition)

− (Subtraction)

* (Multiplication)

/ (Division)

v A character expression assigns characters or performs an operation on them. Character expressions
can contain the following operators or functions:

|| (Concatenation operator)

SUBSTR (Substring function)

VALUE (Value function)

DIGITS (Digits function)

Note: See “CCSID and result field expressions in Query for iSeries” on page 252 to see how CCSIDs
are handled for the concatenation symbol.

v A date expression performs an operation on a date. Date expressions can contain the following
operators or functions:

+ (Addition)

− (Subtraction)

CHAR

DATE
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DAY

DAYS

MONTH

YEAR

v A time expression performs an operation on a time. Time expressions can contain the following
operators or functions:

+ (Addition)

− (Subtraction)

CHAR

TIME

HOUR

MINUTE

SECOND

MICROSECOND

v A timestamp expression performs an operation on a timestamp. Timestamp expressions can contain
the following operators or functions:

+ (Addition)

− (Subtraction)

CHAR

TIMESTAMP

If any argument can be null, the result field can be null. If any argument is null, the result is null.

Query for iSeries numeric expressions
To define a numeric result field (that is, a result field that contains numbers) for your query, you need to
follow the rules for creating numeric expressions. A numeric expression for a result field can contain the
following, alone or in combination:

v Numeric field names (names of fields that contain numbers). You can use the names of numeric fields
listed on the lower part of the display (numeric fields have numbers shown in the Len and Dec columns)
and the names of previously defined numeric result fields. For example, you can multiply two numeric
fields and put the total in a result field named AMOUNT:
AMOUNT = QUANTITY * PRICE

v Numeric constants (any numbers such as 4 or −12.5). The rules for using numeric constants are:

– The total length can be no more than 31 digits. (For a single-precision floating-point constant, the
total length can be no more than nine digits. For a double-precision floating-point constant, the total
length can be no more than 17 digits.) This includes the digits both to the left and right of the
decimal point but does not include the decimal point. All the digits can be to the right of the decimal
point.

– Use the correct decimal separator. Press F17 to show the decimal separator that must be used (see
“Displaying the format of constants in Query for iSeries” on page 17).

– Do not use a currency symbol (like $5000), and do not use thousands separators (like 5,000).

v Numeric functions. The VALUE function returns the first value that is not null. See “VALUE Query for
iSeries function” on page 62.

Other examples of numeric expressions for a field named AMOUNT are:
QUANTITY
5
5 + 6
5 + QUANTITY
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When you do more than one calculation within a numeric expression, use parentheses to tell Query in
what order to do the calculations and to make the expression easier to understand. If you use nested
parentheses for example, 60 * (A − (B + C)), the calculations are done for the innermost pair first (in the
example, B + C), then the next innermost pair, and so on. If you do not use parentheses, Query first does
multiplication and division, left to right, and then addition and subtraction, left to right. For example, (5 +
4) * 2 equals 18, but 5 + 4 * 2 equals 13.

Be aware that the result of a numeric expression, especially one containing division and multiplication
operations, is truncated or rounded depending on what you specify on the Specify Processing Options
display (see Chapter 14, “Specifying Query for iSeries processing options”). If you divide by zero, your
query may not run.

Query for iSeries character expressions
To define a character result field (that is, a result field that contains SBCS or DBCS characters) for your
query, you need to follow the rules for creating character expressions. A character expression for a result
field can contain the following, alone or in combination:

v Character field names (names of fields that contain SBCS or DBCS characters). You can use the
names of SBCS- or DBCS-character fields listed on the lower part of the display (in the Dec column,
SBCS-character fields have blanks or Vs (if variable length), DBCS-only fields have Js, DBCS-open
fields have Os, DBCS-either fields have Es, and DBCS-graphic fields have Gs) and the names of
previously defined SBCS- or DBCS-character result fields.

v Character constants (SBCS or DBCS characters enclosed in apostrophes, such as ’ABCdef123’ or
’This text includes blanks and special characters **$$’). The rules for using character constants
are:

– The character constant must be enclosed in apostrophes.

– Any combination of letters, numbers, or special characters (for example, $ or #) can be used.

– If two apostrophes are used within a character string, the two apostrophes become a single
apostrophe in the output. For example, ’October’s Profits’ becomes October’s Profits.

– Words with lowercase and uppercase letters are used exactly as typed.

– If a character constant represents a valid date, time, or timestamp, and is used with a date, time, or
timestamp field, it is considered a date, time, or timestamp constant.

– A DBCS character constant must include DBCS shift-out and shift-in characters, represented by the
characters < and > in the following example: ’<D1D2D3>’. A DBCS-graphic character constant must
be preceded by an uppercase or lowercase G, for example, G’<D1D2D3>’.

v Character operators and functions (one or more concatenation operations and character functions
SUBSTR, DIGITS, and VALUE—see “Query for iSeries character functions” on page 61).

Query for iSeries concatenation operation
Character expressions can include one or more concatenation operations. Concatenation operations must
be specified in the form:
QQ value-1 || value-2 QR

v Value-1 and Value-2 are the character fields or character constants that are to be concatenated. You
can use SBCS- and DBCS-character field names (including character result fields) and character
constants (including DBCS-open, DBCS-only, and DBCS-graphic constants). A DBCS-graphic field can
be concatenated only with another DBCS-graphic field or constant.

v Two logical OR symbols (||) make up the concatenation operator used to join the two values. (See
“CCSID and result field expressions in Query for iSeries” on page 252 to see how CCSIDs are handled
for the concatenation symbol.)
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For example, if a character constant ’Dr. ’ and a character field named LASTNAME containing the value
Smith are concatenated, the result is a field containing the value Dr. Smith. Other examples of character
expressions are:

NAME
’Mr.’
’Mr.’ || NAME
FIRSTINIT || MIDINIT

If any field is null-capable, the resulting field is null-capable. If any field used in a concatenation is null, the
resulting expression is null.

Except for the case of two DBCS-open fields, if all concatenated values are either fixed-length fields or
constants, the result is a fixed-length field. The concatenation of two DBCS-open fields results in a
DBCS-open field that allows for the varying lengths that can result from concatenating DBCS-open fields.
If any field is variable-length, the result is a variable-length field.

A UCS2-graphic field can only be concatenated with another UCS2-graphic field.

The CCSID of the result is as follows:

v CCSID 65535 if any field or constant has CCSID 65535.

v Mixed CCSID if any field has a mixed CCSID.

v CCSID of a file field has precedence over result fields or constants.

v CCSID of result fields has precedence over constants.

v CCSID assigned to the result will be the CCSID of the first of the two values if both concatenated
values are fields from the file, or both are result fields.

v CCSID 65535 is assigned to a DBCS-graphic constant if the job CCSID is a single-byte CCSID with no
associated DBCS CCSID.

Query for iSeries character functions
Character expressions can include the character functions SUBSTR, DIGITS, and VALUE.

SUBSTR Query for iSeries function
The SUBSTR function returns part of a character value. The form is:
QQ SUBSTR ( value , offset )

,length
QR

v Value is the name of a character field (including result fields that are already defined), a character
expression, or a character constant. It can be an SBCS or DBCS field, an SBCS constant, a
DBCS-open constant, a DBCS-only constant, or a DBCS-graphic constant. A SUBSTR operation on a
DBCS-only or DBCS-either field produces an SBCS character data type. A SUBSTR operation on a
DBCS-open field produces a DBCS-open data type. A SUBSTR operation on a DBCS-graphic field
produces a DBCS-graphic data type. If Value is a field, the CCSID of the result is the CCSID of the
field. If Value is a constant, the CCSID of the result is the associated CCSID of the job of the user who
creates the query (or of the user who changes the query, if the original CCSID was 65535).

v Offset is the starting character position within the field or character constant. An expression can also be
used for the offset.

v Length is the number of characters that make up the substring. An expression may be used for length.
You do not need to specify a length. If you do not, the resulting substring is the entire field or character
constant from Offset to the end.

You must use commas between the substring elements; blanks are allowed after the commas. If you are
sending queries between countries that use the comma for a decimal point, put a blank after the comma
separating the offset and length.
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Example of a character field substring: If a character field named ALPHA containing the value ABCDEFGHI is
used in SUBSTR(ALPHA,4,3), the result is a character field containing DEF. If you do not specify a value for
Length, the result is DEFGHI.

If the Offset and Length values cause the substring to exceed the right end of the field, you will receive an
error message. If any argument can be null, the result field can be null. If any argument is null, the result
is null.

If a variable-length field is used for Value, the result is a variable-length field. If either Offset or Length is
an expression, the result is a variable-length field.

For SBCS, DBCS-open, DBCS-only, and DBCS-either fields, Offset and Length refer to bytes, including
shift-out and shift-in characters. For example, if FIELD1 contains string <A1B1C1D1E1F1>, the operation
SUBSTR(FIELD1,2,3) results in a character field containing A1B.

For DBCS-graphic fields, Offset and Length refer to the number of double-byte characters. Shift-out and
shift-in characters in a graphic constant are ignored. For example, the operation
SUBSTR(G’<A1B1C1D1E1F1>’,2,3) results in a graphic field containing B1C1D1.

DIGITS Query for iSeries function
The DIGITS function returns a character representation of a number. The form is:
QQ DIGITS ( expression ) QR

The argument must be an integer or decimal value. The result of the function is a fixed-length character
string. The CCSID of the string is the default SBCS CCSID at the application server. If the argument can
be null, the result can be null. If the argument is null, the result is a null value.

The result is a string of digits that represents the absolute value of the argument without regard to its
scale. The result does not include a sign or a decimal point. The result includes any necessary leading
zeros so that the length of the string is:

v 5, if the argument is a small binary value with no decimal positions.

v 10, if the argument is a large binary value with no decimal positions.

v The length of the argument, if the value is a packed, zoned, or binary field with decimal positions.

Example:
DIGITS(JOBCODE)

VALUE Query for iSeries function
The VALUE function can be used in any type of expression: character, numeric, date, time, or timestamp.
The VALUE function, VALUE(x,y), returns the first argument that is not null. The arguments are evaluated
in the order in which they are specified. The arguments must be compatible; character string arguments
are not compatible with numbers. X is a field and Y can be a field, value, or a list of fields or values. X can
be any data type and may be a previously defined result field or any file field.

The result can be null only if all arguments can be null; the result is null only if all arguments are null. The
X value is not checked to determine if it is null-capable.

Example:
VALUE(commission, 0)

If commission is null, the result is 0.
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Note: If you are sending queries between countries that use the comma for a decimal point, put a blank
after each comma separating values in a list of numeric values.

The selected argument is converted, if necessary, to the attributes of the result. The attributes of the result
are determined as follows:

v If the arguments are dates, the result is a date. If the arguments are times, the result is a time. If the
arguments are timestamps, the result is a timestamp.

v If the arguments are constants, the CCSID of the result is the CCSID that would result if the arguments
were concatenated.

v If all arguments are fixed-length, the result is a fixed length of n, where n is the length of the longest
argument.

v If any argument is variable length, the result is variable-length with length attribute n, where n is the
length attribute of the argument with the greatest length attribute.

v If the arguments are numbers, the data type of the result is the data type that would result if the
arguments were added.

v If all arguments are DBCS-only, the result is DBCS-only.

v If the arguments are any combination of bracketed-DBCS, the result is DBCS-open.

v If the arguments are DBCS-graphic, the result is DBCS-graphic.

If X is a DBCS-graphic field, Y fields and constants must all be DBCS-graphic. If X is not a DBCS-graphic
field, no Y fields or constants may be DBCS-graphic.

The CCSID of the result is as follows:

v CCSID 65535 if any field or constant has CCSID 65535.

v Mixed CCSID if any field has a mixed CCSID.

v CCSID of a file field has precedence over result fields or constants.

v CCSID of result fields has precedence over constants.

v CCSID assigned to the result will be the CCSID of the first of the two values if both concatenated
values are fields from the file, or both are result fields.

v CCSID 65535 is assigned to a DBCS-graphic constant if the job CCSID is a single-byte CCSID with no
associated DBCS CCSID.

VARCHAR Query for iSeries function
The VARCHAR function returns a varying-length character string representation of a string. VARCHAR
supports conversion from CHARACTER to VARCHAR and UCS-2 GRAPHIC to VARCHAR. Conversion of
numeric type data is not supported. VARCHAR supports conversion from CHARACTER to VARCHAR and
UCS-2 GRAPHIC to VARCHAR. Conversion of numeric type data is not supported.

The first argument must be a string expression; it must not be DBCS-graphic data.

The second argument, if specified as a length, is the length attribute of the resulting varying-length string.
The second argument must be an integer constant between 1 and 32740 if the first argument is not
nullable or between 1 and 32739 if the first argument is nullable. If the first argument is mixed data, the
second argument cannot be less than 4. If the second argument is not specified or DEFAULT is specified,
the result length is determined as follows, where n is the length attribute of the first argument.

v If the first argument is SBCS or mixed data, the result length is n.

v If the first argument is UCS2 graphic data and the result is SBCS data, the result length is n.

QQ VARCHAR ( expression
, length

DEFAULT , ccsid

) QR
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v If the first argument is UCS2 graphic data and the result is mixed data, the result length is (2.5*(n-1)) +
4.

The third argument, if specified, must be a valid SBCS or mixed CCSID. If it is a SBCS CCSID, the first
argument cannot be a DBCS-either or DBCS-only string.

The result of the function is the character string that would result if the character string expression was
assigned to a varying-length host variable with a length attribute of n, where n is the length attribute of the
result. If the length attribute of the argument is greater than the length attribute of the result, truncation is
performed and no warning is returned.

The result data type is VARCHAR.

If the ccsid (third argument) is not specified:

v If the first argument is SBCS character, then the result is SBCS character. The CCSID of the result is
the same as the CCSID of the first argument.

v If the first argument is mixed (DBCS-open), DBCS-only, or DBCS-either then the result is mixed. The
CCSID of the result is the same as the CCSID of the first argument.

v If the first argument is non-UCS2 graphic, then the result is mixed. The CCSID of the result is the
associated mixed CCSID of the DBCS CCSID.

v If the first argument is UCS2 then the CCSID of the result is the job CCSID. If the job CCSID is mixed,
then the result type is mixed. If the job CCSID is SBCS, then the result is SBCS character.

If the ccsid is specified:

v The result is dependent on the specified CCSID. If ccsid is a SBCS CCSID, then the result type is
SBCS character. If ccsid is a mixed CCSID, then the result type is mixed character.

v The CCSID of the result is the ccsid.

If the first argument can be null, the result can be null; if the first argument is null, the result is the null
value.

Following are examples of using VARCHAR to convert from CHARACTER to VARCHAR and UCS-2
GRAPHIC to VARCHAR:
RESCHAR varchar(char1,10,37)

where char1 is a character field to be converted
10 is the length of the output variable
37 is the ccsid of the output variable

RESUCS2 varchar(ucs2,8,37)

where ucs2 is a UCS-2 graphic field to be converted
8 is the length of the output variable
37 is the ccsid of the output variable

Following are examples of using VARCHAR to convert from CHARACTER to VARCHAR and UCS-2
GRAPHIC to VARCHAR:

RESCHAR varchar(char1,10,37) where char1 is a character field to be
converted, 10 is the length of the
output variable, and 37 is the CCSID
of the output variable

RESUCS2 varchar(ucs2,8,37) where ucs2 is a UCS-2 graphic field
to be converted, 8 is the length of the
output variable, and 37 is the ccsid of
the output variable
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VARGRAPHIC Query for iSeries function
The VARGRAPHIC scalar function provides a way to convert:

v character data (SBCS and Mixed) to DBCS graphic.

v character data (SBCS and Mixed) to UCS2 graphic.

v UCS2 graphic to UCS2 graphic.

v DBCS graphic to UCS2 graphic.

The VARGRAPHIC function returns a graphic string representation of a string expression.

The first argument must be a string expression and must not be bit data.

The second argument, if specified as length, is the length attribute of the result and must be an integer
constant between 1 and 16370 if the first argument is not nullable or between 1 and 16369 if the first
argument is nullable.

If the second argument is not specified or DEFAULT is specified, the length attribute of the result is the
same as the length attribute of the first argument.

In the following rules, S denotes one of the following:

v If the string expression is a host variable containing data in a foreign encoding scheme, S is the result
of the expression after converting the data to a CCSID in a native encoding scheme.

v If the string expression is data in a native encoding scheme, S is that string expression.

If the third argument is specified, the CCSID of the result is the third argument. It must be a DBCS or
UCS2 CCSID. The CCSID cannot be 65535.

If the third argument is not specified, the CCSID of the result is determined by a mixed CCSID, let M
denote that mixed CCSID. M is determined as follows:

v If the CCSID of S is a mixed CCSID, M is that CCSID.

v If the CCSID of S is an SBCS CCSID:

– If the CCSID of S has an associated mixed CCSID, M is that CCSID.

– Otherwise the operation is not allowed.

M Result CCSID Description
DBCS Substitution
Character

930 300 Japanese EBCDIC X’FEFE’
933 834 Korean EBCDIC X’FEFE’
935 837 S-Chinese EBCDIC X’FEFE’
937 835 T-Chinese EBCDIC X’FEFE’
939 300 Japanese EBCDIC X’FEFE’
5026 4396 Japanese EBCDIC X’FEFE’
5035 4396 Japanese EBCDIC X’FEFE’

The result of the function is a varying-length graphic string. If the expression can be null, the result can be
null. If the expression is null, the result is the null value. If the expression is an empty string or the
EBCDIC string X’0E0F’, the result is an empty string.

QQ VARGRAPHIC ( expression
,

length DEFAULT ,ccsid

) QR
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The actual length of the result depends on the number of characters in the argument. Each character of
the argument determines a character of the result. Regardless of the CCSID, every double-byte code point
in the argument is considered a DBCS character, and every single-byte code point in the argument is
considered an SBCS character with the exception of the EBCDIC mixed data shift codes X’0E’ and X’0F’.

v If the nth character of the argument is a DBCS character, the nth character of the result is that DBCS
character.

v If the nth character of the argument is an SBCS character that has an equivalent DBCS character, the
nth character of the result is that equivalent DBCS character.

v If the nth character of the argument is an SBCS character that does not have an equivalent DBCS
character, the nth character of the result is the DBCS substitution character.

The equivalence of SBCS and DBCS characters depends on M.

If the result is UCS2 then, each character of the argument determines a character of the result. The nth
character of the result is the UCS2 equivalent of the nth character of the argument.

Date, time, and timestamp expressions in Query for iSeries
Date, time, and timestamp data types and values can be assigned to result fields. A date, time, or
timestamp expression for a result field can contain the following, alone or in combination:

v Date, time, or timestamp field names (names of fields that contain date, time, or timestamp values)

v Character constants (SBCS or DBCS characters enclosed in apostrophes— see examples and rules
under “Query for iSeries character expressions” on page 60.)

v Date, time, and timestamp functions and operations (one or more of the following functions and
arithmetic operations):

+ (Addition)

− (Subtraction)

CHAR

CURRENT

VALUE

DATE

DAY

DAYS

MONTH

YEAR

TIME

HOUR

MINUTE

SECOND

MICROSECOND

TIMESTAMP

v Durations (a length of time, represented by a labeled duration, date duration, time duration, or
timestamp duration— see “Durations in Query for iSeries” on page 73.)

Character constants can represent date, time, or timestamp values when used with date, time, or
timestamp fields or functions. They can be used in expressions and treated like a date, time or timestamp.
For example, a date constant may be subtracted from a date field.

A date, time, or timestamp expression for a result field can contain the following either alone or in
combination:
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Query for iSeries date
A date expression is a three-part value (year, month, and day) designating a point in time under the
Gregorian calendar, which is assumed to have been in effect from the year 1 A.D. 1 The year range is
0001 to 9999. The month range is 1 to 12. The day range is 1 to x, where x is 28, 29, 30, or 31,
depending on the month.

A date starts with a digit and has a length of at least 6 characters. Trailing blanks can be included.
Leading zeros can be omitted from the month and day portions. Valid formats allowed for dates are listed
in Table 1. Each format is identified by name and includes an associated abbreviation (used by the CHAR
function) and an example of its use.

Table 1. Formats for Representations of Date Data Types

Format Name Abbreviation Date Format Example

International Standards
Organization

ISO yyyy-mm-dd 1987-10-12

IBM USA Standard USA mm/dd/yyyy 10/12/1987

IBM European Standard EUR dd.mm.yyyy 12.10.1987

Japanese Industrial
Standard Christian era

JIS yyyy-mm-dd 1987-10-12

OS/400 format DMY
YMD
MDY
JUL

DD/MM/YY
YY/MM/DD
MM/DD/YY
YYDDD
YYYYDDD

12/10/87
87/12/10
12/10/87
87/344
1987/344

The date separator can be either
a period (.), slash (/), comma (,),
dash (-), or blank space for the
OS/400 date format data types.

Note about using SAA date format: To prevent confusion about the date value, use the Systems
Application Architecture® (SAA) date formats (ISO, USA, EUR, or
JIS) when specifying date constants in a multilingual environment or
when a query is to be displayed or changed by different people.

If the OS/400 two-digit year format is used, the range of dates is from 1940 through 2039. Any year from
40 through 99 is assumed to have a century of 19. Any year from 00 through 39 is assumed to have a
century of 20. If a value outside of that range is in a field with a two-digit year format, it will be shown on a
report as +’s. Use the CHAR function on that field specifying a SAA date format, and then select the result
field for the report.

Query for iSeries time
A time expression is a three-part value (hour, minute, and second) that designates the time of day using a
24-hour clock. The hour range is 0 to 24, while the minute and second range is 0 to 59. If the hour is 24,
the minute and second specifications are both zero.

A time data type starts with a digit and has a length of at least 4 characters. Trailing blanks can be
included; a leading zero can be omitted from the hour part of the time, and seconds can be omitted
entirely. If you choose to omit seconds, 0 seconds is assumed. Thus, 13.30 is equivalent to 13.30.00.

1. Historical dates do not always follow the Gregorian calendar. Dates between 1582-10-04 and 1582-10-15 are accepted as valid
dates although they never existed in the Gregorian calendar.
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Valid formats for times are listed in Table 2. Each format is identified by name and includes an associated
abbreviation (for use by the CHAR function) and an example of its use.

Table 2. Formats for Representations of Time Data Types

Format Name Abbreviation Time Format Example

International Standards Organization ISO hh.mm.ss 13.30.05

IBM USA Standard USA hh:mm am or pm 1:30 pm

IBM European Standard EUR hh.mm.ss 13.30.05

Japanese Industrial Standard
Christian era

JIS hh:mm:ss 13:30:05

OS/400 format - HMS 13:30:05

Note: Time separators can be either a period (.), slash (/), comma (,), dash (-), or a blank space. Use the
CHGJOB command to change the OS/400 date or time format separators.

In the USA time format, the hour must not be greater than 12 and cannot be 0 except for the special case
of 00:00 AM. Using the International Standards Organization (ISO) format of the 24-hour clock, the
correspondence between the USA format and the 24-hour clock is as follows:

USA Format
24 Hour-Clock

12:01 am through 12:59 am
00.01.00 through 00.59.00

01:00 am through 11:59 am
01.00.00 through 11.59.00

12:00 pm (noon) through 11:59 pm
12.00.00 through 23.59.00

12:00 am (midnight)
24.00.00

00:00 am (midnight)
00.00.00

The system always uses 00.00.00. Only the user can enter 24.00.00.

Query for iSeries timestamp
A timestamp expression is a seven-part value (year, month, day, hour, minute, second, and microsecond)
that designates a date and time as previously defined. The time part includes a fractional specification of
microseconds.

A timestamp data type starts with a digit and has a length of at least 16 characters. The complete
representation of a timestamp has the form yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn. Trailing blanks can be
included. Leading zeros can be omitted from the month, day, and hour part of the timestamp. Trailing
zeros can be truncated or omitted entirely from microseconds. You do not need to specify microseconds. A
timestamp of yyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss is acceptable. If you choose to omit any digit of the microseconds
portion, an implicit specification of 0 is assumed. Thus, 1990-3-2-8.30.00.10 is equivalent to
1990-03-02-08.30.00.100000.

A timestamp expression with a time of 24.00.00.000000 can be accepted.
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Displaying constants format in Query for iSeries
The Display Constants Format display shows you what date or time format you must use if you specify a
date or time constant and do not use an SAA format.

Display Constants Format

Query . . . . . . : QRY1 Option . . . . . : CHANGE
Library . . . . : QGPL CCSID . . . . . . : 65535

Use an SAA format to enter a date or time constant, or
use the format described by the following values.

Use the decimal separator shown.

Query definition values
Date format . . . . : *MDY
Date separator . . : /
Time format . . . . : *HMS
Time separator . . : :
Decimal separator . : .

Press Enter to continue.

F12=CANCEL

The Display Constants Format display appears when you:

v Change a query from the Work with Queries display and at least one date or time constant is specified
in the query definition in an OS/400 format other than the date or time format specified for your job.

v Display a query from the Work with Queries display and your job format for the date or time is different
from an OS/400 date or time format constant that is specified in the query definition.

v Use the run-time record selection option of the RUNQRY command and your job format for the date
or time is different from an OS/400 date or time format constant specified in the query definition.

v Use the run-time record selection option with the QRYRUN procedure and your job format for the date
or time is different from an OS/400 date or time format constant specified in the query definition.

v Press F17 from the Select Records display.

v Press F17 from the Define Result Fields display.

OS/400 date formats are MDY, YMD, DMY, and JUL. The valid OS/400 time format is HHMMSS.

Date, time, and timestamp arithmetic operations in Query for iSeries
Addition and subtraction operations can be performed on date, time, and timestamp values to determine
the result-field value.

Note: If an addition operand is a date, time, or timestamp value, the other operand must be a duration.

The following rules apply to date, time, and timestamp addition:

v If one operand is a date, the other operand must be either a date duration or a labeled duration of
years, months, or days.

v If one operand is a time, the other operand must be either a time duration or a labeled duration of
hours, minutes, or seconds.

v If one operand is a timestamp, the other operand must be a duration. Any duration type is valid.
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Subtraction rules are different from addition rules because a date, time, or timestamp value cannot be
subtracted from a duration. Also, subtracting two date, time, or timestamp values is not the same as
subtracting a duration from a date, time, or timestamp value.

The following rules apply to date, time, and timestamp subtraction:

v If the first operand is a date, the second operand must either be a:

– Date

– Date duration

– Character representation of a date

– Labeled duration of years, months, or days

v If the second operand is a date, the first operand must either be a:

– Date

– Character representation of a date

v If the first operand is a time, the second operand must either be a:

– Time

– Time duration

– Character representation of a time

– Labeled duration of hours, minutes, or seconds

v If the second operand is a time, the first operand must either be a:

– Time

– Character representation of a time

v If the first operand is a timestamp, the second operand must either be a:

– Timestamp

– Character representation of a timestamp

– Duration

v If the second operand is a timestamp, the first operand must either be a:

– Timestamp

– Character representation of a timestamp

Date arithmetic operation in Query for iSeries
Dates can be subtracted, added to (incremented) or subtracted from (decremented).

Subtracting dates in Query for iSeries
The result of subtracting one date (DATE2) from another (DATE1) is a date duration that specifies the
number of years, months, and days between the two dates. The data type of the result is a
packed-decimal numeric. If DATE1 is greater than or equal to DATE2, DATE2 is subtracted from DATE1.
However, if DATE1 is less than DATE2, DATE1 is subtracted from DATE2, and the sign of the result is
made negative. The following procedural description clarifies the steps involved in the operation RESULT =
DATE1 - DATE2.

If DAY(DATE2) < = DAY(DATE1)
then DAY(RESULT) = DAY(DATE1) - DAY(DATE2).

If DAY(DATE2) > DAY(DATE1)
then DAY(RESULT) = N + DAY(DATE1) - DAY(DATE2)

where N = the last day of MONTH(DATE2).
MONTH(DATE2) is then incremented by 1.

If MONTH(DATE2) < = MONTH(DATE1)
then MONTH(RESULT) = MONTH(DATE1) - MONTH(DATE2).

If MONTH(DATE2) > MONTH(DATE1)
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then MONTH(RESULT) = 12 + MONTH(DATE1) - MONTH(DATE2).
YEAR(DATE2) is then incremented by 1.

YEAR(RESULT) = YEAR(DATE1) - YEAR(DATE2).

For example, the result of DATE(’3/15/2000’) - ’12/31/1999’ is 215, or a duration of 0 years, 2 months, and
15 days.

Incrementing and decrementing dates in Query for iSeries
The result of adding a duration to or subtracting a duration from a date is itself a date. It must be between
January 1, 0001 and December 31, 9999 inclusive. If a duration of years is added or subtracted, only the
year portion of the date is affected.

If a duration of months is added or subtracted, only the months and years are affected. The day portion is
unchanged unless the result is not valid (September 31, for example).

Adding or subtracting a duration of days affects the day portion and possibly the month and year.

Date durations, either positive or negative, may be added to and subtracted from dates. The result is a
date that has been incremented or decremented by a specified number of years, months, and days.

When adding durations to dates, adding one month to a given date gives the same date one month later
unless that date does not exist. Then, the date is set to the last day of the later month. For example,
January 28 plus one month gives you February 28. But January 29, 30, or 31 plus one month results in
February 28 or in a leap year, February 29.

Note: If one or more months is added to a given date and the same number of months is subtracted from
the result, the final date is not necessarily the same as the original date.

Converting a numeric field to a date field in Query for iSeries
The following is a way to convert a numeric field that contains a date to a date data-type field.

In this example, the job date format is YMD and the job date separator is /. A file contains a numeric date
field call NUMDATE, length 6, which contains dates in the format MDY (month day year). The first value in
NUMDATE is 011392.

Create the following result fields:

CHARDATE DIGITS(NUMDATE)
CHARDAT2 SUBSTR(CHARDATE,5,2)||’/’||

SUBSTR(CHARDATE,1,2)||’/’||
SUBSTR(CHARDATE,3,2)

NEWDATE DATE(CHARDAT2)

NEWDATE contains the internal representation of year 1992 month 01 day 13. If the date is shown on the
report, it shows as 92/01/13.

Note: If the date value resulting is outside the range of 1940 through 2039, it will show as +’s on the
report. Use the CHAR function to see the correct value.

Working with numeric dates in Query for iSeries
If you are using numeric fields to represent dates, you can use arithmetic operations to manipulate the
dates without using the Query date functions. Example 1 shows a method of converting a numeric field
containing a date from MMDDYY format to YYMMDD format. Example 2 shows the reverse conversion:
YYMMDD format to MMDDYY format.

Example 1: Working with numeric dates in Query for iSeries: The following query defines a
MMDDYY numeric field conversion to a YYMMDD numeric field, which is more suitable for sorting and for
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selection on specific year, month, and day values. The marked (*) lines are necessary and a sample report
follows. If you require rounding for fields in the report (instead of truncation), you can add to each of the
intermediate expressions a minus one half, as follows: MM = (MMDDYY/10000)-0.5.

Example 1

5728QU1 R03 M00 900824 IBM OS/400 Query 10/04/90 14:17:45 Page 1
Query . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . YYMMDD02

Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CRP
Query text . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MMDDYY to YYMMDD
Collating sequence . . . . . . . . . . Hexadecimal
Processing options

* Use rounding . . . . . . . . . . . . No
Ignore decimal data errors . . . . . No (default)

Selected files
ID File Library Member Record Format
T01 MMDDYY QTEMP MMDDYY MMDDYY

Result fields
Name Expression Column Heading Len Dec

* MM (mmddyy/10000) 2 0
* DD (mmddyy/100 - (mm * 100)) 2 0
* YY (mmddyy - (mm*10000 + dd*100)) 2 0
* YYMMDD (yy*10000)+(mm*100)+dd 6 0

* * * * * E N D O F Q U E R Y P R I N T * * * * *

MM DD YY YYMMDD MMDDYY
08 31 90 900831 083190

* * * E N D O F R E P O R T * * *

Example 2: Working with numeric dates in Query for iSeries: This example shows the reverse in
formatting— converting a numeric YYMMDD to MMDDYY. The marked (*) lines are necessary and a
sample report follows.

Example 2

Query . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . YYMMDD01
Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CRP

Query text . . . . . . . . . . . . . . YYMMDD to MMDDYY
Collating sequence . . . . . . . . . . EBCDIC
Processing options

* Use rounding . . . . . . . . . . . . No
Ignore decimal data errors . . . . . No (default)

Special conditions
*** All records selected by default ***

Selected files
ID File Library Member Record Format
T01 YYMMDD QGPL JUNK YYMMDD

Result fields
Name Expression Column Heading Len Dec

* YY (yymmdd/10000) 2 0
* MM (yymmdd/100 - (yy * 100)) 2 0
* DD (yymmdd - (yy*10000 + mm*100)) 2 0
* MMDDYY (mm*10000)+(dd*100)+yy 6 0

* * * * * E N D O F Q U E R Y P R I N T * * * * *

MM DD YY MMDDYY YYMMDD
08 31 90 083190 900831

* * * E N D O F R E P O R T * * *
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Time arithmetic operation in Query for iSeries
Times can be subtracted, incremented, or decremented. The result of subtracting one time (TIME2) from
another (TIME1) is a time duration that specifies the number of hours, minutes, and seconds between the
two times.

For example, the result of TIME(’11:02:26’) − (’10:32:56’) is 2930; a duration of 0 hours, 29 minutes,
and 30 seconds.

Incrementing and decrementing times in Query for iSeries
The result of adding or subtracting a duration from time is itself a time. If a duration of hours is added or
subtracted, only the hours portion of the time is affected. The minutes and seconds remain unchanged. If
a duration of minutes is added or subtracted, only the minutes and hours if necessary are affected. Adding
or subtracting a duration of seconds affects the seconds portion and possibly the minutes and hours.

Timestamp arithmetic operation in Query for iSeries
Timestamps can be subtracted, incremented, or decremented. The result of adding or subtracting a
duration from a timestamp is a timestamp. Date and time arithmetic is the same as previously defined,
except that an overflow or underflow of hours is carried into the date portion of the result.

Durations in Query for iSeries
A duration represents a length of time. There are four types: labeled, date, time, and timestamp.

Labeled duration in Query for iSeries
A labeled duration represents a specific unit of time expressed as a number followed by one of the
following duration keywords:

YEAR, YEARS

MONTH, MONTHS

DAY, DAYS

HOUR, HOURS

MINUTE, MINUTES

SECOND, SECONDS

MICROSECOND, MICROSECONDS

A labeled duration can only be used as an operand if the other operand is of type date, time or timestamp.
For example:
HIREDATE + 2 MONTHS + 14 DAYS

is a valid expression.
HIREDATE + (2 MONTHS + 14 DAYS)

is not a valid expression. In both expressions, the labeled durations are 2 MONTHS and 14 DAYS.

Date duration in Query for iSeries
A date duration represents years, months, and days expressed as a DECIMAL (8,0) number. To be
properly interpreted, the number must have the formatyyyymmdd where yyyy represents the number of
years, mm the number of months, and dd the number of days. The result of subtracting one date value
from another, as in the expression HIREDATE — BIRTHDATE, is a date duration. Example:
HIREDATE - BIRTHDATE

Time duration in Query for iSeries
A time duration represents hours, minutes and seconds expressed as a DECIMAL (6,0) number. To be
properly interpreted , the number must have the format hhmmss where hh represents the number of
hours,mm the number of minutes, and ss the number of seconds. The result of subtracting one time value
from another is a time duration.
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Timestamp duration in Query for iSeries
A timestamp duration represents a number of years, months, days, hours, minutes, seconds, and
microseconds expressed as a DECIMAL (20, 6) number. To be properly interpreted, the number must have
the format yyyymmddhhMMsszzzzzz , where yyyy , mm , dd , hh, MM , ss and zzzzzz represent,
respectively, the number of years, months, days, hours, minutes, seconds and microseconds. The result of
subtracting one timestamp value from another is a timestamp duration.

Date, time, and timestamp functions in Query for iSeries
The following functions can be performed on date, time, and timestamp values:

CHAR Query for iSeries function
The CHAR function returns a character representation of a date, time, or timestamp value. An optional
second argument dictates the SAA format for the result string. The first argument must be a date, time, or
timestamp. The second argument, if used, is the name of a character format. The form is:
QQ CHAR ( expression )

,ISO
,USA
,EUR
,JIS

QR

The result of the function is a fixed-length character constant. If the first argument can be null, the result
can be null. If the first argument is null, the result is null. Other rules depend on the data type of the first
argument as follows:

v If the first argument is a date:

– A format should be specified, especially if:

- The query is to be used by different users.

- The query is to be sent to a different machine.

- A date has a two-digit year format attribute and the values may not be in the range of 1940
through 2039. Use this function to see the date in a four-digit year SAA format.

– If the second argument is omitted, the string format is the job format.

– The result is the character string representation of the date in the format specified by the second
argument.

– The result length is 10 if a format is specified, 8 if no format is specified.

v If the first argument is a time:

– If the second argument is omitted, the string format is the job format.

– The result is the character string representation of a time in the format specified by the second
argument.

– The result length is 8.

v If the first argument is a timestamp:

– The second argument is not applicable and must not be specified.

– The result is the character string representation of a timestamp.

– The result length is 26.

Example:
CHAR(HIREDATE,USA)
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DATE Query for iSeries function
The DATE function returns a date from a value. The form is:
QQ DATE ( expression ) QR

The argument must be either a:

v Timestamp

v Date

v Positive number or expression less than 3 652 059

v Valid character representation of a date

v Character representation with a length of 7

If the argument is a character representation of length 7, it must represent a valid date in the form yyyynnn
where yyyy represents the year digits and nnn represents digits between 001 and 366, signifying a day in
that year.

The result of this function is a date. If the argument can be null, the result can be null. If the argument is
null, the result is null.

v If the argument is a timestamp, the result is the date part of the timestamp.

v If the argument is a date, the result is that date.

v If the argument is a number, the result is the date that is n−1 days after January 1, 0001.

v If the argument is a character value, the result is the date represented by the character string.

Note: If the OS/400 two-digit year format is used, the range of dates is 1940 through 2039. Any year from
40 through 99 is assumed to have a century of 19. Any year 00 through 39 is assumed to have a
century of 20. If a value outside of that range is in a field with a two-digit year format, it will be
shown on a report as +’s. Use the CHAR function on that field specifying a SAA date format, and
then select the result field for the report.

Example:
DATE(STRDATE)

DAY Query for iSeries function
The DAY function returns the day part of a value. The form is:
QQ DAY ( expression ) QR

The argument must be either a:

v Date

v Timestamp

v Date duration

v Timestamp duration

The result of the function is a binary field. If the argument can be null, the result can be null. If the
argument is null, the result is null.

If the argument is a date or a timestamp, the result is the day part of the value, which is a binary field with
a value between 1 and 31.
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If the argument is a date duration or a timestamp duration, the result is the day part of the value, a binary
field with a value between −99 and 99. A nonzero result has the same sign as the argument.

Example:
RESULT(DAY) = DAY(HIREDATE)

RESULT(DAY) would equal a value between 1 and 31.

DAYS Query for iSeries function
The DAYS function returns a numeric representation of a date. The form is:
QQ DAYS ( expression ) QR

The argument must be either a:

v Date

v Timestamp

v Valid character representation of a date

The result of the function is a binary field. If the argument can be null, the result can be null. If the
argument is null, the result is null.

The result is one more than the number of days from January 1, 0001 to D, where D is the date that
would occur if the DATE function were applied to the argument.

Example:
RESULT(DAY) = DAYS(CURRDATE) - DAYS(HIREDATE)

RESULT(DAY) equals a number representing the number of days between these two dates.

HOUR Query for iSeries function
The HOUR function returns the hour part of a value. The form is:
QQ HOUR ( expression ) QR

The argument must be either a:

v Time

v Timestamp

v Time duration

v Timestamp duration

The result of the function is a binary field. If the argument can be null, the result can be null. If the
argument is null, the result is null.

If the argument is a time or a timestamp, the result is the hour part of the value, which is a binary field
with a value between 0 and 24.

If the argument is a time duration or a timestamp duration, the result is the hour part of the value, which in
a binary field with a value between −99 and 99. A nonzero result has the same sign as the argument.

Example:
HOUR(TIME) where time = 12:11:22
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The resulting value of HOUR would equal 12.

MICROSECOND Query for iSeries function
The MICROSECOND function returns the microsecond part of a value. The form is:
QQ MICROSECOND ( expression ) QR

The argument must be either a:

v Timestamp

v Timestamp duration

v Valid character representation of a timestamp

The result of the function is a binary field. If the argument can be null, the result can be null. If the
argument is null, the result is null.

If the argument is a timestamp, the result is the microsecond part of the timestamp, which is a binary field
with a value between 0 and 999999.

If the argument is a timestamp duration, the result is the microsecond part of the timestamp duration,
which is a binary field with a value between −999999 and 999999.

Example:
MICROSECOND(TIMESTAMP) where TIMESTAMP = 1991-10-22-12.15.23.123456

The resulting value of MICROSECOND equals 123456.

MINUTE Query for iSeries function
The MINUTE function returns the minute part of a value. The form is:
QQ MINUTE ( expression ) QR

The argument must be either a:

v Time

v Timestamp

v Time duration

v Timestamp duration

The result of the function is a binary field. If the argument can be null, the result can be null. If the
argument is null, the result is null.

If the argument is a time duration or a timestamp duration, the result is the minute part of the value, which
is a binary field with a value between &minus 99 and 99. A nonzero result has the same sign as the
argument.

Example:
MINUTE(TIMESTAMP) where TIMESTAMP = 1991-10-22-12.15.23.123456

The resulting value of MINUTE equals 15.
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MONTH Query for iSeries function
The MONTH function returns the month part of a value. The form is:
QQ MONTH ( expression ) QR

The argument must be either a:

v Date

v Timestamp

v Date duration

v Timestamp duration

The result of the function is a binary field. If the argument can be null, the result can be null. If the
argument is null, the result is null.

If the argument is a date duration or a timestamp duration, the result is the month part of the value, which
is a binary field with a value between &minus 99 and 99. A nonzero result has the same sign as the
argument.

Example:
MONTH(TIMESTAMP) where TIMESTAMP = 1991-10-22-12.15.23.123456

The resulting value of MONTH equals 10.

SECOND Query for iSeries function
The SECOND function returns the seconds part of a value. The form is:
QQ SECOND ( expression ) QR

The argument must be either a:

v Time

v Timestamp

v Time duration

v Timestamp duration

The result of the function is a binary field. If the argument can be null, the result can be null. If the
argument is null, the result is null.

If the argument is a time or timestamp, the result is the seconds part of the value, which is a binary field
with a value between 0 and 59.

If the argument is a time duration or a timestamp duration, the result is the seconds part of the value,
which is a binary field with a value between −99 and 99. A nonzero result has the same sign as the
argument.

Example:
SECOND(TIMESTAMP) where TIMESTAMP = 1991-10-22-12.15.23.123456

The resulting value of SECOND equals 23.
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TIME Query for iSeries function
The TIME function returns a time from a value. The form is:
QQ TIME ( expression ) QR

The argument must be either a:

v Time

v Timestamp

v Valid character representation of a time

The result of the function is a time value. If the argument can be null, the result can be null. If the
argument is null, the result is null.

v If the argument is a timestamp, the result is the time part of the timestamp.

v If the argument is a time, the result is that time.

v If the argument is a character string, the result is the time represented by the character string.

Example:
TIME(TIMESTAMP) where TIMESTAMP = 1991-10-22-12.15.23.123456

The resulting value of TIME equals 12.15.23.

TIMESTAMP Query for iSeries function
The TIMESTAMP function returns a timestamp from a value or a pair of values. The form is:
QQ TIMESTAMP ( expression )

expression
QR

The rules for the arguments depend on whether or not the second argument is specified.

v If only one argument is specified, it must be either a:

– Timestamp

– Valid character representation of a timestamp

– Character string of length 14

Note: A character string of length 14 must be a string of digits that represents a valid date and time in
the form yyyyMMddhhmmss where yyyy is the year, MM is the month, dd is the day, hh is the
hour, mm is the minute, and ss is the seconds.

v If both arguments are specified, the first argument must be a date or a valid character representation of
a date. The second argument must be a time or a valid character representation of a time.

The result of the function is a timestamp. If either argument can be null, the result can be null. If either
argument is null, the result is null.

If both arguments are specified, the result is a timestamp with the date specified by the first argument and
the time specified by the second argument. The microsecond part of the timestamp is zero.

If only one argument is specified and it is a timestamp, the result is that timestamp. If only one argument
is specified and it is a character string, the result is the timestamp represented by that character string.
The timestamp represented by a string of length 14 has a microsecond part of zero.

Example:
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RESULT(x) = TIMESTAMP(DATEFRNK,TIMEFRNK)

YEAR Query for iSeries function
The YEAR function returns a numeric representation of the year part of a value. The form is:
QQ YEAR ( expression ) QR

The argument must be either a:

v Date

v Timestamp

v Date duration

v Timestamp duration

The result of the function is a binary field. If the argument can be null, the result can be null. If the
argument is null, the result is null.

If the argument is a date or a timestamp, the result is the year part of the value, which is a binary field
with a value between 1 and 9999.

If the argument is a date duration or a timestamp duration, the result is the year part of the value, which is
a binary field with a value between −9999 and 9999. A nonzero result has the same sign as the argument.

Example:
YEAR(TIMESTAMP) where TIMESTAMP = 1991-10-22-12.15.23.123456

The resulting value of YEAR is the numeric value 1,991.

Additional date, time, and timestamp functions in Query for iSeries
Based on the system clock, the CURRENT function used with DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP, or TIMEZONE
returns the current system value corresponding to the function used. The TIMEZONE function is used to
allow an easy conversion to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) by subtracting CURRENT(TIMEZONE) from a
local time value.

Note: If these functions are used more than once within a Query definition, all values are based on a
single clock reading.

If your job date format is different than the format used in the query, Query for iSeries uses the job date
format. If you use CURRENT(DATE) as a break field, you may get unexpected results when the job and
query date format are different.

Example:
CURDAT = CURRENT(DATE)
CURTSP = CURRENT(TIMESTAMP)

Converting date formats in Query for iSeries
You may sometimes encounter circumstances in which you want to generate a report with the date in a
format other than the one defined when the file was created.

Converting date for output to a database file in Query for iSeries
To convert a date field to a format different from the input file, you must externally define the output file
with DDS specifying the date format for the output date field. This conversion occurs automatically.
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Converting date for output to a display or printer in Query for iSeries
You can use the date functions to convert an input date field to a different format. Examples 1 and 2 show
two methods of converting a date field from the MMDDYY format to the YYDDD format. Examples 3 and 4
show the reverse conversions, from YYDDD to MMDDYY format.

Note: For ease of reading, multiple panel views are merged into single screen images.

Example 1—Converting from MMDDYY to YYDDD format in Query for iSeries
The following Define Result Fields panel defines an MMDDYY to YYDDD date conversion. The conversion
is done completely within the panel.

Define Result Fields

Type definitions using field names or constants and operators, press Enter.
Operators: +, -, *, /, SUBSTR, ||, DATE...

Field Expression Column Heading Len Dec
YY________ SUBSTR(CHAR(MMDDYY),7,2)_________ ____________________ _____ __

_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

CHARJAN01_ ’01/01/’ || YY___________________ ____________________ _____ __
_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

JAN01_____ DATE(CHARJAN01)__________________ ____________________ _____ __
_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

DDD_______ SUBSTR(DIGITS(DAYS(MMDDYY)-DAYS(J ____________________ _____ __
AN01)+1),10,3)___________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

YYDDD_____ YY_||_’/’_||_DDD_________________ ____________________ _____ __
_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

_______________________________________________________________________________
Field Text Len Dec
MMDDYY Date field in MMDDYY format 8 L

Bottom
F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

Example 2—Converting from MMDDYY to YYDDD format in Query for iSeries
This examples shows an alternative method for the same conversion done in example 1. The conversion
is done completely within the panel. This method requires that the date format for the current job must be
set to YYDDD. When this circumstance exists, the DATE function automatically does the conversion.
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Define Result Fields

Type definitions using field names or constants and operators, press Enter.
Operators: +, -, *, /, SUBSTR, ||, DATE...

Field Expression Column Heading Len Dec
YYDDD_____ DATE(MMDDYY)_____________________ ____________________ _____ __

_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

__________ _________________________________ ____________________ _____ __
_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

Bottom
_______________________________________________________________________________
Field Text Len Dec
MMDDYY Date field in MMDDYY format 8 L

Bottom
F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

The commands to run the query in example 3 are:
CHGJOB DATFMT(*JUL)
RUNQRY QRY(YYDDD)

Example 3—Converting from YYDDD to MMDDYY format in Query for iSeries
The following Define Result Fields panel defines a YYDDD to MMDDYY date conversion. The conversion
is done completely within the panel.

Define Result Fields

Type definitions using field names or constants and operators, press Enter.
Operators: +, -, *, /, SUBSTR, ||, DATE...

Field Expression Column Heading Len Dec
YY________ SUBSTR(DIGITS(YEAR(YYDDD)),9,2)__ ____________________ _____ __

_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

MM________ SUBSTR(DIGITS(MONTH(YYDDD)),9,2)_ ____________________ _____ __
_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

DD________ SUBSTR(DIGITS(DAY(YYDDD)),9,2)___ ____________________ _____ __
_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

MMDDYY____ MM_||_’/’_||_DD_||_’/’_||_YY_____ ____________________ _____ __
_______________________________________________________________________________
Field Text Len Dec
YYDDD Date field in YYDDD format 6 L

Bottom
F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

Example 4—Converting from MMDDYY to YYDD format in Query for iSeries
This example shows an alternative method for the same conversion done in example 3. The conversion is
done completely within the panel. This method requires that the date format for the current job must be set
to MMDDYY. When this circumstance exists, the DATE function automatically does the conversion.
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Define Result Fields

Type definitions using field names or constants and operators, press Enter.
Operators: +, -, *, /, SUBSTR, ||, DATE...

Field Expression Column Heading Len Dec
MMYYDD_____ DATE(YYDDD)_____________________ ____________________ _____ __

_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

__________ _________________________________ ____________________ _____ __
_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

Bottom
_______________________________________________________________________________
Field Text Len Dec
YYDDD Date field in YYDDD format 6 L

Bottom
F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

The commands to run the query in example 4 are:
CHGJOB DATFMT(*MDY)
RUNQRY QRY(MMDDYY)

General considerations when creating an expression in Query for
iSeries
Following are some general rules you should use when you are creating expressions:

v Character constants that represent dates are evaluated using the date format stored in the query
definition.

v Your expression can have a single value, or it can use as many operands and operators needed to fit in
the three lines provided on the Define Result Fields display.

v Do not use a result field in select records tests or as a sort field if it may have a division by zero or
overflow result.

v You can avoid dividing by zero by doing one of the following:

– When you select records, either by means of a select/omit logical file or by means of record
selection tests on fields other than the result field, select only records that will not cause a division
by zero.

– If a dividend for the definition of a result field will always be zero, try the following change to the
expression:
Original expression--> FIELD = P / X

Revised expression---> S = .00001

FIELD = P / (X + S)

Note: In the expression S, the number of zero digits before the 1 digit should be two more than the
decimal precision of the original expression.

– If a dividend for the definition of the result field will not be zero when the divisor is, the following
change to the expression prevents an overflow condition.
Original expression--> FIELD = P / X

Revised expression---> S = .00001

FIELD = (P*X) / ((X*X) + S)
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– If your expression performs a division operation, avoid dividing by zero by defining the denominator
as the result field just before the result field with a division. Then, for all logical OR groupings of
record selection, add a logical AND test stating the denominator must not equal zero.

v On the three lines provided, you can split a field name, numeric constant, or character string at the end
of one line and continue it at the beginning of the next. When you split a field name or a numeric
constant, do not put spaces at the end of the first line or at the beginning of the next line because
Query then treats it as two field names or numeric constants. Character constants (that is, characters
enclosed in apostrophes) can be split at any point. A DBCS character constant can be split by placing a
shift-in character in the last position of the upper line and a shift-out character in the first position of the
lower line.

v When using a field to divide, you must also select that field not equal to zero as the first selection
before any other result fields are processed, as in the following example:

v
1. AND/OR Field Test Value

2. ODQYSD NE 0

3. AND OMCRMM EQ 0

4. AND OMSTAT EQ ’50’

5. AND ODSTAT NE ’99’

6. AND PCT LT 90

7. AND PCT LT 90

8. AND OMUSOR LIST ’DT’ ’ET’ ’SR’ ’RT’

v To make your expressions easier to read, you can use blanks between field names and operators.

v You can create up to 100 result fields.

v Substring and concatenation operations are not allowed with date, time, timestamp or numeric fields. To
circumvent this, use the CHAR function around the date, time, or timestamp field and the DIGITS
function for numeric fields.

Query determines the data type of the result field according to the following:

If the first value in the expression is a numeric field name, a numeric constant (like the number 7 or
−3.14), or a function that returns a numeric value, then the result field is numeric.

If the SUBSTR function is used, the result field is an SBCS character field if the value is SBCS,
DBCS-only, or DBCS-either. The result field is a DBCS-open field if the value is DBCS-open. The result
field is a DBCS-graphic field if the value is DBCS-graphic. A substring of a fixed-length field can be
either a variable- or fixed-length field, depending on how you define the length and offset.

If the expression is a constant, field, or function, the data type of the result field is the data type of the
constant, field, or value returned by the function.

If the concatenation operation is used and all of the values being concatenated are DBCS-only, the
result field is DBCS-only.

If the concatenation operation is used and all of the values being concatenated are DBCS-graphic, the
result field is DBCS-graphic.

If the concatenation operation is used and one of the values being concatenated is DBCS-either, or if
the expression contains a mixture of SBCS and bracketed-DBCS fields or constants, the result field is
DBCS-open.

If a variable-length field is concatenated to either a fixed or variable-length field, the result is a
variable-length field.

If two or more fixed-length fields are concatenated, the result is a fixed-length field.

If two fixed-length DBCS fields are concatenated, the result is a variable-length field.
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Column headings in Query for iSeries
If you want to specify a column heading to be used for a result field, type the heading you want on the
three lines (up to 20 characters each) of the display that correspond to your result field. The heading will
appear in your query output exactly as you enter it on the three lines.

If you do not want any heading for a result field, type *NONE in the first five positions on the first line for
that field. (You must use all capital letters, and the remainder of the line and the next two lines must be
blank.) If you do not specify either a heading or *NONE, Query uses the result field name as the column
heading.

Length and decimal positions in Query for iSeries
For character (SBCS and DBCS), date, time, and timestamp result fields, you must leave the Len and Dec
values blank. If you do not specify anything in the Len and Dec columns when you define a result field,
Query determines the length of the result field. When Query determines these values, you have fewer
things to consider when changing expressions. If you want to know the length of the result field, press F13
to see the layout of the report and count the number of 9s (numeric fields) and Xs (SBCS character fields).
If you are using a DBCS-capable display and have DBCS data, count the number of:

Double-byte Js, which represent DBCS-only data

Double-byte Os, which represent DBCS-open (mixed) data

Double-byte Es, which represent DBCS-either data

Double-byte Gs, which represent DBCS-graphic data

For date, time, or timestamp fields, look at the length of the current date, time, or timestamp in the result
field.

For numeric result fields, length is the total number of digits in the field. It includes the number of digits to
the left and right of the decimal point but not the decimal point itself. Decimal is the number of decimal
positions to the right of the decimal point. If you want to type your own value for the length, to prevent
unexpected results, you should first read “Length and decimal positions in Query for iSeries reports” on
page 120 and “Result field length and decimal positions in Query for iSeries” on page 188. Also, observe
the following:

v If you specify a value for Len, you must also specify a value for Dec (decimal positions).

v If you increase or decrease the value in Dec, you should increase or decrease the value in Len the
same amount. Also, you may need to change these values later if you make changes to the numeric
expression.

v If you leave Len and Dec blank, Query changes the value if the expression changes.

If you are creating result fields by using multiplication and division operations, you may be able to reduce
the length value if the actual data in your files will not require the maximum field size as established by
Query. For example, an inventory master file would typically have a PRICE field and a QUANTITY field. Both
fields would have to have sufficient length to handle the largest value possible. When these two fields are
multiplied to create a result field called AMOUNT, the maximum length would be the sum of the sizes of both
fields. Since items with high prices are usually stocked in low quantities, the maximum field size for AMOUNT
would probably be too large for practical use (for example, in a report).

Note: If you want to decrease the field length because you only want a certain number of positions shown
on a report, you should not change the field length on the Define Result Fields display. Change the
field length on the Specify Report Column Formatting display instead. If you specify a field length
on the Define Result Fields display, the result of an numeric expression may be truncated or
rounded, depending on what you specify on the Specify Processing Options display.
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Example of defining a result field in Query for iSeries
An example of how you would create a numeric result field called DAYS using the expression WEEKS * 7
and using the report column heading Total Days is shown on the following display. The second input area
shows how you would define a character result field called GREETING with a value of ‘Have a nice day‘
and no column heading.

Define Result Fields
Type definitions using field names or constants and operators, press Enter.
Operators: +, -, *, /, SUBSTR, ||, DATE...

Field Expression Column Heading Len Dec
DAYS WEEKS * 7 Total _____ __

Days

GREETING ’Have a nice day’ *NONE _____ __

Bottom
_________________________________________________________________________
Field
MONTHS
WEEKS
YEAR

Bottom
F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display text
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

Note: See “CCSID and result field expressions in Query for iSeries” on page 252 for information on how
CCSIDs affect result fields.

Adding or removing result fields in Query for iSeries
Adding a result field to your query definition requires positioning the cursor to the top half of the display
and using F9 to insert a blank set of result field definition lines. After you have entered the information
necessary to define your new result field or fields, they are inserted after the set where the cursor was
positioned when you pressed F9. Note that a result field must be defined before it can be used as part of
an expression to create another result field.

Once you have positioned the cursor in the top half of the display, the page down key will continue to
show you the next two field definitions until you reach the last nonblank definition in the list. Page up
shows you the previous two definitions until you reach the beginning of the list.

To remove a result field, blank out all references to the field and its definition on the Define Result Fields
display. You must remove all other occurrences of it from your query, but Query leads you to any
occurrence of that result field in other expressions or in other parts of the query definition.
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Chapter 6. Selecting and sequencing fields in Query for
iSeries

This chapter describes how you select fields that you want to include in your query output and how you
indicate in what sequence the fields are to appear. They appear in a query report from left to right based
on the sequence number that you enter for each field. Query gives you the opportunity to select fields from
all your selected files and from all the result fields defined in your query.

Letting Query for iSeries select and sequence fields
If you did not type a 1 next to the Select and sequence fields option on the Define the Query display,
Query selects and sequences up to the first 500 fields available in your query. If the file(s) you have
selected contains only a few small fields that would all easily fit in 132 positions (the standard width of
printed output) and you do not care about the sequence of the output, letting Query select and sequence
fields for you makes good sense and may save you some time. Selecting only the fields you want in your
query may, however, improve the performance when the query is run.

The Select and Sequence Fields display is shown during query definition if you typed a 1 next to the
Select and sequence fields option on the Define the Query display. You can press F12 (Cancel) to return
you to the previous display if you have changed your mind and now want Query to select and sequence
fields for you. (Anything you typed on the display is ignored.)

Selecting fields and specifying their sequence in Query for iSeries
The Select and Sequence Fields display is shown below with some sample fields from a customer master
file shown in the Field column.

Select and Sequence Fields

Type sequence number (0-9999) for the names of up to 500 fields to
appear in the report, press Enter.

Seq Field Seq Field
____ ACCTNUMBER ____ PASTDUE
____ COMPANY ____ DATELASTPD
____ FIRSTNAME ____ CURRENTDAT
____ MIDDLEINIT ____ YEAR
____ LASTNAME ____ MONTH
____ STREETADDR
____ CITY
____ STATE
____ ZIPCODE
____ TELENUMBER
____ CRLIMIT
____ BALDUE

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F11=Display text F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F20=Renumber F21=Select all F24=More keys

You make your selections by specifying a sequence number from 0 through 9999 in front of each field you
want to select. Use the numbers in ascending sequence. The lowest numbered field is positioned on the
far left of your output (or is the first field in your database file). If you change your mind about the fields
you have selected, you can delete a field from the output by removing the number you specified in front of
it. To change the sequence of the selected fields, just change the numbers.
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After making new selections or changing old ones, press the Enter key to rearrange them on the display in
the new sequence. You can then renumber them with new sequence numbers in added amounts of 10
(10, 20, 30, and so on) by pressing F20. Renumbering can make it easier to add a field within the
sequence later.

Only those fields that you have selected so far appear in your output. If you want the remaining fields
(those with no numbers to the left of them) to appear in your output and you do not particularly care how
they are arranged, press F21 (Select all). Query arranges the list beginning with those fields that you
already selected, and then it supplies sequence numbers for all of the remaining fields in the order that
they appeared in the list. (F21 is available only if you are creating or changing a query definition.)

When you make selections or change the sequence and press the Enter key, Query rearranges the fields
to match the sequence you specified and displays the message Press Enter to confirm. If you are
satisfied with the selections and sequence, press the Enter key again to end field selection. If you make
any changes before you press the Enter key, the message is shown again, and you must press the Enter
key once more to continue.

The fields are shown on the display in the following order:

1. All fields selected on this display, in the sequence specified. If no fields are selected, the fields chosen
as sort fields (if any) for this query are listed first, in the order they were given priority on the Select
Sort Fields display. (See Chapter 8, “Selecting sort fields in Query for iSeries”.)

2. Any result fields that have been defined for this query but have not been selected.

3. All other fields, in the order they exist in the record format definitions for the selected files. Fields that
are not selected from the first file are listed first, followed by those in the second file, and so on.

Following is an example of how you might select and sequence fields so that a query of the customer
master file produces a report that shows COMPANY, ACCTNUMBER, and PASTDUE in that order.

Select and Sequence Fields

Type sequence number (0-9999) for the names of up to 500 fields to
appear in the report, press Enter.

Seq Field Seq Field
2 ACCTNUMBER 3 PASTDUE
1 COMPANY ____ DATELASTPD
____ FIRSTNAME ____ CURRENTDAT
____ MIDDLEINIT ____ YEAR
____ LASTNAME ____ MONTH
____ STREETADDR
____ CITY
____ STATE
____ ZIPCODE
____ TELENUMBER
____ CRLIMIT
____ BALDUE

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F11=Display text F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F20=Renumber F21=Select all F24=More keys

If you then pressed the Enter key, the Query would rearrange the fields so that COMPANY is in the first
position in the list, ACCTNUMBER is in the second position, and PASTDUE is in the third position. You could also
press F20 so that the selected fields are renumbered in added amounts of 10.
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Select and Sequence Fields

Type sequence number (0-9999) for the names of up to 500 fields to
appear in the report, press Enter.

Seq Field Seq Field
10 COMPANY ____ BALDUE
20 ACCTNUMBER ____ DATELASTPD
30 PASTDUE ____ CURRENTDAT
____ FIRSTNAME ____ YEAR
____ MIDDLEINIT ____ MONTH
____ LASTNAME
____ STREETADDR
____ CITY
____ STATE
____ ZIPCODE
____ TELENUMBER
____ CRLIMIT

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F11=Display text F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F20=Renumber F21=Select all F24=More keys

You could then select the remaining fields for output on the report by pressing F21 (Select all). Query
would then select and supply sequence numbers for the remaining fields in the order that they appeared in
the list.

Select and Sequence Fields

Type sequence number (0-9999) for the names of up to 500 fields
to appear in the report, press Enter.

Seq Field Seq Field
10 COMPANY 130 BALDUE
20 ACCTNUMBER 140 DATELASTPD
30 PASTDUE 150 CURRENTDAT
40 FIRSTNAME 160 YEAR
50 MIDDLEINIT 170 MONTH
60 LASTNAME
70 STREETADDR
80 CITY
90 STATE
100 ZIPCODE
110 TELENUMBER
120 CRLIMIT

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F11=Display text F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F20=Renumber F21=Select all F24=More keys

Another way of making your selections is to first specify the same sequence number (a 1, for example) for
all of the fields you want to select. Press the Enter key, and Query pulls all of those fields to the top of the
list. You can then specify new sequence numbers to arrange the fields in the order you want for your
report. This is particularly useful when there are too many fields to appear on a single display.

Query has the ability to show you additional information about the fields in the list area of the display. If
only the field names are shown in the list and you press F11, you see the descriptive text, the length, and
the decimal positions for the fields. For more information on using F11, see “Using F11 to display
additional information about Query for iSeries queries” on page 15. You can also display a long comment
(if one exists) for a field (or display the expression defining a result field) by moving the cursor to that field
and pressing F23.
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After you have confirmed the fields you want by pressing the Enter key a second time without making any
changes to your sequence choices, Query completes this step and takes you back to the Define the Query
display so that you can continue with other query tasks. If you previously selected more options on the
Define the Query display, Query shows you the first display for the next option.
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Chapter 7. Selecting records in Query for iSeries

This chapter describes how you can perform record selection tests so that your query output contains only
selected records, such as records in which the value of a field is equal to a specified value. For example,
you want to obtain information from an employee master file about all employees whose age is equal to or
greater than 21. By using certain tests, you can select only these records from your file (and thus exclude
those who are less than 21).

This selection process involves creating comparison tests that Query uses to select the desired records.
You can specify one test or as many as 100 tests. If the result of the test or the combined result of several
tests is true, the record being tested is selected and included in your query output.

Letting Query for iSeries select records
If you did not type a 1 next to the Select records option on the Define the Query display, all of the records
from your selected files are included in your query output.

The Select Records display is shown during query definition if you typed a 1 next to the Select records
option on the Define the Query display. Press F12 (Cancel) to return to the previous display if you have
changed your mind and now want all records in your output. (Anything you typed on this display is
ignored.)

Selecting the records you want in Query for iSeries
Usually your reports are based on records that have something in common, such as a report that lists only
those items in an inventory that are in short supply. Selecting records by creating comparison tests gives
you the ability to specify that the records must contain (or not contain) particular information—in the case
of the inventory items that are in short supply, you would want in your report only those items for which the
quantity on hand is below a certain level. This type of report is usually more meaningful and easier to use
than a report that contains all of the records from a file.

To select a record, you compare the contents of one or more fields (including result fields) with one or
more specified values to see if a condition, or test, is true. For example, you want all persons with the last
name (LASTNAM) equal to ’Clarke’ to appear in your output.

Test
|

Field | Value
| | |
| | |

LASTNAM EQ ’Clarke’

The Select Records display lists fields you can use (including result fields) and asks you to specify your
comparisons. This display is shown below with some sample fields from a customer master file shown in
the Field column.
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Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
______________ _____ ______________________________

____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________

Bottom
________________________________________________________________________
Field Field Field Field
ACCTNUMBER STREETADDR CRLIMIT YEAR
COMPANY CITY BALDUE MONTH
FIRSTNAME STATE PASTDUE
MIDDLEINIT ZIPCODE DATEPAID
LASTNAME TELENUMBER CURRENTDAT

Bottom
F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display text
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

Note: The value is not limited to the length of the line on the input display. If you need more space,
continue on to the next line. You must separate all values with blanks. If one value ends at the end
of the line and you continue on to the next line, you must include a blank space before the value on
the next line. You can split DBCS character constants by placing a DBCS shift-in character in the
last position of the first line and a DBCS shift-out character in the first position of the next line.

A comparison has all of the following:

v A field to be compared

v A test

v One or more values to compare the field with

You can specify up to a maximum of 100 comparisons. Each comparison can use as many lines (up to 30
characters per line) as needed, up to a maximum of 100 lines total for all comparisons.

The Select Records display provides six input lines at a time for you to enter comparisons. If you need
more than this, press the Page Down key to get more blank input lines. If the cursor is positioned on any
of the input lines (whether you have typed a comparison on it or not), you can use the page keys to view
all of the comparisons that you have entered.

Comparison fields in Query for iSeries

In order to be tested, the field must be one of the following:

v A field that exists in your selected file(s). This can be any field, including a field that you have not
chosen to include in your output.

v A result field defined for this query.

When you specify a field in a comparison, you must put the file identifier followed by a period in front of
any field name that appears in more than one selected file in the list. For example, if the field ACCTNUMBER
exists in two of your selected files that have file IDs T01 and T02, you would have to specify
T01.ACCTNUMBER or T02.ACCTNUMBER. If you did not include the file identifier, Query would not know from
which file to get the account number needed for the comparison test. You can press F18 (Files) to see a
list of the files that you selected and the file ID associated with each file.
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Comparison values in Query for iSeries
The value you compare the field with can be:

v Another field

v A numeric constant

v A character constant (SBCS or DBCS)

v A date constant

v A time constant

v A timestamp constant

The field and the value you are comparing must be compatible data types. The following are valid
comparisons for record selection tests:

v SBCS character field with:

SBCS character

DBCS-either

DBCS-open

v DBCS-either field with:

SBCS character

DBCS-either

DBCS-open

DBCS-only

v DBCS-open field with:

SBCS character

DBCS-either

DBCS-open

DBCS-only

v DBCS-only field with:

DBCS-either

DBCS-open

DBCS-only

v DBCS-graphic field with:

DBCS-graphic

v UCS2-graphic field with:

UCS2-graphic

v Numeric field with a numeric field

v Date field with:

SBCS character

Date

DBCS-either

DBCS-open

v Time field with:

SBCS character

Time

DBCS-either

DBCS-open

v Timestamp field with:
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SBCS character

Timestamp

DBCS-either

DBCS-open

v Any field can be compared to the keyword NULL using the IS or ISNOT test to determine if a field value
is or is not null.

Note: When comparing a date, time, or timestamp field with an SBCS, DBCS-either, or DBCS-open
character field, use a character field for which each value can be recognized as an SAA formatted
date, time, or timestamp. If the character field contains a correct representation of a date, time, or
timestamp, but in other than an SAA format, you may get unexpected results. When you run a
query that uses a non-SAA format for date, time, or timestamp values in character fields, and query
has no setting for a non-SAA literal date value, use the CHGJOB command to make sure your job
date format and separator match the format and separator in the character field values.

Usually you specify only one value per comparison. The exceptions are discussed in “Comparison tests in
Query for iSeries” on page 95.

Fields as values in Query for iSeries
If you use a field as a value (that is, in the Value column on the display), the field can be any field from
the list in the lower part of the display.

An example of a situation where you might use a field as a value is if you want only the records—from a
customer master file—with a balance due (in a field named BALDUE) greater than their credit limit (in a field
named CRLIMIT). In this example, you are comparing a field (BALDUE) with a value which is also a field
(CRLIMIT).

The fields being compared do not have to be the same length, and numeric fields do not have to have the
same number of decimal positions.

Character constants as values in Query for iSeries
A character constant is simply characters enclosed in apostrophes (for example, ’xxx’). The apostrophes
are important, because Query assumes that any group of characters not enclosed by apostrophes is a
field name. In DBCS character constants, shift-out and shift-in characters must surround DBCS data within
the apostrophes. DBCS-graphic character constants must be preceded by an uppercase or lowercase G.

For example, if you want only the records for Jan Alison, you compare the NAME field with ’Jan Alison’.
Also, note that if you do not use the apostrophes, Query tells you: Only one value is allowed for test.

The characters in the constant can be any combination of letters, numbers, or special characters (such as
*, ?, #, $, @) that might be found in the tested field. You must use apostrophes around a character
constant, even if it contains only numbers. You must also type uppercase and lowercase letters exactly as
you want them. The special characters underscore (_) and percent (%) have certain meanings when used
in a LIKE test.

If the character constant you specify contains an apostrophe, you must enter it as two apostrophes, so
Query does not think it has reached the end of the constant. For example, if you are looking for records
that list the street address as Granger’s Circle, you type the constant as ’Granger’s Circle’. Query
counts two apostrophes within a constant as a single apostrophe.

Numeric constants as values in Query for iSeries
You must not enclose a numeric constant in apostrophes. A numeric constant can be from 1 to 31 digits
long.

Do not use a currency sign (to indicate a monetary value) or a thousands separator (to indicate thousands,
millions, and so on) within a numeric constant.
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Note: If you are sending queries between countries that use the comma for a decimal separator, put a
blank after each comma separating the offset and length in the SUBSTR function and between
numeric values in a list in the VALUE function. Press F17 to show which decimal separator to use
in the query (see “Displaying the format of constants in Query for iSeries” on page 17).

Date, time, timestamp constants as values in Query for iSeries
Date, time, or timestamp constants are the same as the constants used on the Define Result Fields
display. See “Date, time, and timestamp expressions in Query for iSeries” on page 66. You can see what is
allowed for OS/400 date and time formats and separators by pressing F17 (see “Displaying the format of
constants in Query for iSeries” on page 17).

Null values in Query for iSeries
Null is a valid value for all data types on record selection. IS and ISNOT are valid tests for the keyword
NULL.

Comparison tests in Query for iSeries
You can specify these tests in comparisons:

Test Description

EQ Equal. Use this test to determine if the contents of the field and the value are equal.

NE Not equal. Use this test to determine if the contents of the field and the value are not equal.

GT Greater than. Use this test to determine if the contents of the field is greater than the value.

LT Less than. Use this test to determine if the contents of the field is less than the value.

GE Greater than or equal. Use this test to determine if the contents of the field is greater than or equal
to the value.

LE Less than or equal. Use this test to determine if the contents of the field is less than or equal to
the value.

RANGE
Range. Use this test to determine if the contents of the field is within a range that you have
specified for the value.

LIST List. Use this test to determine if the contents of the field is equal to one of the values in a list.

NLIST Not List. Use this test to determine if the contents of the field is not equal to any of the values in a
list.

LIKE Like. Use this test to determine if the contents of the field has a pattern similar to the value.

NLIKE Not Like. Use this test to determine if the contents of the field has a pattern that is not similar to
the value.

IS Is. Use this test to determine if a field is null. The only valid value is NULL or null.

ISNOT
Is not. Use this test to determine if the contents of the field is not null.

Character fields and constants are compared character by character for all tests except LIKE, NLIKE, IS,
and ISNOT.

v If two fields or a field and a constant being compared are not the same length, Query treats the shorter
field as if it has enough blanks at the end to make both fields the same length.

v The collating sequence determines greater than and less than conditions (for GT, GE, LT, LE, and
RANGE comparisons). For more information on collating sequences, see Chapter 9, “Selecting a
collating sequence in Query for iSeries”.
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Date, time, or timestamp comparisons in Query for iSeries
A date, time, or timestamp value may be compared either with another value of the same data type or with
a character representation of that data type. All comparisons are chronological. The farther a point in time
is from January 1, 0001, the greater the value of that point in time.

Comparisons of time values and character representations of time values always include seconds. If the
character representation omits seconds, zero seconds are assumed. A time or timestamp value that
includes 24:00:00 is not the same as 00:00:00.

Testing for equal (EQ) and not equal (NE) in Query for iSeries
You use the equal and not equal tests to determine if the contents of a field is equal or not equal to the
value you specify.

If the test is EQ, records are selected only if the field contains data that is exactly the same as the
specified value. For example, if the only comparison is:

INTRAT EQ 18

records are selected only if INTRAT, a numeric field, contains a value equal to 18. For example, INTRAT
could contain 18., 18.00, 00018, and so on.

If the test is NE, records are selected only if the field contains data that is different than the specified
value. For example, if you want to select records that contain anything other than a value of SMITH in the
field NAME, you specify:

NAME NE ’SMITH’

It does not matter to Query if the field called NAME is defined to be longer than five characters. Query looks
for all records that do not exactly match SMITH. SMITHSON, Smith, and NEISMITH would all be selected as
names that are not equal to SMITH.

Testing for IS Null (IS) and ISNOT Null (ISNOT) in Query for iSeries
You use the IS and ISNOT tests to determine if the contents of any field is or is not null. Any field can be
compared to null using the IS or ISNOT test. Some examples of IS and ISNOT are:
NAME IS NULL

Records are selected if the field NAME contains a null value.
NAME ISNOT NULL

Records are selected if the field NAME does not contain a null value.

Testing for greater (GT or GE), less (LT or LE), and range (RANGE) in Query for
iSeries
You use the greater and less tests to determine if the contents of a field is greater than, greater than or
equal to, less than, or less than or equal to the specified value. You use the range test to determine if the
contents of a field lies within the specified range of values. In addition to using these to test numeric data,
you can also test character data.

Some examples of greater and less tests are:

v NAME GT ’SMITH’

Records are selected if the field NAME contains a value in the collating sequence greater than SMITH.

v INTRAT GE 18

Records are selected if the field INTRAT contains a value that is greater than or equal to 18.

v BALDUE LT CRLIMIT

Records are selected if the data in the field BALDUE is less than the data in the field CRLIMIT.

v BALDUE LE CRLIMIT
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Records are selected if the data in the field BALDUE is less than or equal to the data in the field CRLIMIT.

When you test for RANGE, the contents of the field must be within the range of two values (greater than
or equal to the first value but less than or equal to the second) for the record to be selected. On the Select
Records display, you must specify two values in the Value column, and you must separate them by a
blank. If the first value is greater than the second value for a record, that record will not be selected.

For example, you want to select records only for the months of February through August. The field named
MONTH is a numeric field, and it contains a 1 to represent January, a 2 to represent February, a 3 to
represent March, and so on. On the Select Records display, you would specify:

Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
MONTH_________ RANGE 2 8___________________________

____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________

To use the GT, GE, LT, LE, and RANGE tests for SBCS character fields and values, you may need to
know the collating sequence. The collating sequence determines what characters are greater than or less
than others. If you do not select a different one, the hexadecimal collating sequence is used and:

v Most special characters are less than letters.

v Lowercase letters are less than uppercase.

v Letters are less than numbers.

For example, the characters A, 8, &, and b would sort from low to high as follows:
&
b
A
8

For more information about selecting or defining a collating sequence, see Chapter 9, “Selecting a collating
sequence in Query for iSeries”.

Testing for values in a list (LIST NLIST) in Query for iSeries
Use the LIST, NLIST tests to determine if the content of a field is equal or not to one of the values that
you list in the Value column on the Select Records display.

Note: See “CCSID and record selection tests in Query for iSeries” on page 253 for information on
CCSIDs and how they affect the Select Records display.

When you compare a field with a list, the record is selected if the contents of the field exactly match one
of the values you specify. The values you specify in the list:

v Must be numeric constants if you are comparing a numeric field with them.

v Must be SBCS character constants if you are comparing an SBCS character field with them.

v Must be SBCS, DBCS-only, or DBCS-open character constants if you are comparing a bracketed-DBCS
field with them. (If the field being tested is a DBCS-only field, the constant can only be a DBCS-only
constant.)

v Must be DBCS-graphic character constants if you are comparing a DBCS-graphic character field with
them.

v Must be separated by blanks.

v Cannot be field names.
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v Must be date constants if comparing to a date field. If the list contains correct representations of a date
but in other than SAA format, you may get unexpected results. To prevent unexpected results, the list
should be in SAA format.

v Must be time constants if comparing to a time field. If the list contains correct representations of a time
but in other than SAA format, you may get unexpected results. To prevent unexpected results, the list
should be in SAA format.

v Must be timestamp constants if comparing to a timestamp field.

Your list must contain at least two values, and they need not be in any particular order. You must enclose
each character constant in apostrophes and use two apostrophes where the character constant itself
contains an apostrophe (see the name O’Grady in “Example 2: Testing for values in a list (LIST NLIST) in
Query for iSeries”).

If all of the values in the list do not fit on one line, just continue them on the next line under Value. If one
value ends in the last position of a line and you continue on the next line, you must put a blank space
before the value on the next line. You can split DBCS character constants by placing a DBCS shift-in
character in the last position of the first line and a DBCS shift-out character in the first position of the next
line.

Example 1: Testing for values in a list (LIST NLIST) in Query for iSeries: If you want to select only
records that have 04567, 00976, and 85432 in the ITEMNO field, you specify:

Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, NLIST, LIKE, NLIKE, IS,ISNOT

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
ITEMNO LIST 04567 00976 85432

____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________

Example 2: Testing for values in a list (LIST NLIST) in Query for iSeries: The following tests the field
LASTNAME for a number of different last names:

Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
LASTNAME LIST ’Staples’ ’Thorson’ ’Smith’ ’J

____ ______________ _____ ones’ ’Alison’ ’O’Grady’
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________

Testing for values that are similar (LIKE NLIKE) in Query for iSeries
You use the LIKE test to determine if a field has a pattern that is similar to the test pattern you specify.
You use the NLIKE test to determine if a field is not similar to the test pattern that you specify. You can
use LIKE comparisons for SBCS and DBCS character fields, but specifying a LIKE or NLIKE comparison
for any other field types causes an error message.

When you use a LIKE test, a record is selected if a certain part of the field has the same characters as the
test pattern you specify for the comparison value. For example, you would use the LIKE test if you wanted
to select all records that have a last name that begins with an A.

You must enclose the test pattern in apostrophes; use two apostrophes where the test pattern itself
contains an apostrophe. If the test pattern consists of two apostrophes alone (’), it is treated as an empty
string.
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You can use some special characters to represent the positions in the field that you do not care about:

v An underscore (_) means skip one character at that position and do not test for that character. Each
underscore takes the place of one character in the field.

v A percent sign (%) means skip as many characters as necessary to get to the end of the field or to the
next specified character. Each % takes the place of zero or more characters in the field. (Thus, you
need not write a test pattern that is 32 characters long just because the field is 32 characters long.)

A test pattern must be no longer than, but it can be as long as, the actual field. Query does not count a %
as a character and counts two apostrophes within a constant as one character when checking pattern
length.

For example, if you are testing for an A in the first position of the LASTNAME field, and if:

v The field length is 1, you could specify ‘A’

v The field length is 3, you could specify ‘A__’

v The field length is at least 1, you could specify ‘A%’

You would type them on the display as follows:

Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
LASTNAME LIKE ’A%’

____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________

If you are testing for an A in the last position of the field, you could specify ‘%A’. But note that if an
8-character field contained ’ANNA ’, the LIKE test would fail because the last position in the field is a
blank.

If you are testing for an E followed by an A two positions after it, and the field length is at least 3, you
could specify:

’%E_A%’

Note that if an 8-character field contained any of the following, the LIKE test would be true:
’ANNE A. ’ ’EVAN E. ’ ’ANNE EVA’

Note: A LIKE, NLIKE test cannot be used for a date, time, or timestamp field. Only character constants
are allowed for LIKE, NLIKE. To circumvent this, create a result field and use the CHAR function on
the date, time, or timestamp field. Then use the result field on the Select Records display.

Testing for DBCS LIKE (like) and NLIKE (not like) in Query for iSeries
DBCS LIKE or NLIKE tests can be used in the Value column of the Select Records display to select
records. The following types of LIKE patterns can be used for DBCS fields that are being tested: standard
SBCS character constants, DBCS-only character constants, DBCS-open character constants, and
DBCS-graphic character constants.

Non-DBCS character LIKE, NLIKE (not like) pattern in Query for iSeries: This pattern, which contains
no DBCS data, can be used to test DBCS-either and DBCS-open fields. Use a % sign to skip any number
of characters or none at all. Use an underscore (_) to represent any single SBCS character. Although the
LIKE pattern contains only SBCS characters, it can test DBCS-open fields that contain both DBCS data
and SBCS data, because a % sign can be used to skip over both kinds of data.
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DBCS-only LIKE, NLIKE (not like) pattern in Query for iSeries: This pattern, which contains only
double-byte characters, can be used for any bracketed-DBCS field, but not for a DBCS-graphic field. Start
the pattern with a shift-out character and end it with a shift-in character. Use the DBCS percent sign (%%)
to skip any number of characters or none at all. Use the DBCS underscore (__) to indicate that any
double-byte character is accepted for that position. Although the LIKE pattern contains only double-byte
characters, it can test DBCS-open fields that contain both double-byte character data and alphanumeric
data because a %% sign can skip over both kinds of data.

DBCS-open LIKE, NLIKE (not like) pattern in Query for iSeries: This pattern, which contains both
DBCS and SBCS character data, can be used only for DBCS-open fields.

v The percent sign (%) skips any number of SBCS characters or double-byte characters, or none at all. It
ignores shift-out and shift-in characters.

v The DBCS percent sign (%%) works the same way as the standard percent sign (%).

v The underscore (_) represents one SBCS character. It does not represent a double-byte, shift-out, or
shift-in character.

v The DBCS underscore (__) represents one double-byte character. It cannot be used to represent an
alphanumeric, shift-out, or shift-in character.

DBCS-Graphic LIKE, NLIKE (not like) pattern in Query for iSeries: This pattern, which contains only
double-byte characters, can be used only for a DBCS-graphic field. A DBCS-graphic test pattern must
have an uppercase or lowercase G before the apostrophe. Within the apostrophes, the pattern must start
with a shift-out character and end with a shift-in character. Use the DBCS percent sign (%%) to skip any
number of characters or none at all. Use the DBCS underscore (__) to indicate that any double-byte
character is accepted for that position.

Examples: In the following examples, %% represents the DBCS percent sign, __ represents the DBCS
underscore, s/o represents the shift-out character, s/i represents the shift-in character, and a pair of the
same SBCS characters, such as DD, represent a single DBCS character.
Example 1: DBCSFLD1 LIKE ’s/o__DD__%%HH%%s/i’

Example 1 selects only records in which the second character in field DBCSFLD1 is DD, the first and third
characters are any double-byte characters, and at least one of the fourth through last characters is HH.
This test could be used for any bracketed-DBCS field that is at least ten characters long. This test could
also be used for a DBCS-graphic field by putting a G in front of the test pattern:

G’s/o__DD__%%HH%%s/i’

If DBCSFLD1 is a DBCS-open field, this test could select data that has alphanumeric characters, such as
‘s/oXXDDMMs/iAnns/oGGHHs/i’, for which the DBCS percent sign would skip over both double-byte
characters and alphanumeric characters before reaching HH.
Example 2: DBCSFLD2 LIKE ’s/o%%__%%s/i’

Example 2 selects only records in which field DBCSFLD2 contains at least one double-byte character. The
DBCS underscore (__) can stand for a double-byte character, but not for an alphanumeric character. A
different value, ‘%_%’, selects records that have at least one alphanumeric character. A value of
‘s/o__________s/i’ selects those that have all double-byte characters for a field that is ten characters
long.
Example 3: DBCSFLD3 LIKE ’s/oYY%%s/i A_o’

Example 3 selects all records in which the field DBCSFLD3 begins with the double-byte character YY and
ends with alphanumeric characters, the first of which is blank, the second of which is A, and the fourth of
which is o. This test selects fields such as ‘s/oYYs/i Amo’; ‘s/oYYZZXXs/iMary Abo’; or
‘s/oYYs/iABCs/oTTWWs/iM Aro’. It is not important that the percent between the double-byte character and
alphanumeric parts of the value is a DBCS percent; the following two values are equivalent to the one
used: ‘s/oYY%s/i A_o’ and ‘s/oYY%%s/i% A_o’.
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If the test pattern consists of two apostrophes alone (’’ or G’’) or two apostrophes enclosing only DBCS
shift-out and shift-in characters (’s/os/i’ or G’s/os/i’), the test pattern is treated as an empty string.
These patterns will select records in which the field contains an empty string.

Using more than one comparison test in Query for iSeries
When you use more than one comparison, you need to tell Query how to connect them by typing a
connection in the AND/OR column. The two types of connections are:

v AND connections

v OR connections

If you do not specify anything in the AND/OR column between comparisons, Query assumes AND. All of
the comparisons that are connected by ANDs must be true for the record to be selected by that group of
comparisons.

For example, to select records for all customers with the last name of ’Clarke’ and who live in Arizona
(‘AZ’) requires an AND connection:

Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
LASTNAME EQ ’Clarke’

AND STATE EQ ’AZ’
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________

Bottom
________________________________________________________________________
ACCTNUMBER STREETADDR CRLIMIT YEAR
COMPANY CITY BALDUE MONTH
FIRSTNAME STATE PASTDUE
MIDDLEINIT ZIPCODE DATEPAID
LASTNAME TELENUMBER CURRENTDAT

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display text
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

Although this example shows the AND typed in the AND/OR column, it is not necessary. (If you leave the
AND/OR column blank, Query assumes an AND connection.) Comparisons connected with one or more
ANDs are considered a group of comparisons.

The other kind of connection between comparisons is OR; that is, one or more of the comparisons (or
groups of comparisons) must be true for the record to be selected.

Because Query assumes AND connections unless told otherwise, you must specify OR in the AND/OR
column whenever you want an OR connection.

For example, to select records in which the last name is Kingsbury or the credit limit is greater than or
equal to $5,000 requires an OR connection:
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Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
LASTNAME EQ ’Kingsbury’

OR CRLIMIT GE 5000
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________

You can use AND and OR connections together to be even more specific about which records to include
in your report. The following example selects records for customers who placed orders from November
1986, through January 1987. Note that numeric constants are used for months.

Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
MONTH LIST 11 12

AND YEAR EQ 86
OR MONTH EQ 1
AND YEAR EQ 87

If written out, the above example looks like this:
(MONTH LIST 11,12 AND YEAR EQ 86) OR
(MONTH EQ 1 AND YEAR EQ 87)

Because using a combination of AND and OR connections can be confusing, you might want to use F5 to
look at your report and make sure your comparisons work the way you expect.

If a combination of AND and OR connections seems particularly complex, you should probably look at the
comparisons closely to see if you can use fewer connections to make the same record selection. For
example, following are two ways of selecting records for customers from Rhode Island (‘RI’) who have a
balance due from $900 to $1000 during 1986 OR 1987.

The first method uses a combination of AND and OR connections.

Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
BALDUE RANGE 900 1000

AND STATE EQ ’RI’
AND YEAR EQ 86
OR BALDUE RANGE 900 1000
AND STATE EQ ’RI’
AND YEAR EQ 87
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________

Written out, this example would look like this:
(BALDUE RANGE 900,1000, AND STATE EQ ’RI’ AND YEAR EQ 86)
OR
(BALDUE RANGE 900,1000 AND STATE EQ ’RI’ AND YEAR EQ 87)

The second method, which uses the LIST test and AND connections, selects the same records but needs
fewer lines and is easier to read:
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Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
BALDUE RANGE 900 1000

AND STATE EQ ’RI’
AND YEAR LIST 86 87
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________

Bottom

Written out, the example would look like this:
(BALDUE RANGE 900,1000 AND STATE EQ ’RI’ AND YEAR LIST 86,87)

Note: CCSIDs can affect how records are selected. See “CCSID and record selection tests in Query for
iSeries” on page 253 for information on CCSIDs and how they affect record selections.

Adding and removing comparisons in Query for iSeries
The prompt part of the Select Records display only has room to show six comparisons at a time. You can
press the Page Down key to get blank input lines after the last line you typed. When you have specified
more than six comparisons, you can press the Page Up key to see the previous ones.

If you want to add another comparison between two comparisons that you have already typed, you can
press F9 to insert a blank line where you need it so that you do not have to retype everything. The new
line is added after the line on which the cursor is positioned when you press F9. You can also press F9
instead of the Page Down key to add lines as you type in comparisons.

If you change your mind about a comparison and want to remove it from the group, just use the spacebar
or Field Exit to blank it out. If you change your mind and want to remove all of your comparisons, press
F12 (Cancel). Anything that you entered on the Select Records display is then ignored.

If you have blanked out a line or two and are at the last available blank line and need more lines, you can
press F20 to reorganize the space. Query moves the blank lines to the end of the comparisons. You see
the first six comparison lines on your display and must press the Page Down key to get to the blank lines
or to the place where you want to insert a line. If you run out of space but have no blank lines to move,
you have to redesign your comparisons so that they fit into the 100-line limit.
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Chapter 8. Selecting sort fields in Query for iSeries

This chapter describes how you can select sort fields to control the arrangement of the data in your query
output. To Query, a sort field is a field whose contents are used to sort the output records in a particular
order. For example, if you wanted to use a customer master file to obtain a list of all your customers, you
might want those customers listed in a particular order, such as alphabetically by last name, alphabetically
by state, or both alphabetically by state and then by last name. In this case, you would need to specify
one or more sort fields to ensure that your output in is the order you want it to be in.

Letting Query for iSeries determine the order of records for you
You can let Query retrieve the data directly from the database and include it in your query without any
sorting. If the sequence of the data in your report is not important, you do not need to worry about
selecting sort fields. When running a query that does not have a sort field specified, the order in which
rows are retrieved is not guaranteed. If the order is important, you should define a sort field in the query. A
thorough knowledge of database concepts, including file type and access paths, is needed if you want to
predict the sequence of your output.

Note: When you select a logical file for use with Query or DB2 UDB for iSeries programs without
specifying any sort fields, unpredictable results may occur. For example, you may not receive the
logical view of the physical file.

If you did not type a 1 next to the Select sort fields option on the Define the Query display, the Select Sort
Fields display is not shown while you work with your query definition, and the data is not sorted when you
run the query.

If you typed a 1 next to the Select sort fields option on the Define the Query display, the Select Sort Fields
display is shown during query definition. Press F12 (Cancel) to return to the previous display if you have
changed your mind and do not want to select any sort fields. (Anything you typed on the display is
ignored.)

Selecting the sort fields you want to use in Query for iSeries
On the Select Sort Fields display, as shown below, you select the sort fields that you want by entering a
sort priority number in the Sort Prty column. You can select up to 32 sort fields from the list. (The list on
this display shows only those fields that were selected on the Select and Sequence Fields display; if no
fields were selected, the list shows all the fields.) The total length of all the sort fields cannot be greater
than 10 000 characters (that is, if you add up the lengths of the sort fields, the total cannot exceed
10 000 characters).

Based on the number you type for each field you select as a sort field, Query establishes a sort priority.
You can use any numbers from 0 to 999—use the lowest number for your highest priority sort field. If you
use numbers like 10, 20, 30, and so on, you can easily add another sort field later.

You can also specify whether you want the sort field sorted in ascending order (from lowest to highest
value) or descending order (from highest to lowest value) by typing an A (for ascending) or a D (for
descending) in the A/D column. (If you leave the A/D column blank for a field, the sort for that field is done
in ascending order.)
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Select Sort Fields

Type sort priority (0-999) and A (Ascending) or D (Descending) for
the names of up to 32 fields, press Enter.

Sort
Prty A/D Field
___ _ ACCTNUMBER
30 _ INIT
20 _ LASTNAME

___ _ STREETADDR
___ _ STATE
___ _ CITY
___ _ ZIPCODE
10 D CRLIMIT

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F11=Display text F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F20=Renumber F24=More keys

When you press the Enter key after typing your sort priority numbers, Query rearranges the fields on the
display in the following order:

v If fields were selected on the Select and Sequence Fields display, they are listed in the following order:

1. All sort fields (if any) previously selected on this display, in the order specified.

2. Fields selected for the query, but not selected as a sort field. These fields are listed in the order they
were specified on the Select and Sequence Fields display.

v If no fields were selected on the Select and Sequence Fields display, the fields on this display are
shown in the following order:

1. All sort fields (if any) previously selected on this display, in the order specified.

2. Any result fields that have been defined for this query.

3. All other fields, in the order they exist in the record format definitions for the selected files. Fields
from the first file are listed first, followed by those in the second file, and so on.

Query then displays a message Press Enter to confirm. so that you have a second chance to review
your sort fields and change them if you want.

To remove a sort field from your selections, blank out the number in front of that field name. It is not
necessary to renumber the other fields. To change the priorities of the sort fields, just change the numbers.

If you make any changes, press the Enter key again. The list of field names is rearranged and is shown
with the sort fields first, in the sort priority you specified followed by the remaining fields that were selected
for output. If you want to renumber the fields in added amounts of 10 (10, 20, 30, and so on), press F20.

When you are satisfied that your sort field selections are correct, press the Enter key a final time to end
sort field selection.

The following is an example of how to specify sort priorities.

Assume that you are the credit manager for the United States division of an international mail-order
company, and you want a report of customer names and addresses organized as follows:

v Customers with the highest credit limit should appear first, then the next highest, and so on.

v If two or more customers from the same state have the same credit limit, these customers should be
grouped by state.
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v The states, and the customers listed for each state, should appear alphabetically.

In order to obtain the order you want, your first sort field is credit limit (CRLIMIT), in descending order (from
highest to lowest); your second sort field is state (STATE); your third sort field is last name (LASTNAME); and
your last sort field is first name (INIT).

You would complete the Select Sort Fields display as follows:

Select Sort Fields

Type sort priority (0-999) and A (Ascending) or D (Descending) for the
names of up to 32 fields, press Enter.

Sort
Prty A/D Field Text Len Dec
___ _ ACCTNUMBER Account number 6
40 _ INIT Customer first and middle initial 2
30 _ LASTNAME Customer last name 20

___ _ STREETADDR Street address 20
___ _ CITY City 15
20 _ STATE State abbreviation 2

___ _ ZIPCODE Zip code 5
10 D CRLIMIT Credit limit amount 7 2

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F11=Display names only F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F20=Renumber F24=More keys

Notice that a D has been typed in the A/D column for the CRLIMIT field. The STATE, LASTNAME, and INIT
fields will all be sorted in ascending order (which is the order you want).

Also notice that this display shows additional information including the text, length, and decimal positions
for each field. While you are selecting sort fields you can press F11 to alternate between showing only the
names of the fields and showing both the names and additional information about the fields. For more
information about using F11, see “Using F11 to display additional information about Query for iSeries
queries” on page 15.

After pressing the Enter key, the Select Sort Fields display appears again, but this time the fields given
priority are listed first in the order specified and the fields not used as sort fields are moved to the bottom
of the list:
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Select Sort Fields

Type sort priority (0-999) and A (Ascending) or D (Descending) for the
names of up to 32 fields, press Enter.

Sort
Prty A/D Field Text Len Dec

10 D CRLIMIT Credit limit amount 7 2
20 A STATE State abbreviation 2
30 A LASTNAME Customer last name 20
40 A INIT Customer first and middle initial 2

___ _ ACCTNUMBER Account number 6
___ _ STREETADDR Street address 20
___ _ CITY City 15
___ _ ZIPCODE Zip code 5

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F11=Display names only F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F20=Renumber

Notice that because you left the A/D column blank for the STATE, LASTNAME, and INIT fields, Query replaces
the blank with an A to show that ascending order is used.

The sort in this example provides a report that looks something like this:

Account Last Street Zip Credit
Number Init Name Address City State Code Limit
------- ---- -------------- -------------- ---------- ----- ----- -------

938485 CA Johnson 101 2nd St. Montvale GA 30545 9999.00
583990 GF Abraham 20 Vineview Elk River MN 55330 9999.00
693829 NO Thomas 8256 1st Ave. Twostone WY 82609 9999.00
846283 JS Alison 20749 73rd St. Ottawa MN 56342 5000.00
938472 EJ Henning 1 Oil Lane Oiltown TX 75217 5000.00
029384 MA Brown 904 38th St. New York NY 12201 1000.00
397267 OS Tyron 1039 20th Ave. Falls NY 14841 1000.00
475938 MA Doe P.O. Box 90834 Reading CA 95685 700.00
930484 BJ Hubbard 10 Colusa Junction CA 91722 700.00
192837 CE Lee 98 Elm St. Falls NY 14841 700.00
392859 LL Vine 18940 Main St. Tombstone VT 05046 700.00
389572 RS Stevens 38 Yale Blvd. Deer Falls CO 80226 400.00
839283 AC Jones 1984 5th Ave. New York NY 13041 400.00
493264 JS Jones P.O. Box 8910 New York NY 13088 400.00

The highest credit limits (9999.00) are listed first, followed by the next highest. Within each group of credit
limits, the records are listed alphabetically by state. Within each group of states, the customers are listed
alphabetically by last name (such as Brown and Tyron in New York, and Doe and Hubbard in California). If
two or more customers with the same last name live in the same state and have the same credit rating,
the order of the records is determined alphabetically by first and middle initials (such as AC Jones and JS
Jones in New York).

Additional sort considerations in Query for iSeries
Numeric fields are sorted by arithmetic value.
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SBCS character data in SBCS, DBCS-open, and DBCS-either fields are sorted in the order of the
hexadecimal representation of the characters or an order defined by a selected collating sequence. For
more information on collating sequences, see Chapter 9, “Selecting a collating sequence in Query for
iSeries”.

DBCS data in character fields is sorted by the hexadecimal representation of the data. The collating
sequence is not applied to DBCS data in DBCS character fields.

UCS2-graphic data is sorted by the hexidecimal representation of the data. The collating sequence is not
applied to UCS2-graphic data in UCS2-graphic fields.

Date, time, and timestamp fields are sorted in chronological order.

For all data types, null values are sorted last if the sort is in ascending order and are represented by a
dash (-). For example, for the following data:
field1 value
record

1 B
3 A
2 null value
4 null value

The sorted report looks like this:
A
B
-
-
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Chapter 9. Selecting a collating sequence in Query for iSeries

This chapter describes how you select the collating sequence for your query. The collating sequence is
used for certain operations (such as sorting, comparing, and evaluating) that involve SBCS character data
in SBCS, DBCS-open, and DBCS-either character fields. A collating sequence assigns a weight to each
alphanumeric and special character so that Query knows how to perform operations on character fields
and constants.

The collating sequence is only used for SBCS character data in SBCS, DBCS-open, and DBCS-either
fields. It is not used for numeric, date, time, timestamp, DBCS-only, DBCS-graphic, or UCS2-graphic data.

Note: To provide the intended effect regardless of the hexadecimal representations of the characters in
the data, coded character set identifiers (CCSIDs) are stored with collating sequences when they
are saved. For more information about how CCSIDs affect the collating sequence used see
“CCSIDs and collating sequences in Query for iSeries” on page 248.

Letting Query for iSeries select a collating sequence
If you did not type a 1 next to the Select collating sequence option on the Define the Query display,
Query for iSeries uses the default collating sequence. If you have never saved a collating sequence
default value, your collating sequence for new queries is the hexadecimal sequence.

Setting your default collating sequence in Query for iSeries
Generally, you will use the same collating sequence for all of your queries. For most users, the language
collating sequence (provided on most systems) is the only one needed. If you select the Select collating
sequence option on the Define the Query display when you are creating or changing a query and save
your collating sequence option as a default in your query profile, all your queries can use this same
collating sequence option without you having to specify it in each query definition. (This does not mean
that you must use this same collating sequence for all of your query definitions. It just means that, if you
save the collating sequence option as a default, you do not have to select the Select collating sequence
option for every query that you create; you have to select it only when a query you are creating requires a
different collating sequence.)

After you have selected the collating sequence option that you want on the Select Collating Sequence
display, you can save your option as a default value in your query user profile by pressing F23 (Save as
default) while you are still viewing the display.

If you decide to define your own collating sequence (option 3 on the Select Collating Sequence display),
you can also save your collating sequence (as a default) on the Define Collating Sequence display by
pressing F23 while you are still viewing that display. The coded character set identifier (CCSID) of the
sequence, assumed from the CCSID of your job, is saved with the profile.

Purpose of a collating sequence in Query for iSeries
A collating sequence determines what characters come before others when operations are performed on
character fields for the purpose of:

v Selecting records

v Joining files

v Sorting records

v Calculating the minimum and maximum values of a field

v Determining when a report break occurs
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To collate means to place items in proper sequence or to check that items are in proper sequence. For
Query for iSeries purposes, collating sequences apply to SBCS character data in SBCS, DBCS-open, or
DBCS-either fields, not numeric, date, time, timestamp, DBCS-only, or DBCS-graphic fields. The collating
sequences you can use are:

v The collating sequence provided by Query for iSeries for the language of your country.

v A collating sequence that you define.

v A translation table, created by the CRTTBL (Create Table) command, that exists in one of your libraries.

v One of the sort sequences supplied with the system. For each supported language, the system supplies
one table with unique weights for all characters and a second table with shared weights for some
characters.

Unless you select a collating sequence, the standard sequence used for collating is the same as the
numeric sequence of the hexadecimal values used to represent the characters.

Collating sequence and CCSIDs in Query for iSeries
You can define a collating sequence by assigning a sequence number to each character in a displayed
list. After renumbering in increments of 10 starting from 64 (’40’X), the assigned number for each character
is saved in the one-byte table entry at the offset that corresponds to the numeric value of the hexadecimal
representation of the character. The hexadecimal representation can be used later to retrieve the collating
weight for character data comparisons.

A CCSID is saved with a collating sequence so that the collating sequence can be converted for use with
data in a different code page. Conversion of a collating sequence is a matter of rearranging the numbers
in the table so that the appropriate collating weight is found for each character.

How a collating sequence affects Query for iSeries
Several definition steps in Query for iSeries use the selected collating sequence to determine the final
results when your query is run. A collating sequence is used:

v When you join files together by comparing an SBCS, DBCS-open, or DBCS-either character field in one
file to a character field in the other file by using the following tests:

– EQ (equal)

– NE (not equal)

– GT (greater than)

– LT (less than)

– GE (greater than or equal)

– LE (less than or equal)

v When you use comparison tests like EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE, LIKE, NLIKE, LIST, NLIST, and RANGE
to select records based on SBCS, DBCS-open, or DBCS-either character field values

Note: Query for iSeries does not use the collating sequence for EQ, NE, LIST, NLIST, LIKE, and NLIKE
comparisons, or apply it to SBCS characters in DBCS fields and constants, when the Use
collating sequence for all character comparisons option is set to NO (the default for a query
from a release earlier than Version 2 Release 3) on the Specify Processing Options display.

v When you select an SBCS, DBCS-open, or DBCS-either character field for sorting records

v When you define minimum and maximum summary functions for an SBCS DBCS-open, or DBCS-either
character field

v When you define report breaks on an SBCS, DBCS-open, or DBCS-either character field
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Selecting a Query for iSeries collating sequence
To select a collating sequence, you have to understand how the data exists in your files. For example, if
both uppercase and lowercase SBCS characters exist in your character fields, you have to decide if you
want uppercase and lowercase characters treated the same. Once you make this analysis, you can select
the collating sequence that produces the desired results, or you can define a collating sequence of your
own.

Select Collating Sequence

The selected collating sequence will be used for character fields when
sorting, selecting records, joining files, finding minimum and maximum
values, and determining when a control break has occurred.

Type choices, press Enter.

Collating sequence
option . . . . . . . . 1 1=Hexadecimal

2=Query for iSeries English
3=Define the sequence
4=Translation table
5=System sort sequence

For choice 4=Use translation table:
Table . . . . . . . . __________ Name, F4 for list

Library . . . . . . __________ Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Report F10=Process/previous
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F17=Job sequence F24=More keys

Using the hexadecimal collating sequence in Query for iSeries
The standard collating sequence is the hexadecimal collating sequence. For any given CCSID, all of the
character-set characters (alphanumeric and special) are assigned a hexadecimal value. The characters
and their related hexadecimal value are called a code page. A code page is shown as a 16 by 16 matrix
as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Example of How a Code Table Works. The value in the left column is the first half of the hexadecimal value.
The value at the top of each column is the second half of the hexadecimal value. The lowercase a in this table is at
’81’X and the uppercase A is at ’C1’X. This is an example, a real table contains all the alphanumeric and special
characters.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 a

9

A

B
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Table 3. Example of How a Code Table Works (continued). The value in the left column is the first half of the
hexadecimal value. The value at the top of each column is the second half of the hexadecimal value. The lowercase
a in this table is at ’81’X and the uppercase A is at ’C1’X. This is an example, a real table contains all the
alphanumeric and special characters.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

C A

D

E

F

When you use the hexadecimal collating sequence, the characters in a code table are ordered by
ascending hexadecimal values. An advantage of hexadecimal collating is that it distinguishes between
uppercase and lowercase letters.

For CCSID 37, the default for English language systems, the hexadecimal collating sequence is:

blank

miscellaneous characters, such as . + & % )

a through r

(tilde)

s through z

{

A through I

}

J through R

\

S through Z

0 through 9

To see what the hexadecimal collating sequence looks like, select option 3 (Define a collating sequence)
on the Select Collating Sequence display and press the Enter key. The Define Collating Sequence display
appears. Press F14 (hexadecimal sequence). Query for iSeries shows you the characters and their
sequence numbers in the hexadecimal collating sequence.

Each character with a hexadecimal value in the range ’40’X to ’FE’X is listed. You can use the page keys
to page through the list of characters. Press F11 to show the hexadecimal value of each character under
the Hex column. Use F12 to return to the Select Collating Sequence display.

If hexadecimal collating is selected, the minimum and maximum values saved in summary-only output to a
database file may differ from the corresponding values in a printed or displayed report, even though the
same job CCSID is used to run the query. This happens only if values for a minimum or maximum field
are converted to the job CCSID in order to be printed or displayed.

Using the language collating sequence for your country in Query for
iSeries
You may want to select the collating sequence provided by Query for iSeries for your country so that
character data is sorted in a more useful order for your language. In Great Britian and the United States,
the collating sequence provided (in addition to hexadecimal) is Query for iSeries English. In this sequence,
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as in most Query for iSeries language sequences, each pair of uppercase and lowercase letters (such as
A and a) sort together because they share a collating weight that is distinct from the weights of other
letters.

The language collating sequence is not saved in the query definition. If you save your query and it is used
on a system with a different language, the collating sequence for the other language is used. When you
need to save the language used for collating, use option 3 (Define the sequence) on the Select Collating
Sequence display and press F15.

Defining your own collating sequence in Query for iSeries
You may want to define your own collating sequence so that character data is sorted according to your
particular needs.

For example, you have a two-digit customer account number field that has gone beyond its maximum of
99, and entries in this field after 99 are alphabetic—A1, A2, and so on. You want the alphabetic entries
sorted to follow the numeral entries. You can define your own collating sequence so that the alphabetic
data follows the numeric data for this particular query.

To define your own collating sequence, type a 3 in the Collating sequence option prompt on the Select
Collating Sequence display and press the Enter key.

Select Collating Sequence

The selected collating sequence will be used for character fields when
sorting, selecting records, joining files, finding minimum and maximum
values, and determining when a control break has occurred.

Type choices, press Enter.

Collating sequence
option . . . . . . . . 3 1=Hexadecimal

2=Query for iSeries English
3=Define the sequence
4=Translation table
5=System sort sequence

The Define Collating Sequence display is the next display you see.

Define Collating Sequence

CCSID. . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 37

Position to . . . . . . . . . . . _ Char

Type sequence number (0-9999) for each character, press Enter.
(Use the same sequence number to have characters collate in a group.)

Sequence Char Hex Sequence Char Hex Sequence Char Hex
10 40 90 c 83 140 h 88
20 41 90 C C3 140 H C8
30 E1 100 d 84 150 i 89
40 - 60 100 D C4 150 I C9
50 ’ 7D 110 e 85 160 J D1
60 - CA 110 E C5 160 j 91
70 a 81 120 f 86 170 K D2
70 A C1 120 F C6 170 k 92
80 b 82 130 g 87 180 L D3
80 B C2 130 G C7 180 l 93

More...
F3=Exit F11=Chars only F12=Cancel F14=Hexadecimal
F15=Language sequence F16=Use default F20=Renumber F24=More keys
Collating sequence initialized from national language sequence
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The CCSID of the sequence is shown at the top and is always your job CCSID. If the collating sequence
CCSID does not match your job CCSID, the previously specified or defaulted sequence is converted
before it is shown on the Define Collating Sequence display. See “CCSIDs and collating sequences in
Query for iSeries” on page 248 for more information on how CCSIDs affect the collating sequence.

You are shown a list of characters with a sequence number assigned to each character. Characters are
assigned sequence numbers beginning with 10 and incremented by 10 in ascending order. A message
stating what collating sequence is used is shown on the bottom of the display. You can use the following
sequences as a base for defining your own collating sequence:

v Hexadecimal sequence

v Query for iSeries language sequence

v Default sequence saved for your user ID

v System sequence

To do this, press F14 (Hexadecimal sequence), F15 (Language sequence), F16 (Use default), or F17
(System sequence).

Use the page keys to page through the list of characters. Certain characters cannot be displayed on some
terminals; therefore, some sequence numbers may not have a character shown beside them. Press F11
and the hexadecimal value of each character is shown even if the character cannot be displayed on your
terminal. You can use the Position to prompt to find a specific character in the list quickly. (You can enter
the hex value of the character, if you know it and if your keyboard has this feature, or the character itself.)

To define your own collating sequence, change the sequence numbers beside those characters whose
sequence you want to change. Each character must have a sequence number. You can specify the same
sequence number for two or more characters—these characters are treated as equal when operations are
performed on them.

After you have renumbered the characters in the sequence you want, press the Enter key. The list of
characters is shown in the sequence you specified. Make sure the blank character (’40’X) is still first. To
renumber the characters in this new sequence by amounts of 10, press F20. Using F20 to renumber
makes it easier to specify a new sequence later. You must press the Enter key again to confirm that this is
the sequence you want to use. The characters are renumbered, by amounts of 10, when you leave this
display.

You can also save your collating sequence as a default by pressing F23 while you are still viewing this
display.

Selecting a translation table in Query for iSeries
If your query needs a sequence that is not provided for with the available collating sequences, and
creating a user-defined collating sequence does not produce the desired results, you may find that using a
translation table will create the correct sequence for your query. Translation tables (similar to user-defined
collating sequences) are created and used to translate data. The CCSID of any translation table created in
a release prior to Version 2 Release 3 is 65535.

If you want to use a translation table, select option 4 on the Select Collating Sequence display. Enter the
table name and the library that contains the table you want. If you would like Query for iSeries to list the
existing tables for you, position the cursor to the Table prompt and press F4. An example of the Select
Translation Table display follows:
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Select Translation Table

Library . . . . . . . . *LIBL Name, *LIBL, F4 for list
Subset . . . . . . . . __________ Name, generic*
Position to . . . . . . __________ Starting character(s)

Type option (and Table and Library), press Enter.
1=Select

Opt Table Library Text
_ __________ _________
_ QASCII QSYS EBCDIC TO ASCII TRANSLATE TABLE
_ QEBCDIC QSYS ASCII TO EBCDIC TRANSLATE TABLE
_ QLA10025S QSYS LATIN1 CCSID 37 SHARED WEIGHTED
_ QLA10025U QSYS LATIN1 CCSID 37 UNIQUE WEIGHTED
_ QRMASCII QSYS EBCDIC TO ASCII TRANSLATE TABLE FOR RM/COBOL
_ QRMEDCDI QSYS ASCII TO EBCDIC TRANSLATE TABLE FOR RM/COBOL
_ QSYSTRNTBL QSYS LOWER TO UPPER CASE TRANSLATE TABLE
_ QA3BA69A3R QUSRSYS CHRID(*N 1009) TO CHRID(1150 1025) TRANSLATE

More...
F4=Prompt F11=Display names only F12=Cancel
F19=Next group

For more information on using lists, see “Using lists in Query for iSeries” on page 9.

Selecting a system sort sequence in Query for iSeries
You can specify that the query use a system-provided sort sequence associated with a specific language.
There are two sort sequences for each language:

v One with unique weights for each character in the table.

v One with shared weights for various characters.

Note: The system provides the system sort sequences as translation tables in library QSYS. You can also
select them by name using option 4 (Translation table) on the Select Collating Sequence display.

The system sort sequences are different than the Query for iSeries language sequences (option 2 on the
Select Collating Sequence display). The Query for iSeries language sequences are not externalized
objects and can only be used with Query for iSeries definition objects. Also, the Query for iSeries
sequence for a language does not produce the same results as either of the system sort sequences for
that language. For the differences in your language, check the sequence tables. Often, the difference is
where the number characters are sorted.

To display the Select System Sort Sequence display select option 5 on the Select Collating Sequence
display and press the Enter key.

Note: In addition to 2(Unique) and 3(Shared) you can specify *HEX or a specific table with the SRTSEQ
parameter for your job.
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Select System Sort Sequence

Type choices, press Enter.

Sort Sequence . . . . . 1 1=Job run
2=Unique
3=Shared

Language id . . . . . . *JOBRUN *JOBRUN, language id, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Report F10=Process/Previous
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files F23=Save as default

Job run and *JOBRUN are resolved to the sort sequence (SRTSEQ keyword) and language ID (LANGID
keyword) from the user’s job when the query is run. These are the defaults for collating sequence option 5
if no sort sequence and language ID are saved in the query user profile.

The language ID is not used when:

v You choose Job run as the sort sequence option, and

v The sort sequence of the job at run time is *HEX or a named translation table.

Unique means that each character has a unique weight. Shared means that some characters share the
same weight. For example, in the shared sequence for English, uppercase and lowercase pairs of letters
share the same weight.

Note: If a translation table or sort sequence you selected via option 4 or 5 changes, the changed version
becomes the one used for your query the next time you change or display the query. The changed
table is also used if you deferred selection until run time. If you want a specific translation table or
sort sequence permanently associated with your query you must use option 3 on the Select
Collating Sequence display. Set the SRTSEQ parameter for your job to the desired table then start
a Query for iSeries session to create or change your query, use option 3 to set the Define Collating
Sequence display, and press F17. You can use F23 to permanently associate the table with all new
queries you create.
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Chapter 10. Specifying report column formatting in Query for
iSeries

The first part of this chapter describes how you control the format of your query output. You can change
the spacing before the report columns, the headings above the columns, and the report field lengths.

In the second part of this chapter, the four ways of editing numeric fields are described. Since numeric
fields of information are stored in database files without any punctuation, you can edit them so that they
are easier to read when they appear in a query report or display.

Formatting the columns of the Query for iSeriesquery report

Note: The first time that you select the Specify Report Column Formatting option, the information that is
shown on the display for column headings, field lengths, and decimal positions is taken from the
field definitions and result field definitions. If column headings are defined for the fields, they are
shown; otherwise, the field names are used as the column headings.

You can specify the following information about how the columns should appear in printed and displayed
reports:

v The number of spaces to the left of each column

v The wording of headings above the columns

v The size of the fields in the columns

Query ignores any column formatting you specify when you send detailed output to a database file.
However, if you later use that query to produce a report, the column formatting you specify is used.

Query uses the column heading (break fields only), editing, and field size that you specify for a query
when you send summary-only output to a database file. Summary-only output is described in Chapter 13,
“Selecting output type and output form in Query for iSeries reports”.

Column spacing in Query for iSeries reports
If you want to change the column spacing for a field, type a number from 0 through 99 to indicate the
number of spaces you want to appear to the left of that field column.

Unless you change the column spacing for fields, Query puts no spaces in front of the first column and
puts two blank spaces in front of all the other columns in the report. Before you specify any values, you
should be familiar with the possible effects of any changes. For example, if you ask Query to put several
blanks in front of more than one field, the new width of your output might exceed the width of the print line
on your printer, and your output may be truncated (that is, part of it may have dropped off). If this
happens, you could specify less space between the columns, or you could specify a Y (Yes) for line
wrapping on the Select Output Type and Output Form display (see Chapter 13, “Selecting output type and
output form in Query for iSeries reports”).

Column headings in Query for iSeries reports
For each field that has a column heading defined in its field definition (such as in IDDU field definitions),
that information is used by Query unless you change it. For result fields, any column headings specified on
the Define Result Fields display are also used by Query. For fields that have no headings defined, the field
names are used as the headings (in heading line 1), unless *NONE is specified in heading line 1. If you
specify *NONE, it must begin in the first position of the first heading line and must be all uppercase letters.
The remainder of the heading must be blank.
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Each column heading appears in the report exactly as you type it. Each heading can be up to three
20-character lines, and you can use any characters you want (see the heading for the INIT field on the
following display).

Specify Report Column Formatting

Type information, press Enter.
Column headings: *NONE, aligned text lines

Column
Field Spacing Column Heading Len Dec Edit
LASTNAME 0 LASTNAME 30

INIT 2 First & 2
Middle
Initials

STARTTIME 2 6 *
Start
Time

Bottom
F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F16=Edit F18=Files F23=Long comment

If you want the headings of all your columns to line up on the lowest heading line, you must type each one
on the display that way.

If you change a heading but decide you want to use the original heading, blank out the heading you typed.
The original (default) heading is used in the report and appears the next time you return to this display. If
you want to change the heading for a result field, you may change it on the Define Result Fields display,
as described in Chapter 5, “Defining result fields in Query for iSeries”.

Length and decimal positions in Query for iSeries reports
The length first shown for each field from a file is the length defined in the field definition. The length first
shown for each result field is the length that Query calculates for you, or is the value that you typed in the
Len column on the Define Result Fields display. Length has a different meaning for each data type:

v For SBCS character fields, length is the total number of characters in the field.

v For DBCS-only, DBCS-open, or DBCS-either fields, length is the total number of bytes in the field,
including shift-out and shift-in characters.

v For DBCS-graphic fields, length is the total number of DBCS characters in the field. Shift-out and shift-in
characters used when the field is displayed or printed are not included in the Len value.

v For numeric fields, length is the number of digits to the left and right of the decimal point, but does not
include the decimal point or any other editing characters (like a currency symbol).

v For date, time, and timestamp fields, the length is the number of characters in the formatted value,
including the separators and any other characters required by the format (for example, 12:15 am).
Timestamp is always 26 characters long.

Changing the Len value on this display affects only how the field appears in this query. The actual length
is not changed in the field definition, and the actual length is used for all other field processing done by
Query, such as sorting, report breaks, and so on. If you want to change the actual length for a result field,
you should make the changes on the Define Result Fields display rather than during formatting.

If you specify a length, the valid length values are:

v 0 through 32 766 for SBCS character fields

v 0 through 31 for numeric fields in packed, zoned, or binary form
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v 0 through 9 (single-precision) or 0 through 17 (double-precision) for floating-point fields

For date, time, timestamp and DBCS fields, you cannot change the length to anything but 0, which
excludes the field from the report.

For numeric fields, if you increase or decrease the value in Dec, you should increase or decrease the
value in Len the same amount. If you change the value in Len or Dec but decide you want to use the
original field definition value, blank out the number you typed. If there is a value in the Len or Dec column
for the same field, you must blank it out also. If you blank out the values, the original length and decimal
values are used in the report.

The length and the number of decimal positions first shown for each numeric field from a file is the same
as defined in the field definition. The length and the number of decimal positions first shown for each result
field is the number that Query calculates for you, or is the number that you typed in the Len and Dec
columns on the Define Result Fields display.

For numeric fields, the number in the Dec column indicates the number of positions to the right of the
decimal point.

For non-numeric fields, the type of field is shown in the Dec column and cannot be changed:

v An all-blank Dec column identifies a fixed-length SBCS character field

v V means variable-length

v J means DBCS-only

v O means DBCS-open (mixed)

v E means DBCS-either

v G means DBCS-graphic

v L means Date

v T means Time

v Z means Timestamp

Changing the Dec value affects only how the field appears in your query output. The actual value is not
changed in the field definition. If you want to change the actual number of decimal positions for a result
field, you should make the changes on the Define Result Fields display rather than at this time.

For numeric fields, you can type your own value (0 through 31) for decimal positions, but you must not
enter a value for Dec that is greater than the length of the field.

Omitting fields from a Query for iSeries report
You can create different versions of the same basic query output by selecting all of the possible fields you
might want to include when you select and sequence fields, and then omit certain fields during the
formatting processing by entering a length of zero on the Specify Report Column Formatting display. Each
of these versions can be saved and run as separate queries.

You may also want to use a field for sorting or for a report break, but not want it to appear in the query
report. If you change the field length (Len prompt) to zero on the Specify Report Column Formatting
display, the field is not printed, displayed, or used for summary output sent to a database file. The field is
still used for sorting, record selection, report breaks, and break text insert (see the appropriate Chapters
for details).

If you type a zero in the Len column, and there is a number in the Dec column for the same field, you
must also enter a zero for the Dec column.
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Note: You cannot change the order of the fields on your report during the formatting process. If you
determine that you need to change the order of the fields in your output, you must go back to the
Define the Query display and choose the Select and sequence fields option (see Chapter 6,
“Selecting and sequencing fields in Query for iSeries”).

Editing numeric fields in Query for iSeries reports
The first method you should consider for editing numeric fields is to not enter any edit options and let
Query make the decisions for you. However, if this method does not provide the output results you want,
you can use one of the four edit options that are discussed in this chapter.

The Edit column on the Select Report Column Formatting display is used by Query to indicate whether or
not any numeric field editing has been defined for any of the numeric fields in your query. If an asterisk (*)
is shown for a field, there are editing override values specified in your query definition for the field; the field
values are edited in the report using those values. This column is blank for character fields and for
numeric fields that are edited using only default values. (The default or original values can be in the file
definition or in system-supplied default values used by Query.)

If you want to edit a numeric field, that is, specify numeric field editing values that will be used as part of
your query definition, position the cursor on that field and press F16 (Edit) to go to the Define Numeric
Field Editing display. Depending on the choice you make on this display, Query will present the
appropriate display to allow you to describe the remainder of your edit definition. When no numeric editing
override values are saved for a field in your query definition, the editing actually used for the field comes,
first, from the original field definition (in a file definition) or it comes, last, from system-supplied default
values.

Note: If you want to remove all override editing for a particular field (as defined in the query), press F16
here to go to the Define Numeric Field Editing display, then press F16 again there (F16 is Remove
edit there). When you press F16 to remove editing, all editing definitions for all four editing options
defined for that field are removed.

Defining numeric field editing in Query for iSeries reports
The Define Numeric Field Editing display allows you to edit any of your numeric fields, one field at a time.
Floating-point fields, however, cannot be edited.

Define Numeric Field Editing

Field . . . . . . . :
Text . . . . . . . :
Heading 1 . . . . . :
Heading 2 . . . . . :
Heading 3 . . . . . :
Length . . . . . . :
Decimal . . . . . . :
Sample . . . . . . : -9,999.99_____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________

Type choice, press Enter.

Edit option . . . . . 1 1=Numeric editing choices
2=Date or time editing choice
3=Edit code
4=Edit word

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F11=Change sample
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F16=Remove edit F18=Files
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The Define Numeric Field Editing display allows you to specify the type of editing you want to use to edit a
numeric field. The editing determines how the values for the field are to appear in your query report. This
is the first of two displays used to define the editing; the second display to be shown depends on which
edit option (1 through 4) you select on this display. For example, if you choose option 2, you go to the
display that allows you to specify the type of separator character you want to use in a date field.

Shown on the Define Numeric Field Editing display is the name of the numeric field to be edited, the field’s
report-related information, and an edited sample value for the field as it would appear in the report with the
editing values that are currently defined for it. The field is the one that the cursor was positioned to on the
Specify Report Column Formatting display when F16 (Edit) was pressed.

Each of the edit options are described as follows:

1=Numeric editing choices
Shows the Describe Numeric Field Editing display, on which you can describe several editing attributes
for the field. You can select the characters to be used for the decimal point, thousands separator,
negative sign, and currency symbol, and you can specify how zero values and leading zeros are to be
handled.

2=Date or time editing choice
Shows the Describe Date/Time Field Editing display, on which you can select the separator character
used for a date or time value.

3=Edit code
Shows the Specify Edit Code display, on which you can select the edit code and modifier (if any) to be
used to edit the field.

4=Edit word
Shows the Specify Edit Word display, on which you can define your own edit words (values) to be
used on the field.

If an asterisk (*) was shown in the Edit column on the Specify Report Column Formatting display, editing
override values are already defined in this query for the field. If an asterisk was shown there, then the
result of the current editing in effect for the field is shown in the Sample field on this display, and the type
of editing is indicated by the edit option currently specified in the Edit option prompt. If no asterisk was
shown there, then the sample field is edited here according to the editing specified in the field definition or
in the system-supplied default values assumed by Query.

If you press F11, you can change the value shown in the edited sample. Each time you press F11, you
can see either the largest positive number (all 9s), zero (0), or negative 1 (−1). You can change the edit
option and press F11 at the same time to see the effect of each set of editing overrides or default values.
Also, if you change the edit option number and press the Enter key, you go to the definition display for that
option where you can look at or change how the editing for that option is defined. When you press F10
(Process/previous) to return, the edited sample shows the results of the editing values for that option.

If you want to see the editing for summary totals, if any exist, use F5 (Report) or F13 (Layout).

When you first come to the Define Numeric Field Editing display for any numeric field:

v The values shown in the Text through Decimal fields for that numeric field are the same as shown on
the Specify Report Column Formatting display for that same numeric field.

v The sample shows the current editing definition of the field, done with the largest positive value (all 9s)
that the field can hold. The sample also shows how the number will appear when it is edited according
to the currently selected numeric field definition (option 1 through 4 specified in the Edit option prompt).

v If an error occurs while the number in the field is being edited, the sample is edited using the J edit
code, and an error message is shown along with the edited sample.
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v The Edit option value is the value last specified in the query definition, the value associated with the
field definition in the file definition (if this is a field from a file), or 1, if neither of the first two indicates its
value.

Generally, when you first come to the other four numeric field editing displays (identified on the Edit option
prompt of the Define Numeric Field Editing display), the displayed values are taken from the previously
saved values in your query definition, from the field definition in the file, and from the system-supplied
default values (in that order). Query uses edit code J as the default for edit option 3 and blank edit words
for edit option 4.

Describing numeric field editing in Query for iSeries reports
If you have determined that letting Query do the editing for you will not give you the results you want, you
can specify your own editing attributes. You do this on the Describe Numeric Field Editing display.

Describe Numeric Field Editing

Field . . . . . . :

Type choices, press Enter.

Decimal point . . . . . . . . _ 1=. 2=, 3=: 4=$ 5=None
Thousands separator . . . . . _ 1=. 2=, 3=’ 4=Blank 5=None
Show negative sign . . . . . _ Y=Yes, N=No

Left negative sign . . . . ______
Right negative sign . . . . ______

Show currency symbol . . . . _ Y=Yes, N=No
Left currency symbol . . . ______
Right currency symbol . . . ______

Print zero value . . . . . . _ Y=Yes, N=No
Replace leading zeros . . . . _ Y=Yes, N=No

Replace with . . . . . . . _ 1=Blanks
2=Asterisks
3=Floating currency symbol

Single leading zero . . . . _ Y=Yes, N=No

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F16=Remove edit F18=Files

This display allows you to specify the editing characteristics that you want used for a numeric field. The
editing determines how the values for the field are to appear in your query report (if the report is run when
the edit option for the field is 1). You can select the characters to be used for the: decimal point,
thousands separator, a negative sign(s), and a currency symbol(s). You can specify separate negative sign
characters and separate currency symbol characters for either side of the field’s data values. You can also
specify whether zero values are to be printed and how leading zeros are to be handled.

This display shows the name of the numeric field to be edited and the numeric field editing override and
default values that will be used in the report. The editing values shown could be from IDDU or a
system-supplied edit description.

If you blank out all the values in the prompts on this display and press the Enter key, all the values are
then set to the system-supplied default values that are assumed by Query. These values are the same
default values used for result fields when they are first defined; thus, using this method, you can specify
the same type of editing for fields from files as is used for result fields, providing consistent editing in your
report.

To remove all editing overrides for this numeric field, press F16 (Remove edit). The asterisk (*) is removed
from the Edit column on the Specify Report Column Formatting display, and the editing values that will be
used for this field in the query report are taken from the field definition or from the system-supplied default
values.
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Decimal point in Query for iSeries reports
Type the option number of the character that you want used as the decimal point in this field. The option
numbers and characters are shown below, along with examples of the edited results for a numeric value of
245.87:

Option Example Meaning of Option
1= . 245.87 Decimal point is a period
2= , 245,87 Decimal point is a comma
3= : 245:87 Decimal point is a colon
4= $ 245$87 Decimal point is a dollar sign
5=None 24587 Decimal point not used

Thousands separator in Query for iSeries reports
Type the option number of the character that you want used as the thousands separator in this field. The
option numbers and characters are shown below, along with examples of the edited results for a value of
1515109:

Option Example Meaning of Option
1= . 1.515.109 Separator is a period
2= , 1,515,109 Separator is a comma
3= ’ 1’515’109 Separator is an apostrophe
4=Blank 1 515 109 Separator is a blank space
5=None 1515109 Separator not used

Show negative sign in Query for iSeries reports
Type a Y or N to indicate whether a negative sign is to be used with this field.

Y=Yes
A negative sign is to be shown when the value in the field is negative. The sign can be on the left or
right side of the value (or on both sides), and it can be defined differently for each side. All negative
signs take space in the report. Use the next two prompts to define from 1 to 6 characters for the
negative sign(s). (You can leave one prompt blank. If you do, no sign shows on that side of the field
and no space is taken in the report.)

N=No
A negative sign is not to be shown when the value in the field is negative. If the next two prompts
contain negative sign definitions, they are saved in this query but not used.

Left negative sign in Query for iSeries reports
Type from 1 to 6 characters that you want used as the negative sign to appear on the left of negative
values in this field. Any character that can be printed or displayed can be used. Either the blank or
underscore (_) can be used within the character string, but if you want blanks at the right end of the string
for the negative sign, you must use underscores.

Some examples of left negative signs for the negative value of 27.03 are:
Sign Edited Negative Value

- -27.03
CRAMT CRAMT27.03
CR AMT CR AMT27.03
CRDT:_ CRDT: 27.03

The coding for the last example must include an underscore because of the blank at the right end of the
left negative sign characters.

The position of the left negative sign depends on the value specified in the Replace with option when
leading zeros are to be replaced.

v If you specify option 1 (Blanks) or option 2 (Asterisks), the negative sign is fixed; it is always shown in
the farthest left position of the field, to the left of all the asterisks that replace all leading zeros. For
example, in a field with a length of eight digits, the edited value for 27.03 would be -****27.03 or
− 27.03.
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v If you specify option 3 (Floating currency symbol), then the negative sign moves (or floats), depending
on how many leading zeros it replaces, so that it is to the immediate left of the first significant digit in
the value (such as −27.03), or it is to the immediate left of the left currency symbol (such as −$27.03).

Right negative sign in Query for iSeries reports
Type from 1 to 6 characters that you want used as the negative sign to appear on the right of negative
values in this field. Any character that can be printed or displayed can be used. Either the blank or
underscore (_) can be used within the character string, but if you want blanks at the right end of the string
for the negative sign, you must use underscores. Examples of right negative signs are 27.03−, 27.03CR
AMT, and 27.03 CRDT.

Show currency symbol in Query for iSeries reports
Type a Y or N to indicate whether a currency symbol is to be used with this field.

Y=Yes
A currency symbol is to be shown with the value in the field. The symbol can be on the left or right
side of the value (or on both sides), and it can be defined differently for each side. If option 3 (Floating
currency symbol) is not specified below in the Replace with prompt (for leading zeros), then the left
currency symbol (if used) appears in a fixed position in the field. However, if option 3 is used, then any
left currency symbol specified will be a floating symbol, depending on how many leading zeros it
replaces. Use the next two prompts to define from 1 to 6 characters for the currency symbol.

N=No
A currency symbol is not to be shown with the value in the field. If the next two prompts contain
currency symbol definitions, they will be saved in this query but not used.

Left currency symbol in Query for iSeries reports
Type from 1 to 6 characters that you want used as the currency symbol to appear on the left of values in
this field. Any character that can be printed or displayed can be used, but you should not use an asterisk
(*), zero, or whatever your decimal point is (such as the period). Either the blank or underscore (_) can be
used within the character string, but if you want blanks at the right end of the string for the symbol, you
must use underscores.

Some examples of left currency symbols that might be used with a value of 45.5 are:
Symbol Edited Result Possible Use
L. L.45.5 Italy
Kr Kr45.5 Norway
$ $45.5 U.S.
THOUS_ THOUS 45.5 U.S.

This string is positioned in the same way as you typed it, unless you choose to replace the leading zeros
with the floating currency symbol. In that case, this string is moved (floats) to the immediate left of the first
significant digit.

Right currency symbol in Query for iSeries reports
Type from 1 to 6 characters that you want used as the currency symbol to appear on the right of values in
this field. Any character that can be printed or displayed can be used, but you should not use an asterisk
(*), zero, or whatever your decimal point is (such as the period). Either the blank or underscore (_) can be
used within the character string, but if you want blanks at the right end of the string for the symbol, you
must use underscores.

Some examples of right currency symbols that might be used with a value of 123.45 are:
Symbol Edited Result Possible Use
_BF 123,45 BF Belgium
F 123,45 F France
$ 123.45$ U.S.
THOUS 123.45THOUS U.S.
> 123.45> U.S.
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The right currency symbol is always in a fixed position.

Print zero value in Query for iSeries reports
When this field contains a numeric value of zero, type a Y or N to indicate whether it is to show a zero or it
is to be left blank.

Y=Yes
A numeric value of 0, when it occurs, is to be shown.

N=No
A numeric value of 0 is to be shown as all blanks; no 0 is to be shown in this field.

Replace leading zeros in Query for iSeries reports
When this field contains leading zeros, type a Y or N to indicate whether they are to be replaced by
different characters or not. Leading zeros are those zeros that appear to the immediate left of the first
significant digit (1 through 9) in the numeric value, or to the immediate left of the decimal point if the
numeric value is less than 1. For example, there are four leading zeros in the eight-digit field 000027.03,
and there are six in the eight-digit field 000000.03.

Y=Yes
Leading zeros are to be replaced by other characters (blanks or asterisks) or by a floating currency
symbol.

N=No
All leading zeros are to be shown. (If the Replace leading zeros and Replace with prompts contain
values, they will be saved in this query but not used.)

Replace with option in Query for iSeries reports
If you typed a Y for the Replace leading zeros prompt, type the option number of the character or symbol
that you want used to replace any leading zeros in the values for this field.

1=Blanks
Blank spaces are to be used to replace leading zeros ( 27.03 and .03).

2=Asterisks
Asterisks (*) are to be used to replace leading zeros (****27.03 and ******.03).

3=Floating currency symbol
The currency symbol is to be used to replace leading zeros. The symbol floats so that it appears to
the immediate left of the first significant digit in the numeric value (for example, $27.03 and $.03).

Single leading zero in Query for iSeries reports
When the numeric value in this field is less than 1, type a Y or N to indicate whether a single leading zero
is to be shown to the left of the decimal point. This prompt value is used only if a Y is specified for the
Replace leading zeros prompt.

Y=Yes
A single leading zero is to be placed to the left of the decimal point when the value is less than 1,
assuming that the length is greater than the number of decimal positions (for example, 0.03 for a
result of 3/100).

N=No
No zero is to appear to the left of the decimal point when the value is less than 1 (for example, .03 for
a result of 3/100).

Describing date/time field editing display in Query for iSeries reports
If you have selected numeric fields for your query that contain date or time values, Query provides an
easy way to specify or change the separator character that is used in the editing process.
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The Describe Date/Time Field Editing display allows you to specify the type of separator character that
you want used for a numeric field that contains a date or time value. The editing value determines how the
values for the date or time field are to appear in your query report (if you use option 2 as the edit option
for this field).

Describe Date/Time Field Editing

Field . . . . . . :

Type choice, press Enter.

Date/time separator . . . . . _ 1=. 2=/ 3=: 4=- 5=,

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F16=Remove edit F18=Files

When you first see this display, the edit value shown is the value previously saved in your query, is the
value from the field definition in the file description, or is the system-supplied default.

You can either change the edit value shown or you can blank it out. If you blank out the value, the
system-supplied default separator value (stored in the QDATSEP system value) is to be used, and it is
shown if you return to this display. To use this date/time edit value to edit the field, edit option 2 must be
specified on the Define Numeric Field Editing display.

Any number less than six digits long loses one date/time position on the left for each digit that it is short
(zero values become blanks). If the leading digit on the left is zero, it is replaced with a blank (for example,
if your date/time separator is a slash, the value 000829 becomes 0/08/29). To show dates without having
the leading zero truncated, use the edit word option with a leading zero or asterisk.

Only the last six digits of a numeric field are displayed when you use date/time editing (for example, if your
date/time separator is a slash, the value. 19631001 becomes 63/10/01). To display a four digit year, use
the edit word option.

Date/time separator in Query for iSeries reports
Type the option number of the character that you want used as the date or time separator in this field. The
option numbers and characters are shown below, along with examples of the edited results for a value of
100863:

Option Example Meaning of Option
1= . 10.08.63 Separator is a period
2= / 10/08/63 Separator is a slash
3= : 10:08:63 Separator is a colon
4= - 10-08-63 Separator is a hyphen
5= , 10,08,63 Separator is a comma

To remove all the query-defined editing values for this numeric field (for this edit option and all others),
press F16 (Remove edit).
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Specifying an edit code in Query for iSeries reports
The Specify Edit Code display allows you to specify which edit code or user-defined edit description you
want used to edit each value in a numeric field. The edit code or edit description that you choose
determines how the values for the specified field are to appear in your query report (if the report is run
when the edit option for the field is 3). For certain edit codes you can also specify a modifier character to
be used as part of the editing.

The codes available are similar to the codes available to RPG/400* programmers.

To remove all the query-defined editing values for this numeric field (for this edit option and all the others),
press F16 (Remove edit).

Specify Edit Code

Field . . . . . . . . :

Type choices, press Enter.

Edit code . . . . . . _ 1-4, A-D, J-Q, W-Z, user-defined 5-9

Optional edit code
modifier . . . . . _ 1=Asterisk fill

2=Floating currency symbol

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F16=Remove edit F18=Files

Edit code in Query for iSeries reports
Type the character that identifies the edit code or edit description that you want used to edit the values in
this field. You can specify any one of the following numbers or letters for edit codes: 1 through 4, A
through D, J through Q, or W through Z. Or you can specify any one of the user-defined edit descriptions:
5 through 9.

Most of the edit codes are shown in the following table. The other edit codes (W, X, Y, and Z) and the
user-defined edit descriptions (5 through 9) are listed after the chart.

-- Value in QDECFMT System Value: --
Edit Print Negative Blank I J
Code Commas Symbol Value Value Value
1 Yes None .00 or 0 ,00 or 0 0,00 or 0
2 Yes None Blanks Blanks Blanks
3 No None .00 or 0 ,00 or 0 0,00 or 0
4 No None Blanks Blanks Blanks
A Yes CR .00 or 0 ,00 or 0 0,00 or 0
B Yes CR Blanks Blanks Blanks
C No CR .00 or 0 ,00 or 0 0,00 or 0
D No CR Blanks Blanks Blanks
J Yes - .00 or 0 ,00 or 0 0,00 or 0
K Yes - Blanks Blanks Blanks
L No - .00 or 0 ,00 or 0 0,00 or 0
M No - Blanks Blanks Blanks
N Yes - .00 or 0 ,00 or 0 0,00 or 0
O Yes - Blanks Blanks Blanks
P No - .00 or 0 ,00 or 0 0,00 or 0
Q No - Blanks Blanks Blanks
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Note: For all these edit codes, decimal points are always shown, and leading zeros are always
suppressed.

Query uses the J edit code as the default edit code whenever an error occurs during numeric field editing
or whenever there are no other editing values to use. If an error occurs, an error message is shown along
with the edited result produced using the J code.

For a field that does not have an edit code specified in its definition, edit code J is shown as the default
the first time you see this display for that field.

The other edit codes and edit descriptions are:

v Edit code W suppresses the three leftmost zeros of a date field that is six to eight digits long, and it
suppresses the leftmost zero of a date field that is five digits long. It also inserts slashes (/) between the
year, month, and day. The positions of the slashes depend on the number of digits in the field: nn/nnn,
nnnn/nn, nnnn/nnn, and nnnn/nn/nn.

v Edit code X shows the values in their unedited form. For example, a value of −12 is shown as 1K. You
can think of the unedited form as the character presentation of the hexadecimal string that makes up
the zoned decimal representation for the numeric value. Table 4 shows the unedited presentation form
and internal representation of numbers in zoned, packed, and binary format.

Table 4. Edit Code X Examples

Format Length/ Dec. Places Actual Value
Unedited
Presentation

Internal
Representation (How
Stored)

Zoned 7 549134 0549134 X’F0F5F4F9F1F3F4’

Packed 7 549134 0549134 X’0549134F’

Binary 7 549134 0549134 X’008610E’

Zoned 5/2 -319.34 3194N X’F3F1F9F4D5’

Packed 5/2 -319.34 3194N X’31945D’

Binary 5/2 -319.34 3194N X’000F8337’

v Edit code Y suppresses the farthest left zero of a date field that is three to six digits long or eight digits
long, and it suppresses the two farthest left zeros of a date field that is seven digits long. It also inserts
slashes (/) between the month, day, and year. The positions of the slashes depend on the number of
digits in the field: nn/n, nn/nn, nn/nn/n, nn/nn/nn, and nnn/nn/nn, and nn/nn/nnnn.

v Edit code Z removes any plus or minus sign from a numeric field and suppresses leading zeros.

v Edit descriptions 5 through 9 are user-defined edit codes. They can be defined to use other
characters or combinations of characters to edit a numeric field.

The negative sign is on the left of the value for edit codes N through Q, and on the right of the value for
other edit codes and edit descriptions.

You must either specify an edit code here or press F12 to return to the Define Numeric Field Editing
display. (You can then specify, for example, option 4 in Edit option and then define your own edit words on
the Specify Edit Word display.)

v The only currency symbol that can be used with any of these edit codes is the one defined in the
system-supplied system value QCURSYM.

v If date/time edit code Y is specified for a field, the field must be three to eight digits long.

v If the definition of an edit code is changed (done outside of Query), the changes are reflected in all
query reports that use that edit code.
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Optional edit code modifier in Query for iSeries reports
Type the character that you want used as the optional modifier for the specified edit code. If you specified
one of the edit codes W through Z or one of the edit descriptions 5 through 9 in the Edit code prompt, you
cannot specify an optional modifier in this prompt.

1=Asterisk fill
Asterisks (*) are to be used as the fill character to replace leading zeros for this field; for example,
****27.03.

2=Floating currency symbol
The currency symbol specified in the QCURSYM system value is to be used as the edit code modifier
for this field. An example is the dollar sign ($), as in $27.03.

Specifying edit words
Specifying or creating an edit word is another way to define numeric editing. It should be considered when
the first three methods do not produce the results you want.

The Specify Edit Word display allows you to specify or change the edit word(s) that you want used to edit
a numeric field. An edit word determines how all the values for the specified field are to appear in your
query report if the report is run when the edit option for this field is 4.

You can use one edit word to edit all the detailed values for the field and, if the total summary function
was specified for the field, you can use another edit word to edit the summary total values for the field.

A blank string enclosed in apostrophes appears as the default for the detailed values edit word for a field
that does not have an edit word specified in its definition.

To remove only the edit word used for this field’s summary totals, blank out the Edit word for summary
total prompt. If you want to remove both edit words defined for this field, press F16 (Remove edit). Note
that F16 removes all editing values defined in all four edit options, not just this option.

For the Edit word prompt, either you must specify an edit word or you must press F12 to return to the
Define Numeric Field Editing display. You cannot leave the Edit Word prompt blank.

If an error occurs while a field is being edited by Query, the field is edited with the J edit code, and the
field value is displayed in its edited form along with an error message.

Edit word in Query for iSeries reports
Type the character string that you want used as the edit word for this field. The character string must be
enclosed in quotation marks and the number of blanks the edit word contains must equal the number of
digits in the field, as determined by the length field shown on the display. Insert a zero or asterisk as the
first character of the edit word to prevent the truncation of leading zeros.

For example, if your edit word is
’0 / / ’

the value of 01251960 becomes 01/25/1960. Without a leading zero or asterisk, 01251960 would appear
as 1/25/1960. To specify a blank space in the report result, use an ampersand (&).
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Specify Edit Word

Field . . . . . : Heading 1 . . . . :
Length . . . . : Heading 2 . . . . :
Decimal . . . . : Heading 3 . . . . :

Type information, press Enter. (Put quotes around edit words.)
(Each blank replaced by a digit, each ’&’ with a blank.)

Edit word . . . . . ’ , , 0. -’

(These are SAMPLES only; they are not defaults.)

Edit word for
summary total . . ’ , , , 0. -’

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F16=Remove edit F18=Files

For example, if you want to define an edit word containing an eleven-digit field with no decimal positions,
and you want commas for thousands separators and CR for negative values, your edit word would be ’ ,
, , &CR’ and a value in the report would appear as 27,345,838,789 CR if it were a negative value.

You might define ’0( )& - ’ as the edit word for a ten-digit telephone number that has been
formatted for ten or eleven digits on the Specify Report Column Formatting display.

The ten digit number 5079876543 would be displayed as (507) 987-6543.

The edit word might be ’ - - ’ for a nine-digit social security number, such as ’123-45-6789’.

Consider the following as you define your edit words. Each edit word is marked with the CCSID of the job
used to define it so that it can be converted for use in a job with a different CCSID. Refer to “CCSID and
column formatting and editing in Query for iSeries” on page 253 for information about how CCSIDs affect
edit words.

v If option 1 (Total) was or will be specified on the Select Report Summary Functions display to get
summary totals for the field, the J edit code is used to edit the field if you do not define an edit word in
the Edit word for summary total prompt.

v The edit word for summary function totals, if used, must have three more blank positions than the field
length indicates, but its length cannot exceed 31 digit positions. The editing positions containing
commas for thousands separators or a period for the decimal point, for example, are in addition to the
31 maximum.

v When an edit word is used, its length is considered by Query in determining the column width used in
the report for that field. If the summary total edit word is defined, but no summary total is defined for this
field, for example, then the length of the summary total edit word is ignored in determining the column
width for detailed output.

v If both edit words are defined and used, both are assumed to be aligned on the right with the last
character in each string. If they are not aligned, the ampersand (&) can be used to add blanks to one of
the edit word character strings so that they are aligned.

v If the widest edit word to be used is narrower than the column headings, the column headings are
centered over it. Otherwise, the farthest right position of the column headings is aligned with the farthest
right position of the edit word.

v If you want a single apostrophe to appear in the edited result, use two single apostrophes (’) in the edit
word.
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v An edit word does not have to have a decimal digit position (to the right of the decimal point) for each
decimal digit in the field; only the total length is significant. Query does not check the two edit words to
see that they have the same number of decimal positions.

v Only the system-defined currency symbol (stored in the QCURSYM system value), can be used as a
floating currency symbol. Any other symbol specified will not float; it stays fixed in one position.

v If the length of the field or its decimal positions value changes, the edit words may no longer be correct.
In this case, Query uses the J edit code to edit the field value when necessary.

Edit word for summary total in Query for iSeries reports
If option 1 (Total) was specified on the Select Report Summary Functions display to get summary totals for
this field, you must type the character string that you want used as the summary total edit word for this
field. The character string must be enclosed in quotation marks and must have a blank position for each
digit in the field, plus three more than the length of the field shown at the top of the display, up to a
maximum of 31 positions. To specify a blank space in the report result, use an ampersand (&).

For example, if you want to define an edit word long enough for the total values for an 8-digit field with no
decimal positions, and you want commas for thousands separators, and CR for negative values, your edit
word would be ’ , , , &CR’ and a value in the report would appear as 27,345,838,789 CR if it
were a negative value.

If you do not specify an edit word here and you specify on the Select Report Summary Functions display
that the field be totaled, the J edit code is used to edit summary totals for the field.
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Chapter 11. Specifying report summary functions in Query for
iSeries reports

This chapter describes how to specify the summary functions for each of the selected fields in your query
output. Depending on the type of field, you can specify one or more (or all) of the types of summary
functions for each field in your report: total, average, minimum value, maximum value, and count. All of
them can be used for numeric fields, and all except total and average can be used for character (SBCS
and DBCS), date, time, and timestamp fields.

For each field for which you specify summary functions, Query calculates summary values and includes
them in the report. Query calculates these summary values at each report break (break levels 1 through 6)
defined in this query and at the end of the report (break level 0). Each type of summary is shown on a
separate line in the report, with a descriptive abbreviation shown on the left of the summary values (see
Chapter 12, “Defining Query for iSeries report breaks”).

For example, assume that your query has a numeric result field named ITEMTOT defined using the
expression QUANTITY * ITEMCOST (two numeric fields being multiplied together). These two fields are used
to calculate the cost of each item ordered in the ITEM field. You might define the following summary
functions for those fields: count for the ITEM field, total and maximum for the QUANTITY field, maximum for
the ITEMCOST field, and total and maximum for the ITEMTOT field. The following is an example of how part of
a report might look for a customer named Z Z Smith:

ITEM QUANTITY ITEMCOST ITEMTOT

Bolt 12 .10 1.20
Hammer 2 8.50 17.00
Ruler 1 2.00 2.00
Screw 6 .05 .30

Totals for: Z Z Smith
TOTAL 21 20.50
MAX 12 8.50 17.00
COUNT 4

Each summary function result for each field (column) is calculated and included as a summary value
(similar to a subtotal) at every defined report break and as a final summary (final total) at the end of the
report. (However, using the Define Report Break display, you can format a particular break level to
suppress the summary information. In this case, when a break occurs, a blank line and possibly break text
that includes break values, if defined, is used.)

Summary function results, if defined, can appear in all three types (displayed, printed, and database) and
both forms (detailed and summary) of output, with one exception: they cannot be included if the report is
to a database file in detailed form.

Types of summary functions in Query for iSeries reports
On the Select Report Summary Functions display, you can enter the number of one or more of the
following options to specify the types of summary functions to be used for the fields. You can specify as
many options for as many fields as you want, if they are valid for that type of field. If you type more than
one option for a field, they can be typed in any order. The order that the summaries appear in the report,
however, is the same as listed here, and cannot be changed:

1=Total
Shows the sum of the values in the field for the break level or for the whole column (numeric fields
only). Null values are ignored unless all values are null, then the total is null.
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2=Average
Shows the average of the values in the field for the break level or for the whole column (numeric fields
only). The average is the total divided by the count (number of values that are not null used to
determine the total). If the total is null, then the average is null.

3=Minimum
Shows the lowest character or numeric value in the field for the break level or for the whole column.
The minimum of date, time, or timestamp values is based on chronological order. Null values are
ignored unless all values are null, then the minimum is null.

4=Maximum
Shows the highest character or numeric value in the field for the break level or for the whole column.
Maximum of date, time, or timestamp values is based on chronological order. Null values are ignored
unless all are null, then the maximum is null.

5=Count
Shows the total number of values that are not null in the field for each break level or for the whole
report.

When summary values are being calculated for the total, average, minimum, and maximum summary
functions, the original length and decimal position values (in the field definition) are used for the field
calculations, not the values specified for the field (if any) in the Len and Dec column of the Specify Report
Column Formatting display. Also, rounding or truncation is done in these calculations, depending on what
you specify on the Specify Processing Options display (see Chapter 14, “Specifying Query for iSeries
processing options”).

Select Report Summary Functions

Type options, press Enter.
1=Total 2=Average 3=Minimum 4=Maximum 5=Count

---Options--- Field
5 _ _ _ _ ITEM
1 4 _ _ _ QUANTITY
4 _ _ _ _ ITEMCOST
1 4 _ _ _ ITEMTOT

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F11=Display text
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files F23=Long comment

This display shows all the fields (including result fields) that are available to be used in your report. The
fields are listed in the order that they will be shown in the report:

v If fields were selected on the Select and Sequence Fields display, they would be listed on this display in
the order that they were specified (includes result fields).

v If no fields were selected on the Select and Sequence Fields display, all the fields in the query would be
shown in the following order:

1. All sort fields (if any) in their order of sort priority.

2. Any result fields not selected as sort fields.

3. All other fields, in the order they exist in the record format definitions used in the selected files.
Fields from the first file are listed first, followed by those in the second file, and so on.
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Summary functions can be specified for as many of these fields as you want, as long as that type of
function is valid for that type of field.

Summarizing columns in Query for iSeries reports
The collating sequence that you select (see Chapter 9, “Selecting a collating sequence in Query for
iSeries”) for your query has an effect on different parts of your query definition. If you choose the minimum
or maximum option for one or more of the SBCS, DBCS-open, and DBCS-either character fields in your
query, the selected collating sequence is used to establish the values that appear on your report. In some
cases, blanks are the minimum or maximum value (if a record does not contain data but has blanks in that
field) and are used for your query output.

A CCSID is associated with a collating sequence. Different CCSIDs can cause different results for
MINIMUM and MAXIMUM processing. See “CCSID and summary functions in Query for iSeries” on
page 253 for information on how CCSIDs affect summary functions.

Location of column summary values in Query for iSeries reports
In a report that lists the detail information from the query, summary values are shown directly below the
column(s) for which they are specified, at the end of the report, and/or after each report break. In a report
that lists summary information only, summary values are shown directly below the column headings after
any line of break fields for report breaks. Specifying whether you want detail or summary information is
described in Chapter 13, “Selecting output type and output form in Query for iSeries reports”.

Each type of summary is shown on a separate line. The descriptive abbreviation (TOTAL, AVG, MIN, MAX,
or COUNT) for each summary is placed to the left of the summary value, and is separated from the value
by at least one space. (You cannot change the placement of this information or the order in which the
summaries are shown.)

For example, if you have a result field of TOTDUE for which you want a total and maximum value to show
on the report, and you want a count of all records in the report, your report would look something like this:

Accounts Receivable Summary

NAME TOTAL DUE

Jones B D 5.00
Kagy R L 25.39
Vine S S .00
Johnson J A 140.28
Alison J S 36.36
Henning G K 1,900.50
Stevens K L 6.90
Wilson T N 15.00
Doe J W .00

FINAL TOTALS
TOTAL 2,129.43
MAX 1,900.50
COUNT 9

Each AVG, MIN, and MAX value is edited in the same way as the column in which it appears.
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Chapter 12. Defining Query for iSeries report breaks

This chapter describes how you define the report breaks that you want to occur in your query report.
Report breaks are used to break the report into groups of records (or lines) each time the value of a
report break field changes. The second part of this chapter describes how, for each of your report breaks,
you can control report break formatting and define break text messages.

The primary reason for defining report breaks is to provide a basis (along with your selected sort fields) for
Query to create a set of subtotals for each logical group of records in your output. An example of a logical
group of records would be all of the time records for one employee. Another example would be all of the
employee records for an entire department. A third example would be all of the sales activity records for
one inventory item.

If daily time records existed for each employee, at the end of a pay period you could have Query process
all of the records and create two kinds of groups or subtotals. To accomplish this you would have to define
two report break fields (DEPTNO and EMPNO, for example) and select the same two fields as sort fields. If you
assigned a sort priority of 10 to DEPTNO and a sort priority of 20 to EMPNO, Query would arrange the records
in groups so that they would appear on your report by employee number within department number
(starting with the lowest number employee’s records in the first or lowest department number, followed by
all the remaining in ascending sequence).

If you also defined break level 1 as DEPTNO and break level 2 as EMPNO, Query would create group or level
breaks and would print or display subtotals for each group based on what you specified for your Report
Summary functions (see Chapter 11, “Specifying report summary functions in Query for iSeries reports” for
details). If you only wanted final totals at the end of the report, you would not have to define any report
breaks in this example.

When a report break occurs for each group of records selected by the query, break text (if any) is shown
following a blank line. The break text is then followed by a separate line for each type of summary function
being used in your query. On each summary function line is the name of the function and all the summary
values calculated at that report break for all the fields using that function.

Defining a Query for iSeries report break
On the Define Report Breaks display, you select each field that you want used as a break field and you
assign to it the break level you want it to control. You can define as many as six break levels (numbered 1
through 6) and you can specify multiple break fields to control any break level, as long as you assign no
more than nine break fields for all the break levels used.

For example, you can have: only one break level with all nine fields defined as break fields for it; three
break levels with three break fields each; or a maximum of six break levels, with one field each used as
break fields for five of the levels and four fields used for one level.

If multiple break fields are defined for the same break level, a change in any one of those break fields
causes a break (or group change) level to occur for the specified break level number. This break level
change causes Query to include the appropriate summary values in your output.

A break at one level automatically causes a break at all lower break levels (the lowest level has the
highest number). For example, if all six break levels were defined, a control break occurring at level 4
would also force breaks at levels 5 and 6, and the break text and summary values for each of those three
levels (6 to 4) would be included at that point in the report.
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Define Report Breaks

Type break level (1-6) for up to 9 field names, press Enter.
(Use as many fields as needed for each break level.)

Break Sort
Level Prty Field

1 1 COMPANY
2 2 DIVISION
3 3 REGION
4 4 DEPARTMENT
5 5 EMPLOYEE

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F11=Display text
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files F23=Long comment

An example of when you might need to define five report break levels, would be if you sequenced a group
of payroll time records by employee within department, within region, within division, and within company.
In this case you would assign the following break levels:

v Break level 1 = company

v Break level 2 = division

v Break level 3 = region

v Break level 4 = department

v Break level 5 = employee

You can use any field shown in the list to define a report break; however, in most cases, you should use
only sort fields for break fields. Generally, the break levels should be in the same order as the sort
priorities assigned to the fields. That is, the highest assignable break level (level 1) should be assigned to
a high sort priority number (where 1 is also the highest), break level 2 should be assigned to some lower
priority number, and the lowest break level used should be assigned to the lower sort priority numbers.

If you specify a field as a break field that is not also a sort field, you may get extra report breaks in your
report because if the field is not part of the sorting step, records that belong in the same group may not be
grouped together and will cause the extra breaks.

Break definitions are ignored for detail output to a database file. Refer to “Building a new output file
definition in Query for iSeries reports” on page 156 for more information on how break definitions and
summary functions are used for summary-only output to a database file.

For summary-only printed or displayed output, a line of break values is shown instead of the detail lines for
the break group. For either detail or summary-only printed or display output, one or more of the following
appears at each report break:

v A blank line to separate the summary information from the column data.

v Any break text defined for that break level, including any break values that are defined in that text.

v Any summaries (totals, averages, minimum and maximum values, and counts) that you specified on the
Select Report Summary Functions display. Columns with no break or summary values to be shown are
omitted.

v Another blank line, or if the report is printed, you can specify for any break level that a new page be
started after the summary information is printed.
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v If no break fields are selected, no summary functions are selected and final summaries are suppressed.
Only a count of the records is produced.

In a name and address file, for example, you might specify that two fields named CITY and STATE be
specified as break fields. If STATE was defined as the break field for break level 1, CITY was defined as the
break field for break level 2, and both fields were specified as break values in break text for their
respective levels, then the following sample report breaks and break text might appear in a report for the
following records:
Records in file: | Lines in report:

|
LNAME CITY STATE | STATE CITY LNAME
Brown Rochester MN | MN Rochester Brown
Jones Rochester MN | Jones
Smith Rochester MN | Smith

. . . |

. . . | Users in Rochester MN

. . . | Count 3

. . . |
Adams St Paul MN | St Paul Adams

. . . |

. . . | Users in St Paul MN

. . . | Count 1

. . . | All Users in MN

. . . | Count 4

. . . |

. . . |
Calva Rochester NY | NY Rochester Calva
Doe Rochester NY | Doe
Smith Rochester NY | Smith

. . . |

. . . | Users in Rochester NY

. . . | Count 3

. . . | All Users in NY

. . . | Count 3

If you do not specify report breaks, Query prints or displays all the records in the report, one after the
other without any additional spacing or text.

Break level 0 is another level, provided by Query, that you can use. This break level, which occurs only at
the end of the report, is used to print the final summary values for all the specified summary functions at
the end of the report.

Break level 0 has default break text (FINAL TOTALS), but it can be changed or filled with blanks if you do
not want any final total description or values.

For printed output only, Query suppresses the printing of identical field information within a field that is
defined as a break field. That is, when the contents of a break field are the same in a group of records,
only the first record in the group has that field printed. All the other records in the group do not print the
duplicate contents of that field.

See the previous name and address file example. Even though each record contains a value for the STATE
field, the value for STATE only appears in its column when the value changes.

However, for the first record at the top of every page, all the information in all report fields is printed again
for ease of reading.

Query assumes you want a blank line after any summaries, unless you specify a new page. If you display
the information rather than print it, Query ignores new page requests.
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You can exclude break fields from showing in the report in column format and still use their values in the
report’s break text. That is, if you specify a 0 in the Len column of the Specify Report Column Formatting
display for a field, no column of data for the field appears in the report. But you can still specify that the
field be used as a break field so that its value, when a report break occurs, is included in the break text
defined for that level of report break.

The following are additional considerations regarding the occurrence of report breaks:

v For SBCS data in SBCS, DBCS-open, and DBCS-either character fields, a report break may not occur
even though the characters in a field may be different. For example, if the collating sequence treats
each uppercase and lowercase letter as having the same value (Aa, Bb, Cc, and so on), then no report
break occurs if the only change in a field is from A to a, for example. (Collating sequences are not used
for DBCS character data in DBCS fields.)

v For numeric fields, the actual data in the fields is used for determining report breaks, not the edited form
of the data.

v For date, time, and timestamp fields, chronological equivalency determines report breaks.

v For both character and numeric fields, the original definition size of each field is used for determining
report breaks, not any changed size that may have been specified on the Specify Report Column
Formatting display.

v If null values are found, they are grouped together.

The following are sample report breaks showing null values:

Table 5. Sample File Data
Field 1 Field 2
1 AZ
1 AZ
2 XY
2 null value
3 null value
null value AB

If sort and report breaks are specified on Field 1 and MIN and MAX are specified on Field 2, the following
summary only report is shown:

Table 6. Summary Only Report with Null Values
Field 1 Field 2
1

MIN AZ
MAX AZ

2
MIN XY
MAX XY

3
MIN –
MAX –

MIN AB
MAX AB

FINAL TOTALS
MIN AB
MAX XY
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Defining report break formatting in Query for iSeries reports
The Format Report Break display is used to format each of the break levels (1 through 6) that you defined
on the Define Report Break display. This display is shown once for each of the break levels that you
defined for your query. You can also specify some formatting characteristics for break level 0, which is the
‘Final Totals’ break level provided by Query. You can think of break level 0 as the group that includes all of
the selected records. Formatting information on this display affects only output to printer and output to
display.

For all break levels except break level 0, you can specify whether the report is to skip to a new page after
a particular report break occurs. For each break level (1 through 6), you can also specify whether the
summary function values are to be suppressed. You can also specify the break text (if any) that you want
included with (or instead of) any summary information. The break text appears after the column data, on
the line before any summary values.

Format Report Break

Break level . . . . . . . : 1

Type choices, press Enter.
(Put &field in text to have break values inserted.)

Skip to new page . . . . . N Y=Yes, N=No

Suppress summaries . . . . N Y=Yes, N=No

Break text . . . . . . . . Company

Level Field Level Field
1 COMPANY 4 DEPARTMENT
2 DIVISION 5 EMPLOYEE
3 REGION

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F23=Long comment

Skip to new page in Query for iSeries reports
Type a Y or N to specify, for this break level, whether printing is to start on a new page after a report break
occurs for this break level. The summary information or break text, if any, for this break level is printed
before skipping to the next page occurs.

This prompt applies to printed reports only and is ignored for displayed reports. For break level 0, this
prompt is not shown.

Y=Yes
Query is to skip to a new page after any summary values are printed on the current page for each
report break that occurs for this break level.

N=No
Query is not to skip to a new page when a report break occurs for this break level. Instead, it is to skip
the number of lines you specify on the Define Printer Output display plus one additional line (see
Chapter 13, “Selecting output type and output form in Query for iSeries reports”).

Suppress summaries in Query for iSeries reports
Type a Y or N to specify, for this break level, whether summary values (if any summary functions were
selected) are to be suppressed. You may want to exclude summary values for level 0 (Final Totals) if they
are not needed.
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N=No
Any summary values are not to be suppressed. They are to be included each time that a report break
occurs at this break level.

Y=Yes
All summary values are to be suppressed. They are not to be included for this break level.

Break text in Query for iSeries reports
Type any text that you want to appear at each report break for this break level. The text can be as long as
40 characters. The text appears ahead of any summary lines for this report break.

If you include &XXXXXX (where XXXXXX is any one of the selected fields in your query) in the text, the current
value of the field appears in place of &XXXXXX in the text in the report. For example, if you entered break
text of:

Totals for &CITY &STATE

you might get:
Totals for Glendale CA

If you entered break text of:
&FINIT&MINIT &LNAME

you might get:
JY Clarke

Notice that a blank should follow a field name. An exception is that a second field name can follow a field
name. As shown in the second example, the middle initial field, &MINIT, follows the first initial field, &FINIT,
with no blank between them. The characters /, -, or : may also follow a field name. You can also type
characters directly in front of a field name.

The field names can be uppercase, lowercase, or a mixture: &LNAME, &lname, or &Lname. Blanks at the end
of field values, such as Glendale, are dropped. Blanks in front of field values are also dropped.

Note: Any changed lengths (except 0) specified on the Specify Report Column Formatting display are
used. However, if 0 was specified for a field (to exclude the field from the report in column form),
then the originally defined length and decimal position values are used in the break text.

The inserted value appears as it would in a report column.

v Any editing or formatting specified for numeric fields is applied.

v A null value is shown as a dash (-).

v Replacement characters are used to indicate error conditions.

Query prints only part of the text if the width is not large enough on a printed report. However, field value
substitutions in the break text are either wholly included or excluded. If there is not enough room left to
print all of a value, none of it is printed.

To suppress summaries for break level 0 and prevent the FINAL TOTALS line from appearing in the report,
you must answer Y (Yes) to the Suppress summaries prompt and you must blank out the text in the
prompt for break level 0.
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Chapter 13. Selecting output type and output form in Query
for iSeries reports

This chapter describes how you select where you want your query output to go, and in what form you
want it to be. You can have the output displayed, printed, or put into a database file. You can also specify
that the output is to be in detailed form (which includes all of your selected records) or in summary form
(which only includes report break data as described in Chapter 12, “Defining Query for iSeries report
breaks”).

If you do not use this definition step in defining your query, the output produced by Query is shown on
your display and is in detailed form.

If you specify that your output is to be printed or stored in a database file, Query will present additional
displays so that you can define printer or database file characteristics.

Selecting the output type and form you want in Query for iSeries
reports
You can select the output device for your query by entering one of the following choices:

1=Display
The output of your query is to be shown on your display, and it can be shown in detailed or summary
form. The output is the same as that produced by F5 (Report) during query definition. For information
on how to use the Display Report display, you can press the Help key while you are displaying your
query output.

Note: If a query is run in batch, output is sent to the printer, even though display output type is
specified.

2=Printer
The output of your query is to be printed, and it can be printed in detailed or summary form. If you
select this option, the Define Printer Output display is shown when you press the Enter key. There,
you can specify the printer to be used and other characteristics of the printed output. Other displays
related to the printed output are also shown.

Note: If a query is run in batch, output may be sent to a different printer than one you specify,
depending on the default printer specifications for batch.

3=Database file
The output of your query is to be put into a database file. If you select this option, the Define
Database File Output display is shown when you press the Enter key. There, you can specify the
name of the file and member to be used to store the output and whether the output is to be added to
the file or member or is to replace existing data in the file or member.

Both the detailed and summary forms of database file output are different from displayed or printed
output:

v For detailed output to database, report break and summary function output (if defined in the query)
is ignored; only the selected records are put in the database file. Also, if you specify that output is to
a database file, the values in the line wrapping prompts are ignored; database output records are
never wrapped. Report column formatting is ignored.

v For summary output to database, Query produces a record for each defined report break, including
one for break level zero (0). Editing values on the total fields are used.

Note that database output does not contain certain report characteristics that are used for displayed or
printed reports: column headings, column spacing, line wrapping, report break formatting, or printer
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output definition information. If no field selections are made, Query produces all fields for a database
file. Result fields are ordered last instead of first, as they are for printed or displayed output.

Even though these characteristics may be defined in the query, they are not used unless your Output
type choice specifies either displayed or printed output. (Because the query definition can contain
definitions for all three types of output at the same time, you have the flexibility to use the same query
for more than one type of option. All you have to do is change the option and run your query again.)

Select Output Type and Output Form

Type choices, press Enter.

Output type . . . . . . 1 1=Display
2=Printer
3=Database file

Form of output . . . . . 1 1=Detail
2=Summary only

Line wrapping . . . . . N Y=Yes, N=No
Wrapping width . . . . ___ Blank, 1-378
Record on one page . . _ Y=Yes, N=No

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files

Form of output of Query for iSeries reports
Type the number of one of the following choices to select the form of output you want for your query. You
can specify that the output for the report is to be produced in detailed form or in summary form. The
detailed form includes all the records selected in the query and any summary information that was defined.
Summary information consists of report breaks, totals, averages, maximums, minimums, or counts.

1=Detail
For displayed and printed output, the report is to contain both the selected data records and all
summary information. For database file output, only the selected records are put into the file; summary
information is not.

2=Summary only
The report is to contain only the summary information provided at report breaks and at the end of the
report (final totals).

Line wrapping in Query for iSeries reports
Type a Y or N to indicate whether lines of the report are to be wrapped whenever all the fields in the output
record cannot fit on one line in the report. Line wrapping values are used for displayed and printed output;
they are ignored when output is to a database file.

Y=Yes
The data for each output record is to be wrapped (continued on the next line of the report) whenever
the length of the record exceeds the width of the report. If a field cannot fit on the end of a line, all of
that field is carried over to the next line along with any other fields that follow it. If the column
formatted for the carried-over field would extend past the wrapping width, the field is dropped from the
report, unless it is a character field and at least one character of its value (one byte for SBCS or four
bytes for DBCS) would be displayed after truncation of the column at the wrapping width.

When line wrapping occurs, Query also wraps the field headings. The results on your report are a
line(s) of field headings followed by a line(s) of field data.
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N=No
The data for each output record is not to be wrapped when the length of the output record exceeds
the width of the report line. Instead, any extra fields on the right end of each record are dropped. If N
is specified, the next two prompts are ignored.

Wrapping width in Query for iSeries reports
For displayed or printed output only, you can specify a value that indicates the maximum width of the lines
in the report. Either type a value of 1 through 378 or leave this prompt blank.

Note: For DBCS-graphic fields, Query adds DBCS shift-out and shift-in characters before showing the
fields in a displayed or printed report. Variable-length DBCS values are extended to the full field
length.

If all of the fields of an output record cannot fit within the specified width of one line of the report, the field
that would exceed the specified width is started on the next line. If you leave this prompt blank, wrapping
occurs whenever the maximum width of the specified display, or printer is reached.

If you specify too small a width, some column headings, fields, or summary function values may be
truncated or dropped from the report. If such a problem occurs, you can either make changes here or to
the Column Spacing or Column Heading prompts on the Specify Report Column Formatting display. To
see the fields in which this may occur, press F13 (Layout). Error messages are shown for each field in
error.

Record on one page in Query for iSeries reports
When line wrapping can occur, you can specify whether you want to prevent records from being split
across pages of your printed report. Type a Y or N to indicate whether you want all of each record to be on
the same page in the report.

Y=Yes
Each record is to have all its fields kept together on the same page. If there is not enough room left on
the current page to contain all of its fields, the complete record is displayed or printed on the next
page.

N=No
Records that start near the end of one page are split as necessary and continued at the top of the
next page. The split occurs after the last complete field that fits on the full page, with the remainder of
the fields in the record continued on the next page.

Displaying wrapping widths in Query for iSeries reports
You can use F13 (Layout) to show the effect of various wrapping widths. If you do, you see that wrapping
is not a simple matter of continuing each formatted report line on the next line when the wrapping width is
reached:

v Page, break, and final text lines are not wrapped, and are truncated without warning if the wrapping
width is too small.

v Column headings wrap as a band of aligned lines, not individually.

v The Column spacing value specified on the Specify Report Column Formatting display for the first field
in the output is used to indent each wrapped line.

v The Column spacing value may or may not be carried over to the next line, as shown in the example
below. If a field cannot fit on the end of a line, all of that field is carried over to the next line along with
any fields that follow it. The Column Spacing value for a wrapped field may show up as blanks after the
field on the previous line, as blanks before the wrapped field, or a combination thereof.

The following example shows the original report and the report showing wrapping that occurs if the
wrapping width is set to 15.
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Original report:

Position to line . . . . . Shift to column . . .
Line ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+..

INTEGER CHAR DECIMAL NUMERIC
000001 1,000,000,001 aaaaaaaaaa 11,111,111.01 11,111,111.01

Report showing wrapping width 15:

Position to line . . . . . Shift to column . . .
Line ....+....1....+

INTEGER
CHAR

DECIMAL
NUMERIC

000001 1,000,000,001
000002 aaaaaaaaaa
000003 11,111,111.01
000004 11,111,111.01

Alignment for the wrapped fields is uneven in this example, because, although the Column Spacing
value for CHAR is 2, one blank appears after the INTEGER heading and field on the first line, and one
blank appears before the CHAR heading and field on the second line. The Column Spacing value for
DECIMAL is also 2, but both blanks appear after CHAR on the second line and no blanks before
DECIMAL on the third line.

v A summary function caption is used for each wrapped summary line. None of the indent space is
available for these captions. Formatting for these captions may cause additional spacing than specified
for the columns on the line.

v If the wrapping width is too small, Query may truncate or discard information that would otherwise have
appeared in the column (such as a column heading or a count summary), or even drop an entire
column from the report. Values from numeric, date, time or timestamp fields are never partially shown. A
column is dropped from the report rather than present it with no part of the value showing.

Note: Messages about truncated and dropped information appear under a displayed report or if you
press F13 to display the layout. There are no warnings about truncated or dropped information
for a printed report.

Defining output to the printer in Query for iSeries reports
The Define Printer Output display is the first of several printer output definition displays that you can use to
define where, and in what manner, your report is to be printed. This display is used to identify the printer
and some of the print characteristics of the forms (paper) used in the printer, including the length and
width of the forms, the starting and ending print lines on each page, and the line spacing between each
printed record.
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Define Printer Output

Type choices, press Enter.

Printer device . . . . *PRINT *PRINT, name

Form size
Length . . . . . . . ___ Blank, 1-255
Width . . . . . . . 132 Blank, 1-378

Start line . . . . . . ___ Blank, 1-255

End line . . . . . . . ___ Blank, 1-255

Line spacing . . . . . 1 1, 2, 3

Print definition . . . N Y=Yes, N=No

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files

You can also specify whether your query definition is to be printed when the report is printed. If it is, the
values specified on this display apply to the printing of both the query report and the query definition.

These values do not apply if you print the definition using option 6 on the Work with Queries display
(which prints only the definition) or if you specify both database output and print definition (which puts the
report in the file and prints the definition).

Printer device in Query for iSeries reports
Specifies the printer device to be used to print your query report. If you type *PRINT in this prompt, the
printer currently assigned to your job is used to print the report. If you want to print your report on a
different printer, type the name of that printer device to be used.

Note: If a query is run in batch, output may be sent to a different printer than one you specify, depending
on the default printer specifications for batch.

Form size in Query for iSeries reports
This set of prompts specifies the length and width of the printer forms that are to be used to print your
query report. If you leave these prompts blank, the length and width values used are those specified in the
printer device file named QPQUPRFIL, which is the only printer device file that Query uses. You cannot
override this file with another device file.

Form length
Either type a number from 1 through 255 that indicates the number of lines per page that are available
on the printer forms to be used, or leave this prompt blank. This length should be the length of the
form itself.

Form width
Either type a number from 1 through 378 that indicates the number of print positions (characters) per
line that are available on the printer forms to be used, or leave this prompt blank. If you specify a
width greater than the width of the form, Query produces the report but truncates any fields on the
right end of the report that exceed the width of the form. If the value specified is greater than 132,
Query forces the characters per inch (CPI) value to 15 and the printer font value to *CPI in the
spooled file that is created.

This does not affect the report width shown on the Display Report display.
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If you want to increase the left margin of the report (with the left edge being print position 1), go to the
Specify Report Column Formatting display and type a larger value in the Column Spacing prompt for
the first field to be shown in the report.

Note: For DBCS-graphic fields, Query adds DBCS shift-out and shift-in characters before showing the
fields in a displayed or printed report. Variable-length DBCS values are extended to the full field
length.

Start line in Query for iSeries reports
Type a number 1 through 255 that indicates the first line to be printed on each page of your report.
Depending on what you have defined elsewhere in this query definition, the first line of page headings,
column headings, or the next record is printed on this starting line.

If you leave this prompt blank, the starting line is line 6. If you specify a starting line number, it must be no
greater than the ending line value and less than or equal to the form length value.

End line in Query for iSeries reports
Type a number 1 through 255 that indicates the last line to be printed on each page of your report.
Depending on what you have defined elsewhere in this query definition, the page footing or a record (or
part of a record, if it is wrapped) is printed on this ending line. If you specify an ending line number, it must
be greater than the starting line value and less than or equal to the form length value. If the ending line is
greater than the form length, Query prints the report using an ending value equal to the form length value.

If you leave this prompt blank, the value specified in the printer device file (named QPQUPRFIL) used by
Query determines the ending line number.

Line spacing in Query for iSeries reports
Type a number (1, 2, or 3) that indicates the kind of line spacing between records that you want used for
your report. This value controls the amount of separation (blank lines) between all but wrapped lines,
which are always single spaced. A value of 2 or 3 can make the report easier to read if line wrapping is
active and required. A default value of 1 is assumed, and a single-spaced report is printed.

1 Prints with single-spacing (no blank lines between)

2 Prints with double-spacing (one blank line between)

3 Prints with triple-spacing (two blank lines between)

Print definition in Query for iSeries reports
Type a Y or N to indicate whether you want a copy of your query definition to be printed whenever the
query report is printed. N (No) is the default.

Y=Yes
A copy of the query definition is to be printed along with the query report. The definition is printed
immediately ahead of the report.

N=No
A copy of the query definition is not to be printed when the report is printed.

Specifying spooled output overrides in Query for iSeries reports
The Define Spooled Output display is another printer output definition display used to continue defining the
print characteristics of your query report. You can specify the type of forms (paper) to be used in the
printer and the number of copies of your report to be printed. You can also specify the spooling
characteristics: whether the output is to be spooled, and whether it is to be held on the output queue to be
printed at a later time.

If you specified that both the query report and query definition are to be printed, the values on this display
apply to both of them.
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Completing this display does not cause the query to immediately run and print a report. You must still use
the Exit This Query display (see Chapter 15, “Exiting and running a Query for iSeries query”).

If you have your query output spooled and if it is necessary to work with your spooled output, you can use
the Work with Spooled Files display. (You can get to that display by typing the Work With Spooled Files
(WRKSPLF) command on a command line of any menu.) For more information about spooled output files
and printer device files, see the Printer Device Programming book. For information about the values
mentioned here with this display, see the description of the Create Printer File (CRTPRTF) command
parameters in the CL Reference information in the iSeries Information Center.

Define Spooled Output

Type choices, press Enter.

Spool the output . . . _ Blank, Y=Yes, N=No

Form type . . . . . . __________ Blank, name, *STD

Copies . . . . . . . . 1 Blank, 1-255

Hold . . . . . . . . . _ Blank, Y=Yes, N=No

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files

Spool the output in Query for iSeries reports: If you want to specify whether your report is to be
spooled (as a spooled printer file) to an output queue, type a Y or N. If the output is spooled, the report can
be scheduled for more efficient printing or possibly be delayed until a later time. If you leave this prompt
blank, the value specified in the printer device file (named QPQUPRFIL) used by Query determines
whether the output is to be spooled.

When your query is run, it creates your report and sends it as a spooled printer file to an output queue.
You can specify that either the output be printed as soon as it can be scheduled, or that it be held on the
output queue until it is released at a later time.

Y=Yes
The output for your report is to be spooled and sent to an output queue. When the report is printed is
determined by the scheduling value specified in the printer device file QPQUPRFIL. The scheduling
value is specified on the SCHEDULE parameter of, for example, the CRTPRTF (Create Printer File)
command.

N=No
The output for your report is not to be spooled; it is sent directly to the printer to be printed as each
output record becomes available. This option (N=No) is not recommended; it can result in errors if the
printer is not available at run-time.

Form type in Query for iSeries reports: You probably do not need to specify this value to print your
query. If you leave this prompt blank, the value specified in the printer device file (named QPQUPRFIL)
used by Query determines which forms are to be used to print the report. If you want to print your report
on a particular type of form, type the name of the form or type the special value *STD.

v If you type the name of a form, it must be a form name that has been defined on the system. After the
query runs and the output is ready to be printed, a message appears on the console telling the operator
to change the forms in the associated printer to the forms type that you specified by name.
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v If you type *STD, the system assumes that the standard forms are already in the printer, and no
message is sent to the system operator.

Copies in Query for iSeries reports: Type a number from 1 through 255 to indicate the number of
copies of the report that you want printed. If you leave this prompt blank, the value specified in the printer
device file (named QPQUPRFIL) used by Query determines the number of copies to be printed.

Hold in Query for iSeries reports: Type a Y or N to indicate whether your report is to be printed now, or
is to be held and printed at a later time. The value in this prompt, however, is ignored if the value specified
or assumed in the Spool the output prompt is N. If you leave this prompt blank, the value specified in the
printer device file used by this printer determines whether the report is to be held or not.

If you specified that the output for your query is to be spooled when your query is run, your report is
created as a spooled printer file and sent to an output queue. You can specify either that the spooled file
be printed as soon as it can be scheduled, or that it be held on the output queue until it is released for
printing at a later time.

Y=Yes
The output for your report is to be held as a spooled printer file on an output queue. The report is not
printed until the spooled file is released for printing at a later time.

N=No
The output for your report is not held; it is printed as soon as it can be scheduled.

Defining the printout cover page of Query for iSeries reports
The Specify Cover Page display is another printer output definition display used to continue defining the
print characteristics of your query report. On this display, you can specify whether you want a cover page
to be printed for your report, and you can specify as many as four lines of text to be printed on the cover
page.

Specify Cover Page

Type choices, press Enter.

Print cover page . . . Y Y=Yes, N=No

Cover page title
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous
F13=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files

Print cover page of Query for iSeries reports: Type a Y or N to indicate whether a cover page is to be
printed at the beginning of your report.

Y=Yes
A cover page is to be printed. It will contain any text that you specify on the Cover page title prompt,
the date and time of printing, and information about your query (its name, its library name, the files
selected, and text describing the query, if any).
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N=No
No cover page is to be printed for your report. If you specify text on the Cover page title prompt, it is
saved for future use.

Cover page title of Query for iSeries reports: Type the title, or title text, to be printed on your report as
a cover page. You can type as many as four full lines of text using all characters (including uppercase and
lowercase letters) that can be printed by the printer that you specified on the Define Printer Output display.

If you press F5 (Report) or F13 (Layout) to display the report or its layout, this title is not shown.

Defining the page headings and footings in Query for iSeries reports
The Specify Page Headings and Footings display is the last printer output definition display used to define
the print characteristics of your query report. On this display, you can specify whether you want page
headings and footings to be printed on all the pages of your report (except the cover page). You can also
specify whether you want to print the standard version of page heading information used by Query, print
only your own headings, or print both types. The standard page heading is used only on heading line 1 of
each page; it contains the system date and time, the current page number, and any text that you specify
here for the first heading line.

If you specify your own heading text or footing text, you can use three special codes in either one (or in
both) that cause the system date, the system time, and the current report page number to be printed
exactly where you want them in your text. These codes are provided so you can use them instead of the
standard headings and format them however you wish.

&date The system date, printed in the job’s standard date format.

&time The system time, printed in the job’s standard time format.

&page
The current page number of the report, printed without a caption (you can specify your own).
Leading zeros are replaced with blanks, and values of 1 through 9999 are printed (with no
thousands separators). However, because the page field is only four positions, the leading zeros
are shown for all pages after 9999 (to indicate that there is a 1 that is not printed in front of the 4
printed digits; page 10 000 shows as 0000, page 10 001 shows as 0001, and so on).

These codes can be used anywhere you want in the heading and footing text, and they can be used more
than once.

Specify Page Headings and Footings

Type choices, press Enter.
(Type &date, &time, and &page, or choose standard page headings.)

Print standard
page headings . . . Y Y=Yes, N=No

Page heading
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Page footing
_____________________________________________________________________________

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files
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Print standard page headings in Query for iSeries reports: Type a Y or N to indicate whether the
system’s standard headings are to be printed on each page of your report (except for the cover page). You
must specify an N if you do not want to print the standard headings; your use of the special date, time, and
page codes does not control the printing of the standard information.

When the standard heading is used, it automatically formats and shows:

v On the top left, the current system date and time (of printing)

v On the top right, the page caption and page number (of the current page)

If you type a Y for this prompt and also specify your own heading text, Query prints the standard
information in the same locations on the first line and includes as much of your first line of heading text as
it can. Your text is centered between the standard information and is truncated on the right end if it cannot
all be used. Your other two heading lines, if any, are also centered and printed below the first line.

Note that your other two heading lines are centered on lines 2 and 3, and not with respect to your heading
text on line 1. The longest line of lines 2 and 3 is centered on its own line, then the shorter line starts at
the same position as the longest line does. Any text that cannot fit on either line is truncated.

Y=Yes
The standard heading information is to be printed on each page. Your heading text, if any, is also
printed.

N=No
The standard heading information is not to be printed. Only your heading text, if any, is printed. If you
do not specify any heading text in the Page heading prompt, no page heading information is printed.

Page heading in Query for iSeries reports: Type the text, if any, for the heading that you want printed
at the top of all the pages of your report, except for the cover page. You can type as many as three full
lines of text using all characters (including uppercase and lowercase letters) that can be printed by the
printer that you specified on the Define Printer Output display. You can also use the special codes &date,
&time, and &page wherever you want in your heading text.

If you press F5 (Report) or F13 (Layout) to display the report or its layout, this page heading is not shown.

Page footing in Query for iSeries reports: Type the text, if any, for the footing that you want printed at
the bottom of all the pages of your report, except for the cover page. You can type one full line of text
using all characters (including uppercase and lowercase letters) that can be printed by the printer that you
specified on the Define Printer Output display. You can also use the special codes &date, &time, and &page
wherever you want in your footing text.

If you press F5 (Report) or F13 (Layout) to display your report or its layout, this page footing is not shown.

Defining output of Query for iSeries reports to a database file
The Define Database File Output display is used to specify which database file is to be used to store your
query output. This display is shown because you specified option 3 (Database file) on the Select Output
Type and Output Form display. On this display, you specify the name of the file and file member, and you
indicate whether the query output is to create a new file or member, be added to an existing member, or
replace an existing file or member.

The output to be stored can be the records selected by your query (if the detailed form of output was
specified), or the output can be the summary information produced from report breaks and summary
function values defined in your query. You can also specify whether your query definition is to be printed
when your query output is stored.
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For database file output, some report characteristics (although they may be defined in this query definition)
are ignored. If you later change the output type or the output form on the Select Output Type and Output
Form display, these defined characteristics can be used as specified.

The data from your query is saved in your database file in the order that the fields are specified in your
query. If you requested detailed output, but did not select fields for your query, all fields for selected
records are placed in your database file, followed by any defined result fields.

Define Database File Output

Type choices, press Enter.
(The printed definition shows the output file record layout.)

File . . . . . . . . . QQRYOUT Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . QGPL Name, F4 for list

Member . . . . . . . . *FILE Name, *FIRST, *FILE, F4 for list

Data in file . . . . . 1 1=New file, 2=Replace file
3=New member, 4=Replace member
5=Add to member

For a new file:
Authority . . . . . *LIBCRTAUT *LIBCRTAUT, *CHANGE, *ALL

*EXCLUDE, *USE
authorization list name

Text . . . . . . . . ______________________________________________

Print definition . . . N Y=Yes, N=No

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Report F10=Process/previous
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files

The following considerations apply when you define your query to put its output in a database file:

v Unless you use lists to select them, the file and library names that you specify on this display are not
checked at this time for their existence or for your authority to use them. These items are checked when
the query is run. The file is also checked to ensure that it is a database file.

v Query for iSeries cannot put data into a file while running a query that gets data from that file. Although
you can specify a file you have already selected as an input file for this query, you cannot run the query
without using file selection override.

v If summary-only output is being used and an overflow error occurs in a summary for a numeric field, 9s
are put in the summary field instead of the data. If the field contains floating-point data, then 0’s are
used instead. If the field contains date or timestamp data, then the highest possible chronological value
is used. The overflow indicator has an asterisk (*) in it when data has overflowed for any break or
summary fields.

v If you change only the value in the Library prompt, the information on the Define Database File Output
display is not saved when you define your query. If a query is run when no information is defined for
this display, the library used for output is the profile value. Changing the default value for the Library
prompt updates the Query for iSeries user’s profile value for that prompt.

v If a database file is being created or replaced, Query for iSeries builds a new file definition matching the
attributes of the query data. If a file member is being created, replaced, or added to, the existing output
file definition is not changed and the query data may be converted as it is placed in the file.

Using an existing output file definition in Query for iSeries reports
Values from a null-capable field can be placed into a field that is not null-capable. The first null value
encountered causes an error that ends output.

Values from a date, time, or timestamp field can be placed into any field of the same data type, regardless
of any differences in the format or separator.
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Note: This can cause an unwanted result if a date value outside the range 1940 through 2039 is put into
a file field that has a two-digit year format. The value will be shown as pluses (++++++) on a report.
To avoid this result, either use the CHAR function to see the data in a four-digit year format when
you query the data, or change the attributes of the file field to a four-digit year format.

The record format printed at the end of the query definition shows the field characteristics of the existing
output file.

Building a new output file definition in Query for iSeries reports
Some format and field definition information from the input file definition is copied unchanged, some is
used in algorithms for defining parts of the output definition, and some is ignored.

Even if your query only sorts or selects records from a single file, the output file definition that Query for
iSeries creates when creating or replacing a file is likely to differ from that of the input file definition. Query
for iSeries creates only physical files, and does not use everything in each input field definition when
building the format definition. For example, a long comment is not carried over from the referenced field.

Even if the expression for a result field is a field name from a single file, the output field defined for the
result field differs from that of the referenced field. Data type, size, keyboard shift (DBCS subtype), and
null capability are considered in the algorithms used to derive the result definition. Column headings, text,
editing, null value defaults, and so on, are not carried over.

Specified formatting overrides saved in the query definition are used in summary only output definitions.
The column heading, size, and expression specified to define a result field are used for detail output
definitions and (when not overridden) for break fields in summary output definitions.

Query for iSeries creates field names to avoid duplication and to reflect the nature of the function applied
in summary output.

Text and column headings for summary-function fields are created from input field names and translatable
summary function captions. The CCSID assigned depends on where the name originated. The query
definition CCSID is used for result fields and the appropriate file format definition CCSID is used for file
fields.

For result fields and summary-function fields, assignment of attributes involves more than just copying
information from a related input file field, which is what happens for most attributes for detail and break
fields.

Some assigned attributes for result fields (type, size, editing) and defined attributes for input file fields can
be determined while you are working on the definition because they are shown in field lists or presented
as initial defaults.

The layout shown for F13 may be helpful if you keep in mind that it represents characteristics of displayed
or printed output, which shows result fields first (not last) when no fields are selected, does not have
individual columns for summary function values, and applies formatting overrides to detail as well as
summary output.

The record format printed for option 6 (Print definition) shows additional information, such as the coded
character set identifier (CCSID), null capability, and the specific data type of numeric fields. For summary
output, for example, you can see that certain fields (totals, averages, counts, nonfloating-point numeric
breaks, minimums, and maximums) are zoned decimal, even if the underlying field is binary or packed.

One way to see how the file will be created without actually running a long query is to create it using
record selections that cause no records to be added. The format definition of the new file can then be
displayed to see if it is satisfactory or changed to have the attributes that you want. Displaying the format
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definition is the only way to determine some of the assigned attributes, such as the allocated length for
variable length fields. Changing the format definition is the only way to specify certain attributes, such as a
preferred default for null values.

Specifying an output database file for Query for iSeries reports

File: To specify the database file that is to store your query output, you can type a file name, use the
name already shown, or press F4 (Prompt) to see a list of existing file names. If you intend to use an
existing file, you can select the one you want from the displayed list. If you intend to create a new file, the
file name you specify should not exist in the library where you want the new file stored. See Appendix A,
“Differences between Query for iSeries and Query/36” for more information.

Do one of the following:

v Type the name of the database file that is to contain the output of your query.

v Leave the file name that is shown. However, if the name is QQRYOUT, you might want to change it;
QQRYOUT is a file that others can use. They might use it and replace your data, or you might replace
theirs.

v With the cursor in the File prompt, press F4 (Prompt) to see, on the Select File display, a list of all the
files that you have the authority to use in the specified library or library list.

If you intend to use an existing file, you can select the one you want from the list.

If you want to create a new file:

– You should verify that the name you want to use is not in the list. (Note, however, that you see only
the files that you have the authority to use, and that even though a file by that name may not exist
now, it could be created before the time you actually run this query. At that time, if a file by that
name exists in the library you specified, you get an error message and you will have to change this
query definition or replace the existing file.)

– The file name must begin with an alphabetic character (A through Z, $, #, or @), and it can be
followed by no more than nine alphanumeric characters (A through Z, 0 through 9, $, #, @, ., or _);
for example, NAMEADDR or INVEN_12.

Because most system-supplied objects on the iSeries system begin with Q, your file names should
not start with a Q. Also, if you have systems in countries that use different languages, you might not
want to use $, #, or @ because they might not be translatable characters.

Library in Query for iSeries reports: Shows the name of the library that contains or will contain the
database file to be used. The initial library value shown in this prompt is: the value last used on this
display, the name of your current library (if specified), or QGPL if you have never used this display and
you do not have a current library.

If you want to use a different library than the one shown, you can type a different library name or press F4
(Prompt) to see a list of library names. Do one of the following:

v Type the name of the library that contains or will contain the file for the query output.

v If you type a generic library name (in the form of ABC*) or a special library name (*LIBL, *USRLIBL, *ALL,
or *ALLUSR), and then press F4 with the cursor in this prompt, the specified list of library names is
shown on the Select Library display. When you select the library you want from the list and press Enter,
you return to this display with the selected name filled in.

Member in Query for iSeries reports: Type the name of the member in the specified database file that
you want your output to be placed in. You can also specify *FILE (the default), *FIRST or *LAST; if one of
these is used, the value is changed to the actual member name when your query is run.

Or, with the cursor located in this prompt, you can press F4 to list the members in the file, and select one
from the list; however, if you are creating a new member, you should use a name not shown in the list.
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If you specify *FILE, *FIRST, or *LAST in this prompt, a member is created with the same name as the file
if the file is created or replaced or has no members.

If *FIRST or *LAST is used with a request to put the output into a new member of an existing file containing
members, Query for iSeries sends an error message. You need to cancel the request or replace the
member named in the message.

Data in file in Query for iSeries reports: Type the number of one of the following options to tell Query
(at the time it is running your query) how to use the file and member you specified in the File and Member
prompts:

1=New file
Creates a new file with the name specified in the File prompt and a member with the name indicated
in the Member prompt. While running the query, if Query finds a file by that name in the library
specified in the Library prompt, a message is displayed. You can either type a C (cancel) to cancel
running the query or type a G (go) to continue running, thereby indicating that the file is to be replaced
by the data from your query.

2=Replace file
Replaces the existing file named in the File prompt with the data from your query. The file and all the
members of the file are deleted, and your data is put into a new member that is named with the name
specified in the Member prompt.

3=New member
Creates a new member with the name specified in the Member prompt. While running the query, if
Query finds a member by that name or a *FIRST or *LAST member in the file specified in the File
prompt, a message is displayed. You can either type a C (cancel) to cancel running the query or type a
G (go) to continue running, thereby indicating that the member is to be replaced by the data from your
query.

4=Replace member
Replaces the existing member named in the Member prompt with the data from your query. All the
data in that member is deleted, and your data is added. If a member by that name did not exist, the
member is created and the data is put in it.

5=Add to member
Adds the data from your query at the end of the data in the existing member named in the Member
prompt. If a member by that name did not exist, the member is created and the data is put in it.

When your query data is put into a file that exists and is not being replaced, the format of the query data
must be compatible with the record format definition of the existing database file. To be compatible, the
following must be true:

v The formats must have the same number of fields.

v Corresponding fields in sequence in the formats (that is, the first, second, third fields, and so on) must
have field definitions of the same data type and, except for date, time, and timestamp data types, must
have the same length, scale, precision, and keyboard shift. Date, time, or timestamp fields need only
have the same data type — for example, both date fields.

For any of the options that replace data in existing files or members, the following also controls whether
you can replace that data. The data cannot be replaced in a file or member if:

v Other files depend on the definition of this file. For example, you cannot replace the data in a physical
database file on which other logical database files are based. You can use the Display Database
Relations (DSPDBR) command to see the relationships of a file to other files.

v You do not have the needed authority for the file to be replaced.

v The file is not a physical file or it has more than one format definition.

v The output file or member names are the same as any of the selected files or members used in your
query.
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For all options, if the file does not exist in the specified library, Query tries to create that file.

Authority in Query for iSeries reports: Type the value for the kind of object authority that you want to
give to other users for your database file. (This authority value is used only if your query creates a new
file.) The values that you can specify are:

*LIBCRTAUT
Library create authority assigns the authority from the create authority (CRTAUT) value in the library
the object is being created into. The authority could be *ALL, *CHANGE, *EXCLUDE, *USE, or an
authorization list name. Your ability to use the file depends on the authority assigned.

*CHANGE
Change authority allows other users to perform all operations on the object except those limited to
the owner or controlled by object existence authority and object management authority. A user can
change or use the file in any way except to: replace or add new members, delete the file, or transfer it
to a new owner.

*ALL
All authority allows other users to perform all operations on the object except those limited to the
owner or controlled by authorization list management rights. A user can do anything with the file
(including deleting it), except for transferring it to a new owner.

*EXCLUDE
Exclude authority prevents other users from doing anything with the file. Unless given specific types
of authority, no user except its owner can use the file.

*USE
Use authority allows other users to read records in the file.

authorization list name
If you specify the name of an authorization list, its authority is used to control the ability that users
have to use the file. For more information, see the iSeries Security Reference book.

The following table shows, for each predefined type of authority, what can be done with the file:
Type of ’ Create Replace Add New Add to Replace
Authority ’ New File the File Member Member Member
--------- ’ -------- -------- ------- ------ -------
*ALL ’ Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
*CHANGE ’ Yes No No Yes No
*USE ’ Yes No No No No
*EXCLUDE ’ Yes No No No No

Note: If the authority you specify is *LIBCRTAUT, the value assigned when the object was created is
used.

Text in Query for iSeries reports: You can type a comment (text) of up to and including 50 characters
in this prompt to describe a file that Query for iSeries creates or replaces when this query is run. The
comment reminds you what the file is for when it is displayed later in a list of files. The comment is
displayed, for example, on the Select File display whenever the Text column is shown.

Print definition in Query for iSeries reports: Type a Y or N to indicate if you want a copy of your query
definition to be printed whenever the query output is stored in the database file. N (No) is the default.

Y=Yes
A copy of your query definition (and the output database file definition) is to be printed whenever the
query output is stored in the file.

N=No
A copy of the query definition is not to be printed when the query is run.
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Summary-only output of a Query for iSeries report to a database file
The data sent to a database file, when summary-only output is selected, is one of the following:

v If no summary functions or report breaks have been selected, the output is a single record containing a
count of the records selected by your query.

v If summary functions but no report breaks have been selected, the output is a single record containing
summary function values.

v If report breaks but no summary functions have been selected, the output is a record containing report
break values for each report break.

v If both summary functions and report breaks have been selected, the output is a record containing
report break values and summary function values for every report break and for the final totals.

For a better understanding of summary-only output to a database file, compare the summary database file
output with a printed report from the same query. The data produced is the same (if no summaries have
been suppressed), but the layout of the data is different. If you print the query definition for a query with
output sent to a database file, the record format layout is included.

The information in each summary-only record that is output to a database file has the following format:

v The first position of each record contains a break level number.

v The second position of each record contains an overflow indicator.

v The third position of each record begins the actual data.

The break level is a number from 0 through 6, which identifies the different report break levels output to a
record. A 0 identifies a final total (summary) record. The numbers 1 through 6 identify a report break and
correspond to the level number associated with the report break.

The overflow indicator indicates when data has overflowed in 1 or more fields in this record. The indicator
position is blank if overflow has not occurred. An asterisk (*) appears if any calculated field overflows. The
field that overflowed is filled with the maximum value for a field of that type and size (a string of asterisks
***** appears for the value in a printed or displayed report).

The output data is grouped together by field with the report break values followed by any summary
function values for the field. The data for break fields with priority lower than the current break level is
considered null. If the corresponding field in the output file is not null capable, Query for iSeries uses the
null-value defaults (like blanks for character data). Summary data is displayed or printed in the following
order: total, average, minimum, maximum, and count. If a field is totaled, Query adds 3 digits to the field
length to hold the total (up to a maximum of 31 digits). Count summary values are 7 characters long and
are zoned decimal. Break and summary values for packed and binary data are converted to zoned
decimal format when saved in a database file. Date, time, and timestamp data is saved in internal format.
DBCS-graphic data is saved without shift-out and shift-in characters.

As an example, assume you have an input file containing personnel information about all state employees.
You set up a query that requests total salary, average salary, and the number of employees in each county
and city. The query sorts on two fields: CITY within COUNTY. Report breaks are defined for these fields and
the Salary field for each county is totaled, averaged, and counted.

If you ran this query and selected summary-only output, the following seven records would be sent to a
database file:

2 Los Angeles Arcadia 00007000000 03500000 0000002
2 Los Angeles Glendale 00009000000 04500000 0000002
1 Los Angeles ......... 00016000000 04000000 0000004
2 Orange Costa Mesa 00006000000 03000000 0000002
2 Orange Irvine 00008000000 04000000 0000002
1 Orange ......... 00014000000 03500000 0000004
0 ......... ......... 00030000000 03750000 0000008
| | | | | | |
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Break level ID (1) | | | |
| | | | | |
Overflow indicator (1) Total salary (11.2) |

| | | |
County (11) | Average salary (8.2)

| |
City (10) Count (7.0)

The number in parentheses, behind the explanation of the field, is the output field length and number of
decimal positions. A blank break value is shown as a string of periods. Note that the overflow indicator
column is blank, indicating all the data fits.

Note: Truncation or rounding of averages is not considered overflow.

The report breaks for CITY (break level 2) have break values for both COUNTY and CITY. The report breaks
for COUNTY (break level 1) have break values for COUNTY only. The last record (break level 0) contains the
final totals of the summary functions and has no break values. The blanks shown between the fields are
for example purposes only; the actual database file output has no blanks between fields.

In the above example, the query had both summary functions and report breaks specified. If this query
had neither summary functions or report breaks specified, the output would be a single record (break level
0) containing a count of the records selected by the query. For example:

0 0000008

If this query had summary functions but no report breaks specified, the output would be a single record
(break level 0) containing summary function values for the records selected by the query. For example:

0 00030000000 03750000 0000008

If this query had report breaks but no summary functions specified, the output would be a record for each
report break specified. In the first example above, this would be the first six records without their summary
functions. For example:

2 Los Angeles Arcadia
2 Los Angeles Glendale
1 Los Angeles ........
2 Orange Costa Mesa
2 Orange Irvine
1 Orange ........

Using an output database file created by Query for iSeries
You can use a file containing the query data the way you do any other file on your system. Therefore, you
can select this file on the Specify File Selections display for another query which might possibly increase
the speed at which your new query runs because the file may now:

v Contain fewer records and data fields

v Be sorted the way you want

v Not need to be shared with other users
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Chapter 14. Specifying Query for iSeries processing options

This chapter describes how you specify processing options for running a query. The processing options
you can specify are:

v Whether the results of numeric field calculations or field length changes done for your query are to be
rounded or dropped off (truncated).

v Whether errors and bad data found in numeric fields are to be ignored.

v Whether warnings about character substitutions encountered during CCSID conversions are to be
ignored.

v Whether to use the collating sequence for all character comparisons or just those that were done in
previous releases of Query for iSeries.

Purpose of Query for iSeries processing options
The numeric processing options available on the Specify Processing Options display help you control the
precision and accuracy of your query output. Sometimes you might require that your query output be
pinpoint precise, such as if you were calculating the interest charged to a customer for credit. Sometimes
you may not care if your results are quite so precise, such as if your query calculates the approximate
percentage of customers who purchased more than $10,000 worth of your company’s products last year.

If you work in an environment in which CCSID conversions are necessary and might involve character
substitution, you can choose to either ignore or see the character substitution warnings, depending on the
data and reports you need.

You can select whether you want to use the selected collating sequence for all character comparisons.
Query for iSeries Version 2 Release 3 makes the collating sequence available for all SBCS character
comparisons. In previous releases, the EQ, NE, LIST, NLIST, LIKE, and NLIKE tests used the character
value, instead of the collating weight. (GT, GE, LT, and LE tests have always used the collating weight
when applicable.) Also in previous releases, the collating sequence was only applied to SBCS characters
in SBCS fields and constants.

Specify Processing Options

Type choices, press Enter.

Use rounding . . . . . . . . . . . Blank, Y=Yes, N=No

Ignore decimal
data errors . . . . . . . . . . Blank, Y=Yes, N=No

Ignore Character
substitution warnings . . . . . Y Y=Yes, N=No

Use collating sequence for
all character comparisons . . . Y Y=Yes, N=No

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files
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Rounding numeric field values during Query for iSeries processing
You can control whether the result of numeric field calculations or field length changes should be rounded
or truncated when your query is run. By typing a Y in the Rounding prompt on the Specify Processing
Options display, all of your numeric field calculation results are rounded (if necessary) when your query is
run. By typing an N in the prompt, all of your numeric field calculation results are truncated (if necessary)
when your query is run.

Note: If your query was created on an iSeries system, a Blank is shown as the default. If Query
determines that your query was migrated from System/36, an N is used so that the query can be
processed as it was on System/36.

Whether you choose to have numeric field calculations rounded depends on how precise you require your
results to be. Initially, you need to determine how rounding or truncation will affect your results. If your
query uses several multiplication or division operations, the result of a numeric field calculation may differ
significantly whether your results are rounded or truncated. This is because rounding or truncation could
occur more than once for the field as the calculations are performed. For example, multiplying a
customer’s balance due times an interest rate may supply a result with more decimal positions than you
need or are allowed to have. If necessary, the result is rounded or truncated thus introducing a small error
in the result. Suppose that this result is then added to similar calculations for other customers. Then all of
the small errors begin to add up to a larger error. This error may or may not be significant, but it will
probably be different depending on whether you have selected rounding or truncation.

Note: If you created a result field for a numeric expression that is too small to hold the integer portion (the
numbers to the left of the decimal point) of the result, the result cannot be calculated and a decimal
data error occurs. Even if you specify N in the Rounding prompt and Y in the Ignore decimal data
errors prompt, Query stops processing if it encounters a decimal data error. The rounding option
and the ignore decimal data errors option function only for numeric data that can be calculated. See
“Specify processing options in Query for iSeries” on page 238 for a more detailed description of the
ignore decimal data errors option.

Rounding and truncation are not done just on result fields, they are also done on the average and total
summary functions on the Select Report Summary Functions display and when overriding the numeric field
length on the Specify Report Column Formatting display (such as changing from five decimal positions to
three decimal positions).

You can let Query decide whether the result of numeric field calculations or field length changes will be
rounded or truncated when your query is run. If you leave the Rounding prompt blank on the Specify
Processing Options display, Query decides whether to round or truncate the calculations based on the
environment in which the query is run. If the query is run in the OS/400 environment, the results are
rounded. If the query is run in the System/36 environment, the results are truncated.

Ignoring decimal data errors during Query for iSeries processing
By typing a Y or an N after the Ignore decimal data errors prompt, you can indicate whether you want
Query to ignore any errors it finds in numeric fields when your query is being run. For example, an A (hex
C1) in a zoned or packed-decimal numeric field is an error. If you have chosen that errors in numeric fields
be ignored, the A is changed to a 1 (hex F1). If you have chosen that errors in numeric fields not be
ignored, either an error message is displayed or the field value is shown in the output as plus signs
(++++). The error you get depends on how the field is used.

You can let Query decide whether to ignore any errors it finds in numeric fields when your query is run. If
you leave the Ignore decimal data errors prompt blank on the Specify Processing Options display, Query
decides whether to ignore decimal data errors based on the environment in which the query is run. If the
query is run in the OS/400 environment, errors are not ignored. If the query is run in the System/36
environment, errors are ignored.
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Whether you choose to have decimal data errors ignored depends on whether your data contains values
that cause decimal data errors. You may want to define your query to ignore decimal data errors if the files
it uses have zoned or packed numeric fields that contain data that is not normally interpreted as zoned or
packed data. For example, some applications write blank into a zoned field when the user leaves a prompt
blank. Also, some direct files set all records to hex 40.

Ignoring decimal data errors can have a significant performance cost and should be avoided if the file
does not contain such data. If you define your query to not ignore decimal data errors, it may run faster.

Note: If your query was created on an iSeries system, a Blank is shown as the default. If Query
determines that your query was migrated from System/36, a Y is used so that the query can be
processed as it was on System/36. Ignore the character substitution warning.

Ignoring character substitution warnings during Query for iSeries
processing
The Ignore Character Substitution prompt lets you specify whether or not character substitution warnings
should be ignored when converting data or a collating sequence from one CCSID to another.

Each character field, literal, and collating sequence is associated with a CCSID. This makes it possible to
convert field and literal values to a different coding representation, and to convert collating sequences for
use with data in a different coding representation. Character conversion, when required, is automatic and
transparent to the user. CCSID conversion usually occurs when the user is running in a multilingual
environment. A unique character may be substituted during character conversion for any character in the
source coding representation that does not have a match in the target coding representation.

Y=Yes
Character substitution is ignored and no error messages are issued. Leave the default Y if your
system contains all files with the same CCSID. If you have a primary and secondary language (such
as Spanish and English), character conversion may be done. Leave the default Y if no substitution is
possible, or if you do not care if this happens. If your files have different CCSIDs and you ignore
character substitution, you may:

v See substitution characters in your output.

v Encounter unexpected matching (when differing characters are substituted).

N=No
An error message is issued if a character substitution occurs or could occur when converting from one
CCSID to another, and the request being processed is ended with output incomplete.

Using collating sequence for all character comparisons during Query
for iSeries processing
The Use collating sequence for all character comparisons prompt lets you specify whether use of the
selected collating sequence should be unrestricted.

Y=Yes
Use the selected collating sequence for all character comparisons. When you choose this option, A
equals a if they share a collating weight in the sequence regardless of the test or data type.

N=No
Do not use the selected collating sequence for EQ, NE, LIST, NLIST, LIKE, and NLIKE tests or for
SBCS data in DBCS fields or constants. This is the default for queries restored from a release prior to
Version 2 Release 3 or converted from a System/36.
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Chapter 15. Exiting and running a Query for iSeries query

This chapter describes how to exit query definition and the different ways you can run your query.

Ending a Query for iSeries query definition
When you have finished creating a query and have pressed F3 (Exit) on one of the definition displays, the
Exit This Query display is shown.

Exit This Query

Type choices, press Enter.

Save definition . . . Y Y=Yes, N=No

Run option . . . . . . 1 1=Run interactively
2=Run in batch
3=Do not run

For a saved definition:
Query . . . . . . . __________ Name

Library . . . . . QGPL Name, F4 for list

Text . . . . . . . ____________________________________________

Authority . . . . . *LIBCRTAUT *LIBCRTAUT, *CHANGE, *ALL
*EXCLUDE, *USE
authorization list name

F4=Prompt F5=Report F12=Cancel F13=Layout
F14=Define the query

You can save a newly created query or changes to a previously saved query from either of these displays.

Saving a Query for iSeries query definition
When you save your query definition, all the values that you defined are saved with it. It is saved in the
library that you specify, and it is saved as a query definition object whose type is *QRYDFN. If this is a
new object, you are its owner, and you can specify which other users can use your query and in what way.
Like other objects, you can display information about it using the Display Object Description (DSPOBJD)
command.

Storing the Query for iSeries query definition
Query supplies a Y for the Save definition prompt on the Exit This Query display, since most of the time
you want to save a newly created query or changes to a previously saved query. You do not have to save
a query; however, if you do not save it, you lose your new query definition or changes if you choose to run
the query now.

To save a newly created query, type a query name (Query prompt) and library name (Library prompt) if
you did not already do this on the Work with Queries display. To display a list of libraries, position the
cursor on the Library prompt and press F4 (Prompt).

You do not need to supply a query name or library if you are saving changes to a previously saved query;
these names should already be filled in on the display. If you change either the query name or the library,
you create a new query with that name and library, and the original query remains unchanged.
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Describing the Query for iSeries query definition
You can also type some descriptive text about the query. The text reminds you what the query is for when
it is displayed in a list of queries or printed on the cover page of a report. The text is displayed, for
example, on the Work with Queries display whenever the Text column is shown.

Giving authority to others to your Query for iSeries query
You can specify the type of authority that you want to give to other users for this query definition object.
What you specify on the Exit This Query display determines how other users can use the query. When
saving a query after creating it, the default authority on the Exit This Query display is *LIBCRTAUT.

The values that you can specify are:

*LIBCRTAUT
Library create authority assigns the authority from the CRTAUT value in the library the object is
being created into. The authority could be *ALL, *CHANGE, *EXCLUDE, *USE, or an authorization list
name. The ability of other users to use the query file depends on the authority assigned.

*CHANGE
Change authority allows other users to perform all operations on the object except those limited to
the owner or controlled by object existence authority and object management authority. A user can
change or use the query definition in any way, except that it cannot be copied, deleted, or saved with
changes made to it.

*ALL
All authority allows other users to perform all operations on the object except those limited to the
owner or controlled by authorization list management rights. A user can do anything with the query
(including deleting it), except for transferring it to a new owner or changing the type of authority.

*EXCLUDE
Exclude authority prevents other users from doing anything with the query definition. Unless given
specific types of authority, no user except its owner can use the query definition.

*USE
Use authority allows other users to run the query or to display or print the query definition. A user
cannot copy the query definition nor save the definition with changes made to it. The query may be
selected for change and saved under a different name.

authorization list name
If you specify the name of an authorization list, its authority is used to control the access that users
have to the query. Query shows the public authority special value rather than the authorization list
name when the query is changed. You can specify an authorization list when you create a query; you
cannot put an authorization list on an existing query. For more information, see the iSeries Security
Reference book.

The following table shows, for each predefined type of authority, what can be done with the query.
Type of ’ Change Copy Delete Display Print Query Run Change
Authority ’ Query Query Query Query Definition Query Authority
--------- ’ ------ ----- ------ ------- ---------- ----- ---------
*ALL ’ Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
*CHANGE ’ No No No Yes Yes Yes No
*USE ’ No No No Yes Yes Yes No
*EXCLUDE ’ No No No No No No No

Note: If the authority you specify is *LIBCRTAUT, the value assigned when the object was created is
used.
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Running a Query for iSeries query
Running a query consists of telling Query for iSeries to use the query definition to acquire the data you
want from selected files, to organize the data into a report format, and then to either display the report,
print it, or store it in a database file.

To run a query, you can:

v Press F5 (Report) while creating, displaying, or changing your query. This runs the query and displays
the report.

v Choose option 2 (Run an existing query) on the Query menu.

v Type a 1 (Run interactively) or a 2 (Run in batch) in the Run option prompt on the Exit This Query
display.

v Type an 8 (Run in batch) or a 9 (Run) in the Option prompt on the Work with Queries display.

v Use the Run Query (RUNQRY) command.

Using function key F5 when running a Query for iSeries query
If dependent values are not used in record selection tests, you can run a query at any time by pressing F5
(Report) while you are creating, changing, or displaying it. Your query runs immediately, the report is
displayed, and you can see what the report looks like and how any changes you make affect it.

Running a Query for iSeries query from the Query for iSeries menu
You can run an existing query by selecting option 2 (Run an existing query) on the Query menu. This
causes the RUNQRY (Run Query) command help display to appear. For more information on using the
RUNQRY command, see the CL Reference information in the iSeries Information Center and “Running a
Query for iSeries query using the RUNQRY command” on page 171 of this book.

Running a Query for iSeries query from the Exit This Query display
When you finish creating or changing a query, the Exit This Query display is shown.

Exit This Query

Type choices, press Enter.

Save definition . . . Y Y=Yes, N=No

Run option . . . . . . 1 1=Run interactively
2=Run in batch
3=Do not run

For a saved definition:
Query . . . . . . . __________ Name

Library . . . . . QGPL Name, F4 for list

Text . . . . . . . _______________________________________

Authority . . . . . *LIBCRTAUT *LIBCRTAUT, *CHANGE, *ALL
*EXCLUDE, *USE
authorization list name

F4=Prompt F5=Report F12=Cancel F13=Layout
F14=Define the query

Query assumes that you want to save your query, so it usually supplies a Y (Yes) in response to the Save
definition prompt. Run option is a profile option, and whatever you selected the last time you exited a
query is the default until you select a different value. However, Query supplies a 3 (Do not run) for the Run
option prompt when your query has an error.
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You can run a query and get the report without saving the definition of the query only if you are running
interactively. (The query must be saved to run in batch.) However:

v If you are creating a query and choose not to save it, it runs only once and then is lost. To save your
query, you need to supply values for the Library and Query prompts. The query name must be a unique
query name in that library. If not, Query issues a message asking whether you want to replace the
existing query.

v If you are running a query in batch, you must save it in a library other than QTEMP before running the
query.

v If you are changing a query and choose not to save it, it is kept without the changes, and the newly
changed or newly entered values are used only if you run the query now. That is, if you changed an
existing definition, the report shows the results of the changes only one time. If the report is run again,
the results are based on the original definition.

To save a newly changed query, you do not need to supply a library name and query name; if you do,
the original query remains unchanged, and a new query is created with the changes you made. Type
the name of the library in which the query is to be saved. Only an actual library name or *CURLIB can be
specified for the Library prompt. However, if you want to first see a list of libraries from which you can
select one, do the following: move the cursor to this prompt, type a special library name (such as *LIBL)
or a generic library name (in the form of ABC*), and press F4 (Prompt).

If you choose to run the query interactively, type 1 (Run interactively) in the Run option prompt and press
the Enter key. Query shows the report on your display, prints the report on a printer, or places the data
from the query in a database file. For more information on selecting an output device, see Chapter 13,
“Selecting output type and output form in Query for iSeries reports”.

If you choose to submit the query to batch processing, type a 2 (Run in batch) in the Run option prompt
and press the Enter key. The query is submitted to the job queue specified in the job description for your
user profile.

You can create a query for a file member that does not contain any data. If you run the query, no data
shows in the report or is placed in a database file. However, you can press F13 (Layout) on the Exit This
Query display to check your report layout.

Running a Query for iSeries query from the Work with Queries display
From the Work with Queries display, you can only run a query that has been previously saved. The query
runs exactly as it was defined. If you want to change anything about the output device, you must first
change the query and then run it.

To run a query from the Work with Queries display:

1. Select option 8 (Run in batch) to submit the query to the job queue specified in the job description for
your user profile.

2. Select option 9 (Run) to run the query interactively.

3. Type the name of the query. If you do not know the name of the query, “Selecting a Query for iSeries
query name from a list” on page 14 tells you how to see a list of query names.

4. Type the name of the library in which the query is stored. Query assumes it is stored in the library for
your last Query work session or in your current library. If you do not have a current library, Query
assumes it is stored in QGPL. You can change the assumed library name. If you do not know the
name of the library, “Selecting a library for your Query for iSeries queries” on page 16 tells you how to
display a list of library names.

5. Press the Enter key.
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Work with Queries

Type choices, press Enter.

Option . . . . . . . _ 1=Create 2=Change 3=Copy 4=Delete
5=Display 6=Print definition
8=Run in batch 9=Run

Query . . . . . . . __________ Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . QGPL Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F12=Cancel

Query displays a report, prints a report, or puts the data into a database file, depending on what is
specified on the Select Output Type and Output Form display. For more information on selecting an output
device, see Chapter 13, “Selecting output type and output form in Query for iSeries reports”.

Query uses current data each time a query is run. For example, if a customer’s address changes in the
file, the new address appears in the data produced when the query is run. However, if definition of data
has changed since the query was created or last changed, the report created by the query may not show
these changes. For example, assume you want to run a query that does not have column headings
specified. The query then uses column headings defined by IDDU. If the IDDU column headings have
been changed since the query was created or last changed, the query may not use the new headings.

When you change a query, Query updates the query with the current IDDU definitions. If you save the
query, any IDDU changes are saved with it. Therefore, you can make sure you have the current definitions
when you want to run the query from the Work with Queries display by selecting option 2 (Change)
instead of option 9 (Run). You can then save the query without actually making any changes by doing the
following:

v Press F3 on the Define the Query display.

v Choose to save the definition and run the query on the Exit This Query display.

IDDU definitions are explained in the IDDU online information.

Running a Query for iSeries query using the RUNQRY command
You can use the RUNQRY command to run a query. The output can be displayed, printed, or stored in
another database file. If the query contains dependent values, you must use the option for specifying run
time record selection and supply the values that would ordinarily come from a record in a different file or
query.

The RUNQRY command can be used three different ways: to run an existing query (one that has already
been created), to run an existing query with some of its definition values changed by values you specify on
this command, or to run a default query based only on the parameter values specified on this command.
(You supply parameters values to give Query information it needs, such as the query name, the library in
which the query is stored, where to send the output, and so on.)

For detailed information on the RUNQRY command, its parameters, how to use it, and some examples,
see the CL Reference information in the iSeries Information Center.
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Following are some suggestions for using the RUNQRY command:

v If you want to use an existing query without changing the file or files to query, specify only a query and
library name (without an input file name). This runs the query exactly as it was defined.

v If you want to run a default query on a file, specify only an input file name. This produces a report
showing the information contained in the first 500 fields of each record.

v If you want to run a changed version of an existing query, specify a query name and the appropriate
parameters to change the definition to what you want. The parameter values you specify on this
command override the corresponding values in the existing query definition, but only when the
command is processing (that is, the changes are not permanently made to the query definition).

v If you specify both a query name and an input file name, the files specified by the input file name
parameter override the file name(s) specified in the query definition. Therefore, if multiple files (and
members) are defined in the query definition and you want to change one or two of them, you must
specify *SAME for the file selections that do not change and specify the values for the ones you want to
override.

When you run a saved query you might not get the results you expected. The items in the following list
can dynamically affect how a query runs or how the data is formatted:

v The language ID or sort sequence of the job (if the query takes them from the current job) is different
than when the query was defined.

v The format of the job date.

v The default for numeric editing for the language.

v The system decimal positions processing value.

v The system currency symbol.

v File overrides may be in effect.

v The job CCSID.

v The Query for iSeries language installed (if the query specifies option 2 on the Select Collating Options
display.

v The printer file definition.

v The attributes of the workstation you are using to display the report.
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Chapter 16. Working with Query for iSeries query definitions

This chapter describes the ways you can work with your query once it has been created and saved in a
library. In addition to running your query:

v You can change the results of your query output by making changes to your query definition.

v You can copy your query definition to the same or another library. You might do that so that other users
can have their own copy to work with.

v You can delete one or more of your query definitions that are no longer needed.

v You can rename your query by using a new name when you copy it. You then can delete the old query.

v You can display the definition of your query without being able to make any changes to it.

v You can print your query definition. You might do that if you want a printed copy for documentation
purposes.

Changing a Query for iSeries query definition
You can change a previously saved query by using option 2 (Change) on the Work with Queries display.
You can supply a query and library name on the display, or you can select a query from a list. (For more
information about using lists, see “Using lists in Query for iSeries” on page 9.)

Changing a query is almost the same process as creating a query. You choose the definition steps on the
Define the Query display for which you want to change query definition values. When the definition step
displays appear, the prompts are already filled in. To change the query, all you need to do is change or
delete the values in the prompts.

When you have finished changing a query, you can run it, save it, run it and save it, and so on.

Starting changes by copying a Query for iSeries query definition
You may find it helpful to use option 3 (Copy) on the Work with Queries display before you change a
query. If you copy the query you want to change, the original is not affected by the changes you make.
Then, should you decide that you would rather have your query as it was originally defined, you do not
have to change everything back. You can delete the changed query (as explained later in this chapter) and
keep the original.

If, however, after running and testing the changed query, you decide you want to keep the changes, you
can delete the unchanged original query.

Changes you can make to a Query for iSeries query
In general, you can make two kinds of changes to a query. You can change:

v What data is reported by changing the record and or field selection

v The characteristics of the report (or output) by changing the formatting, the summarizing, or the report
breaks

Each type of change may require that you select several definition steps on the Define the Query display
by typing a 1 in the Opt column next to the definition steps you want to change.
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Define the Query

Query . . . . . . : QRY1 Option . . . . . : Change
Library . . . . . : QGPL CCSID . . . . . : 37

Type options, press Enter. Press F21 to select all.
1=Select

Opt Query Definition Option
> Specify file selections

_ Define result fields
_ > Select and sequence fields
_ Select records
_ Select sort fields
_ Select collating sequence
_ > Specify report column formatting
_ Select report summary functions
_ Define report breaks
_ Select output type and output form
_ Specify processing options

F3=Exit F5=Report F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F21=Select all

The options currently defined for your query are shown with a > to the left of the option. You can change
these and define additional options. You can choose as many options as you want from this display. Each
of these options and their associated displays are described in previous chapters.

Each option has its own corresponding display(s), on which you can make specific changes. The displays
for the options you select are shown to you in the order they appear on the Define the Query display.

If you decide you do not want an option that has already been defined, do the following:

1. Select that option on the Define the Query display.

2. Blank out any prompts that are completed for that option display.

If you decide not to change anything on an option display once you see it, just press the Enter key without
changing anything and continue. If you have changed the display and decide you would rather have it the
way it was, press F12 (Cancel).

Pressing F12 does not “undo” the result of pressing F23 (Save as default). Also, changes Query must
keep as a result of your pressing the Enter key (or F10 or F3) to get to a different display cannot be
canceled later by pressing F12. All other changes you make can be canceled by pressing F12. The
following exceptions to this rule let you cancel all changes for your most recent work on an entire definition
option by pressing F12 after returning from a secondary prompt display to the primary prompt display on
which the secondary display depends:

v Join tests are canceled with file selections.

v Dependent value qualifiers are canceled with record selection tests.

v Editing changes are canceled with column formatting changes.

v Break level formatting changes are canceled with break field selections (level definitions).

If you decide you do not want to keep the changes you have made on previous displays, press F3 to end
the revision and type an N (No) for the Save definition prompt on the Exit This Query display.

When you are working at a display, you can press the Help key to see the on-line help information that
briefly describes how to specify the choices for that option. You can also press F5 or F13 to see how the
changes affect the report the query produces.
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When you finish making changes on all the displays you want to change, Query returns you to the Define
the Query display, where the options now defined for your query are shown with a > to the left of the
option. You can choose more options to make more changes, or you can press F3 to end the process of
changing the query.

From the Exit This Query display, you can do either or both of the following:

v Save the query definition with the changes you have made.

v Run the query with the changes you have made.

Exit This Query

Type choices, press Enter.

Save definition . . . Y Y=Yes, N=No

Run option . . . . . . 1 1=Run interactively
2=Run in batch
3=Do not run

For a saved definition:
Query . . . . . . . __________ Name

Library . . . . . ________ Name, F4 for list

Text . . . __________________________________________
Authority . . . . . *LIBCRTAUT *LIBCRTAUT, *CHANGE, *ALL

*EXCLUDE, *USE
authorization list name

F4=Prompt F5=Report F13=Layout F14=Define the query

You can change any combination of the Query, Library, and Text prompts. If you save the query definition,
these changes have the following effects:

Query Name and/or
Library Name Changed

Query Name and
Library Name Unchanged

Existing query is not changed Existing query is changed
New query created with new name and/or in different
library

New query definition replaces existing definition

Text and authority applies to new query Text and authority applies to new definition of the query

If you are replacing a query, you cannot specify authorization list name authority; you must use one of the
special names (*CHANGE, *ALL, *EXCLUDE, or *USE) or blanks (no change).

If you choose not to save the query definition, changes to the following prompts have the following effects:

Prompt Changed Effect

Query name None
Library name None
Text Text prints on cover page if you choose to run the query and printer is the

selected output device
Authority None
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Considerations for changing Query for iSeries queries
To make changes to your query, choose the correct options on the Define the Query display. Refer to the
appropriate chapters or appendixes in this guide for information and considerations on how to enter the
definitions that you want. Each query is saved with a CCSID. You cannot change a query if your job
CCSID is not compatible with the query CCSID (one of the CCSIDs is 65535 or they are the same).

Note: See “Changing a Query for iSeries query” on page 250 for more information on how CCSIDs affect
processing a query.

Changing your collating sequence on Query for iSeries queries
A change in your collating sequence can affect join tests, record selection tests, and sorts involving SBCS
data in SBCS, DBCS-open, and DBCS-either character fields. The extent of the effect depends on the
test.

Changing the setting of the Use Collating Sequence processing option can change your results. If you set
the processing option to Yes, the EQ, NE, LIST, NLIST, LIKE, and NLIKE tests compare character collating
values. These tests compare the hexadecimal character codes if you set the option to No.

Note: The Use Collating Sequence option does not affect your output when the collating sequence is set
to *HEX.

LT, LE, GT, GE, and RANGE tests compare collating sequence values regardless of how you set the
processing option. A change to your collating sequence can change the records that these tests select. A
change to the collating sequence can also affect your query’s minimum and maximum summary values,
the location of report breaks, and the order of selected records (if you use a field containing SBCS
character data for sorting).

For example, you have 2 collating sequences. In one, the character E has a higher sequence number than
e, and in the other, the two characters have equal (shared) sequence numbers. In one record, field NAME1
has a value of LEE, and field NAME2 has a value of Lee. Table 7 and Table 8 show the results of comparing
the strings (NAME1 and NAME2) using various tests for a collating sequence with:

v Unique weights used in all tests

v Shared weights used in all tests

v Unique weights not used in EQ and NE tests

v Shared weights not used in EQ and NE tests

Table 7 applies when all data is SBCS. Table 8 applies when some or all of the data is DBCS.

Table 7. Effect of Collating Sequence and Processing Option on Selection. Both NAME1 and NAME2 are SBCS data.
Yes means the record under test is selected. No means it is not selected.

Test
ColSeq=YES Unique
Weights

ColSeq=YES Shared
Weights

ColSeq=NO Unique
Weights

ColSeq=NO Shared
Weights

NAME1 EQ NAME2 No Yes No No

NAME1 GE NAME2 Yes Yes Yes Yes

NAME1 GT NAME2 Yes No Yes No

NAME1 NE NAME2 Yes No Yes Yes

NAME1 LE NAME2 No Yes No Yes

NAME1 LT NAME2 No No No No
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Table 8. Effect of Collating Sequence and Processing Option on Selection. Either or both NAME1 and NAME2 are
DBCS data. Yes means the record under test is selected. No means it is not selected.

Test
ColSeq=YES Unique
Weights

ColSeq=YES Shared
Weights

ColSeq=NO Unique
Weights

ColSeq=NO Shared
Weights

NAME1 EQ NAME2 No Yes No No

NAME1 GE NAME2 Yes Yes Yes Yes

NAME1 GT NAME2 Yes No Yes Yes

NAME1 NE NAME2 Yes No Yes Yes

NAME1 LE NAME2 No Yes No No

NAME1 LT NAME2 No No No No

Copying a Query for iSeries query definition
There are many reasons for copying a query. Following are some of the most common:

v To copy a query from someone else’s library into your library.

v To copy a query you keep in a test library for experimenting with different files, record formats, and
query features. When you have a query you want to use, you can copy it into your library and keep the
original in the test library for further experiments.

v To copy a query so that you can change it without changing the original.

v To rename a query or move a query to another library by copying the query to the other library and then
deleting the query from the original library.

You can copy a previously saved query by using option 3 (Copy) on the Work with Queries display. You
can type the name of the query (and its library) on the display, or you can, from a list of queries, type a 3
next to the query(s) that you want to copy. (For more information about using lists, see “Using lists in
Query for iSeries” on page 9.)

After you press the Enter key, the Copy Queries display appears. (The following display has some sample
information typed in.)

Copy Queries

From library . . . . . . : TESTLIB

Type choices, press Enter.

To library . . . . . . . __________ Name, F4 for list
Replace query . . . . . . N Y=Yes, N=No

To rename copied query, change To Query name.
From Query To Query
ACCTRECFEB __________
INVENTFEB __________
MAILADDR __________
PAYROLLFEB __________

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F9=Reset F12=Cancel
F20=Cancel copy in error

To place the copy in a library other than the library that contains the original query, type a different library
name in the To library prompt. If you do not know the name of the library that should receive the copy, you
can use F4 (Prompt) to select a library from a list.
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To place the copy in the same library as the original, do not type anything in the To library prompt.

Then select a choice in the Replace query prompt:

v Type a Y if you want the copy to replace a query that has the same name in the library.

v Leave the N in the prompt if you want to copy the query to the library only if no other query with the
same name already exists in the library.

To rename the query(s), type the new name(s) in the To Query column. If you place the copy in the same
library as the original query, you must type a new name for the copy. If you place the copy in a different
library, you can rename it, or you can use the original query name.

When you are finished typing information on the Copy Queries display, press the Enter key. If Query finds
no errors while copying the queries, all the queries are copied. If you did not select any other options from
the Work with Queries display (such as change, delete, display, and so on), you return to the Work with
Queries display. If you selected the queries to be copied from a list of queries in a specific library and did
not copy the queries to a different library, the names of both the original and copied queries are included
in the list.

If Query finds an error while copying the queries, the list of queries being copied is shown and an error
message appears at the bottom of the display. The query that has the error is highlighted and appears at
the top of the list. Any queries that were before that query in the list have already been copied. You can do
either of the following:

v Press F9 (Reset) without pressing the Enter key. The copy process is canceled for all remaining
queries, including the query in error.

v Press F20 (Cancel copy in error) without pressing the Enter key. The query in error is not copied. To
continue copying the remaining queries, press the Enter key. If an error is found while copying one of
the remaining queries, another error message is shown and the list is shown again with that query listed
first and highlighted.

Renaming a Query for iSeries query definition
If you want to rename a query, do the following:

1. Copy the query, giving the copied query a new name.

2. Delete the original query.

These tasks are options on the Work with Queries Display and are described in other sections of this
chapter.

Deleting a Query for iSeries query definition
When you no longer need a query, you can delete (remove) it from the library. Once you delete a query,
you cannot get it back, so it is a good idea to check a query definition before you delete it. If you delete a
query from the Work with Queries display, you can use F11 to display text about the query. If there is no
text, or if it does not include enough information to help you, you can display or print the query definition.
These tasks are described later in this chapter.

You can delete a previously saved query by:

v Using the Delete Query (DLTQRY) command. For more information on using the DLTQRY command,
see the CL Reference information in the iSeries Information Center.

v Selecting option 3 (Delete a query) on the Query menu. This causes the DLTQRY (Delete Query)
command help display to appear. For more information on using the DLTQRY command, see the CL
Reference information in the iSeries Information Center.

v Using option 4 (Delete) on the Work with Queries display. You can type the name of the query (and its
library) on the display, or you can, from a list of queries, type a 4 next to the query(s) that you want to
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delete. (For more information about using lists, see “Using lists in Query for iSeries” on page 9.) Then
press the Enter key. The Confirm Delete of Queries display appears.

Confirm Delete of Queries

From library . . . . : MYLIB

Press Enter to confirm your choices for 4=Delete.
Press F12 to return to change your choices.

Query
ACCTRECJAN
INVENTJAN
MAILADDR
PAYROLLJAN
TESTQUERY1
TESTQUERY2

F9=Reset F12=Cancel F20=Cancel delete in error

This display shows the query name(s) you chose to delete. (The above display shows some sample
information.) Carefully check the names.

If you are sure you want to delete the queries listed, press the Enter key. The queries are deleted. If
you selected the queries to be deleted from a list of queries, the deleted query name(s) are no longer
included when you return to the Work with Queries display.

If you decide you do not want to delete one of the queries shown, press F12 (Cancel) to return to the
Work with Queries display without deleting any queries. The list of queries is still displayed and you can
change any of your selections.

If Query finds an error while deleting the queries, the list of queries being deleted is shown and an error
message appears on the bottom of the display. The query that has the error is highlighted and appears at
the top of the list. Any queries that were before that query in the list have already been successfully
deleted. You can do either of the following:

v Press F9 (Reset) without pressing the Enter key. The delete process is canceled for all remaining
queries, including the query in error.

v Press F20 (Cancel delete in error) without pressing the Enter key. The query in error is not deleted, but
the delete process continues for the remaining queries. If an error is found while deleting one of the
remaining queries, another error message is shown and the list is shown again with that query listed
first and highlighted.

Displaying a Query for iSeries query definition
When you display a query, Query does not allow you to make any changes. Each query is saved with a
CCSID. You cannot display a query if your job CCSID is not compatible with the query CCSID. They are
compatible if one CCSID is 65535, the job and query CCSIDs are the same, or one can be converted to
the other.

Note: See “Displaying a Query for iSeries query” on page 249 for more information on CCSIDs and how
they affect processing a query.
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If you display a query and decide you want to change it, you have to return to the Work with Queries
display and use option 2 (Change). You can print the information you see when you display a query,
although the information will be in a different form. See “Printing a Query for iSeries query definition”. You
may be able to print the definition of a query that you cannot change or display.

You can display a previously saved query by using option 5 (Display) on the Work with Queries display.
You can type the name of the query (and its library) on the display, or you can, from a list of queries, type
a 5 next to the query that you want to display. (For more information about using lists, see “Using lists in
Query for iSeries” on page 9.)

After you press the Enter key, the Define the Query display appears. All the options that were defined for
the query are shown with a > to the left of the option. To look at how the options are defined, you can
either:

1. Use F21 to look at displays for all the options (even those that are not defined for this query).

2. Type a 1 in the Opt column beside the options you want to look at.

You can press F5 while displaying a query to see how a report would look if you ran the query and
displayed or printed a report.

Note: There are circumstances under which the display you see when you press F5 may differ from the
display you would see during a normal running of the query. For example, if the collating table
selected for option 4 has been changed since the query was saved, the F5 display will show the
change, but the RUNQRY display will not.

When you have finished looking at a display for an option and are ready to look at the displays for the
next option, press the Enter key. When you have seen displays for all the options you selected, you return
to the Define the Query display. You can look at the same options again, or choose to display different
options. Whenever you decide you are finished displaying this query definition, you can either:

1. Press F12 as many times as necessary to return to the Work with Queries display.

2. Press F3 to work with any remaining queries, if you selected more than one query from a list on the
Work with Queries display. You return to the Work with Queries display if you were finished working
with all the queries you selected on that display.

Note: You may not be able to display a query if the file definition has been changed since the query was
last used or displayed. Changing the query or the file definition may make it possible to display the
query. You also may not be able to use certain command and function keys while you are
displaying because they are available only when you create or change a query.

Printing a Query for iSeries query definition
You can print the query definition. The printout tells you what information the query uses to prepare a
report or create a file. You can see the same information on your display by selecting option 5 (Display) on
the Work with Queries display, but the information will be in a different form.

You can print the query definition using any of the following methods:

v Use option 6 (Print definition) on the Work with Queries display. You can type the name of the query
(and its library) on the display, or you can, from a list of queries, type a 6 next to the query name that
you want to print the definition for. (For more information about using lists, see “Using lists in Query for
iSeries” on page 9.)

v Specify to print the definition on either the Define Printer Output display or the Define Database File
Output display and then run the query. These displays are described in Chapter 13.

v Specify to print the definition when you use the Run Query (RUNQRY) command to run the query. For
more information on the RUNQRY command, see “Running a Query for iSeries query using the
RUNQRY command” on page 171.
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When you select option 6 (Print definition) on the Work with Queries display and press the Enter key, the
query definition is printed immediately.

Information printed for a Query for iSeries query definition
The printout includes the following information:

v A header at the top of each page. This header lists information about the system you are using and
when the definition was printed.

v The query name and CCSID.

v The library name.

v Any text about the query.

v Constants attributes (decimal point separator, date format and separator, time format and separator).

v The processing options.

v Collating sequence information.

v Assorted warnings.

v The file identifier(s). For each file identifier, the printout includes the following:

– The file name

– The name of the library

– The name of file member

– The record format selected for the file

v The join tests, if more than one file is used, and the type of join used.

v Any result fields, their expressions, length and decimal positions, and column headings.

v Record selection tests.

v Selected fields, their sequence, sort priority and sort type, and any text.

v Column formatting and summarizing.

v Any report breaks.

v The selected output type:

– If the report is to be printed, printer information is shown.

– If the output is to be put in a database file, database file information and the field layout are shown.

v The form of output selected, detailed or summary-only, and wrapping specifications.

If you print the definition using option 6 (Print definition) on the Work with Queries display, the printout
includes information about any output type selected for the query. For example, if database file output was
selected when the query was created and the query was later changed so that the output is to be printed,
the printout of the query definition would include both database file and printer information. If you print the
definition using any method except option 6, only current information is printed.

If you print the query definition while using the RUNQRY command (by specifying the PRTDFN(YES)
parameter), the information in the printed definition reflects any temporary changes that you specify using
the RUNQRY parameters or choices that Query for iSeries resolves at run time. For example, you might
specify an input file name, make changes to the record selection tests, specify a different type of output, or
define your query to use the running job’s sort sequence. There might be missing information, when
compared to an option 6 listing, because Query for iSeries did not need to use all the selected fields to run
the query.

In addition to information about the query definition, if the query produces output to a database file, a
description of the record format layout is also printed.
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Example of printed record format information for a Query for iSeries
query definition
The following is an example of one particular part of the query definition (the record format layout for the
database output file) that can be printed when the query is run. The information shown below is printed
only if the query is defined for database file output and, in this case, when it sends summary-only output to
the database file.

v The Output CCSID Value is the CCSID of the entire query. This line is not printed if the CCSID is
65535. If the query contains multiple CCSIDs, a CCSID column shows the CCSID of each field.

v The Field column shows the fields that exist in the output records. Each data field in the record output is
assigned a name equal to the field name as it exists in the query definition. If two or more fields in the
record output have identical field names (this occurs if one or more summary functions are specified for
a field or when files are joined), the first six characters of the field name are used plus a two-digit
number is added that corresponds to the summary function (01=Total, 02=Average, 03=Minimum,
04=Maximum, and 05=Count).

For example, if minimum and maximum summary functions were specified in the query definition for the
FMT field, two fields named FMT03 and FMT04 would appear in the record output; they would contain the
minimum value for the FMT field (FMT03) and the maximum value for the FMT field (FMT04). This naming is
true only in this simple case. Actual naming varies with different queries.

v The Begin column shows the starting byte of the field within the record. For example, the field named
ZD3 starts at byte 28.

v The Len and Dec columns show the length and decimal positions for each field. For example, the field
named PK2 has a length of eight with two decimal positions.

Note: What is shown on the report is the printed output length after formatting, not the
internal-database field length. You cannot add the length to the begin position and get the
beginning position of the next field.

v For nonnumeric fields, the Dec column shows the type of data that is contained in the column:

Blank means fixed-length character

V means variable-length character (SBCS or DBCS)

J means DBCS-only

O means DBCS-open (mixed)

IBM Query for iSeries 92-01-15 10:36:31
Output file record format

Output record length . . . . . . . . . 128
Output CCSID value . . . . . . . . . . 37
Field list:

Field Begin Len Dec Null Data Type Text
BREAKLVL 1 1 Character BREAK LEVEL
OVERFLOW 2 1 Character OVERFLOW FLAG
TM1USA 3 8 T Time FMT SYS
DT1EUR 6 10 L Date FMT SYSTEM
TS1 10 26 Z Timestamp FMT SYSTEM
PK2 20 8 2 Zoned decimal
ZD3 28 8 2 Zoned decimal
ID1 36 3 Character ID FIELD
VC1 39 8 V Y Variable character ’ EMPTY STRING DFT
C1 49 10 Y Character CHAR DFT *NULL
DBCSOPEN 59 8 O DBCS capable DBCS OPEN
DBCSEITH 67 8 E DBCS capable DBCS EITHER
DBCSONLY 75 8 J DBCS capable DBCS ONLY
DBCSGRPH 83 8 G Graphic DBCS GRAPHIC
DBCVOPEN 89 8 OV Variable DBCS DBCS OPEN VAR.
DBCVEITH 99 8 EV Variable DBCS DBCS EITHER VAR.
DBCVONLY 109 8 JV Variable DBCS DBCS ONLY VAR.
DBCVGRPH 119 8 GV Variable graphic DBCS GRAPHIC
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E means DBCS-either

G means DBCS-graphic

L means Date

T means Time

Z means Timestamp

v The Null column shows whether the field is null capable (Y) or not (blank).

v The Data Type column shows the data type for each field.

v The Text column shows the comment (if it exists) for each field. If the field is for a summary function,
the text shown is the field name (without any added numbers) followed by the type of summary function.

v The CCSID column (if shown) appears when multiple CCSIDs are represented and shows the CCSID
for each field.
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Chapter 17. Additional information about Query for iSeries for
programmers

This chapter provides additional information which may be of interest to programmers.

Files with different record formats in Query for iSeries
You can use a file that has more than one record format; however, you can use only one record format at
a time. If an application you are designing requires processing of different record formats in the same file
at the same time, you should consider using the RPG/400 or COBOL/400* programming language.

For example, if customer names are in one record format and the amount each customer owes is in a
different record format in the same file, a single query cannot print the names of all customers who owe
more than $500. For Query to select records from both record formats, the selection values—customer
name and amount owed—must exist in one record format (that is, the physical disk record must reflect
both customer name and amount owed fields).

Note: This could be accomplished in a single query by joining the file to itself. However, the record
formats must all contain a common field. For more information on joining files, see “Joining files in a
Query for iSeries query” on page 42

File sharing considerations in Query for iSeries
Other application programs can read and update a file at the same time Query is creating a report from
the file, and two or more Query definitions can refer to the same file at the same time.

Overriding database files in Query for iSeries
Your query run results cannot be predicted if you use the Override with Database File (OVRDBF)
command to override a database file. Query allows you to use the OVRDBF command, but problems may
occur because record formats and file members selected for the overridden file may not correspond to the
new file.

DBCS considerations when defining result fields in Query for iSeries
If you use the SUBSTR function on a DBCS-only or DBCS-either field, the result field is an SBCS
character field. If you use the SUBSTR function on a DBCS-graphic field, the result field is a
DBCS-graphic field. With a DBCS-open field, the result is a DBCS-open field.

If you concatenate DBCS-only fields or DBCS-only constants (or both), the result field is a variable-length
DBCS-only field.

If you concatenate DBCS-open fields, the result field is a variable-length DBCS-open field.

If you concatenate a DBCS-only, DBCS-open, or DBCS-either field or constant (or both) with an SBCS
character field or constant, the result field is a variable-length DBCS-open field.

If you use DBCS-graphic fields or constants in a concatenation operation, all fields and constants must be
DBCS-graphic.

If you use UCS2-graphic fields in a concatenation operation, all fields must be UCS2-graphic.
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Joining files in Query for iSeries
For joining files (type of join):

v Type 1 join is the same as for Query/36 (on System/36).

v Type 2 join selects all the records in a primary file and records in the secondary files that match the
primary records. (It selects the matches.)

v Type 3 join selects only the records in a primary file that have no matching records in the secondary
files. (It selects the exceptions.)

For a complete description and examples of each type of join, refer to “Joining files in a Query for iSeries
query” on page 42.

Using *ALL in Query for iSeries
You should be wary of using an *ALL join because it can return a large number of records. Refer to
“Joining files in a Query for iSeries query” on page 42 in this guide for more information. You can use *ALL
for your join if you are creating a database file with field extension using a one-record pad file, or there are
few records in any of the files being joined and you want all of the formats combined.

Using fields other than sort fields for report breaks in Query for
iSeries
The fields you use for sorting may not be meaningful in a report, so you may want to use fields other than
sort fields for break fields. For example, a field containing the customer name portion of a mailing label
may be used as the break field, while an arbitrarily assigned (also unique) customer ID is used for sorting.
Since customer name is a break field, it can be inserted in break text or placed in a summary-only
database file.

Result field length and decimal positions in Query for iSeries
Query determines the presentation length and number of decimal positions for result fields when it creates
them in the report. These values are satisfactory for most users. The following sections suggest when, and
how, the user should specify length and decimal positions. See “Length and decimal positions in Query for
iSeries reports” on page 120 and “Length and decimal positions in Query for iSeries” on page 85 for further
information.

Tips for dealing with presentation length and decimal positions in
Query for iSeries
In certain situations, the length that Query determines for the result field is larger than necessary. For
example, for result field RESULT10:
Result Field --- Values and Operands --- Layout

RESULT10 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 999999

Query assigns length 6 to result field RESULT10. Since the result in RESULT10 is 45, only a length of 2 is
needed. You could specify a 2 in Len column and a 0 in the Dec column on the Define Result Fields
display for this result field.

Similarly, for result field RESULT11:
Result Field --- Values and Operands --- Layout

RESULT11 N1 + N2 + N3 + N5 + N5 99999

If fields N1 through N5 each have a length of 1, Query assigns a length of 5 to RESULT11, but a length of 2
is long enough.
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In calculations involving many large fields, you can control your results better by breaking the expression
into parts, calculating each part as a separate result field. Then you can use these result fields in an
expression to calculate the result field you want. You can specify length and decimal positions for the
intermediate result fields to minimize the length of the final result field.

For example:
X12 = (1.2998 − P − Q)/((R + S) * (T − U)) + 6

Instead of defining result field X12 in one step as above, you could do it in three:
X12PART1 = 1.2998 − P − Q

X12PART2 = (R + S) * (T − U)

X12 = X12PART1/X12PART2 + 6

If the user knows that X12PART1, for example, is always a number between 0 and 1.2998, the user can
specify 5 for Len and 4 for Dec (on the Define Result Fields display) for X12PART1. This decreases the
length of X12.

Length and decimal positions used for internal numeric calculations in
Query for iSeries
The following formulas define the maximum length and decimal positions used internally by Query for
decimal calculations for numeric result fields. The maximum length and decimal positions do not
necessarily correspond with the presentation length and decimal positions assigned by Query. The
symbols p and d denote the length and decimal positions of the first operand. The symbols p1 and d1

denote the length and decimal positions of the second operand.

Addition and subtraction in Query for iSeries
The maximum length for the result field:

min(31,max(p-d,p1-d1)+max(d,d1)+1).

The maximum decimal positions:

max(d,d1).

Multiplication in Query for iSeries
The maximum length for the result field:

min(31,p+p1)

The maximum decimal positions:

min(31,d+d1).

Division in Query for iSeries
The maximum length for the result field:

31

The maximum decimal positions:

31-p+d-d1.
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Example: Increasing the decimal precision for result fields in Query for
iSeries
Figure 5 has a result field with a current maximum precision of 31 (length) and 2 (decimal positions). The
decimal precision was derived from the calculation 31-29+9-9.

Note: The presentation length for RESULTA a would be 31,9. You can see this by pressing ″F13=Layout″.

To increase the decimal precision for the result field (RESULTA):

1. Assign each input field (PRN299A, PRN299B) directly to a result field.

2. Replace the input fields used in the original result field expression with the new result fields
(RESULT269, RESULT295).

3. Change the corresponding length (Len) and decimal positions (Dec) for the new result fields so that
the decimal precision sufficiently increases (see the previously listed formulas) for the original result
field (RESULTA).

In Figure 6 on page 191the RESULTA decimal precision is changed from 2 to 9. The new decimal
precision was derived from the calculation 31-26+9-5.

Define Result Fields

Type definitions using field names or constants and operators, press Enter.
Operators: +, -, *, /, SUBSTR, ||, DATE...

Field Expression Column Heading Len Dec
RESULTA___ PRN299A/PRN299B__________________ ____________________ __ __

_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

__________ _________________________________ ____________________ __ __
_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

__________ _________________________________ ____________________ __ __
_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

Bottom
_______________________________________________________________________________
Field Text Len Dec
PRN299A Field with precision of 29,9 29 9
PRN299B Field with precision of 29,9 29 9

Bottom
F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

Figure 5. Decimal Precision Using Default
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Selecting records (ignoring field case) in Query for iSeries
To select records ignoring the case, do one of the following:

v Define your own collating sequence such that uppercase and lowercase letters have the same weight.

v Use a system sort sequence with shared collating weights.

You must also set the Use collating sequence for all character comparisons option in the Select
Processing Options display to YES. If for some reason you cannot set this option, you will have to use an
EQ (equal) test alternative such as RANGE or a combination of LE (less than or equal) and GE (greater
than or equal). (This works only if there is no DBCS data involved.)

Note: Changing your collating sequence affects sorting, minimum, maximum, and report breaks. See
“CCSID conversions for Query for iSeries options and functions” on page 249 for more information
about how CCSIDs affect sorting, minimum, maximum, and report breaks.

Define Result Fields

Type definitions using field names or constants and operators, press Enter.
Operators: +, -, *, /, SUBSTR, ||, DATE...

Field Expression Column Heading Len Dec
RESULT269_ PRN299A__________________________ ____________________ 26 _9

_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

RESULT295_ PRN299B__________________________ ____________________ 29 _5
_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

RESULTA___ RESULT269/RESULT295______________ ____________________ __ __
_________________________________ ____________________
_________________________________ ____________________

Bottom
_______________________________________________________________________________
Field Text Len Dec
PRN299A Field with precision of 29,9 29 9
PRN299B Field with precision of 29,9 29 9

Bottom
F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

Figure 6. Changing Decimal Precision
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Part 4. Appendixes
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Appendix A. Differences between Query for iSeries and
Query/36

This appendix describes the differences between Query for iSeries and Query/36. The Query for iSeries
differences described in this appendix are limited to the differences that may cause you some
inconvenience if you did not know about them before working with Query for iSeries. This appendix
defines these differences as:

v Conceptual

v Operational

v Command

v Migration

Conceptual Differences
The following list identifies the concepts that are different on the iSeries system along with an explanation
of the differences as they apply to the listed concepts:

Subroutines
Queries were subroutine members in a library on System/36. On the iSeries system, queries are a
unique object type called a query definition (*QRYDFN) stored within a library. This change is
important to understand since some System/36 commands that work with subroutines may not
work on the iSeries system.

Files Files are stored in libraries on the iSeries system, so a library name needs to be specified for
Query for iSeries in order for a file to be located. System/36 did not store files in libraries.

Operational Differences
The following list identifies the operations that are different on the iSeries system along with an
explanation of the differences as they apply to each listed item:

Linked files
If an IDDU-defined file that is migrated from System/36 is not linked, you can still run a query
against the file. However, the file will show as a one-field file (that is, if you were to run a default
query against the file, the file would appear as though all of the fields were run together).

File IDs
In Query/36, file IDs are one of the letters A through E. If a Query/36 query is migrated to the
iSeries system, all file IDs for files selected for that query remain the same. All files selected for a
query on Query for iSeries have a 1- to 3-character file ID that you specify, or it defaults to Tnn,
where nn is in the range of 01 to 32.

Joining files
In Query/36, you can join up to five files, and only one type of file join (matched records) is
allowed. In Query for iSeries, you can join up to 32 files, and three types of file join are allowed:

v Matched records

v Matched records with primary file

v Unmatched records with primary file

In Query/36, the maximum combined length of character fields used to join files is 120; in Query
for iSeries, the maximum is 2000.

Report breaks
Report breaks for printed requests may be different in spacing. In Query/36, the report skips one
line for report breaks unless it is defined to skip to a new page or defined to use double or triple
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spacing. In Query for iSeries, the report skips an extra line for report breaks unless it is defined to
skip to a new page. This means the first detail line after a control break has an extra blank line
printed between it and the last detail line before the break.

Character fields
In Query/36, character fields that were defined in IDDU with a length greater than 256 bytes were
truncated at 256 bytes. Query for iSeries supports character fields up to 32 766 bytes in length.
Record selection tests that use these fields will now use the entire field for the comparisons
instead of just the first 256 bytes.

Sort sequence
If no sorting was specified in the query, the order in which records are printed in the report may be
different than the order they were printed in Query/36. Also, if sorting is specified but the field(s)
being sorted contain the same value in multiple records, the order in which these records appear
may be different from Query/36.

Result fields
Result fields that use multiplication or division operations in Query for iSeries may have a slightly
different result in the farthest right decimal positions as compared to Query/36. This occurs
because multiplication and division are carried out to a much greater precision in Query for
iSeries.

Calculation results
The results of multiplication and division operations are truncated according to the field length for
queries that are migrated from System/36. For queries defined using Query for iSeries, you can
specify that the results of multiplication and division operations be either truncated or rounded.

Output to file
When the output of a query is being sent to a file, Query for iSeries builds the file as a database
file with a definition. It is no longer necessary to build the IDDU definition and link that definition to
the file, as was needed on Query/36, unless the QRY or QRYRUN procedure was used to run the
query.

Summary-only output
When sending summary-only output to a file using Query for iSeries, each report break field
whose break level number is greater than the break level that this record was created for will
contain blanks for character fields and zeros for numeric fields. On System/36, these fields
contained binary zeros. The iSeries system operates this way to avoid putting incorrect data into
numeric fields.

Library default
The library default for the input file on the Specify File Selections display and the output file on the
Define Database File Output display is the library that was set up at configuration time for the
System/36 environment files.

Decimal data
In Query/36, decimal data errors were tolerated. When running a query using Query for iSeries,
decimal data errors are tolerated depending on the value specified on the Processing Options
display. For default queries and queries without the specified processing option value, Query
tolerates decimal data errors in the System/36 environment and does not tolerate them in the
OS/400 environment. See Chapter 14, “Specifying Query for iSeries processing options”, for more
information.

Message response
On System/36, a user could have an automatic response file set up to handle Query/36
messages. An automatic response file of this type does not handle Query for iSeries messages.

Printing
Printing with spooling set to N=NO does not operate the same on the OS/400 as it did on the
System/36. For more information see the Printer Device Programming book.
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Command differences between System/36 and Query for iSeries
commands
The following table lists the System/36 Query commands and the equivalent OS/400 system commands (if
appropriate) plus some system commands that work with queries:

System/36 OS/400 System

QRY WRKQRY

QRYRUN RUNQRY

REMOVE DLTQRY

FROMLIBR SAVOBJ

HELP QUERY STRQRY

LIBRLIBR CRTDUPOBJ

TOLIBR RSTOBJ

Migration differences between System/36 and Query for iSeries
definitions
Query for iSeries definitions cannot be migrated to System/36.
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Appendix B. Practice exercise for Query for iSeries query

To do an exercise using query, you must first have a file set up with some data. This exercise takes you
through the following steps before you actually create a query:

v Creating an IDDU definition

v Creating a database file

v Entering data

If you already have a file on the system with data that you can use, you may want to skip directly to the
section on creating a query. If you do not care what type of data you are working with, you can create a
query that uses data from the QGPL library. This exercise is described in the last section of this appendix,
“Query for iSeries query exercise: Creating an advanced query” on page 215.

Query for iSeries query exercise: Creating an IDDU definition
In the following example, you are shown how to create the definitions for a name and address file. The
definitions are organized to be used with the work you can do in the data file utility task in the ADTS/400:
Data File Utility book.

1. You can type STRIDD (for the Start IDDU command) on any command line. Or you can go to the IDDU
main menu by choosing the IDDU option from either the Files menu or the Decision Support menu.
The Decision Support menu appears if you select option 2 (Office tasks) on the OS/400 Main Menu
and then option 3 (Decision support) on the Office Tasks menu.

2. Create a data dictionary by choosing option 2 (Work with data dictionaries) on the IDDU menu and
pressing the Enter key. (You do not need to do this if one exists in a library you can use. If a data
dictionary exists that you can use, go to step 6.)

3. Choose option 1 (Create) on the display, type the name of the library that will contain the dictionary,
and press the Enter key.

If you attempt to create a data dictionary and the named library does not exist, a message is
displayed that says Library not found. Press Enter to create. If you press the Enter key, you will
see the Create Library display. From this display you can create the library that will contain the data
dictionary. When you finish creating a library, you will continue to the Create Data Dictionary display.

4. On the Create Data Dictionary display, the name of the library appears as the name of the dictionary.
Later in this exercise, we will use a dictionary name of SYSDIC; you can replace SYSDIC with the name
of another dictionary.

5. You can accept the system-supplied values and press the Enter key. You also can type a brief
description in the Text prompt and choose to enter a long comment. If you type 1 (Select) in the Long
comment prompt, you are shown the Edit Long Comment display where you can type detailed
information about the dictionary. The dictionary is created when you end your work and press the
Enter key on that display.

The iSeries system can take some time to create the dictionary. It shows you a message when the
dictionary has been created. Then press F12 (Cancel) on the Work with Data Dictionary display to
return to the IDDU main menu.

6. Choose option 1 (Work with data definitions) on the IDDU main menu,

IDDU Interactive Data Definition Utility (IDDU)

Select one of the following:

1. Work with data definitions

and press the Enter key.
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7. You will name the file definition first, so select option 3 (File). (The name SYSDIC appears in the Data
dictionary prompt on the following display; what you see on your display is the name of the data
dictionary you just created, or the name of the data dictionary you last used. You may change the
data dictionary.)

Select Definition Type

Type choices, press Enter.

Definition type . . . . . . . 3 1=Field
2=Record format
3=File

Data dictionary . . . . . . . SYSDIC Name, F4 for list

Then press the Enter key.

8. When you see the Work with File Definitions display, choose option 1 (Create) and name the new file
definition. (We have used NAMEADDR as an example of a file definition name.)

Work with File Definitions

Dictionary. . . . . . . : SYSDIC

Position to . . . . . . . _____________ Starting characters

Type options (and File Definition), press Enter.
1=Create 2=Change 3=Copy 4=Delete
6=Print 7=Rename 8=Display where used

File
Opt Definition

Then press the Enter key.

9. When you see the Create File Definition display, select option 2 (Create single format) and accept the
system-supplied record format name (the system uses the file definition name and adds the letter R
to the end). You can type brief descriptive information in the Text prompt, as we have. Do not specify
anything in the Long comment prompt.

Create File Definition

Definition. . . . . . . : NAMEADDR Dictionary. . . . . . : SYSDIC

Type choices, press Enter.

Record formats
option . . . . . . . 2 1=Create and/or select formats

2=Create default format
and select fields

For choice 2=Create default format:
Format . . . . . . . default____ Name

Select key field
sequence . . . . . . N Y=Yes, N=No

Long comment . . . . . _ 1=Select, 4=Remove

Text . . . . . . . . . practice definition for DFU and Query

Then press the Enter key.

10. You are now ready to create the field definitions that will be used by the record format definition you
just named. Name the first field definition by typing LASTNAME in the Field prompt. Use the sequence
number 10 that is already supplied on the display. Do not press the Enter key yet.
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Create and Select Field Definitions

Definition. . . . . . : NAMEADDRR Dictionary. . . . . . : SYSDIC

Position to . . . . . . . __________ Field, sequence (0-99999)

Type sequence numbers (0-99999), (and Field), press Enter.
Type field, press F6 to create.

Seq Field End Seq Field End Seq Field End

10 LASTNAME

Now press F6. You will complete the description of the LASTNAME field definition (as well as naming
and describing the remainder of the field definitions) from the next display.

11. Complete the LASTNAME field description with its type, size, and any other descriptors, according to the
table shown below. Then name and describe the remainder of the field definitions.

Field Name Field Type Size Text
LASTNAME Character 15 Last name
FIRSTNAME Character 10 First name
ADDRESS1 Character 20 Address line 1
ADDRESS2 Character 20 Address line 2
CITY Character 15 City
STATE Character 2 State
ZIP Character 9 Zip code
AMOUNT Numeric, 2 decimal positions 6 Amount

Create Field Definitions

Type information, press Enter to create.
Field type (size) . . : 1=Character (1-32766)

2=Numeric (1-31, decimal positions 0-31)
3=DBCS (4-32766, mixed; 1-16383, graphic)
4=Date/Time (no size)

More options. . . . . : Y=Yes

-------Field--------- Dec More
Name Type Size Pos Opt Text

LASTNAME 1 15 __ _ Last name
FIRSTNAME 1 10 __ _ First name
ADDRESS1 1 20 __ _ Address line 1
ADDRESS2 1 20 __ _ Address line 2
CITY 1 15 __ _ City
STATE 1 2 __ _ State
ZIP 1 9 __ _ Zip code
AMOUNT 2 6 2 _ Amount

12. When you have completed specifying the field characteristics, press the Enter key. The Create Field
Definitions display is shown again, and your fields have been created.
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Create Field Definitions

Type information, press Enter to create.
Field type (size) . . : 1=Character (1-32766)

2=Numeric (1-31, decimal positions 0-31)
3=DBCS (4-32766, mixed; 1-16383, graphic)
4=Date/Time (no size)

More options. . . . . : Y=Yes

-------Field--------- Dec More
Name Type Size Pos Opt Text

__________ _ _____ __ _ _____________________________________________
__________ _ _____ __ _ _____________________________________________
__________ _ _____ __ _ _____________________________________________

Press the Enter key without making any changes to the display.

13. When you see the Create and Select Field Definitions display,

Create and Select Field Definitions

Definition............: NAMEADDRR Dictionary............: SYSDIC

Position to . . . . . . . __________ Field, sequence (0-99999)

Type sequence numbers (0-99999), (and Field), press Enter.
Type field, press F6 to create.

Seq Field End Seq Field End Seq Field End

Seq Field End
10 LASTNAME 15
10 FIRSTNAME 25
10 ADDRESS1 45
10 ADDRESS2 65
10 CITY 80
10 STATE 82
10 ZIP 91
10 AMOUNT 95

verify that the field names are arranged in the proper sequence. (When sequence numbers are the
same, the arrangement of the field names on the display determines the sequence of use in the
record.) If a field is out of sequence, type the necessary sequence numbers to indicate the correct
arrangement, and press the Enter key. When the fields are in the proper sequence, press the Enter
key without making any changes to the display.

14. You will then see the Work with File Definitions display where

Work with File Definitions

Dictionary. . . . . . . : SYSDIC

Position to . . . . . . . _____________ Starting characters

Type options (and File Definition), press Enter.
1=Create 2=Change 3=Copy 4=Delete
6=Print 7=Rename 8=Display where used

File
Opt Definition
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you press F3 (Exit) without making any changes to the display.

You are finished creating the definitions describing a database file. The instructions to create the file
and to enter data into the file are described in the following sections.

Query for iSeries query exercise: Creating a database file
After you have completed creating the necessary file definitions, you can create the database file using the
Work with Database Files display. You can get to this display either from the main IDDU menu or by
entering the Work With DB Files Using IDDU (WRKDBFIDD) command.

You can create as many files as you require by entering a new file name each time you return to the
display. These file names might have a level of authority previously assigned to them (authority holder).
This affects the authority that you can assign.

To create a database file, do the following:

1. Choose option 3 (Work with database files) from the IDDU menu (or type WRKDBFIDD on a command
line).

2. On the Work with Database Files display, choose option 1 (Create), name the new file, and specify the
library that will contain the file.

Work with Database Files

Library . . . . . . . default___ Name,F4 for list
Position to . . . . . __________ Starting characters

Type options (and Database file), press Enter.
1=Create 2=Enter data

Database Database Database Database
Opt File Opt File Opt File Opt File

3. Press the Enter key. The Create Database File display is shown with the names of the new file and its
library.

On this display, specify NAMEADDR for the file definition, SYSDIC for the dictionary (or the name of the
dictionary you created in the previous section of this appendix), and *CHANGE for the authority others
have to this file.

Create Database File

File . . . : NAMEADDR Library . . . . : YOURLIB

Type choices, press Enter.

Related definition information:

File definition . . . . . . NAMEADDR Name, F4 for list

Dictionary . . . . . . . . . SYSDIC Name, F4 for list

Authority . . . . . . . . . *CHANGE *LIBCRTAUT, *ALL, *CHANGE
*USE, *EXCLUDE
Authorization list name

4. Press the Enter key to create the file. When the file is created, the system automatically links the file to
its file definition.

Press F3 (Exit) to return to the IDDU menu.

Query for iSeries query exercise: Entering data
To enter data into the file, do the following:
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1. Choose option 3 (Work with database files) from the IDDU menu (or type WRKDBFIDD on a command
line).

2. On the Work with Database Files display, specify option 2 (Enter data), NAMEADDR for the file name, and
your library for the library name.

Work with Database Files

Library . . . . . . . default___ Name,F4 for list
Position to . . . . . __________ Starting characters

Type options (and Database file), press Enter.
1=Create 2=Enter data

Database Database Database Database
Opt File Opt File Opt File Opt File

3. Press the Enter key. The Work with Data in a File display is shown.

WORK WITH DATA IN A FILE Mode . . . . : ENTRY
Format . . . . : NAMEADDR File . . . . : NAMEADDR

LASTNAME:
FIRSTNAME:
ADDRESS1:
ADDRESS2:
CITY:
STATE:
ZIP:
AMOUNT:

F3=Exit F5=Refresh F6=Select format
F9=Insert F10=Entry F11=Change

4. Type the information shown on the following display, but do not press the Enter key. After you have
typed in the amount, press the Field Exit key first and then press the Enter key.
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WORK WITH DATA IN A FILE Mode . . . . : ENTRY
Format . . . . : NAMEADDR File . . . . : NAMEADDR

LASTNAME: SIMPSON
FIRSTNAME: FRANK
ADDRESS1: 1722 ORANGE STREET
ADDRESS2:
CITY: RIDGEWAY
STATE: CA
ZIP: 72430
AMOUNT: 9998

F3=Exit F5=Refresh F6=Select format
F9=Insert F10=Entry F11=Change

5. The Work with Data in a File display is shown again, but the fields are blank, ready for you to continue
adding more data.

6. Continue adding the following data to the Work with Data in a File display:

LASTNAME FIRSTNAME ADDRESS1 ADDRESS2 CITY STATE ZIP AMOUNT

Daye Ben 1312 Elm
Street

Apt C Marshill AK 77901 456

Patterson Tammy 4 Ridgeview
Court

Marshill AK 77901 501

Barker Rick 1432 Le
Grand Blvd

Emmerson LA 71282 938

Sedgewick Lillian 200 Park
Lane

Emmerson LA 71282 25

Skoggen Linda Circle Court
NE

Truman NC 57432 764

Golinero Sebastin 7196 Thomas
Street

Highpoint MN 55909 00

Lien Sue 469 Jackson
Street

Ridgeway CA 72430 00

Sedgewick Leona 21st Cannery
Row

Apt 43 Emmerson LA 71282 45

Skoggen Charles 401 Abbey
Road

Truman NC 57432 629

7. After you have added all your data and the Work with Data in a File display is shown with blank fields,
press F3 (Exit). The End Data Entry display is shown.
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End Data Entry

Number of records processed

Added . . . . . : 10
Changed . . . . : 0
Deleted . . . . : 0

Type choice, press Enter.

End data entry . . . . . . . Y Y=Yes, N=No

You do not need to change anything on this display. Press the Enter key.

8. The Work with Database Files display is shown.

Work with Database Files

Library . . . . . . . default__ Name,F4 for list
Position to . . . . . __________ Starting characters

Type options (and Database file), press Enter.
1=Create 2=Enter data

Database Database Database Database
Opt File Opt File Opt File Opt File

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F11=Display text
F12=Cancel F21=Work with definitions F22=Work with data dictionaries
Data for file NAMEADDR in YOURLIB was changed.

A message on the bottom of the display tells you that data in your file was changed.

9. Press F3 (Exit), and you see the menu that you started from.

An audit log is automatically printed showing all the data you entered.

Query for iSeries query exercise: Creating and running a query
In the following exercise, you create and change a query that produces a report that lists all the
information in the file NAMEADDR or any other file that may already exist on your system. NAMEADDR is a file
definition that you created in the previous example using IDDU.

NAMEADDR contains names and addresses and includes the following information:

v Last name

v First name

v Address 1

v Address 2

v City

v State

v Zip code
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v Amount

After you create and save the query, you run it as it exists and then change the query and run it again.

Query for iSeries query exercise: Creating a query
In this exercise, you create a query that lists on your display all the information in the file NAMEADDR in the
order the information exists in the file.

This exercise asks you to save the query you create in a library. You will probably want to use your own
library. If you do not have a library or do not know how to create one, see the person responsible for
libraries on your system.

1. Go to the Work with Queries display by typing WRKQRY on any command line.

2. On the Work with Queries display type a 1 (Create) for the Option prompt, xxxQRY for the Query
prompt (using your initials instead of xxx), and the name of your library for the Library prompt.

Work with Queries

Type choices, press Enter.

Option . . . . . . . 1 1=Create, 2=Change, 3=Copy, 4=Delete
5=Display, 6=Print definition
8=Run in batch, 9=Run

Query . . . . . . . KJOQRY Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . YOURLIB Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F12=Cancel

3. Press the Enter key. The Define the Query display is shown.

Define the Query

Query . . . . . . : KJOQRY Option . . . . . : CREATE
Library . . . . . : YOURLIB CCSID . . . . . . : 37

Type options, press Enter. Press F21 to select all.
1=Select

Opt Query Definition Option
1 Specify file selections
_ Define result fields
_ Select and sequence fields
_ Select records
_ Select sort fields
_ Select collating sequence
_ Specify report column formatting
_ Select report summary functions
_ Define report breaks
_ Select output type and output form
_ Specify processing options

F3=Exit F5=Report F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F21=Select all
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Notice that Query has already supplied a 1 for the Specify file selections option on this display. This
is because whenever you create a query, you must specify a file, but you do not have to select any
other options on this display.

4. Press the Enter key, and the Specify File Selections display is shown.

Specify File Selections

Type choices, press Enter. Press F9 to specify an additional
file selection.

File . . . . . . . . . . __________ Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . . QGPL Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

Member . . . . . . . . . *FIRST Name, *FIRST, F4 for list
Format . . . . . . . . . *FIRST Name, *FIRST, F4 for list

BOTTOM
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Report F9=Add file
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F24=More keys

This display is where you tell Query what database file(s) you want to query for the data in your
report.

5. Type NAMEADDR for the File prompt, the name for the library that contains the file for the Library
prompt, and leave the Format and Member prompts as they are shown.

Specify File Selections

Type choices, press Enter. Press F9 to specify an additional
file selection.

File . . . . . . . . . . NAMEADDR Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . . YOURLIB Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

Member . . . . . . . . . *FIRST Name, *FIRST, F4 for list
Format . . . . . . . . . NAMEADDRR Name, *FIRST, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Report F9=Add file
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F24=More keys

6. Press the Enter key. The Specify File Selections display is shown again with the message Select
file(s), or press Enter to confirm. displayed at the bottom.
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Specify File Selections

Type choices, press Enter. Press F9 to specify an additional
file selection.

File . . . . . . . . . . NAMEADDR Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . . YOURLIB Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

Member . . . . . . . . . *FIRST Name, *FIRST, F4 for list
Format . . . . . . . . . NAMEADDRR Name, *FIRST, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Report F9=Add file
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F24=More keys
Select file(s), or press Enter to confirm.

7. Press the Enter key. The Define the Query display is shown with the message Select options, or
press F3 to save or run the query. displayed at the bottom.

Define the Query

Query . . . . . . : KJOQRY Option . . . . . : CREATE
Library . . . . . : YOURLIB CCSID . . . . . . : 37

Type options, press Enter. Press F21 to select all.
1=Select

Opt Query Definition Option
_ > Specify file selections
_ Define result fields
_ Select and sequence fields
_ Select records
_ Select sort fields
_ Select collating sequence
_ Specify report column formatting
_ Select report summary functions
_ Define report breaks
_ Select output type and output form
_ Specify processing options

F3=Exit F5=Report F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F21=Select all
Select options, or press F3 to save or run the query.

The Specify file selections option has a > shown in the Opt column to indicate that it is a previously
defined option.

8. Press F3 (Exit). The Exit This Query display is shown.

Query supplies a Y (Yes) in the Save definition prompt and a 1 (Run interactively) in the Run option
prompt because it assumes you want to both save the query definition object and run the query.
Leave these defaults in both prompts.

9. Type Lists customer names and addresses for the Text prompt.

10. Type *CHANGE for the Authority prompt.
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Exit This Query

Type choices, press Enter.

Save definition . . . Y Y=Yes, N=No

Run option . . . . . . 1 1=Run interactively
2=Run in batch
3=Do not run

For a saved definition:
Query . . . . . . . KJOQRY Name

Library . . . . . YOURLIB Name, F4 for list

Text . . . . Lists customer names and addresses

Authority . . . . . *CHANGE *LIBCRTAUT, *ALL, *CHANGE,
*EXCLUDE, *USE
authorization list name

F4=Prompt F5=Report F13=Layout F14=Define the query

11. Press the Enter key to save the query definition object and run the query.

The report produced by the query is shown on your display:

Display Report
Query . . . : YOURLIB/KJOQRY Report width . . . . . : 117
Position to (Line) . . . . ______ Shift to column . . . . . . _____
Line ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...

LASTNAME FIRSTNAME ADDRESS1 ADDRESS2
000001 SIMPSON FRANK 1722 ORANGE STREET
000002 DAYE BEN 1312 ELM STREET APT C
000003 SEDGEWICK LILLIAN 200 PARK LANE
000004 LIEN SUE 469 JACKSON STREET
000005 PATTERSON TAMMY 4 RIDGEVIEW COURT
000006 SKOGGEN LINDA CIRCLE COURT NE
000007 SEDGEWICK LEONA 21ST CANNERY ROW APT 43
000008 BARKER RICK 1432 LE GRAND BLVD
000009 GOLINERO SEBASTIN 7196 THOMAS STREET
000010 SKOGGEN CHARLES 401 ABBEY ROAD
****** ******** End of report ********

Bottom
F3=Exit F12=Cancel F19=Left F20=Right F21=Split F22=Width

The report lists all the information in the file NAMEADDR. The data, including column headings, was
defined to the system using IDDU.

Press F20 (Right) to see the right side of the report.

12. Press F3 (Exit). The Work with Queries display is shown.

A message is shown on the bottom of the display confirming that the query was processed
successfully.
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Work with Queries

Type choices, press Enter.

Option . . . . . . . _ 1=Create, 2=Change, 3=Copy, 4=Delete
5=Display, 6=Print definition
8=Run in batch 9=Run

Query . . . . . . . KJOQRY Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . YOURLIB Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F12=Cancel
Query option processing completed successfully.

Query for iSeries query exercise: Changing a query
If you want a report of only those customers who live in the state of Louisiana, you need to change the
query to list customers from that state only.

1. Type a 2 (Change) for the Option prompt on the Work with Queries display.

2. Type xxxQRY (where xxx are your initials) for the Query prompt if xxxQRY is not shown as the query
name.

3. Type the library name you used in the previous exercise for the Library prompt, if that is not the
library name already shown.

Work with Queries

Type choices, press Enter.

Option . . . . . . . 2 1=Create, 2=Change, 3=Copy, 4=Delete
5=Display, 6=Print definition
8=Run in batch 9=Run

Query . . . . . . . KJOQRY Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . YOURLIB Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F12=Cancel
Query option processing completed successfully.

4. Press the Enter key. The Define the Query display is shown.

5. Type a 1 for the Select records prompt.
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Define the Query

Query . . . . . . : KJOQRY Option . . . . . : CHANGE
Library . . . . . : YOURLIB CCSID . . . . . . : 37

Type options, press Enter. Press F21 to select all.
1=Select

Opt Query Definition Option
> Specify file selections

_ Define result fields
_ Select and sequence fields
1 Select records
_ Select sort fields
_ Select collating sequence
_ Specify report column formatting
_ Select report summary functions
_ Define report breaks
_ Select output type and output form
_ Specify processing options

F3=Exit F5=Report F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F21=Select all

6. Press the Enter key. The Select Records display is shown.

Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
______________ _____ ______________________________

____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________

Bottom

Field Text Len Dec
LASTNAME Last name 15
FIRSTNAME First name 10
ADDRESS1 Address line 1 20
ADDRESS2 Address line 2 20
CITY City 15

F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

The fields in the file NAMEADDR are listed on the bottom portion of this display. (If your display is not in
single-column list format, that is the Text, Len, and Dec prompts are not shown, press F11.) You can
move your cursor to any place in the list and press the Page Down key to see more field names.

7. Complete the Field, Test, and Value columns on the display as follows:
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Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
STATE EQ ’LA’

____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________
____ ______________ _____ ______________________________

Bottom

Field Text Len Dec
LASTNAME Last name 15
FIRSTNAME First name 10
ADDRESS1 Address line 1 20
ADDRESS2 Address line 2 20
CITY City 15

More...
F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

This tells Query for iSeries to test the field named STATE in each record for the value LA. Only records
with that value will be included in your report. (If you are using a unique weight system sort sequence
table or *HEX, make sure you type it as ’LA’ because the apostrophes tell the program that LA is
what the field contains and not the field name. You must also type this value in all uppercase letters
because that is the way it is specified in the field. If you have any doubt about the case of the data in
the database, you should use a shared weight table.)

8. Press F5 (Report) to run the query and show the report. F5 lets you see the effect your query
changes have on the report before you actually save those changes.

The report appears listing only customers in Louisiana (only the left portion of the report is shown on
the following display):

Display Report
Report width . . . . . : 117

Position to line . . . . . ______ Shift to column . . . . . . _____
Line ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...

LASTNAME FIRSTNAME ADDRESS1 ADDRESS2
000001 SEDGEWICK LILLIAN 200 PARK LANE
000002 SEDGEWICK LEONA 21ST CANNERY ROW APT 43
000003 BARKER RICK 1432 LE GRAND BLVD
****** ******** End of Report ********

Bottom
F3=Exit F12=Cancel F19=Left F20=Right F21=Split F22=Width 80

9. Press F20 to display the right portion of the report.
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Display Report
Report width . . . . . : 117

Position to line . . . . . ______ Shift to column . . . . . . _____
Line ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...

ADDRESS2 CITY STATE ZIP AMOUNT
000001 EMMERSON LA 71282 .25
000002 APT 43 EMMERSON LA 71282 .45
000003 VD EMMERSON LA 71282 9.38
****** ******** End of Report ********

Bottom
F3=Exit F12=Cancel F19=Left F20=Right F21=Split F22=Width 80
Last column of report.

10. Press F3 (Exit), F12 (Cancel), or the Enter key to return to the Select Records display. Then press F3
(Exit). The Exit This Query display is shown.

Exit This Query

Type choices, press Enter.

Save definition . . . Y Y=Yes, N=No

Run option . . . . . . 1 1=Run interactively
2=Run in batch
3=Do not run

For a saved definition:

Query . . . . . . . KJOQRY Name
Library . . . . . YOURLIB Name, F4 for list

Text . . . . . . Lists customer names and addresses

Authority . . . . . *CHANGE *LIBCRTAUT, *CHANGE, *ALL
*EXCLUDE, *USE
authorization list name

F4=Prompt F5=Report F13=Layout F14=Define the query

You can use this display to run the query with the changes you made. You can also choose to make
the query changes either permanent or for this time only. Because you may never again want a report
that lists only customers in Louisiana, you may not want to make the changes permanent. And
because you have already used F5 to run the query and see the report, you do not want to run the
query again.

11. Fill in the Exit This Query display as follows:
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Exit This Query

Type choices, press Enter.

Save definition . . . N Y=Yes, N=No

Run option . . . . . . 3 1=Run interactively
2=Run in batch
3=Do not run

For a saved definition:

Query . . . . . . . CEBQRY Name
Library . . . . . YOURLIB Name, F4 for list

Text . . . . . Lists customer names and addresses

Authority . . . . . *CHANGE *LIBCRTAUT, *CHANGE, *ALL
*EXCLUDE, *USE
authorization list name

F4=Prompt F5=Report F13=Layout F14=Define the query

12. Press the Enter key. The Work with Queries display is shown.

Work with Queries

Type choices, press Enter.

Option . . . . . . . 1=Create, 2=Change, 3=Copy, 4=Delete
5=Display, 6=Print definition
8=Run in batch 9=Run

Query . . . . . . . CEBQRY Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . YOURLIB Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F12=Cancel
Query option processing completed successfully.

To sign off the system or use it for something other than Query, press F3 (Exit) to return to the menu
from which you chose to use Query.

Query for iSeries query exercise: Creating an advanced query
In the following example, you create a file named QRYFILE by using the Display Object Description
(DSPOBJD) command. The file contains descriptions of all the objects that currently reside in the QGPL
library. Then, using several of Query’s definition step options, you create a query definition that obtains
information from QRYFILE and creates a report showing that information.

Note: This example does not explain the DSPOBJD command and its parameters. For additional
information, see the CL Reference information in the iSeries Information Center.
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1. On the command line of the OS/400 Main Menu, type the DSPOBJD command as shown on the
following display and press the Enter key. This creates the file named QRYFILE and puts it in the
library QGPL.

Note: When you type *ALL for the OBJTYPE parameter, you must include a space after *ALL or you
will receive an error message. You must type in the entire command exactly as it appears on
the display that follows.

MAIN OS/400 Main Menu
System: RCH38342

Select one of the following:

1. User tasks
2. Office tasks
3. General system tasks
4. Files, libraries, and folders
5. Programming
6. Communications
7. Define or change the system
8. Problem handling
9. Display a menu

90. Sign off

Selection or command
===> DSPOBJD OBJ(QGPL/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL ) OUTPUT(*OUTFILE) OUTFILE(QGPL/QRYFIL

E)
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F9=Retrieve F12=Cancel F13=User support
F23=Set initial menu

(C) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP. 1980, 1991.

2. Type WRKQRY on the command line and press the Enter key.

MAIN OS/400 Main Menu
System: RCH38342

Select one of the following:

1. User tasks
2. Office tasks
3. General system tasks
4. Files, libraries, and folders
5. Programming
6. Communications
7. Define or change the system
8. Problem handling
9. Display a menu

90. Sign off

Selection or command
===> WRKQRY

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F9=Retrieve F12=Cancel F13=User support
F23=Set initial menu

3. The Work with Queries display is shown. On this display, choose option 1 (Create). Then name your
query by typing a name in the Query prompt, and specify the library where your query will be stored
by typing a name in the Library prompt. Press the Enter key.
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Work with Queries

Type choices, press Enter.

Option . . . . . . . 1 1=Create, 2=Change, 3=Copy, 4=Delete
5=Display, 6=Print definition
8=Run in batch 9=Run

Query . . . . . . . . QNAME Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . YOURLIB Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F12=Cancel
(C) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP. 1988, 1991

4. On the Define the Query display, select definition steps Select and sequence fields, Select records,
Select sort fields, Specify report column formatting, Select report summary functions, and Define
report breaks by typing a 1 to the left of each of them. (Notice that Specify file selections is already
selected for you.) Press the Enter key.

Define the Query

Query . . . . . . : QNAME Option . . . . . : CREATE
Library . . . . : YOURLIB CCSID . . . . . . : 37

Type options, press Enter. Press F21 to select all.
1=Select

Opt Query Definition Option
1 Specify file selections

Define result fields
1 Select and sequence fields
1 Select records
1 Select sort fields

Select collating sequence
1 Specify report column formatting
1 Select report summary functions
1 Define report breaks

Select output type and output form
Specify processing options

F3=Exit F5=Report F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F21=Select all

Query presents the selected definition step displays to you in the order in which they are listed on the
Define the Query display.

5. On the Specify File Selections display, which is the first display shown after the Define the Query
display, type QRYFILE in the File prompt and QGPL in the Library prompt. The Member and Format
prompts already are filled in for you. Press the Enter key.
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Specify File Selections

Type choices, press Enter. Press F9 to specify an additional
file selection.

File . . . . . . . . . . QRYFILE Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . . QGPL Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

Member . . . . . . . . . *FIRST Name, *FIRST, F4 for list
Format . . . . . . . . . *FIRST Name, *FIRST, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Report F9=Add file
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F24=More keys

The message Select file(s), or press Enter to confirm. appears.

Specify File Selections

Type choices, press Enter. Press F9 to add.

File . . . . . . . . . . QRYFILE Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . . QGPL Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

Member . . . . . . . . . *FIRST Name, *FIRST, F4 for list
Format . . . . . . . . . QLIDOBJD Name, *FIRST, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Report F9=Add file
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F24=More keys
Select file(s), or press Enter to confirm.

Press the Enter key again.

6. The next display to appear is the Select and Sequence Fields display.
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Select and Sequence Fields

Type sequence number (0-9999) for the names of up to 500 fields to
appear in the report, press Enter.

Seq Field Seq Field Seq Field
ODDCEN ODCCEN ODSV02
ODDDAT ODCDAT ODSV03
ODDTIM ODCTIM ODSV04
ODLBNM ODOBOW ODSV05
ODOBNM ODSCEN ODSV06
ODOBTP ODSDAT ODSV07
ODOBAT ODSTIM ODSV08
ODOBFR ODSCMD ODSV09
ODOBSZ ODSSZE ODSV10
ODOBTX ODSSLT ODSVMR
ODOBLK ODSDEV ODRCEN
ODOBDM ODSV01 ODRDAT

More...

F3=Exit F5=Report F11=Display text F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F20=Renumber F21=Select all F24=More keys

If your display is in multiple-column format (that is, if the Text, Len, and Dec columns are not shown),
press F11 (Display text) to show some additional information about the fields in the list. Select the
fields ODLBNM, ODOBTP, ODOBAT, ODOBSZ, and ODOBTX by typing the numbers 1 through 5 to the left of
them as shown below. The fields you select are the fields that will appear in your query report, in the
order that you specify (ODLBNM will appear first, followed by ODOBPT, and so on).

Note: You must select fields that you plan to sort on.

Select and Sequence Fields

Type sequence number (0-9999) for the names of up to 500 fields to
appear in the report, press Enter.

Seq Field Text Len Dec
ODDCEN DISPLAY CENTURY 1
ODDDAT Display date: Format- MMDDYY 6 x
ODDTIM DISPLAY TIME 6

1 ODLBNM LIBRARY 10
ODOBNM OBJECT 10

2 ODOBTP OBJECT TYPE 8
3 ODOBAT OBJECT ATTRIBUTE 10

ODOBFR Storage freed: 0-Not freed,1-Freed 1
4 ODOBSZ OBJECT SIZE 10 0
5 ODOBTX TEXT DESCRIPTION 50

ODOBLK Object locked: 0-Not locked,1-Locked 1
ODOBDM Object damaged: 0-Not damaged,1-Damaged 1

More...

F3=Exit F5=Report F11=Display names only F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F20=Renumber F21=Select all F24=More keys

Press the Enter key. Query rearranges the fields on the display so that the fields you selected are
shown at the top of the list in the order that you specified. The message Press Enter to confirm. is
also shown.
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Select and Sequence Fields

Type sequence number (0-9999) for the names of up to 500 fields to
appear in the report, press Enter.

Seq Field Text Len Dec
1 ODLBNM LIBRARY 10
2 ODOBTP OBJECT TYPE 8
3 ODOBAT OBJECT ATTRIBUTE 10
4 ODOBSZ OBJECT SIZE 10 0
5 ODOBTX TEXT DESCRIPTION 50

ODDCEN DISPLAY CENTURY 1
ODDDAT Display date: Format- MMDDYY 6
ODDTIM DISPLAY TIME 6
ODOBNM OBJECT 10
ODOBFR Storage freed: 0-Not freed,1-Freed 1
ODOBLK Object locked: 0-Not locked,1-Locked 1
ODOBDM Object damaged: 0-Not damaged,1-Damaged 1

More...

F3=Exit F5=Report F11=Display names only F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F20=Renumber F21=Select all F24=More keys
Press Enter to confirm.

Press the Enter key again.

7. The next display shown is the Select Records display. Here, you specify which records you want
included in your report.

Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)

Bottom

Field Text Len Dec
ODLBNM LIBRARY 10
ODOBTP OBJECT TYPE 8
ODOBAT OBJECT ATTRIBUTE 10
ODOBSZ OBJECT SIZE 10 0
ODOBTX TEXT DESCRIPTION 50

More...
F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

For your report, you want all records for objects with an object type of either *FILE or *PGM. Type the
information in the Field, Test, and Value columns as shown in the following display. Do not press the
Enter key just yet.
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Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
ODOBTP LIST ’*FILE’ ’*PGM’

Bottom

Field Text Len Dec
ODLBNM LIBRARY 10
ODOBTP OBJECT TYPE 8
ODOBAT OBJECT ATTRIBUTE 10
ODOBSZ OBJECT SIZE 10 0
ODOBTX TEXT DESCRIPTION 50

More...
F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

8. Now display your report by pressing F5 (Report). The Display Report display appears showing your
query report, which is based on the query you have defined up to this point. (The information you see
on your display depends on the objects that are currently in QGPL on your system. What you see
may not match what is shown in the display that follows.)

Display Report
Report width . . . . . : 100

Position to line . . . . . Shift to column . . . . . .
Line ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...

LIBRARY OBJECT OBJECT OBJECT TEXT DESCRIPTION
TYPE ATTRIBUTE SIZE

000001 QGPL *PGM CLP 14,336 B & R Example - Page 2
000002 QGPL *PGM CLP 16,384 B & R Example - page 2
000003 QGPL *FILE PF 8,192
000004 QGPL *FILE PF 1,024 Default source data ba
000005 QGPL *FILE PF 1,024 Default source data ba
000006 QGPL *FILE PF 16,384 Default source data ba
000007 QGPL *FILE DKTF 2,560 Default diskette data
000008 QGPL *FILE DKTF 2,560 Default source diskett
000009 QGPL *FILE PF 1,024 Default source data ba
000010 QGPL *FILE PF 140,288 RSTS36FLR COMMAND
000011 QGPL *FILE PRTF 2,048 Default spool output p
000012 QGPL *FILE PRTF 2,048 Default spool print fi
000013 QGPL *FILE PRTF 2,048 Default spool print fi
000014 QGPL *FILE PF 38,912 Outfile for DSPOBJD
000015 QGPL *FILE PF 16,384

More...
F3=Exit F12=Cancel F19=Left F20=Right F21=Split F22=Width 80

On the bottom far right side of the display, the message More... appears. This means that all of the
report does not fit on the display, so if you want to see all of the report, you can use the page keys or
F20 (Right) and F19 (Left) to page through the report (both left to right and top to bottom). When you
have finished looking at the report, press F3 (Exit) to return to the Select Records display.
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Select Records

Type comparisons, press Enter. Specify OR to start each new group.
Tests: EQ, NE, LE, GE, LT, GT, RANGE, LIST, LIKE, IS, ISNOT...

AND/OR Field Test Value (Field, Number, or ’Characters’)
ODOBTP LIST ’*FILE’ ’*PGM’

Bottom

Field Text Len Dec
ODLBNM LIBRARY 10
ODOBTP OBJECT TYPE 8
ODOBAT OBJECT ATTRIBUTE 10
ODOBSZ OBJECT SIZE 10 0
ODOBTX TEXT DESCRIPTION 50

More...
F3=Exit F5=Report F9=Insert F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F20=Reorganize F24=More keys

On the Select Records display, press the Enter key.

9. The next display to appear is the Select Sort Fields display. Here you specify which fields you want
Query to use to sort the selected records for your report. You want the records sorted first by object
type and then by object size, so type a 1 next to ODOBTP and a 2 next to ODOBSZ as shown below.

Select Sort Fields

Type sort priority (0-999) and A (Ascending) or D (Descending) for
the names of up to 32 fields, press Enter.

Sort
Prty A/D Field Text Len Dec

ODLBNM LIBRARY 10
1 ODOBTP OBJECT TYPE 8

ODOBAT OBJECT ATTRIBUTE 10
2 ODOBSZ OBJECT SIZE 10 0

ODOBTX TEXT DESCRIPTION 50

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F11=Display names only F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F20=Renumber F24=More keys

Press the Enter key. Query rearranges the fields on the display so that the fields you selected for
sorting appear at the top of the list, in the order you specified. The message Press Enter to
confirm. is also displayed.
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Select Sort Fields

Type sort priority (0-999) and A (Ascending) or D (Descending) for
the names of up to 32 fields, press Enter.

Sort
Prty A/D Field Text Len Dec

1 A ODOBTP OBJECT TYPE 8
2 A ODOBSZ OBJECT SIZE 10 0

ODLBNM LIBRARY 10
ODOBAT OBJECT ATTRIBUTE 10
ODOBTX TEXT DESCRIPTION 50

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F11=Display names only F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F20=Renumber F24=More keys
Press Enter to confirm.

Press the Enter key again.

10. The next display is the Specify Report Column Formatting display. It is here that you specify column
spacing, column headings, and other report formatting options.

Specify Report Column Formatting

Type information, press Enter.
Column headings: *NONE, aligned text lines

Column
Field Spacing Column Headings Len Dec Edit
ODLBNM 0 LIBRARY 10

ODOBTP 2 OBJECT 8
TYPE

ODOBAT 2 OBJECT 10
ATTRIBUTE

More...

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F16=Edit F18=Files F23=Long comment

Query supplies much of this information for you. Change the column heading for the ODLBNM field so
that it reads NAME OF LIBRARY instead of LIBRARY.
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Specify Report Column Formatting

Type information, press Enter.
Column headings: *NONE, aligned text lines

Column
Field Spacing Column Headings Len Dec Edit
ODLBNM 0 NAME OF 10

LIBRARY

ODOBTP 2 OBJECT 8
TYPE

ODOBAT 2 OBJECT 10
ATTRIBUTE

More...

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F16=Edit F18=Files F23=Long comment

Press the Enter key.

11. The next display you see is the Select Report Summary Functions. By specifying options on this
display, you can have selected fields summarized in your report—that is, for a selected field, you can
specify that a total, average, minimum, maximum, and (or) count be included in your report.

Select Report Summary Functions

Type options, press Enter.
1=Total 2=Average 3=Minimum 4=Maximum 5=Count

---Options--- Field Text Len Dec
_ _ _ _ _ ODLBNM LIBRARY 10
_ _ _ _ _ ODOBTP OBJECT TYPE 8
_ _ _ _ _ ODOBAT OBJECT ATTRIBUTE 10
_ _ _ _ _ ODOBSZ OBJECT SIZE 10 0
_ _ _ _ _ ODOBTX TEXT DESCRIPTION 50

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F11=Display text only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files F23=Long comment

Specify that you want all the summary functions (total, average, minimum, maximum, and count) for
the field ODOBSZ by typing 1 through 5 next to the field as shown in the following display.
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Select Report Summary Functions

Type options, press Enter.
1=Total 2=Average 3=Minimum 4=Maximum 5=Count

---Options--- Field Text Len Dec
ODLBNM LIBRARY 10
ODOBTP OBJECT TYPE 8
ODOBAT OBJECT ATTRIBUTE 10

1 2 3 4 5 ODOBSZ OBJECT SIZE 10 0
ODOBTX TEXT DESCRIPTION 50

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F11=Display text only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files F23=Long comment

Press the Enter key.

12. The next display to appear is the Define Report Breaks display. On this display you specify which
fields you want used as break fields. Report breaks are used to break the report into groups of
records each time the value of the report break field changes.

Define Report Breaks

Type break level (1-6) for up to 9 field names, press Enter.
(Use as many fields as needed for each break level.)

Break Sort
Level Prty Field Text Len Dec

ODLBNM LIBRARY 10
10 ODOBTP OBJECT TYPE 8

ODOBAT OBJECT ATTRIBUTE 10
20 ODOBSZ OBJECT SIZE 10 0

ODOBTX TEXT DESCRIPTION 50

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files F23=Long comment

Specify break level 1 for the field named ODOBTP by typing a 1 to the left of it in the Break Level
column.
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Define Report Breaks

Type break level (1-6) for up to 9 field names, press Enter.
(Use as many fields as needed for each break level.)

Break Sort
Level Prty Field Text Len Dec

ODLBNM LIBRARY 10
1 10 ODOBTP OBJECT TYPE 8

ODOBAT OBJECT ATTRIBUTE 10
20 ODOBSZ OBJECT SIZE 10 0

ODOBTX TEXT DESCRIPTION 50

Bottom

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F11=Display names only
F12=Cancel F13=Layout F18=Files F23=Long comment

Press the Enter key.

13. On the next display, Format Report Break, you specify the formatting you want for the report break
you defined. Note that the value in the Break level prompt is zero. You can use break level 0 to print
the final summary values for all specified summary functions at the end of the report. For this
example, do not change anything on this display. Just press the Enter key.

Format Report Break

Break level . . . . . . . : 0

Type choices, press Enter.
(Type &field in text to have break values inserted.)

Suppress summaries . . . . N Y=Yes, N=No

Break text . . . . . . . . FINAL TOTALS

Level Field
1 ODOBTP

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F23=Long comment

On the next display you see that the Break level prompt has been filled in with a 1. Here you format
the report break for break level 1. In the Break text prompt, type in Break text for object type. This
text will occur in the report every time a report break occurs for this break level.
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Format Report Break

Break level . . . . . . . : 1

Type choices, press Enter.
(Type &field in text to have break values inserted.)

Skip to new page . . . . . N Y=Yes, N=No

Suppress summaries . . . . N Y=Yes, N=No

Break text . . . . . . . . Break text for object type

Level Field
1 ODOBTP

F3=Exit F5=Report F10=Process/previous F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F23=Long comment

Press the Enter key.

You are finished with all of the definition steps that you selected earlier, so the Define the Query
display appears again. (The definition steps you selected earlier are now indicated with a > symbol to
the left of them.)

Define the Query

Query . . . . . . : QNAME Option . . . . . : CREATE
Library . . . . : YOURLIB CCSID . . . . . . : 37

Type options, press Enter. Press F21 to select all.
1=Select

Opt Query Definition Option
> Specify file selections

Define result fields
> Select and sequence fields
> Select records
> Select sort fields

Select collating sequence
> Specify report column formatting
> Select report summary functions
> Define report breaks

Select output type and output form
Specify processing options

F3=Exit F5=Report F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F21=Select all
Select options, or press F3 to save or run the query.

14. Now display your report by pressing F5 (Report). The Display Report display appears showing your
finished query report. (The information you see on your display depends on the objects that are
currently in QGPL on your system. What you see may not match what is shown in the display that
follows.)
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Display Report
Report width . . . . . : 104

Position to line . . . . . Shift to column . . . . . .
Line ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...

NAME OF OBJECT OBJECT OBJECT TEXT DESCRIPTION
OBJECT TYPE ATTRIBUTE SIZE

000001 QGPL *FILE PF 1,024 Default source dat
000002 QGPL *FILE PF 1,024 Default source dat
000003 QGPL *FILE PF 1,024 Default source dat
000004 QGPL *FILE PF 1,024 Default source dat
000005 QGPL *FILE PF 1,024
000006 QGPL *FILE DSPF 1,536
000007 QGPL *FILE PRTF 2,048 Default spool outp
000008 QGPL *FILE PRTF 2,048 Default spool prin
000009 QGPL *FILE PRTF 2,048 Default spool prin
000010 QGPL *FILE TAPF 2,048 Default tape data
000011 QGPL *FILE TAPF 2,048 Default source tap
000012 QGPL *FILE DKTF 2,560 Default diskette d
000013 QGPL *FILE DKTF 2,560 Default source dis
000014 QGPL *FILE PF 8,192
000015 QGPL *FILE PF 8,192

More...
F3=Exit F12=Cancel F19=Left F20=Right F21=Split F22=Width 80

On the bottom far right side of the display, the message More... appears. This means that all of the
report does not fit on the display. Use the page keys or F20 (Right) and F19 (Left) to page through
the report (both left to right and top to bottom) so that you can see the breaks and summaries in the
report.

When you have finished looking at the report, press F3 (Exit) to return to the Define the Query
display.

Define the Query

Query . . . . . . : QNAME Option . . . . . : CREATE
Library . . . . : QGPL CCSID . . . . . . : 37

Type options, press Enter. Press F21 to select all.
1=Select

Opt Query Definition Option
> Specify file selections

Define result fields
> Select and sequence fields
> Select records
> Select sort fields

Select collating sequence
> Specify report column formatting
> Select report summary functions
> Define report breaks

Select output type and output form
Specify processing options

F3=Exit F5=Report F12=Cancel
F13=Layout F18=Files F21=Select all
Select options, or press F3 to save or run the query.

Press F3 (Exit).

15. The Exit This Query display is shown. On this display, change the Save definition prompt to N (No)
and the Run option prompt to 3 (Do not run) if you do not want to save the query or run it again.
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Exit This Query

Type choices, press Enter.

Save definition . . . N Y=Yes, N=No

Run option . . . . . . 3 1=Run interactively
2=Run in batch
3=Do not run

For a saved definition:
Query . . . . . . . QNAME Name

Library . . . . . QGPL Name, F4 for list

Text . . . . . . .

Authority . . . . . *CHANGE *LIBCRTAUT, *CHANGE, *ALL
*EXCLUDE, *USE
authorization list name

F4=Prompt F5=Report F13=Layout F14=Define the query

Press the Enter key.

16. The Work with Queries display appears, showing the message Query option processing completed
successfully.

Work with Queries

Type choices, press Enter.

Option . . . . . . . 1=Create, 2=Change, 3=Copy, 4=Delete
5=Display, 6=Print definition
8=Run in batch 9=Run

Query . . . . . . . . QNAME Name, F4 for list
Library . . . . . . QGPL Name, *LIBL, F4 for list

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F12=Cancel
Query option processing completed successfully.

Now you can return to the OS/400 Main Menu by pressing F3 (Exit) to complete your work with this
example.
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Appendix C. Query for iSeries performance tips and
techniques

This appendix provides guidelines for improving the performance of the Query for iSeries product. These
guidelines help you better understand how Query works and which key items to keep in mind for
performance when designing or changing a query.

This appendix does not discuss all variations of queries, but instead provides tips and techniques that help
with the majority of queries running on the iSeries system. You need to determine which tips and
techniques apply to your own particular queries.

The information in this appendix is divided into the following sections:

v Introduction to Query Processing

v File Definitions and Data

v Defining Queries

v Using Join Operations

v Miscellaneous Tips and Techniques

v Query Status Messages

Introduction to Query for iSeries query processing
Query processing involves the following stages:

v Validating the query and evaluating the best method for retrieving the requested data

v Performing the input/output (I/O) for this data

v Presenting the data in the requested format

Query often overlaps these stages to provide the best possible response time.

In the first stage of running a query, called optimization, Query determines the fastest way to process a
query. An access plan results and is used to perform the actual I/O for the query.

Optimization includes factors such as file size, selection tests, and sort tests. However, the main
performance element for both optimization and I/O is the use of keyed sequence access paths for the files
selected by the query.

Keyed sequence access paths in Query for iSeries
A keyed sequence access path describes the order in which records in a database file are read. Use the
Create Logical File (CRTLF) command to create access paths with keys specified in the data description
specifications (DDS).

During optimization, Query uses existing keyed sequence access paths to obtain an approximation of the
number of records the query will return. This information is needed in the optimization itself. Also, Query
uses existing access paths, if possible, to do the required I/O. Depending on the circumstances, Query
may choose to build a temporary access path to complete the query request.

Without existing access paths, Query either must read every record in each file to determine if it meets the
values in the query or build a temporary access path if Query requires one. These options can be
expensive in terms of processing unit, I/O, and storage requirements and can result in longer response
times.
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Note: Having existing access paths is important because a temporary access path created by Query is
not saved. It must be created each time that particular query is run.

Select/omit access paths in Query for iSeries
Use the CRTLF command to create access paths with select/omit tests specified in the DDS.

Specify the select/omit tests in such a way that they match part or all of the selection tests from one or
more queries. Specifying an existing access path should improve performance because Query then does
not have to find or build a usable access path.

Using a select/omit access path also can save time when defining a query because the selection and sort
tests specified in the access path need not be repeated in the query definition.

Note:

Query may use a select/omit access path even if it is not specifically named in the Specify file
selections portion of the query itself. However, if the select/omit access path is created with the
Dynamic Selection (DYNSLT) keyword in the DDS, there is no performance gain over
nonselect/omit access paths.

The select/omit access path can be used if it is a superset of the selection criteria. For example, if
the selection criteria specifies an action path 'X GT 45' and a select/omit access path (logical file)
exists with a selection of 'X GT 40', then the existing logical file may be chosen by the optimizer.

Considerations for creating access paths in Query for iSeries
Not all access paths can be used by all queries, so create access paths that you use often, either by one
query that is run a great deal or by several queries that can all share the same access path. To determine
which access paths that Query can use and other general tips on how to define your Queries to improve
performance, see “Defining queries for Query for iSeries” on page 234.

Creating a minimum number of access paths is important for these reasons:

v Any change to a field in a database results in updating all access paths keyed on that field as well. This
can be expensive in terms of performance for a large number of access paths.

v Backup and restore time may increase considerably if a large number of access paths are saved along
with the files.

In addition to the tips provided in this section, there are two other general guidelines that may help you
determine whether an access path can be used for a particular file:

v If the query selects over 20% of the total number of records in the file, it generally does not use an
access path for that file. Instead, it accesses the records sequentially. However, if the query contains
sort tests, an existing access path may be used or a temporary access path may be created even if the
20% guideline is true. The optimizer usually chooses to implement the sort using sequentially read
records instead of an access path.

v Query does not usually create and use access paths for small files. Although “small” in this case is
defined as files with approximately 1000 records, this is not a rule, just a general guideline. However, if
sort tests exist in the query, an existing access path may be used, or a temporary access path may be
created for the file. The optimizer usually chooses to implement the sort using sequentially read records
instead of an access path.

Access plans in Query for iSeries
When you save a query definition (whether it is for a new query or a revised query definition), an access
plan reflecting the best method for accessing the data is saved along with it.
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Each time you run a saved query, Query validates the access plan by checking that the files and access
paths named in the plan still exist.

If it is valid, Query uses that plan to access the data. This can result in a significant performance gain,
when compared with running queries without stored access plans, because Query does not have to
validate the access path when running a stored query. However, the difference may not be significant for
some queries if this validation is only a small part of the processing time.

If the access plan is not valid, Query tries to find the best access plan to use in accessing the data, and
performance may be affected.

The saved access plan is not used if you:

v Override the output form when date, time, or timestamp data is included

v Override the output type from display to printer or database file or vice versa

v Use a query from a prior release

v Override an input file (OVRDBF command)

v Override a file selection using the run query (RUNQRY) command

v Run a query with language sequence collating on a system with a different national language. This
applies if Use Collating Sequence for all Character Comparisons processing option is set to NO.

v Run a query with a change in weighting values or CCSID of the collating sequence selected at run time.
This applies if Use Collating Sequence for all Character Comparisons processing option is set to NO.

v OS/400 forced a rebuild due to system program changes (PTFs).

Note: In some cases, when you press ENTER (to save a query), it may take longer than expected to
save the query because the system is defining an access plan for the query. However, once the
access plan is defined for the query, the performance advantage can be significant for both the
individual query response time and the system in general, especially if the query is run often.

Updating access plans in Query for iSeries
To update an access plan for a saved query, enter the change option for that query and save it again. (You
do not need to make any changes.) This allows Query to update the access plan to reflect any changes. If
you have a large number of saved queries, it is useful to understand which queries are affected by which
access path changes. Then you do not have to change and save all the queries when a change is made
to one or more access paths.

Access plans for stored queries are not updated to reflect access paths that were deleted or created since
the last time the query was saved. Query notes these kinds of changes when it validates the access plan
and reoptimizes. Although the reoptimization may find a better method of accessing the data, this better
method is not automatically updated in the access plan. This means that the next time the query is run,
reoptimization occurs again because the access plan still reflects the original method chosen at the time
the query was saved.

File definitions and data in Query for iSeries
This section lists considerations for defining files and the actual data in the files.

File definitions in Query for iSeries
Note whether numeric field definitions within a database file on the iSeries system are in the zoned or
packed decimal format. The iSeries system performs arithmetic operations using the packed decimal
format.

In the packed decimal format, two digits are stored in each byte, except the low-order byte. The low-order
four digits of the low-order byte contain the sign of the number. For example, the binary representation of
+123 in the packed decimal format is 0001 0010 0011 1111. In the zoned decimal format, the digits are
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stored in the low-order four bits of each byte. The high-order four bits of the low-order byte contain the
sign. The high-order four bits of all other bytes contain all 1s (1111). For example, the binary
representation of +123 in zoned decimal format is 1111 0001 1111 0010 1111 0011.

If a file contains numeric fields defined as zoned (which is common on files migrated from a System/36),
the iSeries system converts the fields from zoned to packed for the arithmetic operation and then converts
them back to zoned when the resulting value is returned to the program.

When the program is Query, this means that running a query involving zoned numeric fields requires
additional processing unit time and possibly somewhat longer response times. If you are concerned about
this aspect of performance, consider converting your files to use packed fields instead of zoned. However,
make this decision carefully, especially if the conversion has a major affect on your operation.

When creating a new file on the iSeries system, define numeric fields as packed, with the length of these
fields being an odd number of characters. If the length of the field is declared as an even number, the first
four bits of the first byte in the field are not used, but the system still checks these four bits to ensure that
no overflow has occurred. If you declared the field as an odd length, this checking does not occur. The
system uses additional processing time when numeric fields have even lengths.

File data considerations for Query for iSeries
Decimal data errors may show up with files that have migrated from the System/36. The System/36
applications sometimes place blanks in numeric fields instead of leading zeros (the blanks result in errors
when processed on the iSeries system). You should identify and correct decimal data errors to obtain
optimal query performance. See “Defining queries for Query for iSeries” on page 234 for more information.

You can identify and correct numeric field errors by using the Programmer’s Tool Kit PRPQ that is
available for the iSeries system. The files you analyze or correct with this tool kit must be externally
described database files. Ensure that all applications (especially those migrated from the System/36) are
corrected so they do not continue to insert data with these kinds of errors.

Defining queries for Query for iSeries
This section provides tips and techniques for defining or changing queries on a single database file.
Operations involving multiple files are covered in “Using join operations in Query for iSeries” on page 238.

The information in this section relates to the Define the Query display. See “Selecting definition steps
when defining a Query for iSeries query” on page 28 for details.

Query for iSeries performance when designing or changing queries
When you design or change queries, view the results of the query in one of the following ways:

v Press F5 (Report) on the Define the Query display to run the query and show the results of the report
as it is designed up to that point.

v Press F13 (Layout) on the Define the Query display to see an example of the layout, including column
headings, a sample detail record, any report break text, and any summary functions defined for the
query.

Note: Use F13 instead of F5 as much as possible because since F5 requires more processing unit time,
I/O, and generally takes longer than F13. In either case, use output type option 1 (Display) while
viewing the results.

To improve performance when going from one display to the next, view the lists without their
accompanying text as much as possible. Query uses extra processing unit time and possibly some I/O to
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retrieve the text for each field. Also, showing the text for each field results in fewer fields being shown on
each display so you have to page through more displays to retrieve the fields you need to view. This is
also true for query, file, member, and format lists.

Define result fields in Query for iSeries
Labeled durations are added or subtracted in left to right order. This could make a difference in your
results. For example, adding 1 MONTH + 1 DAY could give a completely different result than adding 1 DAY +
1 MONTH Jan 28 + 1 DAY + 1 MONTH gives -> Jan 29 then Feb 28. Jan 28 + 1 MONTH + 1 DAY gives->
Feb 28 then Mar 1.

Define numeric result fields with odd lengths instead of even lengths to reduce system processing unit
time when using these fields. See “File definitions and data in Query for iSeries” on page 233 for details.

Avoid defining a result field using division by zero. Although the system processes the query with this
present, each divide by zero operation causes error handling by the system that is expensive in terms of
processing unit and overall response time.

Avoid defining a result field that causes an overflow condition. Overflow occurs when a field is larger than
its specified length. When overflow occurs, Query shows these result fields with the ‘+’ character on the
report.

Avoid defining variable-length character fields. Use numeric constants for the offset and length of a
SUBSTR function.

Select and sequence fields in Query for iSeries
This option allows you to control which fields appear in a report and where they appear within a report
record. To prevent unnecessary disk I/O by Query, select only the fields you need. Also, additional
unneeded fields make a report less readable. If you want to use most of the fields, use F21 (Select All) to
show all fields, then delete the sequence numbers from the fields you do not need.

Note: If you select no fields, Query for iSeries (as a default) picks up to the first 500 fields in the file.
Avoid this type of operation because it causes unnecessary disk I/O.

Avoid using variable-length fields and null-capable fields. Both of these attributes require extra processing.

Select records in Query for iSeries
Specify record selection tests using fields that match key fields of existing access paths or to create
access paths that match often-used record selection tests. Query attempts to use an existing access path
if at least some of the record selection tests match the first key field of that access path.

For example, assume there is a file X with fields A, B, C, and D. An access path exists over this file using
the key fields A, B, and D, in that order. For any query with record values using field A, Query considers
using this access path. However, if the record selection does not involve field A, the access path is not
used. For instance, if the record test is A EQ 3, the access path can be used. If the query contains record
selection tests involving only fields B or D (for example, B EQ 5 or D EQ 8), this access path cannot be
used.

Performance improves if more of the selection tests match more key fields in the same access path. This
allows the access path to reduce the number of records selected. As an example (using file X again), if the
record tests are A EQ 3 AND B EQ 5 AND D GT 8, the access path can be used to find records matching all
three of these values.
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Note: If there is no existing access path matching some of the record selection tests, Query does not
build an access path solely for purposes of selection. Query reads each record and selects those
that qualify.

If you request a particular query often, consider creating an access path with select/omit tests to match
that query. See “Select/omit access paths in Query for iSeries” on page 232 for more information on this
subject.

Existing access paths are only used for OR conditions involving the same field specified in the selection
tests.

One type of record selection is to use the % symbol with the LIKE operator as a generic search or scan
(also known as a wildcard scan). If the generic scan starts in the first position of a field (for example,
%ABC), Query cannot use any existing access paths for that portion of the record selection. However, if
the generic scan starts after the first position (for example, ABC%), Query can use any qualifying access
paths over the field specified in this type of record selection.

Select sort fields in Query for iSeries
Query, in most cases, needs an access path to sequence the selected records when sort fields are
specified. If an access path does not exist, Query creates a temporary access path at run time or uses a
sort to order the records. A sort routine is used when the optimizer determines that the sort routine
provides better performance. If a temporary access path is used, it is deleted after the query has finished
running, so each run of the query requires another build of the access path. For this reason, always
consider whether you really need sort fields for the query.

Consider creating access paths that match the sort tests for queries that you use often and for queries
where the access path build time is excessively long. Query attempts to use an existing access path if all
the sort fields from the query match the high order key fields from the access path. This way you can
avoid excessive building of access paths for queries with sort tests.

As an example, assume file Z has fields A, B, C, and D. Also assume there are six access paths built over
this file that have the following keys specified in this order:

1. Access path #1 has key field A

2. Access path #2 has key fields A and B

3. Access path #3 has key fields A and C

4. Access path #4 has key fields A, B, and C

5. Access path #5 has key fields B, A, and C

6. Access path #6 has key fields A, B, C, and D

Now if you run a query that is defined to sort on key fields A, B, and C, only access paths #4 and #6 are
considered by Query during optimization. Access paths #1, #2, and #3 are not used because it is
inefficient for Query to read the records again and sort on the additional keys. It is more efficient for Query
to build and use an access path containing all the sort and selection tests. Access path #5 is not
considered because the sorted keys are not in the correct order.

If a particular query is requested often, consider creating an access path with select/omit tests to match
that query. See “Select/omit access paths in Query for iSeries” on page 232 for more information on this
subject.

If you have sort tests that you use often, another option (besides creating access paths) is to use Query to
sort the records in a database file in the desired order. Query can then be run against this file with no sort
tests, if the queries are looking for data sorted as it appears in the file. To perform this function, select the
desired sort fields from the file, choose database as the output device (option 3 on the Select Output Type
and Output Form display), and specify the output database file name, which must be different from the
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input or original file name. This produces a new database file containing the sorted records. The time
required to produce the sorted records may vary, depending on whether Query has to build an access
path to do the sort.

Consider these items before performing this type of operation:

v Any changes to the original file are not automatically reflected in the sorted file unless you provide for
this with some type of additional maintenance. For this reason, you may want to limit the use of this
option to those files that are infrequently changed.

v If an access path is built over an unsorted field in the sorted file, use of this access path by Query
results in records being returned in an unsorted order. Limit building access paths over a sorted file
unless the access paths are built over sorted fields in that file.

If possible, avoid sorting on defined result fields. This can be an expensive operation in terms of
performance, since Query must build an access path to satisfy this type of request.

Select collating sequence in Query for iSeries
Use this option to specify an alternative collating sequence. For example, you may want to change a query
so that all lowercase letters sort before uppercase letters. If you specify an alternative collating sequence
and the query contains character sort keys, Query cannot use existing access paths and must build an
access path to do the sort.

Note: Using an alternative collating sequence does not affect numeric, DBCS-only, DBCS-graphic, date,
time, or timestamp sort fields.

Using job-run collating sequence choices can cause a query to take longer to run.

Do not use a collating sequence if it is not needed. If your query involves only numeric fields, change a
defaulted collating sequence other than hexadecimal to hexadecimal.

A unique-weight sort sequence table might require less processing than a shared-weight table because it
can be ignored for comparisons that do not involve evaluating relative order.

Specify report summary functions in Query for iSeries
Access paths do not help performance for summary functions, so you do not need to consider creating
access paths solely for this type of function. However, if the query has selection or sort tests specified
along with summary functions, an access path matching these values may help improve the overall
performance of the query.

If you are familiar with the use of the DB2 UDB for iSeries program on the iSeries system, consider the
use of DB2 UDB for iSeries views for Query summary functions. The DB2 UDB for iSeries program allows
you to create views based on summary functions against the fields in a file. For example, you can build an
DB2 UDB for iSeries view to contain the sum and average for a field in a file. The performance advantage
of an DB2 UDB for iSeries view can be significant for Query summary functions, especially in terms of
reduced response times. To use a view, specify the name of the view as the file to be selected.

Select output type and output form in Query for iSeries
If you only need to view the summary records, specify this on the Select Output Type and Output Form
display. This eliminates the unnecessary time it takes to page through the detail records.

If you are only interested in viewing the first display or two of results from a query, you may choose to
view results to a display instead of a printer or database file. Query provides the first display of data as
quickly as possible, so viewing one display from the work station is generally much quicker than waiting for
the query to generate all results to a printer or a database file.
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However, if the data you want to view is at the end of the searched records, it may take longer than
anticipated to display those records. This may also be true when paging down to access more data (even
if the first display did appear quickly) if the additional data is located much further into the file. If Query has
to build a large access path prior to retrieving data it takes longer to reach the first display.

Specify output type 1 (Display) and output form 1 (Detail) for a multi-copy query. Specify output type 2
(Printer) for a column list query.

Specify processing options in Query for iSeries
The key option on the Specify Processing Options display is whether to ignore decimal data errors (see
“File definitions and data in Query for iSeries” on page 233 for a description of decimal data errors). If
decimal data errors are ignored, Query cannot use any existing access paths for that file and has to build
an access path if one is required for the query, and additional processing is required to handle any fields
with decimal data errors.

If decimal data errors are not ignored, Query stops processing if it encounters a decimal data error.
However, if Query does not encounter any decimal data errors during processing, it can use existing
access paths and runs normally.

Note: This handling of decimal data errors only affects queries that use numeric fields. Queries that use
only character fields are not affected by this option.

When specifying whether to ignore decimal data errors, you have these choices:

v Y (Yes) means ignore decimal data errors.

v N (No) means do not ignore decimal data errors.

v Leaving the Ignore Decimal Data Errors field blank means Query chooses either Y or N, depending on
the environment in which you are running the query.

If the query is run in the System/36 environment, Query uses Y and decimal data errors are ignored. If
the query is run in the System/38 environment or OS/400 environment, Query uses N and decimal data
errors are not ignored. The System/36 environment uses Y because decimal data errors were always
ignored on the System/36. Because access paths cannot be used when Y (the default) is used in the
System/36 environment, there may be substantial performance differences between the environments if
the default is used.

You may want to consider eliminating decimal data errors to make sure you can use existing access paths
and to eliminate the extra processing needed to handle these errors. Use the Programmer’s Tool Kit
PRPQ that is available for the iSeries system. If you cannot eliminate the decimal errors, you may want to
choose Y (or use RUNQRY in the System/36 environment to get Y to default) to make your query run
faster. Even if it is necessary to build a new access path, this may take less time than diagnosing decimal
data errors.

Using join operations in Query for iSeries
Queries involving join operations have special considerations relating to performance. Although the
performance tips listed prior to this may apply to individual files within a join, Query must consider all the
values involving all the files to be joined and then make a decision on how best to proceed with the query.

One of the key concepts of joins is that of primary and secondary files. The primary file is the first file
used in the join while the secondary files are those that are joined to the primary.

You can select one of three types of join operations when defining a join query:

Option 1—Matched records
A record from the primary file is selected only if there is a match with every secondary file
specified.
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Option 2—Matched records with primary file
A record from the primary file is selected regardless of whether there is a match with any of the
secondary files. The selection of primary records is dependent on the select/omit criteria specified
on the Select Records display. Only primary records that meet those criteria are selected.
Select/omit criteria specified against secondary files may cause a record from the primary file not
to be selected.

Option 3—Unmatched records with primary file
A record from the primary file is selected only if there are no-matches with all of the secondary
files.

For option 2 and option 3 joins, which file is listed as the primary and which as the secondary is important
to the end result produced by the query, since ordering these files differently can produce different results.
However, the order is not important for option 1 joins since the same result occurs regardless of the order
in which files are placed.

This difference is important when considering how Query performs a join. Since the order of the files in an
option 1 join is not important, running this type of query may result in Query choosing a different ordering
of the files to gain better performance at run time. For example, if a query defines file A as the primary and
file B as the secondary, at run time Query may actually decide to use file B as the primary if it provides
better overall performance for the query. In options 2 and 3, however, Query cannot rearrange the order of
the files since this can produce different results, so the primary and secondary files always remain as
listed in the query definition.

Note: Although Query may choose to rearrange the order of the files at run time for an option 1 join,
Query never alters the actual query definition.

Performance tips for join operations in Query for iSeries
For all join operations, Query requires the use of an access path over each of the secondary files in the
join. If no usable access paths exist, Query builds them as needed. For this reason, if a particular join
query is run often or if several join queries use the same sort or join selection tests, consider building
access paths that match these values so Query does not have to build them each time you run the
queries.

Note: Query does not require an access path on the primary file unless there are sort fields selected from
this file.

It is important to build access paths to match join selection tests you use often. The access path or paths
should match the fields selected from the secondary files. For example, if the join selection test is T01.A
EQ T02.A, an access path is required over T02.A. For an option 1 join, Query may decide to switch the
order of the files and also internally switch the order of the join selection to match the new order. In this
case, the previously created access path may not be used. For an option 2 or 3 join, however, Query does
not switch the order of the files, so existing access paths that match the join selection tests on the
secondary file should be usable for the join.

Use as many record selection and join selection tests as possible on all files to be joined to narrow down
the number of records that will result from the join operation. This significantly reduces the amount of I/O
required to run the query.

If possible, limit using *ALL on the Specify How to Join Files display. If *ALL is used, the number of joined
records produced could be large. For example, if you use *ALL to join a file containing 2000 records with a
file of 3000 records, the end result would be 6000000 joined records. A large amount of I/O would be
required, resulting in a long response time and some degradation in overall system performance.
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Be careful with using the “NE” comparison between fields from different files on the Specify How to Join
Files display. This could result in a large number of records being selected and a large amount of I/O
being performed.

Query runs more efficiently when the files are ordered from smallest to largest. In this case, smallest
means the file from which the fewest records are selected for the join. Although this can be the file with
the least records, in some cases a very large file can be used if only a few records are chosen from that
file.

For an option 1 join, Query attempts to order the files from smallest to largest, depending on the number
of records selected from each. For an option 2 or 3 join, list the files in this order to achieve more efficient
processing.

For an option 2 or 3 join, try to make the files listed first as small as possible by using both join and record
selection tests. For example, if the join selection tests is T01.A EQ T02.A AND T02.A GT 100, it would be
more efficient to change this to T01.A EQ T02.A AND T01.A GT 100. For an option 1 join, apply as many
selection tests as possible to all the files, since you cannot determine which one Query will choose as the
primary.

If sort tests must be specified from multiple files for an option 1 join or a secondary file in an option 2 or 3
join, using both record selection and join selection tests becomes important. The smaller the number of
records selected, the fewer that have to be copied into the temporary file for the sort, thus saving on
processing unit, I/O, and response times.

If you are experiencing severe performance problems when joining large files, either try to avoid this type
of operation, or use selection tests to narrow down the number of records being joined.

If you need to join large files and can use record selection tests, run Query against the file or files
requiring the record selection and put the output to a database file (option 3 on the Select Output Type
and Output Form display). Use this output file to join with the other files. However, this approach may
result in using “old” data, since the output to the database file may be an older version by the time the join
query using this file is run. Also, since no access paths exist over this output file (unless you build them),
Query must build one at run time if it is required.

Miscellaneous tips and techniques for Query for iSeries
This section lists miscellaneous tips and techniques designed to assist you when using Query.

Batch processing for Query for iSeries
Consider submitting queries to batch processing whose results you do not need immediately. For instance,
a query that generates printed reports that will not be used until later is a good candidate to submit to
batch. This frees your terminal for other tasks instead of waiting for the query to finish running. Also, a
properly tuned system is better at balancing system resources (processing unit time, storage, I/O) between
jobs if a query that normally uses a lot of resource is submitted to batch rather than run interactively.

The steps to submit a query to batch vary depending on the environment you operate in. In the System/36
environment, press F6 (Put on job queue) to submit a query to batch from the prompt display for
QRYRUN. This key is allowed after you specify printer or disk as the output type and press the Enter key.
If you are not in the System/36 environment, use the Submit Job (SBMJOB) command to submit a batch
job containing a Run Query (RUNQRY) command. From the iSeries system, use the Work with Queries or
Exit this Query display to submit queries to batch. See Appendix D, “Preventing users from running Query
for iSeries queries interactively” on page 243. For more information on these commands, see the CL
Reference information in the iSeries Information Center.
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Query for iSeries performance tuning
A properly tuned system provides much better overall performance than one in which performance tuning
has not been used. However, there are many factors to consider when properly tuning the system to meet
your needs. See the Work Management topic for details. In addition, the Performance Tools for iSeries
book explains how to monitor and understand overall system performance. Use these guides together to
help improve overall system performance.

If possible, limit the number of ad hoc queries in order to avoid unnecessary access path builds.
Determine which queries are used most often, then create access paths for these queries and save the
query definitions. Most users can then operate out of this fixed set of queries and experience much better
response time and overall system performance than if everyone runs queries in an ad hoc manner.

Limit access to the Query product on the system to those people who have an understanding of Query
performance and how to best use it. This eliminates costly ad hoc queries that can severely affect other
users. Have new users read through this guide to introduce them to Query before giving them access to
the product.

Consider removing unused data from the files that are actively used and placing it in separate saved files.
This significantly reduces the amount of time and resources spent by Query searching through the active
files or building access paths over them.

Ensure that all available performance PTFs are applied to the system. This not only includes PTFs
applying directly to Query, but also others that may apply to overall system performance as well.

Pay attention to the performance optimization messages that are available in debug mode (use STRDBG
before running your query). These messages may help you determine how you can change the query
definition so it will run faster.

Query for iSeries migration considerations N to N-1
When query creates a database file that includes a date, time, timestamp, variable-length, or null-capable
field, a bit is set that states that this file cannot be used with a release prior to Version 2 Release 1
Modification 1. When query creates a database file that includes a DBCS-graphic field, a bit is set that
states that this file cannot be used with a release prior to Version 2 Release 2 Modification 0.

Notes:

1. If you run a query that contains date, time, or timestamp data types on a release prior to Version 2
Release 1 Modification 1, one of the following two things may happen:

v No records are selected

v Results are in error

2. A query that uses a DBCS-graphic constant will not run on a release prior to Version 2 Release 2
Modification 0.

Query for iSeries status messages
When you run a query interactively, status messages may appear at the bottom of your display to let you
know what is happening. For long-running queries, these messages can help determine which stages of
the query take the most time to run. Once this is determined, it may be easier to decide which of the
previously listed tips and techniques apply. This section lists the status messages that may appear when
running a query.

Query running. Building access path for file X in Y.
This message indicates Query has determined an access path is required to run this query, but no
existing access path meets the needed values. Query builds an access path and displays this
message while the access path is being built. Notice how long this message appears on the
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display and also the total amount of time it takes the query to run. If a significant portion of the
query run time is spent building an access path, attempt to use the tips and techniques previously
listed on using access paths.

Query running. Building access path from file X in Y.
This message indicates Query is building an access path from an existing access path. Generally,
the appearance of this message is not an indication of a performance problem, but instead should
be viewed as a positive indication because Query is using an existing access path for the
operation.

Query running. Creating copy of file X in Y.
This message indicates that Query is copying one of the files in the query to a temporary file. This
occurs in the following cases:

v A multi-format logical file is specified

v A join logical file is specified with a join type that does not match the query’s join type

v A complex SQL View is specified

If the temporary file is created for a join as described above, try to avoid this type of operation.
Refer to “Using join operations in Query for iSeries” on page 238 for more information on this item.
If this message occurs because the total length of the sort fields is greater than 2000 bytes, this
may be reason for concern. For more information on this, refer to “Select sort fields in Query for
iSeries” on page 236.

Query running. Sorting copy of file *N in *N.
This message appears either when the combined length of the sort fields exceeds 2000 bytes or
when Query has chosen to use a sort routine rather than create an access path to achieve better
performance. This indicates that Query is performing its own sort routine on the temporary file that
was just created.

Query for iSeries debug mode messages
Query for iSeries issues performance optimization messages when running in debug mode (STRDBG).
When running in debug mode, you also get such things as optimization messages and diagnostic details
for mapping errors that do not end the job.
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Appendix D. Preventing users from running Query for iSeries
queries interactively

The system administrator can restrict users from running queries interactively. When this restriction is
applied, users cannot:

v Use option 9 (Run) on the Work With Queries display.

v Press F5 (Report) to display the report on-screen.

v Use option 1 (Run interactively) on the Exit this Query display.

v Run the QRYRUN procedure interactively.

v Run the Run Query (RUNQRY) command interactively.

If a user attempts to run a query interactively, and is restricted from doing so, an error message appears.

A user cannot run a query interactively when:

v The authority for the RUNQRY command is changed so the user is no longer authorized to it. This may
affect the ability of the user to run in batch (see note below on allowing one or more users to have
different run capabilities).

v The RUNQRY command is changed to no longer support being run interactively.

To prevent a user from running a query interactively:

v Use the Change Command (CHGCMD) command to remove *INTERACT from the ALLOW (where
allowed to run) parameter. ALLOW(*PGM) is not allowed in RUNQRY.

v Change the authority for the RUNQRY command to state which users have authority to this command.

Note: To allow one or more users to have different run capabilities than what is specified for the
RUNQRY command in QSYS:

1. Create a duplicate object of the RUNQRY command and place it in a library other than
QSYS.

2. Make the needed changes to restrict the use of the RUNQRY command in QSYS.

3. Place the library containing the new RUNQRY command, that is, the version that allows
users to run interactively, ahead of QSYS in the library list of the users who need to run
queries interactively.

Note: If you add a new release of the operating system, you may need to redefine the RUNQRY
command parameters.
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Appendix E. Coded character set identifiers (CCSIDs) in
Query for iSeries

This appendix contains information about coded character set identifiers or CCSIDs. This information will
help you understand CCSIDs and why they are important to Query for iSeries.

A CCSID is a 2-byte (unsigned) integer that uniquely identifies an encoding scheme and one or more pairs
of character sets and code pages. A CCSID can be assigned to each query definition, data field, and
collating sequence. A CCSID can also be assigned to individual items in a file record format definition,
such as the column heading, text description, edit word, or long comment for a field.

CCSID-marked data can be converted so that it looks the same in languages that use the same character
set or superset of the character set (see Figure 7 on page 246). Data will not look the same without
conversion if the code pages differ. The hexadecimal value for a graphic character (a character that is
displayed or printed) in one language may be different than the value for the equivalent character in
another language. The problem does not end with displaying and printing. If data is collated using a
sequence prepared from characters in a different code page, or if data in different code pages is
compared without being converted, the result will seem incorrect.
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Query for iSeries recognizes when conversion of data, collating sequences, and text is needed, and
performs the conversion. The system notifies you if the conversion fails. You may not be able to work on a
query or run a saved query depending on the CCSIDs involved. Four conditions can result from CCSID
comparisons:

v They match identically, which means no conversion is necessary.

v They are compatible, which means complete conversion is possible.

v They are compatible with substitution, which means conversion is possible but substitution characters
might be used. Substitution characters, depending on where they occur, can give unpredictable results,
particularly in sorting and testing character fields.

v They are incompatible, which means conversion is impossible.

This appendix explains how CCSIDs affect what Query for iSeries does in specific circumstances. For
more information, see the Query for iSeries section of the National Language Support topic.

Figure 7. Working with and without CCSID Conversion. Conversion, when necessary and possible, is done
automatically by the system.
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CCSID marking in Query for iSeries
The following bulleted objects contain CCSID tags used by query processing. Each item inherits its CCSID
from the containing item unless marked with an asterisk. An asterisk indicates that the object has its own
CCSID tag. The bulleted items inherit their CCSID from the user profile or job, unless specifically changed.
Numbers in parentheses refer to notes explaining how you can determine CCSID values for the item.

v Query definition ( 1, 6) *

Override column heading ( 5)

Override edit word ( 5)

Constant in expression ( 8)

Constant in value for record selection test ( 8)

Result field name ( 5)

Concatenation symbols ||

First 50 positions in expression, used as result field text ( 5)

Result field column heading ( 5)

Break text

Final totals text (found at break level 0)

Cover page text

Page heading text

Page footing text

Collating sequence (user-defined, or snapshot of translation table, or system sort sequence) ( 2, 7,
8) *

v Translation table and system sort sequence

Collating sequence ( 8 9) *

v Query user profile

Collating sequence (user-defined default) ( 7, 8) *

v Query program object containing preconfigured language sequences. That is, the module that contains
the sequences for option 2 on the Select Collating Sequence display.

Collating sequence (for language) ( 7, 8) *

v Job description ( 8) *

Data (in printer or display buffers)

Collating sequence (job) *

v File definition *

– File record format ( 8) *

- Text about the format *

- Data (in members) * ( 3, 5)

- Field

v Name ( 5)

v (Original) Column heading ( 5) *

v (Original) Edit word ( 5) *

v Text about the field ( 5) *

v Long comment *

v Null default

v Data (in members)

v Sort sequence for * file ( 4, 5, 8) *

– File member
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- Text about the member *

- Data (the CCSID tag or tags are in the format definition)

Notes:

1. The CCSID of the query definition is shown on displays that show the query name, like the Define the
Query display.

2. The CCSID of the user-defined collating sequence is shown on the Define Collating Sequence display.

3. The CCSID of the character data in an output file is shown on a line above the record format in a
printed query definition if all the character-data CCSIDs match (single and mixed-byte versions of a
CCSID are considered matching).

4. The CCSIDs of the character fields in an output file are shown in a column of the record format in a
printed query definition if individual CCSIDs do not match.

5. When text parts from an input file definition, such as column headings, field text, and file definition text,
are used to create an output file definition, the CCSIDs of those parts are carried over to the output file
definition. The CCSIDs of fields are also carried over. You can use the Display File Field Description
(DSPFFD) command to determine the CCSID of fields. You can dump the file to determine the CCSID
of field text or file definition text.

6. The original CCSID of the query definition is shown in an informational message on the Define the
Query display. If this CCSID is 65535 and the CCSID shown at the top of the display differs, text and
constants in the query definition will start to be treated as though marked with the latter CCSID.

7. The original CCSID of the collating sequence used to initialize the Define Collating Sequence display is
shown in the second level text of the informational message about how the sequence was initialized. If
this CCSID is 65535 and the CCSID shown at the top of the display differs, the sequence, whether or
not you reorder it, will start to be treated as though marked with the latter CCSID.

8. Some diagnostic messages about CCSID conversion problems show the incompatible CCSIDs.

9. The CCSID of the collating sequence resolved for the current collating choices is shown in a message
at the bottom of the Select Collating Sequence display.

CCSIDs and collating sequences in Query for iSeries
Within Query for iSeries you can specify hexadecimal (the default), the language sequence, a user-defined
sequence, a translation table, or system sort sequence to specify a collating sequence. The collating
sequence is used for join tests, record selection, sorting, grouping report-breaks, and determining
minimum and maximum values. Collating sequence tables are only used for SBCS characters.

A CCSID is associated with each of the collating sequences supported by Query for iSeries. Query for
iSeries assumes that a translation table has a CCSID of 65535. A user-defined sequence has the job
CCSID of the defining user.

Note: If you select the hexadecimal sequence or use a collating sequence with a CCSID of 65535 for
ordering marked data, the results you get may seem inconsistent. For example:

v The value that sorts to the lowest position may not be the minimum summary value for a
displayed or printed column. This can happen because sort comparisons are done before, and
minimum comparisons after, any conversion to the job CCSID occurs.

v The minimum and maximum values saved in summary-only output to a database file may differ
from the corresponding values in a printed or displayed report, even though the same job CCSID
is used to run the query. This happens only if values for a minimum or maximum field are
converted to the job CCSID in order to be printed or displayed.

When you save a user-defined collating sequence as the default in your Query profile, the job CCSID is
saved with it. If you choose to save the language option as your default, only the option is saved in the
profile—not the language sequence or its CCSID.
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Note: The query profile, user-defined collating sequence default, and CCSID are only updated if you
press F23 from the Define Collating Sequence display to save the sequence.

Query for iSeries language sequences
Following are the language sequences that are supported by Query for iSeries.

Table 9. Language Code-Page CCSIDs

Country or Version Code Page CCSID

Belgian Dutch 00500 500
Belgian French 00500 500
Canadian English 00037 37
Canadian French 00500 500
Danish NLV 00277 277
Dutch NLV 00037 37
Finnish NLV 00278 278
French MNCS 00500 500
French NLV 00297 297
German MNCS 00500 500
German NLV 00273 273
Icelandic 00871 871
Italian MNCS 00500 500
Italian NLV 00280 280
Norwegian NLV 00277 277
Portuguese NLV 00037 0037
Portuguese MNCS 00500 500
Spanish MNCS 00500 500
Spanish NLV 00284 284
Swedish NLV 00278 278
Swiss French MNCS 00500 500
Swiss German MNCS 00500 500
Swiss Italian MNCS 00500 500
United Kingdom 00285 285
United States English 00037 37

Notes:

1. MNCS means multinational character set

2. NLV means national language version

CCSID conversions for Query for iSeries options and functions
You may get a diagnostic message or unexpected result when you select a Query for iSeries option or
press a function key that requires a conversion from one CCSID to another. The following may help you
understand what conversions may be needed to satisfy various requests and what happens when such a
conversion fails.

Displaying a Query for iSeries query
The following table shows how different combinations of job and query CCSIDs affect displaying a query
and how constants are treated. You can display the query definition if the process (job) CCSID and the
query definition CCSID match, if either is marked with a CCSID of 65535 (do not convert), or if the query
definition is not marked. In Table 10 on page 250, 37 is the English CCSID and 65535 is a CCSID that
blocks conversion.
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Table 10. How CCSIDs Affect Displaying a Query

Job CCSID Query CCSID
Constants Processed as Marked
with CCSID

37 37 37
65535 37 37
37 65535 65535
65535 No tag 65535
37 No tag 65535

Changing a Query for iSeries query
You can change the query definition if the process (job) CCSID and the query definition CCSID match, if
either is marked with a CCSID of 65535 (do not convert), or if the query definition is not marked.

Table 11 shows when a query can be changed and how the constants are treated.

Table 11. How CCSIDs Affect Changing a Query

Job CCSID Query CCSID
Constants Processed as Marked
with CCSID

37 37 37
65535 37 37
37 65535 37
65535 No tag 65535
37 No tag 37
37 500 Cannot change

Getting a list of objects with text in Query for iSeries
No conversion is done when query gets text descriptions for queries, translation tables, files, or libraries
because these text descriptions cannot be marked with a CCSID.

If the descriptive text is not displayed in a list display, press F11.

Defining a Query for iSeries query
You may see CCSID related diagnostic messages in a definition you are either creating, changing, or
displaying. See “CCSIDs and Query for iSeries query definition items” on page 252 for more information.

Defining a collating sequence in Query for iSeries
If a collating sequence CCSID does not match your job CCSID and neither CCSID is 65535, the collating
sequence CCSID is converted to your job CCSID before the Define Collating Sequence display is
initialized. If a translation table cannot be converted, it is not used, regardless of the choice in the Ignore
character substitution prompt.

If you are creating or changing a collating sequence and select option 3 on the Select Collating Sequence
display, Query for iSeries assumes that you are starting work on a new sequence. Query for iSeries looks
at the following list and selects the first existing sequence that either requires no conversion or can be
converted (without character substitution) to your job CCSID.

v The previously defined sequence for this query

v The user-defined default sequence from the query-user’s profile

v The language sequence for your system

v The hexadecimal sequence
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For example, the language sequence is used to initialize the Define Collating Sequence display if there is
no previously defined sequence for the query and the default sequence from the query-user’s profile is
converted with warnings about the use of substitution characters.

Query for iSeries warns you on the Select Collating Sequence display when the sequence previously
defined for this query cannot be converted. You can find out why the language sequence or a user-defined
default sequence was not used by pressing F15 (Language sequence) or F16 (Use default) on the Define
Collating Sequence display.

Getting a list of formats or members with text in Query for iSeries
If a member or format-text description cannot be converted to the job CCSID, blanks are shown.

If the descriptive text is not displayed in a list display, press F11.

Saving a Query for iSeries query definition
Conversion may be required when an access plan is built to be saved with the query. This can cause
previously undetected compatibility problems, and you are asked to confirm saving the query definition
with errors.

Running a Query for iSeries query
Each position of every value that cannot be converted to the job or document CCSID is printed or
displayed as a plus sign (+). Each position of a text string that cannot be converted is printed or displayed
as a dot (.). An edit word that cannot be converted is ignored (edit code J is used instead). This happens
regardless of the method used to run the query.

Note: The job CCSID is the CCSID of the job. It can be changed by the command CHGJOB CCSID().

Neither data nor text is converted when the output is directed to an existing file. If a field receiving data
has a different CCSID, output processing stops with a diagnostic before any records are added.

If you have done an override to a database file selected for input, Query for iSeries uses the new file
information, including the CCSID markings. This can cause the same kind of errors that would be
diagnosed at definition time.

If you do nothing to cause the access plan to be rebuilt (see “Access plans in Query for iSeries” on
page 232), you can get errors if a file is replaced with a file in a format that requires no level check, but
has different CCSID characteristics.

Running a default query in Query for iSeries
When you run the default query for a file, the job or document CCSID and other conversions can fail. For
example, the file could be a logical file involving concatenation of fields with different CCSIDs or you may
be using a query profile with an incompatible collating sequence default.

Selecting records at run time in Query for iSeries
You can do run-time record selection if the process (job) CCSID and the query definition CCSID are the
same, if either is marked with a CCSID of 65535 (do not convert), or if the query definition is not marked.

Table 12 on page 252 shows when record selections can be changed at run time and how the constants
are treated.
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Table 12. How CCSIDs Affect Run-Time Record Selection

Job CCSID Query CCSID Constants Treated as CCSID

37 37 37
65535 37 37
37 65535 37
65535 No tag 65535
37 No tag 37
37 500 Not allowed

CCSIDs and Query for iSeries query definition items
Query for iSeries warns you about some CCSID compatibility problems as you are working on a query
definition but some problems are not diagnosed until the query is run. To understand the results, you need
to know:

v How CCSIDs are assigned to constants and expressions

v The order in which conversions and comparisons are performed

v Whether the check looks at the data or just the CCSID marking

The following topics present some of this information by query definition item. Refer to “CCSID
compatibility considerations in Query for iSeries” on page 254 for information on specific pairs of marked
items.

CCSID and file selections in Query for iSeries
If a format that you specify when you are working on a query definition has any text that cannot be
converted to the CCSID of your job, you see an error message telling you to select a different file or
format.

If you have done an override to a database file, query uses the new file information, including the CCSID
markings. This could cause the same kind of errors that would ordinarily be diagnosed at definition time.

CCSID and join tests in Query for iSeries
If fields in a join test have different CCSIDs, a conversion to a compatible CCSID is done. If the two fields
do not have the same CCSID and cannot be converted, or if any collating sequence to be used cannot be
converted, you see an error message.

CCSID and result field expressions in Query for iSeries
Query for iSeries users in countries other than the United States should type field names and keywords
(for example, SUBSTR) in uppercase to ensure correct results. The CCSID of the result field depends on
the fields used to define the result. At create time, the system assumes constants are marked with the job
CCSID. At change time, the system assumes constants are in the job CCSID of the changing user if the
create time CCSID is 65535. If one field is specified, the result field has the CCSID of that field. If values
with different CCSIDs are specified, the result field has a CCSID based on the order of the values and
type of the expression.

Field and constant values that are not in the CCSID of the expression must be converted. If fields or
constants used in expressions have CCSIDs that are not compatible, a message is sent to the user.

For a concatenation symbol you can type:

v Two vertical bars.

v The hexadecimal value of two vertical bars in CCSID 37 (’4F4F’X).

v Two of the characters that have hexadecimal representation 4F in the CCSID of the query.
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CCSID and result field column headings in Query for iSeries
A column heading in a result field definition is converted, if necessary, to the job or document CCSID when
it is passed back to the document or shown in a report. Dots (...) are shown if the conversion fails.

CCSID and sort fields in Query for iSeries
If the CCSID of the sort field is different from the collating sequence CCSID, the sequence is converted to
the field CCSID. If the conversion fails, an error message is sent to the user.

CCSID and record selection tests in Query for iSeries
Query for iSeries users in countries other than the United States should type field names and keywords
(for example, NULL) in uppercase to ensure correct results.

At create time, the constants are assumed to be in the job CCSID. At change time, the constants are
assumed to be in the job CCSID of the changing user if the create time CCSID is 65535. If the fields or
constants used do not have compatible CCSIDs, or if any collating sequence table to be used cannot be
converted, you see an error message.

CCSID and summary functions in Query for iSeries
Conversions are performed as needed to evaluate the minimum and maximum functions selected for
character fields. For displayed or printed output, evaluation occurs after the data is converted to the job or
document CCSID after records are sorted. Minimum and maximum function evaluation is done on
unconverted data for summary output to a database file. Any conversion needed to put the results into an
existing file is done later.

If a collating sequence is involved, it is converted as needed to the CCSID in which the data is being
evaluated. If a conversion error occurs while the collating sequence is being converted, you see an error
message. This happens only while a query is running.

CCSID and column formatting and editing in Query for iSeries
Column headings and edit words are converted, if necessary, to the document or job CCSID when passed
back to a document or shown in a report. Dots are used if the conversion fails. For an edit word, this
forces an error that causes edit code J to be used.

CCSID and report breaks in Query for iSeries
Conversions are performed as needed to evaluate the report break functions selected for character fields.
For displayed or printed output, evaluation occurs after the data is converted to the job or document
CCSID after records are sorted. Report break evaluation is done on unconverted data for summary output
to a database file. Any conversion needed to put the results into an existing file is done later.

If a collating sequence is involved, it is converted as needed to the CCSID in which the data is being
evaluated. If a conversion error occurs while the collating sequence is being converted, you see an error
message. This happens only while a query is running.

CCSID and break and final text in Query for iSeries
Break text is converted, if necessary, to the document or job CCSID when passed back to a document or
shown in a report. Dots are used if the conversion fails.

CCSID and cover page, page headings and footings in Query for
iSeries
Page text is converted, if necessary, to the document or job CCSID when passed back to a document or
shown in a report. Dots are used if the conversion fails.
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CCSID compatibility considerations in Query for iSeries
CCSID marking makes it possible for conversions to be performed before presentation of marked material
or use of marked material in comparisons, but can also restrict the use of various combinations of marked
items. The following tables show what can occur when pairs of items are marked with different CCSIDs,
neither of which is 65535.

Table 13 shows what happens at definition time if item 1 cannot be converted to the CCSID for Item 2.

Table 13. CCSIDs Not Compatible-Definition-Time Consequences

Item 1 Item 2 Consequence

Long comment Job Diagnostic shown (not long comment) for F23.
Format text Job Format text shown blank on Select Format display.
Format text Job Format cannot be specified for file selection. Error

diagnosed and displayed on Specify File Selections,
Change File Selections, or File Selection Status displays.

Member text Job Member text shown blank on Select Member display.
Original column heading Job Format cannot be specified for file selection.
Original edit word Job Format cannot be specified for file selection.
Collating sequence Job Cannot use sequence to initialize Define Collating

Sequence display (substitution character involvement is
always treated as an error in this case). The
consequence depends on the origin of the collating
sequence and what you are doing.

(sequence origin)
consequence

(user-defined)
after a warning, prompt bypassed in display
mode

(user-defined)
after a warning, prompt initialized from other
source for first showing in change mode

(language sequence)
F15 request rejected

(user-defined default)
F16 request rejected.

(job sequence)
F17 request rejected.

Collating sequence Field Cannot perform comparison for join. Error diagnosed and
displayed on Specify How to Join display or indicated on
Define the Query or Exit the Query displays.

Field 2 Field 1 Cannot perform comparison for join. Error diagnosed and
displayed on Specify How to Join display or indicated on
Define the Query or Exit This Query display.

Field 2/constant Field 1 Cannot derive expression CCSID. Error diagnosed and
displayed on Define Result Fields display or indicated on
Define the Query or Exit This Query display. (Can occur
when Query definition constant inherits job CCSID of
changing user.)1

Collating sequence Constant Cannot perform comparison for record selection. Error
diagnosed and displayed on Select Records display or
indicated on the Define the Query or Exit this Query
display. (Can occur when Query definition constant
inherits job CCSID of changing user.)1
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Table 13. CCSIDs Not Compatible-Definition-Time Consequences (continued)

Item 1 Item 2 Consequence

Collating sequence Field Cannot perform comparison for record selection. Error
diagnosed and displayed on Select Records display or
indicated on the Define the Query or Exit this Query
display. (Can occur when Query definition constant
inherits job CCSID of changing user.)

Field 2/constant Field 1 Cannot perform comparison for record selection. Error
diagnosed and displayed on Select Records display or
indicated on the Define the Query or Exit this Query
display. (Can occur when Query definition constant
inherits job CCSID of changing user.)1

Field 2/constant Field 1 Cannot calculate expression for key field when building
access plan. Save request rejected; user must submit
request again to save with newly discovered error.1

1. This can happen when you specify that character substitution warnings not be ignored on the Specify Processing
Options display.

Table 14 shows what happens at run time if Item 1 cannot be converted to the CCSID for Item 2.

Table 14. CCSIDs Conversion Problems-Run-Time Consequences

Item 1 Item 2 Consequence

Field 2 Field 1 Cannot perform comparison for join. Run request
rejected.

Field 2/constant Field 1 Cannot perform comparison for record selection. Run
request rejected.1

Field data Collating sequence Cannot perform comparison involving dependent value.
Run request fails. No column list results returned.

Field 2/constant Field 1 Cannot calculate expression for key field when building
access plan. Run request fails.1

Field 2 Field 1 Cannot convert data to CCSID of receiving record field.
Run request fails. (No records added to new file or
member.)1

Field data Job Cannot display or print field values. Run request fails.1

Column heading Job Column heading line shown as dots in displayed or
printed report.

Edit word Job J edit code used, not edit word, in displayed or printed
report.

Break text Job Text line segment shown as dots in displayed or printed
report.

Cover page Job Cover page shown as dots in displayed or printed report.
Final text Job Text line segment shown as dots in displayed or printed

report.
Page heading Job Page heading text shown as dots in displayed or printed

report.
Page footing Job Page footing text shown as dots in displayed or printed

report.
Collating sequence Field Cannot perform break, minimum, or maximum on field

for:

v Summary-only output to database

v A user with job CCSID 65535, to printer or display

The run request fails for database or printer output. For
displayed output, the run request continues, but all values
and summaries are shown as replacement strings (+++).
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Table 14. CCSIDs Conversion Problems-Run-Time Consequences (continued)

Item 1 Item 2 Consequence

Collating sequence Job Cannot convert table for performing break, minimum, or
maximum for field. The run request fails for printer output.
For displayed output, the run request continues, but all
values and summaries are shown as replacement strings
(+++).

Note: For output to display, Query uses a single diagnostic message to warn you to look for unwanted dots and
missing edit word text. There is no warning when you print a report.

1. This can happen when you specify that character substitution warnings not be ignored on the Specify Processing
Options display.

Table 15 shows what happens at run time when items are marked with compatible substitution CCSIDs,
but conversion of Item 1 to the CCSID of Item 2 requires use of a substitution character for some value,
and character substitution warnings are not ignored.

Table 15. Compatible with Substitution CCSIDs, Conversion Failure-Run-Time Consequences

Item 1 Item 2 Consequence

Field 2 Field 1 Cannot perform comparison for join. Run ended (output is
incomplete).1

Field 2/constant Field 1 Cannot perform comparison for record selection. Run
ended (output is incomplete).1

Field 2/constant Field 1 Cannot calculate result field value for sorting. Run ended
(no records returned).1

Field 2/constant Field 1 Cannot calculate result field value for use in record
selection (the error could occur for the tested field or test
value). Run ended (output is incomplete).1

Field 2/constant Field 1 Cannot calculate result field value for output.
Replacement string displayed or printed for value and for
any subsequent break, minimum, or maximum value for
the field. Output to database ended (output is incomplete;
possibly some, but not all, records added).1

Field data Job Cannot convert selected field value to the job CCSID,
therefore it cannot be displayed or printed. Replacement
string displayed or printed for value and for any
subsequent break, minimum, or maximum value for the
field.1

Collating sequence Job Cannot perform break, minimum, or maximum on value
converted for display or print. Run request ended for print
(output is incomplete). Replacement string displayed for
value and for any subsequent break, minimum, or
maximum value for the field.1

Collating sequence Field Cannot perform break, minimum, or maximum for
displayed or printed output for a user with job CCSID
65535, or for summary only to database. Output is
incomplete for printer or database. Replacement string
displayed for value and for any subsequent break,
minimum, or maximum value for the field.1

1. This can happen when you specify that character substitution warnings not be ignored on the Specify Processing
Options display.

Table 16 on page 257 shows the different options allowed for several combinations of process (job) and
Query definition CCSIDs. The capital letters A and B represent different CCSIDs neither of which is 65535.
The queries with no tags are from a previous release.
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Table 16. How CCSIDs Affect Query Use

Job CCSID Query CCSID
Run Query
allowed

Change Query
allowed

Run time record
selection

Display Query
allowed

A A Yes Yes Yes Yes
A 65535 Yes Yes1 Yes1 Yes1

65535 A Yes Yes Yes Yes
A B Yes No1 No1 No1

65535 No tag Yes Yes Yes Yes
A No tag Yes Yes1 Yes1 Yes1

1. Either a warning or request ending message is issued.
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Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A. IBM may not offer the
products, services, or features discussed in this document in other countries. Consult your local IBM
representative for information on the products and services currently available in your area. Any reference
to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM product,
program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that does not
infringe any IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the user’s responsibility to
evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described in this document.
The furnishing of this document does not give you any license to these patents. You can send license
inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
500 Columbus Avenue
Thornwood, NY 10594
U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information, contact the IBM Intellectual Property
Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM World Trade Asia Corporation
Licensing
2-31 Roppongi 3-chome, Minato-ku
Tokyo 106-0032, Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other country where such
provisions are inconsistent with local law: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer
of express or implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically
made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM
may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in
any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of
the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose of enabling: (i) the
exchange of information between independently created programs and other programs (including this one)
and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has been exchanged, should contact:

IBM Corporation
Software Interoperability Coordinator
3605 Highway 52 N
Rochester, MN 55901-7829
U.S.A.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions, including in some cases,
payment of a fee.
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The licensed program described in this information and all licensed material available for it are provided by
IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement, IBM International Program License Agreement, or any
equivalent agreement between us.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color illustrations may not appear.

Trademarks
The following terms are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation in the United States,
other countries, or both:

Application System/400
AS/400
DB2
e (logo)
IBM
iSeries
iSeries 400
Operating System/400
OS/400
SAA
System/36
Systems Application Architecture
400

Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.
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date, time, and timestamp field (continued)
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definition (continued)
changing 30, 173
changing (example) 211
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differences between Query/36 and Query for
iSeries 195

using in a query definition 36
joining

differences between Query/36 and Query for
iSeries 195

secondary file sequence rule 49
selecting 47
selecting matched records using a primary

file 48

file (continued)
joining (continued)

selecting unmatched primary file records 48
sequencing secondary files for a primary join 49
specifying join selections 42

linked
differences between Query/36 and Query for

iSeries 195
logical 5, 55
multiple record formats 187
output to database

differences between Query/36 and Query for
iSeries 196

overriding 187
physical 5
primary 43
relational database 5
secondary 43
Select Member display 39
Select Record Format display 40
selecting file members

Specify File Selections display 35
selecting for a query

Select File display 37
Specify File Selections display 33

selecting for query output 145
sharing 187
Specify File Selections display 35
structure example 3

file ID (identifier) 36
file selection

CCSID (coded character set identifier) 252
footing

printing on a report 153
format 187
Format Report Break display 143
formatting

report break 143
report column spacing 119

function
average summary

date, time, and timestamp value 135
null value 135

CHAR
argument rules 74
syntax diagram 74

count summary
null value 135

DATE
argument rules 75
syntax diagram 75

DAY
argument rules 75
syntax diagram 75

DAYS
argument rules 76
syntax diagram 76

DIGITS
argument rules 62
syntax diagram 62
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function (continued)
HOUR

argument rules 76
syntax diagram 76

introduction 5
MICROSECOND

argument rules 77
syntax diagram 77

minimum summary
null value 135

MINUTE
argument rules 77
syntax diagram 77

MONTH
argument rules 78
syntax diagram 78

SECOND
argument rules 78
syntax diagram 78

SUBSTR (substring) 61
substring

argument rules 60
summary

average 135
CCSID (coded character set identifier) 253
count 135
location on report 137
maximum 135
minimum 135
performance recommendations 237
report 237
summarizing columns 137
total 135
types 135

TIME
argument rules 79
syntax diagram 79

TIMESTAMP
argument rules 79
syntax diagram 79

total summary
date, time, and timestamp value 135
null value 135

VALUE 62
VARCHAR 63
VARGRAPHIC 65
YEAR

argument rules 80
syntax diagram 80

function key
F10

showing previous display 18
F11

displaying additional information 15
F12

canceling changes made 18
F13

using to display report layout 8
F17

display date and time format 18, 69

function key (continued)
F21

to select all 30
F23

set collating sequence default 111, 116
using to display a long comment 10

F4
using to obtain a list 9

F5
displaying report 169
using to display report 8

introduction to using 8

G
GE (greater than or equal) comparison test 95, 96,

165
generic name 9
GG (double-byte G) 9
GT (greater than) comparison test 95, 96, 165

H
heading

column in report 119
report 153
result field 85

hexadecimal
CCSID 114
collating sequence 113, 114

HOUR function
argument rules 76
syntax diagram 76

how a collating sequence affects Query for iSeries 112
how to join files 43

I
IBM European standard (EUR)

date and time 67
IBM USA standard (USA)

date and time 67
ID (identifier)

differences between Query/36 and Query for
iSeries 195

file 36
Using in a query definition 36

IDDU (interactive data definition utility)
data dictionary 4
definition 199
example

creating IDDU definition 199
introduction 4
main (system) menu 199

identifier (ID)
differences between Query/36 and Query for

iSeries 195
file 36
Using in a query definition 36

Ignore Character Substitution display 165
ignoring decimal data error 164
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increasing the decimal precision 190
information for programmers, advanced 187
interactive data definition utility (IDDU)

data dictionary 4
definition 199
example

creating IDDU definition 199
introduction 4
main (system) menu 199

interactive processing
limiting 243
restricting 243

internal numeric calculations
length and decimal positions 189

International Standards Organization (ISO)
date and time 67

introduction to Query
concepts 3

IS (is) comparison test 95, 96
ISNOT (is not) comparison test 95, 96
ISO (International Standards Organization)

date and time 67

J
Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS)

date and time 67
JIS (Japanese Industrial Standard)

date and time 67
JJ (double-byte J) 8
join operation

performance recommendations 239
join selection tests

definition 231
join test

CCSID (coded character set identifier) 252
code

L, T, or Z 45
data restrictions 45
displaying 53
specifying 43
valid comparisons 45

joining files 42
advanced information for 188
description 43
differences between Query/36 and Query for

iSeries 195
example

selecting matched records for all selected
files 47

selecting matched records using a primary
file 48

selecting unmatched primary file records 48
sequencing secondary files for a primary join 49

how to join 43
matched records join 43
matched records with primary file join 43
rules 44
secondary file sequence rule 49
types of join 43
unmatched records with primary file join 43

K
key

function 8
Print 9

keyed sequence access path
definition 231

L
L, T, or Z

join test 45
labeled duration

definition 73
labeled duration

adding 235
subtracting 235

language code-page CCSIDs 256
language collating sequence query 114
layout

displaying report 8
LE (less than or equal) comparison test 95, 96, 165
leading zero

replacing 127
length

fields in a report 120
result field 85, 188

length and decimal positions
used for internal numeric calculations 189

level, break 139
library

definition 5
selecting for file selection 34
selecting from list 10
selecting items from list

Work with Queries display 16
special names 10

library default
S/36 environment 196

LIKE (like) comparison test 165
DBCS 99
similar patterns 95, 98

LIKE pattern
DBCS-graphic 100
DBCS-only 100
DBCS-open 100
non-DBCS character 99

linked file
differences between Query/36 and Query for

iSeries 195
list

(LIST) comparison test 95
displaying 9
generic name

using to obtain a subset list 14
library (*LIBL) 10
names of queries

Work with Queries display 14
NOT LIST comparison test 95
positioning

Work with Queries display 15
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list (continued)
selecting items

how 10
library name 10
queries 10
query name 10

selecting items from 16
library 14

subset
Work with Queries display 14

LIST (list) comparison test 95, 97, 165
LOCAL time standard

date and time 67
logical file

definition 5
using with Query or DB2 UDB for iSeries

programs 55
long comment

using F23 to display 10
LT (less than) comparison test 95, 96, 165

M
marking

CCSID (coded character set identifier) 247
matched records join

use every record 43
matched records with primary file join 43

field length restrictions 44
maximum record length

database output 30
maximum summary function

null value 136
member

selecting for file selection 35, 39
menu

IDDU (interactive data definition utility) 199
Query for iSeries Utilities 11

merge
column spacing exception 119

message
Query for iSeries 18
Query for iSeries status 241

message response
differences between Query/36 and Query for

iSeries 196
MICROSECOND function

argument rules 77
syntax diagram 77

migrating query definition
restriction 197

migration
N to N-1 241

minimum summary function
null value 136

MINUTE function
argument rules 77
syntax diagram 77

MONTH function
argument rules 78
syntax diagram 78

moving
through definition display 30

multilingual environment
result field

naming conventions 58
multiple

Query for iSeries task 13
selecting files for a query 35

N
name

generic 9
numeric field 59
query definition 27
result field 58
special library 10

naming conventions
result field

multilingual environment 58
NE (not equal) comparison test 95, 96, 165
negative sign

editing numeric field 125
NLIKE (not like) comparison test 95, 98, 165
NLIST (not list) comparison test 95, 165
null field

*ALL join 44
joining 45
types 8

null value
average summary function 136
count summary function 136
maximum summary function 136
minimum summary function 136
record selection test 95
total summary function 135

null-capable field
release restrictions 241

numeric
calculations

length and decimal positions 189
constant

record selection test 94
rules for using 59

expression 58
field

converting to a date 71
describing editing 124
editing 122
ignoring error in during processing 164
length and decimal positions 85, 189
numeric dates, working with 71
rounding during processing 164
using in result fields 59

operators 58
numeric expression

result field 59
numeric field 233, 234
numeric formats

packed decimal 233
zoned decimal 233
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O
object

DB2 UDB for iSeries program 5
query definition 5

omitting field from report 121
OO (double-byte O) 8
operator

concatenation (||) 60
null value 60
numeric 58

optimization
definition 231

OR condition
specifying selection tests 236

OR connection
record selection test 101

output
database file

defining 154
specifying 145

detailed 145
display 145
form

selecting 145, 237
printer 145, 148
summary only

differences between Query/36 and Query for
iSeries 196

specifying 145
to database file

differences between Query/36 and Query for
iSeries 196

type
selecting 145, 237

Override with Database File (OVRDBF) command 187
overriding

database files 187
spooled output 150

OVRDBF (Override with Database File) command 187

P
packed decimal fields 233
page footing

CCSID (coded character set identifier) 253
defining 154

page heading
CCSID (coded character set identifier) 253
defining 154

performance
designing or changing queries 234
tips and techniques 231

performance tuning
recommendations 241

physical file
definition 5

pictograph
DBCS (double-byte character set) 4

position to prompt 15
practice exercises 199

precision
result fields 190

primary file
definition 238
used in file join operations 43

primary record
select/omit criteria 43

Print key 9
printer

defining printout cover page 152
selecting for query output 145, 148
specifying page heading and footing 153
specifying spooled output override 150

printing
differences between Query/36 and Query for

iSeries 196
display 9
query definition 12, 180

processing option
differences between Query/36 and Query for

iSeries 196
ignoring decimal data error 164
purpose 163
rounding numeric field values 164
specifying 238

processing options
character comparisons 176
collating sequence 176

profile
Query for iSeries 18

programming considerations 187
prompt

description 7
position to

Work with Queries display 15
specifying library name 13
specifying query name 13
subset

Work with Queries display 14

Q
query

defining tips 234
running 169

Query
practice exercises 199

query definition
changing 30

example 211
explanation 173

considerations when changing 176
copying 177
copying before changing 173
creating

advanced example 215
example 206
Work with Queries display 27

Define the Query display 28
definition 5
deleting 178
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query definition (continued)
DLTQRY command 11, 178
Query for iSeries Utilities menu 11
Work with Queries display 178

displaying 179
exiting 167
information printed 181
migrating restriction 197
naming 27
naming restrictions

multilingual environment 27
printing 180
Query for iSeries menu

deleting from 11
renaming 178
running 8
saving 167
selecting files 33
selecting from list 10
selecting options 29
specifying authority 168

Query for iSeries
command 11
definition 3
differences from Query/36 195
error 18
exiting 7, 167
how a collating sequence affects 112
introduction

description 3
language sequences 249
menu

getting to 7
using 11

message 18
multiple query tasks 13
profile 18
starting 7, 11
task

choosing 13
description 5
illustration 6

tips and techniques 231
working with 11

query processing 231

R
RANGE (range) comparison test 95, 96
record

definition 3
determining order for query 105
matched 238
selection

CCSID (coded character set identifier) 251
connecting example 101
default 91
test 94, 95

selection test
adding 103
connecting with AND and OR 101

record (continued)
selection test (continued)

DBCS LIKE 99
DBCS NLIKE (not like) 99
EQ (equal) 95, 96
GE (greater than or equal) 95, 96
GT (greater than) 95, 96
IS (is) 95
ISNOT (is not) 95
LE (less than or equal) 95, 96
LIKE (like) 95, 98
LIST (list) 95, 97
LT (less than) 95, 96
NE (not equal) 95, 96
NLIKE (not like) 95, 98
NLIST (not list) 95
RANGE (range) 95, 96
removing 103

unmatched 239, 241
record format 187

definition 3
printing example 182
selecting for file selection

Select Record Format display 40
Specify File Selections display 35

record selection
CCSID (coded character set identifier) 253

record selection test
definition 231
OR condition 236
performance recommendations 235

related printed information 259
relational database file 5
removing

record selection test (comparison) 103
result field 86

renaming query definition 178
report

break
case sensitivity 142
CCSID (coded character set identifier) 253
defining 139
definition 139
differences between Query/36 and Query for

iSeries 196
example of defining 140
fields other than sort fields 188
formatting 143
levels 139
text 144

column formatting
heading 119
length and decimal position for field 120
spacing 119

field 54
omitting 121

missing 54
output

database file 145, 154
display 145
printer 145, 148
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report (continued)
summary function 237

specifying 135
types 135

using F13 to display layout 8
using F5 to display 8, 169

restriction
migration definitions 197

result field
adding 86
CCSID (coded character set identifier) 252
character 60
character constant 60, 66
column heading 85
concatenation (||) operation 60
creating 57
date 66
decimal position 85, 188
defining

DBCS 187
unique name 57

differences between Query/36 and Query for
iSeries 196

example of defining 86
expression

character 60
numeric 59
operator 58

length 85, 188
multilingual environment

naming conventions 58
naming 58
numeric constant 59
numeric fields 59
other data types 68
removing 86
SUBSTR (substring) function 61
time 66
timestamp 66
tips and techniques 235

result fields
decimal precision 190

results
checking query 8

returning to Define the Query Display 30
rounding numeric field value 164
rule

function
char 74
concatenation 60
DATE 75
day 75
days 76
digits 62
hour 76
microsecond 77
minute 77
month 78
second 78
SUBSTR (substring) function 61
time 79

rule (continued)
function (continued)

timestamp 79
value 62
year 80

joining files 44
Run Query (RUNQRY) command 11, 171
run-time record selection

CCSID (coded character set identifier) 251
running query 8

example 206
Exit This Query display 169
interactively

limiting 243
Query for iSeries menu 169
Query Utilities menu 11
RUNQRY (Run Query) command 171
using F5 169
with a different language 115
Work with Queries display 13, 170

RUNQRY (Run Query) command 11, 171

S
saving query definition 167
SECOND function

argument rules 78
syntax diagram 78

secondary file
definition 238
multiple join file considerations 49
used in file join operations 43

secondary file sequencing rule
example of correct method 50
example of incorrect method 51
rules for correct joins 49

Select and Sequence Fields display 87
Select Collating Sequence display 113
Select Definition Type (IDDU) display 200
Select File display 37
Select Member display 40
Select Record Format display 41
Select Records display

CCSID (coded character set identifier) 97
comparison field 92
comparison tests 91
select/omit criteria 43

Select Report Summary Functions display 136
Select Sort Fields display 105
Select System Sort Sequence display 118
Select Translation Table display 116
select/omit access path 232
select/omit criteria

primary records 43
selecting

collating sequence 111, 113
field for query 87

performance recommendations 235
files for a query

Select File display 37
Specify File Selections display 33
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selecting (continued)
items from list 10
library for file selection 34
matched records

primary file 48
selected files 47

members for file selection
Select Member display 39
Specify File Selections display 35

options
query definition 29

output type and output form 145
queries from a list

Work with Queries display 14
record for query 91
record format for file selection

Select Record Format display 40
Specify File Selections display 35

sort field for query 105
system sort sequence 117
translation table 116

selecting and sequencing field
example 88

Selecting Output Type and Output Form display 146
selecting record

connecting example 101
performance recommendations 235

selecting records to join
ignoring field case 191

selection test
definition 231
OR condition 236
record

example 101
sequence 87

collating
changing for query 176
default 87
hexadecimal 113
language 114
purpose 111
selecting translation table 116
setting default 111
system sort 117
user defined 115

sequencing
fields for query 87
query 87
secondary files for a join 49

sharing files 187
shift-in character

DBCS (double-byte character set) 60
shift-out character

DBCS (double-byte character set) 60
single-byte character set (SBCS) field 4
sort

field
CCSID (coded character set identifier) 253
collating sequence consideration 108
date, time, timestamp 108
example of how used 106

sort (continued)
field (continued)

null values 108
performance recommendations 236
priority number 105
selecting for query 105, 236
specifying ascending or descending

sequence 105
sequence

differences between Query/36 and Query for
iSeries 196

sorting DBCS character data 111
special library names 10
Specify Cover Page display 152
Specify Edit Code display 129
Specify Edit Word display 131
Specify File Selections display 33
Specify How to Join Files display 44
Specify Page Headings and Footings display 153
Specify Processing Options display 163
Specify Report Column Formatting display 120
Specify Type of Join display 43
spooled output override 150
Start Query (STRQRY) command 7, 11
starting Query 7
status message

Query for iSeries 241
STRQRY (Start Query) command 7, 11
subroutine

differences between Query/36 and Query for
iSeries 195

subset prompt
Work with Queries display 14

SUBSTR (substring) function
argument rules 61
null values 61
syntax diagram 61

SUBSTR (substring) operator
argument rules 62
DBCS fields

result field 187
null values 62
syntax diagrams 62

summary function
average 136
CCSID (coded character set identifier) 253
column summary values

location on report 137
count 136
maximum 136
minimum 136
performance recommendations 237
report 237
summarizing columns 137
total 135
types 135

summary-only output
database file 145, 160
differences 196

support
UCS2 level 1 character set 4
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symbolic character
DBCS (double-byte character set) 4

system administrator guidelines 243
system sort sequence 117

T
test

displaying 53
test pattern

DBCS LIKE 99
DBCS-graphic field

empty string 100
declaring 98
empty string 98
non-DBCS

special characters 99
special characters 98

test, join
CCSID (coded character set identifier) 252
code

displaying 43
L, T, or Z 43
specifying 43

text, break 144
thousands separator

numeric fields 125
time

arithmetic operation
decrementing 73
incrementing 73
subtraction 73

comparison 96
constant

record selection test 95
data type

description 66, 67
displaying format 17, 69
EUR 67
function

CURRENT(TIME) 80
CURRENT(TIMEZONE) 80

ISO 67
JIS 67
LOCAL 67
OS/400 format 67
sort considerations 108
USA 67
value

length 120
time arithmetic operation

addition rules 69
subtraction rules 70

time data
Display Report Layout display 8

time duration 73
time field

collating sequence 112
release restrictions 241

time field editing 127
time field name 66

TIME function
argument rules 79
syntax diagram 79

time value
arithmetic 69

timestamp
arithmetic operation

addition rules 73
decrementing 73
incrementing 73
subtraction 70, 73

comparison 96
constant

record selection test 95
data type

description 66, 68
function

CURRENT(TIMESTAMP) 80
sort considerations 108
value

length 120
timestamp data

Display Report Layout display 8
timestamp duration 74
timestamp field

collating sequence 112
release restrictions 241

timestamp field name 66
TIMESTAMP function

argument rules 79
syntax diagram 79

timestamp value
arithmetic 69

tips and techniques
using Query 231

total summary function
date, time, and timestamp value 135
null values 135

translation table
CCSID (coded character set identifier) 116
selecting for collating sequence 116

U
UCS2 level 1 support 4
unmatched records with primary file join

field length restrictions 44
records in primary file without matching records 43

USA (IBM USA standard)
date and time 67

user-defined collating sequence 115
using collating sequence 165

V
value

comparison 93
default 93
null

record selection test 95
VALUE function 62
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value length
date 120
time 120
timestamp 120

VARCHAR function 63
VARGRAPHIC function 65
variable-length field

release restrictions 241
verifying choice

creating or changing query definition 36
viewing queries on display 8

W
word, edit

numeric field 131
Work with Database Files display (IDDU) 203
Work with File Definitions display (IDDU) 202
Work with File Definitions Display (IDDU) 200
Work with Queries display

getting to 7
introduction 12
listing names of queries 14
running query 170

Work with Query (WRKQRY) command 11
Work With Query (WRKQRY) command 7
working with Query 7
WRKQRY (Work with Query) command 7, 11

Y
YEAR function

argument rules 80
syntax diagram 80

Z
zero, dividing by

example 83
zoned decimal fields 233
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New Privacy and Security Policy Release Introduction 

ISO ClaimSearch Solutions has released an updated ISO ClaimSearch Privacy and Security Policy. This 

version will replace the November 2010 version of the Privacy and Security Policy. The policy will go into 

effect as of August, 2015. All documents are required to be reviewed and all companies must return the 

attached acknowledging receipt form. ISO ClaimSearch will not be accepting any changes or edits to the 

Privacy and Security Policy, 

The policies establish rules and procedures required of ISO ClaimSearch participating Organizations and 

Authorized Users to maintain the privacy and security of ISO ClaimSearch. All Participating Organizations 

are accountable to ensure the proper use of ISO ClaimSearch by their authorized users, in addition to 

safeguarding and assuring the confidentiality of the information obtained from ISO ClaimSearch. Failure 

to comply with any part of the ISO ClaimSearch Privacy and Security Policies could result in termination 

of access to ISO ClaimSearch. 

 

The policies have four main objectives for Participating Organizations and their Authorized Users: 

• Ensure the security and confidentiality of ISO ClaimSearch information. 

• Protect against any anticipated threats and hazards to the security or integrity of ISO 
ClaimSearch information. 

• Protect against unauthorized access to or use of ISO ClaimSearch. 

• Ensure the proper disposal of information. 

 

Member companies have received three documents: the Privacy and Security Policy, the 

Acknowledgment and Receipt and the Data Access Authorization Form.  Although you may have signed 

a prior version of the agreement, it is mandatory that all ClaimSearch participating organizations 

credentialed by ClaimSearch complete and return these forms to ISO.  

If you have any questions on the new Privacy and Security Policy, please email njsupport@iso.com for 

assistance. 
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The ISO ClaimSearch® Privacy and Security Policies Statement 2015 includes one Agreement and 
Acknowledgment of Receipt Form and one Data Access Authorization Form that system Participating 
Organizations must complete, sign, and return to ISO:

Attention: Membership Subscriber Services 
ISO / Verisk Analytics
545 Washington Boulevard
Jersey City, NJ 07310-1686
E-mail: claimsearch.sales@iso.com

Agreement and Acknowledgment of Receipt Form — This form indicates that the recipient has received 
and is familiar with the contents of the ISO ClaimSearch Privacy and Security Policies as related to ISO 
ClaimSearch operations and that the organization and all Authorized Users designated by the organization 
will abide by the requirements with respect to security and access to the system, use of the data provided by 
the system, and customer and user authorization and credentialing. It is mandatory that all ISO ClaimSearch 
Participating Organizations credentialed by ISO ClaimSearch complete and return this form to ISO.

Data Access Authorization Form — This form allows you to restrict law enforcement, state fraud bureau, 
and state fire marshal access to the data you provide to ISO ClaimSearch. The system default will grant data 
access to qualifying law enforcement agencies. At the request of the NICB, ISO gives insurers the opportunity 
to permit law enforcement access for investigating or prosecuting insurance-related crime and for developing 
background information about a specific individual or list of individuals identified as persons of interest 
with regard to homeland security activity. Return of this form is optional.

© Insurance Services Office, Inc., 1999, 2015. Verisk Analytics, ISO, the ISO logo, and ISO ClaimSearch are registered trademarks and ISO ClaimSearch 
DNA is a trademark of Insurance Services Office, Inc. Decision Net is a registered trademark of ISO Services, Inc. NetMap is a registered trademark and 
NetMap for Claims is a trademark of ISO Claims Services, Inc. All other product or corporate names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies.
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Preface: 2015 Edition Summary of Changes (from 2010 Edition)

Part 1: Introduction and Statement
• Includes Defined Terms section
•  Clarifies Participating Organization responsibility to comply with credentialing and periodic recredentialing 
• Displays ISO ClaimSearch Privacy and Security Policies’ four main objectives
•  Specifies the requirement that reporting entities report claims before conducting an inquiry on the file  

or claim

Part 2 . Authorized and Prohibited Access to ISO ClaimSearch
Authorized Access
•  Clarifies the respective credentialing responsibilities assigned to ISO and NICB; separates them into  

two categories 

Prohibited Access
•  Additional clarification regarding prohibition on database use for underwriting as well as additional  

clarification regarding the access restriction for non–ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations

Training and Management  
New section includes details requiring ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations to educate Authorized 
Users about:
• the policies and requirements
• applicable laws, rules, and regulations 

Also includes requirements for Participating Organizations to:
• establish procedures to ensure compliance with the Privacy and Security Policies, laws, and regulations
• provide effective oversight of all vendors authorized access to ISO ClaimSearch
• reporting Privacy and Security Policies violations to ISO

Part 3 . Secure ISO ClaimSearch Information
Physical security and system security sections are condensed to emphasize standards such as:
• system access and usage based on “need to know” 
• encryption requirements for devices, storage, and transmission 
• added requirement not to return nonwiped hard drives to vendors for repair or replacement
• required time-out for all devices used to access ISO ClaimSearch information

Regarding identification, authentication, and access control:
• Requirements displayed in non-SSO and SSO requirements
•  Added a User Account Setup section that outlines the requirements for Authorized Users when initially  

setting up a profile
•  Added stand-alone Restrict Authorized Users to Range of Internet (IP) Addresses section that includes a  

recommendation for IP blocking
•  Former Authorized Users section has been entered into new Authorized User Access Limitations section. 
•  Expanded Authorized User Access Limitations section now includes access to new products  

(Decision Net®, SIU Analyst IQ download, and ISO ClaimSearch DNATM)
•  Added a new Access outside the United States section to address expectations of consistent handling by  

offshore entities accessing ISO ClaimSearch data
•  Added new Access to the Social Security Administration (SSA) Limited Access Death Master File (DMF) 

section

Part 4: Monitoring, Detection, and Surveillance
This section includes portions of the former edition’s Part 4: Systems Security, II. Detection and Surveillance, 
and expands the discussion of Threat Monitoring, Audit Trail, and Incident Response.
•  Audit Trail section builds on the permitted internal usage of the audit trail function and recommends  

that Participating Organizations monitor their own internal usage by requesting audit trail reports for 
self-audits.

•  Incident Response section is divided into two subsections, ISO ClaimSearch and Participating Organizations. 
•  Participating Organizations subsection specifies the requirements for end users and organizations to notify 

ISO ClaimSearch in the event of an actual or suspected compromise of ISO information or a breach in 
their system that may affect ISO ClaimSearch.

Part 5 . Regulations and Statutes
• Added Disclosure of Historical Information section 

Part 7: Information Disclosure
•  Requires acknowledgment by each Participating Organization that information must be held in the 

 strictest confidence and kept confidential
•  Additional details added restricting the redistribution of data received from ISO ClaimSearch to  

third-party vendors

Part 8 . Audit Procedures
•  Added a recommendation to Participating Organizations to conduct self-audits, identify areas not in  

compliance, and request compliance assistance from the ISO ClaimSearch compliance unit
• Added procedures for Participating Organizations that wish to audit ISO ClaimSearch
• Included details regarding areas of interest for ISO ClaimSearch audits

Part 9 . Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA)
• Added a description of HIPAA Final Omnibus Rule (2014) 
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Part 1:  Introduction and Statement

1 . Introduction
Since its inception in 1971, ISO has been the trusted manager of individual insurer data, safeguarding that 
data and adhering to confidentiality standards designed to assure customers that their data is secure. In 
addition, ISO’s bylaws prohibit the provision of an individual insurer’s data to any third party without the 
insurer’s consent except as required by law or by authorization. The policies do not limit or prohibit ISO 
from reporting information in states with statutory reporting requirements. ISO ClaimSearch® follows 
comprehensive privacy and security policies designed to assure compliance with applicable requirements.  

ISO ClaimSearch is the property/casualty insurance industry’s first and only comprehensive system for 
improving claims processing and fighting fraud. Each year, ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations 
submit millions of reports on individual insurance claims. ISO stores those reports in a database to help 
insurers, self-insureds, third-party claim administrators, law enforcement agencies, and state fraud bureaus 
detect and prevent fraud and process meritorious claims. ISO ClaimSearch supports those claim functions 
by furnishing essential data for researching prior-loss histories, identifying claim patterns, and detecting  
suspect claims. Participation is open to insurers, claims administrators, self-insured principals, pools,  
asso ciations, and trusts.

ISO ClaimSearch contains casualty, property, auto, and health claims submitted by insurers and other 
Authorized Users; National Crime Information Center (NCIC) stolen-vehicle files (“NCIC information”) 
and vehicle export and impound information made available to the National Insurance Crime Bureau 
(NICB); records on vehicles and vehicle theft; workers compensation and maritime claims; and vehicle 
information provided by third parties. To access law enforcement and manufacturers data (LEMD),  
ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations must also participate in the LEMD program with the NICB. 
The database also makes available public records, certain criminal information, and other third-party  
data as an optional service through Decision Net® pursuant to a separate agreement. The database plays  
an integral role in the fight against insurance fraud and automobile theft.

ISO provides access through online services to:
• ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations 
• National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB) 
• select government agencies (including law enforcement and criminal justice)
•  Regulatory Agencies (for example, Illinois Department of Financial and Professional Regulation, or IDFPR)
• other users

2 . Defined Terms
Listed here are commonly used titles and terms contained within the Privacy and Security Policies:

•  ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations are the NICB and those organizations credentialed by ISO 
ClaimSearch to obtain access to ISO ClaimSearch. These organizations can include, but are not limited to, 
insurers; third-party administrators; self-insured organizations; pool administrative trusts; automobile 
rental, auction, and finance organizations; state workers compensation funds; and claim service providers. 
ISO maintains the right, at its sole discretion, to authorize access to ISO ClaimSearch in the best interest  
of the Participating Organizations. 

•  NICB Participating Organizations are those organizations credentialed by the NICB for access to  
ISO ClaimSearch. These organizations can include, but are not limited to, law enforcement, criminal 
 justice, and Regulatory Agencies.
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•  Authorized Users are those end users who are granted access to ISO ClaimSearch by the Participating 
Organization. 

•  Adjusting of insurance claims involves investigation, valuation, negotiation, and settlement on behalf of, 
or in response to, an insurance policy or risk retention program.

•  Credentialing is the process for verifying that entities are legitimate and their purpose for the use of 
ISO ClaimSearch is authorized.

•  Regulatory Agencies are those organizations that can suspend, revoke, or discipline medical providers, 
nurses, pharmacists, and roofing contractors.

•  Federated Users are Authorized Users that can log in to multiple applications while having to authenticate 
once through the Participating Organization’s secure network. Along with authenticating the user, federa-
tion sends ISO ClaimSearch the user’s profile information and the user’s authorized permissions to access 
ISO ClaimSearch.

3 . Rules and Procedures Statement
This statement establishes rules and procedures required of ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations, 
NICB Participating Organizations, and Authorized Users to maintain the privacy and security of ISO 
ClaimSearch. Information assets include all data and software, whether internally developed or externally 
acquired. 

All Participating Organizations are accountable to ensure the proper use of ISO ClaimSearch by their  
Authorized Users, in addition to safeguarding and assuring the confidentiality of the information obtained 
from ISO ClaimSearch.

Failure to comply with any part of the ISO ClaimSearch Privacy and Security Policies could result in  
termination of access to ISO ClaimSearch.

The policies have four main objectives for Participating Organizations and their Authorized Users:
• Ensure the security and confidentiality of ISO ClaimSearch information.
•  Protect against any anticipated threats and hazards to the security or integrity of ISO ClaimSearch 

information.
• Protect against unauthorized access to or use of ISO ClaimSearch. 
• Ensure the proper disposal of information.

Participating Organizations shall ensure the following:
•  Access is limited to Authorized Users who need the information for legitimate purposes. ISO ClaimSearch 

may be used for the purposes of processing and adjusting insurance claims and investigating, detecting, 
and preventing insurance fraud. 

• Only credentialed entities can grant Authorized Users access to ISO ClaimSearch. 

• Information is secure from unauthorized disclosure, damage, and destruction.

•  For all Participating Organizations submitting claims, searches may be conducted only in connection with 
the investigation of an existing claim and where an initial claim report has been filed in ISO ClaimSearch. 
In addition:

 –  Use of the databases for the purposes of insurance underwriting (including ratemaking, risk classifica-
tion, actuarial calculations, and identification of prospective licensees or reclassification of licensees), 
policy cancellation or renewal, establishing or stabilizing claims payment levels, granting of credit, or 
other similar purpose is prohibited.

 –  Use of the databases for the purposes of creating predictive models or a derivative source of the informa-
tion or data or a database or derivative work products that do not support the evaluation of claims or 
the detection and deterrence of insurance fraud is prohibited. 

 –  The creation of a separate data warehouse consisting of ISO ClaimSearch subscriber match report data for 
a purpose other than to support (1) insurance claims processing and investigation or (2) fraud detection, 
prevention, and investigation is prohibited.  

•  There are procedures to audit the access to and use of database information and report on such violations.

•  Violators face sanctions commensurate with the violation or deviation from authorized use. For example, 
if an Authorized User uses ISO ClaimSearch for a nonclaims purpose, ISO may, at its discretion, request  
documentation of actions taken by the Participating Organization and/or take action to terminate the 
Authorized User or the Participating Organization. Sanctions include, but are not limited to, cancellation  
of access for the Authorized User or Participating Organization.
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Part 2:  Authorized and Prohibited Access to ISO ClaimSearch®

1 . Authorized Access 
Only Participating Organizations may access the system. Furthermore, only Authorized Users from those 
organizations may access claims information on behalf of the Participating Organization. User access to and 
use of law enforcement data shall comply with the terms of any agreement, memorandum of understanding, 
policy, law, or regulation pertaining to such access. 

•  ISO ClaimSearch® Participating Organizations have access to claims data and, if authorized by the 
National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB), law enforcement and manufacturers data (LEMD) (as defined 
in Exhibit 1, page 23) to the extent shown in Exhibit 2 (page 24) through online services that permit online 
referrals to and retrieval of information directly from the integrated property, casualty, and vehicle data-
base. Access by certain other service receivers is limited to the extent shown in Exhibit 2 as permitted by 
memoranda of understanding between the NICB and criminal justice agencies and the Insurance Bureau 
of Canada.

•  Third-party administrators (TPAs) may access the ISO ClaimSearch database only to the extent that the 
TPA is a Participating Organization and enters a claim to search the system or enters claims on behalf of a 
Participating Organization. 

•  Information providers, including salvage pools, vehicle manufacturers, and other information providers, 
submit claims-related information to the database. Such information providers have no access to the  
database unless they also qualify as ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations.

•  Claim service providers are organizations that also include vendors authorized by the Participating  
Organization to assist in the adjustment of claims and include, but are not limited to, functions such as 
first-notice-of-loss system providers, outsourced SIU investigative firms, and medical bill entry and  
subrogation companies. 

•  Law enforcement, criminal justice, and Regulatory Agency personnel may obtain online access to  
ISO ClaimSearch through the NICB. Access by those agencies will be authorized only to the extent that 
Participating Organizations permit such access to the data they provide (see Data Access Authorization Form).

 NICB Participating Organizations may request access for users within their agency and be approved for 
qualified, nonqualified, or VINassist®-only access based on the following definitions: 

•  Qualified agencies (full access) are considered “qualified” only to the extent that (1) their agencies are 
legally established for the purpose of, or have units with the primary function of, investigating or prosecut-
ing insurance-related crime and (2) the inquiry is for the purpose of investigating or prosecuting insurance- 
related crime or developing background information about a specific individual or list of individuals who 
have been identified as persons of interest with regard to homeland security activity. Access by those agencies 
will be authorized only to the extent that contributors to the ISO claims database permit such access to the 
data they contribute.

•  Nonqualified agencies (less than full access) are those agencies that do not meet the requirements of  
a “qualified agency” but may still access vehicle-related and vehicle claim information in ISO ClaimSearch 
through the NICB. Vehicle-related and vehicle claim information includes theft and salvage claims, impounds, 
exports, automobile physical damage claim system, vehicle shipping, and assembly.

•  VINassist-only provides access to VINassist, which aids in correcting or completing erroneous or partial 
vehicle identification numbers (VINs). VINassist also decodes VINs to reveal vehicle information such as 
model, type, year, manufacturer, engine size, and restraint system type.

 In addition, law enforcement, criminal justice, and Regulatory Agency personnel have access to a wide range 
of vehicle-related data records (as displayed in Exhibit 2) through ISO ClaimSearch and Nlets (National Law 
Enforcement Telecommunications System).

2 . Prohibited Access
Authorized Users may not use the database for purposes of insurance underwriting (including ratemaking, 
risk classification, actuarial calculations, identification of prospective licensees, or reclassification of licensees), 
policy cancellation or renewal, establishing or stabilizing claims payment levels, granting of credit, pre- or 
post-employment screening, or other similar purpose.

3 . Credentialing of Participating Organizations
To further strengthen its Privacy and Security Policies, ISO requires Participating Organizations to comply 
with credentialing procedures. The NICB maintains the responsibility to credential NICB Participating 
Organizations. Organizations that have not successfully completed the credentialing process will not be 
allowed access to ISO ClaimSearch. If it is discovered that an outside party has provided fraudulent docu-
mentation or information, the fraudulent act may be reported to law enforcement.

Recertification of ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations’ credentials may be performed periodically 
(for example, at contract renewal) or at such intervals as ISO ClaimSearch may direct. Recertification is a 
process in which the customer is asked to represent that the credentials on file are current and valid. Recer-
tification may be required at the discretion of ISO ClaimSearch. Recertification may be accomplished by  
any suitable means of communication.

Randomly or for cause, the NICB may select an NICB Participating Organization to participate in a self- 
certification audit. Completion of this audit is required for an NICB Participating Organization’s continued 
access to ISO ClaimSearch. The user may have qualified access (full access), nonqualified access (less than 
full access), or VINassist-only access. The designated representative from the Participating Organization 
must certify that the user names provided by the NICB are currently employed by the agency or request for 
access to be discontinued. To maintain qualified access, the representative must also certify that the Authorized 
Users are actively involved in the investigation of vehicle theft and insurance-related crime or that the user 
may use ISO ClaimSearch for the purpose of developing background information on persons of interest 
with regard to homeland security activity. The representative must identify any Authorized Users who no 
longer meet the above criteria. 

4 . Training and Management
Participating Organizations are responsible to train Authorized Users and inform them of the importance of 
the data and the necessity of securing it. Participating Organizations shall inform their respective workforce 
members and agents of the nature and scope of their participation in ISO ClaimSearch, together with all 
applicable laws, regulations, and other limitations. 

To ensure the uniform and consistent control of information in ISO ClaimSearch, Participating Organizations 
shall educate Authorized Users about:
• these policies and all requirements
• all rules and regulations governing the use of this system
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 Each Participating Organization must:  
• establish procedures to ensure compliance with these policies, laws, and regulations
•  establish procedures to ensure compliance with the existing contract between ISO and the Participating 

Organization
• monitor any vendor’s authorized access to ISO ClaimSearch through the Participating Organization
•  report to ISO, in writing, any material violations of these policies or, in the case of an NICB Participating 

Organization, report to the NICB any material violation of these policies

Part 3:  Secure ISO ClaimSearch® Information 

1 . Security, Privacy, and Compliance Standards
All Participating Organizations and Authorized Users agree to the following:

• Comply with all applicable laws, rules, and regulations.

•  Safeguard ISO ClaimSearch® information by exercising due care in accordance with industry best practices 
or commensurate with a Participating Organization’s controls if the controls exceed industry best practices 
when handling all ISO ClaimSearch information in any form. 

•  Report to ISO all discoveries of inaccurate reporting to allow for corrections and the necessary disclosures 
to be released. 

•  Access or use ISO ClaimSearch only when you have a need to know that information and only when it 
relates to your job responsibilities. 

•  Never browse files containing ISO ClaimSearch information out of curiosity or for personal reasons.

•  Use care when documenting claims files with personally identifiable ISO ClaimSearch information,  
especially when those records could be deemed publicly available.   

•  Access ISO ClaimSearch only when using secure/encrypted electronic devices (workstations, laptops,  
tablets, phones, and so forth) from secure locations. 

•  Limit the potential for unauthorized disclosure when handling, processing, transmitting, transporting, 
and/or storing ISO ClaimSearch information. For example, protect against “shoulder surfing” or  
eavesdropping by being aware of your surroundings when processing or discussing ISO ClaimSearch 
information.

•  Do not share or store in written or electronic form user IDs and passwords that allow access to 
ISO ClaimSearch. 

•  Do not e-mail ISO ClaimSearch information that identifies an individual except through secure e-mail 
using industry-standard encryption. If e-mailing ISO ClaimSearch information as an attachment, encrypt 
the attachment. If the encrypted attachment password must be shared with the recipient of the file, do not 
transmit the password in the e-mail that contains the attachment. Communicate the password to the 
recipient separately, for example, by phone or in person. 

•  Store soft-copy files only when absolutely necessary, using industry-standard best practices or com men su-
rate with a Participating Organization’s controls if the controls exceed industry best practices, which include, 
but are not limited to, file encryption, device encryption, and authentication-protected access. (Refrain 
from transporting hard-copy ISO ClaimSearch information; however, if authorized by your Participating 
Organization to transport those documents, they must be under the control of the authorized workforce 
member and locked in a secure container when not in use. Refrain from sending ISO ClaimSearch infor-
mation by fax; however, if authorized by your Participating Organization, ISO ClaimSearch information 
transmitted by fax must have all personally identifiable information masked and arrangements made for 
the recipient to be present at the fax machine when the fax is transmitted.
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•   Do not send ISO ClaimSearch information unencrypted over the Internet that identifies an individual.

•  Dispose of ISO ClaimSearch information that is no longer needed using industry-standard best practices.

• Do not sell ISO ClaimSearch information.

•  Physically and logically secure all hardware and all media that access or contain ISO ClaimSearch  
information to prevent unauthorized access, use, or theft.   

•  Encrypt and protect (for malware, intrusion, and so forth) portable electronic devices (workstations,  
laptops, tablets, phones, and so forth) used to access ISO ClaimSearch with commercially available industry- 
standard encryption. 

•  Encrypt any and all media used to store ISO ClaimSearch information with commercially available  
industry-standard encryption.

•  Do not use personally owned computers to access ISO ClaimSearch unless you log in to the Participating 
Organization network through a virtual desktop environment. 

•  Do not mail or courier ISO ClaimSearch information in any form without encryption or masking  
personally identifiable information. 

•  Do not leave hard-copy ISO ClaimSearch records/files or electronic devices in plain sight when 
unattended. 

•  Do not return hard drives to vendors for warranty repair or replacement if the device was ever used to 
access or store ISO ClaimSearch information without securely deleting ISO ClaimSearch information  
from the device.

•  Physically secure ISO ClaimSearch information (in a locked drawer, cabinet, desk, or safe, for example) 
when not in use or not otherwise under the control of an Authorized User and only in an area where  
access control measures are employed to prevent unauthorized access by members of the public or other 
unauthorized persons. 

•  Access or use ISO ClaimSearch information only when working from a protected device according to 
industry standards. Device protection shall include, but not be limited to, malware protection and 
encryption.

•  Always lock your device (for example, workstation, laptop, notebook, tablet, phone) or log out of  
ISO ClaimSearch when not at your device.

•  Set an inactivity time-out on all devices used to access ISO ClaimSearch not to exceed 30 minutes for 
secure facility-based workstations and no greater than 15 minutes for mobile computing devices.  

•  Dispose of ISO ClaimSearch information using industry-standard best practices, including the following: 
 –  Securely delete hardware (hard drives, memory, printers, fax machines, CDs, DVDs, flash drives) that 

may contain ISO ClaimSearch information using secure delete, degaussing, or physically destroying.
 – Dispose of paper using cross-cut shredder or incineration.

• Limit use of ISO ClaimSearch as follows:

 –  Searches by ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations (excluding the National Insurance Crime 
Bureau) may be conducted only in connection with the investigation of an existing claim and where  
an initial claim report has been filed or is expected to be filed in ISO ClaimSearch through the claim- 
reporting function. Additionally, for searches involving doctors, attorneys, or other parties to the loss,  
the Authorized User must have a reasonable basis to believe that such search may provide relevant  
information in connection with a claim under investigation.

 –  Information obtained from ISO ClaimSearch on an individual may be used only in connection with  
the investigation of claims and such information may be disclosed only (1) to persons who are involved 
in the investigation or resolution of the claim, (2) to law enforcement officials, in the event that the  
matter has been turned over to the law enforcement authorities, or (3) as permitted under the ISO 
ClaimSearch agreement with Participating Organizations. (Authorized Users should check with their  
Participating Organization for any additional permissions.)

 –  The NICB and NICB Participating Organizations will limit the use of ISO ClaimSearch to assist in the  
investigation of insurance fraud and vehicle crime or to develop background information for homeland 
security purposes.

2 . Background Screening
Participating Organizations shall review the backgrounds of their Authorized Users to assure that only 
quali fied Authorized Users have access to the system. Furthermore, ISO reserves the right to deny access to 
any person or entity when it determines, in its sole and exclusive discretion, that such access would not be in 
its corporate interests or in the public interest. The NICB reserves the right to deny access to NICB-managed 
and -controlled data accessible through the ISO ClaimSearch system.

3 . IDs and Passwords: Non-Federated Users (Non-SSO)
IDs and passwords enable each user to access ISO ClaimSearch. A password reset requires the Authorized 
User to answer knowledge-based security questions. 

All Participating Organizations and Authorized Users must agree to and comply with the following:

•  Participating Organizations (not using user administration) shall immediately notify ISO or the NICB  
of an Authorized User’s termination, transfer, or any change in data-access responsibility to assure no  
further access.

 – ISO Participating Organizations shall notify ISO through njsupport@iso.com.
 – NICB Participating Organizations shall notify the NICB through techsupport@NICB.org.

Participating Organizations using user administration shall immediately implement changes through the 
user administration portal.

• Authorized Users must create strong passwords that meet ISO ClaimSearch system requirements:
 –  Passwords must be eight characters, must contain at least one letter and one number, and may include 

special characters. 
 –  Do not select easily guessed passwords, such as names of family members, favorite hobbies, pets, dates of 

birth, and other information about you posted on social media sites.

• Authorized Users may not share their IDs and passwords with anyone.
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• Account will lock out a user after three failed password entries.

•  Account or password reset requires the authentication of the owner of the account through knowledge- 
based security questions.

•  Passwords are required to be changed once every 90 days. The Authorized User will receive a reminder 
before password expiration and be prompted to change his or her password on the 90th day.

4 . IDs and Passwords: Federated Users (SSO)
ISO ClaimSearch has SSO (Single Sign-On) solutions for most of its offerings that can include full SAML 
(security assertion markup language) integration to our ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations  
that prefer this configuration option. Through the SSO solution, the Authorized User will have the ability  
to log in to ISO ClaimSearch only through the Participating Organization’s network using Participating  
Organization–issued credentials. When the Participating Organization that has opted for full integration 
and deletes an authorized credential, the corresponding ISO ClaimSearch credential is simultaneously 
removed for most of its offerings. To take advantage of this service, please contact njsupport@iso.com.  

Participating Organizations using SSO must comply with the following:
• All workstations using ISO ClaimSearch must time-out after no longer than 30 minutes of inactivity.
• Passwords must be at least eight characters in length and include a number and a letter.
• Each ID must be unique and assigned to only one Authorized User.
• IDs and passwords must not be shared.
• Specifications are provided by the ISO ClaimSearch integration team.

5 . User Account Setup (User Profile)
ISO ClaimSearch requires all Authorized Users to complete an account setup profile that includes:
•  reading, understanding, and agreeing to comply with the requirements within the ISO ClaimSearch 

Privacy and Security Policies and other terms of use (agreement may vary depending on a user’s type) 
•  providing and confirming Participating Organization’s e-mail address at Participating Organization or  

as otherwise authorized by Participating Organization
• responses to knowledge-based security questions used to validate identity, when needed

6 . Restrict Authorized Users to Range of Internet (IP) Addresses
ISO strongly encourages ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations to apply their unique Internet  
protocol (IP) ranges to allow Authorized Users to access ISO ClaimSearch only through the Participating 
Organization’s network or proxy server. This will provide additional protection to reduce the risk of  
unauthorized use of ISO ClaimSearch. To take advantage of this added layer of protection, please contact 
info.claimsearch@iso.com.

7 . Authorized User Access Limitations
Each ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organization shall designate workforce members involved in adjusting 
claims to be the only persons to receive or use ISO ClaimSearch claims reports and information and only  
to those features in the system needed to fulfill the business need. Authorized Users can be assigned access  
on a claim or SIU (special investigation unit) level. SIU-level access provides the Authorized User access to 
full identifiable information on the involved party and visibility into NICB open cases and referrals. ISO 
ClaimSearch Participating Organizations will notify ISO immediately of any change in such designations. 
Participating Organizations shall be responsible for ensuring that only designated workforce members access 
ISO ClaimSearch and that those workforce members use the information only for processing active claims. 
Any and all users that a Participating Organization designates as Authorized Users are subject to approval  
by ISO.

NICB Participating Organizations may request access for Authorized Users within their agency and be 
approved for qualified, nonqualified, or VINAssist-only access. 

ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations may limit access to one or more of the online options,  
which may include the following:

•  Claims entry permits the user to add claims information, claims referrals, theft/recovery, and salvage 
information to the database.

•   Claims Inquiry/query access permits Authorized Users to make investigative inquiries (for example,  
all vehicle, property, casualty, and referral information) and requires ISO ClaimSearch Participating 
Organizations’ Authorized Users, when prompted, to enter a reference number and/or reason associ - 
ated with the query in the reference claim number field. ISO provides special query access subject to 
ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations’ (excluding NICB) reporting of underlying claims to 
ISO ClaimSearch.

•  Decision Net® services access is permitted pursuant to separate agreements. Decision Net is a resource  
for access to third-party informational products for claims analyses and investigations. The information 
provided through Decision Net is derived from sources including, but not limited to, social media,  
consumer records, business records, electronic white pages, local/state/federal courts, DMV records, VIN 
information, and criminal records. Those tools support decisions necessary for successful claims process-
ing and fraud prevention.

•  ISO ClaimSearch DNATM access is restricted to SIU-designated levels. ISO ClaimSearch DNA is an advance-
ment of the analytics, data delivery, and formats used within ISO ClaimSearch to find patterns of fraud.

•  NetMap for ClaimsTM is software that analyzes claims information and other data to reveal hidden patterns 
of activity across multiple claims. The application searches and displays data from your internal databases, 
Decision Net public records sources, and the ISO ClaimSearch database. NetMap® uses automated analytical 
techniques to reveal intricate patterns of fraud perpetrated by claimants, insureds, internal staff members, 
and providers, including doctors, attorneys, and auto body shops.

•  SIU analyst IQ download allows Authorized Users to download ISO ClaimSearch Investigation Query 
(IQ) results output in an electronic format for analysis. This service is intended for a limited number  
of SIU Authorized Users per Participating Organization and requires authorization by a Participating 
Organization’s home office IQ contact or home office SIU management. It is the responsibility of the 
Participating Organization using the service to protect the security of the data downloaded from ISO 
ClaimSearch. The information obtained from IQ download cannot be downloaded to personal devices not 
approved and registered for work purposes. Mobile hardware such as laptops must be equipped with local 
encryption software and remote hard-drive “wipe” capability. The use of IQ download will be limited to 
500 records within a 24-hour time frame with the ability for the designated home office contact to review 
the activity and allow additional queries. IQ download reports will expire within 30 days if accessed and 
60 days if not accessed by the Authorized User. Under no circumstances can IQ download reports be ware-
housed locally by an Authorized User for any other purpose except in support of the investigation of a claim.

8 . Access outside the United States
ISO recognizes the need of our Participating Organizations to globalize business support functions, including 
granting certain ISO ClaimSearch access functions to personnel at offshore locations. All Participating 
Organizations are expected to manage their Authorized Users diligently and comply with their respective require-
ments under the executed ISO ClaimSearch product supplement and all requirements contained herein.
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9 . Access to the Social Security Administration (SSA) Limited Access Death Master File (DMF)
Following the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2013, access to the DMF for individuals who have died in the last three 
years is restricted to users certified by the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). ISO ClaimSearch 
has been certified to use a copy of the DMF for the permissible purpose of insurance fraud detection and 
prevention. Pursuant to our license agreement, ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations must also comply 
with NTIS requirements. ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations must have controls in place to safe-
guard the Limited Access DMF in accordance with the requirements of the SSA and/or NTIS. 

The Limited Access DMF does have inaccuracies; and NTIS and the SSA, which provides the DMF to NTIS, 
do not guaran tee the accuracy of the Limited Access DMF. The SSA does not have a death record for all 
deceased persons. Therefore, the absence of a particular person in the Limited Access DMF is not proof that 
the individual is alive. Further, in rare instances, it is possible for the records of a person who is not deceased 
to be included erroneously in the Limited Access DMF. If an individual claims that the SSA has incorrectly 
listed someone as deceased (or has incorrect dates/data on the DMF), the individual should be instructed to  
contact his or her local Social Security office. The SSA warns not to take any adverse action against any  
individual without further investigation to verify the death listed.

Part 4:  Monitoring, Detection, and Surveillance

There is no expectation of privacy with regard to the access or use of ISO ClaimSearch®. Misuse of ISO 
ClaimSearch can result in termination of access privileges as well as disciplinary action by ISO ClaimSearch 
and/or the Participating Organization. If improper or unauthorized use originating from a Participating 
Organization is detected, ISO will investigate and will notify the Participating Organization as soon as possible.

1 . Threat Monitoring
ISO ClaimSearch may monitor threats to the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of ISO ClaimSearch. 
Monitoring may include, but is not limited to:
• improper attempts to access the database 
• the number of illegal, unauthorized attempts to access the database system or its resources 
• unusual patterns of behavior

2 . Audit Trail
ISO, at its discretion, may also interrogate the ISO ClaimSearch audit trail to identify who performed a 
search on any specific individual or location as a further audit mechanism to ensure proper usage of the  
system. ISO encourages its Participating Organizations to request audit trail reports to self-audit their  
Authorized Users’ activity.

3 . Incident Response
•  ISO ClaimSearch — All reported incident findings, regardless of outcome, are tracked and documented; 

all assets involved are preserved; and post-incident review is conducted so as to continually improve our 
internal processes if need be.

•  Participating Organizations — Participating Organizations and Authorized Users are required to  
notify ISO ClaimSearch of any suspected or actual compromise of the information obtained from  
ISO ClaimSearch. Should an ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organization suffer a breach situation that 
may affect ISO ClaimSearch, the organization is required to notify ClaimSearchCompliance@iso.com 
within a reasonable time frame. Should an NICB Participating Organization suffer a breach situation that 
could affect ISO ClaimSearch or the National Insurance Crime Bureau, the organization is required to 
notify techsupport@NICB.org within a reasonable time frame.
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Part 5:  Regulations and Statutes

1 . Compliance with Privacy Regulations and Rules
Participating Organizations and Authorized Users of the database may access and shall use the database 
exclusively for purposes of processing insurance claims and investigating, detecting, and preventing fraud. 
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 (P.L. 106–102, 15 U.S.C., Section 6801 et seq) and the National 
Association of Insurance Commissioners’ Privacy of Consumer Financial and Health Information Model 
Regulation (“NAIC Model Rule”) and Insurance Information and Privacy Protection Model Act (“NAIC 
Model Act”) permit the use of the database for fraud-fighting and claims administration purposes.

The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act and the NAIC Model Act govern the privacy, confidentiality, and nondisclosure 
of personal information. Title V of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act protects the confidentiality of nonpublic 
personal information. Title V also contains exceptions that protect essential insurer business functions. 
Those exceptions — found in Sections 502(e)(1), (3), (4), (6), and (8) — permit insurers to exchange infor-
mation with ISO and with each other for purposes of claims processing and fraud detection and prevention 
without application of the Act’s consumer notice or opt-out requirements. The NAIC Model Rule contains 
similar exceptions.

The NAIC Model Act establishes standards for the collection, use, and disclosure of information that  
insurance institutions, agents, and support organizations collect in connection with insurance transactions. 
Section 13 of the NAIC Model Act specifically permits insurers to disclose personal information — without 
the individual’s authorization — to other insurers and insurance support organizations for purposes of 
claims investigation.

ISO will conduct its operations consistent with the United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) medical privacy rule implementing the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 
of 1996, the HIPAA Security Rule, the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health 
(HITECH) Act, and the Final HIPAA Omnibus Rule. Property/casualty (including workers compensation) 
insurers are not “covered entities” as defined in the medical information privacy rule. Property/casualty 
insurer disclosures to and use of ISO ClaimSearch® are not subject to the rule. However, a small minority of 
ISO Participating Organizations are covered entities and participate in their role as a covered entity, thus are 
subject to the terms of the HIPAA rule. ISO will ensure that information covered by the rule is protected and 
disclosed only in accordance with applicable rule requirements. ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations 
may not report protected health information under their property/casualty account. 

2 . Statutory and Regulatory Reporting
ISO may provide information on behalf of ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations to include, but not 
be limited to, state insurance fraud bureaus, state fire marshals, state child support enforcement agencies, state 
health and human services offices, or other agencies to comply with statutory or regulatory claims reporting 
requirements or other voluntary reporting on behalf of ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations. In 
addition, ISO may report applicable claims to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) on behalf 
of Participating Organizations in ISO’s optional Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) Reporting Service or to 
the National Motor Vehicle Title Information System (NMVTIS) on behalf of auto segment Participating 
Organizations to meet salvage/total-loss vehicle reporting requirements.

3 . Disclosures of Historical Information
In the interest of safeguarding and protecting all ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organization data with 
which ISO ClaimSearch has been entrusted, ISO ClaimSearch will not reproduce previously generated 
ISO ClaimSearch match reports to any Participating Organization for data mining or statistical purposes. 

Part 6:  Citizen Inquiry and Dispute Process

ISO ClaimSearch® provides a Citizen Inquiry process that permits an individual to review his or her claims 
history in the database as a requirement of the Insurance Information and Privacy Protection Model Act 
and to assure the accuracy of the data. Participating Organizations and Authorized Users shall direct all 
requests for information to ISO through ClaimSearchCompliance@iso.com.

1 . Citizen Inquiry
An individual can request a search of the ISO ClaimSearch database for all claim reports on himself or  
herself as a casualty claimant or first-party insured to validate the accuracy of the information in the data-
base by completing and returning a Citizen Inquiry Authorization Form, along with proof of identity, to 
ISO ClaimSearch. 

2 . Authorized Disclosure to Third Parties
Representatives authorized by the individual can request, on behalf of and with the written authorization 
from the individual, a search of the ISO ClaimSearch database for all claim reports on the individual as a 
casualty claimant or first-party insured to validate the accuracy of the information in the database. The  
representative is required to complete a Third-Party Disclosure Agreement provided by ISO and signed by 
the person for whom the search is requested. The agreement includes procedures and information upon 
which a search will be provided. Satisfactory identification of the individual is required. If the identification 
appears inadequate, the agreement will be returned with a request for additional identification to assure  
the individual’s proper authorization and identity.

3 . Disputes
If a citizen disputes the presence or accuracy of information in a database claim report, ISO ClaimSearch 
will investigate the complaint with the Participating Organization that reported the claim. If appropriate, 
ISO will update or remove the report subject to the direction of the Participating Organization.

ISO ClaimSearch staff will not delete or otherwise alter claim reports in the database without the autho-
rization of the Participating Organization that submitted the claim. If ISO removes or substantially alters a 
claim or other report, ISO will advise any Participating Organization that received the report as a match 
within a six-month period. If the investigation of a challenged report results in the Participating Organization’s 
instruction to leave the report unchanged, ISO will advise the individual. The individual will have the option 
to file a statement of dispute. ISO will add the statement to the ISO ClaimSearch database record.
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Part 7:  Information Disclosure

ISO ClaimSearch® Participating Organizations must not disclose third-party information obtained through 
ISO ClaimSearch — including such information as public records, criminal records, motor vehicle reports, 
medical records, and police reports — internally within the Participating Organization or externally outside 
of the organization except to workforce members or others involved in handling active claims investigations. 
Authorized Users shall not disclose third-party data from ISO ClaimSearch to unauthorized workforce 
members or to any entity not involved in the investigation of the claim other than the insurance Participating 
Organization or entity that provided the initial claim.

Participating Organizations that access third-party data shall use the data in ways consistent with the privacy 
obligations and any other terms and provisions of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (15 U.S.C., Section 6801  
et seq) and any similar state or local statutes, rules, and regulations; the Federal Drivers Privacy Protection Act 
(18 U.S.C., Section 2721 et seq); the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), 
the HIPAA privacy regulations 45 C.F.R. Part 164, the HIPAA security regulations 45 C.F.R. Part 16X, the 
Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act Pub. L. No. 111-005, the 
Final HIPAA Omnibus Rule, and any similar state and local statutes, rules, and regulations; and such legis-
lation, rules, and regulations as may be enacted by any federal, state, or local government body. In addition, 
Participating Organizations shall not use any information they receive from third-party data providers for 
consumer credit purposes, consumer insurance underwriting, employment purposes, or any other purpose 
covered by the federal Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C., Section 1681 et seq) or similar state or local  
statutes, rules, or regulations.

Participating Organizations that access ISO ClaimSearch information must acknowledge that much, if not 
all, of the materials and information contained within ISO ClaimSearch consists of confidential and/or pro-
prietary information. This information must be held in strictest confidence and shall be kept confidential to 
protect other Participating Organizations’ interests.

Participating Organizations should refrain from gaining access to, copying, republishing, transferring for 
any commercial purpose, or reading such information that they do not have a need to know. Participating 
Organizations may not produce ISO ClaimSearch match reports to any third party unless compelled to do 
so by legal process. In the event an ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organization must comply with a docu-
ment production request that includes an ISO ClaimSearch match report, the Participating Organization 
must redact all fields of information as they appear on the ISO ClaimSearch match report with the excep-
tion of the record type, date of loss, type of policy, coverage type, and the personally identifiable fields  
that pertain to the individual about whom the information is to be disclosed. If the product is reprinted  
or other wise used in part, the following legend must appear at the bottom of each page so used: “Includes 
copyrighted material of Insurance Services Office, Inc., with its permission.” Participating Organizations 
must use the third-party data from ISO ClaimSearch for claims adjustment and investigation only.

Part 8:  Audit Procedures

1 . Introduction
ISO establishes and publishes these audit procedures (“procedures”) for auditing ISO ClaimSearch® 
Participating Organizations to assure compliance with the policies and rules relating to ISO ClaimSearch. 
ISO may conduct audits of Participating Organizations in accordance with this Part 8: Audit Procedures of 
the ISO ClaimSearch Privacy and Security Policies. The goals of this process are to (1) assure compliance 
with the Privacy and Security Policies and rules relating to Participating Organization database access;  
(2) verify the accuracy of claims information submitted to the database; and (3) assure compliance with 
rules regarding the use of the Claims Inquiry Investigations Query (IQ) function and queries for retrieval  
of third-party information.

ISO ClaimSearch may perform periodic audits of customer compliance with best-practice industry procedures 
related to password administration and privacy safeguards to ensure protection of personally identifiable 
(PI) information provided by ISO.

At the sole and exclusive discretion of ISO, these procedures apply to the conduct of on-site and off-site  
customer reviews. Entities subject to audit agree to submit to and cooperate with audits conducted by ISO 
or an auditor appointed and paid for by ISO in accordance with ISO ClaimSearch audit procedures. ISO, in 
its sole and exclusive discretion, may perform random audits on a scheduled or unscheduled basis. ISO will 
supply reasonable notice for audits.

ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations shall cooperate with an audit, including the completion of  
a Participating Organization self-review using ISO-provided instructions. ISO may require a Participating 
Organization self-review in lieu of or in addition to any other audit type authorized in these procedures.
  
An audit may result from:
• random selection
• an increase in claims inquiry volume with no increase in claim reporting volume
• red flags indicating claims inquiries are not related to reported claims
• claim reporting where insureds or claimants are not policyholders or names are clearly fictitious
• other questions related to system usage and/or access

ISO ClaimSearch will provide reports on audits and self-reviews to ISO ClaimSearch management and  
the listed Participating Organization home office liaison or designee. ISO will not share information about 
audits or self-reviews with any other entity except as required by law or as authorized by the Participating 
Organization.

ISO strongly encourages Participating Organizations to perform self-audits to ensure authorized proper 
access is occurring within their organizations. Significant findings must be presented to the ISO ClaimSearch 
compliance unit through ClaimSearchCompliance@iso.com

2 . ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations and Other Claims Database Organizations
ISO has the option to conduct audits with its own personnel, jointly with NICB personnel, jointly with  
Participating Organization personnel, or with Participating Organization personnel acting according to  
ISO instructions. ISO will coordinate such audits with the Participating Organization home office liaison  
or designee and will work with Participating Organization personnel. 
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•  NICB — ISO and/or the National Insurance Crime Bureau may periodically conduct audits of the NICB’s 
operational and adminis trative procedures relating to use of the database. ISO has the option to conduct 
such audits with its own personnel, jointly with NICB personnel, or with NICB personnel acting according 
to ISO instructions. The purpose of such audits is to ensure compliance with policies and procedures as 
they relate to querying the ISO database.

•  Law enforcement, criminal justice, and Regulatory Agencies — To the extent not prohibited by law,  
the NICB and/or ISO in conjunction with the NICB may periodically conduct audits of law enforcement 
agencies that have direct online or query access to ISO ClaimSearch or access to queries through Nlets 
(National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System). The audits will review operational and admin-
istrative procedures relating to use of the database. These audits may be conducted solely by or in con-
junction with NICB personnel and law enforcement liaisons or designees. The purposes of such audits  
are to (1) ensure compliance with regard to querying the database; (2) verify the authorization process for 
system users; and (3) verify compliance with the ISO ClaimSearch Privacy and Security Policies.

•  ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations — For ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations  
that wish to audit ISO ClaimSearch, ISO ClaimSearch will, in response, produce a Service Organization 
Control Report (SOC Type II) completed by a third-party auditing firm for the data centers where ISO 
ClaimSearch resides. Because the ISO ClaimSearch database contains data submitted by multiple parties 
within the property/casualty and health markets, as well as law enforcement data, ISO will not produce 
reports, summaries, or redacted summaries of vulnerability scans or assessments.

3 . Audit Procedures 
When conducting an audit, ISO may perform procedures similar to:
• a random selection of claim reports and query transactions from the Participating Organization office
• reviewing the selection with the designated Participating Organization representative

The ISO system may continually audit system usage, such as:
• built-in red flags to identify instances of possible misuse or noncompliance with policy
• flag Authorized Users requesting and/or downloading potentially inappropriate amounts of data
• identify claims inquiries with no apparent associated claim reported to the database

The auditors may:
• notify the Participating Organization or law enforcement liaison of upcoming audits
• outline the audit scope and objectives
• supply a copy of the random claims reporting and/or query transactions 
• audit the validity and accuracy of records entered or queried on the system
•  validate the need for all active Authorized Users to have access to various functions within ISO ClaimSearch
• determine whether the organization is restricting system use to authorized activities
• examine security at the terminal and/or interface site 
• compile and distribute to the organization a report outlining the findings of the audit
• perform a follow-up audit in cases where deficiencies were noted
•  suspend access to Claims Inquiry and/or access to ISO ClaimSearch should a Participating Organization 

refuse to participate in the audit and/or previously noted deficiencies are not adequately addressed

Unless prohibited by law, the Participating Organization or law enforcement liaison being audited shall:

•  make available to the auditors all applicable files to confirm the purpose for entering and querying specific 
records on the ISO system (However, in the case of automated record systems containing all documents  
and reports, it will be sufficient for the auditors to call up the data for viewing on the video display without 
requiring the agency to print hard copy. Should ISO require supporting documentation for review, supply 
the supporting documentation within 30 days of receiving a written request.)

•  render all necessary assistance to the auditors to enable a complete physical audit of their files where 
applicable

•  produce Participating Organization policies or directives concerning the dissemination of ISO data

•  produce reference manuals for auditor inspection upon request

•  allow auditor access to all terminals accessing the ISO system to check security standards

•  attend or designate a delegate to attend the briefing and debriefing by the ISO audit team

•  when requested, submit a report to ISO detailing corrective actions taken with respect to deficiencies 
identified

ISO reserves the right to restrict or eliminate a user’s access for any breach of policy.
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Part 9:  Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA)

1 . Existing Procedures
ISO has reviewed HIPAA; the HIPAA Privacy Rule 45 C.F.R. Part 160 and 164, Subparts A and E; the HIPAA 
Security Rule 45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164, Subparts A and C; and the Health Information Technology for 
Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act. Those measures do not impose new obligations on the vast 
majority of ISO ClaimSearch® Participating Organizations. Since 2003, ISO has followed special procedures 
for claim reports that contain protected health information (PHI) submitted by ISO ClaimSearch Participating 
Organizations that are covered entities or business associates to covered entities. ISO has implemented 
administrative, technical, and physical safeguards that “reasonably and appropriately” protect such PHI.

Most ISO ClaimSearch customers experience no operational change to their information reporting and 
receipt procedures because property/casualty insurers are not covered entities under HIPAA and do not 
submit PHI to the system. Participating Organizations must consult with ISO ClaimSearch before sub-
mitting coverage and loss types of HEAL (health) into the ISO ClaimSearch database. Property/casualty 
insurer disclosures to and use of the ISO ClaimSearch database are not subject to the HIPAA rules. 
Furthermore, HIPAA does not apply to certain excepted benefits. Certain benefits are always treated as 
excepted benefits because they are not considered health coverage or part of a health plan. Excepted coverage 
includes accident and disability income insurance, auto no-fault programs, workers compensation, liability 
coverages, and certain dental and vision plans. 

The Privacy Rule generally restricts the use and disclosure of PHI by covered entities and their business 
associates. However, covered entities may disclose PHI to carry out payment and healthcare operations  
for their own organizations and for other covered entities. Participating Organizations that obtain health 
information in connection with workers compensation activities may provide that information to ISO,  
and ISO may provide that information to other ISO ClaimSearch members because workers compensation 
is an excepted benefit under HIPAA.

ISO considers only the claim reports submitted by healthcare Participating Organizations and their business 
associates as subject to the Privacy Rule, because these Participating Organizations are considered covered 
entities and are operating in their role as a covered entity. We then consider the information in the “alleged 
injury” field (legacy format) and/or the “part of body” and “nature of injury” fields (Universal Format) to be 
PHI submitted by covered entities to ISO ClaimSearch pursuant to HIPAA’s disclosure restrictions.

The HIPAA Privacy Rule affects specific types of insurance and Authorized Users:

•  Property/casualty insurance, self-insurers, and insurers (including workers compensation insurers) are 
not covered entities and will experience no change to their reporting operations. The injury information 
those customers report originates from a variety of different sources, including claimants and adjusters, 
and therefore is not considered PHI. Furthermore, the benefits that the property/casualty industry issues 
are excepted benefits under HIPAA. Also, Privacy Rule 45 C.F.R. Section 164.512 (2013) provides regula-
tory permission for covered entities to disclose PHI “as authorized by laws relating to workers’ compensa-
tion or other similar programs…” Workers compensation insurance claim reports are not subject to the 
disclosure restrictions that apply to covered entities. Property/casualty insurance writers maintain uninter-
rupted access to all property/casualty insurance claims. However, ISO restricts access by property/casualty 
insurance writers to claims submitted by covered entities and business associates.

•  Covered entities and their business associates may continue to report their claim information and access 
reports from the system. ISO executes business associate contracts with those customers. The ISO Business 
Associate Agreement (BAA) has been amended to address the HITECH Act and Final Omnibus Rule 
requirements. Covered-entity Participating Organizations may continue to access all property/casualty 
claim information. Under current ISO operating procedures, covered entities and their business associates 
may also access claim submissions by other covered entities and their business associates, but only if each 
entity either has or had a relationship with the individual who is the subject of the PHI being requested, 
the PHI pertains to such relationship, and the disclosure is for the purpose of healthcare fraud and abuse 
detection or compliance.

•  Qualified law enforcement Authorized Users will continue to access property/casualty claim information 
(including National Insurance Crime Bureau referrals and claims with case identifiers) that ISO ClaimSearch 
customers instruct ISO to make available to law enforcement but will not have direct access to HIPAA 
claims information.

•  NICB Participating Organizations will continue to access all property/casualty claims, referred claims, 
and claims with case identifiers.

2 . HITECH Act and Final Omnibus Rule
The HITECH Act portion of the 2009 stimulus bill amended HIPAA to make business associates subject to 
the same security rules as covered entities and imposes the same penalty structure for violations. Those and 
other new requirements for business associates were implemented by the Omnibus Rule, which became 
effective in September 2013.

The HITECH Act and Final Omnibus Rule impose other requirements on business associates. Business 
associates must notify the covered entity of any security breach. In turn, the covered entity must notify the 
individuals affected and, if the breach involves more than 500 people, generate a media notice. The covered 
entity must immediately notify the Secretary of Health and Human Services. In addition, all breaches must 
be recorded and included in an annual report provided to the Secretary of Health and Human Services.

ISO is in compliance with each of the HITECH Act’s operative provisions. This document will be updated  
as required to comply with future changes in the law. 

3 . Reporting to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)  
for Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) Section 111 through ISO ClaimSearch
When using ISO ClaimSearch to comply with the requirements of Medicare Secondary Payer Section 111 
reporting, certain data elements, such as ICD 9 and 10 codes, are required. However, ISO will take steps to 
ensure that ICD 9 and 10 codes are not disclosed to any external entity. Those data elements and all other 
CMS-specific fields will be included in reports returned to the entity that submitted the record and to  
CMS as part of Section 111 compliance reporting. ISO will not include CMS-specific fields of information  
in match reports returned to other ISO ClaimSearch participants. 
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Part 10:  Acknowledgment, Agreement, and Amendments to Policies

Upon executing an ISO ClaimSearch® product supplement and before initial system access, each 
Participating Organization shall acknowledge receipt of the ISO ClaimSearch Privacy and Security Policies 
and agree to follow the requirements by signing and returning the Agreement and Acknowledgment of 
Receipt Form. Furthermore, each Authorized User must execute an initial and/or annual online statement  
of compliance with the ISO ClaimSearch Privacy and Security Policies.

ISO, in its sole and exclusive discretion, may amend these policies as needed. When ISO amends these  
policies, Participating Organizations will receive notice providing a general summary of the changes and  
a copy of the amended policies.

Exhibit 1:  ISO ClaimSearch® Information

Claims Data

Casualty
• workers compensation
• auto liability
• medical payment
• personal injury protection
• auto medical payments
• homeowners liability
• general liability
• disability
• medical malpractice
• personal injury
• employment practices liability
• directors and officers liability
• errors and omissions

Property
• homeowners
• farmowners
• fire
• allied lines
• commercial multiperil
• ocean marine
• inland marine
• burglary and theft
• credit
• livestock
• fidelity and surety

Auto
• vehicle theft claims
• salvage
• motor vehicle reports (MVRs)
• Vehicle Claims System (VCS)
• auto physical damage
• VINassist® (insurance version)
 – glass claims

Law Enforcement and Manufacturers Data*

Law enforcement (U.S. and Canada)
• vehicle thefts (theft indicator only)*
• vehicle impounds*
• vehicle exports*

Vehicle manufacturers
• shipping and assembly*
• paperless MCO*
•  VINassist® (insurance version —  

mainframe and PC application)

Associate members
• vehicle fleets
• auto auction companies
• auto finance companies

Salvage pools
• noninsurance vehicle salvage

Other
• referred claim and case (indicator only)**
• lien data
• license plate reader data
 – Decision Net® 
• QuestTECHSM data**
• international theft and salvage
• rental vehicles
• American Medical Association sanctions

* To access law enforcement and manufacturers data (LEMD), 
ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations must also  
participate in the LEMD program with the NICB.

**Available only to NICB members.
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Exhibit 2:  ISO ClaimSearch® Access Matrix

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ISO PARTICIPATING  
ORGANIZATIONS

Law Enforcement (++)

Qualified Non-
qualified

Nlets
(+++)

NICB SIU Claims Car
Rental

Auction
Company

Vehicle
Manu-
facturer

State 
Fraud

Bureau

State
Fire

Marshal

Canada
ICPB

Queries

Finance
Company
(++++)

Canadian Public Info. Centre
“Active”
“Inactive”

X X X X
X

XXX XX XXX XXX
X* X*

National Crime Info. Center
“Active”
“Inactive” X X X

X
X

XXX XX XXX XXX
X* x*

Impounds X X X X X X X X X X X

Exports X X X X X X X X X X X X

Shipping and Assembly
Manu. Certificate of Origin (MCO) X X X X Y/N* Y/N* Y/N* Y/N*

MCO
Only X X X

Casualty** (ISO) X+ X X X X X X

Property (ISO) X+ X X X X X

Auto: Insurance Company 
Thefts, Salvage, and APD (ISO) X X X X X X X X X X X

Salvage (Pools) Noninsurance X X X X X X X X X X

Canada Insurance Crime 
Prevention Bureau (ICPB)
Export, Theft, Salvage X X X X X X X X X X

National Insurance Crime Bureau 
(NICB) Referrals

X X X Query 
Access 
Only

X X X X

NICB QuestTECH X X X*** X X X

Rental Fleet X X X X X X X X X X X

Lien Information X X X X X

Vehicle Claims System –  
VCS (ISO) X X X X X X X X X

Health and Human Services 
(ISO) # X X X X X X X X

License Plate Reader X X X

X Currently available to Authorized Users.

X* Information provided only to a criminal justice agency

X+ Access allowed if agency is a fraud-fighting agency/unit and access is approved by Participating Organization contributing the data

XX Confirms existence of active police record during claim submission

XXX Can query for confirmation of active vehicle theft

Y/N*  Provides law enforcement all information on shipping and assembly records from vehicle manufacturers 
Will indicate to non–law enforcement users only whether ISO has or does not have a record (Y/N)

** Casualty refers to bodily injury and workers compensation records

*** Available only to NICB members

++ Law enforcement has access through ISO ClaimSearch on the web

+++ Law enforcement accessing through Nlets can query only on a full or partial VIN, not on name/address, etc.

++++ Finance company access to impound and export records is through the NICB

# Health and Human Services provides information on sanctions against Medicare and Medicaid providers

Note on access:   Categories in bold italics are determined by ISO. 
Access to property, casualty, and auto is available to companies subscribing to that line of business. 
All other categories are determined by the NICB.

Part 11:  Questions and Answers

Q: What is the purpose of the 2015 ISO ClaimSearch® Privacy and Security Policies Statement?

A:  The 2015 policies update our earlier policy document distributed in 2010. The changes refer to  
updates regarding safeguarding ISO ClaimSearch information, HIPAA’s Final Omnibus Rule impacts, 
auditing practices, information disclosure policies for ISO personnel and ISO ClaimSearch Participating 
Organizations, and the addition of information on ISO ClaimSearch customer credentialing and recre-
dentialing policies.

   The major concern in all of ISO’s privacy and security policies and procedures is the protection of insurers’ 
data and individuals’ personal information. ISO operates in full compliance with applicable laws, such as 
the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, the NAIC Insurance Information and Privacy Protection Model Act (which 
several states have adopted), and the HIPAA medical record privacy and HITECH rules.

Q:  What can Participating Organizations do to keep data safe and ensure the protection of individuals’  
personal information?

A:  Participating Organizations must assure that information from the system is used only for the adjustment 
of claims and that their Authorized Users access the information appropriately.

Q: What should a user do if he or she discovers data is being used inappropriately?

A:  The user should follow the Participating Organization’s internal reporting process and contact  
ISO ClaimSearch Customer Support.

Q:  Will HIPAA’s Final Omnibus Rule of 2013 affect ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations?

A:  The majority of ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations are from the property/casualty industry. 
Property/casualty insurers are not considered covered entities under the HIPAA and HITECH Acts.  
Since claims reported to the Participating Organization and subsequently to ISO ClaimSearch are excepted 
bene fits, the HIPAA and HITECH rules do not apply. Specific protections are in place for information 
reported to the system from Participating Organizations that are considered covered entities, such as 
health and disability insurers. The Final Omnibus Rule did not alter the procedures regarding excepted 
benefits (see the HIPAA section, Part 9, of the document).

Q:  What entities, other than ISO ClaimSearch Participating Organizations, can get access to ISO ClaimSearch 
reports?

A:  Law enforcement, state insurance fraud bureaus, and the National Insurance Crime Bureau can gain 
access to ISO ClaimSearch reports for claims investigation, provided Participating Organizations agree 
to allow them access to their data. In the absence of authorization by the companies, access is permitted 
to specific claims information through the legal process. Citizens can gain access to reports on them-
selves for verification purposes through a Citizen Inquiry process.

Q:  Can ISO change or remove reports submitted by Participating Organizations?

A:  The data in ISO ClaimSearch is owned by the submitting companies. ISO ClaimSearch is a data custodian 
and will not change, modify, or delete any ISO ClaimSearch report without the express request or consent 
of the Participating Organization.
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Q:  Does ISO ClaimSearch purge data from the database on any schedule or time frame?

A:  ISO ClaimSearch was established in 1997 from the merger of The Index System, the Property Insurance 
Loss Register, and the auto database operated by the NICB. At that time, the claims reflected receipt dates 
back to 1992. Since the beginning of ISO ClaimSearch development in 1997, we have not automatically 
purged the database of any reports except for removals requested by Participating Organizations.

Q:  How far back in the database does the system search when a claim is received?

A:  For casualty claims other than workers compensation, the system searches the database for claims 
received within a five-year period. Because of lifetime workers compensation claims, searches on workers 
comp claims are extended to the entire database (back to claims received in 1992) for companies report-
ing in Universal Format. Auto theft and physical damage claims initiate searches of the entire database to 
identify all applicable VINs. All other claims are searched for matches of claims received by ISO ClaimSearch 
within five years.

Q:  How does Claims Inquiry differ from claims reporting in regard to searches and access?

A:  Claims Inquiry is a core service for property/casualty insurers and an optional (fee-based) service for 
noninsurers based on the ISO ClaimSearch segments in which the Participating Organization partici-
pates: casualty, property, or auto (vehicle).

   Claims Inquiry allows Authorized Users whose function involves the investigation of questionable claims 
to initiate customized searches of the database to investigate parties, service providers, and other entities 
that may be involved in the claim. A valid claim number is required to access Claims Inquiry. Claims Inquiry 
allows searches on specific data elements, such as names, VINs, SSNs, or other identifiers, throughout the 
entire database.

Q:  What effect will the new document have with regard to access by law enforcement, state fraud bureaus, 
and state fire marshals?

A:  None. As under the prior policy, Participating Organizations shall decide whether to allow access by law 
enforcement, state fraud bureau personnel, and state fire marshals. The default process is to allow access 
to the data by qualified law enforcement agencies, state fraud bureaus, and fire marshals. However, if 
Participating Organizations wish to limit access, they are free to do so. Participating Organizations are 
able to specify access of state fraud bureaus and state fire marshals by state.

Q:  What changes have been made to audit procedures?

A:  The audit procedures were updated to reflect current auditing practices. Should a Participating 
Organization elect not to cooperate with an audit, ISO ClaimSearch reserves the right to terminate 
access.

Q:  When do these policies take effect?

A:  The policies take effect immediately. We ask Participating Organizations for their compliance in following 
the ISO ClaimSearch Privacy and Security Policies and to complete and promptly return the Agreement 
and Acknowledgment of Receipt Form to ISO.
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Complete Parts 1– 3, sign, and return.

Participating Organization: 

Address/City/State/ZIP: 

In the interest of complete data for law enforcement, state fraud bureau, and state fire marshal investigations, we encourage com-
panies to allow law enforcement and state fire marshals access to their data. Each company, however, must make its own decision.

1. Law Enforcement Agency Access

Access is for the purpose of investigating or prosecuting insurance-related crime and developing background information on 
persons of interest with regard to homeland security activity. This is to inform ISO of this Participating Organization’s  policy 
with regard to access to claims data it contributes to the claims database system(s). The organization named above chooses to:
h	  allow access to its claims data by law enforcement agency personnel that meet the requirements established in the 

ISO Privacy and Security Policies. Access is limited to purposes established in the policies.
h	 prohibit access to its claims data by law enforcement agency personnel.

2. Online Access by State Fraud Bureaus
h	 Allow access for all states.
Deny access to fraud bureaus in the states checked below:
h	 Alabama
h	 Alaska
h	 Arizona
h	 Arkansas
h	 California
h	 Colorado
h	 Connecticut
h	 Delaware
h	 District of Columbia
h	 Florida
h	 Georgia

h	 Hawaii
h	 Idaho
h	 Illinois
h	 Indiana
h	 Iowa
h	 Kansas
h	 Kentucky
h	 Louisiana
h	 Maine
h	 Maryland
h	 Massachusetts

h	 Michigan
h	 Minnesota
h	 Mississippi
h	 Missouri
h	 Montana
h	 Nebraska
h	 Nevada
h	 New Hampshire
h	 New Jersey
h	 New Mexico
h	 New York

h	 North Carolina
h	 North Dakota
h	 Ohio
h	 Oklahoma
h	 Oregon
h	 Pennsylvania
h	 Rhode Island
h	 South Carolina
h	 South Dakota
h	 Tennessee
h	 Texas

h	 Utah
h	 Vermont
h	 Virginia
h	 Washington
h	 West Virginia
h	 Wisconsin
h	 Wyoming

3. Online Access by State Fire Marshals
h	 Allow access for all states.
Deny access to state fire marshals in the states checked below:

Executive Contact (print): 

Executive Contact Signature:

Title: 

This Authorization is subject to the terms and conditions of the participation agreement between ISO and the above-named 
Participating Organization and is not intended to limit or prohibit ISO from reporting information in states where there are 
statutory reporting requirements or as otherwise required by law.

h	 Alabama
h	 Alaska
h	 Arizona
h	 Arkansas
h	 California
h	 Colorado
h	 Connecticut
h	 Delaware
h	 District of Columbia
h	 Florida
h	 Georgia

h	 Hawaii
h	 Idaho
h	 Illinois
h	 Indiana
h	 Iowa
h	 Kansas
h	 Kentucky
h	 Louisiana
h	 Maine
h	 Maryland
h	 Massachusetts

h	 Michigan
h	 Minnesota
h	 Mississippi
h	 Missouri
h	 Montana
h	 Nebraska
h	 Nevada
h	 New Hampshire
h	 New Jersey
h	 New Mexico
h	 New York

h	 North Carolina
h	 North Dakota
h	 Ohio
h	 Oklahoma
h	 Oregon
h	 Pennsylvania
h	 Rhode Island
h	 South Carolina
h	 South Dakota
h	 Tennessee
h	 Texas

h	 Utah
h	 Vermont
h	 Virginia
h	 Washington
h	 West Virginia
h	 Wisconsin
h	 Wyoming

DATA ACCESS AUTHORIZATION

Return form to claimsearch.sales@iso.com 
z15121 (8/15)

Telephone: 

E-mail:

Date: 
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Participating Organization

We have received the ISO ClaimSearch® Privacy and Security Policies Statement (2015 edition). We have read the  document,  
understand the contents, and agree to follow the requirements. 

We understand that failure to comply with the ISO Privacy and Security Policies could result in restriction or termination  
of ISO ClaimSearch participation.

Participating Organization: 

Address/City/State/ZIP:  

Executive Contact (print): 

Executive Contact Signature: 

Title: 

Telephone: 

E-mail: 

Date: 

Privacy and Security Policies

AGREEMENT AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT

z15121 (8/15)

Return form to claimsearch.sales@iso.com
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IP TELEPHONY

Louisiana NASPO Contract Number 4400004339
Proposal #:

1221 Elmwood Park
Jefferson, LA 70123

Solution Configuration:
IP DESKSETS

Qty.
Unit List 

Price
Ext List 

Price Disc %
 Cust Unit 

Price 
 Cust Ext 

Price 
0 E129 IP DESKSET 69.00$              -$                 60% 27.60$                -$                   

15 9608G IP DESKPHONE 407.00$            6,105.00$        60% 162.80$              2,442.00$           

3 BUTTON MOD 24 218.00$            654.00$           60% 87.20$                261.60$              

0 9611G IP DESKSET 508.00$            -$                 60% 203.20$              -$                   

0 AVAYA B179 SIP CONF PHONE 1,090.00$         -$                 60% 436.00$              -$                   

15 AURA CORE R6 NEW SFTW LIC 275.00$            4,125.00$        60% 110.00$              1,650.00$           

-$                 #DIV/0! -$                    -$                   

-$                 #DIV/0! -$                    -$                   

-$                 #DIV/0! -$                    -$                   

-$                 #DIV/0! -$                    -$                   

-$                 #DIV/0! -$                    -$                   

-$                 #DIV/0! -$                    -$                   

-$                 #DIV/0! -$                    -$                   

-$                 #DIV/0! -$                    -$                   

-$                 #DIV/0! -$                    -$                   

-$                 #DIV/0! -$                    -$                   

Pricing is valid for 30 days

4,353.60$     

5047366833

JTATE@JEFFPARISH.NET

Product Description

Total Solution:

Itemized List

Phone:
Email:

Proposal for

Joe Monsour

Janurary 22., 2016

John bryant

Customer Address:

Solution Proposed:  

Date:
Quoted By:

Customer Contact:

JP  - Risk Management

Risk
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Accounting Department         
200 Derbigny Street, Suite 4200 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

364-2777 
364-2815 (Fax)         
 

TARA HAZELBAKER, DIRECTOR 
Thazelbaker@jeffparish.net       364-2777 
 
Cliff Smith, Operations Manager,  
CJSmith@jeffparish.net        364-2782 
 

Clerical Staff: 
Arlana Morgan, Executive Assistant, AMorgan@jeffparish.net    364-2791 
Dorothy Patureau, Typist Clerk III, DPatreau@jeffparish.net       364-2794 
Nina Miller, Administrative Assistant, CWinchester@jeffparish.net   364-2777 
 
Accountants:  
Dina Delahoussaye, Accountant II, delahoussaye@jeffparish.net    364-2784  
Hong Hoang, Accountant III, HHoang@jeffparish.net       364-2787 
Ingrid Johnson, Accountant II, IJohnson@jeffparish.net         364-2785 
Cynthia Justiniano, CJustiniano@jeffparish.net      364-2729 
Jeannine Ureta, Accountant III, JUreta@jeffparish.net    364-2773 
Charles (Joey) Vasquez, Accountant I, CVasquez@jeffparish.net   364-2783 
Jay Yambra, Accountant III, JYambra@jeffparish.net     364-2779 
 
Accounts Payables:               accountspayable@jeffparish.net 
Charles Ferrier, Account Clerk II, CFerrier@jeffparish.net    364-2793 
Kevin Kinsley, Account Clerk II, KKinsley@jeffparish.net    364-2790 

 
 

Payroll Division, Suite 4219 

364-2763;   365-3308 (Fax) 
Tammy Allen, Payroll Clerk, tallen@jeffparish.net                                                              364-2764 
Karen Lachute, Account Clerk III, KLachute@jeffparish.net                                                 364-2764 
Gina Ledet, Payroll Officer Assistant, GLedet@jeffparish.net    364-2764 
Geralyn Savoie, Payroll Office, GSavoie@jeffparish.net    364-2763 
Gloria Smith, Account Clerk III, GHSmith@jeffparish.net    364-2764 
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John A. Alario, Sr., Event Center 
2000 Segnette Boulevard 
Westwego, Louisiana 70094 

349-5525 
349-5533 (Fax) 

 
LYDIA FOLSE, DIRECTOR  
lfolse@jeffparish.net  
 

Michael Samardzija, Assistant General Manager,  

msamardzija@jeffparish.net  
 

Office Staff:     

Deirdre Cummings, Executive Assistant, dcummings@jeffparish.net 
Sharon McDowell, Secretary, smcdowell@jeffparish.net   
 

Sales and Marketing:  

Ryan Favret, Marketing Manager, rfavret@jeffparish.net 

Kacey Tessitore, Marketing Associate, ktessitore@jeffparish.net  

 

Operations:    

Drew Copponex, Operations Manager, dcopponex@jeffparish.net  
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Animal Shelter 
    

 
    

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

ROBIN BEAULIEU, DIRECTOR  

rbeaulieu@jeffparish.net                       736-6111 

 

Paul Bourg, Assistant Director, 

 pbourg@jeffparish.net            349-5111 
 

Linda Girard, Administrative Assistant, lgirard@jeffparish.net                           736-6111 

Edward Haywood, Shelter Manager East Bank, ehaywood@jeffparish.net   736-6111 
Jamal Johnson, Animal Care Attendant Supervisor, jjjohnson@jeffparish.net         736-6111 
Molly Burr, Animal Care Specialist, East Bank, mburr@jeffparish.net                736-6111 
Sarah Boisvert, Animal Care Specialist, East Bank, sboisvert@jeffparish.net   736-6111 
Brooke Bourgeois, Shelter Manager West Bank, bbourgeois@jeffparish.net        349-5111 

Martha Young, Animal Care Attendant Supervisor, myoung@jeffparish.net   349-5111 
Barbara Borel, Animal Care Specialist, West Bank, bborel@jeffparish.net            349-5111 
Bell, Ashley, Clerk II, abell@jeffparish.net        736-6111 

Borne, Tracy, Humane Officer, tborne@jeffparish.net     736-6111 

Brooks, Troy, Animal Control Officer, tbrooks@jeffparish.net     349-5111 

Ching, Kyle, Animal Care Attendant I       736-1111 

Every, Jarnee, Animal Care Attendant I       349-5111 

George, Shantrell, Animal Care Attendant I       736-6111 
Goudy, Laquita, Clerk III, lgoudy@jeffparish.net      349-5111 

Handy, Tiffany, Animal Care Attendant I       349-5111 

Henderson, Dejuan, Animal Care Attendant      736-6111 

Henderson, Joseph, Animal Care Attendant II      349-5111 

Henderson, Sean, Animal Care Attendant I      736-6111 
Jackson, David, Animal Care Attendant I       349-5111 
Leach, Dominique, Animal Control Officer       349-5111 
Legendre, Eleanor, Typist Clerk II        349-5111 
Murry, Kim, Account Clerk III        736-6111 
Naquin, Brad, Animal Control Officer, bnaquin@jeffparish.net    736-6111 
Neal, Shannon, Animal Control Officer, sneal@jeffparish.net     736-6111 
Olsen, Melinda, Animal Control Officer Chief, molsen@jeffparish.net     736-6111 
Ratliff, Joseph, Animal Control Officer, jratliff@jeffparish.net     349-5111 
Scott, Tori, Animal Care Attendant I       736-6111 
Tolar, Patricia, Typist Clerk III, ptolar@jeffparish.net      736-6111 

Vanburen, Paris, Animal Care Attendant I       349-5111 
Vicks-North, Erianne, Animal Care Attendant II      349-5111 

Eastbank Shelter 
#1 Humane Way 
Jefferson, LA 70123 

736-6111 
736-8729 (Fax) 

Westbank Shelter 
1869 Ames Blvd. 
Marrero, LA 70072 

349-5111 
349-5128 (Fax) 
 

AFTER HOURS/NIGHTS/HOLIDAYS 
Eastbank  >736-6111 
Westbank  >349-5111 
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Vicks, Bertrand, Animal Care Attendant II      736-6111 

Weigel, Karen Typist Clerk II       349-5111 

Winingham, Tiffanie, Clerk I       736-6111 

Young, Martha, Animal Care Attendant Supervisor, myoung@jeffparish.net  349-5111 
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Assessor’s Office 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Website: www.jpassessor.com 
 
 

Thomas J. Capella, CLA, Assessor 

Eastbank Office 
4901 Jefferson Highway,  
Suite 901                    
Jefferson, Louisiana  70121 

736-6370 
736-6883 (Fax) 

 

Westbank Office 
200 Derbigny Street, Suite 1100 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

362-4100 
366-4087 (Fax) 
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Budget Office 
General Government Building 
200 Derbigny Street, Suite 4200 
Gretna, Louisiana  70053 

364-2777 
364-2815 (Fax) 

 
ANTOINETTE SCOTT, DIRECTOR  
AntoinetteScott@jeffparish.net       364-3833 

          

Quiana Vaughn, Accountant III, Qvaughn@jeffparish.net    364-3834 
Tia Showers, Accountant III, TShowers@jeffparish.net    364-2789 
Kalvilyn Griffin, Accountant III, KGriffin@jeffparish.net                364-2795 
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Citizens’ Affairs 

Administration * Carnival/Special Events * Citizens with Disabilities * Senior Services 
 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard  
Suite 403 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6000 
736-6778 (Fax) 
  
 
SEAN BURKE, DIRECTOR  
SBurke@jeffparish.net         736-6012   
 

Cheryl Legohn-Tubbs, Assistant Director 
clegohntubbs@jeffparish.net        736-8700 
 
Administration, Suite 403       
Brandie Lange, Executive Assistant, blange@jeffparish.net    736-8701   
Jackie Casey, Typist Clerk III, jcasey@jeffparish.net     736-6100 
Tia Smith, Typist Clerk, III, tsmith@jeffparish.net     736-6100 
 
Carnival/Special Events, Suite 403      736-6778  
Cheryl Joseph, Administrative Assistant, cjoseph@jeffparish.net      
  
 
Senior Services, Suite 403 
Maria Cervini, Director Senior Services, mecervini@jeffparish.net   736-6065  
Mary Nelson, Secretary,mnelson@jeffparish.net                736-6066   
Rena Walker, RSVP Coordinator, rjwalker@jeffparish.net    736-6499  
       
Citizens with Disabilities, Suite 210 
Katherine Hoover, Disabilities Affairs Specialist, khoover@jeffparish.net  736-6086 
 
 

Film Coordinator 
Dominique Rotolo, Film Coordinator, drotolo@jeffparish.net    736-6094 
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Community Development Programs 

1221 Elmwood Park Blvd 
Suite 605 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6259 
 
DETRICH HEBERT, DIRECTOR    

dhebert@jeffparish.net 736-6262 

 

Director’s Office: 

Christina Benfield, Secretary, cbenfield@jeffparish.net        

Lee Floyd, Project Coordinator, lfloyd@jeffparish.net      736-6273 

 

CDBG Disaster Recovery: 
Nikole Ellis-Wells, Administrative Management Specialist IV, nwells@jeffparish.net  736-6271 

Ariane Morgan, Accountant II, ajmorgan@jeffparish.net     736-6262 

 

Accounting: 
Steven Pruett, Accountant III, spruett@jeffparish.net     736-6278 
Melissa Firven, Account Clerk III, mfirven@jeffparish.net     731-4453 

 

Home programs: 
Joey Moreau, Administrative Management Specialist III, jmoreau@jeffparish.net  736-6863 
Dianna Washington, Housing Improvement Counselor III, dwashington@jeffparish.net  736-6862 

Elizabeth “Liz” Ruth, Housing Improvement Counselor II, eruth@jeffparish.net   736-6267 

 

Planning: 
Faye Galland, Parish Planner III, fgalland@jeffparish.net     736-6279 

 

Public Services: 
June Durnin, Administrative Management Specialist III,jdurnin@jeffparish.net   736-6280 
 

Rehabilitation Programs: 
Helen White, Housing Rehab Program Manager, hwhite@jeffparish.net   736-6264 
Toya Jones, Housing Counselor III, tjones@jeffparish.net     736-6276 
Emann Batiste, Housing Improvement Counselor II, eb@jeffparish.net    736-6261 

 

Support Services: 
Connie Preston, Typist Clerk III, CPreston@jeffparish.net     731-4467 
Darlene Fretwell, Typist Clerk III, DFretwell@jeffparish.net     736-6275 

Lahura Burrows, Typist Clerk III, LBurrows@jeffparish.net     731-4450 

Unetta Lacoste, Clerk I, ULaCoste@jeffparish.net      736-6262 
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Community Justice Agency 
1221 Elmwood Park Blvd., Suite 607 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6844 
736-8717 (Fax) 

 
RONALD E. LAMPARD, DIRECTOR  

RLampard@jeffparish.net  
 

Joe Denny, Administrative Manager IV, jdenny@jeffparish.net 

Paytoniea (Pay) Palafox, Administrative Assistant, ppalafox@jeffparish.net 

Helmer Magnuson, Criminal Justice Analyst II, hmagnuson@jeffparish.net 

Denise Stine, Typist Clerk III, dstine@jeffparish.net 

 

Computer Center 
924 David Drive 
Metairie, LA  70003 

736-8983 
731-4685 (Fax) 

 

Adreanna Godine, Computer Systems Coordinator, Adreanna@jeffparishcourts.com 

Shawn Person, Computer Programmer/Analyst, Shawn@jeffparishcourts.com  

 

Home Incarceration Program  
200 Huey P. Long Ave 
Gretna, LA  70053 

364-3481 
364-3482 (Fax) 
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Constables 
 
 

JONATHAN LIBERTO, CONSTABLE, DISTRICT 1 
200 Derbigny Street 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 
364-2760 
 

Wayne Nocito, CONSTABLE, DISTRICT 2 
1887 Ames Blvd. 
Marrero, Louisiana 70072 
349-5349 

 
Frank Rawle, CONSTABLE, DISTRICT 3 
2654 Jean Lafitte Blvd. 
Lafitte, Louisiana 70067 
689-2208 

 
LEON F. BRADBERRY, SR., CONSTABLE, DISTRICT 4 
P.O. Box 356 
Grand Isle, Louisiana 70358 
(985) 787-2272 
 

Raymond Waguespack, CONSTABLE, DISTRICT 5 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 602 
Jefferson, LA 70123 
736-8714 
 

E.J. (JOE) BOURGEOIS, CONSTABLE, DISTRICT 6 
1803 Williams Boulevard 
Kenner, LA 70062 
466-7984 
 

Lawrence Hall, CONSTABLE, DISTRICT 7 
4008 Hwy. 90  
Avondale, Louisiana 70094 
349-5416 
 

CHARLES L. WILSON SR., CONSTABLE, DISTRICT 8 
1903 Short Street 
Kenner, Louisiana 70065 
461-0130 
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Coroner’s Office 
2018 8

th
 Street 

Harvey, Louisiana 70058 

365-9100 
365-1750 (Fax) 

 
 

JERRY CZITANOVICH, M.D., CORONER 
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Courts 
 
Clerk of Court 
General Government Building 
200 Derbigny Street, Suite 5600 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

364-2914 
362-6355 (Fax) 

 
JON A. GEGENHEIMER, CLERK OF COURT 
 
Frank J. Borne, Jr., Chief Deputy Clerk of Court, fborne@jpclerkofcourt.us 
 
 

Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal 
101 Derbigny Street 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

376-1400 
 

Division B  Judge Fredericka H. Wicker   376-1420 
Division C  Judge Marc E. Johnson    376-1440 
Division D  Chief Judge Susan M. Chehardy   376-1445 
Division E  Judge Stephen Winhorst   376-1415 
Division F  Judge Hans Liljeberg    376-1410 
Division G  Judge Robert Murphy    376-1430 
Division H  Judge Jude Gravior    376-1425 
Division  I  Judge Robert Chaisson    376-1414 
 

First Parish Court 

924 David Drive 
Metairie, LA 70003 

736-8900 
736-8376 (Fax) 

 

Division A   Judge Rebecca M. Olivier    736-8913 Fax 736-8992 
Division B Judge John J. Lee Jr.    736-8977 Fax 736-8995 
Division “T”  Traffic Court     736-8909 Fax 731-4671 
 

Juvenile Court 
1546 Gretna Blvd. 
Harvey, Louisiana 70058 

367-3500 
361-8033 (Fax) 

 

Division A   Judge Ann Murry Keller    367-3500 
Division B   Judge Andrea P. Janzen    367-3500 
Division C  Judge Baron C.Burmaster   367-3500 
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Second Parish Court 
100 Huey P. Long Avenue 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

364-2800 
364-2929 (Clerk of Court) 
364-3849 (Fax) 
364-2805 (Administration) 

 

Division A – Judge Roy M. Cascio  364-2800 
Division B – Judge Raylyn R. Beevers  364-2800 
 

Twenty-Fourth Judicial District Court 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 
200 Derbigny Street 

 

Division A  Raymond S. Steib, Jr. – 3
rd

 Floor-Suite 3700  364-3850 Fax 365-3347 
Division B  Cornelius E. Regan – 4th

 Floor – Suite 4700   364-3859 Fax 364-3909 
Division C  June Berry Darensburg, - 5th

 Floor – Suite 5700  364-3866 Fax 365-3383 
Division D  Scott U. Schlegel - 5th Floor - Suite 5400   364-3876 Fax 364-3418 
Division E John J. Molaison, Jr.  - 2nd

 Floor - Suite 2700  364-3884 Fax 364-3873 
Division F  Michael P. Mentz – 5th Floor – Suite 5100  364-3890 Fax 365-3307 
Division G  Adrian Adams. - 4th

 Floor - Suite 4400   364-3895 Fax 365-3395 
Division H  Glenn B. Ansardi – 5th

 Floor – Suite 5600   364-3904 Fax 364-2666 
Division I  Nancy A. Miller - 3rd

 Floor - Suite 3600   364-3910 Fax 365-3392 
Division J  Stephen C. Grefer - 5th 

Floor - Suite 5200   364-3916 Fax 364-3914 
Division K  Ellen Shirer Kovach - 3rd

 Floor - Suite 3100   364-3922 Fax 364-3480 
Division L  Donald A. Rowan, Jr. - 4th

 Floor - Suite 4200   364-3930 Fax 364-3928 
Division M  Henry G. Sullivan, Jr. - 4th

 Floor - Suite 4100   364-3935 Fax 227-1247 
Division N  Stephen D. Enright, Jr. - 3rd

 Floor - Suite 3200  364-3940 Fax 364-3455 
Division 0  Danyelle Taylor – 3rd

 Floor - Suite 3400   364-3945 Fax 364-2665 
Division P Lee V. Faulkner, Jr. - 4th

 Floor - Suite 4600   364-3975 Fax 365-3344 
 
Commissioners 
Criminal  Paul Schneider - 1st

, Floor, Suite 1500   364-3927 Fax 364-3973 
Criminal Patricia M. Joyce - 1st

 Floor, Suite 1500   364-3927 Fax 364-3973 
Domestic  Ruben J. Bailey - 1st

 Floor, Suite 1400   364-3747 Fax 227-1263 
 
Hearing Officers 
Carol K. Accardo – 1st

 Floor         364-3869 Fax 364-3775 
Karl M. Hansen, Jr. – 1st

 Floor      364-3869 Fax 364-3738 
Paul S. Fiasconaro – 1st

 Floor      364-3435 Fax 364-3956 
W. Paul Weidig – 1st

 Floor      364-3434 Fax 364-3829  
 
Chief Judicial Administrator - O'Brien, Michael - 2nd

 Floor, Suite 2100   364-3991 Fax 364-3840 
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Credit Union, Jefferson Parish Employees Federal 
736-6555 (Jeff Audio Response) 
736-6152 (Loan Line) 
 
www.jpefcu.org (website) 
yourcreditunion@jpefcu.org (JPEFCU Email address) 
 

VICKI P. O’BRIEN, CCUE, PRESIDENT  & CEO     736-6144 
vobrien@jpefcu.org 

 
Yenni Building Branch 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 207 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 
Alicia Sanders, Branch Supervisor 
 asanders@jpefcu.org         736-6144; 736-6139 (Fax) 
 
East Jefferson General Hospital Branch 
4200 Houma Boulevard 
Metairie, LA 70011 
Laura Brown, Branch Supervisor       818-3602; 456-5091 (Fax) 
lbrown@jpefcu.org   
 
General Government Branch 
200 Derbigny Street 
Suite 1300 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053  
Lea Barras, Branch Supervisor       818-3481; 365-3315 (Fax) 
lbarras@jpefcu.org  

 

Odom Branch 
5001 West Bank Expressway, Suite C3 
Marrero, Louisiana 70072 
Carla Creppel, Branch Supervisor       818-3505; 349-5850 (Fax) 
 cbourgeois@jpefcu.org  
 
Kenner Branch 
Salvador J. Lentini Building 
1801 Williams Blvd., Building C, Suite 101 
Kenner, Louisiana 70062 
Joseph O’Neill, Branch          818-3588: 818-3589 (Fax)  
joneill@jpefcu.org 
 
Silvia Pineda, Member Service Representative Supervisor, 
spineda@jpefuu.org 
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CREDIT UNION DEPARTMENT MANAGERS 
Rita Pinero, Senior VP of HR/Branch Op. /Training, rpinero@jpefcu.org   731-4592 
Patrice Nora, Senior VP of Card Services/Branch Op., pnora@jpefcu.org   736-6147 
Edward Kennedy, Asset Recovery Manager, ekennedy@jpefcu.org    736-6155 
Stephanie Laurent, IT Manager, slaurent@jpefcu.org     818-3626 
Mitchell Olinsky, Assistant Vice President Inf. System, molinsky@jpefcu.org   818-3624 
Darrin Bouchon, Accounting Manager, dbouchon@jpefcu.org    818-3624  
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District Attorney’s Office 
200 Derbigny Street 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

368-1020 
361-2585 (Fax) 

 
 

PAUL D. CONNICK, JR., DISTRICT ATTORNEY 
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East Jefferson General Hospital  
4200 Houma Boulevard 
Metairie, Louisiana 70011 

454-4000 
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Electronic Information Systems 

1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 700  
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6720 
361-2585 (fax) 

 
24-HR. COMPUTER REPAIR NUMBER - 736-6720 
 
 

RIDLEY J. BOUDREAUX, III, DIRECTOR, 

RBoudreaux@jeffparish.net        736-6720 

 
 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Division  
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 700  
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6720 
736-6123 (Fax) 
 

Greg Brousse, GIS Manager        736-6588 

 
 
Management Information Systems (MIS) Division  
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 700  
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6720 
736-6123 (Fax)              
  
 
General Government Building 
200 Derbigny Street, Suite 5500 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

364-2827 
364-2726 (Fax) 
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Emergency Management 

 
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) 
910 3

rd
 Street, 2

nd
 Floor 

Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

349-5360 
227-1315 (Fax) 

 

CHARLES M. HUDSON, DIRECTOR  
chudson@jeffparish.net 

 
TIMOTHY S. GAUTREAU Jr., ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, 
 Tgautreau@jeffparish.net 

 
Administration Division: 
Sandra M. Ancar-Encalade, Exec. Assistant, sancar@jeffparish.net 
Williesteen A. Burroughs, Typist Clerk III, wburroughs@jeffparish.net 
Christopher J. Cambre, Coordinator II, ccambre@jeffparish.net 
Robert M. Greene, Coordinator II, rgreen@jeffparish.net 
Sean P. Hurly, Coordinator II, shurly@jeffparish.net 
Claire Ward, EMS Compliance Officer, cfward@jeffparish.net  
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Environmental Affairs       
4901 Jefferson HWY. Ste. E 
Jefferson, LA 70121  

731-4612 
 
Landfill  
5800 Highway 90, W. 
Avondale, LA 70094 

436-0152 
 

MARNIE WINTER, DIRECTOR,  
MWinter@jeffparish.net        736-6443 
 
Katherine Costanza, Assistant Director,  
KCostanza@jeffparish.net        731-4633 
 
Michele Van Pelt Smith, Executive Asst., MVanPelt@jeffparish.net   731-4617 
Evaline Armstrong, Administrative Asst., EArmstrong@jeffparish.net   731-6105 
Carla Montalbano, Secretary, CMontalbano@jeffparish.net    731-4612 
Dianne Claffey, Typist Clerk III, DClaffey@jeffparish.net    731-4612 
Barbara Kolin, Typist Clerk III, BKollin@jeffparish.net    736-6106 
Joanna Lee, Typist Clerk III, JLee@jeffparish.net     731-4612 
Sarah Larock, College Intern, SLarock@jeffparish.net    731-4612  
 
Coastal Program 
Jason Smith, Environmental Quality Supervisor, JSmith@jeffparish.net   731-4612 
Xia “Lily” Zhou, Environmental Quality Technician II, LZhou@jeffparish.net  736-6441 
 
Industrial Development and Research Program 
Kathy Russo, Environmental Quality Sup., KRusso@jeffparish.net   731-6424 
 
Industrial Pretreatment Program 
Inga Dupré, Environmental Quality Supervisor, IDupre@jeffparish.net    731-4632 
Thomas Cooper, Environmental Quality Supervisor, Cooper@jeffparish.net  731-4620 
Christiana Duggar, Environmental Quality Specialist, CDuggar@jeffparish.net   731-4621 

Emily Federer, Environmental Technician II, EFederer@jeffparish.net   731-4627 
Randy Majoria, Environmental Quality Specialist, RMajoria@jeffparish.net  731-4619 
James Schultz, Environmental Quality Specialist, JSchultz@jeffparish.net  731-4616 
 
Landfill Operations 
Joseph “Rick” Buller, Landfill Engineer, Buller@jeffparish.net   731-6103 
Laura Becker, Environmental Quality Specialist, LBecker@jeffparish.net  436-0152 
 
Solid Waste/Recycling/Mosquito & Rodent Control 
Kathleen Collins, Environmental Quality Sup., KCollins@jeffparish.net   731-4612 
Barbara Arcement, Solidwaste Inspector, BArcement@jeffparish.net   731-4622 
William “Billy” Sanders, Solidwaste Inspector, WSanders@jeffparish.net  731-4622 
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Storm Water Program 
Sami Khalil, Environmental Quality Supervisor, SKhalil@jeffparish.net    731-4623 
Nancy Woodlock, Environmental Quality Specialist, NWoodlock@jeffparish.net   731-4639 
Diane Coughlin, Environmental Quality Tech. II, DCoughlin,@jeffparish.net   731-4618 
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Finance Authority, Jefferson Parish 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 505 
Jefferson, Louisiana  70121 

736-6311 
736-6313 (Fax)  

financeauthority@jeffparish.net 
 

TERRY McCARTHY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR  
tmccarthy@jeffparish.net 

 
Shelia Rodrigue, Assistant to Jefferson Parish Finance Authority, srodrigue@jeffparish.net  

John Singletary, Administrative Assistant, jsingletary@jeffparish.net 

Shawn Martin, Secretary, smartin@jeffparish.net 

M. Diana Bendeck, Account Clerk III, mbendeck@jeffparish.net 
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Finance Department  
General Government Building 
200 Derbigny Street, Suite 4200 
Gretna, Louisiana  70053 

364-2767 
364-2815 (Fax) 

 
 

TIMOTHY J. PALMATIER, Finance Director,  
TPalmatier@jeffparish.net         364-2768 
 

Kerry Schrieffer, Assistant Finance Director, KSchrieffer@jeffparish.net   364-2769 
Chentel M. Cretini, Administrative Assistant, ccretini@jeffparish.net   364-2770 
Maxcine Charles, Accountant III, Special Programs, maxcinecharles@jeffparish.net 364-2771 
Marisa Jones, Accountant II, MJones@jeffparish.net     364-2771 
Nichole Gaubert, Accountant II, ngaubert@jeffparish.net    364-2774 
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Fire Departments 
EMERGENCY DIAL 911 

 
 

AVONDALE VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT - 7TH DISTRICT 
Chief: Michael Ortiz, avondalefireco@cox.net 
President: Anthony Nocito 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
BRIDGE CITY VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT - 7TH DISTRICT 
Chief:  Gary Girard, fchief700@aol.com 
President: Gabe St. Pierre 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

DAVID CROCKETT VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT  
Chief: Michael LaBruzza, dcfd100@aol.com 
President: Gordon Carbo 
 

  
  
   
 
 
 

 
 

Station 74 
500 S. Jamie Blvd. 
Avondale, LA 70094 
349-5574 
349-5599 (Fax) 

 

Station 70 
2220 Bridge City Ave. 
Bridge City, LA 70094 
349-5570 
349-5670 (Fax) 

Station 45 
1136 Lafayette St. 
Gretna, LA 70054 
363-1490 
363-1492(Fax) 

Station 46 
501 Anson St. 
Gretna, LA 70053 
363-1595 
363-1594 (Fax) 

Station 47 
700 Gretna Blvd. 
Gretna, LA 70053 
363-1593 
349-5247(Fax) 

Station 48 
2000 Hancock St. 
Gretna, LA  70053 
363-1493 
349-5248(Fax) 
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EASTBANK CONSOLIDATED FIRE DEPARTMENT – 1ST DISTRICT  
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 310 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6200 
736-6209 (Fax) 
 

JOSEPH R. GRECO, JR., DIRECTOR  
JGreco@jeffparish.net                736-6200 
 

Dave Saunders, Assistant Director,  
DSaunders@jeffparish.net        736-6244 
 
Sandra Pearce, Administrative Assistant, SPearce@jeffparish.net    736-6201 
Robert Darcey, HAZMAT Officer, BDarcey@jeffparish.net     736-6208 
Steve Mutz, HAZMAT Officer, SMutz@jeffparish.net     736-6210 
Cindy Schouest, Administrative Assistant, CSchouest@jeffparish.net    736-6211 
Kathy Donovan, Typist Clerk III, kdonovan@jeffparish.net    736-6203 
Shannon Lesslie, Fire Records Clerk, slesslie@jeffparish.net    736-6200 
Ali Mutz, Fire Records Clerk, AMutz@jeffparish.net     736-6205 
 
JOSEPH S. YENNI BUILDING , Suite 404  
Dennis Guidry, Fire Prevention Chief, DGuidry@jeffparish.net   736-6207 
Michael Joseph, Safety Officer, MJoseph@jeffparish.net    731-4484 
Arthur “Billy” Zink, I.T. Specialist, AZink@jeffparish.net     736-6248 
Michael Defourneaux, Property Manager, MNDefourneaux@jeffparish.net  736-6214 
Chantel Schaefer, Fire Civil Service Secretary, JPfcsb4@jeffparish.net   736-6206 
Keith Neidlinger, Fire Education Officer, KNeidlinger@jeffparish.net   731-4439 
Brittni Espinosa, File Records Clerk, BEspinosa@jeffparish.net   736-6215 
Lynn Bourgeois, Fire Records Clerk, LMBourgeois@jeffparish.net   736-6212 
 

 
Fire Suppression 
On-Duty Assistant and District Chiefs      736-6204 
 

Fire Prevention Bureau 
5512 S. Lambert St. 
Jefferson, LA. 70123 
731-4430 (Fax) 

 

Dennis Guidry, Fire Prevention Chief, dguidry@jeffparish.net    736-6207 
Letisha Desmares, Fire Inspector I, LDesmares@jeffparish.net   731-4442 
Monica D’Antoini, Fire Inspector I, Dantoni@jeffparish.net    431-4456 
Courtney Lemoine, Fire Inspector I, CLemoine@jeffparish.net   731-4457 
James Noveh, Fire Inspector I, JNoveh@jeffparish.net     731-4459 
Marshall Gaubert, Fire Inspector I, MGaubert@jeffparish.net    731-4446 
Kim Melancon, Fire Inspector, KMelancon@jeffparish.net     731-4449 
Thomas Lowe, Arson Investigator II, tlowe@jeffparish.net    731-4458 
Samuel Vanover, Fire Inspector II, SVanover@jeffparish.net     731-4444 
Eric Bacon, Arson Investigator I, ebacon@jeffparish.net    731-4448 
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Hazardous Materials Division  
Robert Darcey, HazMat Coordinator, bdarcey@jeffparish.net   736-6208 
Steve Mutz, HazMat Asst. Coordinator, smutz@jeffparish.net   736-6210 
Cindy Schouest, Administrative Assistant, cschouest@jeffparish.net   736-6211 
 

Fire Civil Service Board 
Chantell Schaefer, Secretary,  JPfcsb4@jeffparish.net    736-6206 

 

Fire Alarm 
910 3

rd
 Street 

Gretna, LA 70053 
227-1343 (Fax) 

 
Robert Funk, Comm. Supervisor, RFunk@jeffparish.net      227-1389 
 

Fire Training Division         
3231 River Rd. 
Bridge City, Louisiana 70094 

436-9150 
436-9154 (Fax)  

 
Scott Berthelot, Training Center Director, sberthelot@jeffparish.net    
Mike Labruzza, Training Officer II, mlabruzza@jeffparish.net 
Mike Reason, Training Officer I, mreason@jeffparish.net 
Richard Parker, Training Officer I, rparker@jeffparish.net 
Steven Glynn, Training Officer I, SGlynn@jeffparish.net     
Annette Guillot, Typist Clerk III, aguillot@jeffparish.net 

 

Maintenance Division         
3711 Division Street 
Metairie, Louisiana 70002 

 
James Root, Fire Technician II, jroot@jeffparish.net     838-4220 
Jacob Schwartz, Fire Technician I, jschwartz@jeffparish.net    838-4220 
 
 
 

East Bank Consolidated Fire Stations: 
 
Station 11 
3525 Jefferson Hwy. 
Jefferson LA 70121 
838-4211 
 

 
Station 12 
968 Jefferson Hwy 
Jefferson LA 70121 
838-4212 

 
Station 13 
4642 Calumet St. 
Metairie, LA 70001 
838-4213 

 

 
Station 14 
1714 Edinburgh St. 
Metairie, LA 70001 
838-4214 

 

 
Station 15 
1101 N. I-10 Serv. Rd. 
Metairie, LA 70001 
838-4215 

 
Station 16 
5200 Lafreniere St. 
Metairie, LA 70002 
838-4216 

Station 17 
6616 Kawanee St. 
Metairie, LA 70003 
838-4217 

Station 18 
3430 N Causeway Blvd 
Metairie, LA 70002 
838-4218 

Station 19 
5512 Lambert St. 
Suite B 
Harahan LA 70123 
736-6219 

Station 20 
4110 Hudson St. 
Metairie, LA 70006 
838-4210 
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Grand Isle Fire Department  
Chief: Keeland Cheramie 
President:  Chris Santiny 
100 Chighizola Dr. 
Grand Isle, LA. 

985-787-2777 
985-787-2000 (Fax) 

EMERGENCY DIAL 985-787-2204 
 

HARAHAN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT 2nd DISTRICT 
Chief/President: Todd St. Cyr, 200@harahanfire.com 
 
Station 25 
1115 Hickory Ave. 
Harahan, LA 70123 
737-9957  
737-6002 (Fax) 

 

HARVEY #2 VOLUNTEER FIRE DDEPARTMENT 6th DISTRICT 
Chief: Scott Berthelot, smberthelot@aol.com 
President: Richard Parker, Richard.Parker@hvfcno2.net 
 

Station 61  Station 62  Station 63  Station 64  
639 Maple Street 2225 Lapalco Blvd. 3824 Manhattan Blvd. 1801 Gretna Blvd. 
Harvey, LA 70059 Harvey, LA 70058 Harvey, LA 70058 Harvey, LA 70058 
364-3761  349-3766  364-3763  364-3766 
364-3769 (Fax)  364-3762 (Fax)     364-3764 (Fax) 
 

HERBERT WALLACE VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT –   7th DISTRICT 
Chief: Thomas Berggren, Thomas.Berggern@hvfcno2.net 
President: Barbara Camp 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Station 76 
4040 Highway 90 West 
Avondale, LA 70094 
349-5576 
731-4578 (Fax) 
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KENNER FIRE DEPARTMENT  
Chief:  John Hellmers, jhellmers@kenner.la.us 
2226 Williams Boulevard 
Kenner, Louisiana 70062 

468-7266 
468-7279 (Fax) 
 
Station 35 
1801 Williams Blvd. 
Kenner, LA  70062 
 

Station 36 
2000 Reverend 
 Richard Wilson Dr. 
Kenner, LA 70062 
 

Station 37 
1919 40

th
 Street 

Kenner, LA 70065 

Station 379 
3343 Williams Blvd. 
Kenner, LA 70065 
 

Station 38 
400 Veterans Blvd. 
Kenner, LA 70062 
 

Station 39 
401 Vintage Drive 
Kenner, LA 70065 
 

 
LAFITTE/BARATARIA/CROWN POINT VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT – 4TH DISTRICT 
Chief: Linton Duet 
President: Remey Ronquille 
 
Station 40 
2385 Jean Lafitte Blvd. 
Lafitte, LA 70067 
689-2086 
 

Station 41 
4176 Privateer Blvd. 
Lafitte, LA 70036 
689-4284 

Station 42 
8027 Barataria Blvd. 
Crown Point, LA 70072 
689-2522 

Station 43 
5510 Jean Lafitte Blvd. 
Lafitte, LA 70067 
689-4309 

 
LIVE OAK MANOR VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT – 7TH DISTRICT 
Chief: Randy Bean, capt_bean@cox.net 
President: Elvis Smith 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
MARRERO ESTELLE VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT – 8TH DISTRICT 
Deputy Chief Blake Hunter, mebrd01@aol.com 
President: William Tifft Jr. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Station 72 
404 Azalea Dr 
Westwego, LA 70094 
431-7092 

 

Station 73 
160 Modern Farms Rd 
Westwego, LA 70094 
736-6873 

 

Station 83 
4050 Barataria Blvd. 
Marrero, LA  70072 
349-5583 

Station 84 
3180 Destrahan Ave. 
Harvey, LA 70058 
349-5584 

Station 85 
2248 Barataria Blvd. 
Marrero, LA 70072 
349-5585 
349-5985 (fax) 
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MARRERO HARVEY VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT – 8TH DISTRICT 
Chief: Don Robertson, DRobertson@mhfd1.com  
President: Brandon Davis, BDavis@mhfd1.com  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

MARRERO RAGUSA VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT – 8TH DISTRICT 
Chief: Rickie Eslick, Sr., c860@mrv.nocoxmail.com 
President: Mark Martin 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
NINE MILE POINT VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT – 7TH DISTRICT 
Chief: Keith Plaisancenmpfd@gmail.com 
President:  James Tuller 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
TERRYTOWN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT – 5TH DISTRICT 
Chief: Bruce Mills, 
 chief@5vfd.org 
President: Valerie Zeringue,  
president@t5vfd.org 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Station 80 
531 Avenue C 
Marrero, LA 70072 
349-5280 

Station 81 
808 McArthur Blvd. 
Harvey, LA 70058 
349-5181 
349-5183 (fax) 

Station 82 
3649 Patriot St. 
Harvey, LA 70058 
349-5282 

Station 86 
1400 Berger Road 
Marrero, LA 70072 
349-5586 
349-5686 (Fax) 

Station 87 
455 St. Ann St. 
Marrero, LA 70072 
349-5587 

Station 88 
5725 Belle Terre Rd. 
Marrero, LA 70072 
349-5588 

Station 78 
1024 Oak Avenue 
Nine Mile Point, LA 70094 
349-5278 
349-5578 (fax) 

Station 79 
9409 E. Clark Lane 
Westwego, LA 70094 
349-5179 

Station 51 
341 Heritage Ave. 
Terrytown, LA 70056 
349-5551 
362-4428 (f) 

Station 52 
2201 Carol Sue Ave. 
Terrytown, LA 70056 
349-5552 

Station 53 
200 Wall Blvd. 
Gretna, LA 70056 
349-5553 
 

Station 54 
3301 Wall Blvd. 
Gretna, LA 70056 
349-5554 
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THIRD DISTRICT VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT – 3RD DISTRICT 
President: Chris Muller 
Chief: Brian Canatella 
 
Headquarters Address: 
10415 Jefferson Highway 
River Ridge, LA 70123 
738-3258 738-2316(Fax) 
Email: c/o scouvillion@tvfd.com 
 

Station 31 
10423 Jefferson Hwy. 
River Ridge, LA 70123 
305-4303 

Station 32 
9421 Jefferson Hwy. 
River Ridge, LA 70123 
737-0100 

Station 33 
301 N. Lester Ave. 
Metairie, LA 70003 
737-0152 

Station 34 
1115 Mississippi Ave. 
Metairie, LA 70003 
467-4762 

 
 

 
WESTWEGO VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT – 9TH DISTRICT 
Chief: Charles Hudson, wegofirechief@wfd.nocoxmail.com  
President: Dennis Melancon 
 
Station 91 
677 Avenue H 
Westwego, LA 70094 
341-1196 
348-3277 (f) 

Station 92 
300 Columbus 
Westwego, LA 70094 
341-9295 
 

Station 93 
1501 Central Ave. 
Westwego, LA 70094 
341-9994 

Station 94 
206 Louisiana Ave. 
Westwego, LA  
70094 
347-3145 

Station 95 
1164 Avenue C 
Westwego, LA  
70094 
347-3155 
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Fleet Management  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

NICK DIGEROLAMO, DIRECTOR     736-6874 
         

Stephanie Gaudet, Executive Assistant     736-6877/6878 

Diane Spencer, Secretary       736-6876 
Bruce Vosbein, Auto Maintenance Superintendent    736-6888 
Victor Rodriguez, Automotive Line Superintendent    736-6893 
John “JD” Fisher, Automotive Line Foreman    736-6886/6887 
Roy Luthjens, Automotive Line Foreman     736-6886/6887 
Janice Akins, Typist Clerk II      736-6877 
Tommy Austin, Accountant II      736-6882 
Yvette Better, Typist Clerk III      736-6877/6878 
Urashia Brice, Typist Clerk III      736-6866 
Connie Duhe, Typist Clerk III      736-6885 
Kathy Millican, Data Entry Operator, III     736-6885 
Deely Prados, Typist Clerk III      736-6877/6878 
Ramona Pentes, Data Entry Operator II     736-6886/6887  
Barbara Aiola, Service Writer      731-4534  
 
Westbank Facility     
Carl Foret, Automotive Line Superintendent     437-4844 
Ken Teen, Automotive Line Forman     437-4842/4843 
Geri Jackson, Typist Clerk III      437-4841 
 
Central Tire 
Jeffery Ferina, Eastbank Tire Shop Forman     736-6004 
Aaron Bottoms, Westbank Tire Shop Forman    437-4850 
                                 Fax 437-4849 
 

Eastbank Office 
4901 Jefferson Highway, Suite A                    
Jefferson, Louisiana  70121 

736-6877 
736-6883 (Fax) 

 

Westbank Office 
1501 River Park Road 
Bridge City, Louisiana 70094  

437-4844 
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General Services 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

ANTHONY FRANCIS, DIRECTOR      364-2675/736-6036 
 Afrancis@jeffparish.net 
 
Ryan D. Babcock, Assistant Director,  
Rbabcock@jeffparish.net  
 

Administration         364-2675 

Janet M. “Jan” Gray, Executive Superintendent, Jgray@jeffparish.net  
Michelle Dufrene, Executive Assistant, Mdufrene@jeffparish.net 
Darlene Fleetwood, Secretary, Dfleetwood@jeffparish.net  
Tonda White, Administrative Assistant, Twhite@jeffparish.net  
 
Administration Office - Westbank        
Shanna Folse, Typist Clerk III, sfolse@jeffparish.net 

Tessa St. Pierre, Clerk II, tstpierre@jeffparish.net 
 
Administration Office - Eastbank 
Maryanne Adorno, Typist Clerk III, madorno@jeffparish.net 
Jill Relick, jrelick@jeffparish.net 
 
 Printing and Print Reproduction 
Central printing – Yenni, Suite 501        736-6039 
Deborah “Debby” Henry, Printing Room Supervisor,dhenry@jeffparish.net 
William “James” Klevron, Offset Printing Specialist, wklevron@jeffparish.net 
Total Copy Center, GGB, Suite 3300      364-2675 

Deborah “Debby” Henry, Printing Room Supervisor, dhenry@jeffparish.net 
 

Property Management – Westbank       364-2675 
Mike Lemoine, Property Manager, mlemoine@jeffparish.net 
Jerry Adams, Asst.  Property Manager, adams@jeffparish.net 

 
Property Management – Grounds Keeping  
Karin Fourcade, Park Landscape Supervisor, kfourcade@jeffparish.net 

 
 

Property Management – Gretna Government Complex 
David Segura, Property Manager,Dsegura@jeffparish.net 

Westbank Office 
200 Derbigny St 
Suite 3300 
Gretna, LA 70053 

364-2675 
362-3312 (fax) 

Eastbank Office 
1221 Elmwood Park Blvd 
Suite 509 
Jefferson, LA 70123 

736-6036 
736-6049 (fax) 
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Fred Carreras, Asst. Property Manager, fcarreras@jeffparish.net 
 

Custodial Services 
Darnell Ellis, Custodial Worker Supervisor, dellis@jeffparish.net 
 
Property Management – Eastbank        736-6036 
Mike Fonseca, Property Manager, Mfonseca@jeffparish.net  
Eric Romain, Asst. Property Manager, Eromain@jeffparish.net  
 
Property Management – First Parish Court       736-6036 
Mike Fonseca, Property Manager, Mfonseca@jeffparish.net 
Eric Romain, Asst. Property Manager, Eromain@jeffparish.net 
 
Property Management – Facilities Maintenance 
Scott Chachere, Facilities Maintenance Superintendent, Schachere@jeffparish.net  
Shayne Perez, Asst. Facilities Maintenance Superintendent, Sperez@jeffparish.net 
 
Facilities Maintenance – Engineering 
Chris Frazier, Stationary Engineer III, cfrazier@jeffparish.net 

 
 
Property Management – Facilities Maintenance – J.P. Correctional Center 
Kenneth Burst, Stationary Engineer III, KBurst@jeffparish.net  

 
 
Facilities Maintenance – Engineering – Emergency Operations and Communications Center 
Roderick “Rod” Woodside, Stationary Engineer II 
 
J.P. Health Unit – Eastbank   J.P. Health Unit – Westbank 
111 N. Causeway Blvd.    1855 Ames Blvd. 
Metairie, Louisiana  70001    Marrero, Louisiana 70072 
736-8969     349-8802, Ext. 235 

 
Facilities Maintenance- Engineering –Eastbank and Westbank Health Units 
Vacant, Stationary Engineer II   
 

Security Department 
Joseph S. Yenni Building 
1221 Elmwood Park Blvd,  
Suite 509 
Harahan, Louisiana   70123 
736-6036   
 
John C. Miller, Director, JohnnyMiller@jeffparish.net 
Arevia “Revy” Antoine, ID Security System Coordinator, aantoine@jeffparish.net 
 
Surplus Property  
920 David Drive 
Metairie, LA  70001 
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736-8485 
736-8482 (Fax) 

 
Dale Esteves, Property Manager Assistant, DEsteves@jeffparish.net  

Neal Lavin, Truck Driver I, Nlavin@jeffparish.net  
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GOVERNMENTAL & ETHICS COMPLIANCE and INTERNAL AUDIT 
200 Derbigny Street 
Gretna, LA 70053 
Suite 4211 

364-2663 
 
CHRISTINE D. THOMAS, DIRECTOR, Governmental & Ethics Compliance 
 cthomas@jeffparish.net        364-2663 
 
William “Tommy” Fikes, DIRECTOR, Internal Audit 
tfikes@jeffparish.net        364-2659 
 
Stephanie Brumfield, Administrative Management Specialist II 
sbrumfield@jeffparish.net        364-2667 
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HEALTH UNIT FOR JEFFERSON PARISH 
 
1855 Ames Boulevard 
Marrero, LA 70072 
349-8802  
349-8817 (Fax) 
 
111 Causeway Blvd. 
Metairie, LA 70001 
838-5100 
838-5104(Fax) 
 

MARY TRIGGS, ADMINISTRATOR      838-5100 
Avis Gray 
 
Environmental Health   
Lisa C. Davis          838-8100 
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Human Resource Management 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

PEGGY O. BARTON, DIRECTOR,  
PBarton@jeffparish.net         736-6175 

 

Nicole Thompson, Assistant Director 

NThompson@jeffparish.net        736-6133 

 
 
LaTanya Tibbs, Secretary, LTibbs@jeffparish.net      736-6175 
Nancy Rodriguez, HR Manager, NRodriguez@jeffparish.net    736-6174 
Susan Cunningham, Executive Assistant, SCunningham@jeffparish.net   736-6177 
Jonas Perriott, HR Manager, JPerriott@jeffparish.net    736-6173 
 
Benefits Division        
Aubrey DeVillier, Benefits Administrator, ADevillier@jeffparish.net   736-6131 
Ahmed Siddiqui, Benefits Specialist, ASiddiqui@jeffparish.net   736-6130 
Ramona Pentes, Typist Clerk III, RPentes@jeffparish.net    736-6179 
 
SUBSTANCE USE       
Fran Robichaux, HR Manager, FRobichaux@jeffparish.net    736-6842 
Deborah Glinky, Typist Clerk III; DGlinky@jeffparish.net    736-6841 
 
Training Division        
Greg Alexander, Training Specialist III, GAlexander@jeffparish.net    736-6126 
Yvonne Keller, Training Specialist II; YKeller@jeffparish.net     736-6127 
Glenn Schiro, Training Specialist II; GSchiro@jeffparish.net     736-6128 
Lois Lartigue, Typist Clerk III, LLartigue@jeffparish.net    736-6180 
 
Safety Division         736-6421 (Fax)    
Nolan Guidry, Safety Manager, NGuidry@jeffparish.net     736-6129 
Wayne Jones, Safety Officer; WJones@jeffparish.net     736-6134 
Greg Reynolds, Safety Officer, GReynolds@jeffparish.net    736-6134 
Kathy Bourg, Typist Clerk III; KBourg@jeffparish.net     736-6421 
                               
 
Occupational Health Office  
Peggy Branan, RN, PBranan@jeffparish.net     736-6558   

 
                          

Westbank Office 
200 Derbigny Street 
Suite 3400 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

364-3654 
364-2755 (Fax) 
 

Eastbank Office 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard  
Suite 517 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6180 
736-6125 (Fax) 
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Inspection & Code Enforcement 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard  
Suite 205   
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6950 
736-6953 (Fax) 
 
 

TIFFANY S. WILKEN, DIRECTOR      736-6949 
 

Director’s Office – Room 205      Fax 736-6953 
Piglia, John, Asst. Director, Jpiglia@jeffparish.net     736-8380 
David Cobb, Assistant Regulatory Mgr. Dcobb@jeffparish.net    736-6967 
Linda Fairchild, Executive Assistant, Lfairchild@jeffparish.net    736-6947 
Charlene Jones, Sec. to the Director, Cjones@jeffparish.net     736-6949 
Xiao, Ke, Senior Computer Systems, Xxiao@jeffparish.net    731-4571 
 
Board Of Standards & Appeals - Room 101    Fax 736-6937  
Jones, Charlene, Secretary,  CJones,@jeffparish.net     736-6949   
 
Cashier’s Section - Room 102       Fax 736-6911 
Sawyer,Laura, Executive Superintendent, Lsawyer@jeffparish.net    736-622 
 Jeudevine, Jacque Accountant II, Jjeudevine@jeffparish.net    736-6915 
Perre, Kylie, Accountant Clerk III, Kpere@jeffparish.net    736-6914 
Beaston, Bonnie, Account Clerk II, Bbeatson@jeffparish.net    736-691 
Tarleton Kim, Payroll Clerk, Ktarleton@jeffparish.net     736-6438 
Williams, Susan, Typist Clerk III, Sowilliams@jeffparish.net    736-6438 
 Flugence, Carmelite, Clerk I, Cflugence@jeffparish.net     736-6438 
 
Building Section - Room 101      Fax 736-8387 
Segura, John, Building Inspector, III,  Jsegura@jeffparish.net     736-6945 
Baracco, Scott, Building Inspector II, Sbaracco@jeffparish.net   736-6965 
Manning, Jason, Building Inspector II, Jmanning@jeffjparish.net    736-6965 
Atherton, Thelma, Building Inspector I,Tatherton@jeffparish.net   736-6965 
Couvillion, Neil, Building Inspector I,Ncouvillion@jeffparish.net   736-6965 
Roslyn Cimino, Typist Clerk III, Rcimino@jeffparish.net     736-6965 
Wright, Alberta, Typist Clerk III, Awright@jeffparish.net    736-6965 
Lanusse, Robin, Typist Clerk II, Rlanusse@jeffparish.net    736-6967 
 
 
Electrical Section - Room 101      Fax 736-6937 
Blakesley, Stephen, Electrical Inspector III, Sblakesley@jeffparish.net   736-6932 
Griffin, Leroy, Electrical Inspector I, Lgriffin@jeffparish.net    736-6935 
Moore, Jerry, Electrical Inspector I, Jmoore@jeffparish.net    736-6935 
Surgi, Earl, Electrical Inspector I, Esurgi@jeffparish.net     736-6935 
Lambert, Mariea, Typist Clerk III, Mlambert@jeffparish.net    736-6935 
Taylor, Jackie, Typist Clerk III, Jtaylor@jeffparish.net     736-6933 
 

AFTER HOURS/NIGHTS/HOLIDAYS 
 > 364-3540 
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Mechanical Section - Room 101      Fax 736-6937 
Logrande, Harold, Mechanical Inspector III, Hlogrande@jeffparish.net  736-6918 
Hale, Michael, Mechanical Inspector II, Mhale@jeffparish.net   736-6921 
Pierre, Timothy, Mechanical Inspector II, Tpierre@jeffparish.net   736-6921 
Tauceda, Theresa, Stenographer Clerk III, Ttauceda@jeffparish.net   736-6921 
Wardwell, Amanda, Typist Clerk III, Awardell@jeffparish.net    736-6921 
 
Plumbing Section - Room 101      Fax 736-6937 
Landrieu, Don, Plumbing Inspector III, Dlandrieu@jeffparish.net    736-6924 
Ducote, Troy, Plumbing Inspector I, Tducote@jeffparish.net   736-6927 
Miller, Rodney Plumbing Inspector I, Rmiller@jeffparish.net   736-6927 
Morvant, Roland, Plumbing Inspector I, Rmorvant@jeffparish.net  736-6927 
Parker, Doretha, Clerk Typist III, DTparker@jeffparish.net   736-6926 
 
Plan Review Section – Room 101      Fax 736-8387 
Ferrera, Danny, Permit Manager, Dferrera@jeffparish.net     736-6954 
Puleo, Sal, Reviewer III, Spuleo@jeffparish.net      736-4451 
Chetta, Tramone, Plan Reviewer I, Tchetta@jeffparish.net     736-6957 
Faustermann, George, Reviewer II, Gfaustermann@jeffparish.net    736-6957 
Boyd, Salome, Plan Reviewer I. Sboyd@jeffparish.net    736-6957 
Lopez, Alexandra, Plan Reviewer I, Alopez@jefparish.net    736-6957 
Reyes, Eddie, Plan Reviewer I, Ereyes@jeffparish.net    736-6957 
Scott, Tom, Plan Reviewer I, Tscott@jeffparish.net      736-6957 
Suess, Allan, Plan Reviewer I, Asuess@jeffparish.net     736-6957 
Melancon, Charles, Permit Tech, Cmelancon@jeffparish.net    736-6957 
Suchaud, Daniel, GIS Operator II, Dsuchand@jeffparish.net    736-6957 
Gordon, Patricia, Typist Clerk III, Pgordon,@jeffparish.net    736-6957 
Guidry, Jeanne, Typist Clerk II, Jguidry@jeffparish.net    736-6959 
Washington, Alecia, Data Entry Clerk II, Awashington@jeffparish.net   736-6957 
 
Site Plan Review – Room 101      Fax 736-8387 
St. Roman, Edmond, Plan Reviewer II, Estroman@jeffparish.net    736-6397 
 
Property Maintenance/Zoning/Quality of Life - Eastbank   736-6961 
 
BRIAN KENNEDY, PMZ MANAGER, bkennedy@jeffparish.net   731-4537 
 
Berg,Elizabeth, Inspector II, eberge@jeffparish.net     736-6961 
Bicocchi, Ron, Inspector II, rbicocchi@jeffparish.net     736-6961 
Dadboub, Anthony, Inspector II, adadboub@jeffparish.net    736-6961 
Finney, Patricia, Inspector II, pfinney@jeffparish.net    736-6961 
Flach, Ryan, Inspector II, rflach@jeffparish.net     736-6961 
Gardner, Leslie, Inspector II, lgardner@jeffparish.net      736-6961 
Hollingsworth, Nicole, Inspector II, nmeynard@jeffparish.net   736-6961 
McMurray, Kelly, Typist Clerk III, kmcmurray@jeffparish.net    736-6961 
Mueller, Krista, Typist Clerk III, kmueller@jeffprish.net    736-6961 
Murry, Brian, Inspector II, bmurry@jeffparish.net     736-6961 
Sander, Lorraine, Inspector II, lsander@jeffparish.net    736-6961 
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Savage, Albert, Inspector II, asavage@jeffparish.net     736-6961 
Sullivan, Roxanna, Inspector II, rsullivan@jeffparish.net    736-6961 
 
 
 
WESTBANK INSPECTION & CODE ENFORCEMENT  
400 Maple Avenue 
Harvey, Louisiana 70058 
364-3500; 364-3519 (Fax) 
 
Director’s Office       Fax 364-3519 
Williams, David, Assistant Regulatory Mgr., Dwilliams@jeffparish.net   364-3503 
Sanders, Nancy, Executive Assistant, Nsanders@jeffparish.net   364-3502 
 
Cashier’s Office 
Johnson, Taki, Accountant II, TJjohnson@jeffparish.net    364-3556 
 
Building Section       Fax 364-3519 
Lay, Gray, Building Inspector, II, GaryLay@jeffprish.net    364-3504 
Furr, Mike, Building Inspector II, Mfurr@jeffparish.net    364-3511 
Richard, David, Building Inspector II, DJrichard@jeffparish.net   364-3511 
McClinton, Alton, Building Inspector I, Amcclinton@jeffparish.net   364-3511 
Dufrene, Cheryl, Typist Clerk III, Cdufrene@jeffpaish.net     364-3694  
Gates, Mary, Typist Clerk III, Mgates@jeffparish.net     364-3500   
Howard, Yolonda, Typist Clerk III Mgates@jeffparish.net     364-3501 
Conlee, Brenda, Typist Clerk III,Bconlee@jeffparish.net    364-3507 
 
Dangerous Building DBA      Fax 364-3519 
Tucker, Dennis Sr. Inspector I, Dtucker@jeffparish.net    364-3562 
Meyers, Erin, Typist Clerk III, Emyers@jeffparish.net     364-3500 
 
Electrical Section       Fax 364-3519  
Toups, Clayton, Electrical Inspector I, Ctoups@jeffparish.net     364-3526 
Nguyen, Quang, Electrical Inspector I, Qnguyen@jeffparish.net   364-3530 
White, Adonna, Typist Clerk III, Awhite@jeffparish.net    364-3524 
Lombard, Deanna, Typist Clerk III, Dkombard@jeffparish.net    364-3525 
 
Mechanical Section       Fax 364-3519 
Dugas, Mirt, Mechanical Inspector II, Mirtdugas@jeffparish.net    364-3522 
Sonier, Richard, Mechanical Inspector I, Rsonier@jeffparish.net    364-3520 
Day, Eva, Typist Clerk III, Eday@jeffparish.net     364-3520 
 
Plan Review Section       Fax 364-3534  
Pham, Paul, Building Plan Reviewer III, Ppham@jeffparish.net   364-3515 
Gutierrez, Gerald, Building Plan Reviewer II, Ggutierrez@jeffparish.net   364-3537 
Cromartie, Keaton, Plan Reviewer I, Keromartie@jeffparish.net   364-3658 
Daggett, Keith, Plan Reviewer I, Kdaggett@jeffparish.net    364-3591 
Thaibinh, Michael, Plan Reviewer I, Mthaibinh@jeffparish.net   364-3514 
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McKeefry, Tara, Plan Reviewer I, Tmckeefry@jeffparish.net    364-3513 
Dugas, Gerald, Permit Tech, Markdugas@jeffparish.net     364-3509 
Clement, Veronica, Typist Clerk II, Vclement@jeffparish.net    364-3512 
 
Plumbing Section        364-3519 Fax 
Bates, Billie, Typist Clerk III, Bbates@jeffparish.net     364-3507 
Falgoust Dale, Plumbing Inspector I, Dfalgoust@jeffparish.net    364-3507 
 
    

 
Property Maintenance Zoning 

 
Director’s Office  
TOPPEL, CATHERINE M., Director, 
ctoppel@jeffparish.net        364-3508 

 
Tassin Michelle, C., Executive Assistant, mchampagne@jeffparish.net  364-3508 
Brown, Kenneth, Inspector II, Kbrown@jeffparish.net     364-3505 
Carmardelle, Inspector, II, gcarmardelle@jeffparish.net    364-3505 
Creppel, Rebecca, Inspector II, rcreppel@jeffparish.net    364-3505 
Daigle, Jami, Inspector II, Jdaigle@jeffparish.net      364-3505 
Favorite, Karen, Typist Clerk III, Kfavorite@jeffparish.net    364-3541 
Gaines, Agnes, Inspector II, Againes@jeffparish.net      364-3505 
Gilbert, Shelisa, Typist Clerk II, sgilbert@jeffparish.net    364-3540 
Guillot, Justin, Inspector II, Jguillot@jeffparish.net      364-3505 
Hartman, Wanda, Typist Clerk III, Whartman@jeffparish.net    364-3544 
Harvey, Jamise, Administrative Assistant, jharvey,@jeffparish.net   364-3544 
Hebert, Gray, Inspector II, ghebert@jeffparish.net      364-3505 
Iron, Troy, Data Entry Operator II, Tiron@jeffparish.net    364-3543 
Knox, Roslyn, Typist Clerk III, rknox@jeffparish.net     364-3542 
Krantz, Cynthia, Typist Clerk III, Ckrantz@jeffparish.net      364-3505 
Maxwell, John, Inspector II, Johnmaxwell@jeffparish.net     364-3505 
McPherson James, Inspector II, Jmcpherson@jeffparish.net     364-3505 
Mire, Peter, Inspector I, pmire@jeffparish.net     364-3505 
Nelson, Precious, Administrative Assistant, pnelson@jeffparish.net   364-3546 
Parnell, Debbie, Inspector III, dparnell@jeffparish.net    364-3516 
Roberts, Ashley, Inspector II, aroberts@jeffparish.net    364-3505 
Salvato, Sharon, Typist Clerk III, Ssalvao@jeffparish.net     364-3506 
Tucker Dennis, Inspector II, Dmctuker@jeffparish.net      364-3505 
Carolyn Webber, Typist Clerk III, Cwebber@jeffparish.net     364-3597 
Whitehead, Chandelyn, Weed Control Supervisor,  Cwhitehead@jeffparish.net 364-3549 
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Bureau of Administrative Adjudication 
   
  
 
 
 
 
 

Crystal Heine, Hearing Officer          Charles Cusimano, II. Hearing Officer 
Cheine@jeffparish.net  
 
 
 

Westbank Office 
200 Derbigny Street 
Suite 3200A 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

364-3393 
365-3397 (Fax) 
 

Eastbank Office 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard  
Suite 606 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6427 
731-4425 (fax) 
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Jefferson Community Action Program 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 402 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6900 
736-7093 (Fax)  

 

JEDIDAH JACKSON, DIRECTOR,       736 -6904 
 
Carol Patrick, Assistant Director       736-6162 
 
Central Office 
Helen Woo, Dietician    736-6896 
Lonnie Bewley, Property Manager   736-6160 
Ann Bridges, Typist Clerk III    736-6654 
Bianka Cornish, Housing Coordinator   736-6158 
Yvonne Dumas, Typist Clerk III   736-6858 
Lisa Harrington, Accountant I    736-6857 
Darcell Florence, Administrative Specialist III   736-6164 
Catina Ward, Typist Clerk III    736-6851 
Justin Hoffman, Accountant II    736-6891 
Cindy Joyner, Typist Clerk III    736-6900 
Darlene Leonard, Registered Nurse   736-6853 
Michele Luke, Head Start Assistant Administrator   736-6899 
Tachel Ferguson, Secretary    736-6904 
Danielle Peters, Social Services Coordinator   736-6855 
Rochelle Rabathaly, Head Start Administrator   736-6856 
Clara Scott, LIHEAP Coordinator   736-6898 
Yolanda Coleman, LIHEAP Coordinator   736-6898 
Carol Montalbano, Typist Clerk III   736-6159 
  
  
Jeff Cap Fax – 736-8737 
Head Start Fax – 731-4564                                                                         
Conference Room – 736-6284 
 
Westbank Maintenance Shop 
Manuel Adams, Supervisor        349-5451 

1425 Walkertown Way (Rear)        
Marrero, LA. 70072 

 
Eastbank Maintenance Shop       838-1055 
1108 Arnoult Road        
Jefferson, LA. 70121 
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Community Centers 
J.C. Simmons Community Center 
(Formerly Avondale Community Center) 
4008 U.S. Hwy. 90 
Avondale, Louisiana 70094 

Diana Smith, Center Supervisor      349-5415, 349-5417(Fax) 
 
Bridge City Community Center 
301 Third Emanuel Street 
Bridge City, Louisiana 70094 

Jessie Taylor, Center Supervisor      349-5466, 349-5490 (Fax) 
  
Dorothy B. Watson Community Center 
1300 S. Myrtle Street 
Metairie, Louisiana 70003 

Cappri Lebeaux, Center Supervisor       736-6484; 731-4480 (Fax) 
 
Gretna Community Center 
1700 Monore Street 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

Dr. Clara Byes, Center Supervisor      376-2135; 376-2136(Fax) 
 
Harvey Community Center 
1501 Estolate Street 
Harvey, Louisiana  70058        

Darlene McKinnies, Center Supervisor     227-1227; 227-1229 (Fax) 
 
Hazel Rhea Hurst Community Center 
1121 S. Causeway Blvd. 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70121 

Louise Lacey, Center Supervisor      838-4282 838-1179 (Fax) 
 
Marrero Community Center 
1861 Ames Blvd. 
Marrero, Louisiana 70072 

Patricia Toliver, Center Supervisor      349-5957; 349-5962 (Fax)  
     
 
Head Start Centers 
Barataria/Lafitte Head Start 
4977 City Park Dr. 
Lafitte, Louisiana 70067 

Sharlene Adams, Teacher Advisor      689-3384; 349-5186(Fax) 
 
Causeway Head Start 
3420 N. Causeway Blvd. Suite B 
Metairie, Louisiana 70002 
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Gloria McKenzie, Center Supervisor      838-1000; (Fax) 838-1007 
 
Grand Isle Head Start 
149 Ludwig Lane,  
Grand Isle, Louisiana 70358 

Linda Plaisance, Center Supervisor      689-3384; 985-787-3513 (Fax) 
 
Kenner Head Start 
200 Decatur Street 
Kenner, Louisiana 70062 

Antoinette Davis, Center Supervisor     736-8770; 736-8765 (Fax) 
 
Terrytown/Gretna Head Start 
2315 Park Place 
Gretna, Louisiana 70056  

Chanel Davis, Center Supervisor      392-9890; 392-9898 (Fax) 
 
Beechgrove Head Start 
721 Tricia Court 
Westwego, Louisiana 70095 

Gloria McKenzie, Center Supervisor      437-4852; 437-4853 (Fax) 
 
Clay Street Head Start 
606 Clay Street 
Kenner, Louisiana 70062 

Antoinette Davis, Center Supervisor     736-8770; 736-8765(Fax) 
 
Jutland Head Start 
1821 Jutland Drive 
Harvey, Louisiana 70058 

Linda Morris, Center Supervisor      349-5500; 349-5508 
 
Lapalco Head Start 
2001 Lincolnshire Drive 
Marrero, Louisiana 70072 

Juli Barthelemy, Center Supervisor      349-5185; 349-5244  
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Jefferson Parish Economic Development Commission (JEDCO) 
700 Churchill Parkway 
Avondale, LA 70094 

875-3908 
875-3923 (Fax)  

 
Executive Office 
JERRY BOLOGNA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,  
jbologna@jedco.org        875-3908 
 
Penny Weeks, Executive Assistant, weeks@jedco.org    875-3919 
 
Administration 
Lacey Bordelon, Deputy Director, bordelon@jedco.org    875-3915 
Cynthia Grows, Controller, cgrows@jedco.org     875-3930 
Scott Rojas, Director of Facilities and IT, srojas@jedco.org    875-3916 
Debbie Ritter, Office/ IT Manager, dritter@jedco.org    875-3929 
Judy Horner, Operations Administrator, jhorner@jedco.org    875-3908 
  
Economic Development Services 
Margo Ruiz, Economic Information & Incentives Coordinator, mruiz@jedco.org  875-3920 
Trevor Acy, Economic Development Specialist, tacy@jedco.org   875-3912 
Annalisa Kelly, Economic Development Specialist, akelly@jedco.org    875-3918 
Kate Moreano, Economic Development Specialist, kmoreano@jedco.org  875-3945 
 
Marketing/Public Relations 
Kelsey Scram, Marketing and PR Manager, kscram@jedco.org   875-3927 
 
Small Business Financing 
Alberto Queral, Director of Financing, aqueral@jedco.org    875-3925 
Jessica Lobue, Finance Operations Manager, jlobue@jedco.org   875-3925 
Corinne Pritchett, Financing Programs Coordinator, pritchett@jedco.org  875-3986 
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Jefferson Parish Sheriff’s Office 
1233 Westbank Expressway 
Building, B, 5

th
 Floor 

Harvey, Louisiana 70058 
363-5500 

 
NEWELL NORMAND, SHERIFF 
 
Administration/Information  

363-5500 
 
Public Information Office (PIO)      363-5521 
Attachments and Warrants      363-5580 
Central Lock-Up        374-7723 
 
 
Jefferson Parish Communication District – 911 
Administration        349-5673 
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Justices of the Peace 

 

DISTRICT 1: VERNON J. WILTY, III, JUDGE/ADM. PRE-TRIAL 
  200 Derbigny Street 
  Gretna, Louisiana 70053 
  364-2760 
 
DISTRICT 2: PATRICK DeJEAN, JUDGE 
  1887 Ames Blvd. 
  Marrero, Louisiana 70072 
  349-5349 
 
DISTRICT 3: CHARLES R.KERNER, JUDGE 
  Town Hall 
  2654 Jean Lafitte Boulevard 
  Lafitte, Louisiana 70067 
  689-2208 
 
DISTRICT 4: LEON BRADBERRY, JR., JUDGE 
  P.O. Box 121 
  Grand Isle, Louisiana 70308 
  (985) 787-4767 
 
DISTRICT 5: CHARLES V. “CHUCK” CUSIMANO, JUDGE 
  1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 602 
  Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 
  (504) 736-8714 
 
DISTRICT 6: KEVIN J. CENTANNI, JUDGE 
  1803 Williams Boulevard, Ste. 104 
  Kenner, Louisiana 70062 
  466-7984 
 
DISTRICT 7: Michelle P. Holmes, JUDGE 
  4008 Hwy. 90 West 
  Avondale, Louisiana 70094 
  349-5416 
 
DISTRICT 8: Charles Wilson,  JUDGE 
  1903 Short Street 
  Kenner, Louisiana 70065 
  (504) 461-0130 
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Juvenile Services 

1546-B Gretna Boulevard 
Harvey, Louisiana 70058 

364-3750 
364-3847 (Fax) 

 

ROY JUNCKER, DIRECTOR,  

Rjuncker@Jeffparish.Net        364-3750 Ext. 223 

 

Administration 

Christopher Trosclair, Assistant Director, Ctrosclair@Jeffparish.net   364-3750 Ext. 285 

 

Nancy Arceneaux, Vol. Services Coord, Narceneaux@Jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 229 
Jessica “Nikki” Johnson, Manag. Specialist III, NIKjohnson@Jeffparish.net 364-3750 Ext. 267 
Christi LaCombe, Administrative Assistant, Clacombe@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 223 
John S. Ryals, Jr., Evaluation/Treatment Mgr., Jryals@Jeffparish.net   364-3750 Ext .241 
Arlyn L. Smith, Executive Assistant, Asmith@Jeffparish.net     364-3750 Ext. 222 
Matthew Villio, Management Specialist III, Mvillio@Jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 226 
 
 
Westbank Probation Officers      Fax: 364-3719 
Joan Ruiz Sturcke, Probation Manager, jruiz@jeffparish.net    364-2860 Ext. 228 
Linda M. Bostick, Juv. Probation Officer, Lbostick@Jeffparish.net   364-2860 Ext. 227 
Ray Bridges, Juv. Probation Office, Rbridges@jefparish.net   364-3750 Ext. 551 
Brittany Caronia, Juv. Probation Officer, Bcaronia@jeffparish.net   364-2860 Ext. 255 
Robert Brown, Juv. Probation Officer, Rbrown@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 235 
Lanisha Chairs, Juv. Probation Officer, Lchairs@jeffparish.net   364-2860 Ext. 291 
Ronjela “Ronnie” Clay, Juv. Probation Officer, Rclay@jeffparish.net   364-3750 Ext. 279 
Lisa  Cole, Vocational Counselor, Lcole@jeffparish.net   364-3750 Ext. 284 
Chantrell Cook, Juv.  Probation Officer, Ccook@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 550 
Cassandra Cutno, Juv. Probation Officer, Ccutno@jeffparish.net       364-3750 Ext.254 
Jennifer Damschroder, Juv. Prob. Officer, Jamschroder@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext 249 
Joseph Dyson, Juv. Probation Officer, Jdyson@jeffparish.net        364-3750 Ext. 546 
Toyane Faulkner, Mental Health Professional, Tfaulkner@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 266 
Colleen George, Probation Officer III, Cgeorge@jeffparish.net         364-3750 Ext. 280 
Dennis Gilson, Mental Health Professional, Dgilson@jeffparish.net          364-3750 Ext. 236 
Patricia Green-Metz, Juv. Probation Officer, Pmetz@jeffparish.net   364-3750 ext. 256 
Julie House, Juv. Probation Officer, Jhouse@jeffparish.net   364-3750 Ext. 270 
Phyllis Jefferson, Juv. Probation Officer, jefferson@jeffparish.net   364-3750 Ext. 245 
Elydia Ketchens, Juv. Probation Officer,  Eketchens@jffparish.net   364-3750 Ext. 233 
Stephanie Lester, Mental Health Professional, Slester@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 238 
Cindy McGee, Juv. Probation Officer, Cmgee@jeffparish.net    364-3750 Ext. 239 
Tion McGhee, Juv. Probation Officer, Tmcghee@jeffparish.net   364-3750 Ext. 239 
Gloria Meiskey, Juv. Probation Officer III, Gmeiskey@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 549 
Lisa Powell, Mental Health Professional, Lpowell@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 248 
Erin Ronquille, Juv. Probation Officer, ronquille@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 231 
Reianda Rousseau, Juv. Probation Officer, rousseau@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 265 
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Shernell Shepheard, Juv. Probation Officer, Sshepheard@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 247 
Tamika Smith, Juv. Probation Officer, Tsmith@jeffparish.net    364-3750 Ext. 262 
Donya Snowton, Juv. Probation Officer, Dsnowton@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 257 
Stacy St. Pierre, Juv. Probation Officer, Sstpiere@jeffparish.net          364-3750 Ext. 251 
Debra story, Juv. Probation Officer, Dstory@jeffparish.net         364-3750 Ext. 547 
Monique Taylor, Juv. Probation Officer, Mtaylor@jeffparish.net         364-3750 Ext. 232 
Eugene Thomas, Juv. Probation Officer, Ethomas@jeffparish.net       364-3750 Ext. 548 
Lashaunda Thomas, Juv. Probation Officer III, Lthomas@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 252 
Tiyeshe Washington, Juv. Probation Officer, Twashington@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 237 
Brittany Webb, Juv. Probation Officer, Bwebb@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 239 
Regional White, Mental Health Professional, Rwhite@jeffparish.net  364-3751 Ext. 250 
Landon Williams, Juv. Probation Officer, Lwilliams@jeffparish.net  364-3750 Ext. 249 
 
West Bank Clerical Staff      Fax: 364-3577 
Patricia Barry, Typist Clerk, Pbarry@Jeffparish.net    364-3750 Ext. 261    
Gaynell Hymel, Typist Clerk, Ghymel@Jeffparish.net   364-3750 Ext. 290   
Michelle Malone, Typist Clerk, Mmalone@Jeffparish.net   364-3750 Ext. 259  
Lori Winters, Typist Clerk, Lmatherne@Jeffparish.net    364-3750 Ext. 240  
Nelda Breaux, Receptionist, Nbonfiglio@Jeffparish.net   364-3750 Ext. 221 
 
Warehouse         
Charles Ward, Warehouse Supervisor, cward@jeffparish.net    364-3750 Ext. 253  
 
 
 
Eastbank Probation Office       
3420 N. Causeway Blvd. 
Metairie, LA 70002 
838-1070 
Fax: 838-1089 

 
Allan Kagan, Juv. Probation Officer III, Akagan@jeffparish.net   838-1080 
Mark Duplessis, Juv. Probation Officer,  Mduplessis@jeffparish.net   838-1084 
Tammy Eursin, Juv. Probation Officer, teursin@jeffparish.net   838-1098 
Pierre Hollis, Juv. Probation Officer, Phollis@jeffparish.net   838-1163 
Krista Jerome, Juv. Probation Officer, Kjerome@jeffparish.net   838-1083 
Kelly Keller, Juv. Probation Officer, Kkeller@jeffparish.net    838-1078 
Toni McGhee, Juv. Probation Officer,  Tmcghee@jeffparish.net  838-1073 
Gloria Meiskey, Juv. Probation Officer III, Gmeiskey@jeffparish.net  838-1075 
Danielle Phillips, Juv. Probation Officer,  Dphillips@jeffparish.net            838-1077 
David Vicari, Juv. Probation Officer, Dvicari@jeffparish.net             838-1074 
Sandra D. Williams, Juv. Probation Officer, Swilliams@jeffparish.net           838-1076 
 
Eastbank Clerical Staff 
Vicki Borja, Typist Clerk, vborja@jeffparish.net            838-1160 
Daniel Lea, Typist Clerk, Dlea@jeffparish.net           838-1071 
Kathleen DeVaughn, Receptionist, Kdevaughn@jeffparish.net            838-1070 
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Riverdale Detention Center 
1550 Gretna Blvd. 
Harvey, LA 70058 

364-2860 
364-2859 (Fax) 

 
Supervisory Staff 
Christopher Bruno, Juv. Detention Home Sup., Cbruno@Jeffparish.net       364-2860 
Terrence Dixon, Juv. Det. Home Asst. Sup. Tdixon@jeffparish.net        364-2860 
Keith Guess, Juv. Det. Home Asst. Sup., Kguess@jeffparish.net         364-2860 
Barbara J. Rose, Juv. Det. Home Asst. Sup., Brose@Jeffparish.net   364-2860 
Violet Troulliet, Juv. Det. Home Asst. Sup., Vtroulliet@jeffparish.net       364-2860 
Nathaniel P. Williams, Det. Home Asst. Sup., Nwilliams@Jeffparish.net   364-2860 
Patrick Brammell, Mental Health Professional, Pbrammell@jeffparish.net  364-2860 
 
Clerical Staff 
Allison Toups, Administrative Assistant, Atoups@Jeffparish.net   364-2860 
Yasmenda Lumzy, Typist Clerk II, Ylumzy@jeffparish.net     364-2860 
Shelia Martin, Housekeeper       364-2860 
 
Medical Staff 
Terri LeBlanc, Registered Nurse, Tleblanc@Jeffparish.net                  364-2860 
 
Maintenance         364-3750 Ext. 243 
Luis Campos, Assistant Property Manager, Lcampos@Jeffparish.Net           
 
Food Services Staff                                                        364-2860 
 
 Security Staff                364-2860 
 
Juvenile Detention Officers                          364-2860 
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Levee Districts 
 

East Jefferson Levee District 
203 Plauche Court 
Harahan, Louisiana 70123 
733-0087 

 
West Jefferson Levee District 
7001 River Road 
Marrero, Louisiana 70072 
340-0318 

 
 
Grand Isle Levee District 
P.O. Box 757 
Grand Isle, LA 70358 
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Library Department 
Library (Administration) Headquarters  
4747 West Napoleon Avenue 
Metairie, Louisiana  70001 

838-1100   
838-1110 (Fax)  

 

Website Address:  www.jefferson.lib.la.us  
   

MARYLYN P. HADDICAN, DIRECTOR      838-1133 
 mhaddican@jefferson.lib.la.us           
          
 
Director’s Administration       FAX: 849-8834  
Debbie Troxclair, Assistant Director, dtroxclair@jefferson.lib.la.us   838-1108 
Irene Lunkin, Administrative Assistant, ilunkin@jefferson.lib.la.us   838-1125 
 
Business Administration       FAX: 838-1110 
Kerry Knobloch, Business Manager, kknobloch@jeffparish.lib.la.us   838-1116 
Ranie Lefort, Administrative Assistant (personnel) rlefort@jefferson.lib.la.us   838-1130 
Paula Harris, Payroll Clerk, pharris@jefferson.lib.la.us    849-8808 
Kimberly Reid, Meeting Room Coord, kreid@jefferson.lib.la.us  FAX:      457-0391 / 849-8817  
         
Information Technology        FAX: 457-0198 
Ricardo Mesa, Network Administrator, rmesa@jefferson.lib.la.us   838-1118 
David Roberts, Computer System Analyst, Sr. droberts@jefferson.lib.la.us  838-1127 
 
ILS  Administrator, Computer Systems Analysts, Sr. 
Asahel Barahona, Computer Network Specialist, abarahona@jefferson.lib.la.us 457-0297 
  
 
Marketing and Development      FAX: 456-3971 
Tammy Arceneaux, Typist Clerk III, tarceneaux@jefferson.lib.la.us   606-2971   
 
Public Services         FAX: 456-3971 
Verdie Richburg, Public Services Supervisor, vrichburg@jefferson.lib.la.us  838-1107   
 
Youth Services         FAX: 456-3971 
Erin Korosi, Youth Services Coordinator, ekorosi@jefferson.lib.la.us   838-1109 
 
 
Technical Services          FAX: 457-4659 
Melissa Muhoberac, Cataloging Librarian, mmuhoberac@jeffersonlib.la.us  838-1128 
           
Acquisition Librarian        838-1137 
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Property Manager           FAX: 457-0391 
 
Roy Burst, Property Manager, rburst@jefferson.lib.la.us     838-1119 
Pat Bode, Assistant Property Manager, pbode@jefferson.lib.la.us   838-1126 
Offord Langston, Assistant Property Manager, olangston@jefferson.lib.la.us  457-4046 
 
 
 
LIBRARY BRANCHES 
 
East Bank Regional         838-1190  
4747 West Napoleon Ave.      FAX:      457-0394 
Metairie, LA  70001          
 
Belle Terre              
5550 Belle Terre Road        349-5910 
Marrero, LA 700072       FAX: 349-5914 
 
Grand Isle   
143 Ludwig Lane                    (985)787-3450 
Grand Isle, LA FAX:         FAX:      (985)787-2715 
 
Gretna                    
102 Willow Drive                  364-2716 
Gretna, LA  70053         FAX:   364-2710 
 
Harahan  
219 Soniat Avenue                   736-8745 
Harahan, LA  70123        FAX:    736-8746 
 
Lafitte      
4917 City Park Drive, Suite B                   689-5097 
Lafitte, LA  70067        FAX:     689-3354 
 
Lakeshore                       
1000 West Esplanade Avenue                   838-4375 
Metairie, LA  70005       FAX:     838-4377 
 
Live Oak 
125 Acadia Drive                   736-8475 
Waggaman, LA  70094        FAX:    431-0653 
 
North Kenner   
630 West Esplanade Avenue       736-8730 
Kenner, LA  70065       FAX:     736-8732  
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Old Metairie   
2350 Metairie Road           838-4353 
Metairie, LA 70001       FAX:   838-1014    
 
River Ridge e-Branch 
128 Sauve Road         736-6455 
River Ridge, LA  70123       FAX: 736-6459 
 
Rosedale 
4036 Jefferson Highway        838-4350 
Jefferson LA 70121       FAX: 838-1129 
 
Terrytown 
680 Heritage Avenue        364-2717 
Terrytown, LA 70056       FAX:     364-2718 
    
Wagner              
6646 Riverside Drive        838-1193 
Metairie, LA 70003       FAX: 838-1195 
 
West Bank Regional  
2751 Manhattan Boulevard       364-2660 
Harvey, LA 70058       FAX:      364-3739 
 
Westwego 
635 Fourth Street        349-5912 
Westwego, LA  70094       FAX: 349-5920 
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Municipalities 

CITY OF GRETNA 
 
2

nd
 and Huey P. Long Ave. 

P.O. Box 404 
Gretna, LA 70053 
363-1505 
363-1509 (Fax) 

 

 
 
Belinda Constant, Mayor  
Wayne Rau, Councilman-At-Large 
Milton Crosby, Councilman, Dist. 1 
Joseph A. Marion III, Councilman, Dist. 2 
Mark K. Miller, Councilman, Dist. 3 
Jackie J. Berthelot, Councilman, Dist. 4 

 
 
Arthur S. Lawson, Jr. 
Chief Of Police 
200 5

th
 Street 

Gretna, LA 70053 
363-4374 

 
 
 George Burnetz, Fire 
Chief 
1136 Lafayette St. 
Gretna, LA 70054 
363-1490 

CITY OF HARAHAN 
 
6437 Jefferson Highway 
Harahan, LA 70123 
737-6383 
737-6384 (Fax) 

 

 
 
TinaMiceli, Mayor 
Timothy Baudier, Councilman 
Susan Benton, Councilwoman 
Dana Huete, Councilwoman 
Craig Johnston, Councilman 
Carrie Wheeler, Councilwoman 
 

 
 
Tim Walker  
Chief Of Police 
6437 Jefferson Hwy. 
Harahan, LA 70123 
737-9763 

 
 
Todd St. Cyr, Fire Chief 
1115 Hickory Avenue 
Harahan, LA 70123 
736-6225 
 
 

CITY OF KENNER 
 
1801 Williams Blvd. 
Kenner, LA 70062 
468-7200 
468-7240 

 

 
 
Mike Yenni, Mayor 
Maria DeFrancesch, Council-At-Large, Div A 
Keith Conley, Council-At-Large, Div B 
Greg Carroll, Councilman, Dist. 1 
Michael Sigur, Councilman, Dist. 2 
Keith Reynaud, Councilman, Dist. 3 
Leonard Cline, Councilman, Dist. 4 
Dominic Impastato III, Councilman, Dist. 5 
 

 
 
Micheal J. Glaser 
Chief Of Police 
500 Veterans Mem. Blvd. 
Kenner, LA 70062 
712-2212 

 
 
John Hellmers, Fire Chief 
2226 Williams Blvd. 
Kenner, LA 70062 
468-4000 
firekenner.la.us 

CITY OF WESTWEGO 
 
419 Avenue A 
Westwego, LA 70094 
341-3424 
341-8941 (Fax) 
 

 
 
John I. Shaddinger, Jr. Mayor 
Glenn Green, Councilman, Dist. 1 
John Nobles Jr., Councilman, Dist. 2 
Norman S. Fonseca Jr., Councilman, Dist. 3 
Melvin J. Guidry, Councilman, Dist. 4 
Larry Warino, Councilman, Dist. 5 

 
 
Dwayne J. Munch, Sr. 
Chief Of Police 
419 Avenue A 
Westwego, LA 70094 
341-5428 
 

 
 
Charlie Hudson , Fire 
Chief 
 677 Avenue H 
Westwego, LA 70094 
341-1196 
348-3277 (fax) 

TOWN OF GRAND ISLE 
 
Mayor’s Office 
P.O. Box 200 
Ludwig Lane 
Grand Isle, LA 70358 
(985) 787-3196 
(985) 787-3859 
 

 
 
David Camardelle, Mayor 
Ray Santani, Councilman, Seat A 
Jay Lafont, Councilman, Seat B 
Clifford “Dixie” Santiny, Councilman, Seat C 
Stephen Resweber, Councilman, Seat D 
Leoda Bladsaker,  Councilwoman, Seat E 

 
 
Euris “Doobie” Dubois 
Chief Of Police 
P.O. Box 880 
Grand Isle, LA 70308 
1-985-787-2204 

 
 
Keeland Cheramie 
Fire Chief 
100 Chighizola Dr. 
Grand Isle, LA. 
985-787-2777 
985-787-2000 (Fax) 
 

TOWN OF JEAN LAFITTE 
 
2654 Jean Lafitte Blvd. 
Lafitte, LA 70067 
689-2208 
689-7801 (Fax) 
 

 
 
Timothy P. Kerner, Mayor 
Barry Bartholomew, Councilman 
Shirley Guillie, Councilwoman 
Christy Creppel, Councilwoman 
Calvin Le Beau, Councilman 
Verna Smith, Councilman 

 
 
Marcell Rodriguez 
Chief Of Police 
2654 Jean Lafitte Blvd. 
Jean Lafitte, LA 70067 
689-3132 

 
 
Linton Duet, Fire Chief 
2385 Jean Lafitte Blvd. 
Lafitte, LA 70067 
689-2086 
689-3400 (Fax) 
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Parish Attorney’s Office 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

DEBORAH CUNNINGHAM FOSHEE, PARISH ATTORNEY    736-6300 
dfoshee@jeffparish.net         

 

Westbank Office 

Renee Aguilar, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, raguilar@jeffparish.net 

Pat Borne, Paralegal Supervisor, pborne@jeffersonparish.net  

April Farmer, Paralegal I, afarmer@jeffparish.net 

Emily French, Assistant Parish Attorney, efrench@jeffparish.net 

Mary Galley, Executive Assistant, mgalley@jeffparish.net  

Beth Gegenheimer, Paralegal Supervisor, egegenheimer@jeffparish.net  

Zelda Gillan, Paralegal Supervisor, zgillan@jeffersonparish.net  

Harry Hardin III, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, hhardin@jeffparish.net  

Leslie Hebert, Typist Clerk III, lhebert@jeffparish.net  

John Kelley, Assistant Parish Attorney, jkelley@jeffparish.net 

Bryan McManus, Assistant Parish Attorney, bmcmanus@jeffparish.net 

Evelyn Meier, Paralegal I, emier@jeffparish.net  

Stephanie Mund, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, smund@jeffparish.net  

Ed Rapier, Jr., Deputy Parish Attorney, erapier@jeffparish.net  

Shelley Samrow, Paralegal I,ssamrow@jeffparish.net 

Reed Smith, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, rsmith@jeffparish.net 

Julie Valence, Typist Clerk III, jvalence@jeffparish.net 

Doreen Welsh, Paralegal II, dwelsh@jeffparish.net 
 
Eastbank Office 

Teri Black, Law Clerk, tblack@jeffparish.net  

E. Ross Buckley, Deputy Parish Attorney, rbuckley@jeffparish.net  

Liza Caluda, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, lcaluda@jeffprish.net  

Leighton Ciravolo, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, lciravolo@jeffparish.net  

Gina Clark, Assistant Parish Attorney, gmclark@jeffparish.net 

Sharon Donato, Legal Secretary I, sdonato@jeffparish.net 

Glenda Dupis, Administrative Law Clerk, gdupis@jeffparish.net  

Pam Fontana, Legal Secretary I, pfontana@jeffparish.net  

Westbank Office 
General Government Building 
200 Derbigny Street 
Suite 5200 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

364-3822 
364-2673 (Fax) 
 

Eastbank Office 
Yenni Building 

1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard  
Suite 701 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6300 
736-6307 (Fax) 
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Kim Frisard, Legal Secretary I, kfrisard@jeffparish.net 

Mary Galley, Executive Assistant, mgalley@jeffparish.net 

Rachel Harang, Paralegal Supervisor, rharang@jeffparish.net 

Yvette Hargis, Legal Secretary III, yhargis@jeffparish.net 

Angela Heath, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, aheath@jeffparish.net 

Kelly Hopkins, Assistant Parish Attorney, khopkins@jeffparish.net 

Robin Klibert, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, rklibert@jeffparish.net 

Ken Krobert, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, kkrobert@jeffparish.net 

Johanna Liz Lambert, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, jlambert@jeffparish.net 

Anna Larkin, Typist Clerk III, alarkin@jeffparish.net  

Nick Marzoni, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, Nmarzoni@jeffparish.net 

Annik Morgan, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, almorgan@jeffparish.net 

DanMinh Mui, Assistant Parish Attorney, dmui@jeffparish.net 

Barbara Namer, Paralegal I, bnamer@jeffprish.net  

Rubye Noble, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney,rnoble@jeffparish.net 

Terri Pajares, Paralegal Supervisor, tpajares@jeffparish.net 

Bess Renfrow, Law Clerk, brenfrow@jeffparish.net  

Mary Kay Robicheaux, Paralegal Supervisor, mrobicheaux@jeffparish.net  

Jesse Schudmak, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, jschudmak@jeffparish.net  

Nicole Tomba, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, ntomba@jeffparish.net  

Robin Ural, Paralegal Supervisor, rural@jeffparish.net   

Toni Hurley, Senior Assistant Parish Attorney, thurley@jeffparish.net 
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Parish Council 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Eastbank Offices 
 
CHRIS ROBERTS, COUNCILMAN AT-LARGE, DIVISION A 
Joseph Yenni Building  
Suite 1016 

736-6615 
731-4646 (Fax) 

 
Deano Bonano, Administrative Aide 
Paula Rojas, Secretary 
Ashley Morreale, Clerk 
 
 
ELTON M. LAGASSE, COUNCILMAN AT-LARGE, DIVISION B 
Joseph Yenni Building 
Suite 1018 

736-6016 
736-6598 (Fax) 

 
Angela Callais, Administrative Adie 
Pat Fertitta, Secretary 
Eudonaise Lewis, Clerk 
 
 
PAUL D. JOHNSTON, COUNCILMAN, DISTRICT 2 
Joseph Yenni Building  
Suite 1013 

736-6607 
731-4433 (Fax) 

 
Bryan St. Cyr, Administrative Aide 
Margaret Broussard, Council Secretary 
Jay LeSaicherre, Council Clerk  
  

Westbank Office 
General Government Building 
200 Derbigny Street 
6

th
 Floor 

Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

364-2600 
 

Eastbank Office 
Yenni Building 

1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard  
10

th
 Floor 

Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6600 
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MARK D. SPEARS, JR., DISTRICT 3   
Joseph Yenni Building  
Suite 1011 

736-6591 
736-6598 (Fax) 

 
Casey Jumpiere, Administrative Aide  
Chavonne Thompson, Secretary 
 
 
E. “BEN” ZAHN, III DISTRICT 4    
Joseph Yenni Building 
Suite 1015 

736-6622 
736-6639 (Fax) 

 
Jeff Zapata, Administrative Aide,  
Sheri Giovingo, Council Secretary, sgiovingo@jeffparish.net 
Annie Cardwell, Secretary 
Beckie Haydel, Council Clerk 
Kevin Wild, Clerk 
 
 
CYNTHIA LEE-SHENG, COUNCILWOMAN, DISTRICT 5    
Joseph Yenni Building,  
Suite 1014 

736-6634  
736-6632 (Fax) 

 
Greg Giangrosso., Administrative Aide,  

Michelle Forsythe, Council Secretary, mforsythe@jeffparish.net 
Pam Schuler, Secretary, pschuler@jeffparish.net 
Emily Franco, Clerk, efranco@jeffparish.net 
Alfred Yee, Clerk, ayee@jeffparish.net 
 
 
Council Chief Of Staff 
Joseph Yenni Building 
Suite 1017 

736-6617 
731-4646 (Fax) 
 

Sonny Burmaster, Chief of Staff, SBurmaster@jeffparish.net 

Danielle Martinez, Administrative Assistant 

Kim Clasen, Secretary 
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Westbank Offices 
 

CHRIS ROBERTS, COUNCILMAN AT-LARGE, DIVISION A 
General Government Building 
Suite 6200 

364-2616 
364-3499 (Fax) 

 
Brett Lawson, Administrative Aide 
Trudy Benoit, Secretary 
Brandy Guillie, Clerk 
Kim Liberto, Clerk 
 
ELTON M. LAGASSE, COUNCILMAN AT-LARGE, DIVISION B 
General Government Building 
Suite 6200 

364-2624 
364-2657 (Fax) 

 
Ericka Portier, Clerk 
 
RICKY J. TEMPLET, COUNCILMAN, DISTRICT 1 
General Government Building 
Suite 6400 

364-2607 
364-2615 (Fax) 
 

Terry Talamo, Administrative Aide 
Carol Macera, Secretary 
Megan Ducote, Clerk 
 
PAUL D. JOHNSTON, COUNCILMAN, DISTRICT 2 
General Government Building 
Suite 6300 

364-3446 
364-3417 (Fax) 

 
Bryan St. Cyr, Administrative Aide 
Vickie Lore, Secretary 
Jean-Pierre Risey, Clerk 
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MARK D. SPEARS, JR., COUNCILMAN, DISTRICT 3   
General Government Building 
Suite 6500 

364-2603 
364-3704 (Fax) 

 
Casey Jumpiere, Administrative Aide 
Marian Riley, Secretary 

Chavonne Thompson, Secretary 

Matthew Vaughn, Clerk 
Jhade Watts, Clerk  
 
 
Council Chief Of Staff  
General Government Building 
Suite 6200 

364-2620 
364-2873 (Fax) 
 

Sonny Burmaster, Chief of Staff, SBurmaster@jeffparish.net  
Allison Langley, Secretary 

 

Parish Council Clerk’s Office 
General Government Building 
Suite 6700 

364-2626 
364-2633 (Fax) 

 
Eula A. Lopez, Parish Clerk, elopez@jeffparish.net 

Ann H. Guidry, Assistant Parish Clerk, aguidry@jeffparish.net 

Norma Liner, Assistant Parish Clerk, nliner@jeffparish.net 
Gail LeNormand, (Clerk) Council, glenormand@jeffparish.net 
Karen Oseguera, (Clerk) Council 
Deshine Parker, Clerk 
 

Research & Budget 
General Government Building 
Suite 6600 

364-2711 
364-2648 (Fax) 

 

Alan Gandolfi, Director, agandolfi@jeffparish.net  

Jeremy Dwyer, Director – Legal Analysis, jdwyer@jeffparish.net 

Cherreen Gegenheimer, Analysis II 

Bobbie Palmisano, Administrative Assistant 
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Parish President’s Office 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

John F. Young Jr., PARISH PRESIDENT 
johnyoung@jeffparish.net  

Sharon Anderson, Secretary, Sanderson@jeffparish.net   736-6405 
Anita Freeman, Secretary, AFreeman@jeffparish.net   736-6405 

     
      

Jacques Molaison, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER,     736-6412 
   Jmolaison@jeffparish.net         

Jackie Bouvier, Secretary, JBouvier@jeffparish.net      731-6403    

                

Andrew Maestri, DEPUTY CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER,   736-6417 
Jmolaison@jeffparish.net             

 Jean Jones, Secretary, jwjones@jeffparish.net    736-4557 
                 

Darryl Ward, CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT,    731-4557 
Dward@jeffparish.net 

Jean Jones, Secretary, jwjones@jeffparish.net    731-4557 
       

Virginia Ruth Walker, CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT,  736-6494 
vrwalker@jeffparish.net 

Brandy Verdin, Secretary, bverdin@jeffparish.net    736-6435 
 

James “Jimmy” Keen, CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT,  736-6435 
jkeen@jeffparish.net 

Brandy Verdin, Secretary , bverdin@jeffparish.net    736-6435 
              

Royce Blanchard, CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT,   364-2700 
Rblanchard@jeffparish.net 

       Christy Calmette, Secretary, clcomeaux@jeffparish.net    364-2700 
 

Loren Marino, CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT,   364-2700 
lmarino@jeffparish.net  

Jennifer Malone, Secretary, Jmalone@jeffparish.net   364-2700 
 
 
Troy Bradberry, Security, tbradberry@jeffparish.net    736-8473 

Westbank Office 
General Government Building 
200 Derbigny Street 
6

th
 Floor 

Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

364-2700 
 

Eastbank Office 
Yenni Building 

1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard  
10

th
 Floor 

Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6400 
 

AFTER HOURS/NIGHTS HOLIDAYS 
Eastbank ……..…………… 736-6400 
Westbank ………………... 364-2700 
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Parks and Recreation Department 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C.J. GIBSON, DIRECTOR,  
cgibson@jeffparish.net        736-6999 Ext. 228 
 
 

Parks and Recreation Administration - Eastbank 
Leo Webb, Assistant Director, lwebb@jeffparish.net     736-6999 Ext. 152 
Chris Villarrubia, Admin, Mgmt. Spec., cvillarrubia@jeffparish.net    736-6999 Ext. 232 
Antoinette Holmes, Admin. Assistant, aholmes@jeffparish.net       736-6999 Ext. 208 
Vicki Gusler, Secretary, vgusler@jeffparish.net      Ext. 226 
Soraya Pirsalehy, Clerk II, pirsalehy@jeffparish.net       Ext. 207 
Roxanne Sclafani, Admin Assistant, rsclafani@jeffparish.net     Ext. 218 
Cheryl Anderson, Payroll Clerk, canderson@jeffparish.net     Ext. 209 
Rene Bergeron, Typist Clerk III, bergeron@jeffparish.net      Ext. 224 
 
Eastbank Administration 
Phyllis Breaud, Admin Assistant, pbreaud@jeffparish.net    736-6999 Ext. 204 
Antoinette Williams, Typist Clerk III, nhwilliams@jeffparish.net    Ext. 205 
Adelle Joseph, Clerk I, ajoseph@jeffparish.net       Ext. 102 
Brad Roth, Zone 2 Manager, broth@jeffparish.net       Ext. 140 
Gary Schmidt, Zone 2 Manager, gschmidt@jeffparish.net     Ext. 206 
Vincent Massaro, Zone 1 Manager, vmassaro@jeffparish.net    Ext. 141 
 
Eastbank Reservation 
Becky Lefort, Facility Reserv. Coordinator, blefort@jeffparish.net    Ext. 200 
 
Eastbank Athletics 
Seth Simpson, Area Coordinator, ssimpson@jeffparish.net     Ext. 101 
Carol DiSalvo, Typist Clerk III, cdisalvo@jeffparish.net     Ext. 142 
Natalie Stoufett, Girls & Adults, nstouffet@jeffparish.net      Ext. 104 
 
 
Eastbank Leisure Service 
Dawn Caple, Area Coordinator, caple@jeffparish.net     Ext. 122 
Amy Bourg, Typist Clerk III, abourg@jeffparish.net      Ext. 120 
Cassie Callais, Physical Programs, ccallais@jeffparish.net     Ext. 118 
Helen Pullins, Community Enrich, hpullins@jeffparish.net     Ext. 116 

Westbank Administration 
7437 Lapalco Blvd 
Marrero, LA 70072 

349-5000 
Jay Ureta, WB Administrator  
 
 
 

Eastbank Administration  
6921 Saints Drive 
Metairie, Louisiana 70003 

736-6999 
736-9824 (Fax) 
CJ Gibson, EB Administrator  

AFTER HOURS/NIGHTS/HOLIDAYS 

731-4600 
EB Emergency After Hours Beeper: 538-1374 
WB Emergency After Hours Beeper: 538-0640 
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Jessica St. Amant, Golden Age, jstamant@jeffparish.net     Ext. 114 
Leslie Dunn, Disabled Pop., ldunn@jeffparish.net      Ext. 110 
Patricia Martinez, Golden Age, pmartinez@jeffparish.net     Ext. 143 
Rebecca Bourgeois, Cultural Prog. rbourgeois@jeffparish.net    Ext. 112 
 
Eastbank Maintenance 
Scott Muhoberac, Area Coord, smuhoberac@jeffparish.net     Ext. 106 
Dana McNally, Typist Clerk III, dmcannly@jeffparish.net     Ext. 107 
Timothy O”Quinn, Warehouse Supr., toquinn@jeffparish.net    Ext. 125 
John Doyle, Buidings Supr., jdoyle@jeffparish.net      Ext. 203 
Kyle Beske, Buildings Supr., kbeske@jeffparish.net      Ext. 127 
Maverick Charles, Grounds Supr., mcharles@jeffparish.net     Ext. 128 
Roy Blum, Electrical Supr., rblum@jeffparish.net      Ext. 126 
Justin Mayeux, HVAC Supr., jmayeux@jeffparish.net     Ext. 129 

 
Lafreniere Park 
3000 Downs Boulevard 
Metairie, LA 70003 

838-4289 
Email: preaction@jeffparish.net 
Website: www.lafrenierepark.org 

 
Barry McGuinness, Park Manager, bmcguinness@jeffparish.net    
Chris Naumann, Asst. park Manager, cnaumann@jeffparish.net 
Robin Alexander, Asst. Park Manager, ralexander@jeffparish.net 
Jerry Savaresse, Admin. Asst., jsavaresse@jeffparish.net 

William Cangemi, Typist clerk II, wcangemi@jeffparish.net 
 

Lafreniere Park Reservation 
Cathy Cutress, Facility Reservation Coordinator, ccutress@jeffparish.net 

 
 
Westbank Office 
7437 Lapalco Boulevard 
Marrero, LA 70072 

349-5000  
(FAX) 349-5013 
Complaint Line: 731-4600 
Email: jpreaction@jeffparish.net 

 
Westbank Administration 
Jay Ureta, WB Administrator, jjureta@jeffparish.net      Ext. 148 
Diana Frickey, Admin Asst, frickey@jeffparish.net      Ext. 129 
Annette Weisler, Admin. Asstistant, aweisler@jeffparish.net     Ext. 150 
Carol Bolling, Typist Clerk, cboling@jeffparish.net      Ext. 154  
Earl Incardona, Zone Manager, eincardona@jeffparish.net     Ext. 106 
Brandon Collins, Zone Manager, collins@jeffparish.net     Ext. 110 
Jessica Ball, Receptionist        Ext. 0 
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Westbank Reservation  
Mary Williams, Fac. Reserv. Coor., mwilliams@jeffparish.net      Ext. 146 

 
West Bank Athletics 
Gerry Constant, Area coordinator,  gcibstabt@jeffparish.net      Ext. 131 
Danielle Williams, Typist Clerk III, dbwilliams@jeffparish.net      Ext. 144 
Sue Amor, Rec. Spec. Prog. Supr., samor@jeffparish.net      Ext. 111 
 
Westbank Leisure Service 
Daisey Acosta, Area Coordinator, dacosta@jeffparish.net      Ext. 136 
Bridgette Windsor, Typist Clerk III,  bcomeaux@jeffparish.net     Ext. 134 
Dawn Lauland, Physical Prog. dlauland@jeffparish.net      Ext. 130 
Garry Verdos, Golden Age, gvedros@jeffparish.net       Ext. 138 
Rebelee Luke, Disabled Prop.,  rluke@jeffparish.net       Ext. 105 
Jennifer Walker, Cultural Prog. JWalker@jeffparish.net      Ext. 132 

 
Westbank Maintenance 
Chad Thomassie, Area Coord. cthomassie@jeffparish.net      Ext. 156 
Rebecca Corpora, Typist Clerk III, rcoporoa@jeffparish.net      Ext. 100 
Dwight Galiano, Warehouse Supr. dgaliano@jeffparish.net      Ext. 103 
Frank Musacchia, Buildings Supr., fmusaachia@jeffparish.net     Ext. 114 
Dominick Leone, Grounds Supr. dleone@jeffparish.net      Ext. 115 
Anthony Richard, Electrical Supr., arichard@jeffparish.net      Ext. 112 
Dennis Seal, HVAC Supr., dseal@jeffparish.net       Ext. 113 

 
 

Parc Des Familles  
6101 Leo Kerner Parkway 
Lafitte, LA 70067 

 
Lasalle Park 
6600 Airline Drive, Metairie, LA 70003 
690 Stable Drive, Metairie, LA, 70003 

731-4726 
(Fax) 731-4727  
Press box 731-4728 

 
Harold Buhler, Center Supervisor, hbuhler@jeffparish.net 
Email: jprecreation@jeffparish.net 

 
Bucktown Marina 
325 Metairie Hammond Hwy 
Metairie, LA 70005 

 
Bonnabel Boat Launch 
1600 Bonnabel Blvd. 
Metairie, LA 70005 
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Eastbank Locations 
 
Lafreniere Park 
3000 Downs Boulevard 
Metairie, LA 70002 
838-4389 
838-4387 (Fax) 

 
Lasalle Park 
6600 Airline Drive 
Metairie, LA 70003 
731-4726 
731-4727 (Fax) 
 

 
Bright Plgd 
3401 Cleary Avenue 
Metairie, LA 70002 
838-1037 
838-1044 (Fax) 
 

 
Cleary Plgd 
3700 Civic Street 
Metairie, LA 70001 
838-1033 
838-1040 (Fax) 
 

 
Delta Plgd 
8301 W Metairie Ave. 
Metairie, LA 70003 
736-8463 
736-8489 (Fax) 
 

 
Girard Plgd 
5300 Irving Street 
Metairie, LA 70003 
838-1038 
838-1045 (Fax) 
 

 
Jefferson Plgd 
4100 South Drive 
Jefferson, LA 70121 
838-1031 
838-1039 (Fax) 
 

 
Lakeshore Plgd  
1125 Rosa Avenue 
Metairie, LA 70005 
838-1034 
838-1041 (Fax) 

 
Lemon Plgd 
1307 S. Causeway Blvd. 
Jefferson, LA 70121 
838-1043 
838-1036 (Fax) 

 
Little Farms Plgd 
10301 S. Park 
River Ridge, LA 70123 
736-8460  
736-8487 (Fax) 

 

 
Metairie Plgd 
1521 Palm Street 
Metairie, LA 70001 
838-1035 
838-1042 (Fax) 
 

 
Miley Plgd 
6716 W. Metairie Avenue 
Metairie, LA 70003 
736-8461 
736-8488 (Fax) 
736-8390 (Stadium) 

 
Owens Plgd 
11101 Newton Street 
River Ridge, LA 70123 
736-8464 
736-8490 (Fax) 

 
Softball Complex 
6928 Saints Drive 
Metairie, LA  70003 
736-8390 
 

 
Williams Playlot 
7744 Mistletoe Street 
Metairie, LA 70003 
736-8462 
 

 
 

Westbank Locations 
 
Avondale Plgd 
709 S. Jamie Blvd 
Avondale, LA 70094 
736-8465 
736-8476 (Fax) 

 
Belle Terre Plgd 
5600 Belle Terre Rd. 
Marrero, LA 70072 
349-5044 
349-5033 (Fax) 

 
Bridge City Plgd 
400 Eleventh Street 
Bridge City, LA 70094 
736-8466 
736-8474 (Fax) 

 
Estelle Plgd 
5801 Leo Kerner  
Marrero, LA 70072 
349-5964 
349-5965 (Fax) 

 
Estelle Sr. Center 
(District 3) 
5012 Ehret Rd. 
Marrero, LA 70072 
349-5964 
 

 
Harold McDonald Pldg 
900 Drake Avenue 
Westwego, LA 70094 
349-5027 
 

 
Harvey Plgd 
2240 Alamo Street 
Harvey, LA 70058 
364-3681 
364-3645 (Fax) 

 
Johnny Jacobs Jr. 
 Plgd 
5851 Fifth Street 
Marrero, Louisiana 70072 
349-5041 
349-5054 (Fax) 

 
Kennedy Heights  
Plgd 
248 Mission Court 
Avondale, LA 70094 
736-8467 
736-8477 (Fax) 

 
Kings Grant Plgd 
3805 15

th
 Street 

Harvey, LA 70058 
349-5040 
349-5055 (Fax) 

 
M.L. King Plgd 
2400 Lester Street 
Harvey, LA 70058 
364-3682 
364-3685 (Fax) 

 
Nicholson Plgd 
7101 11

th
 Street 

Marrero, LA 70072 
349-5043 
349-5072 (Fax) 

 
Oakdale Plgd 
540 Wall Boulevard 
Gretna, LA 70056 
364-3684 
364-3695 (Fax) 

 
Pard Playground 
5185 Eighty Arpent Road 
Marrero, LA 70072 
349-5042 
349-5073 (Fax) 
 

 
Rose Thorne Plgd 
865 Jean Lafitte Blvd.  
Lafitte, LA 70067 
689-3835 
689-7284 (Fax) 

 
Terrytown Plgd 
641 Heritage Avenue 
Terrytown, LA 70056 
364-3683 
364-3866 (Fax) 

 
 Waggaman Pygd 
516 Dandelion Street 
Waggaman, LA 70094 
736-8468 
736-8480 (Fax) 

 
Woodmere Plgd 
4100 Glenmere Blvd. 
Harvey, LA. 70058 
349-5020 
349-5025 (Fax) 
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Personnel Department  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

INFORMATION/INQUIRIES:  364-2730 

 
Helena Harris, Personnel Assistant, HHarris@jeffparish.net    364-2730  
Sherline Moses, Clerk II, SMoses@jeffparish.net  
Mindy Punch, Clerk I, MPunch@jeffparish.net 

 
ADMINISTRATION: 

JOHN DUMAS, DIRECTOR,     
JDumas@jeffparish.net        364-2737 
 
Cynthia Soto, Executive Assistant, Csoto@jeffparish.net    364-2736 
Theodore Nass, Personnel Board Special Assistant, Tnass@jeffparish.net    364-2736 
Lauren Call, Assistant Director, Lcall@jeffparish.net      364-2738 
Mary Clement, Typist Clerk III, MClement@jeffparish.net    364-2739 
Angie Taylor, Personnel Technician I, ATaylor@jeffparish.net    364-2741 
Adrianne Richoux, Typist Clerk III, ARichoux@jeffparish.net     364-2748 
 
CLASSIFICATION  PAY AND RECORDS DIVISION: 
Cory Durr, Personnel Technician III, CDurr@jeffparish.net    364-2744 
Todd McDowell, Personnel Technician II, TMcDowell@jeffparish.net    364-2743 
 
RECRUITMENT AND EXAMINATION DIVISION: 
Ashley Jambon, Personnel Technician III, AJambon@jeffparish.net     364-2740 
Sheree Carrier, Personnel Technician II, Scarrier@jeffparish.net   364-2742 
Keith Hutchins, Personnel Technician II, KHutchins@jeffparish.net     364-2746 
Glennie Guidry, Personnel Technician II, GGuidry@jeffparish.net   364-2752 
Adrianne Breaux, Personnel Technician I, ADBreaux@jeffparish.net   364-2745 
 
CERTIFICATION DIVISION:     
Margo French, Personnel Technician III, MFrench@jeffparish.net    364-2749 
Annie Vaughn, Personnel Technician II, AVaughn@jeffparish.net   364-2751 
 
TEST DEVELOPMENT DIVISION: 
Suzette T. Jung, Personnel Technician III, SJung@jeffparish.net       364-3538 
 
EAST BANK OFFICE : 
Keith Pierre, Personnel Assistant, KPierre@jeffparish.net     736-6364 
 736-6365  

Westbank Administration 
General Government Building 
200 Derbigny Street 
Suite 3100 
Gretna, LA 70053 

364-2730  
 

Eastbank Administration  
Joseph S. Yenni Building 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard 
Suite 206 
Jefferson, LA 70123 
736-6364 
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Planning Advisory Board 
1221 Elmwood Park Blvd 
Suite 604 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6355 
736-6359 (Fax) 
 

 
Board Members: 
 
Rafael Saddy, At-Large, Division “A” 
Thomas Hebert, At-Large, Division “B” 
Craig Taffaro, District 1 
Phillip Biondillo, District 2 
Thomas Scrubbs, District 3 
Leann Roser Manalla, District 4 

Lynne Parker, District 5 
 
 
Staff: 
Francois Ancar, Research Analyst, fancar@jeffparish.net     736-6358 
Ambra Sanne, Secretary, asanne@jeffparish.net     736-6355 
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Planning Department 

1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard 
Suite 601 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6320 
731-4560 (Fax) 

  
Teresa Wilkinson, DIRECTOR        736-6337 
 

Director’s Office 
Juliette Cassagne, Assistant Director, Jcassagne@jeffparish.net     736-6354 
Diana Soileau, Secretary, Dsoileau@jeffparish.net      736-6337 
Rich Gillen, Landscape Architect, gillen@jeffparish.net     736-6328 
Rachael Mitchelle, Typist Clerk III, Rmitchelle@jeffparish.net     736-6320 
 
Long-Range Planning 
Robin Jones, Planner III, Rjones@jeffparish.net       736-6331 
Dorina Gauthreaux, Data Entry Operator III, authreaux@jeffparish.net   736-6354 
Alexandra Carter, Planner II, Acarter@jeffparish.net      736-6331 
Carnell Brame, Planner II, Cbrame@jeffparish.net       736-6331  
Evelyn Cade, Planner II, Ecade@jeffparish.net      736-6331 
 
Current Planning – Eastbank 
Melissa Guilbeau, Planner III, Mguilbeau@jeffparish.net     736-6334 
Liane Trick, Planner II, Ltrick@jeffparish.net       736-6335 
James Borsos, Planner II, Jboroso@jeffparish.net      736-6335 
Bill Spivey, Planner II, Bspviey@jeffparish.net       736-6335 
Shane Yokum, Planner II, Syokum@jeffparish.net      736-6335 
Nedra Tate, Typist Clerk III, Ntate@jeffprish.net      736-6335 
 
Current Planning- Westbank 
Shakeeb Shariff, Planner III, shariff@jeffparish.net      736-6327 
Esbii Ogholoh, Planner II, EOgholoh@jeffparish.net       736-6325 
Robert Johnston, Planner II, Rjohnston@jeffparish.net      736-6325 
Elizabeth Pfafflin, Planner II, Epfafflin@jeffparish.net     736-6325 
Brian Markey, Planner II, Bmarkey@jefparish.net      736-6325 
Marilyn Slutsky, Typist Clerk III, MSlutsky@jeffparish.net     731-4560 
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Public Information Office  

1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard 
Jefferson, LA 70123 
Suite 1002 

736-6410 
736-6431 (Fax)   

 
Kriss Fortunato, Public Information Officer 
Kfortunato@jeffparish.net  
 
Rhonda Collins, Assistant to Director, Rcollins@jeffparish.net  
Sarah McKnight, PIO Aide, Smcknight@jeffparish.net  
Justin Castille, PIO Aide, Jcastille@jeffparish.net  
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Public Works Department    
  

 
Administration 
1221 Elmwood Park Blvd. 
Suite 904  
Jefferson, LA   71023 

736-6783 
731-4499 (Fax) 

 
M Kazem Hadjialikhani , DIRECTOR 
Kalikhani@jeffparish.net  

 
Rachel Perez, Secretary, Rperez@jeffparish.net      736-6783 
Donna Guidroz, PW Wks. Admin. Operations Coor. Dgudiroz@jeffparish.net  736-6783 
 
 
 
CAPITAL PROJECTS 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 906 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6833 
736-6739 (Fax) 
 

REDA M. YOUSSEF, P.E., DIRECTOR 
ryoussef@jeffparish.net 
 

Zakita Holloway, Executive Assistant, zholloway@jeffparish.net 

Denise Ashley, Professional Engineer IV, dashley@jeffparish.net 

Gary Lehmann, Professional Engineer III, glehmann@jeffparish.net 
 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF DRAINAGE – ADMINISTRATION   
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 907 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6753 
731-4428 Fax 
 

MITCH THERIOT, DIRECTOR, Mtheriot@jeffparish.net        736-6752 
 
Director’s Administration 
Bob Dale, Assistant Director, Bdale@jeffparish.net      736-6756  
Davelynn James, Executive Operations Manager, Djames@jeffparish.net  736-6760 
 
Clerical Division 
Doris Short, Admin., Assistant, Dshort@jeffparish.net     736-6753 
Venus Williams, Secretary, Vwilliams@jeffparish.net     736-6753 

AFTER HOURS/NIGHTS/HOLIDAYS 
Drainage  >736-6006 
Sewerage  >736-6006 
Streets > Eastbank  >838-1150 
Streets  >Westbank >349-5865 
Water > Eastbank >838-4363 
Water >Westbank >349-5081 
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Patricia Rambeau, Typist Clerk III, Prambeau@jeffparish.net    736-6736 
Sheena Quinn, Administrative Assistant, SQuinn@jeffparish.net   736-6758 
 
Engineering Division 
Clinton Hotard, Engineer I, Chotard@jeffparish.net     736-6759 
Vuong Nguyen, Engineer-in-Training, nguyen@jeffparish.net    736-6730 
Benjamin Lepin, Intern, BLepin@jeffparish.net     736-6757 
 
DRAINAGE MAINTENANCE – RHEEM BUILDING 
4901 Jefferson Highway, Suite D 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70121 

736-6578 
736-6660 (Fax) 
EB Central Complaints 736-6578 or 736-6579 
Weekends and After Hours 736-6006 

 
Drainage Maintenance Superintendent Division 
Richard Davis, Supt. III, edavis@jeffparish.net     736-8764 
Latrenda McGhee, Supt. I, Mcghee@jeffparish.net      736-6645 
Earl Peters, Superintendent I, KMatherne@jeffparish.net    736-6222 
Keith Matherine, Superintendent I, KMatherne@jeffparish.net   736-6243 
 
Clerical Division: 
Yvette Hurst, Typist Clerk III, Yhurst@jeffparish.net     736-6579 
Donna Mena, Typist Clerk II, Dmena@jeffparish.net     736-6578 
Chris Dibenedetto, GIS Operator II, Cdibenedetto@jeffparish.net   736-8762 
 
EASTBANK PUMP STATIONS 
4800 Lake Villa Drive 
Metairie, Louisiana 70006 

838-4371 
838-4242 (Fax) 

 
Pump Stations Superintendent Division: 
Manny Aspuria, Pump Station Supt. III, Maspuria@jeffparish.net   736-4374 
Alfred Chan, Supt II, Achan@jeffparish.net       736-4370 
Terrell Power, Typist Clerk III, Tpower@jeffparish.net    736-4371 
 
DRAINAGE MAINTENANCE – WESTBANK  
1561 River Park Road 
Bridge City, LA  70094 

437-4939 
437-4966 FAX 
WB Central Complaints – 437-4940 or 437-4939 
Weekends and After Hours – 736-6006 

 
Drainage Maintenance Superintendent Division: 
Larry Palmisano, O & M Manager,  Lpalmisano@jeffparish.net   437-4959 
Dominick Ditcharo, Superintendnet III,Dditcharo@jeffparish.net    437-4941 
Lynne Champagne, Superintendent II,  Lchampagne@jeffparish.net    437-4935 
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Frank Maness, Drainage Maintenance Supt. I, Fmaness@jeffparish.net   437-4832 
 

Clerical Division: 
Patsy Firmin, Administrative Assistant, Pfirmin@jeffparish.net    437-4940 
Javanda Dominic, Typist Clerk III, Jdominic@jeffparish.net                         437-4927 
Leonie Mosley, Typist Clerk III, Lmosley@jeffparish.net                         437-4939 
Greg Breaux, GIS Operator II. Gbreaux@jeffparish.net     437-4831 
 
 
 

Maintenance EB & WBIS Division: 
Kenneth Babin, Superintendent II, KB@jeffparish.net                  349-5142 
Alfred Chan, Superintendent I, AChan@jeffparish.net                  349-5142 
Leonie Mosley, Typist Clerk III, Lmosley@jeffparish.net     349-5142 
 
WEST BANK PUMP STATIONS 
5100 Rochester Drive 
Marrero, Louisiana 70072 
349-5141 
349-5163 fax 
 
Pump Stations Superintendent Division: 
Keith Thornton, Superintendent I II, Kthornton@jeffparish.net          349-5037 
Duane Martinez, Superintendent II, Demartinez@jeffparish.net          349-5143  
Gary Clarks, Supt. II, Gclarks@jeffparish.net             349-5143 
 
Clerical Division: 
Ann Lefort, Typist Clerk III, Alefort@jeffparish.net           349-5141 
Sylvia Joseph, Typist Clerk II, Sjoseph@jeffparish.net     349-5037 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 802 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6500 
736-6526 (Fax) 

 
 

MARK R. DREWES, DIRECTOR, 
MDrewes@jeffparish.net         736-6505 
 

Cindy Gallo, Executive Superintendent, Cgallo@jeffparish.net     736-6538 
Dianna Dutreix, Secretary, Ddutreix@jeffparish.net      736-6505 
  
 
Accounting 
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Jelena Franklin, Accountant III, JbFranklin@jeffparish.net    736-6821 
Barry Sims, Accountant III 
 
Drafting Division 
Vic Von Hassel, Supervisor, Vvonhassel@jeffparish.net     736-6806 
Jeff Wassermann, GIS Operator 3, Jwassermann@jeffparish.net    736-6810 
Information          736-6800 
 
Inspection Division (Eastbank) 
Suite 702, Yenni Building 

 
Sheryl Khatri, Typist Clerk III, Skharti@jeffparish.net      736-6799 
 
 
 
Inspection Division (Westbank) 
1887 Ames Boulevard 
Marrero, LA 70072 
 349-5175 (Fax) 

 
Errol Martin, Engineering Division Supervisor, Emartin@jeffparish.net    349-5843 
Suzanne Lollis, Typist clerk III, Slollis@jeffparish.net      736-6793 
 
 
Roads & Bridges Division 
Suite 802, Yenni Building 

 
Chuong Pham, Professional Engineer, Cpham@jeffparish.net     436-6823 
Ryan Breaux, Professional Engineer,Rabreaux@jeffparish.net     736-6514 
Kivana Cole, Typist Clerk III,Kcole@jeffparish.net       736-6506 
Karen Gilley, Administrative Assistant, Kgilley@jeffparish.net     736-6508 
Juan Gutierrez, Professional Engineer, gutierrez@jeffparish.net    736-6512 
Sandra Vappie, Typist Clerk II, Svappie@jeffparish.net     736-6500 
Rick Speeg, Professional Engineer, RSpeeg@jeffparish.net     736-6509 
Matthew Zeringue, Engineer-in-Training, Mzeringue@jeffparish.net     736-6507 
Richard Bettis, Engineer-In-Training, Rbettis@jeffparish.net     736-6515 
Helen McGee, Administrative Assistant, mcgee@jeffparish.net    736-6814 
Alexa Dale, College Intern, Adale@jeffparish.net      736-6912 
 

SCADA Division (Rheem Building) 
4901 Jefferson Highway, Suite D 

 
Robert Marrero, Supervisor        736-6781 
 
Street Lighting Division 
Suite 333, Yenni Building 

 
Peggy McMurray, Manager, PMcmurray@jeffparish.net      736-6940 
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Survey Division 
Alfred Tonguis, Engineering Division Supervisor, Atonguis@jeffparish.net  838-4230 
Kimberly Battaglia, Party Chief, Kbattaglia@jeffparish.net     838-4230 
Glen Hebert, Party Chief, GDhebert@jeffparish.net      349-5849 
 
 
Utility Division 
Suite 801, Yenni Bldg. 

 
Leo Lay, Chief Engineer, LLay@jeffparish.net      736-6817 
Chanen Joseph, Engineering –In-Training, hanenjoseph@jeffparish.net   736-6824 
Ray Mowla, Professional Engineer, Rmowla@jeffparish.net    736-6818 
Ken Schexnayder, Professional Engineer,  Kschexnayder@jeffparish.net  736-6820 
 
Public Works Warehouse 
 
Jerry Zeringue, Supervisor, Jzeringue@jeffparish.net    731-4650 
Mark Mcdonald, WB Warehouse Supervisor,Mmcondald@jeffparish.net  349-5155 
Mark Morris, EB Warehouse Supervisor, MMorris@jeffparish.net    731-4648 
Lucien cascio, Central Warehouse Supervisor, LCascio@jeffparish.net    349-5868 
Olive Magee, EB Utility Inventory Supervisor, OMagee@jeffparish.net    731-4652 
Jennifer Martin, WB Utility Inventory Supervisor,  JMartin@jeffparish.net   349-5130 
 
Traffic Engineering 
2100 Dickory Avenue 
Harahan, Louisiana 70123 

736-6530 
736-6256 (Fax) 

 
Jody Savoie,Traffic  Engineering Supervisor, JSavoie@jeffparish.net    736-6530 
Brandy Chism, Administrative Assistant, BChism@jeffparish.net   736-6530 
 
Sign & Signal Shop        
David Stout, Signal Supervisor, DStout@jeffparish.net    736-6536 
James A. Lambert, Jr., Sign & Marking Superintendent, JALambertjr@jeffparish.net 736-6536 
 

 
 
INVESTIGATION AND REHAB SECTION 
4901 Jefferson Highway  
Suite B 
Jefferson, LA 70121 

736-6686 
736-6698 (Fax) 

 
Pablo San Martin, Operations/Maint Program Mgr, Psanmartin@jeffparish.net  736-6686 
Nathan Allison, Maintenance Superintendent, Nallison@jeffparish.net   736-6698 
Ernest Grillot, Maintenance Superintendent, Egrillot@jeffparish.net     736-6692 
Tracie Chaix, Administrative Assistant, Tchaix@jeffparish.net    736-6682 
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PARKWAYS DEPARTMENT 
1901 Ames Boulevard 
Marrero, Louisiana  70072 

349-5800 
349-5828 (Fax)  

 

BROOK BURMASTER, DIRECTOR,  

BBURMASTER@jeffparish.net         349-5834 

 
Administration 
Heta Babin, Admin. Asst., AWinchester@jeffparish.net       349-5834 
Ava Bougere, Typist Clerk III, ABougere@jeffparish.net     349-5815 
Marilyn Slutsky. Typist Clerk III, MSlutsky@jeffparish.net       349-5815 
Donald J. Cole, Jr., Horticulturist, DCole@jeffparish.net      349-5800 
Bernard Wisnowski, Arborist, BWisnowski@jeffparish.net       349-5816 
 
Maintenance 
Mike Muller, Superintendent III, Mmuller@jeffparish.net     349-5865 
Jason Montagino, Superintendent II, JMontagino@jeffparish.net    349-5865 
Ernest White, Superintendent I, EWhite@jeffparish.net     838-1150 
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SEWERAGE DEPARTMENT 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard 
Suite 803   
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6661 
736-6694 (Fax) 

 
 

LINDA DALY, DIRECTOR, 
 LDaly@jeffparish.net         736-8395  
 
Brett Todd, Assistant Director,  
BTodd@jeffparish.net         736-6679 
 
Eastbank Sewerage Field/Complaint Office     736-6675 
4901 Jefferson Highway, Suite B 
Jefferson, LA 70121 

 
EVENINGS, WEEKENDS, AND HOLIDAYS (DISPATCHER)    736-6006 
 
Sterling Lane, General Supt., Lines, SLane@jeffparish.net     736-6677 
Glenn Miller, General Supt., Lift Stations, GlennMiller@jeffparish.net   736-6678 
 
Westbank Sewerage Field/Complaint Office     437-4811 or 437-4812 
1440 River Park Road 
Bridge City, LA 70094 

   
Sterling Lane, General Supt.,  SLane@jeffparish.net      437-4823 
Glenn Miller, General Supt., Lift Stations, GlennMiller@jeffparish.net   437-4822 
 
Westbank Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Don Murray, General Superintendent, DMurray@jeffparish.net    437-4813 
 
Marrero Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Ronald Huffman, Superintendent I, rhuffman@jeffparish.net    349-5152 
 
Harvey Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Rodney Blanchard, Superintendent I, RPBlanchard@jeffparish.net    364-2887 
 
Bridge City Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Ryan Boudreaux, Superintendent I, RBoudreaux@jeffparish.net    731-4490   
     
Eastbank Wastewater Treatment Plant      
#2 Humane Way 
Harahan, LA 70123 

736-6299 
 
Kurt Leglue, Superintendent I, KLegue@jeffparish.net    736-6299 
 

EVENINGS, WEEKENDS, AND HOLIDAYS (DISPATCHER) 
>736-6006 
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STREETS DEPARTMENT   
1901 Ames Boulevard 
Marrero, Louisiana 70072 

349-5800 
349-5825 (Fax) 

 
 

RANDY P. NICHOLSON, DIRECTOR,  
RNicholson@jeffparish.net        349-5800 
 

Administration 
Donald J. Hogan, Jr., Assistant Director, DHogan@jeffparish.net    349-5808 
Amber Breaux, Executive Superintendent, ABreaux@jeffparish.net   349-5818 
Maria Cooper, Executive Assistant, RLamoureux@jeffparish.net   349-5822 
Ron Fuxan, Secretary, RFuxan@jeffparish.net     349-5807 
 
Building Maintenance Division/Utility Permits Division                 
Charles Colopy, Building Maintenance Supervisor, Ccolopy@jeffparish.net  349-5800 
Bernadette Weber, Typist Clerk III, Bweber@jeffparish.net    349-5823 
Karen Jackson, Typist Clerk II, Kjackson@jeffparish.net    349-5800  
 
Complaints & Control Division 
Sharon Cline, Administrative Assistant, SCline@jeffparish.net    349-5821 
Rachel Perez, Typist Clerk III, MSwenson@jeffparish.net    349-5800 
Patricia Stoltz, Data Entry Operator II, PStoltz@jeffparish.net    349-5800 
 
Contracts Administration Division           
Wilton Demuth, Eng. Div. Supervisor, N.P., WDemuth@jeffparish.net   838-1021 
Pamela Bourgeois, Adm. Assistant, PamBourgeois@jeffparish.net   349-5810 
Heidi Guillot, Typist Clerk III,  HGuillot@jeffparish.net    838-1025 
 
 Employee Services 
JoAnne Pollet, Administrative Assistant, JPollet@jeffparish.net    349-5831 
Chantell Braniff, Typist Clerk III, CBraniff@jeffparish.net     349-5800 
 
Field Inspectors 
Joseph Aveton, Eng. Inspector II, JA@jeffparish.net     838-1025 
Jack Barnett, Eng. Inspector III, JBarnett@jeffparish.net    349-5800 
Tim Constant, Eng. Inspector II, TConstant@jeffparish.net    838-1150 
David Macaluso, PW Proj. Coord., DMacaluso@jeffparish.net   349-5800 
Jared Reed, Eng. Inspector II, JReed@jeffparish.net     349-5800 
Keon Robinson, Eng. Inspector II, KRobinson@jeffparish.net    838-1025 
Darren Teen, Eng. Inspector II, DTeen@jeffparish.net    838-1025 
Scott Walker, PW Project Coord., SWalker@jeffparish.net    838-1027 
Eric Williams, Eng. Inspector III, EWilliams@jeffparish.net    838-1025 
 
Lapalco Bridge    
Joe Johnson, Rd. Maintenance Superintendent II, JJohnson@jeffparish.net   365-3388/349-5800 
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Purchasing Division 
Denise Bourg, Typist Clerk III, DBourg@jeffparish.net    349-5800 
 
 
East Jefferson Maintenance Division 
200 Shrewsbury Road 
Jefferson, LA 70121 

838-1150  
838-1025 (Fax)  

 
Stanley Walker, Road Maintenance Supt. III, SWalker@jeffparish.net   838-1150 
Arthur Moran, Road Maintenance Supt. II, AMoran@jeffparish.net    838-1150 
Denise Chavers, Administrative Assistant, DChavers@jeffparish.net   838-1150 
 
 
 
West Jefferson Maintenance Division 
5701 Belle Terre Road 
Marrero, LA 70072 

349-5865  
349-5882 (Fax) 

 
Rodney Lyons, Road Maintenance Sup. III, RLyons@jeffparish.net    349-5865 
Kenneth Lemieux, Road Maintenance Supt. II, KLemieux@jeffparish.net  349-5881 
Giselle Lewis, Administrative Assistant, GLewis@jeffparish.net   349-5869 
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WATER DEPARTMENT 
1221 Elmwood Park Blvd., Suite 909 
Jefferson, LA 70123 

736-6742 
736-6835 (Fax) 

  

 
SALVADOR MAFFEI, DIRECTOR,  
SMaffei@jeffparish.net        736-6742 
 
Administration 
Douglas Pertuit, Assistant Director, DPertuit@jeffparish.net    349-5088 
Jerome Wool, Professional Engineer, JWool@jeffparish.net    736-6747 
Destiny Bratton, Executive Superintendent, DBratton@jeffparish.net   736-6714 
Kathleen Theriot, Secretary, KTheriot@jeffparish.net    736-6836 
Jesse Rosenfeld, Executive Assistant, JRosenfeld@jeffparish.net   736-8720 
Amy Truesdell, Administrative Assistant, ATruesdell@jeffparish.net   736-6746 
Sheryl Kelly, Typist Clerk III, Skelly@jeffparish.net     736-6748 
Keyon Kent, Payroll Clerk, KKent@jeffparish.net     736-6708 
Robert Spahn, Computer Network Admin., RSpahn@jeffparish.net   437-4972 
George Roth, PW Project Coordinator, GRoth@jeffparish.net    736-6742 
Sidney Bazley, Engineer Inspector III, SBazley@jeffparish.net    838-4364 
 
Outside Maintenance 
Tyrell Chatman, General Superintendent,  TChatman@jeffparish.net   838-4315 
 
Eastbank Outside Maintenance 
3600 Jefferson Highway, Building B 
Jefferson, LA 70121 

838-4364  
838-4335(Fax) 

 
Mario Kennedy, Waterline Maint. Supt. II, MKennedy@jeffparish.net   838-4334 
Mark Martin, Waterline Maint. Supt I, MMartin@jeffparish.net   838-4337 
 
 
Eastbank Plant 
3600 Jefferson Highway, Building D 
Jefferson, LA 70121 

838-4398  
838-1181 (Fax) 

 
Mervin Graves, Water Purification Supt. II, MGraves@jeffparish.net   838-4398 
 
Westbank Outside Maintenance 
1540 River Park road 
Bridge City, LA 70094 

437-4978  
437-4997(Fax) 
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Kevin Sampey, Waterline Maint. Supt. II,  KSampey@jeffparish.net    437-4979 
Zachary North, Waterline Maint. Supt. I, ZNorth@jeffparish.net    838-4996 
 
Westbank Plant 

4500 Westbank Expressway 
Marrero, LA 70072 

349-5085  
349-5154(Fax) 

 

Myron Romero, Water Purification Supt. II, MRomero@jeffparish.net    349-5085 

 

Water Lab 
3600 Jefferson Highway 
Jefferson, LA 70121 

838-4300  
838-4320(Fax) 

 

Kristen Ragan, Water Quality Scientist IV, KRagan@jeffparish.net    838-4305 

 

Utility Billing 
Renice Young, Utility billing Superintendent, RKYoung@jeffparish.net 736-6070  

 

Eastbank Utility Billing 
1221 Elmwood Park Blvd. Suite 909 
Jefferson, LA 70123 

736-6060  
736-6093 (Fax) 

 

Lori Roth, Utility Billing Asst. Supt., LRoth@jeffparish.net      736-6084 
 

West bank Utility Billing 
4500 Westbank Expressway 
Marrero, LA 70072 
736-6060  
349-5065(Fax) 

 

Monica Stanton, Utility billing Asst. Supt., MWStanton@jeffparish.net   349-3646 
 

Payment Center 
721 Terry Parkway 
Terrytown, LA 70056 

364-3646  
392-7294 

 

Grand Isle Office 
177 Birch Lane 
Grand Isle, LA 70358 

985-787-2195 
 
Robert Armand, Waterline Maintenance Supt. I, MRArmand@jeffparish.net 
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Purchasing Department   

General Government Building 
200 Derbigny Street – Suite 4400 
Gretna, Louisiana  70053 

364-2678 
364-2693 (Fax) 

 
 

BRENDA CAMPOS, DIRECTOR,  
Bcampos@jeffparish.net         364-2681 
 

Nicolle Whitney, Executive Assistant, Nwhitney@jeffparish.net    364-2649 
Jennifer Lotz, Chief Buyer, Jlotz@jeffparish.net     364-2685 
Sidney Duffy,  Buyer II, Sduffy@jeffparish.net     364-2682 
Daphne Nelson, Buyer II, Dnelson@jeffparish.net     364-2650 
Donna Evans, Buyer I, DMevans@jeffparish.net     364-2691 
Donna Reamey, Buyer I, Dreamey@jeffparish.net     364-2684 
Misty Camardelle, Buyer II, Mcamardelle@jeffparish.net     364-2683 
Laniel Francis, Buyer II, Lfrancis@jeffparish.net      364-2690 
Carol Gasper, Buyer II, Cgasper@jeffparish.net      364-2688 
Pam Bailey, Typist Clerk III, Pbailey@jeffparish.net     364-2678 
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Registrar of Voters Office 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard, Suite 502 
Jefferson, Louisiana 70123 

736-6191 
736-6197 (Fax)  
 
 

Westbank Office 
5001 Westbank Expressway, Room C2 
Marrero, Louisiana 70072 
349-5690; 349-5695 (Fax) 
 

Kenner Office 
408 Minor Street 
Kenner, Louisiana 70062 

467-5168 
469-4193 (Fax) 
 
 

DENNIS A. DIMARCO, REGISTRAR OF VOTERS    736-6657 
 
Phil Trupiano, Chief Deputy Registrar      349-5690 
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Retirement System of Jefferson Parish 
200 Derbigny Street, Suite 4100 
Gretna, Louisiana 70053 

364-2668 
364-3828 (Fax) 

 
 

Peggy K. Thomassie, Secretary-Manager,  pthomassie@jeffparish.net 
 
Rachelle Dufrene -Rojas, Asst. Secretary-Manager, rdufrene@jeffparish.net 
Cynthia Howard, Typist Clerk III, Cghoward@jeffparish.net  
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Risk Management Department  

Joseph S. Yenni Building 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard – Suite 315 
Jefferson, Louisiana  70123-2337 

736-6907 
736-6828 (Fax) 

 
 
WILLIAM E. FORTENBERRY, DIRECTOR,  

Wfortenberry@jeffparish.net       736-6908 
 
John F. Bryant, Assistant Director, Bryant@jeffparish.net    736-6909 
Frances Buckman, Risk Analyst,  fbuckman@jeffparish.net    736-8372 
 
Claims Division 
Deborah Hebert, Risk Mgmt. Claims Supervisor, Hebert@jeffparish.net  736-6910 
Deborah Bourgeois, Executive Assistant, cbourgeois@jeffparish.net   736-6908 
 
Risk Management Claims Reporting 
Christine Zibilich, Typist Clerk II, Czibilich@jeffparish.net    736-6907 
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Telecommunications  

910 3
rd

 Street 
Suite 2102 
Gretna, LA 70053 

349-5300 
277-1337 (Fax) 

 

JEB TATE, DIRECTOR 
Jtate@jeffparish.net         349-5302 
 
Suzette Collins, Administrative Assistant, Scollins@jeffparish.net     349-5302 
 
 
 
Central Telephone 
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard,  
Suite 410 
Jefferson, LA 70123 

736-6044 
736-6045 (Fax)   

 
Jack LeBaron, Telecommunications Supervisor, JLebaron@jeffparish.net   736-6044 
Edwin Hyatt, Telephone Technician, EHyatt@jeffparish.net    
Henry Swaney, Telephone Technician, Hswaney@jeffparish.net  
 
 
9-1-1 Computer Systems 
Kenneth Martin, Computer Systems Analyst Senior, Kmartin@jeffparish.net    349-5294 
 

Please fax telephone work orders to 736-6045. See 
 Parish Intranet for Work Order Forms 
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Transit Administration 
21 Westbank Expressway 
Gretna, LA 70053 

364-3450 
364-3453 (Fax) 

 
RYAN D. BROWN, DIRECTOR,  
RDBrown@jeffparish.net 
 

Benjamin Francois, Contract Monitor, BFrancois@jeffparish.net  
Patricia Lyons, Secretary, PLyons@jeff.parish.net 
Deborah Duker, Clerk II, Duker@jeffparish.net 
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West Jefferson Medical Center 

1101 Medical Center Boulevard  
Marrero, Louisiana 70072 

347-5511 
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Workforce Connection 
 

Westbank Office   Eastbank Office  
1900 Lafayette Street   1801 Airline Highway, Suite A  
Gretna, LA 70053    Metairie, LA 70001 

227-1283    838-5678 
227-1204/227-1297(Fax)    2838-5677/838-5679(Fax) 

 
SHARON WEGNER, DIRECTOR,   
SWegner@jeffparish.net        227-1283, ext. 223 
       

West Bank Employees: 
Tanya Bates, Career Specialist, TBates@jeffparish.net    227-1283 Ext. 241 
Carolyn Haynes, Career Specialist, CHaynes@jeffparish.net    227-1283 Ext. 225 
Janet James, Career Specialist, JJames@jeffparish.net    227-1283 Ext. 258 
Zelda Laike, Career Specialist, ZLaike@jeffparish.net     227-1283 Ext. 253 
Yerula Louque, Career Specialist, YLouque@jeffparish.net    227-1283 Ext. 227 
Kenneth McMillon, Instructor I, KMcMillon@jeffparish.net    227-1283 Ext. 275 
Peggy Moliere, Career Specialist, PMoliere@jeffparish.net    227-1283 Ext. 234 
Troy Powell, Career Specialist, TAPowell@jeffparish.net    227-1283 Ext. 229 
Joan Vaughn, Career Specialist, Jvaughn@jeffparish.net     227-1283 Ext. 263 
Kim Wilson, Career Specialist, KWilson@jeffparish.net    227-1283 Ext. 247 
 
Youth Programs 
Karen James, Career Specialist, KAJames@jeffparish.net    227-1283 Ext. 274 
 
Accounting Division 
Raymond Guidry, Accountant III, Rguidry@jeffparish.net     364-3773 Ext. 265 
Grayling Walker, Accountant II, Gwalker@jeffparish.net     364-3690 Ext. 264 
Rhonda Breaux, Typist Clerk III, Rbreaux@jeffparish.net     227-1283 Ext. 244 
 
Eastbank Employees  
Deanna Stewart, Career Specialist, Dstewart@jeffparish.net     838-5678 Ext. 110 
Mary McMiller, Program Coordinator, MMcmiller@jeffparish.net   838-5678 Ext. 108 
Judy Haber-Stone, Career Specialist, JHaberstone@jeffparish.net   838-5678 Ext. 114   
Paulette Victor, Career Specialist, PVictor@jeffparish.net    838-5678 Ext. 105 
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Board of Zoning Adjustments  
1221 Elmwood Park Boulevard  
Suite 202 
Jefferson, LA 70123 

736-6023 
736-8379 (Fax) 

 

Jacquelyn R. “Jackie” Madden, Chairwoman, Representing Chris L. Roberts, Councilman At-Large, Div. A 
Diann C. Amstutz, Vice Chairwoman, Representing Ricky Templet, Councilman District 1 
Donald R. Bonewitz, Board Secretary, Representing Elton M. Lagasse, Councilman At-Large, Div. B 
Olivia “Libby” Moran, Representing Paul Johnston, Councilman District 2 
Eddie L. Shepherd, Representing Mark Spears, Jr., Councilman District 3 
Kevin Delahoussaye, Representing Ben Zahn, III, Councilman District 4 
Tim Valenti, Representing Cynthia Lee-Sheng, Councilwoman District 5 
 
Grace Pope, Administrative Assistant, gpope@jeffparish.net     736-6023 
Cynthia M. Dewhirst, Typist Clerk III, cdewhirst@jeffparish.net     736-6026 
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JEFFERSON PARISH TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
JEB TATE, DIRECTOR 

910 3rd STREET 
SUITE 2101 

GRETNA, LOUISIANA 70053 
(504) 349-5300 

(504) 227-1337 (Fax) 
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Non-Public Works Bid 
Affidavit Instructions 

 
• Affidavit is supplied as a courtesy to Affiants, but it is 

the responsibility of the affiant to insure the affidavit 
they submit to Jefferson Parish complies, in both form 
and content, with federal, state and parish laws. 

• Affidavit must be signed by an authorized 
representative of the entity or the affidavit will not be 
accepted. 

• Affidavit must be notarized or the affidavit will not be 
accepted. 

• Notary must sign name, print name, and include 
bar/notary number, or the affidavit will not be 
accepted. 

• Affiant MUST select either A or B when required or the 
affidavit will not be accepted. 

• Affiants who select choice A must include an 
attachment or the affidavit will not be accepted. 

• If both choice A and B are selected, the affidavit will not 
be accepted. 

• Affidavit marked N/A will not be accepted. 
• It is the responsibility of the Affiant to submit a new 

affidavit if any additional campaign contributions are 
made after the affidavit is executed but prior to the time 
the council acts on the matter. 

 
Instruction sheet may be omitted when submitting the affidavit
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Non-Public Works Bid 
 

AFFIDAVIT 
 

STATE OF _________________ 

 

PARISH/COUNTY OF _________________ 

 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally came and appeared: _____________ 

___________________, (Affiant) who after being by me duly sworn, deposed and said that 

he/she is the fully authorized _______________________ of ___________________ (Entity), 

the party who submitted a bid in response to Bid Number ___________, to the Parish of 

Jefferson.  

 
Affiant further said: 

 

Campaign Contribution Disclosures 

(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required 

attachment): 
 
Choice A  ______ Attached hereto is a list of all campaign contributions, including 

the date and amount of each contribution, made to current or 
former elected officials of the Parish of Jefferson by Entity, 
Affiant, and/or officers, directors and owners, including 
employees, owning 25% or more of the Entity during the two-year 
period immediately preceding the date of this affidavit or the 
current term of the elected official, whichever is greater.  Further, 
Entity, Affiant, and/or Entity Owners have not made any 
contributions to or in support of current or former members of the 
Jefferson Parish Council or the Jefferson Parish President through 
or in the name of another person or legal entity, either directly or 
indirectly. 

 
Choice B  ______ there are NO campaign contributions made which would require 

disclosure under Choice A of this section. 
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Debt Disclosures 
(Choose A or B, if option A is indicated please include the required 

attachment): 
 

Choice A  ______ Attached hereto is a list of all debts owed by the affiant to any 
elected or appointed official of the Parish of Jefferson, and any and 
all debts owed by any elected or appointed official of the Parish to 
the Affiant. 

 
Choice B  ______ There are NO debts which would require disclosure under Choice 

A of this section. 
 
Affiant further said: 
 

That Affiant has employed no person, corporation, firm, association, or other 
organization, either directly or indirectly, to secure the public contract under which he 
received payment, other than persons regularly employed by the Affiant whose services 
in connection with the construction, alteration or demolition of the public building or 
project or in securing the public contract were in the regular course of their duties for 
Affiant; and 
 

[The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.] 
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That no part of the contract price received by Affiant was paid or will be paid to any 
person, corporation, firm, association, or other organization for soliciting the contract, 
other than the payment of their normal compensation to persons regularly employed by 
the Affiant whose services in connection with the construction, alteration or demolition 
of the public building or project were in the regular course of their duties for Affiant. 

 
  
 ____________________________________ 
 Signature of Affiant 
 

 ____________________________________ 
 Printed Name of Affiant 
 

 

SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED TO BEFORE ME 

 ON THE _______ DAY OF ___________, 20___. 

 
 
 
____________________________________ 
Notary Public  
 
____________________________________ 
Printed Name of Notary 
 
____________________________________ 
Notary/Bar Roll Number 
 
 
My commission expires ________________. 
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